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Preface

This book deals with soil dynamics in earthquake engineering including almost all
aspects of soil behavior from the bedrock up to the ground surface necessary for engi-
neering design of structures, wherein generally accepted basic knowledge as well as
advanced and innovative views are accommodated.

In recent years, a great number of earthquake observation data in surface soil deposits
have been accumulated by newly deployed earthquake observation systems, particu-
larly in Japan, demonstrating the significance of soil profiles and properties in site
amplification and damage during strong earthquakes. Recent earthquakes have also
presented a great number of case histories with new findings which may not be com-
patible with conventional knowledge, inspiring different views among investigators on
the mechanisms of site amplification, liquefaction and slope failure.

Major topics discussed in this book of earthquake geotechnical engineering are (i)
seismic site amplification, (ii) liquefaction and (iii) earthquake-induced slope fail-
ure. Associated with the above three topics, basic theories and knowledge on wave
propagation/attenuation, soil properties, laboratory tests, numerical analyses, model
tests are addressed in the earlier Chapters. Some of the advanced research findings are
addressed, and associated recent laboratory data as well as field case history data are
incorporated in this book.

Another important feature characterizing this book is an energy perspective to these
topics in addition to conventional views based on the force-equilibrium perspective.
It is because the present author strongly believes through his long-time experiences in
reconnaissance of earthquake damage and model tests that the energy is a very relevant
though simple index in determining seismic failures of structures, particularly soils and
soil structures.

The book is intended to cover major recent research advances in this field during
recent earthquakes such as the 1995 Kobe earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku earth-
quake in Japan. Many research results are originated from Japan, rich of earthquake
records and case histories though isolated to international investigators and engi-
neers because of the language barrier. It is written for international readers; graduate
students, researchers and practicing engineers, interested in this field, to be able to
understand as easily as possible.
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Nomenclature

Ai, Bi, Ci, Di Wave amplitudes of i-th layer for Rayleigh wave.
As, Ab Spectrum amplitude of upward wave at ground surface and

outcropping base, respectively.
Bb Spectrum amplitude of downward wave at downhole base.
c Surface wave velocity (=ω/k).
c Dashpot constant.
Cc Clay content.
CC Cement content.
CR Compliance ratio for undrained soil testing system.
Cu Uniformity coefficient.
di Thickness of i-th soil layer.
D, D0, Dmax Damping ratio, Small-strain damping ratio, and Maximum

damping ratio, respectively.
DL Damage level in fatigue theory.
DR Relative density.
e, ecr Void ratio, and Critical void ratio, respectively.
E, E′ Deformation modulus of soil or Young’s modulus, and Deformation

modulus of soil in terms of effective stress, respectively.
E, Ee, Ek Wave energy, Strain wave energy, and Kinetic wave energy,

respectively.
Eu, Ed, Ew Energies of upward, downward, and dissipated waves, respectively.
EIP Incident earthquake wave energy at a base layer.
EEQ, EDP, Ek,
−δEp

Earthquake energy, Dissipated energy, Kinetic energy, and Potential
energy for slope failures, respectively.

f Frequency.
f0 or f1 First peak frequency.
F Force.
Fc Fines content.
FL Factor for liquefiability.
Fs Safety factor against slope failure.
G, G0 Shear modulus (= µ), Initial shear modulus, respectively.
Geq Equivalent shear modulus.
G∗ Complex shear modulus.
Gc Gravel content.
G′ Frequency-independent constant for the Nonviscous damping.



xxii Nomenclature

H, Hi Surface layer thickness of 2-layer system, and Layer thickness of i-th
layer, respectively.

Ip Plasticity index.
k, k∗ Wave number, and Complex wave number, respectively.
k, k0 Spring constant, and Initial spring constant, respectively.
k Permeability coefficient.
k, kcr Seismic coefficient, and Critical seismic coefficient, respectively, in

horizontal direction.
k, m, n Exponents for confining pressure-dependency of S-wave velocity or

shear modulus.
Kσ , Kα Overburden correction factor, and Correction factor for initial shear

stress, respectively.
K, Ks, Kw, Kf ,
Kc

Bulk moduli of soil skeleton, soil solid particles, pure water, water
with air, and pressurized water reflecting system-compliance effects,
respectively.

Li, Mi Wave amplitudes of i-th layer for Love wave.
m, M Mass.
M, MJ, Mw Earthquake magnitude in general, Earthquake magnitude used

in the Japanese Meteorological Agency, and Earthquake moment
magnitude, respectively.

[M], [C], [K] Matrices of mass, damping and stiffness, respectively.
Nc, NL Number of load cycles, and Number of cycles to initial liquefaction,

respectively.
Neq Equivalent number of cycles in earthquake motions.
p Mean stress in triaxial test (=(σ1 + 2σ3)/3).
p Pressure.
p0 Unit pressure (= 98 kPa).
p′

y Consolidation yield stress.
PL Parameter for depth-dependent cumulative effect of liquefaction.
q Deviatoric stress in triaxial test (=σ1 − σ3).
Q Amplification factor (=1/(2D)).
rd, rn Stress reduction coefficients in terms of soil depth and irregular

seismic motion in liquefaction potential evaluations, respectively.
rN Ratio of number of cyclic loading to initial liquefaction (=Nc/NL).
ru Pore-pressure ratio (=u/σ ′

c).
R Hypocenter distance of earthquake.
Sr Saturation.
t Time.
T Wave period.
u Pore-pressure.
u, v, w Displacements in x, y, z-directions, respectively.
u̇, v̇, ẇ Particle velocities in x, y, z-directions, respectively.
ü, v̈, ẅ Accelerations in x, y, z-directions, respectively.
u̇0, ẇ0 Surface particle velocities in horizontal and vertical directions.
u̇a Particle velocity amplitude.
Vp, Vr Velocities of P and Rod-waves, respectively.
Vs, V∗

s S-wave velocity, and Complex S-wave velocity, respectively.



Nomenclature xxiii

Vs S-wave velocity averaged over the equivalent surface layer.
Vsb S-wave velocity of base layer.
Vs30 S-wave velocity averaged over top 30 m from ground surface.
wL, wp Water contents in % for liquid limit and plastic limit, respectively.
W Maximum elastic strain energy.
�W Dissipated energy in one-cycle of loading.
2W− Strain energy in one cycle loading considering the energy recycling

effect.
x, y, z Three-dimensional orthogonal axes.
α, α∗ Impedance ratio, and Complex impedance ratio, respectively.
α Reduction coefficient modifying irregular motion to equivalent

harmonic motion.
α, β Exponent constants.
α, β Constants for Modified Hardin-Drnevich model.
α, β Constants in Rayleigh damping for mass matrix [M] and stiffness

matrix [K], respectively.
αRO, βRO Constants for Ramberg-Osgood model.
β Wave attenuation coefficient for internal damping (≈ωD/Vs).
β, β0 Slope gradient, and Initial slope gradient, respectively.
γ Shear strain.
γDA Double amplitude shear strain.
γyz, γzx, γxy Shear strains on planes perpendicular to x, y, z-directions,

respectively.
γr, γy Reference and yield strains, respectively.
γa Shear strain amplitude in cyclic loading.
γeff Effective strain in equivalent linear analysis.
δ Phase delay angle.
δr Residual horizontal displacement in slope failure.
δrn Residual horizontal displacement in terms of centroid.
ε Axial strain.
εv Volumetric strain.
εDA Double amplitude axial strain.
εx, εy, εz Axial strains in x, y, z-directions, respectively.
θ, θ0 Slope angle and Initial slope angle, respectively.
θ1, θ2 Incident and reflected/refracted wave angles, respectively.
θcr Critical angle for wave refraction.
λ Wave length.
λ, µ = G Lame’s constants.
µ Friction coefficient.
ν, ν′ Poisson’s ratio, and Poisson’s ratio in terms of effective stress,

respectively.
ξ Viscosity.
ρ, ρt, ρsat Soil density in general, Unsaturated soil density, and Saturated soil

density, respectively.
σ, σ ′ Total normal stress, and Effective normal stress, respectively.
σ1, σ3 Axial and lateral stresses in triaxial test, respectively.
σv, σh Vertical and horizontal stresses, respectively.
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σx, σy, σz Normal stresses in x, y, z-directions, respectively.
σ ′

a, σ ′
p Effective stresses in the directions of wave propagation and wave

vibration, respectively.
σd Dynamic axial shear stress amplitude.
τ, τd, τs Shear stress, Dynamic shear stress, and Initial shear stress,

respectively.
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respectively.
φ, φ∗ Friction angle for unsaturated and saturated slopes, respectively.
φ, ψ Volumetric strain, and Rotation angle, respectively.
� Wave amplitudes in wave scattering theory.
ψ State parameter on State diagram.
ω Angular frequency.
ω0 Resonant angular frequency.
ωz, ωx, ωy Rotation angles around z, x, y-axes, respectively.



Introduction of the book

TOPICS COVERED IN THIS BOOK

Seismic ground motions and earthquake damage greatly reflect the local soil con-
ditions. People intuitively understood from old times the significant effect of local
soils on earthquake damage and selected better locations for their living. With the
urbanization of human society worldwide, however, buildings and infrastructures are
increasingly built in poor soil conditions, in waterfront, lowland and steep slopes. This
has necessitated an interdisciplinary engineering field between geotechnical engineer-
ing and earthquake engineering and created “Earthquake Geotechnical Engineering’’
or “Earthquake Soil Dynamics’’.

The topics covered in this book are conceptually depicted in Fig. 1: (i) site ampli-
fication in surface soils above bedrocks including soil-structure interactions, (ii) soil
failures near ground surface typically by liquefaction and (iii) slope failures under the
gravitational effect.

The site amplification reflects soil profiles as well as soil properties. Though the
incident wave at the bedrock level may not be so different within a certain horizontal
area, the seismic motions at the ground surface may vary considerably depending on the

Figure 1 Topics on soil behavior in earthquake geotechnical engineering.
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local soil conditions. Superstructures resting on different surface soils tend to exhibit
different seismic response accordingly. Structural damage may strongly reflect not only
structural properties but also soil properties of the supporting ground including the
effect of soil-structure-interaction (SSI).

With greater seismic shaking during destructive earthquakes, induced soil strain
tends to be larger, getting surface soils approaching to failure. Typical soil failure
caused by seismic loading is liquefaction, wherein non-cohesive soils saturated with
water develop excess pore-water pressure due to cyclic loading, approaching to a
zero-effective stress condition. This means considerable loss of the shear stiffness and
strength, causing the settlement/tilting of superstructures on liquefied ground or the
uplift of buried lifelines. Severe liquefaction may trigger lateral spreading or flow in
loose deposits and manmade fills in gentle slopes and behind displaced retaining walls.

Another type of seismically-induced soil failure occurs in slopes. Not only liquefiable
saturated sandy soils but also unsaturated clayey, gravelly or rocky materials are often
involved in slope failures. The seismic cyclic loading contributes to reduce soil shear
resistance and the inertial effect drives the soil along the slip surface, causing residual
deformation with various scales. For large-scale slope failures, though triggered by the
seismic inertia, the gravity plays a major role in driving large-volume soil mass in a
long runout-distance, causing a great damage in downslope directions.

INDUCED SOIL STRAIN AS A PERTINENT PARAMETER

Thus, the overview of soil behavior during strong earthquakes highlights a variety
of earthquake geotechnical effects where the induced soil strain is a key parameter.

Figure 2 Dynamic soil behavior on soil strain versus soil depth diagram.
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Fig. 2 shows the soil behaviors illustrated on the soil strain versus soil depth dia-
gram. The soil behaves as an elastic body at a small strain level of around 10−6, when
elastic waves propagate in soils during small earthquakes. Ground vibrations in micro-
tremors and environmental problems due to traffic and other vibration sources are also
associated with the elastic wave propagation. With increasing strains to 10−4–10−3,
the soil behaves non-elastically in a shallower depth, changing site amplifications dif-
ferent from those during small earthquakes. Further increase in strain during strong
earthquakes leads to the onset of soil liquefaction with 10−2 strain. This may give a
considerable influence on the stability and integrity of superstructures and foundations.
In slope failures, induced shear strains in shear zones may exceed well over 100%. The
soil strains induced in the ground tend to be larger and larger in shallow depths in soft
soils during destructive earthquakes. The upper bound of the induced strain may be
drawn as in Fig. 2 schematically as the solid line against the depth; 10−4 or smaller in
deeper ground because of stiffer soils and higher overburden stresses, while it drasti-
cally increases way over 10−2 with decreasing depth in soft soils in particular. Thus,
induced soil strain is the pertinent parameter in dealing with seismic soil behavior from
soft soil at a ground surface to a stiff soil of deep bedrock in earthquake geotechnical
engineering.

SOIL STRAINS IN VIEW OF PERFORMANCE BASED DESIGN

Performance-Based Design (PBD) is increasingly employed recently in structural design
of buildings and infrastructural facilities in many countries. The performance of foun-
dation ground and soil structures under earthquake loading has long been a major
topic of discussion. Despite such long-lasting efforts, the PBD has not yet been estab-
lished sufficiently in geotechnical engineering practice. Seismically induced ground
deformation essential to PBD is not easy to evaluate mainly because, in contrast to
superstructures, the ground is the 3-dimentional continuum with tremendous spa-
tial variability and strong nonlinearity involving soil dilatancy. A rapid development
in practical and reliable PBD is needed not only for foundation ground but also for
superstructures resting on incompetent soils.

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE BOOK

This book is composed of six Chapters; Chapter 1 deals with seismic wave propaga-
tion and attenuation in soil layers above the engineering bedrock. Basic theories on
one/three-dimensional propagation of body waves and surface waves, are followed by
viscoelastic theories needed to understand the attenuation and damping mechanism of
seismic waves including the energy perspective. In Chapter 2, dynamic soil properties
are focused in terms of small strain-properties, strain-dependent property variations
and how to determine the properties in the field and in the laboratory. Chapter 3
addresses the modeling/formulation of soil properties; equivalent linear modeling and
truly nonlinear stress–strain modeling together with dilatancy modeling in large strains
for soil failures. How to conduct different type numerical analyses using different soil
models and scaled model tests for different purposes are also discussed. In Chapter 4,
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seismic site amplifications are discussed in the light of the multi-reflection theory of
the SH-wave utilizing vertical array records during many strong earthquakes recently
occurred in Japan. SSI (Soil-Structure-Interaction) is also addressed briefly in the realm
of the one-dimensional SH-wave propagation. The site amplification is then interpreted
as the flow of wave energy, and the general trends in energy flow in shallow depths are
discussed based on a number of strong motion records in conjunction with earthquake
damage evaluations. Chapter 5 deals with several aspects of seismically-induced soil
liquefaction; basic mechanisms, associated geotechnical/seismic conditions, liquefac-
tion potential evaluations by the currently employed stress-based method and also by a
newly proposed energy-based method, effects of incomplete saturation as well as initial
shear stress, cyclic softening of cohesive soils, post-liquefaction residual deformations
and structural effects, countermeasures and liquefaction-induced base-isolation effects.
In Chapter 6, seismically-induced slope failures are discussed in terms of conventional
stability analyses, dynamic analyses using Newmark-method, deformation analyses by
degraded shear moduli. Then, a number of case history data during recent earthquakes
in Japan are reviewed to look into what happened in the actual slopes. An energy-
based evaluation based on a simple energy principle is applied to the case histories to
understand the slope failure mechanism in the energy perspective.



Chapter 1

Elastic wave propagation in soil

When seismic wave propagates in deep or stiff ground, it behaves as an elastic wave
with induced soil strain within an elastic range. Even in shallow depths, small ampli-
tude waves by small earthquakes, machines or traffic vibrations propagate as the elastic
wave. In this Chapter, basic theories on the elastic wave propagation for earthquake
geotechnical engineering will be addressed in terms of one-dimensional and three-
dimensional body waves as well as surface waves. In the latter part, basic theories
on viscoelastic models are addressed to deal with soil damping incorporated in the
attenuation of elastic waves.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The seismic waves consist of body waves and surface waves as classified in Fig. 1.1.1.
The body waves travel inside medium boundaries, while the surface waves transmit
along the medium boundaries. The body waves are classified into P-wave (Primary
wave) and S-wave (Secondary or Shear wave), while the surface waves are classified
into Rayleigh wave and Love wave. During earthquakes, one first feels the P-wave of
shorter period motions, then the S-wave of stronger motions carrying major earthquake
energy, followed by the surface waves of longer period motions.

The body waves propagate into a seismological bedrock below a site as illus-
trated in Fig. 1.1.2 with an incident angle to the layer boundary. The wave front
advances as a single plane perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. In the

Figure 1.1.1 Classification of seismic waves.
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Figure 1.1.2 Propagating direction, vibrating direction and wave front plane of body waves.

Figure 1.1.3 Refraction and reflection of elastic waves at a horizontal boundary based on Snell’s law.

P-wave, soil particles vibrate in the wave propagation direction, while, in S-wave,
they vibrate normal to the propagating direction with shear distortion. The P-wave
accompanies the change of soil volume, while the S-wave causes only shear distortion
without volumetric strain. The S-wave is further classified into SV-wave (the vibration
includes the vertical component) and SH-wave (the vibration only in the horizontal
component).

When the plane body wave comes across a horizontal soil boundary with the
incident angle θ2 as shown in Fig. 1.1.3, refraction and reflection waves are generated
there. Then, the angles for refraction θ1 and reflection θ2 are correlated with the incident
angle θ2 by the Snell’s law using the wave propagation velocities V1 and V2 (V1 < V2

or θ1 < θ2) as:

sin θ1

sin θ2
= V1

V2
(1.1.1)
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Figure 1.1.4 Refraction and reflection at a horizontal boundary based on Snell’s law: (a) Critical angle for
total reflection, (b) Refraction, reflection and transformation of incident SV and P-waves.

This equation can be readily obtained from the fact that the angle of the wave front
plane changes from θ2 to θ1 due to the difference in the wave velocity.

Fig. 1.1.4(a) illustrates the incident wave with the angle θ1 generating the refracted
wave with the angle θ2 at the boundary between two layers with wave velocities V1

and V2, respectively (V1 < V2). The reflected angle θ1 is the same as the incident angle
because Vs-values for the two waves are the same. It is easy to understand that the
refracted angle corresponding to θ2 = 90◦ is expressed as:

sin θ1 = V1

V2
(1.1.2)

θ1 ≡ θcr = sin−1 V1/V2 is called as critical angle, beyond that (θ1 > θcr) the total reflec-
tion without refraction occurs. At the critical angle, the refracted wave transmits along
the layer boundary with the velocity V2, which is incorporated conveniently in an in
situ seismic wave exploration.

Among the body waves, the incident SH-wave generates only the SH-wave in
refraction and reflection at the horizontal layer boundary because it vibrates only in
the horizontal direction parallel with the boundary. In contrast, the SV-wave generates
SV-wave and transformed P-wave as well, in both refraction and reflection, because
the vibrating direction in the SV-wave has some vertical component. Similarly, the
P-wave generates both P and transformed SV-wave except for the incident angle θ2 = 0.
Fig. 1.1.4(b) summarizes in general how incident P or SV-wave generates refracted and
reflected P and SV-waves. In any case, Eq. (1.1.1) can be used universally to correlate
θ1 and θ2 if wave velocities V1 and V2 are used properly corresponding to the different
wave types.
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Figure 1.2.1 One-dimensional body wave propagation in horizontal layers from bedrock to surface.

1.2 ONE-DIMENSIONAL WAVE PROPAGATION
AND WAVE ENERGY

A soil profile of a site may be idealized as a one-dimensional soil column consisting
of multiple horizontal layers as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.1. In order to determine site-
dependent earthquake motions, seismological and engineering bedrocks are chosen at
depths. The seismological bedrock is normally defined as an upper surface of the earth
crust with S-wave velocity Vs ≈ 3 km/s or larger, while the engineering bedrock is a
shallower base layer with Vs ≈ 0.4–0.7 km/s distinctively stiffer than overlying surface
soft layers. As the body waves arriving at the seismological bedrock with a certain inci-
dent angle propagate upward, the incident angles are getting smaller at the upper layer
boundaries due to refractions following the Snell’s law, because the wave velocities of
layers tend to be lower with decreasing depths as a global trend. Hence the propagation
of body waves above the engineering bedrock can be simplified as one-dimensional
vertical propagation. In this case, the S-wave is assumed to be composed of SH-wave
without SV-component as a major seismic motion in engineering design. Thus, the
one-dimensional vertical propagation of SH-wave and P-wave is widely accepted in
simplifying dynamic loading in earthquake engineering as discussed in the following.

1.2.1 One-dimensional propagation of SH and P-waves

Let us consider wave propagations in a soil column as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.2 wherein
x = direction of vibration, z = direction of wave propagation, and u, w = displacements
in x and z-direction, respectively. For the SH-wave in Fig. 1.2.2(a), the force equilib-
rium in the horizontal direction for a thin slice with a thickness dz and a horizontal
area A considering the inertial force in x-direction X = −ρAdz(∂2u/∂t2) balancing with
the shear stresses τ yields the following equation.

A
{
τ + ∂τ

∂z
dz
2

−
(

τ − ∂τ

∂z
dz
2

)}
− ρAdz

∂2u
∂t2

= 0 (1.2.1)

Then,

ρ
∂2u
∂t2

= ∂τ

∂z
(1.2.2)
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Figure 1.2.2 Force equilibrium in one-dimensional body wave propagations in soil column: (a) SH-wave,
(b) P-wave (Rod-wave).

Substituting τ = G(∂u/∂z) into Eq. (1.2.2) gives

∂2u
∂t2

= V2
s
∂2u
∂z2

(1.2.3)

where Vs is the S-wave velocity expressed as

Vs =√
G/ρ (1.2.4)

The equation for one-dimensional P-wave propagation can be similarly derived
as shown in Fig. 1.2.2(b). The force equilibrium for a thin slice with a thickness dz
and a horizontal area A considering the inertial force in the z-direction Z = −ρAdz ×
(∂2w/∂t2) balancing with the stresses yields the following equation.

A
{
σ + ∂σ

∂z
dz
2

−
(

σ − ∂σ

∂z
dz
2

)}
− ρAdz

∂2w
∂t2

= 0 (1.2.5)

Then,

ρ
∂2w
∂t2

= ∂σ

∂z
(1.2.6)

Substituting σ = E(∂w/∂z) into Eq. (1.2.6) gives

∂2w
∂t2

= V2
r
∂2w
∂z2

(1.2.7)
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Figure 1.2.3 Wave velocity ratios of Rod-wave to P-wave Vr/Vp and S-wave to P-wave Vs/Vp versus
Poisson’s ratio ν.

where Vr is the wave velocity expressed as:

Vr =√
E/ρ (1.2.8)

This velocity corresponds to P-wave propagating vertically in a rod (Rod-wave). Here,
the lateral dimension of the rod is comparable with the wave length, wherein Pois-
son’s ratio ν is not involved because the lateral displacement is allowed freely. With
decreasing wave length relative to the rod lateral dimension, it changes to P-wave prop-
agating in an infinitely large medium, wherein Poisson’s ratio has a significant effect.
The P-wave travelling in the z-direction in an infinitely large medium is formulated in
Eq. (1.3.13) of Sec. 1.3 as:

∂2w
∂t2

= V2
p
∂2w
∂z2

(1.2.9)

with the P-wave velocity written as

Vp =√
(λ + 2G)/ρ (1.2.10)

wherein λ = νE/[(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)] and G ≡ µ = E/[2(1 + ν)] are Lame’s constants. The
Vp-value in Eq. (1.2.10) is obviously different from Vr in Eq. (1.2.8) and the velocity
ratio is written as

Vr

Vp
=√

E/(λ + 2G) =√
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)/(1 − ν) (1.2.11)

On the other hand, the ratio between Vs in Eq. (1.2.4) and Vp is written as

Vs/Vp =√
G/(λ + 2G) =√

(1 − 2ν)/{2(1 − ν)} (1.2.12)
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Figure 1.2.4 Concept of one-dimensional SH-wave propagation: (a) Upward propagation, (b) Upward
and downward propagation.

These velocity ratios are shown in Fig. 1.2.3 versus Poisson’s ratio ν. It is obvious
that Vr = Vp if Poisson’s ratio ν is zero. The ratio Vr/Vp monotonically decreases from
1.0 to 0 with increasing Poisson’s ratio ν = 0 to 0.5. The ratio Vs/Vp also decreases
monotonically from 1/

√
2 to 0 with ν changing from 0 to 0.5. This indicates that Vs

is infinitely small in comparison with Vp in an incompressible material of ν = 0.5.

1.2.2 Basic formulation of wave propagation

Let us confirm that the wave equations such as Eq. (1.2.3) actually express the SH-
wave propagation. The displacement u in one-dimensional S-wave propagating to
the positive direction of z-axis as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.4(a) can be expressed in the
following form.

u = A · f (z − Vst) (1.2.13)

Here, f ( ) is an arbitrary function, and A is the wave amplitude. It is easy to under-
stand that Eq. (1.2.13) represents a propagating wave if z − Vst is constant with time.
If a wave amplitude u at z = z1 and t = t1 propagates to z = z1 + �z at t = t1 + �t, then
z1 − Vst1 = z1 + �z − Vs(t1 + �t) = constant should hold, from which a quite reason-
able result defining the wave velocity; Vs = �z/�t, can be drawn, confirming that
Eq. (1.2.13) actually expresses a wave propagation.

Furthermore, particle velocity u̇ = ∂u/∂t and acceleration ü = ∂2u/∂t2 can be
formulated, by using a new variable η = z − Vst, as:

u̇ = ∂u
∂t

= ∂u
∂η

∂η

∂t
= −Vs

∂u
∂η

(1.2.14)

ü = ∂2u
∂t2

= ∂

∂t
∂u
∂t

= ∂

∂η

∂η

∂t

(
−Vs

∂u
∂η

)
= V2

s
∂2u
∂η2

(1.2.15)
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On the other hand, the shear strain γ = ∂u/∂z and ∂2u/∂z2 is formulated as:

γ = ∂u
∂z

= ∂u
∂η

∂η

∂z
= ∂u

∂η
(1.2.16)

∂2u
∂z2

= ∂

∂z
∂u
∂z

= ∂

∂η

∂η

∂z

(
∂u
∂η

)
= ∂2u

∂η2
(1.2.17)

From Eqs. (1.2.15) and (1.2.17), the following equation identical to Eq. (1.2.3) can be
obtained,

∂2u
∂t2

= V2
s
∂2u
∂z2

(1.2.18)

confirming that Eq. (1.2.13) can be a general solution of the wave equation Eq. (1.2.18).
Moreover, Eqs. (1.2.14) and (1.2.16) yield the following important formula.

γ = − u̇
Vs

(1.2.19)

This indicates that the shear strain γ induced by wave propagation in one direction
can be evaluated in such a simple equation from the particle velocity u̇ and the wave
velocity Vs.

Eq. (1.2.13) can be generalized as:

u = A · f1(z − Vt) + B · f2(z + Vt) (1.2.20)

to express the superposition of upward (+z direction) and downward (−z direction)
waves with the amplitudes A and B in the first and second terms, respectively. Thus,
it is generally considered that the SH wave recorded at subsurface is the superposition
of upward and downward waves as shown in Fig. 1.2.4(b) based on the assumption
of one-dimensional wave propagation. By using a harmonic function in place of the
arbitrary functions f 1( ) and f 2( ), a general solution of the wave equation can be
written as:

u = Aei(kz−ωt) + Bei(kz+ωt) (1.2.21)

Here, ω = 2πf is the angular frequency (f = frequency), and k = ω/Vs is the wave
number with a dimension of the inverse of length.

1.2.3 Basic formulation of wave energy

Let us consider wave energy carried by the upward SH-wave with the wave velocity Vs

passing through a horizontal plane A-A′ of a unit area as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.5.
Kinetic energy in a soil element of a unit horizontal area times a small thickness
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Figure 1.2.5 Schematic illustration on wave energy in upward SH-wave propagation.

dz = Vs�t (a travel distance in a short time increment �t) having particle velocity
u̇ can be expressed as:

�Ek = 1
2

ρVs�t(u̇)2 (1.2.22)

Strain energy simultaneously induced by the wave propagation in the same thin soil
element is expressed by shear stress τ = Gγ and shear strain γ, and using γ = −u̇/Vs

in Eq. (1.2.19) as:

�Ee =
∫ γ

0
(Vs�t)τdγ = (Vs�t)G

∫ γ

0
γdγ = 1

2
ρV3

s �tγ2 = 1
2

ρVs�t(u̇)2 (1.2.23)

Hence, �Ek = �Ee and this equality always holds for the one-directional propagating
wave at the same wave section. Thus, the wave energy passing through the unit area
in the time increment �t is their sum.

�E = �Ek + �Ee = ρVs�t(u̇)2 (1.2.24)

Accumulated energy in a time interval t = t1∼t2 can be expressed as the sum of
the kinetic wave energy and strain wave energy, Ek and Ee, of the equal amount
(Timoshenko and Goodier 1951, Bath 1956, Sarma 1971) as:

E = Ek + Ee = ρVs

∫ t2

t1

(u̇)2dt (1.2.25)

Note that the unit of E is Energy divided by Area and kJ/m2 will be used in this book.
Time derivative of the energy is called as energy flux or energy flow rate and written as

dE
dt

= dEe

dt
+ dEk

dt
= ρVs(u̇)2 (1.2.26)

Thus, the wave energy is defined for the unilaterally propagating wave. In order to
calculate the energy flow from earthquake records at or below the ground surface
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assuming the one-dimensional vertical propagation of P or SH-wave, it is necessary to
separate the recorded wave motion into upward and downward waves. Energy flows
for actual seismic records will be calculated in Sec. 4.6.

1.3 THREE-DIMENSIONAL BODY WAVES

In order to consider a wave equation in a three-dimensional elastic medium, the force-
equilibrium in a small rectangular element with its edge lengths dx, dy, dz and density
ρ is considered in the orthogonal x, y, z space as shown in Fig. 1.3.1. The normal
stresses σx, σy, σz and tangential stresses τxy = τyx, τyz = τzy, τzx = τxz are working at
individual faces of the element, and the body forces X, Y, Z are working at the center
of the element. The equilibrium in the x-direction for example yields:

{(
σx + ∂σx

∂x
dx

)
− σx

}
dydz +

{(
τyx + ∂τyx

∂y
dy

)
− τyx

}
dzdx

+
{(

τzx + ∂τzx

∂z
dz

)
− τzx

}
dxdy + Xdxdydz = 0

By simplifying it, the first formula in (1.3.1) is obtained, and the second and third
formulas are also given in the same way.

∂σx

∂x
+ ∂τyx

∂y
+ ∂τzx

∂z
+ X = 0,

∂τxy

∂x
+ ∂σy

∂y
+ ∂τzy

∂z
+ Y = 0,

(1.3.1)
∂τxz

∂x
+ ∂τyz

∂y
+ ∂σz

∂z
+ Z = 0

Figure 1.3.1 Force equilibrium in three-dimensional soil element.
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If the body forces X, Y, Z associated with the wave propagation are inertial forces,
they are expressed by using displacements u, v, w, in the x, y, z-axis, respectively, as:

X = −ρ
∂2u
∂t2

, Y = −ρ
∂2v
∂t2

, Z = −ρ
∂2w
∂t2

(1.3.2)

Thus, the three-dimensional equilibrium equation is obtained as follows.

∂σx

∂x
+ ∂τxy

∂y
+ ∂τxz

∂z
− ρ

∂2u
∂t2

= 0,
∂τxy

∂x
+ ∂σy

∂y
+ ∂τyz

∂z
− ρ

∂2v
∂t2

= 0,

(1.3.3)
∂τxz

∂x
+ ∂τyz

∂y
+ ∂σz

∂z
− ρ

∂2w
∂t2

= 0

Next, the stress components in Eq. (1.3.3) are expressed by the displacements u, v, w,
using the following.

εx = ∂u
∂x

, εy = ∂v
∂y

, εz = ∂w
∂z

,
(1.3.4)

γxy = ∂v
∂x

+ ∂u
∂y

, γyz = ∂w
∂y

+ ∂v
∂z

, γzx = ∂u
∂z

+ ∂w
∂x

Here, εx, εy, εz are the axial strains in the x, y, z-directions and γxy, γyz, γzx are the shear
strains on the planes normal to z, x, y-axes. If the material is of isotropic elasticity, the
strain components are correlated with the stress components by the Hook’s law as:

εx = σx − ν(σy + σz)
E

, εy = σy − ν(σz + σx)
E

, εz = σz − ν(σx + σy)
E

(1.3.5)
γxy = τxy

G
, γyz = τyz

G
, γzx = τzx

G

Here, E = Young’s modulus, ν = Poisson’s ratio, and G = shear modulus. If the stresses
are expressed by the strains:

σx = λe + 2Gεx = Kεv + 2G{εx − (εv/3)}
σy = λe + 2Gεy = Kεv + 2G{εy − (εv/3)} (1.3.6)

σz = λe + 2Gεz = Kεv + 2G{εz − (εv/3)}
τxy = Gγxy, τyz = Gγyz, τzx = Gγzx

Here, εv = εx + εy + εz is the volumetric strain, λ and µ (=G) are Lame’s constants,
and K is bulk modulus, written as:

λ = νE
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

, µ = G = E
2(1 + ν)

, K = E
3(1 − 2ν)

(1.3.7)
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Substituting Eq. (1.3.6) to (1.3.3) gives the equilibrium equation in terms of displace-
ments, u, v, w. In the x-direction for example:

−λ
∂εv

∂x
− 2G

∂2u
∂x2

− G
∂

∂y

(
∂u
∂y

+ ∂v
∂x

)
− G

∂

∂z

(
∂w
∂x

+ ∂u
∂z

)
+ ρ

∂2u
∂t2

= 0

Hence, the following equation can be obtained in the x, y, z-directions.

(λ + G)
∂εv

∂x
+ G∇2u − ρ

∂2u
∂t2

= 0, (λ + G)
∂εv

∂y
+ G∇2v − ρ

∂2v
∂t2

= 0,

(1.3.8)

(λ + G)
∂εv

∂z
+ G∇2w − ρ

∂2w
∂t2

= 0

where ∇2 = ∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂y2 + ∂2

∂z2 is the Laplacian operator.
Here, let us consider two types of waves. The first is a wave without volumetric

strain, i.e. εv = εx + εy + εz = 0, wherein Eq. (1.3.8) reduces to:

G∇2u − ρ
∂2u
∂t2

= 0, G∇2v − ρ
∂2v
∂t2

= 0, G∇2w − ρ
∂2w
∂t2

= 0 (1.3.9)

It is obvious that this represents three-dimensional S-wave with the wave velocity
Vs =√

G/ρ. The second type is a wave where the displacements have no rotational
component. Rotations of small rectangles normal to the z, x, y-axes ωz, ωx, ωy are
defined as the average rotations (anti-clockwise) of two sides for individual rectangles.

Figure 1.3.2 Rotation of rectangular element around z-axis.
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For example, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3.2, the rotation angle around z-axis ωz is obtained
as the average of ∂v/∂x and −∂u/∂y, and hence they are written as:

ωz = 1
2

(
∂v
∂x

− ∂u
∂y

)
, ωx = 1

2

(
∂w
∂y

− ∂v
∂z

)
, ωy = 1

2

(
∂u
∂z

− ∂w
∂x

)
(1.3.10)

From the condition that all the rotations are zero:

∂v
∂x

= ∂u
∂y

,
∂w
∂y

= ∂v
∂z

,
∂u
∂z

= ∂w
∂x

(1.3.11)

Utilizing the above relationships, ∂εv/∂x for example can be expressed as:

∂εv

∂x
= ∂

∂x

(
∂u
∂x

+ ∂v
∂y

+ ∂w
∂z

)
= ∂2u

∂x2
+ ∂

∂x
∂v
∂y

+ ∂

∂x
∂w
∂z

= ∂2u
∂x2

+ ∂

∂y
∂v
∂x

+ ∂

∂z
∂w
∂x

= ∂2u
∂x2

+ ∂

∂y
∂u
∂y

+ ∂

∂z
∂u
∂z

= ∇2u

Hence, the same operations are possible for all the terms to yield:

∂εv

∂x
= ∇2u,

∂εv

∂y
= ∇2v,

∂εv

∂z
= ∇2w (1.3.12)

Substituting this into Eq. (1.3.8) finally gives the equation.

(λ + 2G)∇2u − ρ
∂2u
∂t2

= 0, (λ + 2G)∇2v − ρ
∂2v
∂t2

= 0,
(1.3.13)

(λ + 2G)∇2w − ρ
∂2w
∂t2

= 0

This is the equation of three-dimensional wave without rotational displacements,
representing P-wave with the wave velocity Vp =√

(λ + 2µ)/ρ. P-wave is sometimes
considered as the wave consisting of volumetric strain only and no shear strain. How-
ever, P-wave is actually defined as the wave without rotation and can include shear
strain (Timoshenko and Goodiers 1951). For instance, soils undergo shear strain in
one-dimensional propagation of plane P-wave, because the axial strain in the direction
of wave propagation is obviously different from zero axial strain in the perpendicular
directions except for Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.5.

1.4 SURFACE WAVES

If body waves come across a free boundary or a boundary in contact with a different
medium, surface waves are generated and propagate with the wave energy concentrat-
ing near the boundary surface. The surface waves near the ground surface are divided
into Rayleigh wave and Love wave as explained in Fig. 1.1.1. The surface waves are
rich in long period motions compared to the body waves and tend to be dominant in
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Figure 1.4.1 Vibration directions by Rayleigh wave and Love wave.

the later part of seismic shaking. Unlike the body waves coming up from below, the
surface waves transmit horizontally to a site.

Fig. 1.4.1 schematically illustrates the directions of vibration of the surface waves.
Rayleigh wave is generated by combining SV-wave and P-wave. It vibrates in a
two-dimensional vertical plane including the horizontal x-axis originating from the epi-
center and the vertical z-axis, and no vibration occurs in the y-axis. In contrast, Love
wave, which is actually the SH-wave travelling laterally in the x-direction, vibrates
horizontally only in the y-axis with no component in the x and z-axes. Rayleigh wave
is further classified into non-dispersive Rayleigh wave propagating in a half-space
uniform medium and dispersive Rayleigh wave propagating in multi-layered media.
Love wave can propagate not in a uniform medium but in layered media only and is
dispersive.

Surface waves propagating in layered media are characterized by the dispersion of
waves. Namely, waves with longer periods travel faster than those of shorter periods,
because longer period waves tend to be more influenced by deeper and stiffer soil
properties. Hence, surface waves composed of various period motions tend to disperse
as they propagate because longer period motions travel faster than those of shorter
period. In order to define the surface wave velocity, phase velocity is normally used,
and the variation of the phase velocity depending on the period, frequency or wave
length is called a dispersion curve. In the following, Rayleigh wave and Love wave
propagating in layered media are dealt with theoretically in matrix forms based on a
well-referred previous paper by Haskell (1953).

1.4.1 Rayleigh wave

1.4.1.1 General formulation

Fig. 1.4.2 shows a horizontally-layered soil model in the two-dimensional x-z plane
where Rayleigh wave propagates horizontally along the x-axis. The z-axis is defined
downward from the origin O at the ground surface. The model consists of n-layers
with individual density ρi, thickness di and Lame’s constants λi, µi = Gi for i = 1–n.
Based on Eqs. (1.3.13) and (1.3.9) for P and S-wave, the wave equations for volumetric
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Figure 1.4.2 Horizontally layered model near ground surface for Rayleigh wave propagating in x-axis.

strain φ and rotation angle ψ can be expressed in the following form using the Laplace
operator ∇2 = ∂2/∂x2 + ∂2/∂z2.

{
∇2 +

(
ω

Vp

)2
}

φ = 0 (1.4.1)

{
∇2 +

(
ω

Vs

)2
}

ψ = 0 (1.4.2)

Here, u, w = displacements in x and z direction, ω = angular frequency, and the
volumetric strain φ and the rotation angle ψ are defined as follows.

φ = ∂u
∂x

+ ∂w
∂z

, ψ = 1
2

(
∂u
∂z

− ∂w
∂x

)
(1.4.3)

Then, let us assume the following formulas for general solutions of Eqs. (1.4.1) and
(1.4.2).

φ = Aei(ωt−kx−αkz) + Bei(ωt−kx+αkz) = (Ae−iαkz + Beiαkz)ei(ωt−kx) (1.4.4)

ψ = Cei(ωt−kx−βkz) + Dei(ωt−kx+βkz) = (Ce−iβkz + Deiβkz)ei(ωt−kx) (1.4.5)

Here, k = ω/Vs is the wave number, c = ω/k is the surface wave velocity in x-direction,
and α, β, A, B, C, D are the constants to determine in order to characterize the surface
wave properly. Substituting Eqs. (1.4.4) and (1.4.5) into Eqs. (1.4.1) and (1.4.2) gives

α2 =
(

c
Vp

)2

− 1 (1.4.6)

β2 =
(

c
Vs

)2

− 1 (1.4.7)
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The square roots of α and β are chosen as follows, respectively (Haskell 1953).

α = +
[(

c
Vp

)2

− 1

]0.5

: c > Vp α = −
[(

c
Vp

)2

− 1

]0.5

: c < Vp (1.4.8)

β = +
[(

c
Vs

)2

− 1

]0.5

: c > Vs β = −
[(

c
Vs

)2

− 1

]0.5

: c < Vs (1.4.9)

If c > Vp and the positive real value is chosen for α as in the first case of Eq. (1.4.8),
Eq. (1.4.4) expresses P-wave with the amplitude A and B propagating upward and
downward, respectively, as it transmits into the x-direction. If c < Vp and the negative
imaginary value is chosen for α as in the second case of Eq. (1.4.8), Eq. (1.4.4) expresses
surface wave transmitting in the x-direction with the amplitude A, because the wave
amplitude tends to decrease with increasing z. The constant B in Eq. (1.4.4) has to be
zero in this case as will be addressed later because the amplitude tends to increase with
increasing depth. Similar observations for β in Eqs. (1.4.9) and (1.4.5) indicate that
surface wave is possible in the second case of Eq. (1.4.9) only if c < Vs and the negative
imaginary value is chosen for β, and the constant D in Eq. (1.4.5) has to be zero.

The general solutions of Eqs. (1.4.1) and (1.4.2) can be written in terms of
displacements u, w:

u = −V2
p

ω2

∂φ

∂x
− 2

V2
s

ω2

∂ψ

∂z
, w = −V2

p

ω2

∂φ

∂z
+ 2

V2
s

ω2

∂ψ

∂x
(1.4.10)

This is possible because by first implementing the operation ∇2 = ∂2/∂x2 + ∂2/∂z2 for
each term in Eq. (1.4.10), and then by replacing ∇2φ and ∇2ψ using Eqs. (1.4.1) and
(1.4.2), the following formulas are obtained.

∇2u = −V2
p

ω2

∂∇2φ

∂x
− 2

V2
s

ω2

∂∇2ψ

∂z
= ∂φ

∂x
+ 2

∂ψ

∂z
,

(1.4.11)

∇2w = −V2
p

ω2

∂∇2φ

∂z
+ 2

V2
s

ω2

∂∇2ψ

∂x
= ∂φ

∂x
− 2

∂ψ

∂z

Substituting φ and ψ defined in Eq. (1.4.3) into Eq. (1.4.11) immediately shows that
these equations actually hold.

Hence, Eqs. (1.4.4) and (1.4.5) are substituted into Eq. (1.4.10) to obtain equations
for the displacements, u, w.

u =
{

ik
V2

p

ω2
(Ae−iαkz + Beiαkz) + 2iβk

V2
s

ω2
(Ce−iβkz − Deiβkz)

}
ei(ωt−kx)

(1.4.12)

w =
{

iαk
V2

p

ω2
(Ae−iαkz − Beiαkz) − 2ik

V2
s

ω2
(Ce−iβkz + Deiβkz)

}
ei(ωt−kx)
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In place of u, w, particle velocities u̇, ẇ normalized by the phase velocity of surface
wave c = ω/k are written (omitting the common term ei(ωt−kx)) hereafter.

u̇/c = −V2
p

c2
(Ae−iαkz + Beiαkz) − 2β

V2
s

c2
(Ce−iβkz − Deiβkz)

= −(Vp/c)2(cos αkz)(A + B) + i(Vp/c)2(sin αkz)(A − B)

− 2β(Vs/c)2(cos βkz)(C − D) + 2iβ(Vs/c)2(sin βkz)(C + D) (1.4.13)

ẇ/c = −α
V2

p

c2
(Ae−iαkz − Beiαkz) + 2

V2
s

c2
(Ce−iβkz + Deiβkz)

= iα(Vp/c)2(sin αkz)(A + B) − α(Vp/c)2(cos αkz)(A − B)

− 2i(Vs/c)2(sin βkz)(C − D) + 2(Vs/c)2(cos βkz)(C + D)

As for the stresses, normal and shear stresses σz, τzx are expressed as:

σz = λφ + 2G
∂w
∂z

= (λ + 2G)φ − 2G
∂u
∂x

= ρ

(
V2

p φ − 2V2
s
∂u
∂x

)
,

(1.4.14)

τzx = G
(

∂u
∂z

+ ∂w
∂x

)
= ρV2

s

(
∂u
∂z

+ ∂w
∂x

)

By substituting Eqs. (1.4.4), (1.4.12) into Eq. (1.4.14), the following equations are
obtained (omitting the common term ei(ωt−kx)).

σz = ρV2
p (Ae−iαkz + Beiαkz)

− 2ρV2
s

{
V2

p

c2
(Ae−iαkz + Beiαkz) + 2β

V2
s

c2
(Ce−iβkz − Deiβkz)

}

= −ρV2
p (2(Vs/c)2 − 1)(cos αkz)(A + B) + iρV2

p (2(Vs/c)2 − 1)(sin αkz)(A − B)

− 4βρc2(Vs/c)4(cos βkz)(C − D) + 4iβρc2(Vs/c)4(sin βkz)(C + D)

τzx = 2ρV2
s

[
α

V2
p

c2
(Ae−iαkz − Beiαkz) + V2

s

c2
(β2 − 1)(Ce−iβkz + Deiβkz)

]

= −2iραV2
p (Vs/c)2(sin αkz)(A + B) + 2ραV2

p (Vs/c)2(cos αkz)(A − B)

− 2iρc2(β2 − 1)(Vs/c)4(sin βkz)(C − D)

+ 2ρc2(β2 − 1)(Vs/c)4(cos βkz)(C + D) (1.4.15)

Eqs. (1.4.13), (1.4.15) can be expressed in a matrix form as:

{u̇/c ẇ/c σz τzx}T = [E]{A + B A − B C − D C + D}T (1.4.16)
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where the matrix [E] is as follows.

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−(Vp/c)2 cos αkz i(Vp/c)2 sin αkz −2β(Vs/c)2cos βkz 2iβ(Vs/c)2sin βkz

iα(Vp/c)2sin αkz −α(Vp/c)2cos αkz −2i(Vs/c)2 sin βkz 2(Vs/c)2cos βkz

−ρV2
p (2(Vs/c)2 − 1)cos αkz iρV2

p (2(Vs/c)2 − 1)sin αkz −4βρV2
s (Vs/c)2cos βkz 4iβρV2

s (Vs/c)2sin βkz

−2iαρV2
s (Vp/c)2sin αkz 2αρV2

s (Vp/c)2cos αkz −2i(β2 − 1)ρV2
s (Vs/c)2sin βkz 2(β2 − 1)ρV2

s (Vs/c)2cos βkz

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(1.4.17)

Let us apply this equation to the top and bottom boundaries of the m-th layer of
thickness dm in Fig. 1.4.2. Hereafter, σz, τzx are abbreviated as σ, τ and the subscript
m is used for layer m, and a local coordinate starting from the top of each layer
is employed. At the top of the m-th layer (at the bottom of the (m − 1)-th layer),
Eq. (1.4.16) is written as:

{u̇m−1/c ẇm−1/c σm−1 τm−1}T

= [Em]{Am + Bm Am − Bm Cm − Dm Cm + Dmt}T (1.4.18)

Here, [Em] is obtained as below by setting local coordinates starting from z = 0 in
Eq. (1.4.17).

[Em] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−(Vp/c)2 0 −2β(Vs/c)2 0

0 −α(Vp/c)2 0 2(Vs/c)2

−ρV2
p (2(Vs/c)2 − 1) 0 −4βρV2

s (Vs/c)2 0

0 2αρV2
p (Vs/c)2 0 2(β2 − 1)ρV2

s (Vs/c)2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(1.4.19)

At the bottom of the m-th layer, Eq. (1.4.16) is written as:

{u̇m/c ẇm/c σm τm}T = [Fm]{Am + Bm Am − Bm Cm − Dm Cm + Dm}T

(1.4.20)

Matrix [Fm] is obtained by substituting z = dm in Eq. (1.4.17). Eliminating the vec-
tor {Am + Bm Am − Bm Cm − Dm Cm + Dm}T from Eqs. (1.4.18) and (1.4.20)
yields

{u̇m/c ẇm/c σm τm}T = [am]{u̇m−1/c ẇm−1/c σm−1 τm−1}T (1.4.21)

[am] = [Fm][Em]−1 (1.4.22)

This recursive formula gives a relationship between the values u̇/c, ẇ/c, σ, τ, at the
top and bottom of the m-th layer. Then, a relationship between 1st and (n − 1)-th layer
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can be written in the following form.

{u̇n−1/c ẇn−1/c σn−1 τn−1}T = [an−1] · · · [a1]{u̇0/c ẇ0/c σ0 τ0}T

(1.4.23)

Here, u̇0/c, ẇ0/c, σ0, τ0 are particle velocities and stresses at the ground
surface.

If Eqs. (1.4.18) and (1.4.23) are applied in the n-th layer, the constants
An + Bn, An − Bn, Cn − Dn, Cn + Dn at the bottom of the n-th layer can be
formulated as

{An + Bn An − Bn Cn − Dn Cn + Dn}T

= [En]−1{u̇n−1/c ẇn−1/c σn−1 τn−1}T

= [En]−1[an−1] · · · [a1]{u̇0/c ẇ0/c σ0 τ0}T = [J]{u̇0/c ẇ0/c σ0 τ0}T

(1.4.24)

where the 4 by 4 matrix [J] stands for:

[J] = [En]−1[an−1] · · · [a1] (1.4.25)

In the inverse matrix [Em]−1 for an arbitrary m-th layer, the individual elements are
written as follows.

[Em]−1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−2(Vs/Vp)2 0
1

ρV2
p

0

0
2(Vs/c)2 − 1

α(Vp/c)2
0

1

αρV2
p

2(Vs/c)2 − 1
2β(Vs/c)2

0 − 1
2βρV2

s
0

0 1 0
1

2ρV2
s

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(1.4.26)

Here, correlations, β2 + 1 = (c/Vs)2, (β2 − 1)/(β2 + 1) = −[2(Vs/c)2 − 1] derived from
Eq. (1.4.9) are used. Then, 16 elements of the 4 by 4 matrix [am] = [Fm][Em]−1 in
Eq. (1.4.22) are written as follows.
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(am)11 = 2(Vs/c)2 cos αkd − [2(Vs/c)2 − 1] cos βkd

(am)12 = i
2(Vs/c)2 − 1

α
sin αkd + 2iβ(Vs/c)2 sin βkd

(am)13 = − 1
ρc2

cos αkd + 1
ρc2

cos βkd

(am)14 = i
1

αρc2
sin αkd + i

β

ρc2
sin βkd

(am)21 = −2iα(Vs/c)2 sin αkd − i
2(Vs/c)2 − 1

β
sin βkd

(am)22 = −[2(Vs/c)2 − 1] cos αkd + 2(Vs/c)2 cos βkd

(am)23 = i
α

ρc2
sin αkd + i

1
βρc2

sin βkd

(am)24 = − 1
ρc2

cos αkd + 1
ρc2

cos βkd = (am)13

(am)31 = 2[2(Vs/c)2 − 1]ρV2
s cos αkd − 2[2(Vs/c)2 − 1]ρV2

s cos βkd

(am)32 = i
[2(Vs/c)2 − 1]2

α
ρc2 sin αkd + 4iβρV2

s (Vs/c)2 sin βkd

(am)33 = −[2(Vs/c)2 − 1] cos αkd + 2(Vs/c)2 cos βkd = (am)22

(am)34 = i
2(Vs/c)2 − 1

α
sin αkd + 2iβ(Vs/c)2 sin βkd = (am)12

(am)41 = 4iα(Vs/c)2ρV2
s sin αkd + i

[2(Vs/c)2 − 1]2

β
ρc2 sin βkd

(am)42 = 2[2(Vs/c)2 − 1]ρV2
s cos αkd − 2[2(Vs/c)2 − 1]ρV2

s cos βkd = (am)31

(am)43 = −2iα(Vs/c)2 sin αkd − i
2(Vs/c)2 − 1

β
sin βkd = (am)21

(am)44 = 2(Vs/c)2 cos αkd − [2(Vs/c)2 − 1] cos βkd = (am)11

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(1.4.27)

Note that the properties involved in Eq. (1.4.27) belong to the m-th layer. In
Eq. (1.4.24), the stresses at the free ground surface (z = 0) are zero; σ0 = τ0 = 0, hence
the right half elements of the 4 × 4 matrix [J] are not involved in the calculation.
Furthermore, the constants B and D in Eqs. (1.4.4) and (1.4.5) have to be zero;
B = D = 0, because otherwise surface wave amplitudes tend to increase with increasing
depth (z). Hence, Eq. (1.4.24) can be written as:

{An An Cn Cn}T = [J]{u̇0/c ẇ0/c 0 0}T (1.4.28)

Thus, using the elements of the matrix [J]

An = J11u̇0/c + J22ẇ0/c = J21u̇0/c + J22ẇ0/c
(1.4.29)

Cn = J31u̇0/c + J32ẇ0/c = J41u̇0/c + J42ẇ0/c
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From this, the following formula can be drawn.

J22 − J12

J11 − J21
= J42 − J32

J31 − J41
= u̇0

ẇ0
(1.4.30)

Because J11 to J42 are functions of c, k, α, β, ρ, Vp, Vs, it is possible to obtain a direct
relationship between c and k (phase velocity dispersion relationship) by numeri-
cally solving the above equation consisting of 8 terms J11 to J42, by using the
valuesα, β, ρ, Vp, Vs for individual layers in the layered ground. It should be noted
here that the thickness of the bottom layer dn (= infinitely large) is not included in the
elements in [J], as [En]−1 in Eq. (1.4.25) does not include dn. Then using these values,
the ratio u̇0/ẇ0 between horizontal and vertical particle velocities of Rayleigh wave at
the ground surface can be calculated for various c or k.

If a 4 by 4 matrix [Q] = [an−1] · · · [a1] with 16 elements q11, q12, . . ., q43, q44 is
used in Eq. (1.4.25):

[J] = [En]−1[an−1] · · · [a1] = [En]−1[Q] (1.4.31)

Then, J11 − J21, J22 − J12, J31 − J41, J42 − J32 in Eq. (1.4.30) can be expressed in the
following forms.

J11 − J21 = −2(Vs/Vp)2q11 − 2(Vs/c)2 − 1
α(Vp/c)2

q21 + 1

ρV2
p

q31 − 1

αρV2
p

q41

J22 − J12 = 2(Vs/Vp)2q12 + 2(Vs/c)2 − 1
α(Vp/c)2

q22 − 1

ρV2
p

q32 + 1

αρV2
p

q42

J31 − J41 = 2(Vs/c)2 − 1
2β(Vs/c)2

q11 − q21 − 1
2βρV2

s
q31 − 1

2ρV2
s

q41

J42 − J32 = −2(Vs/c)2 − 1
2β(Vs/c)2

q12 + q22 + 1
2βρV2

s
q32 + 1

2ρV2
s

q42

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(1.4.32)

These 4 formulas are further arranged into the following forms and represented each
by −L, K, −N and M.

α

(
Vp

c

)2

(J11 − J21) = −2α(Vs/c)2q11 − [2(Vs/c)2 − 1]q21 + α

ρc2
q31 − 1

ρc2
q41 ≡ −L

α

(
Vp

c

)2

(J22 − J12) = 2α(Vs/c)2q12 + [2(Vs/c)2 − 1]q22 − α

ρc2
q32 + 1

ρc2
q42 ≡ K

2β

(
Vs

c

)2

(J31 − J41) = [2(Vs/c)2 − 1]q11 − 2(Vs/c)2βq21 − 1
ρc2

q31 − β

ρc2
q41 ≡ −N

2β

(
Vs

c

)2

(J42 − J32) = −[2(Vs/c)2 − 1]q12 + 2(Vs/c)2βq22 + 1
ρc2

q32 + β

ρc2
q42 ≡ M

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(1.4.33)
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Then from Eq. (1.4.30), next two equations can be written.

− u̇0

ẇ0
= K

L
= M

N
(1.4.34)

ML − KN = 0 (1.4.35)

Let us consider now about the phase difference between u̇0 and ẇ0 in Eq. (1.4.34).
As already mentioned, surface wave is possible to exist only if c < Vs, hence nega-
tive imaginary α and β should be chosen. In this case, it is obvious that cos αkd =
(eiαkd + e−iαkd)/2 is real and sin αkd = (eiαkd − e−iαkd)/2i is imaginary. In the similar
manner cos βkd is real and sin βkd is imaginary. If we go back to Eq. (1.4.27) and
examine each element (am)ij, it is easily found that if i + j is even, then (am)ij is real (R)
and if i + j is odd, then (am)ij is imaginary (I). Thus the elements of 4 by 4 matrix [am]
has the following formation.

[am] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

R I R I
I R I R
R I R I
I R I R

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (1.4.36)

It is clear that this R-I formation in the matrix is sustained in the recursive operation
[am][am−1], hence the matrix [Q] in Eq. (1.4.31) has the same formation as Eq. (1.4.36).
Then, it is concluded from Eq. (1.4.33) that L → I, K → R, M → R, and N → I. This
leads u̇0/ẇ0 → I in Eq. (1.4.34), indicating that horizontal and vertical velocity has
a phase difference ±90◦. This means that Rayleigh wave has an elliptical locus with
horizontal and vertical axes in the x-z plane. It is because if u̇0 = ±iU0eiωt and ẇ0 =
W0eiωt so that u̇0/ẇ0 → I, then:

u̇0 = ±iU0eiωt = U0e±iπ/2eiωt = U0eiω(t±π/2) (1.4.37)

and a phase lag angle ±90◦ in u̇0 occurs compared to ẇ0. This means that a parti-
cle motion in Rayleigh wave is elliptical in retrograde or reverse with respect to the
propagation direction. If internal damping in wave-transmitting media is considered,
it is necessary to deal c and k as complex values. Then, the ratio u̇0/ẇ0 is not pure
imaginary, meaning that a phase difference other than ±90◦ occurs and the axes of the
ellipse is inclined from the vertical axis (Haskell 1953).

1.4.1.2 Uniform semi-infinite layer

If the wave length λ = c/f of Rayleigh wave becomes large enough, the wave number
k = ω/c = 2π/(c/f ) becomes very small and kd → 0 can be assumed in Eq. (1.4.27).
Then for the elements in [am], (am)ij = 0 for i 
= j, and (am)ij = 1 for i = j, indicating that
[am] is a unit matrix [I]. Then, Eq. (1.4.35) reduces to the following formula.

[2(Vs/c)2 − 1]2 + 4αβ(Vs/c)4 = 0 (1.4.38)

The same equation for Rayleigh wave in a uniform semi-infinite layer was obtained
by Timoshenko and Goodier (1951) through a different approach. Using η = (c/Vs)2,
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Eq. (1.4.38) can be written as a cubic equation of an unknown η, where R = (Vs/Vp)2 =
(1 − 2ν)/[2(1 − ν)] is a constant depending on Poisson’s ratio ν.

η3 − 8η2 + 8(3 − 2R)η + 16(R − 1) = 0 (1.4.39)

For ν = 0.25 for example, out of the three solutions for η in Eq. (1.4.39), one with
α and β being both imaginary based on Eqs. (1.4.8), (1.4.9) is chosen as the wave
velocity ratio.

c
Vs

= √
η =

√
2 − 2√

3
= 0.9194 (1.4.40)

Namely, the Rayleigh wave velocity c of a semi-infinite uniform layer with ν = 0.25 is
constant (non-dispersive) and about 92% of the S-wave velocity.

In order to examine the amplitude ratio between the horizontal and verti-
cal directions, let us rewrite Eqs. (1.4.13), (1.4.15) wherein B = D = 0 as already
explained.

u̇/c = −A
V2

p

c2
e−iαkz − 2Cβ

V2
s

c2
e−iβkz

(1.4.41)

ẇ/c = −Aα
V2

p

c2
e−iαkz + 2C

V2
s

c2
e−iβkz

σz = AρV2
p e−iαkz − 2ρV2

s

(
A

V2
p

c2
e−iαkz + 2Cβ

V2
s

c2
e−iβkz

)
(1.4.42)

τzx = 2ρV2
s

[
Aα

V2
p

c2
e−iαkz + C

V2
s

c2
(β2 − 1)e−iβkz

]

From the condition of zero-stress at the ground surface:

σz

∣∣∣
z=0

= AρV2
p − 2ρV2

s

{
A

V2
p

c2
+ 2Cβ

V2
s

c2

}
= 0

(1.4.43)

τzx

∣∣∣
z=0

= 2ρV2
s

[
Aα

V2
p

c2
+ C

V2
s

c2
(β2 − 1)

]
= 0

The ratio C/A is given and the associated equations are drawn as follows.

C
A

= V2
p

V2
s

α

(1 − β2)
= V2

p

V2
s

(c2 − 2V2
s )

4βV2
s

(1.4.44)

(c2 − 2V2
s )

4βV2
s

= α

(1 − β2)
(1.4.45)
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Figure 1.4.3 Normalized horizontal and vertical amplitudes versus normalized depth for Rayleigh wave
in uniform semi-infinite medium.

Using β2 = (c/Vs)2 − 1 in Eq. (1.4.7), Eq. (1.4.45) becomes Eqs. (1.4.46).

(c2 − 2V2
s )(2 − (c/Vs)2) = 4αβV2

s (1.4.46)

From Eq. (1.4.46), the same equation as Eq. (1.4.38) can be drawn. Substituting
Eq. (1.4.44) into Eq. (1.4.41) gives the next equation wherein A is a constant.

u̇/Vs

AV2
p /V2

s

= − 1
c/Vs

(
e−2iαπ(z/λ) + 2αβ

1 − β2
e−2iβπ(z/λ)

)

ẇ/Vs

AV2
p /V2

s

= − α

c/Vs

(
e−2iαπ(z/λ) − 2

1 − β2
e−2iβπ(z/λ)

)
(1.4.47)

Note that αβ is a negative real value because both α and β are negative imaginary.
Fig. 1.4.3 shows normalized amplitudes numerically calculated on the right sides of
Eq. (1.4.47) using Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.25 in the horizontal axis versus the depth nor-
malized by surface wave length z/λ in the vertical axis. It is seen for the Rayleigh
wave that the vertical motion is larger than the horizontal motion for all depth and
the effect of the surface wave becomes almost negligible at the depth twice the wave
length (z = 2λ).

1.4.1.3 Two-layer system

Let us consider a two-layer system shown in Fig. 1.4.4 (a) consisting of a soft surface
layer with thickness H, soil density ρ, Poisson’s ratio ν, P-wave velocity Vp, and S-wave
velocity Vs, and a underlying stiffer base layer with infinite thickness, the correspond-
ing constants ρb, νb, Vpb, Vsb. Here, let αb, βb correspond to α, β. Eq. (1.4.31) in this
case becomes

[J] = [En]−1[a1] (1.4.48)
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Figure 1.4.4 Two-layer system (a), and Dispersion curves (b), for dispersive Rayleigh waves.

Using the elements J11 to J42 in the matrix [J] in Eq. (1.4.48), Eq. (1.4.35) or the next
equation is solved.

(J11 − J21)(J42 − J32) − (J22 − J12)(J31 − J41) = 0 (1.4.49)

wherein each term is written as:

J11 − J21 = −2
(

Vsb

Vpb

)2

(a1)11 − 2(Vsb/c)2 − 1
αb(Vpb/c)2

(a1)21 + 1
ρbVpb2

(a1)31 − 1
αbρbVpb2

(a1)41

J22 − J12 = 2
(

Vsb

Vpb

)2

(a1)12 + 2(Vsb/c)2 − 1
αb(Vpb/c)2

(a1)22 − 1
ρbVpb2

(a1)32 + 1
αbρbVpb2

(a1)42

J31 − J41 = [2(Vsb/c)2 − 1]
2βb(Vsb/c)2

(a1)11 − (a1)21 − 1
2βbρbVsb2

(a1)31 − 1

2ρbV2
sb

(a1)41

J42 − J32 = −2(Vsb/c)2 − 1
2βb(Vsb/c)2

(a1)12 + (a1)22 + 1

2βbρbV2
sb

(a1)32 + 1

2ρbV2
sb

(a1)42

(1.4.50)

Here, (a1)ij is the element of the matrix [a1] for the surface layer given by Eq. (1.4.27).
Fig. 1.4.4 (b) shows the dispersion curves for Rayleigh wave calculated by Eqs. (1.4.49),
(1.4.50) for Vs/Vsb = 1/

√
8, ρ/ρb = 1, and ν = νb = 0.25. The wave length λ is nor-

malized by the layer thickness H in the horizontal axis, and the phase velocity c is
normalized by Vs in the surface layer in the vertical axis. Two different disper-
sion curves are given in this way corresponding to two different types of Rayleigh
waves, named as dispersive Rayleigh wave (M1) and Sezawa-wave (M2). For the
solid curve for the M1-wave, the velocity ratio takes c/Vs = 0.9194 for infinitely
short wave length λ/H = 0 corresponding to Rayleigh wave in an uniform semi-
infinite layer having the same Vs as in the surface layer as already shown in
Eq. (1.4.40). For infinitely long wave length λ/H = ∞, the solid curve approaches to
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c/Vs = c/(Vsb/
√

8) = √
8 × 0.9194 = 2.60 or c/Vsb = 0.9194, corresponding to

Rayleigh wave in a uniform semi-infinite layer with the Vsb as in the base layer. In
the dashed curve for M2-wave, wherein the velocity ratio with respect to the S-wave
velocity in the surface layer c/Vs changes from 1 to 2.828 (while the velocity ratio with
respect to Vsb in the base layer c/Vsb changes from 0.354 to 1.0) for λ/H changing
from 0 to a cut-off value corresponding to c/Vsb = 1.0 (Sezawa 1927). In addition to
the dispersion curves for the first mode shown in Fig. 1.4.4 (b), dispersion curves for
the higher mode of M1 and M2-wave can also be obtained (Kanai 1951).

1.4.2 Love wave

Fig. 1.4.5 shows a horizontally-layered soil model in a three-dimensional x-y-z space
where Love wave vibrates in y-direction and propagates in x-direction horizontally.
In Love wave, displacements u = w = 0 and v in y-direction can be written as:

v = Lei(ωt−kx−βkz) + Mei(ωt−kx+βkz) = ei(ωt−kx)(Le−iβkz + Meiβkz) (1.4.51)

Here, β is the square root of β2 = (c/Vs)2 − 1 shown in Eq. (1.4.9) wherein c = ω/k is
the phase velocity of Love wave, and L and M are the wave amplitudes. In the same
manner as in Rayleigh wave, if a positive real value is chosen for β as in the first case
of Eq. (1.4.9), Eq. (1.4.51) becomes a S-wave equation with the amplitude L and M
propagating upward and downward, respectively, as it transmits into the x-direction. If
c < Vs and the negative imaginary value is chosen for β, Eq. (1.4.51) expresses surface
wave transmitting into x-direction with the surface amplitude L because the wave
amplitude tends to decrease with increasing z. The constant M in Eq. (1.4.51) has to
be zero in this case because the amplitude tends to increase with increasing depth.

By similar procedures as in Eqs. (1.4.13), (1.4.15) for Rayleigh wave, the next
equation is obtained for the upper boundary of m-th layer in the local coordinate z = 0
(omitting the common term ei(ωt−kx)).

(v̇/c)m−1 = ik(Lm + Mm)
(1.4.52)

τm−1 = −ikGmβm(Lm − Mm)

Figure 1.4.5 Horizontally layered model for Love wave propagating in x-direction.
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At the lower boundary of the m-th layer in the local coordinate z = dm (omitting the
common term ei(ωt−kx)),

(v̇/c)m = ik(Lme−iβmkdm + Mmeiβmkdm ) = ik(Lm + Mm) cos βmkdm

+ k(Lm − Mm) sin βmkdm
(1.4.53)

τm = ikGmβm(−Lme−iβkdm + Mmeiβkdm )

= −ikGmβm(Lm − Mm) cos βmkdm − kGmβm(Lm + Mm) sin βmkdm

Eliminating (Lm + Mm) and (Lm − Mm) from Eqs. (1.4.52) and (1.4.53) yields:

(v̇/c)m = (v̇/c)m−1 cos βmkdm + i(τm−1/Gmβm) sin βmkdm
(1.4.54)

τm = τm−1 cos βmkdm + i((v̇/c)m−1Gmβm) sin βmkdm

which can be expressed in the following recursive form:

{(v̇/c)m, τm}T = [am]{(v̇/c)m−1, τm−1}T (1.4.55)

Here, [am] represents the following.

[am] = cos βmkdm

[
1 iG−1

m β−1
m tan(βmkdm)

iGmβm tan(βmkdm) 1

]
(1.4.56)

If a 2 × 2 matrix using the recursive formula in Eq. (1.4.55) from m = 1 to (n − 1) is
introduced as:

[Q] =
[
q11 q12

q21 q22

]
= [an−1][an−2] · · · [a2][a1] (1.4.57)

Then, a relationship between 1st and (n − 1)-th layer is expressed as:

(v̇/c)n−1 = q11(v̇/c)0 + q12τ0
(1.4.58)

τn−1 = q21(v̇/c)0 + q22τ0

By using Eq. (1.4.52) for m = n, the next equation is obtained.

Ln + Mn = (ik)−1(v̇/c)n−1 = (ik)−1q11(v̇/c)0 + (ik)−1q12τ0
(1.4.59)

Ln − Mn = −(ikGnβn)−1τn−1 = −(ikGnβn)−1q21(v̇/c)0 − (ikGnβn)−1q22τ0

In the above equation, shear stress at the ground surface τ0 = 0, and Mn should be
zero because otherwise the wave amplitude tends to increase with increasing depth as
already mentioned. Hence the next simple formula is obtained from Eq. (1.4.59).

q11 = −(Gnβn)−1q21 (1.4.60)

For the two-layer system shown in Fig. 1.4.6 (a), wherein H = surface layer thickness,
ρ = soil density, Vs, Vsb = S-wave velocity in the surface and base layer, respectively,
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Eq. (1.4.60) becomes q11 = −(G2β2)−1q21, and the substitution of q11 = cos β1kd1,
q21 = iG1β1 sin(β1kd1) gives the dispersion curve as follows.

tan(β1kd1) = − iG2β2

G1β1
(1.4.61)

This equation is rewritten by using β2 = (c/Vs)2 − 1, k = ω/c = 2πf /c, and also
considering the condition Vs < c < Vsb as:

tan
[
2π

H
λ

((c/Vs)2 − 1)1/2
]

= −i
G2

G1

((c/Vsb)2 − 1)1/2

((c/Vs)2 − 1)1/2

=
(

Vsb

Vs

)
((Vsb/Vs)2 − (c/Vs)2)1/2

((c/Vs)2 − 1)1/2
(1.4.62)

Fig. 1.4.6(b) shows a numerically calculated results of Eq. (1.4.62) for three Vs-ratios
between surface and base Vs/Vsb = 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, wherein the phase velocity ratio c/Vs

in the vertical axis is plotted versus normalized wave length λ/H. Wave dispersion in
Love-wave is clearly seen in that the longer the wave length relative to the surface layer
thickness, the faster the phase velocity is. In the extreme, for λ/H →0, the Love-wave
velocity c becomes equal to Vs of the surface layer, while for λ/H → ∞, c approaches
to Vsb of the base layer.

On the other hand, group velocity is sometimes used as the velocity corresponding
to a representative wave period. Because the group velocity of surface wave can be
defined as dω/dk (Ewing et al. 1957), it is calculated from the dispersion curves such
as in Figs. 1.4.4(b) and 1.4.6(b) for Rayleigh and Love waves using ω = ck as:

dω

dk
= d(ck)

dk
= c + k

dc
dk

(1.4.63)

Figure 1.4.6 Two-layer system (a), and Dispersion curves (b), for Love wave.
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1.5 VISCOELASTIC MODEL AND SOIL DAMPING
FOR WAVE PROPAGATION

So far, soil materials have been assumed to be perfectly elastic with no internal dis-
sipation of energy in wave propagation. In reality, soil dissipates wave energy due to
internal damping even for very small seismic waves. The energy dissipation in soil
materials can be idealized by viscoelasticity models wherein elastic springs are coupled
with viscous dashpots (Ishihara 1996). Here, the basic theory on viscoelastic models
is dealt with for cyclic loading.

1.5.1 General stress-strain relationship of viscoelastic material

In viscoelastic materials loaded cyclically, induced strain has a phase lag from applied
stress. The cyclic stress τ with the angular frequency ω = 2πf (f = frequency) and the
amplitude τa, and the corresponding cyclic strain γ with the amplitude γa, and the
phase delay angle δ may be expressed as follows (Ishihara 1996).

τ = τa sin ωt, γ = γa sin(ωt − δ) (1.5.1)

Eliminating ωt from the above yields:

(
τ

τa

)2

− 2
(

τ

τa

)(
γ

γa

)
cos δ +

(
γ

γa

)2

= sin2 δ (1.5.2)

According to Eq. (1.5.2), a hysteresis loop is drawn on a τ–γ plane as in Fig. 1.5.1.
The area enclosed by the elliptical loop �W represents the energy dissipated during
one cycle of loading and expressed as:

�W =
∫

τdγ = ωτaγa

∫ 2π/ω

0
sin ωt cos(ωt − δ)dt = τaγaπ sin δ (1.5.3)

Figure 1.5.1 Stress-strain hysteresis loop of viscoelastic material with dissipated energy �W and
maximum elastic strain energyW.
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On the other hand, the elastic strain energy stored during cyclic loading takes a
maximum value W at the peak of stress or strain, corresponding to the area of the
triangle OAB or OA′B′ in the figure.

W = τaγa cos δ

2
(1.5.4)

A ratio of the dissipated energy to the maximum elastic strain energy per cycle
characterizes a potential of energy dissipation in the material and can be written as:

�W
W

= 2π tan δ (1.5.5)

The angle of phase delay δ is correlated with the energy ratio �W/W by the following
formula.

tan δ = �W
2πW

(1.5.6)

As will be explained in Sec.1.5.2.4, the damping ratio D defined in the one-degree-of-
freedom vibration system can be correlated as D = (tan δ)/2, and hence D and �W/W
are correlated as:

D = tan δ

2
= �W

4πW
or

�W
W

= 4πD (1.5.7)

1.5.2 Viscoelastic models

Among several viscoelastic models combining springs and dashpots, Kelvin-model
(or Voigt-model) and Maxwell model are representative in engineering mechanics. In
addition, Nonviscous Kelvin model is also used in soil dynamic problems in particular.

1.5.2.1 Kelvin model

This model consists of a linear spring (representing the shear modulus) and a dashpot
in parallel as illustrated in Fig. 1.5.2(a). The applied stress τ is the sum of the spring
stress τ1 and the dashpot stress τ2, and expressed as:

τ = τ1 + τ2 = Gγ + ξ
dγ

dt
=

(
G + ξ

d
dt

)
γ (1.5.8)

Here, γ = strain of the model, G = shear modulus of the spring and ξ = viscosity of
the dashpot. If the applied cyclic stress τ and the induced strain γ in this model are
written as:

τ = τ0eiωt, γ = γ0eiωt (1.5.9)

and substituted into Eq. (1.5.8), the next is obtained.

τ0 = (G + iωξ)γ0 (1.5.10)

Substituting this into the first equation of Eq. (1.5.9) gives

τ = (G + iωξ)γ = G∗γ (1.5.11)
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Figure 1.5.2 Three viscoelastic models employed in dynamic problems (a)∼(c), and 1D-freedom
vibration system with viscoelastic spring (d).

Here, G∗ is named as complex modulus and expressed as:

G∗ = G + iωξ = |G∗|eiδ (1.5.12)

Absolute normalized modulus |G∗/G| and tan δ are written as:

|G∗/G| =
√

1 + (ωξ/G)2 (1.5.13)

tan δ = ωξ/G (1.5.14)

Thus, Eq. (1.5.11) is written eventually as

τ = |G∗|γ0ei(ωt+δ) (1.5.15)

This indicates that the maximum stress amplitude is |G∗|γ0 and γ is delayed by the
phase angle δ relative to τ.

1.5.2.2 Maxwell model

In this model, the spring is connected in series with the dashpot as in Fig. 1.5.2(b).
Then, the induced strain γ is the sum of γ1 in the spring and γ2 in the dashpot and can
be written as:

γ = γ1 + γ2, τ = Gγ1, τ = ξ
dγ2

dt
(1.5.16)

Combining these relationships yields the next equation.

1
ξ
τ + 1

G
dτ

dt
= dγ

dt
or τ =

[
d
dt

/(
1
ξ

+ 1
G

d
dt

)]
γ (1.5.17)

Substituting Eq. (1.5.9) into Eq. (1.5.17) yields:(
1
ξ

+ iω
G

)
τ0 = iωγ0 (1.5.18)
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Figure 1.5.3 Frequency-dependent property variations of three models: (a) |G∗/G| versus (ξ/G)ω,
(b) tan δ versus (ξ/G)ω.

τ0 = iω
1
ξ

+ iω
G

γ0 = G∗γ0 (1.5.19)

G∗ = iω
1
ξ

+ iω
G

= ∣∣G∗∣∣ eiδ (1.5.20)

wherein G∗ is the complex shear modulus, and |G∗/G| and tan δ are written as follows.

|G∗/G| = ωξ/G√
1 + (ωξ/G)2

(1.5.21)

tan δ = G
ωξ

(1.5.22)

Then, the stress–strain relationship is expressed by the same formula as in Eq. (1.5.15).
In Fig. 1.5.3, the values |G∗/G| and tan δ are plotted versus normalized angu-

lar frequency (ξ/G)ω on log-log charts for the Kelvin and Maxwell models based on
Eqs. (1.5.13), (1.5.14), (1.5.21) and (1.5.22) as already shown by Ishihara (1996). As
for the shear modulus, |G∗| in the Kelvin model significantly increases with increasing
ω for (ξ/G)ω ≥ 1.0, while it changes in the completely opposite way in the Maxwell
model. As for tan δ which is equal to 2D (twice the damping ratio) as shown in
Eq. (1.5.7), it increases in the Kelvin model and decreases in the Maxwell model lin-
early with increasing ω on the log-log diagram. Thus, the shear modulus and damping
ratio derived from the two models are very much dependent on frequency ω because
of the viscous dashpots incorporated in the models.
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1.5.2.3 Nonviscous Kelvin model

As will be addressed in Sec. 2.3.3, laboratory soil tests indicate that dynamic soil prop-
erties, the damping ratio in particular, are essentially independent of frequency and
almost unchanged for a wide range of frequency. In order to get rid of the frequency-
dependency in viscoelastic models shown in Fig. 1.5.3, Nonviscous Kelvin model
is often used in soil dynamics. In this model, the viscous dashpot in the Kelvin model is
replaced by a nonviscous dashpot as shown in Fig. 1.5.2 (c), wherein iωξ in Eq. (1.5.10)
is replaced by iG′, leading to a modified stress-strain relationship without ω as follows.

τ = (G + iG′)γ = G∗γ (1.5.23)

G∗ = G + iG′ = |G∗|eiδ (1.5.24)

with |G∗/G| and tan δ written as follows.

|G∗/G| =
√

1 + (G′/G)2 (1.5.25)

tan δ = G′/G (1.5.26)

These relationships are also shown in Fig. 1.5.3, where |G∗| and tan δ = 2D are
independent of ω.

1.5.2.4 Comparison with 1D-of-freedom vibration system

The viscous Kelvin model is often coupled with a mass m as a one-degree-of-freedom
lumped mass-spring system in vibration problems. Free-vibration of the mass sup-
ported by the Kelvin spring as shown in Fig. 1.5.2 (d) can be formulated in terms of
the displacement u as:

m
d2u
dt2

+ c
du
dt

+ ku = 0 (1.5.27)

Here, m = mass, c = ξa/h is a dashpot constant and k = Ga/h is a spring constant,
where a and h are the cross-sectional area and height of the Kelvin spring, respectively.
If a solution u = Aeiωt is assumed and substituted into Eq. (1.5.27), then:

−mω2 + icω + k = 0 (1.5.28)

Thus, ω is obtained as:

ω = i
c

2m
±

√
4mk − c2

2m
(1.5.29)

Substituting this into u = Aeiωt and using the resonant frequency ω0 =√
k/m, the final

solution for a decayed free vibration is written as

u = e−Dω0t(A1ei
√

1−D2ω0t + A2e−i
√

1−D2ω0t) (1.5.30)
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wherein damping ratio D (D ≤ 1.0 to vibrate) defined below is used.

D = c/2
√

mk = ω0 c/2k = ω0 ξ/2G (1.5.31)

If D in Eq. (1.5.31) is compared with (tan δ)/2 = ωξ/2G using Eq. (1.5.14), it is clear
that the right sides of the two equations are identical for ω = ω0. This indicates that the
damping ratio D defined in the one-degree-of-freedom vibration system is correlated
with the phase delay angle δ in the hysteretic stress-strain relationship of the Kelvin
model as written below and also in Eq. (1.5.7).

D = ωξ/2G = (tan δ)/2 (1.5.32)

Consequently, the damping ratios for the above three viscoelastic models can be
expressed using the correlation D = (tan δ)/2 derived above.

Kelvin model: D = (tan δ)/2 = ωξ/2G (1.5.33)

Maxwell model: D = (tan δ)/2 = G/2ωξ (1.5.34)

Non-viscous Kelvin model: D = (tan δ)/2 = G/2G′ (1.5.35)

1.6 WAVE ATTENUATION BY INTERNAL DAMPING

The attenuation of seismic waves during their propagation from a wave source is
attributed to two mechanisms; geometric damping and internal damping. The geo-
metric damping also named as radiation damping occurs because the wave energy
density per unit area is getting lower as the area of wave front increases, although
the total energy is unchanged. The internal damping also named as material damping
occurs due to energy dissipation as the wave propagates in the viscous or frictional
medium. Here, the wave attenuation due to the internal damping is dealt with in terms
of wave amplitude and wave energy based on the viscoelastic models explained in the
previous Section. The geometric damping is also discussed as well to be integrated in
the wave attenuation as a whole.

1.6.1 Viscoelastic models and wave attenuation

Here, the attenuation of plane waves transmitting unilaterally in viscoelastic media is
considered for the three viscoelastic models addressed in Sec. 1.5.

1.6.1.1 Attenuation for Kelvin model

If the stress-strain relationship of Kelvin model Eq. (1.5.8) is substituted into
Eq. (1.2.2), the wave equation is obtained.

ρ
∂2u
∂t2

=
(

G + ξ
∂

∂t

)
∂2u
∂z2

(1.6.1)
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If the displacement u is expressed as:

u = U(z)eiωt (1.6.2)

and substituting into Eq. (1.6.1), the amplitude U as a function of z is obtained as:

∂2U
∂z2

+ ρω2

G + iωξ
U = 0 (1.6.3)

and the general solution is written as:

U = Aeik∗z + Be−ik∗z (1.6.4)

where complex wave number k∗ is defined, using the complex shear modulus G∗ =
G + iωξ in Eq. (1.5.12), as:

k∗ =
(

ρω2

G∗

)1/2

=
(

ρω2

G + iωξ

)1/2

(1.6.5)

Substituting Eq. (1.6.4) into Eq. (1.6.2) yields the general solution for Kelvin model.

u = Aei(k∗z+ωt) + Be−i(k∗z−ωt) (1.6.6)

The second term in the right side of the above equation is chosen here as the wave
unilaterally propagating toward the positive direction of z-axis, and transformed as:

u = Bei(ωt−k∗z) = Beiω[t−(z/V∗
s )] (1.6.7)

Here, V∗
s is introduced as a complex S-wave velocity as:

V∗
s =√

(G + iωξ)/ρ = (G2 + ω2ξ2)1/4eiδ/2/ρ1/2 = Vs(cos δ)−1/2eiδ/2 (1.6.8)

wherein tan δ = ωξ/G as already shown in Eq. (1.5.14). Eq. (1.6.7) is further
transformed as:

u = Be−βzeiω(t−z/V ′
s) ≈ Be−βzeiω(t−z/Vs) (1.6.9)

V ′
s = Vs

(cos δ)1/2(cos(δ/2))
(1.6.10)

β = (ω/Vs)(cos δ)1/2 sin(δ/2) = (ω/V ′
s) tan(δ/2) (1.6.11)

Eq. (1.6.9) indicates that u consists of two parts; eiω(t−z/V ′
s) representing harmonic

vibration and e−βz representing wave attenuation due to increasing z because β is a
positive value from Eq. (1.6.11). The constant β is named here as the wave attenuation
coefficient by internal damping. The V ′

s value in Eq. (1.6.10) is the S-wave velocity
in Kelvin model. For smaller δ, cos δ ≈ cos(δ/2) ≈ 1 and V ′

s ≈ Vs in Eqs. (1.6.9) and
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(1.6.10). In Eq. (1.6.11), β may be approximated for smaller δ by using tan(δ/2) ≈
(tan δ)/2 and also Eq. (1.5.33) as:

β ≈ (ω tan δ)/(2Vs) = ωD/Vs = ω2ξ/(2ρV3
s ) (1.6.12)

Thus, in the Kelvin-type viscoelastic medium, the wave attenuation coefficient β is in
proportion to ω2, the square of angular frequency.

1.6.1.2 Attenuation for Maxwell model

If, the stress-strain relationship of Maxwell model, Eq. (1.5.17) or the next equation

τ =
[

∂

∂t

/(
1
ξ

+ 1
G

∂

∂t

)]
∂u
∂z

(1.6.13)

is substituted into Eq. (1.2.2), the wave equation is obtained.

ρ
∂2u
∂t2

=
[

∂

∂t

/(
1
ξ

+ 1
G

∂

∂t

)]
∂2u
∂z2

(1.6.14)

The solution of this equation has the same form as in Eq. (1.6.7) for a unilaterally
propagating wave toward the positive direction of z-axis, wherein k∗ and V∗

s are
defined as:

k∗ =
(

ρω2

G∗

)1/2

=
(

ρω2

iωGξ/(G + iωξ)

)1/2

(1.6.15)

V∗
s =√

G∗/ρ = Vs(cos δ)1/2eiδ/2 (1.6.16)

and tan δ = G/ωξ as in Eq. (1.5.22). Corresponding to Eqs. (1.6.10) and (1.6.11), the
following formulas are obtained for Maxwell model.

V ′
s = Vs(cos δ)1/2/cos(δ/2) (1.6.17)

β = sin(δ/2)(cos δ)−1/2(ω/Vs) = (ω/V ′
s) tan(δ/2) (1.6.18)

For small δ, β may be approximated in the similar manner by using Eq. (1.5.34) as:

β ≈ (ω tan δ)/(2Vs) = ωD/Vs = G/2ξVs (1.6.19)

Thus, in the Maxwell-type medium, the wave attenuation coefficient β is independent
of angular frequency ω.

1.6.1.3 Attenuation for Nonviscous Kelvin model

The complex wave number and the complex S-wave velocity for the Nonviscous Kelvin
model are written respectively using tan δ = G/G′ in Eq. (1.5.26), as:

k∗ =
(

ρω2

G∗

)1/2

=
(

ρω2

G + iG′

)1/2

(1.6.20)
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V∗
s =√

(G + iG′)/ρ = Vs(cos δ)−1/2eiδ/2 (1.6.21)

V ′
s and β in Eq. (1.6.9) are expressed as:

V ′
s = Vs

(cos δ)1/2(cos(δ/2))
(1.6.22)

β = (ω/Vs)(cos δ)1/2 sin(δ/2) = (ω/V ′
s) tan(δ/2) (1.6.23)

For small δ, β may be approximated by using Eq. (1.5.35) as:

β ≈ (ω tan δ)/(2Vs) = ωD/Vs = ωG′/(2ρV3
s ) (1.6.24)

Thus, in the Nonviscous Kelvin medium, the wave attenuation coefficient β is in
proportion to angular frequency ω.

To summarize the above, it has been shown that plane wave attenuates with
distance z in proportion to e−βz as:

u = Be−βzeiω(t−z/Vs) (1.6.25)

The coefficient of wave attenuation by internal damping β is frequency-dependent or
independent; β ∝ ω2 in Kelvin model, β ∝ ω in Non-viscous Kelvin model, and β ∝ ω0

in Maxwell model.

1.6.2 Energy dissipation in wave propagation

Let us consider the wave energy in the SH-wave propagating upward in the vertical
z-direction as illustrated in Fig. 1.6.1 (a). If the wave displacement is expressed using
a sine function in place of Eq. (1.6.25) as:

u = Be−βz sin ω(t − z/Vs) (1.6.26)

the particle velocity u̇ = du/dt becomes

u̇ = ωBe−βz cos ω(t − z/Vs) (1.6.27)

According to Eq. (1.2.25), the energy of SH-wave in one wave length λ = Vs/f =
2πVs/ω passing through a unit horizontal area at z during the time from t = o to
one period T = 1/f = 2π/ω is calculated as:

E = ρVs

∫ T

0
(u̇)2dt = ρVsω

2B2e−2βz
∫ 2π/ω

0
cos2 ω(t − z/Vs)dt = πρVsωB2e−2βz

(1.6.28)

From Eq. (1.2.19), the velocity amplitude u̇a and the strain amplitude γa of the
harmonic wave at z are correlated as:

u̇a = [ωBe−βz cos ω(t − z/Vs)]max = ωBe−βz = −Vsγa (1.6.29)
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Figure 1.6.1 Comparison of wave energies E and E′ in one-directional wave propagation (a), and Asso-
ciated stress-strain curve in cyclic loading test (b), in viscoelastic medium (Kokusho 2016).

The energy E in Eq. (1.6.28) and the energy density per unit volume E/λ can be
expressed using W = Gγ2

a /2 defined by the triangular area illustrated in Fig. 1.6.1(b)
and also using Eq. (1.6.29) as follows.

E = πρVsωB2e−2βz = [ρ(u̇a)2/2]λ = Wλ (1.6.30)

E/λ = ρ(u̇a)2/2 = Gγ2
a /2 = W (1.6.31)

Because E is the energy per unit area, it is correlated with W the energy per unit
volume or the energy density using the wave length λ as in Eqs. (1.6.30) and (1.6.31).
The energy density for the harmonic wave is expressed as ρ(u̇a)2/2 or W = Gγ2

a
/2,

wherein the wave energy is shared evenly between the kinetic and strain energies as
explained in Sec. 1.2.3.

The energy, E′, at z = z + z0 shown in Fig. 1.6.1(a) can be calculated using
Eq. (1.6.28) and written in a similar manner as:

E′ = πρVsωB2e−2β(z+z0) = πρVsω
2B2e−2βze−2βz0/ω = [ρ(u̇a)2/2]e−2βz0λ = We−2βz0λ

(1.6.32)

Then, the difference of wave energy in one wave length between E and E′ is:

�E = E − E′ = (1 − e−2βz0 )[ρ(u̇a)2/2]λ = (1 − e−2βz0 )Wλ (1.6.33)
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Figure 1.6.2 �E/E–D curve in wave propagation compared with �W /2W–D curve by cyclic loading
(a) and Schematic stress-strain hysteresis loop of ideal viscoelastic material (b) (Kokusho
2016).

Hence, the dissipated energy per unit volume is written using β = ωD/Vs in
Eq. (1.6.24) as:

�E/λ = (1 − e−2βz0 )W = (1 − e−2(ωD/Vs)z0 )W (1.6.34)

The ratio of the dissipated energy to the original wave energy is expressed using
Eqs. (1.6.31) and (1.6.34) as:

�E/E = 1 − e−2βz0 = 1 − e−2(ωD/Vs)z0 = 1 − e−4πD(z0/λ) (1.6.35)

Hence, the dissipated energy ratio in one wave-length is written by substituting z0 =
λ as:

�E/E = 1 − e−4πD (1.6.36)

If β or D is small enough, e−2β�z ≈ 1 − 2β�z using the Taylor series, and also β =
ωD/Vs = 2πD/λ, Eq. (1.6.35) becomes:

�E/E = 4πD × z0/λ (1.6.37)

Hence for one wave-length propagation:

�E/E = 4πD (1.6.38)

The dissipated energy ratios�E/E formulated in Eqs. (1.6.36) and (1.6.38) for one
wave length are plotted versus the damping ratio D with thick solid lines in Fig. 1.6.2(a).
It is obviously seen that the two equations coincide at D = 0 and tend to diverge with
increasing D, because �E/E in Eq. (1.6.36) approaches to unity, an upper limit for
increasing D-values (Kokusho 2016).
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1.6.3 Energy dissipation in wave propagation compared
with cyclic loading

Eq. (1.6.38) has the same form as the dissipated energy ratio �W/W = 4πD in
Eq. (1.5.7) during cyclic loading in the viscoelastic material. This indicates that the
ratio of dissipated energy for one wave length as illustrated in Fig. 1.6.1(a) is deter-
mined by the same function of damping ratio D in cyclic loading shown in Fig. 1.6.1(b),
if the damping ratio D is small. Note that W is the maximum elastic strain energy in
unit volume per a half cycle of loading, while �W is the dissipated energy density
in one cycle. The reason �E/E is expressed by the same function as �W/W is that
the strain energy W in the first half cycle can be mostly recovered to be recycled in
the second half cycle because the dissipated energy �W is sufficiently small. This is
what happens in the wave propagation, too, wherein the wave energy E = Wλ passing
through a unit area in one wave length λ is dissipated by �E = �Wλ.

As the dissipated energy increases with increasing damping ratio, it has to be
compensated by the wave energy E in wave propagations or by the strain energy
density W in cyclic loading tests. In the stress-strain curve of the viscoelastic mate-
rial illustrated in Fig. 1.6.2(b), the strain energy provided in one-cyclic loading is
Area(ABCDA′B′C′D′A), while the energy �W = Area(ACDA′C′D′A) is dissipated in
the specimen during the same cycle. Out of the one-cycle strain energy, the energy
corresponding to Area(ABC) in the first 1/2 cycle can be recovered and recycled in the
second 1/2 cycle for Area(A′B′C′). In Sec. 1.5.1, the dissipated energy �W is given
in Eq. (1.5.3) as �W = τaγaπ sin δ. By revisiting the same viscoelastic theory wherein
shear stress τ = τa sin ωt is loaded to induce strain γ = γa sin(ωt − δ) with a phase-delay
angle δ, the Area(ABC) is calculated by referring to Fig. 1.6.2(b) as:

Area(ABC) = ωτaγa

∫ π/ω

(π/2+δ)/ω
sin ωt cos(ωt − δ)dt = �W[1 − 2(π/2 − δ)D]/4πD

(1.6.39)

The energy denoted here as 2W− supplied in one cycle loading considering the energy
recycling effect is thus obtained from �W and Area(ABC) or Area(ABCDA′B′C′D′)
alternatively as:

2W− = �W + Area(ABC) = [�W + Area(ABCDA′B′C′D′)]/2

= (�W/4πD) × {3πD + 2D tan−1(2D) + 1} (1.6.40)

Then, the ratio of the dissipated energy �W to the supplied energy 2W− is written as:

�W/2W− = 4πD/{3πD + 2D tan−1(2D) + 1} (1.6.41)

In Fig. 1.6.2(a), the energy ratio �W/2W− in Eq. (1.6.41) versus damping ratio
D is superposed with the dashed curve and compared with �E/E = 1 − e−4πD in
Eq. (1.6.36). The two curves are very similar to each other, both have almost the
same initial tangent and tend to approach to the asymptote �W/2W− = �E/E = 1.0
with increasing D. This indicates that the energy dissipation mechanism during wave
propagation is very similar to and almost reproducible in cyclic loading. However,
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there is a small gap of maximum 10%, which cannot be explained by less than a few
percent error caused by the approximation in Eq. (1.6.24); β ≈ ωD/Vs. Instead, it may
be attributed to the difference in loading; namely, simultaneous cyclic loading on the
whole soil specimen versus phase-delayed loading on the transmission medium during
wave propagation with wave attenuation.

In cyclic loading, the maximum elastic strain energy W = Area(OAB) is normally
employed to compare with the dissipated energy �W as in Eq. (1.5.47). If the wave
energy ratio �E/E = 1 − e−4πD is compared with energy ratios using �W and W in
Fig. 1.6.2(a), �E/E is more closely approximated by �W/2W = 2πD than �W/W =
4πD for D-value of 5% to 15% as indicated by the dotted straight line in the dia-
gram. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the wave attenuation mechanism for larger
D-value or larger internal damping during strong earthquakes can best be represented
by the cyclic loading mechanism expressed by Eq. (1.6.41) (Kokusho 2016).

1.7 WAVE ATTENUATION INCLUDING GEOMETRIC DAMPING

Waves propagating in three-dimensional media may be categorized as (a) plane wave,
(b) cylindrical wave, and (c) spherical wave as illustrated in Fig. 1.7.1. In the plane wave
(a), the wave front translates with the same plane area with the same energy density
as in Fig. 1.7.1(a), and thus the wave does not attenuate by geometric damping but by
internal damping only. In the cylindrical wave from a point source (b) such as surface
waves propagating axis-symmetrically, the wave front expands as a cylinder. The gross
energy on the wave front should be unchanged, if no internal damping is considered.
Let the wave displacement at r = r0 be u = U0eiωt, and that at r be u = Ueiωt, and also
remembering that the wave energy is proportional to the square of wave amplitude as
in Eq. (1.2.25), then:

2πr0U2
0 = 2πrU2 (1.7.1)

U/U0 = (r/r0)−1/2 (1.7.2)

Figure 1.7.1 Three types of wave attenuations by geometric damping:
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Integrating this with the effect of internal damping yields the following equation
considering the two damping mechanisms.

u = B(r/r0)−1/2e−βreiω{t−(r/Vs)} (1.7.3)

In the spherical wave (c) such as body waves from a point source propagating spher-
ically, the wave front expands as a sphere. Let the wave displacement at r = r0 be
u = U0eiωt, and that at r be u = Ueiωt, then:

4πr2
0U2

0 = 4πr2U2 (1.7.4)

U/U0 = (r/r0)−1 (1.7.5)

Hence, the equation considering the two damping mechanisms is written as

u = B(r/r0)−1e−βreiω{t−(r/Vs)} (1.7.6)

1.8 SUMMARY

1 Seismic waves consist of body waves and surface waves. The body waves consist
of S-wave without volumetric strain and P-wave without rotation.

2 The surface waves consist of Rayleigh wave and Love wave, and propagate hor-
izontally along ground surface. Surface waves propagating in layered media are
characterized by wave dispersion, wherein waves with longer wave length tend
to travel faster.

3 The amplitude u of body waves attenuates with the travel distance R as u ∝ R−1,
while that of the surface waves does as u ∝ R−1/2, indicating that the latter tends
to be more dominant in longer distance than the former.

4 Body waves coming up from deeper ground tend to propagate almost vertically in
shallow soil layers due to refractions at multiple layer boundaries (the Snell’s law).
The vertically propagating SH-wave are normally chosen as a major seismic wave
to be considered in engineering design because it carries major seismic energy.

5 The magnitude of induced shear strain is essential to soil behavior during earth-
quakes. Shear strain γ induced in soils of S-wave velocity Vs by one-directionally
propagating SH-wave with the particle velocity u̇ is obtained as γ = −u̇/Vs, indi-
cating that soil strain tends to be larger in softer soils even for the same particle
velocity.

6 Wave energy E for the one-directionally propagating SH-wave with the particle
velocity u̇ passing through a unit horizontal area with the impedance ρVs in a
time interval t1∼t2 is expressed as E = Ek + Ee = ρVs

∫ t2
t1

(u̇)2dt and evenly shared
by kinetic energy Ek and strain energy Ee at exactly the same wave section.

7 Among three viscoelastic models to idealize internal damping of soils for wave
attenuation, the dependency of damping ratio D on the angular frequency ω is
different. The D-value can be expressed as; D ∝ ω for Kelvin model, D ∝ 1/ω for
Maxwell model, and D ∝ ω0 for Nonviscous Kelvin model.
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8 When the plane wave amplitude u attenuates with the distance z as u ∝ e−βz, the
coefficient of wave attenuation by internal damping β is accordingly written as:
β ∝ ω2 for Kelvin model, β ∝ ω0 for Maxwell model, and β ∝ ω for Nonviscous
Kelvin model.

9 Dissipated energy ratio �E/E in wave propagation with one wave-length travel
distance can be formulated as �E/E = 1 − e−4πD, wherein �E = dissipated wave
energy and E = gross wave energy. For a very small D-value, it is approximated
as �E/E = 4πD.

10 �E/E = 4πD has the same form as �W/W = 4πD in a stress-strain hysteresis
loop in cyclic loading where �W = dissipated energy in one-cycle loading and
W = maximum elastic strain energy in the half cycle. This is because W in the
first half cycle can be mostly recovered to be recycled in the second half cycle if
the dissipated energy �W is sufficiently small, as actually occurring in the small
strain wave propagations. The trend of �E/E = 1 − e−4πD converging to unity
with increasing D can mostly be reproduced by �W/2W− in an ideal viscoelastic
material wherein one-cycle strain energy 2W− is evaluated considering the effect
of recycling the elastic energy in cyclic loading.
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Chapter 2

Soil properties during earthquakes

In this chapter, variations on soil properties from small strain to medium and large
strain exhibited during earthquakes are first outlined in Sec. 2.1, followed by method-
ologies how to measure the properties for different strain ranges in situ and in the
laboratory in Sec. 2.2. Typical soil properties in small strain level are exemplified in
Sec. 2.3, while those in medium to large strain levels approximated by equivalent
linearization are shown in Sec. 2.4 together with some comments in view of their
applicability in actual problems. Strongly nonlinear soil properties corresponding to
soil failures are discussed from the viewpoint of modelling in Sec. 3.1 and applicability
in liquefaction problems in Chapter 5.

2.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF DYNAMIC SOIL PROPERTIES

2.1.1 Small-strain properties

Soil behaves as an elastic body in small strain levels of 10−6 in problems such as
site amplification during small earthquakes, ground vibrations in microtremors and
environmental problems due to traffic/machine vibrations. The viscoelastic models
studied in Secs. 1.5 and 1.6 can directly apply to these problems. The small strain
properties are also important because they provide a very basic condition for large-
strain soil properties.

A set of basic soil properties necessary for earthquake engineering problems are;
soil density, ρ (ρt for unsaturated soil and ρsat for saturated soil), S-wave velocity Vs,
P-wave velocity Vp, Poisson’s ratio ν and soil damping ratio D. Among them, Vs, Vp

and ν are readily obtained from in situ wave logging tests. The S-wave velocity Vs is of
utmost importance for earthquake geotechnical problems, because Vs governs seismic
amplification in horizontal motions, and the shear modulus G calculated from Vs as
G = ρV2

s determines the shear deformation. The P-wave velocity is sometimes used in
evaluating the dynamic ground response in vertical direction, Poisson’s ratio and the
degree of saturation of in situ soils.

The soil damping ratio cannot be measured in the field as readily as the wave veloc-
ities. However, it may be evaluated under some favorable conditions where geometric
damping can be postulated during in situ wave measurements. Back-calculations of
vertical array earthquake records using the multi-reflection theory of the SH wave
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Figure 2.1.1 Damping ratio D versus S-wave velocity Vs obtained from in situ wave measurements
(modified from Kudo 1976).

may also allow to optimize not only the S-wave velocity but also the soil damping
ratio.

As a typical example, in situ damping ratios D or Q = 1/(2D) measured in wave
logging tests or optimized from earthquake records (all for small strain levels) are
plotted in Fig. 2.1.1 versus S-wave velocities Vs in corresponding layers on a full log-
arithmic diagram (Kudo 1976). Despite tremendous data scatters, a weak correlation
may be recognized so that D tends to decrease with increasing Vs for the wide veloc-
ity range Vs = 100–3000 m/s. Note that quite a few plots of small-strain damping
ratios larger than 5% are obtained for Vs < 1000 m/s. In Fig. 2.1.2, damping ratios D
(in %) back-calculated in previous researches from vertical array earthquake records
are depicted versus ground depth z on a log-log scale (Kokusho and Mantani 2002).
The soil strain γ associated with the earthquakes is 10−4 ≤ γ ≤ 10−3 shallower than
100 m while γ ≤ 10−4 deeper than that. There is a clear decreasing trend in the opti-
mized damping ratio D with increasing depth; D < 1% deeper than several hundred
meters, while D tends to increase up to several percent at depths shallower than 100 m.
Note that, at a very shallow depth less than a few meter from the ground surface, in
situ D-value as large as around 10% is optimized.

As for the soil density ρ, it is normally judged from past experience according to
the soil type and the depth relative to water table. Saturated density ρsat is taken 1.8–
2.0 t/m3 for typical sandy soils and 1.4–1.6 t/m3 for typical cohesive soils. For other
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Figure 2.1.2 Damping ratio D versus ground depth z optimized from vertical array earthquake records
at different depths (modified from Kokusho and Mantani 2002).

materials, ρsat = 2.0 t/m3 or larger for gravelly soils and ρsat = 2.3 t/m3 or larger for
rocks. The soil density is different due to a degree of saturation Sr, and the unsaturated
soil density ρt is determined assuming Sr, though the difference between ρsat and ρt is
around 0.1 t/m3 in most case.

Poisson’s ratio ν is needed in computing 2 or 3-dimensional dynamic response of
soil structures. From Eq. (1.2.12), the ν-value for a small strain level corresponding to
the elastic wave propagation can be correlated with the wave velocity ratio Vs/Vp as

ν = 1/2 − (Vs/Vp)2

1 − (Vs/Vp)2
(2.1.1)

If the soil is below water table and saturated, Poisson’s ratio thus obtained corre-
sponds to the undrained condition and approximately ν = 0.5 as an incompressible
material.

2.1.2 Strain-dependent nonlinearity in soil properties

Soil behaves as an inelastic nonlinear material except for a small strain level. With
increasing soil strains during earthquakes, soils change from linear to nonlinear mate-
rials. During strong earthquakes, the soil nonlinearity strongly affects the seismic
response of soft soil ground and structures on it, and hence the occurrence of structural
damage and soil failures such as liquefaction and slope instability. Fig. 2.1.3 depicts
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Figure 2.1.3 Changes in stress-strain curves measured forToyoura sand in improved cyclic triaxial test
for wide strain ranges (Kokusho 1980).

stress-strain (τ∼γ) curves measured by a triaxial test of clean sand wherein 10 cycles
of harmonic waves are given with various stress amplitudes inducing a wide range
of shear strains γ (Kokusho 1980). Obviously, the soil behaves linear-elastically for
γ smaller than 10−5 strain in (a), and almost linearly with some hysteresis area for γ

of 10−5 order strain in (b). If the strain exceeds 10−4 in (c) and (d), the stress-strain
curves become evidently nonlinear with spindle-shapes, and the secant shear moduli
connecting the edges of the hysteresis loops tend to decrease with increasing strains.
At the same time, the loops tend to be wider, increasing the areas or energy dissipa-
tions in individual cycles. The number of loadings Nc makes a clear difference in the
stress-strain curve as the strain level increases. Such changes in soil properties tend to
make the difference in ground response during earthquakes of different intensities.

As mentioned in Eq. (1.2.19), shear strain induced in soils due to a vertically
propagating SH wave is expressed as γ = −u̇/Vs. This indicates that the absolute value
of seismically-induced strain becomes larger with increasing particle velocity u̇ and
decreasing S-wave velocity Vs. In other words, the soil strain tends to be larger in softer
soils and for larger particle velocity. For small strains induced during small tremors, the
soil vibrates linearly with linear shear modulus and minimal internal damping. With
increasing shaking intensity, the dynamic response in soft soils tends to change to have
lower resonant frequency and higher soil damping due to increasing soil strains. If the
seismic intensity becomes still stronger, the soil tends to behave more nonlinearly and
approach to failure.

Fig. 2.1.4 shows the dynamic soil response of a saturated clean sand to irreg-
ular seismic loading in an undrained torsional simple shear test. The seismic stress
given to the specimen in (a) is made from an acceleration time history recorded
during the 2011 Tohoku earthquake in Japan. The stress–strain response in (b) indi-
cates how the soil behaves in small strains at the start and in very large strains
corresponding to liquefaction failures at the end. A nearly linear relationship, at
the start of loading, changes to a spindle-shape with a hysteretic area. It further
changes to a strongly nonlinear banana-shape curve called “cyclic mobility’’, reflecting
100% excess pore-pressure buildup followed by a drastic recovery in shear stiffness
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Figure 2.1.4 Irregular seismic loading (a), and Corresponding stress-strain curves (b), in hollow cylin-
drical undrained torsional shear test for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake motion in Japan
(Kaneko 2015).

due to pore-pressure decrease in shifting from the negative to positive dilatancy in
individual cyclic loadings.

Thus, the following two basic mechanisms govern large-strain properties of soil
during strong earthquakes. First is the strain-dependent soil property change as typi-
cally shown in Fig. 2.1.3, reflecting a change from elasticity to plasticity with increasing
strain. Secondly, the pore-pressure variations under undrained cyclic loading have a
significant effect on large-strain soil properties as vividly seen in Fig. 2.1.4. Normally,
the soil dilatancy effect becomes evident for a strain level γ > 10−4–10−3 and changes
the pore pressure in undrained conditions. For loose soils, the negative dilatancy gen-
erates positive pore pressure, which tends to decrease effective confining stress and
promote soil nonlinearity further in the undrained condition.

In seismic loadings, nonlinear soil properties should also be considered in the
context of loading rate and the number of load cycles (Ishihara 1996). It is normally
accepted that a stress-strain relationship is not so sensitive to the loading rate asso-
ciated with earthquake problems (the loading frequency is typically 0.1∼10 Hz) for
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Figure 2.1.5 Variations in soil properties and soil behavior depending on induced shear strains.

non-cohesive soils in particular for small to large strains. Even for cohesive soils, the
loading rate makes an insignificant difference in soil properties except for very large
strains near failures. There seems to be a trend among practicing engineers to consider
that soil properties are quite different between static problems and dynamic problems
for earthquake engineering. However, the properties are almost identical if the induced
strain is identical despite the difference in loading rate except for the creep effects near
failures in static problems.

In Fig. 2.1.5, the induced shear strain as the fundamental parameter is taken in the
horizontal axis for 10−6∼10−0, together with soil properties, where a set of associated
soil behavior is embedded. Here, the strain axis is divided into ranges; (i) small strain
(linear viscoelastic) for elastic wave propagation and microtremor, (ii) medium strain
(slightly nonlinear or equivalent linear) for amplification of weak earthquake motions,
(iii) large strain (nonlinear with dilatancy) for strong motion amplifications, initial
liquefaction and ground fissures, and (iv) near failure strain (strongly nonlinear with
dilatancy followed by failure) for liquefaction with settlement, residual deformation,
flow failure and slope failures.

2.1.3 Equivalent linearization

Nonlinear stress-strain relationship not so strongly nonlinear may be approximated
by equivalent linearization. A hysteretic stress-strain curve for shear strain around
γ = 10−4 or larger as exemplified in Fig. 2.1.3 is schematically shown as a loop in
Fig. 2.1.6. The loop is assumed to close in one cycle though it may not be precisely so
in actual soil response. The loop also tends to slightly change with the number of cycles,
and hence that of 5th to 10th may be chosen to represent equivalent linear properties,
considering that the equivalent number of cycles of harmonic motions representing
seismic motions is assumed as 10 to 20 in normal engineering practice.

In a given loop, the secant modulus G is defined from a gradient of line AA′ and
the hysteretic damping ratio is calculated by Eq. (1.5.7), D = �W/(4πW), where �W
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Figure 2.1.6 Stress-strain hysteresis loop and definition of equivalent linear properties; Secant modulus
G and damping ratio D.

stands for the dissipated energy during one cycle loading AbA′c, and W is the maximum
elastic strain energy corresponding to the area of triangle OAB, respectively. Equivalent
linear properties G and D thus determined are normally plotted versus single amplitude
shear strains γ in a horizontal log axis as shown in Fig. 2.1.7. The secant modulus in a
small strain range for γ = 10−6 is called initial shear modulus or small-strain shear mod-
ulus, denoted as G0, and correlated with the S-wave velocity Vs as G0 = ρV2

s . As for
the damping ratio D, the initial D-value for small strains associated with elastic wave
propagation takes non-zero small values and tends to increase with increasing strains.

The shear modulus G is often normalized by the initial shear modulus G0 as G/G0

and plotted versus log γ as shown in Fig. 2.1.7(b) to show shear modulus degradation
with increasing shear strain. Strain values corresponding to G/G0 = 0.5 are called
reference strains γr and used to characterize the degradation rates among different
soils. In numerical analyses using the equivalent linear properties, the degraded shear
moduli are determined from G/G0∼γ curves using initial moduli G0 = ρV2

s where Vs

is evaluated by in situ S-wave logging tests. However, it sometimes occurs that G0

measured in laboratory tests disagrees with that evaluated from in situ Vs due to many
different reasons including in situ soil heterogeneity, differences in stress conditions
from in situ, and mechanical disturbances during soil sampling. Thus, the problem
is if it is acceptable to incorporate G/G0∼γ curves obtained by laboratory tests to
determine in situ G-values by using G0 = ρV2

s from wave logging test results at specific
sites.

In this respect, Fig. 2.1.8 shows shear modulus degradation versus shear strain
plots obtained from seismic response observed at a ground surface of loose sand
underlain by a stiff gravel layer (Tokimatsu and Midorikawa 1981). The ground
was idealized as a simple two-layer system to determine shear moduli reproducing
the observed predominant frequencies and corresponding induced strain. Most of the
plots are in between the pairs of degradation curves measured in independent labora-
tory tests for sands, indicating that satisfactory matching in the modulus degradation
may be seen between in situ and laboratory.
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Figure 2.1.7 Strain-dependent variations of secant shear modulus G and damping ratio D (a), and Shear
modulus ratio G/G0 (b), versus shear strain in semi-log diagrams.

Figure 2.1.8 Soil profile of 2-layer system (a), and Back-calculated modulus degradation G/G0 versus γ
plots compared with laboratory tests (b) (Tokimatsu and Midorikawa 1981).
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Figure 2.1.9 Secant shear modulus G (a), and Shear modulus ratio G/G0 (b), versus shear strain γ for
sand and gravel of intact and reconstituted samples (Kokusho 1987).

Furthermore, Fig. 2.1.9 shows the curves of shear moduli in (a) and modulus
degradations in (b) versus shear strains, respectively, for sand and gravel sampled
intact by in situ freezing technique to compare with the same soils completely remolded
and reconstituted to have the identical densities in the laboratory. Despite the big
difference in absolute values of G including the initial modulus G0 between the intact
(open symbols) and reconstituted specimens (close symbols) as shown in (a) due to the
different soil fabric, the modulus ratios G/G0 in (b) show almost identical degrading
trends. Because the intact soils are considered to retain in situ soil properties, this
figure indicates that, despite the pronounced reductions in absolute G-values in the
reconstituted samples, the G/G0∼γ curves derived from them may be acceptable to
determine in situ G-values by using G0 = ρV2

s from in situ wave logging tests. The
above test results may justify a normal engineering practice in that soil-specific modulus
degradation curves based on laboratory tests are incorporated in equivalent linear
numerical analyses combined with initial G0-values determined from in situ S-wave
velocity measurements.

2.1.4 Strong nonlinearity toward failure

With increasing soil strain up to 10−3∼10−2, soils become more plastic, where the
loading histories in previous cycles make differences in the subsequent soil response.
The stress-strain curves become far from stationary, making the equivalent linear
approximation almost inadequate.

In this strain level, soil dilatancy becomes dominant, causing ground settlement
in unsaturated loose soils. In saturated loose soils, pore-pressure builds up in the
undrained condition, because seismic loading is normally too fast for the pore-pressure
to dissipate. The soil dilatancy, negative in loose soils, reduces the effective stress and
shear stiffness of soil in the undrained condition, leading to still larger strains with
increasing cycles of seismic loading. This eventually triggers soil liquefaction in non-
cohesive soils causing uneven settlements and tilting of structures, and slope failures
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where not only seismic cyclic stresses but also sustained stresses of overlying structures
have substantial roles in generating large strains and ultimate failures.

2.1.4.1 Basic mechanism of seismic soil failure

Fig. 2.1.10 illustrates schematically how soils tend to fail during strong earthquakes.
In earthquake engineering, a major seismic impact on soils is normally represented
by the SH-wave. The simplest stress condition to be considered for soil failure is that
a soil element in level ground under the K0-consolidation shown in (a) is loaded by
cyclic shear stresses of the SH-wave and deforms with certain induced strain ampli-
tudes. In this case, the soil strain for failure specified in design may be determined
according to the seismic performance of pile foundations, buried structures and life-
lines embedded in the level ground. Such soil behaviors in the level ground with
stress conditions and induced strain amplitudes are simulated in laboratory element
tests, typically in liquefaction tests in the undrained conditions wherein pore-pressure
buildup and strain-development are measured. Fig. 2.1.11(a) exemplifies an outcome
of an undrained cyclic shear test, where a sand specimen of relative density Dr � 50%
isotropically consolidated with σ ′

c = 98 kPa is loaded in a torsional simple shear test.
As a constant-amplitude cyclic shear stress representing the SH-wave is applied to
the specimen, the pore-pressure builds up equal to the initial confining stress 98 kPa,
when the cyclic strain amplitude starts to grow rapidly. At the moment when the strain
reaches to a prescribed value, the soil is judged to fail. That strain value is usually taken
as γDA = 7.5% in shear strain or εDA = 5% in axial strain both in the double amplitude
in the normal liquefaction evaluation practice, because soils tend to develop almost
100% excess pore-pressure at that strain as exemplified in Fig. 2.1.11(a).

Another type of seismic soil failure occurs due to not only cyclic loads but also
dead loads from structures resting on soils or from sloping ground as illustrated in
Fig. 2.1.10(b). In this case, the sustained initial shear stresses working on soil elements

Figure 2.1.10 Different failure modes of soils during earthquakes: (a) Level free ground in K0-
consolidation, (b) Sloping or near-structure ground with working initial shear stresses.
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Figure 2.1.11 Undrained torsional cyclic shear test results of isotropically consolidated clean sand
specimen σ ′

c = 98 kPa, Dr � 50%: (a) Without initial shear stress, (b) With initial shear
stress (Ito 2011).

together with the cyclic stresses have great impacts on seismically induced soil strains.
Fig. 2.1.11(b) shows an undrained cyclic shear test result similar to (a) but first loaded
with the static shear stress of τs = 25 kPa in the drained condition and then cyclically
loaded with the dynamic stress τd = 27 kPa to reproduce a soil element under the initial
shear stress. As the excess pore-pressure approaches to 98 kPa with increasing number
of cycles, the soil develops not only cyclic strain but also unilateral strain in this case
reflecting the initial shear stress. While the cyclic loading tends to induce a gradual
strain accumulation into the direction of the static stress, it does not accompany a brittle
shear failure along a clear slip plane but a spatially continuous shear deformation.

The soil failure reproduced in the test specimens shown above may be incorpo-
rated in design wherein seismically induced soil strains are compared with threshold
strains considering the performance of designed structures during earthquakes (such
as ultimate safety, reparability, serviceability). Fig. 2.1.12 shows a typical relation-
ship between the cyclic stress amplitude τd versus the number of cycles of sinusoidal
loading Nc to attain a certain threshold strain, γDA = 7.5% for example, in the two
cases without and with initial shear stresses. In both cases, τd tends to monotonically
decrease with increasing Nc, and these relationships are approximated by the lines
shown in the diagram which may be interpreted by the fatigue theory as addressed
later in Sec. 3.1.6. An equivalent number of loading cycles Nc corresponding to design
earthquake loading is chosen (Nc = 20 for example) and the corresponding cyclic stress
amplitude τd is determined as a dynamic strength for the threshold strain.

Unlike the gradual or ductile failure under the effect of initial effective stress shown
in Fig. 2.1.11(b), another type of failure is exemplified in Fig. 2.1.13. Here, a loose
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Figure 2.1.12 Typical relationships between cyclic stress amplitudes versus number of loading cycles
of sinusoidal wave and how to define cyclic strength due to seismic loading.

Figure 2.1.13 Undrained torsional cyclic shear test results of isotropically consolidated clean sands
σ ′

c = 98 kPa, Dr � 30%, Fc = 30% with initial shear stress τd = 35 kPa (Ito 2011).
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sand of Dr � 30% with non-cohesive fines (fines content Fc = 30%) isotropically con-
solidated with σ ′

c = 98 kPa is first loaded monotonically with the initial shear stress
τs = 35 kPa in the drained condition, and then cyclically sheared in the undrained
condition with a dynamic stress amplitude τd = 17 kPa. At Nc = 7 when the excess
pore-pressure is rising only slightly, a drastic flow failure occurs with unilateral shear
strain exceeding γ = 25% (a limitation by the test apparatus) in the direction of the
initial shear stress. Such a sudden or brittle failure may occur in soil types of signifi-
cant volume contractility as will be discussed in Sec. 5.8. In such a failure mode, the
ultimate safety of structures should be focused in design without evaluating residual
deformations.

Thus, soil failures during earthquakes may be classified into the three types below.

i) Cyclic soil strain grows with cyclic loading in a level ground and reaches a double
amplitude threshold strain corresponding to structural performance.

ii) Unilateral strain developing gradually with cyclic loading due to the initial shear
stress is superposed on cyclic strain to reach a threshold value corresponding to
the structural performance.

iii) Unilateral strain increase occurs suddenly at some stage of cyclic loading in the
direction of initial shear, leading to a brittle soil failure with very large strain.

Among the three, the last failure type has to be paid special attention in design,
because it may result in catastrophic consequences of structures resting on the failed
soil. As will be described later in Sec. 5.8, the volume contractility of soils has a lot to
do in discreminating between ii) and iii) above.

2.1.4.2 Effects of loading rate and loading cycle

A seismic load is quite different from a static load in terms of loading rate and loading
cycles (Ishihara 1996). It is essential to know how these effects will affect soil strength
in a large strain range near failures. Fig. 2.1.14(a) shows triaxial test results of a clay
with the plasticity index Ip = 35, isotropically consolidated, and cyclically loaded in
the undrained condition with frequencies f = 0.01, 0.1 and 1 Hz. The cyclic stress
amplitude τd to attain double amplitude axial strain εDA = 10% in cycles Nc = 10
normalized by the corresponding stress amplitude for f = 0.1 Hz is taken in the vertical
axis against the frequency f in the horizontal axis. It clearly indicates that the change in
frequency (loading rate) of 100 times increase the cyclic shear strength for εDA = 10%
by only 10–20% (Kanatani et al. 1989).

In Fig. 2.1.14(b), triaxial test results on the same clay explained above are exempli-
fied to show the effect of loading cycles under the effect of initial stress. The specimen
with various OCR (overconsolidation ratio) are anisotropically consolidated with
vertical and lateral stresses σ1 and σ3, respectively, introducing initial shear stress
τs = (σ1 − σ3)/2, and then cyclically loaded with the shear stress amplitude τd in the
undrained condition. In the vertical axis of the chart, the failure stress defined by
τd + τs corresponding to the axial strain εDA = 10% in the number of cycles Nc = 10
is plotted versus the initial stress τs in the horizontal axis, both of which are normal-
ized by the static failure stress of the same clay τsf . Considering that the diagonal
line in the diagram represents the condition τd = 0, the cyclic stress τd for the soil to
fail tends to decrease with increasing τs. Though the effect of the initial shear stress
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Figure 2.1.14 Triaxial test results of clay showing effects of (a) loading rate and (b) number of cycles,
on cyclic shear strength τd (εDA =10%, Nc = 10) (modified from Kanatani et al. 1989).

is another important issue in liquefaction to be discussed in Sec. 5.8, the number of
cycles obviously dominates the failure stress so that τd + τs tends to decrease system-
atically with increasing Nc for all the test conditions. It may readily be inferred that
the pore-pressure buildup has a major role in bringing about this effect even in clayey
soils. The values in the vertical axis lower than unity, τd + τs < τsf , indicates that cyclic
loading tends to reduce the strength lower than the static value for soil specimens with
lower OCR and smaller initial shear stress even for a cohesive soil. As for sandy soils,
the effect of loading cycle is obviously seen in the ductile failure of clean sands in
Fig. 2.1.12.

Thus, the effects of loading rate and loading cycle in seismic loading on soil strength
may be summarized as follows. The increase in loading rate will increase the cyclic
strength corresponding to prescribed large strain only to a minor extent even for clay
soils. In contrast, the effect of loading cycle is dominant in reducing the strength not
only in sands but also in cohesive soils, wherein the initial shear stress has a lot to do
with how the strength reduction occurs.

2.2 HOW TO MEASURE SOIL PROPERTIES

2.2.1 In situ wave measurement for small strain

In situ wave velocities are the most popular and significant variables to evaluate small-
strain soil properties. There are several different options to measure them as listed in
Table 2.2.1. Some of them in the table need boreholes while the others do not. Those
with the bold letters seem to be more often used than the others.
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Table 2.2.1 Various in situ wave measurements with/without
boreholes.

With borehole Without borehole

Down-hole method Refraction method
Up-hole method Reflection method
Cross-hole method Surface-wave method
Suspension-method

Figure 2.2.1 In situ wave velocity measurements with boreholes: (a) down-hole, (b) up-hole, (c) cross-
hole and (d) suspension.

2.2.1.1 Measurements using boreholes

As illustrated in Fig. 2.2.1, the methods of in situ wave measurement using bore-
holes include; (a) down-hole, (b) up-hole, (c) cross-hole and (d) suspension. The brief
descriptions are as follows.

(a) Down-hole method

This is the most conventional and popular method using a single bore-hole as (a).
An artificial wave with frequency of several tens to a hundred Hz is generated by
hitting a half-buried wooden plank in most case (both P and S-wave can be generated
depending on how the plank is hit). The elastic waves travelling from the wave source
at ground surface to depth along the hole are detected by a down-hole wave sensor
suspended at variable depths to have a travel-time curve as schematically illustrated in
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Figure 2.2.2 Schematic travel-time curve from wave source at ground surface to depth along a bore-
hole by a down-hole wave sensor suspended at variable depths.

Fig. 2.2.2. Sometimes, the wave sensor is integrated in the electronic cone penetrometer
in CPT tests to detect waves propagating in a similar path from the wave source at the
ground surface, obtaining the stratigraphic and mechanical information at the same
time (Robertson et al. 1986, Nishida et al. 1999).

Care is needed however if underground shafts or piles are beside the bore hole, or
rigid casing pipes protecting the hole are used, wherein the elastic waves may transmit
faster than surrounding natural soils. A travel-time curve is drawn by connecting the
plots of wave arrival time versus distance from the wave source. The gradient of this
curve (the depth increment �z divided by the time increment �t) gives the velocity of
the P or S-wave. The wave travel curve is normally approximated by multilinear lines
with various gradients or wave velocities, and the soil is idealized by a set of layers
with different velocities separated by layer boundaries.

The small-strain shear modulus G0 can be determined in each layer as:

G0 = ρV2
s (2.2.1)

Combining Vp and Vs, Poisson’s ratio for a low strain level can be obtained as:
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(2.2.2)

Note that the ν-value is highly dependent on the degree of saturation except for
stiff rocks; typically ν ≈ 0.5 in saturated soils versus ν ≈ 0.3 in unsaturated soils. This
is because Vp is very sensitive to degree of saturation, and tends to drastically decrease
from around 1500 m/s in fully saturated soils by a slight decrease in saturation as
addressed in Sec. 5.7.3. Ground water tables can often be detected by clear changes of
P-wave velocity or Poisson’s ratio.
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(b) Uphole method

Though not as popular as the downhole method, it is used together with dynamic
penetration tests such as Standard Penetration Test (SPT, addressed in Sec. 5.5.1), in
which waves generated from the penetrating tip at different depths are detected by a
wave sensor at the ground surface to have the travel time curve economically as in
Fig. 2.2.1(b).

(c) Cross-hole method

Multiple bore-holes, tens of meters apart in between, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.1(c) are
utilized to measure velocities of waves propagating horizontally from a wave source
to receivers at the same depth in the neighboring holes. By changing the depths in
those holes step by step simultaneously, a continuous wave speed variation can be
obtained. Two receivers at neighboring holes in addition to the wave source hole are
recommended for higher reliability, though a simpler measurement with one receiver
and one source in two neighboring holes is also possible. If a thin soft layer is in
contact with stiff layers, a care is needed so that the wave speed is not influenced by
the adjacent stiffer layers.

(d) Suspension method

In this method increasingly employed recently, a sounding equipment integrating a set
of wave receivers and a transmitter as illustrated in Figs. 2.2.1(d) and 2.2.3(a) is sus-
pended by wire in a bore-hole to measure elastic waves starting from the transmitter
propagating to the receivers through adjacent soils. The transmitter and receivers are
separated by a given distance (4–5 m) with wave dampers in between and the velocity
of P or S-wave vertically travelling that distance is measured. The borehole has to be
filled with water in this method because the waves have to transmit between the sensors

Figure 2.2.3 Suspension method: (a) Setup of equipment, (b) Field measurement in gravelly deposits
compared with conventional down-hole method (Kokusho et al. 1991).
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and surrounding soil. Fig. 2.2.3(b) exemplifies typical measurements of Vp and Vs in
gravelly deposits by this method. It demonstrates that the suspension method can mea-
sure the continuous changes of wave velocities in a short interval more in detail than
the downhole method. It is noted however that the frequency of waves employed in
this method is about 1 kHz or higher, much greater than that in the downhole method
or of actual earthquake waves, in order to make high-precision wave-velocity mea-
surement in the short travel distance. This may mislead the velocity to slightly higher
values than that for actual earthquake waves in some soils. The frequency of waves in
a conventional downhole method is normally several tens of Hz. If the S-wave velocity
in gravelly soil is 300 m/s, the wave length λ is around 5 m, long enough to average over
the variations in wave velocity due to gravel particles. In the suspension method with
the frequency around 1 kHz, however, λ is around 0.3 m being comparable with gravel
size, indicating that the measured velocity can possibly be faster than the velocity for
low-frequency earthquake waves, because the waves of small λ tend to transmit faster
through stiffer portions.

Thus, the various methods are available for measuring in situ P and S-wave veloc-
ities utilizing bore holes. Among the S-wave velocity measurements, the down-hole,
up-hole and suspension methods utilize the SH-wave, which oscillates horizontally and
propagates vertically. In contrast, the cross-hole method uses the SV-wave, vibrating
vertically and propagating horizontally. It is known that Vs is dependent on the orthog-
onal 3-dimensional stress system as formulated in the next equation (Roesler 1979).

Vs ∝
(

σ ′
a

p0

)α (
σ ′

p

p0

)β

(2.2.3)

Here, σ ′
a, σ ′

p are the effective stresses in the direction of wave propagation and
wave vibration, respectively, and α, β are exponent constants. Because in situ soil is
anisotropically consolidated with different vertical and horizontal stresses; σ ′

a 
= σ ′
p,

which may result in different Vs-values for SH and SV-waves if α 
= β. Besides, in situ
soil fabric can be intrinsically anisotropic in the vertical and horizontal directions
(Tanaka 2001). Therefore, the down-hole or suspension method using the verti-
cally propagating SH-wave may be recommended more if the similarity with seismic
SH-waves is considered.

2.2.1.2 Measurements without boreholes

There are geophysical methods using elastic waves measured by a set of sensors located
only at the ground surface; (a) Refraction method, (b) Reflection method and (c)
Surface wave method. Not only wave velocities but also wave velocity profiles can be
obtained economically only by surface sensors, though it is recommended to compare
the results with wave-velocity logging data at selected boreholes.

(a) Refraction method

Wave sensors are set up in a line on ground surface as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.4(a). P
or S-wave starting from a wave source at the end of the line A or B propagates in a
surface layer of the wave velocity V1 (Vp1 or Vp1). If it is underlain by a stiffer layer
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Figure 2.2.4 Refraction method: (a) Setup of measuring system, (b) Schematic travel time curve in
two-layer system.

with higher velocity V2 (Vp2 or Vp2), the wave can be refracted at the interface with
the critical angle θcr = sin−1(V1/V2) as already studied in Sec. 1.1. For waves with the
incident angles larger than θcr, no refraction but reflection occurs. The wave refracted
at the critical angle propagates horizontally along the boundary of the lower layer as a
head wave with the velocity V2 and emits the refracted wave into the surface layer with
the radiation angle θcr. Because the wave travels faster in the lower layer as the head
wave than in the surface layer, it arrives earlier at wave sensors located farther than a
threshold distance. Thus, a travel-time curve obtained by multiple sensors at a ground
surface allows to yield a two-dimensional multi-layered wave-velocity profile. It is clear
that the refraction method is valid only if the lower wave velocity is greater than the
upper velocity, indicating that a sandwiched softer layer cannot be detected because
no head-wave migration can occur. The edge-to-edge (A-B) span of the ground surface
wave sensors has to be much longer than the depth of the layers to be investigated in
this method (more than five times).

In Fig. 2.2.4(b), a travel time curve is schematically shown for a simple two-layer
system. Let t1 and t2 denote the travel times of direct and refracted waves, respectively,
for a horizontal distance x from the wave source. Then, the velocities V1 and V2 can
be read off from the travel time chart using the next equations.

t1 = x
V1

, t2 = 2H1/cos θcr

V1
+ x − 2H1 tan θcr

V2
(2.2.4)

In this example, the direct wave can arrive earlier from the source A if the sensor is
nearer than around Point b, while the refracted wave travel faster beyond that point.
The distance to the corner of the travel-time chart xc can be formulated as:

xc

V1
= 2H1/cos θcr

V1
+ xc − 2H1 tan θcr

V2
(2.2.5)
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The thickness of the surface layer H1 can be obtained from V1, V2 and xc as:

H1 = xc

2

√
V2 − V1

V2 + V1
(2.2.6)

For more realistic soil profiles consisting of more than three layers, essentially the same
algorithm can be followed. The measurement by the same sensor array is carried out
twice with the wave starting from two opposite ends to detect the dip angles of layer
interfaces.

(b) Reflection method

Waves starting from a source at a ground surface and reflecting at a layer bound-
ary to arrive at surface sensors are measured as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.5(a) to analyze
soil profiles and associated wave velocities. This method started historically as an
exploratory technology of natural resources in deeper ground and expanded its appli-
cations to shallower soils later. Compared to the refraction method where only the
first wave arrival is concerned, a higher expertise is needed because the reflected waves
are normally later to arrive than the direct or refracted waves and more difficult to
discern.

The arrival time t and the distance x from the wave source to a particular wave
sensor can be correlated as

t2 = x2 + 4H2
1

V2
1

(2.2.7)

In Fig. 2.2.5(b), a t versus x diagram is shown for the refracted, direct and reflected
waves, wherein the correlation in Eq. (2.2.7) is shown with a chain-dotted curve.

Figure 2.2.5 Reflection method: (a) Setup of measuring system, (b) Schematic travel time curve in
two-layer system.
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It indicates that the arrival time of the reflected wave is always longer, though it
approaches to that of the direct wave t = x/V1 with increasing distance. Using sin θcr =
V1/V2 based on Eq. (1.1.2), the critical distance x′

c for the generation of refracted wave
arriving earlier than the reflected wave is formulated as

x′
c = 2H1 tan θcr = 2H1

V1√
V2

2 − V2
1

(2.2.8)

If reflected waves of small incident angles are used for a greater depth with a
shorter surface sensor line, the refracted wave is hard to be observed, leading the
reflection-wave analysis easier. It is also clear in Fig. 2.2.5(b) that refracted wave travels
faster than direct wave beyond the critical distance xc = 2H1

√
(V2 + V1)/(V2 − V1) as

already indicated in Eq. (2.2.6). Eq. (2.2.7) implies that a linear correlation between
x2 versus t2 plotted in the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively gives 1/V2

1 as the
gradient, and the intercept t2 = 4H2

1/V2
1 at x2 = 0 determines the layer thickness H1.

This analysis works for reflected waves at deeper layer boundaries whether or not
softer layers are sandwiched in between. The reflection method needs considerable
computer analyses to filter noises, discern reflected waves at various interfaces, and
properly interpret complicated wave records consisting of different wave types.

(c) Surface wave method

Rayleigh waves of various wave length are measured by a set of wave sensors aligned
at a ground surface. As already studied in Sec. 1.4, the phase velocity of dispersive
surface wave is dependent on the wave velocity profile of a site, because waves with
longer periods tend to travel faster due to higher wave velocities at greater depths in
layered deposits. In this method, a dispersion curve of the phase velocity correspond-
ing to varying wave length is used to back-calculate the most probable soil profile
together with corresponding wave velocities. This method originates from a geophysi-
cal investigation on the earth crust, and became popular for geotechnical investigations
for shallower soils, by the name Spectral Analysis of Surface Wave (SASW) or Multi-
channel Analysis of Surface wave (MASW), in USA (e.g. Stokoe and Nazarian 1984).
Artificial wave sources such as a mechanical vibrator or a falling weight are used (an
active method) to generate Rayleigh waves of relatively short wave length to investigate
shallower depths, whereas natural microtremors of longer wave lengths are sometimes
used (a passive method) to investigate deeper depths. Fig. 2.2.6 exemplifies a test setup
composed of a vertical vibrator and a pair of two-dimensional wave sensors (the mutual
distance D) with the center point A distant from the vibrator by L. The selection of L
and D relative to the wave length λ is recommended (Tokimatsu et al. 1991) as:

λ

4
≤ L,

λ

16
≤ D < λ (2.2.9)

Measurement of phase velocity c between the two sensors with stepwise-varying
frequency f allows to develop a Rayleigh wave dispersion curve between the phase
velocity c versus the wave length λ = c/f . From that, the dimensions of soil profile
together with the corresponding wave velocities in individual layers are optimized by
back-calculation schemes based on the theories studied in Sec. 1.4 (Haskell 1953,
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Figure 2.2.6 Multi-layered ground (a), and Measuring system of active surface wave method (b)
(Tokimatsu et al. 1991).

Harkrider 1964). The depth investigated by artificial wave generations is around 20 m
maximum, while that by using natural microtremors would be over 100 m (Tokimatsu
1995). In the latter, many wave sensors are arrayed in circle so that surface waves
migrating from arbitrary directions can be analyzed.

In Fig. 2.2.7(a), the phase velocities c and the amplitude ratios u/w
(horizontal/vertical) depending on the wave length λ observed in sand deposits in
Niigata city Japan by the active method are compared with the optimized solutions.
A good correspondence of c and u/w can be recognized between the observation and
back-calculation. In Fig. 2.2.7(b), the optimized Vs-profile is compared with those
obtained by the downhole method indicating a satisfactory agreement between them.
In the back-calculation, the layer thickness, the velocities Vs, Vp and the soil density
ρ of individual layers are variables to optimize, though the latter two may be roughly
determined without significant influence on the optimization results (Tokimatsu et al.
1991).

2.2.2 Laboratory tests for small-strain properties

The most fundamental dynamic soil properties for small strain, Vs and Vp, are nor-
mally evaluated by in situ wave velocity measurements. However, laboratory tests
are sometimes conducted for the velocities or corresponding small-strain moduli to
examine the effects of pertinent parameters or to compare with the in situ values to
know the intactness of sampled soils. The laboratory tests for small-strain properties
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Figure 2.2.7 Surface wave method in sand deposit: (a) Phase velocity c and amplitude ratio u/w versus
wave length λ, (b) Back-calculatedVs versus depth z compared with downhole method.

are classified into two groups; wave transmission tests and small-strain cyclic loading
tests.

2.2.2.1 Wave transmission tests

(a) Resonant column test

This method was first used on dry sand under the atmospheric pressure by a Japanese
researcher (Iida 1938). It was followed by American investigators (Richart et al. 1970),
wherein a column-shaped sand specimen in a pressurized chamber was vibrated by
electro-magnetic torque. In this test, rotational vibration is given to a soil specimen
to excite it in resonance by sweeping the frequency. Fig. 2.2.8(a) illustrates a typical
test equipment using a hollow cylindrical soil specimen, wherein the vibratory torque
is given from above to the mass on the top of the specimen with the fixed bottom
end. There are other options in the boundary condition, “fixed top and free bottom’’
or “free top and free bottom’’. The wave velocity is determined from the resonant
frequency by using the equation of S-wave propagation in the soil column with the
various boundary conditions (Richart et al. 1970, Ishihara 1996). The damping ratio
D of the soil specimen is obtained from free decay vibration schematically shown in
Fig. 2.2.8(b) just after the driving torque is cut during the resonance, wherein uk and
uk+1 are amplitudes of arbitrary two neighboring peaks of the vibration, as

D = 1
2π

ln
uk

uk+1
(2.2.10)
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Figure 2.2.8 Resonant column test: (a) test device, (b) Decay vibration for damping measurement.

In the resonant column test, the S-wave velocity can be directly determined in
steady-state wave propagation for low-strain waves. On the other hand, tens of thou-
sands of wave cycles given to a specimen may have measurable effects on the soil
properties with increasing strain amplitudes. In addition, calibration tests are indis-
pensable using a dummy specimen of known properties to know the inertial effect of
the end mass (e.g. Tatsuoka and Silver 1980), and further to know if the radiational
or mechanical damping in the test equipment itself is not large enough to influence the
soil damping evaluated in the above equation (Kokusho 1982).

(b) Pulse wave test (Bender element test)

Pulse wave signals emitted from one end of a specimen are received at the other end
to measure the wave velocity of a soil specimen in a testing device such as a triaxial
apparatus. Piezoelectric elements are incorporated as the transmitter as well as the
receiver of the wave. Since 1980’s, bender elements (BE) are increasingly employed as
one of the piezoelectric elements (Shirley and Hampton 1977). The bender element is a
thin, two-layer piezo-electric plate (about 10 mm wide and 1 mm thick penetrating into
a soil specimen by several millimeters) that can be built in most soil test devices. There
are two types of bender elements due to different electric circuits; series and parallel.
For the same applied voltage, the parallel-type provides twice the BE displacement
of the series-type connection, hence, the parallel-type BE as a transmitter versus the
series-type BE as a receiver is recommended (Lee and Santamarina 2005).

There are several technical details for reliable measurement and they are mostly
standardized internationally as comprehensively summarized by Yamashita et al. 2009.
Fig. 2.2.9(a) shows a typical BE test setup built in a triaxial test apparatus with the
transmitter and the receiver on both ends of the specimen under confining pressure.
As the emitting waves, harmonic waves of several kHz or step waves are used. In
Fig. 2.2.9(b), step-shaped waves are transmitted in opposite directions and recorded
in the receivers to confirm that they are completely reverse as a S-wave signal. The
travel time �t is read off at the first wave arrival to determine S-wave velocity as
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Figure 2.2.9 Bender element test: (a)Test setup in triaxial specimen, (b) SH-wave records by transmitter
and receiver.

Figure 2.2.10 Pulse wave test using wave sensors: (a) Test setup in large-scale triaxial specimen, (b)
SH-wave records by accelerometers attached on specimen side (Nishio et al. 1987).

Vs = �H/�t. As the travel distance �H, the tip to tip length between the sensors is
chosen normally (Yamashita et al. 2009) though some calibration tests for the effective
travel distance are recommended if possible.

(c) Pulse wave test using wave sensors at specimen sides

Pulse wave tests are sometimes carried out as a more conventional and robust scheme
during triaxial tests to have correlations between medium to large strain soil prop-
erties and Vs or initial shear modulus G0. Fig. 2.2.10(a) shows a large-scale triaxial
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Figure 2.2.11 Small-strain cyclic loading triaxial tests: (a) Using non-contact type gap sensors (Kokusho
1980), (b) Using LDTs (Goto et al. 1991).

apparatus with the specimen size 60 cm in height and 30 cm in diameter, where a set of
small and high-sensitivity accelerometers are glued on both sides of the soil specimen
(indirectly via the membrane) to measure SH-wave (e.g. Nishio et al. 1987). Lateral or
torsional SH-wave is generated by faintly hitting a loading piston of the triaxial appa-
ratus and recorded as it travels through the specimen as depicted in Fig. 2.2.10(b). It is
recommended that two reversely-polarized S-waves are generated and the recorded
waves are confirmed to be completely reverse with little contamination by other types
of waves. Also recommended is to read off travel times corresponding to the first
arrival not to the wave peak.

2.2.2.2 Small-strain cyclic loading tests

(a) Cyclic loading triaxial test with high-sensitivity gap-sensor

Triaxial tests were developed historically to measure strength or deformation prop-
erties of large to medium strain levels. Major technical difficulty to apply this to
measure small-strain properties was to precisely measure small-strain soil properties
in the pressure chamber. Fig. 2.2.11(a) shows an advanced-type triaxial apparatus
started by Kokusho (1980), where a pair of high-sensitivity axial-deformation trans-
ducers (gap-sensors or proximeters) were installed on both sides of the loading axis in
the pressure chamber. The deformation transducers were non-contact type in order to
avoid the effect of mechanical frictions contaminating cyclic stress-strain hysteresis in
small-strain levels. An axial load transducer was also introduced inside the pressure
chamber to avoid the effect of friction along the loading piston. A set of stress-strain
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Figure 2.2.12 Small-strain cyclic triaxial tests avoiding end effects (Kokusho et al. 1999): (a) Test setup
with gap sensors at specimen sides, (b) Small-strain moduli G0 compared between two
methods.

hysteresis obtained by this advanced triaxial test is shown in Fig. 2.1.3. It is clear
that this test can readily capture the elastic behavior of sand with linear modulus
and almost no hysteretic damping in 10−6 strain level. Also obvious is that proper-
ties of not only 10−6 strain but also 10−4 or higher can be measured in the same test
specimen.

In this test method, the axial soil strain is calculated from the axial displacement of
the upper loading cap relative to the lower pedestal. In order to avoid the effect of poor
contact at the ends of soil specimen (end effects) for coarse granular or stiff specimens
in particular, the axial displacements can be measured directly on the specimen sides
by non-contact type sensors. Fig. 2.2.12(a) exemplifies this type of cyclic triaxial tests,
where the targets of gap sensors are glued at two different levels on the specimen side
to measure the relative displacement in between. The measured small-strain moduli
G0 of coarse decomposed granite are compared fairly well with those obtained by the
pulse wave method using tiny acceleration sensors also glued on the specimen sides as
indicated in Fig. 2.2.12(b) (Kokusho et al. 1999).

(b) Cyclic loading triaxial test with LDT

Another type of displacement sensor used in a cyclic loading triaxial test to measure
small-strain properties directly on soil specimens avoiding unfavorable effects of poor
contact between soil specimen and loading plate is a Local Deformation Transducer
(LDT) (Goto et al. 1991). As shown in Fig. 2.2.11(b), a pair of the LDT glued on two
opposite sides of a specimen are a sort of clip gauges made from thin flexible metal
strip with strain gauges glued at its center on both sides. They are pinched between
two hinges attached at the top and bottom of the specimen sides to allow free flexural
deformations. The measured relative displacement between the two hinges is obtained
for a wide range of strain from 10−6 to 10−2 by electronically linearizing the strain
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gauge readings because they are nonlinearly correlated with the axial strain. Note that
this gauge is not a non-contact type, which may possibly reflect unfavorable mechanical
frictions of the gauge itself particularly in cyclic loading tests, though such deficiency
in measuring the hysteretic damping ratio is not recognized in the literature (Goto et al.
1991).

2.2.3 Laboratory tests for medium to large strain

It is difficult to evaluate dynamic soil properties for medium to large strain directly
in situ. Those properties are normally measured in the laboratory by means of cyclic
loading tests, wherein soil samples under the same static stresses as in the field are
loaded with cyclic stresses representing earthquake effects to monitor corresponding
variations in strain and pore-pressure. The quality of test samples is immensely impor-
tant in laboratory tests in small to medium strains to have reliable soil properties,
because soil properties in those strain levels are very much sensitive to soil fabric that
is easily affected by mechanical disturbance. Hence, a great care is needed to preserve
not only soil densities but also microscopic soil fabric in test specimens during in situ
soil sampling and preparatory works in the laboratory.

In cyclic loading tests, the dynamic stress is normally considered to represent
SH-wave among others, because it is the major seismic effect on soil elements in shal-
low depths. In contrast, the effect of P-wave is normally ignored in these tests for
saturated soils because the isotropic stress change by P-wave does not change effec-
tive stresses in fully saturated in situ soils theoretically. Thus, P-wave is considered to
have no effect on deformation and failure in saturated soft soils where the principle of
effective stress holds.

As for the loading rate of seismic stresses, the period of cyclic motion is nor-
mally chosen as 1 to 10 seconds slightly lower than the dominant period of seismic
motions to make soil tests technically easier. During earthquakes, saturated soils in
situ are considered essentially undrained even for permeable sandy or gravelly soils
because of the short loading duration and the high loading rate. Hence the soil spec-
imen is covered by a rubber membrane and the drainage of pore-water is prohibited
during cyclic loading to simulate the undrained condition. Before cyclic loading, the
specimen is consolidated with cell pressure (total stress) together with back-pressure
(pore-pressure) to reproduce in situ stress conditions. The back-pressure is sometimes
intentionally raised higher than the actual pore-pressure with the effective stress being
kept constant in order to secure higher saturation or higher pore-pressure coefficient
B-value in undrained cyclic loading tests of saturated soils. Different types of cyclic
loading tests are used in order to reproduce in situ stress conditions in soil elements
during earthquake loading.

2.2.3.1 Simple shear test

In situ stress condition is normally idealized as follows. A soil element in a level ground
is initially consolidated with effective vertical and horizontal stresses, σ ′

v and σ ′
h = K0σ

′
v,

respectively as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.13. Here, K0 is the coefficient of earth pressure
at rest. Then it is loaded with cyclic shear stress τd on the horizontal plane when
SH-wave is coming up. The simple shear test device is supposed to directly reproduce
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Figure 2.2.13 In situ stress condition in level ground (a) and Simple shear test device (SGI-type) (b).

Figure 2.2.14 Mohr’s stress circle in simple-shear specimen: (a) K0-consolidated specimen, (b)
Isotropically consolidated specimen.

this stress condition in the test specimen. In the test, the ratio τd/σ ′
v is called a cyclic

stress ratio (CSR) and used as the normalized value of cyclic stress.
As illustrated in Fig. 2.2.13(b), a low-height column-shape soil specimen confined

in a special case is consolidated by vertical and horizontal effective stresses σ ′
v and

σ ′
h = K0σ

′
v. In order to secure lateral confinement for K0-consolidation and free shear

deformation at the same time, the specimen case is made of wire-meshed rubber (the
Norwegian Institute type) or teflon-coating donut-shape thin laminar plates in which
soil specimen covered by rubber membrane is stored (the Swedish Geotechnical Insti-
tute type). Cyclic shear stress ±τd is given at the upper or lower side of the specimen in
either undrained or drained condition, and averaged shear strain is obtained as γ = δ/H
dividing horizontal relative displacement δ by the specimen height H. As illustrated in
the Mohr’s stress circles in Fig. 2.2.14(a), the principal stress plane rotates continu-
ously with the shear stress τd in a K0-consolidated soil specimen. In contrast, if the soil
is isotropically consolidated with K0 = 1.0, the Mohr’s circle turns to be Fig. 2.2.14(b),
where no rotation of the principal stress but discontinuous alternation of the major
and minor principal stresses occurs.
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There exists a serious mechanical drawback in the simple shear device such as the
NGI or SGI type, however, in that the stress distribution in the specimen is difficult
to be uniform in its edge portions in particular. It is because a pair of conjugate shear
stresses shown in Fig. 2.2.13(b) is difficult to work on the specimen sides due to the
lack of shear resistance in the lateral confinement of the meshed rubber membranes
or the laminar plates. It is difficult to solve the conflicting requirements between free
shear deformation and uniform stress distribution while allowing vertical settlement
of the soil specimen. Nevertheless, this device is simple in mechanism and easy to test
intact soils sampled from in situ, and often used to investigate large strain problems
such as liquefaction and earthquake-induced soil settlements.

There is a modified test method named as a constant volume simple shear test
wherein the vertical movement of the upper loading plate is constrained, which can
simulate undrained shear behavior of saturated soils by using dry soil specimens. In
this test (named as an equal-volume simple shear test), the vertical stress tends to
change because of the constraint of the loading plate in the same manner as if it is the
effective stress in saturated soils with no volume change in the undrained condition
(e.g. Pickering et al. 1973).

2.2.3.2 Torsional simple shear test

The test specimen has a cylindrical shape with a thin wall as shown in Fig. 2.2.15, and
loaded vertically with σ ′

v by a loading cap, and horizontally with σ ′
o from outside and

σ ′
i from inside of the specimen by hydraulic pressure. Then the cyclic shear stress ±τd

is applied on the top or bottom face of the sample, while the other face is fixed. The
shear strain is calculated from

γ = rθ
H

(2.2.11)

where r = radius from the specimen center, θ = angle of specimen distortion and
H = specimen height. The shear strain is not uniform, and the value at the middle
of the wall thickness at r = (a + b)/2 is normally used. Because of the circular shape
of the specimen, the radial and tangential stresses σr, σθ are variable with the radius r
and written as:

σr = −a2b2(σo − σi)
b2 − a2

1
r2

+ (b2σo − a2σi)
b2 − a2

σθ = a2b2(σo − σi)
b2 − a2

1
r2

+ (b2σo − a2σi)
b2 − a2

(2.2.12)

In practice, they are averaged at the center of the specimen thickness; r = (a + b)/2,
where a and b are inner and outer thicknesses, respectively. It is possible to have these
three stresses, σv, σr, σθ chosen independently in this test by choosing inner cell pressure
σi different from outer cell pressure σo. Also note that the conjugate shear stresses can
transit to neighboring soils smoothly as in situ because of the circular shape of the
specimen. Thus, this test device, though not simple in the mechanism, can eliminate
the stress disturbance in the simple shear device.
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Figure 2.2.15 Hollow-cylindrical torsional simple shear specimen.

Figure 2.2.16 Cyclic triaxial test of saturated soils: (a) test method, (b) Mohr’s stress circles for total
and effective stresses.

2.2.3.3 Cyclic triaxial test

It is practically possible for a triaxial test device, which was originally developed for
static loading tests, to make cyclic loading tests simulating seismic stress conditions,
though the stress condition appears to be different from that of the in situ K0-
consolidated soil shown in Fig. 2.2.13(a). Fig. 2.2.16(a) shows a typical cyclic triaxial
test device where the lateral stress is kept constant to be σ ′

c, and the vertical stress is
fluctuating in compression and extension loading as σ ′

c ± σd. The stress ratio is defined
as τd/σ ′

v = (σd/2)/σ ′
c = σd/2σ ′

c because the maximum shear stress is τd = σd/2 in this
test and named as cyclic stress ratio (CSR), again.

As the Mohr’s stress circle in Fig. 2.2.16(b) indicates, the specimen first isotropi-
cally consolidated at the stress point O (σ = σ ′

c + u0: u0 = initial pore pressure) is loaded
by increasing the axial stress by +σd to have the stress circle OA. Because the axial
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stress is loaded in the undrained condition, excess pore-pressure develops in accordance
with the mean stress increment, which is σd/2 in the two-dimensional stress condition
assumed in the Mohr’s circle, because the soil is fully saturated and the pore-pressure
coefficient B = 1.0. If this pore-pressure increment by �u = σd/2 is considered, the
effective stress circle translates leftward on the stress diagram to the dashed circle cen-
tered at Point O. The same occurs both in the compression and extension loadings by
±σd, and the pressure changes �u = ±σd/2, respectively. Hence, the Mohr’s circle in
terms of the effective stress reduces to a set of concentric dashed circles with its center
always at O. This stress condition is exactly the same as that shown in Fig. 2.2.14(b) for
the isotropically consolidated specimen in the simple shear test, though the maximum
shear stress plane is different by 45◦ in the two tests. If the three-dimensional stress
condition in the actual world is concerned different from the virtual two-dimensional
stress condition above, the cyclic pore-pressure fluctuates by �u = ±σd/3 correspond-
ing to the change of axial stress ±σd. This pore-pressure change has to be subtracted
from recorded �u to obtain pressure change exclusively due to soil dilatancy.

If the cyclic stress ratio becomes larger than 0.5; σd/2σ ′
c > 0.5, σd becomes negative

in the extension side of loading, hence the cyclic triaxial test becomes impossible to
conduct if initial pore-pressure is u0 = 0 (σc = σ ′

c) as easily understood in Fig. 2.2.16(b).
Hence, in triaxial tests for stiff soils with higher CSR, it is necessary to choose the initial
pore-pressure (named as backpressure) u0 much higher than in situ to make the test
possible.

2.2.3.4 Membrane penetration effect in undrained tests

In laboratory undrained cyclic loading tests, soil specimens are covered by thin rub-
ber membranes to make the undrained condition. In liquefaction tests, the excess
pore-pressure tends to increase during cyclic shearing, which may relax the mem-
brane initially penetrated into voids between sand particles and retard the process of
pore-pressure buildup. This is named as “Membrane Penetration’’ (MP) effect, one
of the system-compliance problems where flexible boundaries in the undrained sys-
tem, such as diaphragms of pressure-gages and rubber membranes, tend to make a
significant effect on the pore-pressure buildup because the water itself is of very low
compressibility.

As conceptually illustrated on the MP-effect in Fig. 2.2.17(a), nothing changes
on both sides of a virtual membrane in in situ soil before and after pressure-buildup
because the pressure changes equally on both sides, while in the soil specimen sealed by
the membrane to separate from constant water pressure outside in (b), the membrane
tend to loosen by rising pore-pressure in the specimen, creating extra volume in the
specimen which never occurs in situ in (a). This effect tends to be more significant
as the side face of the specimen becomes rougher. As a countermeasure to reduce the
MP-effect, the rough specimen face may be smeared with fine sands.

A modification of liquefaction test results for the MP-effect may be possible based
on compliance ratio CR defined as follows (Lade and Hernandez 1977, Martin et al.
1978).

CR = K
Kc

(2.2.13)
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Figure 2.2.17 Schematic illustration of Membrane Penetration (MP)-effect: (a)Virtual membrane in situ,
(b) Soil specimen covered by membrane in laboratory.

Here, K = bulk modulus of soil skeleton in terms of the effective stress and Kc = bulk
modulus of pressurized water reflecting the MP and other system-compliance effects.
If the undrained test system is perfectly incompressible; Kc = ∞ and CR = 0, pore-
pressure increment �u0 in the undrained condition due to contractive volumetric strain
�εvd by negative dilatancy can be expressed (see Sec. 3.1.5.3) as:

�u0 = K�εvd (2.2.14)

If CR 
= 0, the pressure increment is written as:

�u = �u0

1 + CR
(2.2.15)

indicating that the pressure increment �u is smaller than the case CR = 0. The effect of
CR on the pore-pressure buildup of saturated sands was actually quantified by specially
designed cyclic triaxial tests by Tokimatsu and Nakamura (1986). It indicated that the
MP-effect can be evaluated in terms of the number of loading cycles Nc to attain
100% pressure buildup more easily than directly in terms of cyclic stress ratios CSR.
Fig. 2.2.18(a) shows CN = Nc/N0; the ratio of Nc for a given test result to N0 for
an ideal test result of CR = 0, plotted versus CR on the semi-log diagram which may
be approximated by the straight line for sands with different grain sizes and relative
densities. As an example, uncorrected original data in Fig. 2.2.18(b) can be modified
using the ratio CN read off from CR in Fig. 2.2.18(a) to have the corrected CSR versus
Nc curve (Tokimatsu 1990).

Hence, it is necessary to know the compliance ratio CR for particular test results.
Two methods are addressed here to determine the CR-value experimentally (Tokimatsu
1990, Tanaka et al. 1991). Suppose a triaxial test specimen of an isotropic elastic soil
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skeleton, with Young’s modulus E′ and Poisson’s ratio ν′ in terms of effective stress, is
loaded by axial and lateral stress increments �σ1 and �σ3 respectively, and develops
axial and lateral strain increments �ε1 and �ε3 and pore-pressure increment �u.
Then, the volumetric strain increment (positive for contraction) of the soil skeleton is
written as:

�εv = �ε1 + 2�ε3 = 1
E′ [�σ1 − �u − 2ν′(�σ3 − �u)]

+ 2
E′ [�σ3 − �u − ν′(�σ3 − �u) − ν′(�σ1 − �u)] (2.2.16)

If �σ1 increases under constant σ3, the above equation reduces as follows by using the
bulk modulus of the soil skeleton K = E′/3(1 − 2ν′).

�εv = 1
E′ [�σ1 − �u + 2ν′�u] − 2

E′ [ν
′�σ1 + �u − 2ν′�u] = �σ1 − 3�u

3K
(2.2.17)

On the other hand, the positive pressure increment �u generates volumetric strain
decrement of pressurized water −�u/Kc due to system compliance including the
MP-effect. In the undrained test, the volumetric strain in Eq. (2.2.17) should be
compensated by that created by the system compliance as;

�εv − �u
Kc

= �σ1 − 3�u
3K

− �u
Kc

= 0 (2.2.18)

which yields the same formula as Eq. (2.2.15).

�u = �σ1/3
1 + K/Kc

= �σ1/3
1 + CR

= �u0

1 + CR
(2.2.19)
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(a) No system compliance 
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Figure 2.2.19 Determination of CR-value using gradient of effective stress path (Tokimatsu 1990):
(a) With no system compliance CR = 0, (b) With system compliance CR 
= 0.

Here, �u0 = �σ1/3 because �σ1/3 is the isotropic stress increment all carried by
pore-pressure in undrained condition. From Eq. (2.2.19), the next equation can be
obtained.

CR = 1
3

�σ1

�u
− 1 (2.2.20)

This formula can be used to determine the CR-value in undrained triaxial tests by
measuring the pore-pressure increment �u when the axial stress is increased by �σ1

with �σ3 unchanged (Tanaka et al. 1991). The increment �σ1 had better be small
enough to minimize the effect of soil dilatancy.

Another simple method to determine CR uses effective stress paths on the p′ versus q
plane in undrained cyclic loading tests, wherein CR, by using Eq. (2.2.20), is correlated
with the increments of stresses �p′ = �σ1/3 − �u and �q = �σ1 as follows.

CR = 3�p′/�q
1 − 3�p′/�q

(2.2.21)

The ratio �p′/�q in the above equation is obtained from an effective stress path as
illustrated in Fig. 2.2.19 corresponding to the gradient of the stress path crossing
the p′-axis (q = 0) to minimize the effect of dilatancy. If the path is normal to the
p′-axis and �p′/�q = 0 as in (a), then CR = 0 with no MP-effect, while if �p′/�q
has some non-zero value as in (b), CR can be determined from Eq. (2.2.21). The test
result exemplified in Fig. 2.2.18(b) is corrected from original plots using the ratio CR

obtained in this method to have a modified CSR versus Nc curve, which was found
coincidental with the test result of the CR = 0 condition as indicated in the same figure
(Tokimatsu 1990).

2.3 TYPICAL SMALL-STRAIN PROPERTIES

Small-strain soil properties were investigated by researchers using various soil mate-
rials reconstituted in the laboratory to know the effect of soil type, density, grain
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size, confining stress and other parameters. Soils in situ may differ in many ways
from soil specimens reconstituted in the laboratory, and in situ test values such as
P, S-wave velocities have to be focused in design more than lab-test based empirical
formulas. However, it is important to understand the basic mechanisms how the prop-
erties change depending on various in situ parameters based on systematic laboratory
tests in simplified conditions. In the following, small-strain shear moduli and damping
ratios measured in the laboratory for various soil types are revisited to discuss their
dependency on those influencing factors.

2.3.1 Vs and G0 for sand and gravel

2.3.1.1 Effects of void ratio and confining stress

The initial shear modulus or small-strain modulus of clean sands G0 is normally
formulated (Hardin and Richart 1963) as:

G0

p0
= A · f (e)

(
σ ′

c

p0

)m

(2.3.1)

Here f (e) = a function of void ratio e, σ ′
c = effective confining stress, m = an expo-

nent, A = a constant and p0 = unit pressure (98 kPa). This formula was developed
by a set of experimental results by resonant column tests. Two dry sands were
tested; roundish Ottawa sand and angular quartz sand, and it was found that
Vs (m/s) is essentially a linear function of e and proportional to an exponent of the effec-
tive confining stress σ ′

c. The initial shear modulus G0 was calculated from G0 = ρdV2
s

wherein ρd was determined from void ratio e and soil particle density ρs = 2.71 t/m3.
The empirical formulas on Vs and G0 for the two sands was given respectively as:

Roundish Ottawa sand:

Vs = (346 − 159e)
(

σ ′
c

p0

)0.25

,
G0

p0
= 700

(2.17 − e)2

1 + e

(
σ ′

c

p0

)0.5

(2.3.2)

Angular quartz sand:

Vs = (324 − 109e)
(

σ ′
c

p0

)0.25

,
G0

p0
= 330

(2.97 − e)2

1 + e

(
σ ′

c

p0

)0.5

(2.3.3)

The function of void ratio employed in Eq. (2.3.2) f (e) = (2.17 − e)2/(1 + e) has actu-
ally been used in practice for a variety of sands not only this particular sand. In Japan
for example, quite a few similar tests were conducted on Toyoura sand (e.g. Tatsuoka
et al. 1979) and similar formula to Eq. (2.3.2) with the same function of e was proposed
(e.g. Kokusho 1980) as:

G0

p0
= 840

(2.17 − e)2

1 + e

(
σ ′

c

p0

)0.5

(2.3.4)

As for the effect of confining stress σ ′
c, it is widely accepted experimentally that Vs

and G0 are almost proportional to the power of 1/4 and 1/2 of σ ′
c, respectively,
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as already indicated in Eqs. (2.3.2) to (2.3.4). Most of such experiments were however
conducted under isotropic stress condition. In order to apply these equations to K0-
consolidated in situ soils, the confining stress is equalized with effective mean stress;
namely; σ ′

c = σ ′
m = (σ ′

1 + 2σ ′
3)/3 in normal practice.

The effect of stresses on the S-wave velocity Vs was basically investigated by
Roesler (1979) in terms of the three-dimensional stress; σ ′

a in wave propagation direc-
tion, σ ′

p in vibration direction and σ ′
s perpendicular to the above two directions. It

revealed that Vs is almost equally dependent on the first two directions and indepen-
dent of the last direction, so that it is expressed in the following power function where
the power constants concerning the three directions are α ≈ 0.14 and β ≈ 0.11.

Vs ∝
(

σ ′
a

p0

)α (
σ ′

p

p0

)β (
σ ′

s

p0

)0

(2.3.5)

Similar experimental research (Yu and Richart 1984) showed α ≈ β ≈ 0.125 and pro-
posed the next formula in that Vs is dependent only on stresses in the directions of
wave propagation and vibration.

Vs ∝
(

σ ′
a

p0

)0.125 (
σ ′

p

p0

)0.125

(2.3.6)

On the other hand, if Vs is assumed to be dependent on the mean stress or confining
stress σ ′

c, it should be written as:

Vs ∝
(

σ ′
c

p0

)0.25

=
(

σ ′
a + σ ′

p + σ ′
s

3p0

)0.25

(2.3.7)

If σ ′
p = σ ′

s and K0 = σ ′
p/σ

′
a = 0.5 is postulated, then the difference in Vs between Eqs.

(2.3.6) and (2.3.7) is only 3%. Hence in engineering practice the dependency of Vs

and G0 on the stresses may be approximated respectively as:

Vs ∝
(

σ ′
c

p0

)0.25

, G0 ∝
(

σ ′
c

p0

)0.5

(2.3.8)

In Fig. 2.3.1, not only the initial shear moduli G0 but also the shear moduli G
(both normalized by f (e) = (2.17 − e)2/(1 + e)) for various strain levels measured on
saturated Toyoura sand are plotted versus effective confining stress σ ′

c on the full log-
arithmic diagrams. In the diagram (a) by Iwasaki et al. (1978a), the moduli measured
by cyclic torsional shear tests and resonant column tests are almost coincidental, while
those in (b) by Kokusho (1980) measured by cyclic triaxial tests are also coinciden-
tal with the data in (a) except for very small strain levels. It is observed from both
diagrams that the exponent m in Eq. (2.3.1) for initial shear moduli G0, correspond-
ing to the shear stress amplitude γ = 10−6, is not exactly 0.5 but slightly smaller to
be 0.40–0.47. Also obvious is that m defined for degraded moduli for various shear
strain levels γ > 10−5 tends to clearly increase with increasing γ.
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Figure 2.3.1 Initial shear moduli G0 and G versus effective confining stress σ ′
c for saturated sand: (a) By

cyclic torsional shear test (Iwasaki et al. 1978a), (b) By cyclic triaxial test (Kokusho 1980).

2.3.1.2 Effect of particle grading

In empirical formulas on the initial shear modulus G0, the effect of void ratio e is nor-
mally evaluated by the function f (e) = (2.17 − e)2/(1 + e) as in Eqs. (2.3.2) to (2.3.4).
This function was originally derived from series of tests on Ottawa sand (Hardin
and Richrt 1963) with the maximum and minimum void ratios emax = 0.66–0.89 and
emin = 0.32–0.54, respectively, though it is frequently used for sandy soils with differ-
ent particle grading, particle shapes and different values of emax and emin. In order to
know the effect of particle grading on the G0 versus e relationship, a series of pres-
sure chamber tests were undertaken as illustrated in Fig. 2.3.2(a) to measure S-wave
velocities of various soils with various particle gradations artificially compacted to
have different void ratios (Kokusho and Yoshida 1997, Kokusho 2007). Five types of
fluvial sandy gravelly soils composed of fresh hard grains with different uniformity
coefficients Cu depicted in Fig. 2.3.2(b) were tested under parametrically changing
overburden stresses given by an overlying pressurized rubber bag.

The S-wave velocity measured for the five tested soils are normalized by the vertical
and horizontal stresses, σ ′

v ≡ σ ′
p, σ ′

h ≡ σ ′
a, as Vs0 = Vs/{(σ ′

v/p0)(σ ′
h/p0)}m considering the

correlation in Eq. (2.3.6), and the normalized velocity Vs0 is plotted versus void ratio e
in Fig. 2.3.3, where p0 = 98 kPa. The power m here was determined by the regression
analysis to be approximated as m = 0.125 for all the materials (Kokusho and Yoshida
1997). Two series of tests using two chambers with different specifications, HC and
LC shown in the figure, were conducted, the results of which were not significantly
different. It is clearly seen that Vs0 is almost linearly related to void ratio but the
relationship is widely different from one soil to another. Similar relationships derived
by Hardin and Richart (1963) for Ottawa sand and quartz sand (Eqs. (2.3.2) and
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Figure 2.3.2 Pressure chamber test measuring S-wave velocity on soils with various particle gradations:
(a)Test setup, (b) Five tested sandy and gravelly soils with different Cu (Kokusho andYoshida
1997).

Figure 2.3.3 Normalized S-wave velocitiesVs0 versus void ratios e for five granular soils with different
particle gradations (Kokusho 2007).

(2.3.3)) are also superposed in the figure. Their relationships are located near the
sands tested here, but quite different from well graded gravelly soils not only in void
ratio but also in the range of S-wave velocity. Thus, it is obvious that the S-wave
velocities of granular soils are not determined by a unique function of void ratio but
highly variable depending on their particle gradations.

In order to formulate the S-wave velocity of granular soils considering particle
gradations, normalized S-wave velocities corresponding to emax and emin, denoted as
Vs0 min and Vs0 max, respectively, may be introduced (Kokusho 2007). These values
are determined at the cross points of the diagonal straight lines approximating the
data points of the five soils with the vertical lines of e = emax or emin (indicated by
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the arrows) and plotted with the large open circles in Fig. 2.3.3 for the HC and LC
tests. It is observed in the figure that Vs0 min, despite some scatters tends to be nearly
constant, while Vs0 max obviously increases with increasing uniformity coefficient Cu

from poorly-graded sands to well-graded gravels as indicated by dashed straight lines
in the figure. By approximating Vs0 min = 136 m/s and Vs0 max = 440Cu/(Cu + 1.4) as
a function of the uniformity coefficient Cu, the S-wave velocity of granular soils with
various particle gradations may be formulated by the equation.

Vs =
[
136 +

{
440Cu

Cu + 1.4 − 136

}
Dr

]{(
σ ′

v

p0

)(
σ ′

h

p0

)}0.125

(2.3.9)

It was shown that Eq. (2.3.9) can evaluate the Vs-values measured in the tests with a
factor of 1.2 to 1/1.2 despite the wide variety of particle gradations (Kokusho 2007).
Accordingly, initial shear moduli of widely varying particle gradations with given uni-
formity coefficient Cu can be evaluated from Eq. (2.3.9) as G0 = ρV2

s , if soil densities
ρ are known.

2.3.2 G0 for cohesive soil

2.3.2.1 Effects of void ratio and confining stress

Initial shear modulus of cohesive soils is expressed as:

G0

p0
= A · f (e)

(
σ ′

c

p0

)m

(OCR)k (2.3.10)

similar to sandy soils but with the additional term of over consolidation ratio (OCR).
Not only the consolidation history but also the consolidation duration has another
significant effect on the modulus. These effects of cohesive soils are very variable
depending on electrochemical properties of fine clay particles.

For normally-consolidated low to medium plasticity kaolin clay of the void ratio
e = 0.5∼1.4 and the plasticity index Ip = 0∼52, it was shown that the modulus can
be approximated by the same correlation as proposed for the angular quartz sand in
Eq. (2.3.3) (Hardin and Black 1968).

G0

p0
= 330

(2.97 − e)2

1 + e

(
σ ′

c

p0

)0.5

(2.3.11)

On the other hand for high plasticity bentonite clay of e > 1.5, another correlation was
obtained by Marcuson and Wahls (1972) as:

G0

p0
= 44.5

(4.4 − e)2

1 + e

(
σ ′

c

p0

)0.5

(2.3.12)

For intact samples of soft normally-consolidated alluvial clays in Japan with the
void ratios up to e = 3.8 with various plasticities, initial shear moduli for shear strain of
γ = 10−5∼2 × 10−4 (where the strain-dependent modulus degradations were marginal)
were measured by the advanced small-strain triaxial tests under different confining
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Figure 2.3.4 Initial shear modulus G0 for intact normally consolidated alluvial clays: (a) G0 versus e
(Kokusho 1982), (b) G0/f (e) versus σ ′

c (Kokusho et al. 1982).

stresses and plotted versus void ratios in Fig. 2.3.4(a) (Kokusho et al. 1982). The soil
was sampled intact by thin-wall tube samplers and isotropically consolidated by in situ
effective overburden stress. The plots were approximated by the following formula.

G0

p0
= 90

(7.32 − e)2

1 + e

(
σ ′

c

p0

)0.6

(2.3.13)

The same initial moduli are divided by the function of void ratio f (e) = (7.32 − e)2/

(1 + e) and plotted versus the confining stresses σ ′
c in Fig. 2.3.4(b). Note that the

gradient of the plots is obviously larger than 0.5 and approximated as 0.6, probably
due to the compressibility of normally consolidated clays which is not fully reflected
by the change of void ratio in the function f (e). The moduli of various clays versus the
void ratios by Eqs. (2.3.11)∼(2.3.13) are superposed for the confining stresses σ ′

c = 20,
50, 100 kPa in Fig. 2.3.5. It is understood that the initial moduli for clayey soils and
the corresponding void ratios are widely varied so that multiple empirical formulas
have been proposed depending on types of clays, and hence care is needed to choose
one appropriate for particular clay depending on the range of void ratio.

2.3.2.2 Long-term consolidation effect

Fig. 2.3.6(a) exemplifies test results on the time-dependent variation of the initial shear
modulus G0 of the same alluvial clays mentioned above plotted versus the logarithmic
time of isotropic consolidation by σ ′

c = 50 or 100 kPa in triaxial tests (Kokusho et al.
1982). The completion of the primary consolidation can be clearly identified at the
kink of volume change of the specimen also plotted on the same diagram near 100
minutes, when G0 exhibits a clear kink, too. The dashed line indicates the variation of
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Figure 2.3.5 Empirical relationships on Initial shear modulus G0 versus void ratio e for various types
of clayey soils (Kokusho et al. 1982).

Figure 2.3.6 Time-dependent modulus increase by long-term consolidation: (a) G0 or �V versus time of
alluvial clay (Kokusho et al. 1982), (b) Increment ratio �G0/G0,1000 versus Ip (Anderson and
Woods 1976, Marcuson and Wahls 1972,Afifi and Richart 1973, Zen et al. 1978, Kokusho
et al. 1982).

G0 calculated from Eq. (2.3.13) using the measured void ratio change. The measured
G0 still tends to increase after the kink with a rate higher than the dashed line, which
seems to reflect a long-term consolidation effect including the secondary consolidation.

Though this long-term consolidation effect may have some dependency on the
mean grain size of soils (Anderson and Woods 1976, Afifi and Richart 1973), it seems
to be related more closely to the electrochemical properties of clays represented by
the plasticity index Ip = wL−wp (wL, wp: water contents in % for liquid limit and
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plastic limit, respectively). In Fig. 2.3.6(b), values �G0, defined as the modulus incre-
ment in ten-times of the time increment (one log-span) are divided by the modulus at
t = 1000 min. G0,1000 and plotted in the vertical axis versus Ip in the horizontal axis for
various soils used by different researchers (Anderson and Woods 1976, Marcuson and
Wahls 1972, Afifi and Richart 1973, Zen et al. 1978, Kokusho et al. 1982). Despite
the large data scatters, a positive correlation may be recognized between the modulus
increment ratios �G0/G0,1000 and Ip, which may be practically approximated by a
simple formula shown with the solid curve in the diagram as:

�G0

G0,1000
= 0.027

√
IP (2.3.14)

2.3.2.3 Effect of overconsolidation

Fig. 2.3.7(a) shows log-log plots of the initial shear moduli versus the effective confining
stresses σ ′

c for natural intact clays of relatively low void ratios with Ip = 0–52 sampled
in situ (Hardin and Black 1969). In the vertical axis G0 is modified by the function of
void ratio e, f (e) = (2.97 − e)2/(1 + e) already introduced in Eq. (2.3.11). The close and
open plots are of relatively high and low Ip-values, respectively, and those connected
by the dashed curves are in overconsolidated conditions. It is observed in the diagram
that the slopes of the dashed curves for the soils with higher Ip tend to be gentler due to
the overconsolidation effect. Based on the test results in Fig. 2.3.7(a), Hardin and Black
(1969) modified the shear moduli in Eq. (2.3.10) for OC clays using p′

y = consolidation
yield stress as:

G0

p0
= A · f (e)

(
σ ′

c

p0

)0.5(p′
y

σ ′
c

)k

(2.3.15)

Figure 2.3.7 Modified shear modulus G0/f (e) versus confining stress σ ′
c of NC and OC clays: (a) Natural

intact clays of Ip = 0∼52 (Hardin and Black 1969) with permission from ASCE, (b) soft
alluvial clays (Kokusho et al. 1982).
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and proposed to use k = 0 and G0/p0 = A · f (e)(σ ′
c/p0)0.5 for Ip < 40, while k = 0.5 and

G0/p0 = A · f (e)(p′
y/p0)0.5 for Ip > 40.

Fig. 2.3.7(b) shows similar test results on the soft alluvial clays in Japan mentioned
before with higher void ratios how the initial moduli are affected by overconsolida-
tion. The moduli G0 in the vertical axis is modified by the function of void ratio e,
f (e) = (7.32 − e)2/(1 + e) as already introduced in Eq. (2.3.13). Here, the specimens
were consolidated with stepwise stresses first from σ ′ = 20 kPa up to 200–300 kPa, then
stepping back to 20 kPa, and the G0-values were measured at the individual steps. The
moduli in the down-steps (the OC-conditions) indicated by the dashed curves are evi-
dently larger than those in the up-steps (the NC-condition) by the solid curves, and the
two types of curves are essentially parallel. Thus, the trend is considerably different
from that shown in Fig. 2.3.7(a), probably because the soils here were overconsolidated
artificially without long geological aging effects.

2.3.3 Frequency-dependency of damping ratio in the laboratory

Before dealing with damping ratio of soils in view of its strain-dependency in
Sec. 2.4, the frequency-dependency of damping ratio investigated in laboratory tests
are addressed here. Fig. 2.3.8(a) shows the damping ratios of a clean sand for various
frequencies for double amplitude shear strain γDA = 0.2–0.3 × 10−4 measured by reso-
nant column tests or low-frequency cyclic loading tests plotted versus the frequency of
dynamic loading (Hardin 1965). The vertical axis is not the absolute value of damping
ratio but is divided by the average of all damping ratios measured here. Despite huge
difference in the frequency of smaller than 1 Hz to several hundred Hz, the difference
in the measured damping values are within ±20%. In Fig. 2.3.8(b), damping ratios of a
silty soil measured in small to medium strain ranges by two test methods with different
frequencies (Hardin and Drnevich 1972a) are plotted versus shear strain amplitudes.

Figure 2.3.8 Effect of frequency on soil damping in laboratory tests: (a)Variation of damping ratio of sand
depending on frequency (Hardin 1965), (b) Damping ratio versus shear strain measured
for silty soil in various frequencies (Hardin and Drnevich 1972a), with permission from
ASCE.
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It shows that the D-values measured in the low frequency cyclic loading test are essen-
tially consistent with the D versus γ plots obtained in frequencies more than 100 times
higher in the resonant column test.

Thus, as far as laboratory soil tests are concerned, it is generally accepted that soil
damping is essentially independent of frequency or loading rate. Based on this exper-
imental finding, a non-viscous damping model (such as Nonviscous Kelvin model
addressed in Sec. 1.5) is generally employed in modelling dynamic soil properties
among viscoelastic models. This is probably because soil materials are essentially fric-
tional rather than viscous, justifying the use of non-viscous damping in large-strain
problems during destructive strong earthquakes. On the other hand, actual seismic
soil response records suggest that in addition to the frequency-independent damping
a frequency-dependent damping mechanism is also involved as will be discussed in
Sec. 4.3.3.

2.4 STRAIN-DEPENDENT EQUIVALENT LINEAR PROPERTIES

As shear strain increases from small strains of 10−6∼10−5 to medium strains of
10−5∼10−3, shear modulus tends to degrade and damping ratio tends to increase. The
transition of soil properties in these strain ranges is equivalently linearized as already
explained in Sec. 2.1.3. Namely, from hysteretic stress-strain curves in Fig. 2.1.6, secant
shear modulus G is defined from the gradient of a straight line connecting the two ends
of the hysteretic loop and normalized by the initial shear modulus for small strain G0

as G/G0. Damping ratio is defined as D = �W/4πW where �W = dissipated energy
per one cycle of loading and W = maximum elastic strain energy. In the following,
the variations of shear modulus ratio G/G0 and damping ratio D depending on the
shear strain amplitude (single amplitude) obtained from cyclic loading triaxial tests on
various types of soils are exemplified to overview their soil-specific characteristics.

2.4.1 Modulus degradation

2.4.1.1 Sand and gravel

In Fig. 2.4.1 the shear moduli G of Toyoura clean sand measured under stepwise
varying effective confining stresses σ ′

c are plotted versus shear strain single amplitudes
γ in the semi-logarithmic diagram (Kokusho 1980). As the initial shear moduli G0

corresponding to the strain level of γ = 10−6 tend to increase in proportion approxi-
mately to the square root of σ ′

c, G for a given strain tends to increase with increasing
σ ′

c, too. Fig. 2.4.2(a) shows the modulus degradation curves, that is the normalized
modulus G/G0 versus γ relationships. The curves evidently change their relative posi-
tions corresponding to the confining stresses σ ′

c; shifting leftward and showing stronger
degradations with decreasing σ ′

c. This trend is commonly observed for non-cohesive
granular soils such as sands and gravels.

The strain for G/G0 = 0.5 corresponds to the reference strain γr in the hyperbolic
stress-strain model as will be addressed in Sec. 3.1.1, and γr is defined by:

γr = τf

G0
(2.4.1)
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Figure 2.4.1 Shear modulus G versus shear strain single amplitude γ ofToyoura sand (Kokusho 1980).

Figure 2.4.2 Normalized expressions of shear modulus degradations versus shear strain γ (Kokusho
1980): (a) G/G0∼γ , (b) G/G0∼γ/γr.

where τf = shear strength of the hyperbolic model. In Fig. 2.4.2(b), the horizontal axis
of Fig. 2.4.2(a) is normalized as γ/γr, where γr-values are read off at G/G0 = 0.5 from
the individual curves. Obviously, all the curves are almost unified for the wide range
of confining stress σ ′

0/p0 = 0.2∼3.0 so that the modulus ratio can be approximated in
a simple formula as:

G
G0

= f
(

γ

γr

)
(2.4.2)
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Figure 2.4.3 Shear modulus degradations of intact Pleistocene stiff sands (Kokusho 1982): (a) G∼γ ,
(b) G/G0∼γ compared with Toyoura sand.

This indicates that the shape of the G/G0 versus γ curve defined by a function f ( )
is almost unchanged, whereas its relative position tends to shift with confining stress
(Kokusho 1980).

In Fig. 2.4.3(a), similar results of cyclic loading tests on intact sands sampled
by tube sapling from stiff Pleistocene dense sand deposits (SPT N-values over 50)
are depicted. The specimens were consolidated with the isotropic confining stresses
of σ ′

c = 81∼210 kPa calculated from σ ′
c = (1 + 2K0)σ ′

v/3 using in situ vertical stresses
σ ′

v for individual samples and K0 = 0.67. Shear modulus degradations can be clearly
measured for the wide strain range of 10−6∼10−2. The shear moduli in the same dataset
are normalized by G0 at γ = 1 × 10−6 and replotted on the G/G0∼γ diagram in Fig.
2.4.3(b). Again, the trend of the G/G0∼γ curves shifting rightward and showing less
degradations with increasing σ ′

c can evidently be observed and is mostly compatible
with that of the reconstituted Toyoura sand as indicated with a set of solid curves.

Fig. 2.4.4 shows modulus degradation curves for intact fluvial gravelly soils sam-
pled in situ by in situ freezing technique. Because of large gravel sizes, large size
specimens of 30 cm in diameter and 60 cm in height were tested in a large scale cyclic
loading triaxial apparatus (Kokusho and Tanaka 1994). The G/G0∼γ curves under
four stepwise confining stresses σ ′

c tend to shift rightward with increasing σ ′
c in a similar

manner as the sandy soils.
Fig. 2.4.5 depicts the reference strains γr read off from G/G0∼γ curves of sands

and gravels plotted in the vertical axis versus the effective confining stresses σ ′
c in the

horizontal axis in the log-log scale. It is obviously seen that for all the granular soils
including here the decomposed granite and Pleistocene gravels, intact or reconstituted,
the reference strain can be approximated in the following form.

γr ∝ (σ ′
c)

0.5 (2.4.3)
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Figure 2.4.4 Shear modulus degradation G/G0 versus shear strain γ for intact gravel samples (Kokusho
and Tanaka 1994).

Figure 2.4.5 Reference strains γr versus effective confining stresses σ ′
c of sandy and gravelly soils.

This trend seems to be compatible with the hyperbolic model as mentioned in Sec. 3.1.1.

2.4.1.2 Cohesive soil

Fig. 2.4.6 exemplifies the typical modulus degradation curves of soft intact clays sam-
pled by a thin wall tube sampler and tested in the improved cyclic triaxial apparatus
(Kokusho et al. 1982). Although the confining stresses are widely varied stepwise as
σ ′

c/p0 = 0.45–5.0, the G/G0–γ plots for the clays of similar plasticity indices Ip = 38–
56 are almost overlapping, showing almost no effect of confining stress. Thus, a
remarkable difference exists in σ ′

c-dependency of G/G0–γ curves between cohesive
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Figure 2.4.6 Shear modulus degradation G/G0 versus shear strain γ for soft alluvial clays under different
confining stresses (Kokusho et al. 1982).

Figure 2.4.7 Shear modulus degradation G/G0 versus shear strain γ for soft alluvial clays of different
plasticity indexes (Kokusho et al. 1982).

and non-cohesive soils. Also note that the overconsolidation and long-term consoli-
dation histories which tend to give significant influence on the initial shear modulus
does not seem to have measurable effect on G/G0–γ curves (Kokusho et al. 1982).

In Fig. 2.4.7, modulus degradation curves of cohesive soils with widely varying
plasticity index Ip = 0–over 80 obtained from the same alluvial clays are shown. The
confining stresses are σ ′

c = 16–69 kPa corresponding to in situ overburden stresses,
which give only a marginal effect on the degradations as mentioned above. The test
results however show a significant effect of the plasticity index Ip on the degradation
curves. The curves tend to shift rightward with increasing Ip, particularly between
Ip = 0 (NP) to around 40, and the NP curve almost matches with that of Toyoura
clean sand as indicated in the diagram. Thus, the plasticity index is the key parameter
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Figure 2.4.8 Reference strains γr versus plasticity index Ip of clays.

in cohesive soils to decide the modulus degradation in place of the confining stress
in non-cohesive soils. In Fig. 2.4.8, the reference strains γr read off from the G/G0–
γ curves of cohesive soils including those from different sites are plotted versus the
corresponding Ip-values on the log-log chart. Despite the large data scatters, γr tends
to increase with increasing Ip and may be approximated as:

γr = 9.60 × 10−5 × I0.878
p (2.4.4)

2.4.1.3 Overview of cohesive/non-cohesive soil

Fig. 2.4.9 shows an overview of modulus degradation curves obtained from laboratory
cyclic loading tests to compare different types of soils (Kokusho 1982). Here, the con-
fining stresses for non-cohesive soils are 98 kPa and the plasticity indices for cohesive
soils are chosen Ip > 40. It is observed that for the same induced strain the modulus
degradation tends to be most manifested in gravels, then sands and least in clays. The
reference strain γr corresponding to G/G0 = 0.5 for clays is about 10 times larger than
that for gravels.

There seems to be a certain correlation between the reference strains and soil
densities valid for all types of soils universally, because Fig. 2.4.9 indicates that cohesive
soils of lower densities tend to have larger γr than higher density gravels, and also clays
with higher Ip (this normally means high void ratio and low density) tend to have
larger γr in Fig. 2.4.8. In Fig. 2.4.10, the reference strains γr read off from a number of
degradation curves for various types of soils are plotted versus either dry soil densities
on the semi-log chart in (a) or void ratio on the log-log chart in (b). In the vertical axes
in these charts, γ∗

r is taken in place of γr as:

γ∗
r = γr

(σ ′
c/p0)0.5

(2.4.5)
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Figure 2.4.9 Modulus degradation curves to compare different types of soils (Kokusho 1982).

Figure 2.4.10 Normalized reference strain γ∗
r versus dry density ρd (a), and void ratio e (b).

so that the σ ′
c-dependency of the modulus degradation curves for non-cohesive soils

can be taken into account, while γ∗
r = γr for cohesive soils (p0 = 98 kPa). These plots

may be approximated by the straight lines shown in the diagrams by the next two
formulas using the dry densities ρd or void ratios e with the determination coefficients,
R2 = 0.76∼0.77.

γ∗
r = 0.018 × exp(−2.2ρd), γ∗

r = e1.32 × 10−3 (2.4.6)

These empirical relationships may be conveniently used in estimating the reference
strains or modulus degradations for various soil types, regardless the soils are cohesive
or non-cohesive.
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Figure 2.4.11 Damping ratio D versus shear strain γ for sandy soils under different confining stresses:
(a) Reconstituted Toyoura sand (Kokusho 1980), (b) Intact stiff Pleistocene sands
(Kokusho 1982).

2.4.2 Damping ratio

2.4.2.1 Sand and gravel

In Fig. 2.4.11(a), hysteretic damping ratios D measured on Toyoura clean sand mea-
sured in low-frequency cyclic triaxial tests under confining pressures of σ ′

c/p0 = 0.2∼3
stepwise varied (p0 = 98 kPa), are plotted versus single strain amplitude γ on the semi-
log chart. The D-value evidently increases with increasing γ, and the D∼γ plots tend
to shift rightward with increasing σ ′

c in a similar manner as the G/G0∼γ plots in
Fig. 2.4.2. Also noted is that as the strain approaches zero, the damping ratios are
not inclined to converge to zero but to non-zero small values; D ≈ 1% in the case
of Toyoura sand used here. The small-strain D-value is important in evaluating the
seismic response of soil deposits during small earthquakes or even during strong earth-
quakes in great soil depths. A potential reason for the non-zero internal damping at
an infinitely small strain level may be attributed to pore-fluids, gas or liquid, in soil
materials. This is suggested by an observation that moonquakes, which occur in the
vacuum environment presumably without any fluid, are known to keep vibrating for
a few hours much longer than earthquakes probably because of very low damping in
small strain.

In Fig. 2.4.11(b), the damping ratios D measured on intact soils sampled in block
from a Pleistocene sandy layer and tested under different confining stresses are plotted
versus the shear strain amplitude γ, and compared with the solid curves representing
the test results for Toyoura sand. Though the intact soils are not so systematically
plotted as the reconstituted Toyoura sand, the D∼γ plots are essentially compatible
and still reflecting the effect of σ ′

c in a similar manner as the reconstituted sand, except
for one of the test specimens of extraordinarily high damping ratios in small strains
presumably reflecting the heterogeneity of in situ soils.

Fig. 2.4.12 shows the similar plots of intact gravelly soils sampled by in situ freez-
ing technique and tested under four steps of confining stresses. The D∼γ plots are
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Figure 2.4.12 Damping ratio D versus shear strain γ for intact Pleistocene gravels (Kokusho andTanaka
1994).

essentially compatible with the sandy soils and the effect of confining stresses is also
visible. Also note that the small-strain D-values of intact gravels tend to converge to
nearly 1% as Toyoura sand.

2.4.2.2 Cohesive soil

Fig. 2.4.13(a) shows the D∼γ plots of soft Alluvial intact clays of Ip = 38∼56
(Kokusho et al. 1982). Despite the widely varying confining stresses σ ′

c = 75∼400 kPa
in which the test was conducted, very little effect of σ ′

c is actually observed in accor-
dance with the G/G0∼γ plots already mentioned. In Fig. 2.4.13(b), the D∼γ plots
are depicted for the clays sampled intact from the same alluvial deposits with variable
plasticity indices Ip = 0 (NP) to over 90. Despite some data dispersions presumably due
to heterogeneous in situ soils, the rightward shifting trend of the plots with increas-
ing Ip can be recognized, being compatible with the shift of G/G0∼γ curves in Fig.
2.4.7. It can also be observed that the small-strain damping ratios of clayey soils tend
to converge to around D ≈ 3∼5% slightly larger than those of sands or gravels. In
this regard, Kokusho et al. (1982) also showed that the small-strain D-values tend to
decrease linearly with time in log-scale in long-term consolidation tests, indicating that
in situ damping ratios may be smaller than the laboratory values actually.

2.4.3 Strain-dependent property variations compared with in situ

It is of a great concern that if strain-dependent variations of shear moduli and damping
ratios thus measured and accumulated as a database in the form of G/G0–γ curves
and D–γ curves are consistent with actual dynamic behavior of in situ soils during
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Figure 2.4.13 Damping ratio D versus shear strain γ for intact clayey soils (Kokusho 1982):
(a) D–γ under different confining stresses σ ′

c, (b) D–γ for clayey soils with various
plasticity index Ip.

earthquakes. Dynamic soil properties in medium to large strain ranges are not easy
to directly measure in situ, but can be estimated from the dynamic response of sur-
face soils if strong motion seismic records are available. A typical example is already
shown in Fig. 2.1.8 where earthquake records obtained at a surface of loose sand layer
underlain by a stiff base were utilized to evaluate the variations of the predominant
frequency of the surface layer with increasing induced shear strain. More sophisticated
back-calculations are also possible to evaluate strain-dependent equivalent linear soil
properties if a set of vertical array records during strong earthquakes are available
together with basic site characterization data. In the following, a systematic back-
calculation study utilizing vertical array records at four sites during the 1995 Kobe
earthquake in Japan is addressed to see how the back-calculated shear modulus ratios
and damping ratios are compared with laboratory data (Kokusho et al. 2005a).

Based on the multi-refection theory of SH-wave as mentioned in Sec. 3.2.3,
S-wave velocities Vs or shear moduli G = ρV2

s and damping ratios of individual layers
at a vertical array site are optimized so that the residuals between observed and calcu-
lated spectrum ratios between the ground surface and the stiff base layer are minimized
based on the soil models in vertical array sites wherein different types of soils involved
are categorized. On the other hand, dynamic response analyses are implemented for
each earthquake by incorporating the back-calculated soil properties to obtain induced
maximum strains γmax and effective strains γeff = 0.65γmax in individual layers in accor-
dance with the approximation coefficient 0.65 as will be discussed in Sec. 3.2.4. The
strain-dependent variations of soil properties thus back-calculated are compared with
laboratory test curves for different soil types in the following.

2.4.3.1 Modulus degradations

Fig. 2.4.14 shows the shear modulus ratios G/G0 back-calculated at four vertical array
sites for the main shock and multiple aftershock records of the 1995 Kobe earthquake
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Figure 2.4.14 Back-calculated modulus ratio G/G0 versus effective shear strain γeff for various soils
compared with those by laboratory tests of corresponding soil types (Kokusho et al.
2005a), with permission from ASCE.

plotted versus the effective shear strains γeff (Kokusho et al. 2005a). The plots are
categorized into four different soil types with different symbols; clays, silts, sands and
gravelly soils. For sands and gravelly soils, the effective shear strains γeff in individ-
ual layers are normalized as γeff/(σ ′

c/p0)0.5 to consider the effect of in situ confining
stresses. For clays insensitive to σ ′

c, in situ soils of interest near Kobe areas have the
plasticity index Ip over 40 where the modulus degradation curves will not shift so
much compared to those for Ip under 40 as indicated in Fig. 2.4.7.

A brief overview of the back-calculated G/G0∼γ plots in Fig. 2.4.14 reveals that
the plots tend to be positioned in the similar manner as in the laboratory tests in
accordance with the soil types. Namely clayey soils are most rightward, then silts are
slightly left. Plots for sandy and gravelly soils are located still left averagely, though
they are considerably scattered. On the same chart, the curves from laboratory tests
are superposed for clayey, sandy and gravelly soils, among which the confining stresses
for sandy and gravelly soils are chosen as σ ′

c = p0 = 98 kPa.
With regard to clayey soils, the back-calculated plots show a fair coincidence

with the dashed curve of the laboratory tests for Ip = 40∼100. Besides the clayey soils
in Japan above, a pair of chain-dotted curves are drawn for highly plastic Mexico-
city clay of IP = 150∼250 which incurred severe vibration damage during the 1985
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Mexican earthquake (Romo 1995). These laboratory data for Mexican clay investi-
gated by laboratory cyclic loading tests were reported to have a good coincidence with
the back-calculated properties based on vertical array records during the earthquake
(Taobada et al. 1999). Thus, the back-calculated results also demonstrate that mod-
ulus degradation tend to be less manifested up to large strains for clayey soils with
higher plasticity indexes up to IP = 250 as shown in laboratory tests.

As for sands, the modulus degradations down to G/G0 = 0.04 are back-calculated.
Most of the low G/G0-values are from Port Island where decomposed granite (well-
graded sand containing fines and gravels) used as the back-fill material extensively
liquefied. The sand curves from laboratory tests are not uniquely determined because
there still seem to be some gaps among representative research results indicated by
three different curves (Iwasaki and Tatsuoka 1978a, Kokusho 1980, Seed et al. 1986).
The curve by Seed et al. tends to underestimate the G/G0-values for G/G0 > 0.50,
while it seems consistent with the back-calculation for G/G0 < 0.20, while the other
curves match well with the back-calculation for G/G0 > 0.50 in particular.

With regard to the gravelly soils, all plots are G/G0 > 0.50, showing relatively
minor degradation because the gravel layers were mostly from Pleistocene and stiff.
The plots are very much scattered and many of them are positioned on the right side
of the laboratory test curve, and mixed up with sands and silts. This seems to indicate
that, unlike gravel specimens used in laboratory tests, natural gravelly soils are very
well-graded containing a lot of sands and fines. If the soil particles finer than the
gravels exceed some threshold corresponding to the critical fines content, around 20%
as will be discussed in Sec. 5.4.1, the soil structure tends to change from “coarse-
grain supporting’’ to “matrix supporting’’ because the overflowing finer soils form the
matrix of the gravel particles.

Thus, the G/G0∼γ curves back-calculated in situ during strong earthquakes are
found to be essentially compatible with those in laboratory tests so that the relative
positions of the individual soil types are basically the same. Among the soils, clays
show a good coincidence, while gravelly soils tend to exhibit a variety of degradation
than in laboratory tests, probably because actual gravelly soils contain a lot of finer
particles unlike gravels in laboratory tests.

2.4.3.2 Damping ratios

In Fig. 2.4.15, the damping ratios D optimized in the same back-calculations as the
shear moduli are plotted versus the effective shear strain γeff for the four types of
soils. Note that the damping ratio is assumed here as non-viscous and frequency-
independent. In order to compare with them, the curves of laboratory test results for
different soil types are superposed.

As a whole, the back-calculated D-values for all soil types tend to increase with
increasing strain γeff mainly for γeff > 10−4–10−3, demonstrating a qualitative compat-
ibility of strain-dependent variation with the laboratory tests. Quantitatively however,
the back-calculated D-values are widely dispersed in a small strain range γeff < 10−5–
10−4 even for the same soil type. Among them, a majority of plots are concentrating
around D ≈ 5%, evidently larger than the laboratory test results irrespective of the soil
types, though some minor data are around D ≈ 1%. The similar trends having larger
D-values in situ than in the laboratory are reported in other literatures, too (e.g. in
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Figure 2.4.15 Back-calculated damping ratios D versus effective shear strain γeff for various soils com-
pared with those by laboratory tests of corresponding soil types (Kokusho et al. 2005a),
with permission from ASCE.

Fig. 2.1.1 by Kudo 1976). One of the possible explanations for this discrepancy may be
frequency-dependency of the damping ratio observed in earthquake response records
to be discussed in Sec. 4.3.3, not considered here in back-calculating the D-values.

As for the soil types, clays with Ip > 40 exhibit smaller damping ratios than other
soils even for larger strains. This seems to be compatible with the laboratory test curves
qualitatively at least. For the pair of curves of highly plastic Mexico city clay of Ip = 150
and 250 drawn in the same chart, this trend is further extended to the lower D-value
(Romo 1995). This may explain why the ultra soft clay ground in Mexico city amplified
the seismic motion so much during the 1985 earthquake (Tabaoda et al. 1999).

Thus, the in situ damping ratios back-calculated from strong earthquake records
seem to be qualitatively compatible with the laboratory test results. However, the
D-values applicable in situ for a small strain range in particular may possibly be larger
(back-calculated as around 5%) than laboratory test results. More study is needed
to have a complete picture of in situ damping mechanism reflecting the frequency-
dependent damping.

2.5 SUMMARY

1 Soil properties during earthquakes are highly dependent on seismically induced
strain. Large-strain properties during destructive earthquakes are considerably
different from those for small-strain properties during weak earthquakes, though
the small-strain properties are essential to determine the large-strain properties.
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2 Soil properties during earthquakes are also characterized by higher loading rate
and the number of loading cycles, though the effect of loading rate is not so much
significant as to differentiate dynamic and static failures.

3 Soil dilatancy tends to be dominant with increasing strain toward failures. It
causes pore-pressure changes in undrained saturated soils, giving tremendous
effects on soil properties, induced strains and the resistance to failures, wherein
the number of loading cycles during earthquakes plays an important role.

4 Failures of soils during earthquakes may be defined by threshold strains cor-
responding to performances of particular structures induced by earthquake
cyclic loading. However, failures may occur suddenly in brittle modes in some
circumstances under the effect of initial shear stress, which requires special
considerations if necessary.

5 The small-strain properties obtained by in situ P, S-wave tests are most fundamen-
tal for design. Soil properties, secant shear modulus G, in small to large strains
are obtained in laboratory soil tests on soil samples taken from in situ, and the
continuous variations of the modulus ratio G/G0 with induced strains may be
used in practice by equating G0 in the laboratory test with G0 = ρVs determined
from in situ Vs. The small-strain damping ratio D tends to converge to a non-zero
small value with decreasing induced strain, suggesting a possible involvement of
viscous damping by fluid.

6 Damping ratios measured in laboratory tests are almost frequency-independent,
as idealized by Nonviscous Kelvin damping. For small-strain damping, laboratory
test results and in situ values may not be compatible well in some cases.

7 As a convenient parameter of the modulus degradation, the reference strain γr for
G/G0 = 0.5 in equivalent linear G/G0∼γ curves tends to correlate with effective
confining stress σ ′

c as γr ∝ (σ ′
c)

0.5 for non-cohesive soils, indicating stronger mod-
ulus degradations for lower confining stresses. In cohesive soils, γr is dependent
not on σ ′

c but on plasticity index Ip.
8 Equivalent linear D∼γ curves tend to shift along the γ-axis in the similar manner

as G/G0∼γ curves with varying σ ′
c in non-cohesive soils and with varying Ip

in cohesive soils, respectively. The reference strains γr may be approximately
evaluated from dry densities or void ratios regardless of soil types.

9 Laboratory test-based G/G0∼γ curves are found essentially compatible with
in situ properties back-calculated from vertical array earthquake records for
different soil types individually. Among the soil types, clay shows better com-
patibility in particular, while gravels tend to give largely scattered in situ
properties different from lab tests presumably because in situ gravels are normally
well-graded and contain a lot of fines and sands.

10 Laboratory test-based D∼γ curves are similar to in situ properties back-calculated
from earthquake records for different soil types. However, the small-strain
D-values tend to be larger in the back-calculation than lab tests, presumably
due to different reasons including a frequency-dependent mechanism in in situ
damping.



Chapter 3

Soil modeling for analyses
and scaled model tests

In designing structures against earthquakes, the resistance of foundation soils and the
induced deformations during strong earthquakes have to be evaluated. In a simplified
design, a quasi-static horizontal force representing the earthquake inertia is applied
to foundation soils or soil structures and a safety factor against failure is evaluated.
However, dynamic response analyses are increasingly carried out in many cases with
the advent of the performance-based design (PBD), wherein soil properties have to be
modeled properly in numerical analyses in order to quantify the displacements in soils
and foundations.

As already seen in Chapter 2, stress-strain relationships are strongly nonlinear and
the soil dilatancy becomes dominant as soils are approaching failures. It is of utmost
importance to model the nonlinear soil properties to be incorporated in the numerical
methods so that the soil behaviors for large deformations during strong earthquakes
can be properly reproduced. In some cases, in important projects in particular, scaled
model tests along with numerical analyses are also conducted to make sure that the
key mechanisms involved are properly taken into account. In the model tests, what
kind of soil to use and how to evaluate the soil properties are essential to implement
and interpret test results properly.

In this chapter, the modelling of stress-strain relationships of soils; hysteretic stress-
strain curves and their equivalent linearization, the modeling of dilatancy, and the
definition of cyclic strength in seismic loading are discussed. Then numerical methods
using these models are outlined in terms of their aims, distinctions and numerical
schemes. Equivalent linear analyses and stepwise nonlinear analyses are compared
with the dynamic response of sand layers in shaking table tests to characterize the
analytical results. Furthermore, shaking table model tests and associated similitudes
are addressed together with soil properties in scaled models under very low confining
pressures.

3.1 MODELLING OF SOIL PROPERTIES

3.1.1 Nonlinear stress-strain curves

Nonlinear stress-strain curves of soils under cyclic loading are idealized by simple
functions. Among them, bilinear, hyperbolic and Ramberg-Osgood models are repre-
sentative in many engineering problems. Their skeleton curves for monotonic loading
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Figure 3.1.1 Three representative nonlinear stress-strain models.

are symmetric with respect to the origin as illustrated with thick lines in Fig. 3.1.1,
and those on the positive side are formulated in the following.

(a) Bilinear model: It simplifies the stress-strain curve with a straight line of the
initial shear modulus G0 up to a yield strain γy and then another line of the
second modulus G1 after that. The skeleton curve is formulated by the three
constants, γy, G0 and G1, as follows.

τ = G0γ ; γ ≤ γy

τ = G0γy + G1(γ − γy) ; γ > γy

}
(3.1.1)

(b) Hyperbolic model: It is often used in modeling monotonic stress-strain relation-
ships of soils and formulated as follows.

τ = G0γ

1 + γ/γr
(3.1.2)

It consists of only two parameters, the initial shear modulus G0 and the reference
strain γr, expressed as:

γr = τf

G0
(3.1.3)
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where τf = shear strength. The reference strain γr is correlated with the confining
stress σ ′

c as:

γr ∝ σ ′0.5
c (3.1.4)

because τ ∝ σ ′
c for uncemented non-cohesive soils, and G0 ∝ σ ′0.5

c . With the
strain level increasing to infinity γ → ∞, the stress τ approaches to τf = G0γr

in Eq. (3.1.2), indicating that the shear stress always stays lower than the
asymptote τf .

(c) Ramberg-Osgood model (R-O model): The bilinear model with the initial
modulus τ = G0γ is modified by adding a nonlinear stress term as:

G0γ = τ

{
1 + αRO

(
τ

G0γy

)βRO
}

(3.1.5)

including four parameters, G0, γy and constants αRO, βRO (≥0). The yield stress
τy is defined as:

τy = G0γy (3.1.6)

For βRO = 0, Eq. (3.1.5) becomes a linear model, while for βRO = ∞ it reduces to
a linear-perfect plastic model, because G0γ = τ for τ < τf and G0γ = ∞ for τ > τf .
With the four parameters, the R-O model has better curve fitting capability than
the hyperbolic model, though the stress is difficult to formulate as an explicit
function of strain.

3.1.2 Masing rule for cyclic loading

In order to construct the stress–strain relationship under cyclic loading, the Masing
rule (Newmark and Rosenblueth 1971) is incorporated to extend the skeleton curve
to the hysteretic curve corresponding to cyclic stress changes. If the skeleton curve on
the τ–γ plane in Fig. 3.1.2 is expressed by an arbitrary function f ( ) as:

τ = ±f (±γ) (3.1.7)

where ± indicates the curves in positive and negative directions, the descending curve
turning from the point P(γa, τa) is formulated by the Masing rule as:

τ − τa

2
= −f

(
−γ − γa

2

)
(3.1.8)

If this descending curve turns up at S(γb, τb), then

τb − τa

2
= −f

(
−γb − γa

2

)
(3.1.9)

and if the ascending curve is given as

τ − τb

2
= f

(
γ − γb

2

)
(3.1.10)
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Figure 3.1.2 Schematic stress-strain skeleton curve and hysteretic curve following Masing rule.

then, obviously the curve returns to the original point P(γa, τa) to make the loop P-S-P.
The same holds in the local loop Q-R-Q. Thus, the succession of upward and down-
ward curves in this manner eventually leads to the original point however complex the
stress history may be, and the skeleton curve or hysteresis curve is followed thereafter.

The initial tangent modulus at O is expressed as:

dτ

dγ

∣∣∣∣
γ=0

= f ′(γ = 0) = G0 (3.1.11)

and the modulus at a turning point with the strain γR is

dτ

dγ

∣∣∣∣
γ=γR

= 2
df ((γ − γR)/2)

dγ

∣∣∣∣
γ=γR

= 2
df (γ)

dγ
× 1

2

∣∣∣∣
γ=0

= G0 (3.1.12)

indicating that the modulus is equal to the initial modulus at all the turning points.
For the hyperbolic model, the ascending and descending curves from the turning

points (γa, τa) and (γb, τb) are formulated respectively as,

τ − τa = G0(γ − γa)
1 − (γ − γa)/2γr

, τ − τb = G0(γ − γb)

1 + (γ − γb)/2γr
(3.1.13)

For the R-O model in the same manner, they are formulated as,

γ − γa = τ − τa

G0

{
1 + αRO

(
− τ − τa

2G0γy

)βRO
}

, γ − γb = τ − τb

G0

{
1 + αRO

(
τ − τb

2G0γy

)βRO
}

(3.1.14)
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It is pointed out that, in actual soil tests, the hysteresis curve does not return to
exactly the same point but tends to flow to a larger strain and the tangent shear
modulus at the turning points tends to decrease as the soil approaches to failure. In
order to take this effect into consideration, some modifications may be possible to the
Masing rule. Pyke (1979) proposed to replace 2 in the denominators of Eq. (3.1.8) by
a constant c < 2, where c is defines as:

c =
∣∣∣∣±1 − τa

τf

∣∣∣∣ (3.1.15)

so that those equations are written as:

τ − τa

c
= ∓f

(
∓γ − γa

c

)
(3.1.16)

3.1.3 Hysteretic models for cyclic loading

The Masing rule can construct stationary hysteresis loops corresponding to the various
skeleton curves. From the loops, equivalent linear properties such as secant shear
moduli and hysteretic damping ratios are determined for various strain levels.

3.1.3.1 Bilinear model

The stationary loop based on the bilinear skeleton curve forms a parallelogram as
illustrated in Fig. 3.1.1(a). The secant modulus G is correlated with the shear strain γ

and the initial shear modulus G0 as,

G
G0

= 1 : γ ≤ γy

G
G0

= γy

γ
+

(
G1

G0

)(
1 − γy

γ

)
: γ > γy

(3.1.17)

The equivalent damping ratio D is calculated using the ratio of the dissipated energy
to the strain energy �W /W as

D = 0 : γ ≤ γy

D = �W
4πW

= 2
π

(1 − G1/G0)(γ/γy − 1)
1 + (G1/G0)(γ/γy − 1)(γ/γy)

: γ > γy
(3.1.18)

The variations of G/G0 and D are shown versus the normalized strain in
Figs. 3.1.3(a), (b) with solid lines. With increasing strain γ → ∞, the modulus
becomes G → G1 while the damping ratio converges to zero, having a peak value
D = (2π)(

√
G0/G1 − 1)/(

√
G0/G1 + 1) when γ/γy =√

G0/G1 + 1. If G1 = 0 (perfect
plastic), then D → 2/π for γ → ∞.
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3.1.3.2 Hysteretic hyperbolic (HH) model and
Hardin-Drnevich (HD) model

A stationary loop based on the hyperbolic skeleton curve is shown in Fig. 3.1.1(b).
The secant modulus is formulated as

G
G0

= 1
1 + (γ/γr)

(3.1.19)

The equation indicates that at the reference strain γ = γr the modulus ratio G/G0

becomes 0.5 and with infinitely increasing strain it approaches to zero. From the hys-
teresis curves in Eq. (3.1.13), the equivalent damping ratio for the hysteretic hyperbolic
model (HH model) is obtained (Kokusho 1982) as:

D = 2
π

[
2
(

γr

γ
+ 1

){
1 − γr

γ
ln

(
1 + γ

γr

)}
− 1

]
(3.1.20)

The secant modulus ratio and damping ratio are illustrated with dashed curves in
Figs. 3.1.3(a) and (b), respectively, versus normalized strain γ/γr. Note that the
D-value tends to increase monotonically with the strain ratio γ/γr and approach to
2/π for infinitely large strain. It is obvious that this trend D → 2/π for γ → ∞ occurs
in cases where the shear strength approaches to a constant, such as in the elastic-perfect
plastic bilinear model G1/G0 = 0.

Because D = 2/π is too large to be comparable with actual soil data obtained in
laboratory tests, the Masing rule used to derive Eq. (3.1.20) is modified in such a way
that, as shown in Fig. 3.1.1(b), a ratio of the triangular area AOC (W′) to the area
of the hysteresis loop (�W) is always the same. Considering that the line AC has a

Figure 3.1.3 Shear modulus ratio (a) and Damping ratio (b), versus normalized shear strain for various
stress-strain models.
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gradient G0 for the turning point, W′ can be written as W ′ = τ2(1/G − 1/G0)/2 and
W = τ2/2G for a stress amplitude τ, it is obvious that the next equation holds.

D = �W
4πW

= �W/W ′

4πW/W ′ = �W/W ′

4π

(
1 − G

G0

)
(3.1.21)

Using the notation Dmax = �W/4πW ′, the following formula is derived.

D
Dmax

= 1 − G
G0

(3.1.22)

A model combining the secant modulus in Eq. (3.1.19) and the modified damping
ratio Eq. (3.1.22) was proposed by Hardin and Drnevich (1972b) and named as the
Hardin-Drnevich model (HD model), in which Dmax the maximum damping ratio for
G → 0 can be given so that D can be adjusted to be more compatible with experimental
soil data.

3.1.3.3 Ramberg-Osgood (RO) model

A hysteresis loop shown in Fig. 3.1.1(c) is obtained by applying the Masing rule to
the skeleton curve in Eq. (3.1.5). The modulus ratio G/G0 is expressed in terms of the
stress ratio τ/τy as,

G
G0

= 1

1 + αRO
(
τ/τy

)βRO
(3.1.23)

or in terms of the strain ratio(
G0

G
− 1

)(
G0

G

)βRO

= αRO

(
γ

γy

)βRO

(3.1.24)

and the damping ratio is expressed as:

D = 2
π

βRO

βRO + 2

(
1 − G

G0

)
(3.1.25)

As shown with the dotted curves in Fig. 3.1.3, G0/G → 0 and D → (2/π)[βRO/

(βRO + 2)], and their strain-dependent variations can be adjusted by the constants
αRO and βRO for better fitting with soil test data.

3.1.4 Comparison of laboratory test data with
equivalent linear model

As a typical equivalent linear model, the HD model or its modified form is compared
with laboratory test data of various types of soils (Kokusho 1982). Figs. 3.1.4 shows
shear modulus ratios versus normalized shear strains for three types of non-cohesive
soils (a)–(c) under three steps of confining stresses and one clayey soil (d). The shear
strain in the horizontal axis of the diagram is normalized with the reference strain
γr, where γr ∝ (σ ′

c)
0.5 is assumed for non-cohesive soils in (a)–(c), and γr = constant
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Figure 3.1.4 Shear modulus ratio G/G0 versus shear strain ratio γ/γr under different confining stress
or plasticity index: (a) Toyoura sand, (b) Decomp. granite sand, (c) Pleistocec gravel,
(d) Holocene clay.

for cohesive soil in (d), respectively. The dashed curve in each diagram represents the
modulus degradation by the HD model, showing that the plots can be approximated
mostly by Eq. (3.1.19) for all soil types (a)–(d), though some gaps are recognizable
for γ/γr much smaller or larger than unity. For better agreement between the empir-
ical curves and the test data, a slight modification of Eq. (3.1.19) by introducing an
exponent α seems to be effective (Kokusho 1982) to fill the gap as:

G
G0

= 1
1 + (γ/γr)α

(3.1.26)

For the data in Fig. 3.1.4, the modified HD model with α = 0.833–0.870 shown with
the solid curves tends to give better fitting for gravels in (c) in particular.

Figs. 3.1.5(a)–(d) depict relationships between damping ratio versus shear modulus
ratio for soils corresponding to those in Figs. 3.1.4(a)–(d). The plots tend to converge to
a unique curve, though some scatters are visible for clays (d), and may be approximated
by the dashed curve in Eq. (3.1.22) of the HD model in each diagram despite visible gaps
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Figure 3.1.5 Damping ratio D versus shear strain ratio γ/γr under different confining stress or plasticity
index: (a)Toyoura sand, (b) Decomposed granite sand, (c) Pleistocene gravel, (d) Holocene
clay.

for some soils. The major causes of the gap come from that D/Dmax is a linear function
of G/G0 and converges to zero for G/G0 → 0 in the HD model as in Eq. (3.1.22), while
the test data obviously show nonlinearity and converge to non-zero values. The same
problem exists for the RO model as easily understandable from Eq. (3.1.25). In order
to fill the gap, another modification of the HD model may be possible by introducing
an exponent β and an initial damping ratio D0 for infinitely small strain to Eq. (3.1.22)
(Kokusho 1982) as:

D − D0

Dmax − D0
=

(
1 − G

G0

)β

(3.1.27)

For the data in Fig. 3.1.5, the modified HD model with α = 0.833–0.870 and
β = 1.163–1.444 shown with the solid curves tends to give better fitting with the test
data for gravels (c) and clays (d) in particular.
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3.1.5 Modeling of soil dilatancy

Non-cohesive soils such as sands and gravels exhibit soil dilatancy for induced strain
larger than 10−4∼10−3, and develop either ground settlement in a drained condition
or excessive pore-pressure in an undrained condition leading to liquefaction if effective
stress is all lost. For cohesive soils, too, the pressure buildup tends to occur, resulting
in cyclic softening and post-seismic long lasting ground settlement.

In order to understand the soil dilatancy mechanically and how to model it for
seismic behavior of soils, fundamental characteristics of the volume change of soils
during monotonic shearing are first addressed. Then, the dilatancy effect during cyclic
loading is discussed for the drained and undrained conditions.

3.1.5.1 Dilatancy in drained monotonic shearing

Typical results of monotonic shear test by the Swedish-type simple shear device are
addressed here to see the effect of soil dilatancy in the drained condition. The test
was implemented for four kinds of sandy or gravelly soils S1 to S4 with the grain size
distributions in Fig. 3.1.6(a) under the effective vertical stress of 98 kPa. Fig. 3.1.6(b)
exemplifies changes of void ratio versus shear strain up to γ ≈ 40% for poorly graded
sand S1 with variable initial void ratios between the maximum and minimum values
emax and emin. Obviously, the sands with larger initial void ratios (smaller relative
densities Dr) tend to contract and those with smaller void ratios tend to dilate with
increasing strain if compared with the final void ratios at γ ≈ 40%. Thus, a critical void
ratio ecr ≈ 0.91 may be identified where the initial and final void ratios are unchanged as
indicated with the dashed horizontal line in the middle. The ecr-value tends to decrease
with the change of soils from poorly-graded S1 with a smaller uniformity coefficient
Uc to well-graded S4 of larger Uc, while the relative densities are almost the same,

Figure 3.1.6 Grain size curves of 4 granular soils S1∼S4 (a), andVolume changes versus shear strain by
drained simple shear tests for S1-soil with different initial void ratios (b) (Iwamoto et al.
2003).
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Figure 3.1.7 Dilatancy behavior in drained and undrained conditions on e–σ ′
c state diagram.

Dr ≈ 40% (Iwamoto et al. 2003). There exists a particular correlation between the
critical void ratio ecr and the effective confining stress σ ′

c which is named as Steady
State Line (SSL) or Critical State Line (CSL).

The corresponding dilatancy behavior of sand was discussed in detail referring to
SSL under undrained monotonic and cyclic loading (Casagrande 1971, Castro 1975,
Poulos et al. 1985). The SSL-curve is shown on the e–σ ′

c plane named as the state dia-
gram in Fig. 3.1.7 to understand the dilatancy behaviors in both drained and undrained
conditions collectively. The right-upside and left-downside of the line correspond to
contractive and dilative zones due to shearing, respectively. In the drained shearing,
the void ratio e moves vertically with σ ′

c = constant, while in the undrained shearing,
the confining stress σ ′

c moves horizontally with e = constant.
In the drained shearing under the constant σ ′

c for example, an initial point D1 for a
loose sand supposedly moves down to O on the SSL-curve eventually, whereas D2 for
a dense sand goes up to the same point O in the steady state. This conceptual trend is
consistent with the experimental results shown in Fig. 3.1.6(b), in that looser sands tend
to contract and denser sands tend to dilate, though the test results do not converge to a
unique point for the steady state O but to different points corresponding to individual
initial void ratios. In this respect, more microscopic researches conducted by Desrues
et al. (1996) and Finno and Rechenmacher (2003) suggested that the formation of
shear bands make the sand behavior complicated. According to them, sand if dense
tends to develop a thin shear band with the thickness equivalent to 10 to 20 sand
particles, wherein the void ratio measured by a X-ray analysis approaches a constant
ecr independent of initial void ratios. Namely, the local void ratio in the shear band
where the shear strain concentrates during shearing in denser sands seems to take
a unique value ecr locally corresponding to Point O, though the average void ratio
takes the ultimate value quite different from ecr, depending on the initial void ratio as
indicated in Fig. 3.1.6(b).
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In the undrained shearing of sand with a given void ratio, an initial point UD1
under high confining stress σ ′

c on the contractive side of SSL tends to move left hori-
zontally as the pore-pressure builds up ultimately to the point O on SSL, while UD2
under a low σ ′

c value tends to move right to the same point O eventually, generating
the negative pore-pressure. In the case starting from UD1 where soil is particularly
contractive, a catastrophic flow failure by spontaneous liquefaction (e.g. Seed 1987)
due to static initial shear stress may be triggered in the approach to the point O.

The e–σ ′
c diagram in Fig. 3.1.7 is helpful in systematically understanding the seismic

liquefaction mechanism in a broader spectrum as will be explained in Sec. 5.8. The
difference in the void ratio at present e and the corresponding critical void ratio ecr

under the same σ ′
c-value is defined as

ψ = e − ecr (3.1.28)

and named as the state parameter by Been and Jefferies (1985). Contractive and dilative
soils correspond to ψ > 0 and ψ < 0, respectively.

3.1.5.2 Dilatancy in drained cyclic shearing

Fig. 3.1.8(a) shows a typical volumetric strain versus shear strain curve for the S1-
sand of Dr = 45%, cyclically sheared under the drained condition and σ ′

c = 98 kPa
in the stress-controlled test with the cyclic stress ratio CSR = 0.3. The shear strain
initially about 5% tends to decrease with the number of cycles and so does the void
ratio converging to a certain value. Fig. 3.1.8(b) summarizes several such test results for
the same sand in the drained cyclic shear with CSR = 0.3 starting with different initial
void ratios. It is remarkable that, unlike the monotonic tests shown in Fig. 3.1.6(b),
the soil volume tends to decrease regardless of the initial void ratios. A close look at
the test results further reveals that the sand with the initial void ratio larger than the
critical void ratio ecr = 0.91, e > ecr, tends to exhibit much larger volume reduction

Figure 3.1.8 Volumetric strain versus shear strain (a), and Void ratio versus number of cycles (b), for
S1-soil with different initial relative density by drained cyclic shearing (Iwamoto et al.
2003).
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Figure 3.1.9 Values Nc/εv versus Nc for S1-soil (a), and Ultimate volumetric strain εv∞ versus relative
densities Dr for 4 soils, S1∼S4, by CSR = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 (b) (Iwamoto et al. 2003).

than those e < ecr. The same trend can be observed not only for the sand but also for
all the soils S1 to S4 studied by Iwamoto et al. (2003) as demonstrated in Fig. 3.1.9.

The volumetric strains εv in such drained cyclic loading tests may be approximated
by a hyperbolic function of the number of cycles Nc and constants a and b as follows
(Yagi 1978).

εv = − �e
1 + e

= Nc

a + bNc
(3.1.29)

The values Nc/εv plotted versus Nc in Fig. 3.1.9(a) for the S1-sand with different initial
Dr-values sheared by CSR = 0.1 show linear relationships, from which the constants
a and b in Eq. (3.1.29) can be decided. For Nc → ∞, εv → 1/b, hence the ultimate
volumetric strain for infinite number of cycles εv∞ can be obtained as εv∞ = 1/b. The
εv∞-values thus obtained are plotted in Fig. 3.1.9(b) versus the relative densities Dr for
the 4 types of soil materials, S1 to S4, cyclically sheared by CSR = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. It
shows unique decreasing trends of the ultimate volumetric strains εv∞ with increasing
relative densities despite the difference in the soil materials, although they are different
for the different CSR-values. They may be approximated by bilinear relationships with
kinks at Dr � 45%, having almost constant εv∞-values for Dr larger than that. This Dr-
value seems to correspond to the critical void ratio of each soil material, ecr = 0.91 for
the S1-sand for example, according to the research results by Iwamoto et al. (2003).
This indicates that the ultimate volumetric strain εv∞ induced by the drained cyclic
loading is always positive no matter how dense the soil is, though εv∞ tends to be
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evidently larger with decreasing Dr, if Dr is smaller than the threshold correspond-
ing to the critical void ratio. Based on the finding, it may be generally interpreted
for drained cyclic loading that the contractive volumetric strain occurs all over the
e–σ ′

c state diagram in Fig. 3.1.7, and tends to be larger above SSL with increasing state
parameter ψ = e − ecr. For the monotonic drained loading, in contrast, the contraction
occurs above SSL only, while the dilative strain occurs elsewhere.

3.1.5.3 Dilatancy in undrained cyclic shearing

Fig. 3.1.10(a) shows excess pore-pressure responses during undrained cyclic torsional
shear tests on clean sand specimens. The pore pressure buildup ratio, u normalized
by σ ′

c, in the vertical axis tends to rise to 100% as shown in the diagram versus the
number of cycles Nc normalized by NL (=Nc for 100% pore-pressure buildup) in the
horizontal axis. For low relative densities, the pressure ratio tends to rise gradually
in the first part and then drastically increase in the final loading stage, whereas it
tends to rise relatively faster from the first if the cyclic stress amplitude is larger. The
pressure fluctuations cycle by cycle caused by the soil dilatancy are manifested in denser
sands compared to looser sands, wherein their peak values correspond to the stepwise
pressure buildup. The shape of the curves also reflects the differences in CSR and NL

of the cyclic loading tests.
Based on the measured pressure buildup curves exemplified in (a), Fig. 3.1.10(b)

illustrates the pressure buildup curves (corresponding to the stepwise peak values in
(a)) idealized by the following function

rN = Nc

NL
=

[
1
2

(1 − cos πru)
]α

=
(
sin

π

2
ru

)2α

(3.1.30)

or its reverse function proposed by Seed et al. (1976).

ru = u
σ ′

c
= 1

2
+ 1

π
sin−1(2r1/α

N − 1) = 2
π

sin−1r1/(2α)
N (3.1.31)

Figure 3.1.10 Pore-pressure buildup ratio ru versus normalized number of cycles rN for clean sands:
(a) Torsional shear test results (Kusaka 2012), (b) Idealized ru versus rN curves.
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Figure 3.1.11 Conceptual diagram showing drained void ratio change and undrained pressure buildup
on void ratio versus effective confining stress diagram.

Here, rN = Nc/NL, ru = u/σ ′
c, and α = an exponent determining the shape of the curves.

The pore-pressure change in the undrained condition shown here and the volume
change in the drained condition shown in Fig. 3.1.9 both reflect the same dilatancy
characteristics of soils, hence the two changes should be closely correlated to each other.
Fig. 3.1.11 illustrates a diagram showing a conceptual relationship between the two
dilatancy behaviors in drained and undrained cyclic loading. If the void ratio reduces
in drained cyclic shearing from Point A to B by –�e, it increases the pore-pressure by
�u = σ ′

f − σ ′
0 by undrained cyclic shearing from A to C, where C represents the point

with the same void ratio as A and on the swelling curve through Point B as pointed
out by Martin et al. (1975). This indicates that the volumetric strain εv = −�e/(1 + e)
can be correlated with the pore-pressure change �u as

εv = − �e
1 + e

= −�u
K

+ n�u
Kw

− n�u
Ks

≈ −�u
K

(3.1.32)

where K, Kw, Ks = bulk moduli of soil skeleton (for swelling), water, and soil par-
ticle, respectively, and n = porosity. Because of big differences among the moduli as
K � Kw, Ks, the volumetric strain can be simplified as εv = −�u/K in the last term of
the above equation. This means that εv in the drained loading can be compensated
by the pore-pressure increase, �u, or the effective stress decrease in the undrained
loading.

If loose sand is liquefied, however, not only the residual effective stress σ ′
f is zero

but also the soil particles are not in contact with each other at C in Fig. 3.1.11 and
suspended in water in the extreme. In such circumstances, Eq. (3.1.32) may not be
applicable at Point C, because the soil behavior is too nonlinear to be idealized by
the swelling curve of soil skeleton. Instead, the soil behavior at Point C seems to be
simulated better by a sedimentation process with sand particles falling down freely as
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demonstrated in tube tests for liquefied sand layer and associated numerical analyses
(Kokusho 2003, Tsurumi et al. 2003). Eq. (3.1.32) connecting the dilatancy behav-
iors in the drained and undrained loadings becomes valid, once contacts between the
particles are recovered.

As already mentioned, the drained cyclic loading always brings about contractive
volume change irrespective of its position in the state diagram in contrast to the drained
monotonic loading. This fact together with Eq. (3.1.32) indicates that, in the undrained
condition, cyclic loading always generates positive excess pressure unlike monotonic
loading no matter where the initial state of sand is located relative to SSL in Fig. 3.1.7.
Hence, even a very dense sand under low confining stress can approach to the state
of 100% pore-pressure buildup called as the initial liquefaction if the cyclic shear
stress amplitude and the number of cycles are large enough. Thus, the cyclic loading
during earthquakes tends to manifest the dilatancy behavior quite different from the
monotonic loading in both drained and undrained conditions.

3.1.6 Dynamic strength in cyclic loading based on fatigue theory

In many engineering problems, soil failures during earthquakes are expected to occur in
the undrained conditions. As already discussed in Sec. 2.1.4, the dynamic soil strength
in such circumstances is defined by a single amplitude of stress which induces strain
magnitude corresponding to various structural performance levels in a given cyclic
loading. The cyclic loading effect is represented by a sinusoidal motion equivalent to
a given earthquake motion working on a soil element, which generates the threshold
strain in a given number of cycles, such as Nc = 10, 15, 20, corresponding to particular
seismic motions. The dynamic soil strength is normally defined by the cyclic resistance
ratio (CRR) as the cyclic stress amplitude divided by the initial effective confining
stress.

In liquefaction problems, the following strain magnitude is normally taken
as a default value; εDA = 5% in the double amplitude axial strain or γDA =
(1 + ν)εDA = 7.5% in the double amplitude shear strain considering Poisson’s ratio
ν = 0.5 in undrained condition. It is because around those strain-values the excess
pore-pressure tends to buildup 100% (pore-pressure ratio ru = 1.0). Threshold strains
other than the above values may be used according to various levels of the performance
of structures such as serviceability, reparability and ultimate failure.

3.1.6.1 Regular and irregular cyclic loading

In converting an irregular seismic motion to the equivalent sinusoidal motion with a
constant amplitude and a given number of cycles, the concept of fatigue is sometimes
employed to interpret cyclic loading soil test results. In this concept, the cyclic stress
ratio CSR of a sinusoidal motion to attain a given induced strain is correlated with
the number of cycles Nc so that the CSR quite reasonably decreases linearly with
increasing Nc on a log-log diagram. Fig. 3.1.12(a) exemplifies the CSR versus Nc plots
obtained from cyclic torsional simple shear tests by constant shear stress amplitudes
on clean sands of loose to medium densities to attain threshold double amplitude
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Figure 3.1.12 Cyclic stress ratio CSR versus number of cycles Nc relationship on log-log scale from
torsional simple shear tests on clean sand (a), and Variations of constants a, b in
CSR = a × N−b

c (b).

strains γDA = 1.5, 3, 7.5, 15%. The CSR–Nc relationships for different γDA can be
approximated by a set of parallel lines as:

CSR = a × N−b
c (3.1.33)

where, a = a constant, and b = an exponent determining the gradient of the CSR versus
Nc line on the log-log chart. The a, b-values obtained in the tests are plotted in the
horizontal and vertical axes in Fig. 3.1.12(b), showing that for the loose to medium
dense clean sands a � 0.3–0.4 and b ≈ 0.2 not so sensitive to the relative densities and
the threshold strains.

Based on the CSR versus Nc relationship, it becomes possible in the light of the
fatigue theory (e.g. Annaki and Lee 1977) to convert an irregular stress history with the
maximum stress Smax schematically shown in Fig. 3.1.13(a) into the sinusoidal motion
with a certain amplitude Se and the number of cycles Neq shown in (b), which incurs
the soil damage equivalent to the irregular loading. In the theory, the irregular stress
history is first decomposed into a set of single cycles, that are grouped into discrete
stress amplitudes Si (i = 1–n) changing stepwise as shown in (a). The soil damage is
assumed to be dependent only on the stress amplitudes Si and the corresponding num-
bers of cycles Ni for individual amplitudes and not on their sequence of appearance.
Fig. 3.1.13(c) is a schematic chart similar to Fig. 3.1.12(a) showing a linear relation-
ship named as a S-N line for a damage level DL. Here, S is the stress amplitude, N is
the number of cycles to reach the damage level DL wherein DL = 1.0 means failure.
Similar to Eq. (3.1.33), the S-N line for DL = 1.0 is expressed as:

S = a × N−b (3.1.34)

It is known for many engineering materials including soils that the S-N line is repre-
sented by a straight line on the log-log diagram descending rightward. For a constant
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Figure 3.1.13 Fatigue theory on how to convert irregular stress history (a) into regular cyclic stress
of a given amplitude and number of cycles (b), and Damage levels on S–N plane (c).

stress amplitude S = Sif , the number of cycles to the failure DL = 1.0 is Nif as shown
in Fig. 3.1.13(c), and the damage by a single cycle is 1/Nif based on the previously
mentioned postulate. Hence, the damage by the number of waves Ni of that amplitude
group is Ni/Nif , and the total damage is obtained by the sum of all the amplitude
groups i = 1–n as:

DL =
∑

i

(
Ni

Nif

)
(3.1.35)

and the failure occurs for DL ≥ 1.0.
Next, let us consider how to convert the irregular stress wave with the maximum

stress Smax in Fig. 3.1.13(a) into the regular wave with the amplitude Se and the number
of cycles Neq shown in (b). If Se is prescribed using a constant α (α < 1.0) as

Se = αSmax (3.1.36)

then, Ne corresponding to DL = 1.0 is determined as indicated in (c). Let the damage
level by the irregular wave be DL < 1.0, then its S-N line (the dashed line) can be
drawn in parallel with the line of DL = 1.0. In the liquefaction problem as indicated
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in Fig. 3.1.12(a), the S-N lines corresponding to different induced strains (different
damage levels) are actually recognized to be almost in parallel to each other.

If the damage level of the irregular loading DL in Eq. (3.1.35) is to be identical to
that of sinusoidal loading with the amplitude Se and the number of cycles Neq, then
Fig. 3.1.13(c) shows that

DL = Neq

Ne
=

∑
i

(
Ni

Nif

)
(3.1.37)

Hence, the equivalent number of cycles Neq can be obtained as

Neq = Ne

∑
i

(
Ni

Nif

)
(3.1.38)

In Eq. (3.1.36), the stress amplitude Se is dependent on α, and so is Neq. This seems
to indicate that the choice of α is critical and may differentiate the result. However,
whatever α may be chosen, it is clear that the ratio Neq/Ne is always the same as
DL =∑

i (Ni/Nif ), indicating that the same damage level as the irregular motion can
be obtained no matter how the α-value is chosen. In other words, if smaller Se is chosen,
Neq becomes larger to secure the same value DL = Neq/Ne.

If two sinusoidal motions with different amplitudes, Se and Sif , are compared, the
number of cycles to DL = 1.0 are Ne and Nif , respectively, as indicated in Fig. 3.1.13(c),
and the ratio re = Ne/Nif can be written from Eq. (3.1.34) using the gradient of the
S-N line b as

re = Ne

Nif
=

(
Se

Sif

)−1/b

(3.1.39)

Considering re = Ne/Nif = (1/Nif )/(1/Ne) and 1/Nif and 1/Ne means damages by sin-
gle cycles of amplitude Si and Se, respectively, it is obvious that re in the above equation
also represents a coefficient to replace a single cycle of Sif by re-cycles of Se. By using re

for each amplitude group i in the irregular motion in Fig. 3.1.13(a), the total number
of cycles of a sinusoidal motion with the amplitude Se, having the same DL as the
irregular motion can be calculated.

The above fatigue theory may be utilized to liquefaction problems, because a
damage level DL can be uniquely correlated with a certain pore-pressure buildup ratio
or induced strain. In Sec. 5.6, it will be shown that the damage level is closely correlated
with cumulative dissipated energy in sand during liquefaction.

3.1.6.2 Two-directional loading

Seismic loading by the SH-wave in a horizontal plane is intrinsically two directional
and can be divided into two orthogonal components with a certain phase lag, because
the two directional loading without a phase lag results in one-directional loading.
In laboratory simple shear tests, soil specimens are normally loaded in one direction
and the effect of the two-directional loading has to be properly accounted for. It is
experimentally known in the two-directional shear tests that a loading history in one
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Figure 3.1.14 Fatigue theory for two-directional loading calculated from one-directional loading test:
(a) CSR–Nc line of one-directional loading, (b) Comparison of CSR–Nc lines of one/two-
directional loading.

direction gives only minimal effect on the other direction normal to that (e.g. Seed
et al. 1978). Based on the independency of two orthogonal loading histories, the effect
of two-directional loading may be quantitatively calculated from one-dimensional test
results with the help of the fatigue theory (Tokimatsu and Yoshimi 1982).

Fig. 3.1.14(a) schematically illustrates the CSR-Nc line for the onset of liquefaction
(the excess pore-pressure ratio ru = 1.0) corresponding to the S-N line in the fatigue
theory. Let NL1 be the number of cycles for ru = 1.0 in the one-directional cyclic shear
test of stress ratio CSR1. If the same soil is loaded in the two orthogonal directions
x, y with the stress ratios, CSRx and CSRy, and liquefied in NL1 cycles, then the next
equation holds because of the independency of the two orthogonal loading histories.

ru = rux + ruy = 1 (3.1.40)

Here, rux and ruy are the pressure buildup ratios by the NL1 cycle loading in the two
directions, individually. The substitution of Eq. (3.1.31) into Eq. (3.1.40) gives

1
π

sin−1(2r1/α

Nx − 1) + 1
π

sin−1(2r1/α

Ny − 1) = 0 (3.1.41)

where rNx, rNy, the ratios of the number of cycles to that for 100% pore-pressure
buildup (ru = 1.0) in x, y-directions by the stress ratios CSRx and CSRy, respectively,
are written as:

rNx = NL1

NLx
, rNy = NL1

NLy
(3.1.42)

If the expressions sin A = 2r1/α

Nx − 1 and sin B = 2r1/α

Ny − 1 are used, A + B = 0 from
Eq. (3.1.41), and the next equation is obtained.

r1/α

Nx + r1/α

Ny = sin A + sin B
2

+ 1 = sin
(

A + B
2

)
cos

(
A − B

2

)
+ 1 = 1 (3.1.43)
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Substituting rNx and rNy in Eq. (3.1.42) into Eq. (3.1.43) yields the following.

NLx

NL1

=
[

1 +
(

NLx

NLy

)1/α
]α

(3.1.44)

In Fig. 3.1.14(b), the solid and dashed lines schematically represent liquefaction onset
lines (ru = 1.0) in the one and two directional loadings, respectively. For the equal
stress ratios in the two directions, CSRx = CSRy, Eq. (3.1.44) gives NLx/NL1 = 2α.
Hence, in comparison with the number of cycles for liquefaction onset NL1 by the
two-directional loading with the same stress ratio CSRx = CSRy, the number of cycles
for liquefaction onset NLx = NLy in the one-directional loading with the same stress
ratio CSRx = CSRy is 2α (or 2 if α = 1) times larger.

Then, the CSR1 to liquefy by one-direction loading with the number of cycles NL1

and CSRx and CSRy combined for two-directional loading liquefied with the same NL1

is compared. It is obviously seen from Fig. 3.1.14(a) that the following equations hold
in this case.

NLx

NLy
=

(
CSRx

CSRy

)−1/b

,
NLx

NL1

=
(

CSRx

CSR1

)−1/b

(3.1.45)

If these are substituted to Eq. (3.1.44), a ratio of CSR-values CSRx/CSR1 for liq-
uefaction onset between two-directional and one-directional loadings indicated in
Fig. 3.1.14(b) is expressed as

CSRx

CSR1
=

[
1 +

(
CSRy

CSRx

)1/αb
]−αb

(3.1.46)

In case the CSR-values are the same in two directions CSRx = CSRy, the above equation
becomes

CSRx

CSR1
= 2−αb (3.1.47)

Thus, CSR in the two directional loading can be calculated using the constant α (deter-
mining the pressure buildup curve in Eq. (3.1.30)) and b (the gradient of the CSR–Nc

line in Eq. (3.1.33)) based on the fatigue theory (Tokimatsu and Yoshimi 1982).

3.2 DYNAMIC SOIL ANALYSES

Historically speaking, seismic designs of structures were carried out by pseudo-static
analyses using seismic coefficients for a long time. Seismic stabilities of earth-structures,
slopes and foundation ground are still calculated basically by the pseudo-static methods
using slip surface analyses. With the development of computer technologies, dynamic
response analyses have been increasingly employed in important projects in particular.
More recently, Performance-Based Design (PBD) has been providing a further impetus
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for the dynamic response analyses. PBD is increasingly employed recently in the struc-
tural design of buildings and infrastructures in many countries. Seismically induced
ground deformation is critical to the PBD in terms of serviceability, reparability and
ultimate safety of structures.

3.2.1 Distinctions of dynamic analyses on soils

Dynamic response analyses of soils and earth-structures as distinct from those of
superstructures may be summarized as follows.

a) Soils are strongly nonlinear materials including dilatant properties with drasti-
cally changing properties depending on the induced strain levels. Accordingly, the
type of analytical tools has to be properly chosen so that soil behaviors are best
reproduced to meet the goals of the analyses.

b) Foundation soils or earth-structures are composed of bulky heterogeneous mate-
rials and difficult to efficiently analyze the whole three-dimensional body. Hence
it is essential how to convert them to simplified models easier to analyze. A layered
soil ground is simplified as one-dimensional column, and slopes, embankments,
retaining structures and tunnels are idealized as two-dimensional plane strain
models in normal engineering practice.

c) Despite the spatial variability of in situ soils, soil investigation data to make reli-
able analytical models are normally too few. Detailed numerical models become
meaningless unless they are supported by high density reliable soil data.

d) The damping mechanism involved in the soil response analyses is classified into
the radiational damping and the internal damping. The former is also called
as the geometrical damping which occurs due to the radiation of wave energy
to the outside of the analytical model. The latter, called as the material (soil)
damping, occurs due to internal energy dissipation mostly by the soil friction.
The internal damping is very much dependent on the induced soil strain during
strong earthquakes, while the radiation damping is affected by the impedance
ratio between the model and the surrounding soils outside the boundary.

e) In this, respect, it is essential to eliminate as far as possible the effect of outer
boundaries artificially introduced in the analytical model on the dynamic response
and residual deformations. As for the dynamic response, the boundaries have to
transmit or absorb radiated waves so that the waves artificially reflected at the
boundaries are minimized.

3.2.2 Goals of dynamic soil analyses

Goals of dynamic soil analyses may be summarized as follows.

(a) Earthquake response of foundation ground; acceleration, velocity and displace-
ment given to superstructures, seismic site amplification, and soil-structure
interaction.

(b) Earthquake-induced settlement and residual deformation of foundation
ground.
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Figure 3.2.1 Flow chart for dynamic soil analyses (a), (b) and (c).

(c) Earthquake-induced instability and residual deformation of foundations and
slope failures under the effect of initial shear stress.

The flow charts for the analyses aiming (a) to (c) are shown in Fig. 3.2.1. The anal-
ysis (a) is the common core part to calculate the dynamic soil response or soil-structure
interaction using linear/nonlinear constitutive stress-strain relationships during given
earthquake motions. In the linear and equivalent linear analyses, the dynamic response
is calculated normally in the frequency domain for computation efficiency. In the
nonlinear analyses, the tangent moduli of stress-strain curves are followed step by
step using the Masing rule, and incorporated in the stiffness matrices in calculat-
ing the dynamic equation in the time domain. This analysis is called “total stress
analysis’’ wherein no variation of effective stresses due to dilatancy is considered.
In the analysis (b), dilatancy models are added to the core part (a) to calculate the
pore-pressure buildup and the effective stress changes and reflect them in modify-
ing the tangent moduli step by step in the time-domain dynamic response analyses.
This type is called “effective stress analysis’’. Sometimes, pore pressure variation is
calculated in parallel by coupling consolidation or seepage equations. Liquefaction
susceptibility, post-liquefaction settlements and residual deformations are evaluated in
the effective stress analysis. The total stress analysis may also be applied to approxi-
mately evaluate the dynamic response of liquefied ground by modifying stress-strain
curves reflecting the pore-pressure buildup. In the analysis (c), the effect of the grav-
ity or initial shear stress due to the self-weight is taken into account along with
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Figure 3.2.2 One-dimensional model of horizontal layers for vertically travelling SH-wave.

the seismic motions to evaluate slope stabilities, sliding displacements and residual
deformations.

3.2.3 Outline of dynamic response analyses

In order to calculate the common core part of the flow chart Fig. 3.2.1(a), a soil
ground or soil structure to analyze is idealized with a continuum or discrete elements
with various properties. Horizontally layered soils can be idealized by one-dimensional
soil columns, easy to analyze by wave equations using linear and equivalent-linear soil
properties. Foundation soils, slopes, embankments and earth-structures are idealized
with two to three dimensional models consisting of discrete elements to be analyzed
by the finite element or finite different method. The dynamic equation of the discrete
element models is efficiently solved in the frequency domain if the soil properties are
assumed linear or equivalent linear. It is also efficiently solved in the time-domain by
the mode-superposition analysis. If the soil properties are treated to be truly nonlinear,
it has to be solved by the step by step nonlinear analysis in the time domain.

3.2.3.1 One-dimensional wave propagation analysis in continuum model

In this analysis, one dimensional dynamic soil response is calculated based on the multi-
reflection theory of one-dimensional SH-wave (Shnabel et al. 1972). Fig. 3.2.2 shows
a soil model in this analysis consisting of multiple horizontal layers with prescribed
thicknesses h, densities ρ, S-wave velocities Vs, shear modulus G = ρV2

s and viscosity
ξ. The model is underlain by a stiff base-layer named as an engineering bedrock where
input earthquake motions are defined as outcropping motions.
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(i) General formulation

As already shown in Eq. (1.6.1), the wave equation of upward propagating S-wave in
the Kelvin-model is expressed as

ρ
∂2u
∂t2

=
(

G + ξ
∂

∂t

)
∂2u
∂z2

(3.2.1)

where u is the horizontal displacement and the z-axis is heading downward. The general
solution for harmonic wave of the angular frequency ω is obtained as:

u = Aei(k∗z+ωt) + Be−i(k∗z−ωt) (3.2.2)

where A and B are the amplitudes of the upward and downward waves, respectively,
and k∗ is the complex wave number, and its square is written as:

k∗2 = ρω2

G + iωξ
= ρω2

G∗ (3.2.3)

Here, G∗ is the complex shear modulus for the Kelvin model defined in Eq. (1.5.12). In
the case of the Nonviscous Kelvin model, Eq. (3.2.3) is replaced by the next equation
by using G∗ in Eq. (1.5.24).

k∗2 = ρω2

G + iG′ = ρω2

G∗ (3.2.4)

Shear stress is written as:

τ = G∗ ∂u
∂z

= ik∗G∗[Aei(k∗z+ωt) − Be−i(k∗z−ωt)] (3.2.5)

If local coordinates z1∼zn are employed in the individual layers 1∼n as shown in
Fig. 3.2.2, the displacement u and stress τ at the upper boundary (zm = 0) and lower
boundary (zm = hm) of the m-th layer are

um,zm=0 = (Am + Bm)eiωt

um,zm=hm = (Ameik∗
mhm + Bme−ik∗

mhm )eiωt

τm,zm=0 = ik∗
mG∗

m(Am − Bm)eiωt

τm,zm=hm = ik∗
mG∗

m(Ameik∗
mhm − Bme−ik∗

mhm )eiωt

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(3.2.6)

At the ground surface (m = 1), τ1,z1=0 = ik∗G∗
1 (A1 − B1) eiωt = 0 from the third formula

in Eq. (3.2.6), resulting in:

A1 = B1 (3.2.7)

so that the amplitudes of the upward and downward waves at the ground surface
are the same. Furthermore, from the continuity in the displacement and stress between
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the lower boundary of the (m − 1)-th layer and the upper boundary of the m-th layer,
the following recursive matrix formula is derived for Am and Bm.

{
Am

Bm

}
=

⎡
⎢⎣

k∗
mG∗

m+k∗
m−1G∗

m−1
2k∗

mG∗
m

eik∗
m−1hm−1

k∗
mG∗

m−k∗
m−1G∗

m−1
2k∗

mG∗
m

e−ik∗
m−1hm−1

k∗
mG∗

m−k∗
m−1G∗

m−1
2k∗

mG∗
m

eik∗
m−1hm−1

k∗
mG∗

m+k∗
m−1G∗

m−1
2k∗

mG∗
m

e−ik∗
m−1hm−1

⎤
⎥⎦{

Am−1

Bm−1

}
(3.2.8)

If the matrix in Eq. (3.2.8) is expressed by [Tm] and this equation is recursively used
together with Eq. (3.2.7), the constants Am and Bm can be formulated as:

{
Am

Bm

}
= [Tm][Tm−1] · · · [T2]

{
A1

A1

}
(3.2.9)

and further expressed by using functions of ω, am(ω) and bm(ω), as:

Am = am(ω)A1

Bm = bm(ω)A1

}
(3.2.10)

Using the corresponding functions for arbitrarily chosen n-th layer, an(ω) and bn(ω),
the transfer function of the composite waves (superposing upward and downward
waves) between the m-th and n-th layer Tm,n is expressed as:

Tm,n = um

un
= am(ω) + bm(ω)

an(ω) + bn (ω)
(3.2.11)

Thus, the amplitude at any layer boundary can be calculated from Eq. (3.2.11), if it
is given at any other layer boundary for stationary vibration of angular frequency ω

(Schnabel et al. 1972). It is obvious that such a formulation becomes possible because
A1 = B1 holds in Eqs. (3.2.7), (3.2.9) and (3.2.10).

A recursive expression different from Eq. (3.2.8) is also possible by eliminating Am

and Bm in Eq. (3.2.6) and using the continuity of displacement um,zm=hm = um+1,zm+1=0

and shear stress τm,zm=hm = τm+1,zm+1=0 at the boundary.

{
um+1,zm+1=0

τm+1,zm+1=0

}
=

⎡
⎢⎣ cos k∗

mhm
sin k∗

mhm

k∗
mG∗

m

−k∗
mG∗

m sin k∗
mhm cos k∗

mhm

⎤
⎥⎦{

um,zm=0

τm,zm=0

}
(3.2.12)

If the matrix of this equation is written as [Sm], displacement and stress at the upper
boundary of arbitrarily chosen n-th layer are correlated with those of m-th layer:

{
un,zn=0

τn,zn=0

}
= [Sn−1][Sn] · · · [Sm]

{
um,zm=0

τm,zm=0

}
= [Sn−1,m]

{
um,zm=0

τm,zm=0

}
(3.2.13)

This indicates that displacement and stress at any boundary can be obtained from those
at any arbitrary boundary by using [Sn−1,m] = [Sn−1][Sn] · · · [Sm].
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All above equations for the stationary response for a harmonic motion of frequency
ω can be applicable to irregular seismic motions by superposing the harmonic motions
of Fourier series. Namely, a digitized acceleration data at the m-th layer boundary, üm,
discretized into N data points (even number) with the time increment �t, is expressed
by the finite Fourier series of harmonic waves as:

üm =
N/2∑
s=0

(aseiωst + bse−iωst) (3.2.14)

where frequency ωs of the s-th term is written as:

ωs = 2πs
N�t

(
s = 0−N

2

)
(3.2.15)

The complex Fourier constants as and bs in Eq. (3.2.14) are expressed as:

as = 1
N

N−1∑
j=0

üm(j�t) e−iωs(j�t)

bs = 1
N

N−1∑
j=0

üm(j�t) eiωs(j�t)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(3.2.16)

In the light of Eq. (3.2.11), irregular acceleration response at the upper boundary of an
arbitrary n-th layer can be calculated in the next equation if a seismic irregular motion
üm is given at the upper boundary of an arbitrary m-th layer.

ün(t) =
N/2∑
s=0

Tm,n(ωs)(aseiωst + bse−iωst) (3.2.17)

(ii) Input wave at engineering bedrock

The composite wave at the upper boundary of the n-th layer superposing upward and
downward waves is obtained from Eqs. (3.2.8) and (3.2.10) as:

An + Bn = eik∗
n−1hn−1An−1 + e−ik∗

n−1hn−1Bn−1

= [an−1(ω)eik∗
n−1hn−1 + bn−1(ω)e−ik∗

n−1hn−1 ]A1

(3.2.18)

The amplitude ratio between the observed motions at the ground surface and at the
top of the n-th layer is written as:

2A1

An + Bn
= 2

an−1(ω)eik∗
n−1hn−1 + bn−1(ω)e−ik∗

n−1hn−1
(3.2.19)

It is clear that Eq. (3.2.19) does not depend on properties of the n-th layer, because
an−1(ω) and bn−1(ω) consist of the properties of up to the (n − 1)-th layers and the
properties of the n-th layer (k∗

n and G∗
n) are cancelled in calculating An + Bn as obviously

seen in Eqs. (3.2.8) to (3.2.10). Consequently, the amplitude ratio of the observed
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motions between the ground surface and a certain depth is independent of properties
of layers deeper than that depth.

On the other hand, the amplitude ratio of the upward waves (A1/An) or the out-
cropping waves (2A1/2An) between the surface and the top of the n-th layer is written
as follows which is dependent on the properties (k∗

n and G∗
n) of the n-th layer.

A1

An
= 2A1

2An
= 1

an(ω)
(3.2.20)

Both Eqs. (3.2.19) and (3.2.20) represent site amplifications during earthquakes
defined between the ground surface and a base layer (engineering bedrock) due to
the vertical propagation of the SH-wave, if the n-th layer is assumed as the base layer
as shown in Fig. 3.2.2. Eq. (3.2.19) corresponds to the amplification of observed
motions in the vertical arrays, wherein the properties of the base layer have nothing
to do with the amplification. In contrast, 2A1/2An in Eq. (3.2.20) corresponds to the
amplification of outcropping motions between the ground surface and the outcrop-
ping n-th layer (assuming the overburden soils were all removed), and depends on the
properties of the base layer (k∗

n and G∗
n), though being independent of layer thickness

hn as can be seen from Eq. (3.2.8). These observations tell that, in a site amplification
analysis using a soil model precisely reproducing the site condition, one can forget soil
properties in the base layer (n-th layer) if the earthquake motions observed at the base
(An + Bn) are given in the analysis. However, if the outcropping motions at that depth
(2An) are to be given to the same model, the properties of the base layer should be
prescribed.

(iii) Decomposition of subsurface motion to upward and downward waves

If the earthquake record is given at the ground surface u1 = U1eiωt, it is easy to
decompose it into upward and downward components as:

A1 = B1 = U1

2
(3.2.21)

Although Am and Bm in an arbitrary m-th layer can be theoretically determined
from the surface record, its reliability largely depends on the applicability of the multi-
reflection theory of vertically propagating SH-waves to site-specific actual ground
responses, and the applicability tends to be poorer with increasing depth. If there are
multiple subsurface down-hole records at different depths available, the calculations
of Am and Bm in deeper ground can be more reliable.

The displacement at the top of the m-th layer is given from the first formula in
Eq. (3.2.6) as:

um = Umeiωt = (Am + Bm)eiωt (3.2.22)

where Am and Bm are complex amplitudes of upward and downward waves in the
m-th layer. If, in addition to um in Eq. (3.2.21), another records un at the top of the
n-th layer is available as:

un = Uneiωt = (An + Bn)eiωt (3.2.23)
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then, in a similar manner as Eq. (3.2.9), the amplitudes between the two depths are
correlated as:{

An

Bn

}
= [Tn][Tn−1] · · · [Tm+1]

{
Am

Bm

}
= [Tn,m+1]

{
Am

Bm

}
(3.2.24)

If the two by two matrix above is expressed as:

[Tn,m+1] =
[
T11 T12

T21 T22

]
(3.2.25)

Then, Eqs. (3.2.22), (3.2.23), (3.2.24) give the amplitudes Am and Bm as follows.

{
Un

Um

}
=

[
T11 + T21 T12 + T22

1 1

]{
Am

Bm

}
= [Pn,m+1]

{
Am

Bm

}
(3.2.26)

{
Am

Bm

}
= [Pn,m+1]−1

{
Un

Um

}
(3.2.27)

Accordingly, the corresponding amplitudes for the n-th layer are given by substituting
Eq. (3.2.27) to Eq. (3.2.24) (Kokusho and Motoyama 2002) as:

{
An

Bn

}
= [Tn,m+1][Pn,m+1]−1

{
Un

Um

}
(3.2.28)

3.2.3.2 Complex response analysis of discretized model

With the rapid development in computer technology, two/three-dimensional earth-
quake response analyses of complicated models are often implemented in geotechnical
engineering, too. By discretizing foundation soils and structures into the finite element
or finite difference models consisting of a numerous number of nodes and elements,
the following multi-dimensional dynamic matrix equation can eventually be derived.

[M]Ü + [C]U̇ + [K]U = −{m}z̈ (3.2.29)

Here, Ü, U̇, U are the vectors for accelerations, velocities and displacements of the
nodes, and [M], [C], [K] are the matrices of mass, damping and stiffness, respec-
tively. The right side term −{m}z̈ represents the earthquake loads wherein z̈ = input
acceleration and {m} = mass vector consisting of the diagonal components of the mass
matrix [M].

There exist a variety of methods in numerically solving Eq. (3.2.29). A typical
method is the complex response analysis, wherein the stationary response in the fre-
quency domain for harmonic motions is computed with variable input frequencies,
and the dynamic response to irregular earthquake motions in the time domain are
efficiently calculated using the Fourier and inverse-Fourier transforms (e.g. Lysmer
et al. 1975). The input acceleration time history z̈ discretized into N data points (even
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numbers) with the time increment �t is first expressed by the finite Fourier series of
harmonic waves with the terms s = 0 to N/2 as:

z̈ = Re
N/2∑
s=0

z̈seiωst (3.2.30)

Accordingly, the response displacement vector U is also expanded in a Fourier series as:

U = Re
N/2∑
s=0

Useiωst (3.2.31)

Substituting Eqs. (3.2.30) and (3.2.31) into Eq. (3.2.29) yields the next equation for
each term of Fourier transform s = 0–N/2.

(−ω2
s [M] + iωs[C] + [K])Us = −{m}z̈s (3.2.32)

The matrices [M] and [C] are real number matrices, while the stiffness matrix [K] can
be a complex number matrix to represent not only the soil stiffness but also the internal
soil damping. As already mentioned in Sec. 1.5, the complex shear moduli G∗ in various
viscoelastic models can be incorporated in [K], though G∗ for the Nonviscous Kelvin
model in Eq. (1.5.23) is normally employed in soil materials. Thus, Eq. (3.2.32) with
the complex coefficient in the parenthesis on the left side is directly solved. The stiffness
and damping properties can be prescribed individually on the element by element basis.
The damping matrix [C] is not actually necessary for material damping in this method
because the complex matrix [K] represents not only the stiffness but also the damping
characteristics.

Eq. (3.2.32) is solved first by assuming z̈s = 1.0 to have the solutions of the equation
for the number of terms of the Fourier series s = 0–N/2 as:

Us1 = (ω2
s [M] − iωs[C] − [K])−1{m} (3.2.33)

The computation is implemented actually not for all the terms s but with some skips
and interpolations for the computational efficiency (Lysmer et al. 1975). The time
history of earthquake response is obtained by using Eq. (3.2.33) as:

U = Re
N/2∑
s=0

Useiωst = Re
N/2∑
s=0

Us1z̈seiωst (3.2.34)

Because Eqs. (3.2.33) and (3.2.34) are calculated by the computer algorithm named
Fast Fourier Transform efficiently, the number of data points in the time axis N should
be the powers of 2 such as 2048, 4096, 8192, etc. including trailing zeros following
actual records to secure the sufficient length for a subsequent quiet zone.

The complex response analysis in the frequency domain is convenient in dealing
with boundary conditions. If a special treatment called as a transmitting boundary is
built in by adding complex components at the vertical side nodes of a two-dimensional
soil model, the surface wave can travel through the lateral boundary without reflection
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in a layered soil model, and thus reproducing the wave radiation to neighboring soils
(Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer 1969, Lysmer and Waas 1972).

The complex response analysis utilizes the superposition of linear solutions, and
cannot go beyond the linear properties. In order to apply this analysis to nonlinear
problems in an approximate way, the equivalent-linear analysis is implemented.

3.2.3.3 Mode-superposition analysis of discretized model

A mode superposition or modal analysis is another method based on the superposition
of linear solutions, where nonlinear problems can be dealt with only approximately
by the equivalent linear analysis. Here, the displacement vector U of a N-degree of
freedom system can be expressed as a linear summation of individual mode vectors
{Xi}, which are orthogonal to each other, with the amplitude qi (i = 1–N) as shown in
Eq. (3.2.35).

U =
N∑

i=1

{Xi}qi = [X]{Q} (3.2.35)

[X] is a N by N matrix with individual {Xi} comprising i-th column, and {Q} is a
vertical vector composed of qi. Substituting Eq. (3.2.35) into Eq. (3.2.29) and imple-
menting some matrix calculations based on the orthogonality of {Xi} yield the next N
independent equations.

q̈i + 2Diωiq̇i + ω2
i qi = pi

mi
= −ηi z̈ (i = 1−N) (3.2.36)

Here, mi = XT
i [M]Xi, Di = ci/2

√
miki, ω2

i = ki/mi, pi = −XT
i {m}z̈ = −ηimiz̈, ci =

XT
i [C]Xi, ki = XT

i [K]Xi, and ηi = XT
i {m}/mi is called a mode-participation factor,

representing the degree of participation of individual modes in the global vibration.
Eq. (3.2.36) represents one-degree of freedom vibration systems of N-numbers shaken
by the acceleration ηi z̈. Calculating qi(t) for i = 1–N individually in the time domain
and superposing them in Eq. (3.2.35) yields the ultimate solution U. In calculating
Eq. (3.2.36) in actual problems, it is sufficient to calculate only the lower order modes
with larger mode-participation factors, ignoring the higher order modes to have a
solution with a sufficient accuracy.

As for the damping matrix [C], so-called Rayleigh damping in the next equation
consisting of two components; one proportional to the mass matrix [M] and the other
proportional to the stiffness matrix [K], with the proportionality constants α and β

with units s−1 and s, respectively, is sometimes used.

[C] = α[M] + β[K] (3.2.37)

Substituting this into Eq. (3.2.29) and conducting the matrix calculations based on the
orthogonality of {Xi} using Eq. (3.2.35) yields the damping ratio Di for the i-th mode.

Di = 1
2ωi

α + ωi

2
β (3.2.38)
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This indicates that, in the Rayleigh damping, the modal damping ratio of i-th mode Di

is not constant but variable with the resonant frequency of i-th order ωi. It is obvious
that Di takes a minimum value at ∂Di/∂ωi = 0 (ωi = √

α/β), and tends to increase with
increasing/decreasing ωi. Thus, care is needed how to choose the constants α and β

properly in implementing the modal analyses if the soil damping is postulated to be
essentially frequency-independent.

In the modal analysis, the damping ratios can be prescribed not to the individual
elements but to the individual vibration modes such as the modal damping ratios Di in
Eq. (3.2.36). The Rayleigh damping is one of the methods how to determine the modal
damping associated with the mass and stiffness matrices. This is quite different from
the complex response analysis where the material damping ratios can be prescribed
to individual elements of a model. However, it is possible in the modal analyses to
determine the modal damping ratios which are equivalent to the material damping
so that the same energy is dissipated in a single cycle of vibration in that particular
vibration mode. Namely, the shear strain energy Wij and the dissipated energy �Wij

in the i-th vibration mode in one cycle in an element j can be written by using shear
strain γij, shear modulus Gij, material damping ratio Dij referring to Eq. (1.5.7) as:

Wij =
Gijγ

2
ij

2
, �Wij = 4πWijDij (3.2.39)

Using these energies per unit volume and each element volume Vj, the corresponding
energies in the i-th vibration mode in all the elements are written respectively as follows.

∑
j

VjWij =
∑

j

VjGijγ
2
ij

2
,

∑
j

Vj�Wij =
∑

j

4πVjWijDij (3.2.40)

In order to equalize the total dissipated energy in one cycle in the i-th vibration mode,
the modal damping ratio in that particular vibration mode DMi is expressed by using
Eq. (1.5.7) again as:

DMi =
∑

j Vj�Wij

4π
∑

j VjWij
=

∑
j [DijVj(Gijγ

2
ij/2)]∑

j [Vj(Gijγ
2
ij/2)]

(3.2.41)

This indicates that the modal damping DMi is obtained as the weighting average
of the material damping Dij in the i-th vibration mode in the individual elements
with the weights Vj(Gijγ

2
ij/2), the strain energy in the individual elements. This allows

to choose appropriate modal damping ratios for different modes considering the
frequency-independent soil damping, without using the Rayleigh damping.

3.2.3.4 Time-domain stepwise nonlinear analysis of discretized model

Eq. (3.2.29) is directly integrated in the time domain incorporating nonlinear soil
properties which change in a small time increment. It is suitable to strongly-nonlinear
problems such as liquefaction, though the computational efficiency is not as good as
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the methods mentioned above. For the stepwise calculation, the dynamic equation is
expressed in the incremental form with the time increment �t.

[M] �Ü + [C] �U̇ + [Kt] �U = −{m}�z̈ (3.2.42)

The stiffness matrix [Kt] changes step by step incorporating the tangent moduli deter-
mined in the stress-strain models in each step. Starting from the initial values of
acceleration Ü, velocity U̇ and displacement U at t = 0, the dynamic response in each
step is calculated by adding the computed increments to corresponding values in the
previous step as:

Ü(t) = Ü(t − �t) + �Ü

U̇(t) = U̇(t − �t) + �U̇

U(t) = U(t − �t) + �U

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ (3.2.43)

As for the stress–strain curves to determine tangent moduli, several models such as the
HH and RO models are used together with the Masing rule as mentioned in Sec. 3.1. At
each time step, ascending (loading) or descending (unloading) is judged on the stress-
strain curve to determine the tangent modulus using the Masing rule for the stepwise
calculation. In this nonlinear analysis, the residual displacement can be calculated
unlike other linear or equivalent linear analyses. The bulk modulus or Poisson’s ratio
necessary in two or three-dimensional analyses is assumed constant in a normal total
stress analysis, although they may also behave nonlinearly.

In the effective stress analyses, the tangent moduli of submerged soils below water
table are further modified step by step reflecting excess pore-pressure variations evalu-
ated in another evaluation flow based on the soil dilatancy. Pore-water migration due
to consolidation or seepage flow may also be considered in the effective stress analyses.
Several constitutive relations including elastoplastic models are used to reproduce the
soil dilatancy, the theoretical details of which are out of the scope here.

In the step-by-step nonlinear analysis, damping characteristics are intrinsically
included in chasing hysteretic stress-strain curves in the stepwise calculations, and
hence the damping matrix [C] for the hysteretic damping is not necessary. Neverthe-
less, the Rayleigh damping [C] in Eq. (3.2.37) is sometimes employed in the nonlinear
analysis. Out of the force by the Rayleigh damping [C]�U̇ = α[M]�U̇ + β[K]�U̇,
α[M]�U̇ is analogous to the inertial force with larger damping effect in lower fre-
quency, while β[K]�U̇ is analogous to the spring force with larger damping effect in
higher frequency as inferred from Eq. (3.2.38). Considering these trends, the Rayleigh
damping is used to stabilize the dynamic response of strongly nonlinear system when
the hysteretic damping is temporarily small because of small induced strains.

In order to properly reproduce the wave radiations through the model bound-
aries in the time domain analyses, a viscous boundary can be used. This boundary is
equipped with a line of viscous dashpots as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.3, which is supposed
to absorb the wave energy without reflection. The dashpot constant is equal to the wave
impedance, ρVs for the SH-wave or ρVp for the P-wave of the soil at the boundary.
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Figure 3.2.3 Viscous boundary with dashpots without reflecting waves.

If the vertical z-axis is taken upward, the one-dimensional SH-wave propagation with
the downward f 1 and upward reflected f 2 waves is expressed as:

u = f1(z + Vst) + f2(z − Vst) (3.2.44)

If there is no reflected wave, it becomes u = f1(z + Vst) and the shear stress at the
boundary is written as:

τ

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= G
∂

∂z
f1(z + Vst)

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= G
Vs

∂

∂t
f1(z + Vst)

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= ρVs
∂f1

∂t

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= ρVsu̇
∂

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

(3.2.45)

Here, ρVsu̇|z=0 is the product of the wave impedance ρVs and the particle velocity at
the boundary u̇|z=0, which is equivalent to the stress exerted in a dashpot with the
viscosity c = ρVs loaded with the particle velocity u̇. This indicates that the viscous
boundary connected with the rigid plate via the dashpots can eliminate the reflected
waves. Likewise, for the P-wave the dashpot viscosity is c = ρVp. These are simple
cases where the incident waves are normal to the boundaries. For oblique waves, it is
difficult to completely eliminate the reflected waves by the viscous boundary.

It is not difficult to implement this kind of stepwise nonlinear analysis today on
two or three dimensional models with a huge number of degree-of-freedom, though the
analytical results are sometimes very diverted among different analytical schemes and
sensitive to optional parameters. Nevertheless, their reliability cannot be verified by
comparing with rigorous solutions unlike linear analyses. Consequently, case history
studies with well-documented soil and earthquake data or well-organized model test
studies are indispensable to demonstrate their applicability and reliability in various
conditions.
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3.2.4 Equivalent linear analysis

If soil properties are not so strongly nonlinear, equivalent linear analyses are often
employed in engineering practice. In the analysis, equivalent linear properties compat-
ible with induced strain levels are determined element by element by iterations, and
the linear analysis using the properties ultimately converged yield the final solution.
Because of the linearity, the equivalent linearization can be incorporated in the com-
plex response analysis or the modal analysis to efficiently solve the systems of large
degrees of freedom.

3.2.4.1 Analytical procedure

The equivalent linear properties; the secant shear modulus ratio G/G0 and the hys-
teretic damping ratio D, versus the effective shear strain γeff schematically illustrated in
Fig. 3.2.4 are followed iteratively in this analysis (Seed and Idriss 1971). The calculation
steps are as follows.

i) Estimate the effective strains γeff induced by a particular earthquake motion and
determine initial tentative values of G and D using the G∼γeff and D∼γeff curves.

ii) Compute the dynamic response of the model by the earthquake motion using
the predetermined G and D. This is a linear analysis with the soil properties
unchanged during the one iteration cycle of the analysis.

iii) From the calculated strain time-histories, the effective strains γeff are determined
in individual elements. From the γeff -values, the newly-iterated G and D are
determined using the G∼γeff curves and D∼γeff curves as indicated in Fig. 3.2.4.

iv) Compare the newly-iterated G and D with the previously iterated values, and
if their differences are all within certain allowable limits (e.g. ±5%), then these
values are judged as finally converged properties corresponding to the converged
effective strains γeff . Otherwise, return to ii) above and the iteration continues.

Figure 3.2.4 Iterative procedure in equivalent linear analyses using G/G0–γ curves and D–γ curves in
semi-log diagram.
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Thus, in the equivalent linear analysis, the effective strain γeff is a key parameter to
obtain the final results, though it is not so clear how to determine γeff logically from the
calculated strain time-histories in iii) above. The following simple formula is employed
normally in practice (e.g. Schnabel et al. 1972), where γmax = maximum induced shear
strain during a particular earthquake motion, and α = reduction coefficient.

γeff = aγmax (3.2.46)

The coefficient α, providing optimum results reflecting nonlinear soil properties, is
certainly dependent on the earthquake motions, the degree of soil nonlinearity, and
what kind of design values (acceleration, strain, etc.) are needed. It is accepted that in
many cases α is between 0.5 and 0.7, and α = 0.65 is chosen as a default value (Seed
and Idriss 1971).

Anyway, this analysis is actually a linear analysis which cannot follow the time-
dependent variations of soil properties during seismic loading. Hence the discrepancies
from actual soil behavior tends to widen with the increasing strain levels. The
earthquake-induced strain calculated by the equivalent linear analysis tends to be sig-
nificantly smaller than that by the stepwise nonlinear analysis as the soil nonlinearity
gets stronger, while the difference in the exerted stresses may not differ so widely
between the two analyses. Furthermore, the non-zero residual strains at the end of
nonlinear soil response cannot be evaluated by the equivalent linear analysis.

3.2.4.2 Modification of equivalent linear analysis

As one of the significant problems of the equivalent linear analysis, high-frequency
accelerations in the computed response tend to be underestimated as the soil nonlin-
earity becomes stronger. This is because the induced strains by accelerations of higher
frequency tend to be smaller than those of lower frequency involved in a given earth-
quake motion. Because a single damping ratio D has to be chosen in each soil element
in the one-iteration cycle of the analysis, larger damping ratio corresponding to a larger
γmax-value induced by the lower frequency acceleration motions is employed actually.
It is sometimes too large for the higher acceleration motions, leading to the underesti-
mation of acceleration amplifications in the higher frequency compared to the lower
frequency.

In this regard, a modified equivalent linear analysis was proposed where the soil
properties can be given differently considering the different induced strains in the differ-
ent frequency ranges for the same earthquake motion (Sugito 1995). In this method, the
coefficient α in Eq. (3.2.46) is not constant but variable with the frequency ω = 2πf as:

γeff (ω) = Cγmax
Fγ (ω)
Fγmax

(3.2.47)

Here, C = a constant, Fγ (ω) = Fourier spectrum of induced strain and Fγmax =
maximum value of Fγ (ω) as exemplified in Fig. 3.2.5. Eq. (3.2.47) enables the shear
modulus and damping to be not only strain-dependent but also frequency-dependent,
while it returns to original Eq. (3.2.46) if Fγ (ω)/Fγmax = 1.0 and C = α. In the figure
for example, the peak value Fγmax appears at around f = 2 Hz, and Fγ (ω) at higher
frequencies is much smaller than Fγmax , indicating that γeff (ω) becomes smaller in the
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Figure 3.2.5 Typical Fourier spectrum of strain for modified equivalent linear analysis (Sugito 1995).

Figure 3.2.6 Calculated acceleration response spectrum ratio compared with observation: (a) Modi-
fied equivalent linear analysis, (b) Conventional equivalent linear analysis (Sugito 1995).

higher frequencies in Eq. (3.2.47) and so does the corresponding damping ratio D. In
this manner, the effective strains can be given differently in multiple frequency ranges
using the Fourier strain spectrum such as Fig. 3.2.5 and the associated soil proper-
ties are obtained by using G∼γeff and D∼γeff curves of Fig. 3.2.4 in the individual
frequency ranges.

Fig. 3.2.6 shows the ratios of acceleration response spectra between the ground
surface and the depth of 38.5 m at a site calculated by the one-dimensional
equivalent-linear response analysis, wherein the computed spectrum ratio with the
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thick curve by the modified analysis in (a) fits well with the observed spectrum of ver-
tical array records in the thin curve. In contrast, the spectrum ratio by the conventional
analysis in (b) obviously underestimates the observation in higher frequencies because
the equivalent damping ratio is given too high. Thus, it is possible to improve the
equivalent linear analysis to a certain extent by introducing the frequency-dependent
properties.

The lower damping ratio in higher frequencies introduced in the modified equiva-
lent linear analysis apparently looks similar to the frequency-dependency of damping
by wave scattering to be addressed in Sec. 4.3.3. However, the frequency-dependency
of damping discussed here is originated from the strain dependency of soil properties.
Despite the similarity in the frequency-dependency, their mechanisms are completely
different.

3.2.5 Equivalent linear and nonlinear analyses compared
with model test

After addressing various numerical analyses, it is of interest how well or poorly they
reproduce actual soil response. In the following, the dynamic soil response by 1G shak-
ing table tests is simulated by two representative analyses; the equivalent linear analysis
and the stepwise nonlinear analysis to understand their characteristics (Kokusho et al.
1979, Kokusho 1982).

3.2.5.1 Shaking table test and 1D soil model

A dry or saturated uniform sand layer was made in a laminar shear box in Fig. 3.2.7
with depth 1005 mm and inner horizontal area 1200 mm and 800 mm. It was probably
a pioneering work of shaking table model test using the laminar shear box to realize
free shear mode vibration of a horizontal soil layer (Kokusho et al. 1979). The sand
layer was shaken horizontally by irregular seismic motions with various intensities
to observe the dynamic response and its variation due to soil nonlinearity. The one-
dimensional soil layer was idealized either by a 4-lumped mass model for the nonlinear
step-by-step analysis or by a 4-layer continuum model for the equivalent linear analysis

Figure 3.2.7 Laminar shear box used in model shaking table test (Kokusho et al. 1979).
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Figure 3.2.8 Two types of analytical models for shaking table tests: (a) Lumped mass-spring model for
nonlinear analysis, (b) continuum model for equivalent linear analysis (Kokusho 1982).

as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.8. The soil properties used in the analyses were measured for the
sand under very low confining stresses. Namely, the initial shear moduli of individual
layers were determined so that the first resonant frequency of the analytical model
is equal to the observed frequency in the sand model for small strains. The strain-
dependent variations of G/G0 and D were measured in torsional simple shear tests
under the confining stresses from 100 kPa to very low 2 kPa as shown in Fig. 3.2.9. This
figure demonstrates that the variations of G/G0 and D are almost uniquely correlated
with the normalized shear strain γ/γr or γ/γy as mentioned in Sec. 2.4.1 even for very
low confining stresses down to σ ′

c = 2 kPa. The test results are compared fairly well
with the equivalent linear HH model formulated in Eqs. (3.1.19), (3.1.20) and the RO
model in Eqs. (3.1.23), (3.1.25). However, damping ratio by the HH model tends to
considerably overestimate the experiments for γ/γr > 1.0 as already pointed out in Sec.
3.1.3. For the RO model, αRO = 3.46, βRO = 1.8 were chosen among the three curves
drawn in Fig. 3.2.9.

In the equivalent linear analysis, the HH and RO models were used to compare
with the shaking table test results, though D = 0.02 was added in the two damping
models to have better matching with the measured small-strain damping. The stress
reduction coefficient in Eq. (3.2.46) was chosen as α = 0.65.

In the step-by-step nonlinear analysis, the two hysteretic models were used to
compare to each other. The stress-strain curves are constructed from the skeleton
curves using Eqs. (3.1.7)∼(3.1.10) in the Masing rule. The tangent moduli Gt used in
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Figure 3.2.9 Soil properties of clean sand from ultra-low to normal confining stresses σ ′
c = 2∼100 kPa

(Kokusho 1982): (a) G/G0∼γ , (b) D∼γ .

the analysis in the HH model are formulated as:

Gt

G0
= 1

(1 + γ/γr)2
=

(
1 − |τ|

τf

)2

(skeleton curve) (3.2.48)

Gt

G0
= 1

[1 ∓ (γ − γa)/γr]2
=

(
1 ± τ − τa

2τf

)2

(hysteretic curves) (3.2.49)

and those in the RO model are formulated as:

Gt

G0
= 1

[1 + αRO(1 + βRO)|τ/τy|βRO ]2
(skeleton curve) (3.2.50)

Gt

G0
= 1

[1 + αRO(1 + βRO)|∓(τ − τa)/τy|βRO ]2
(hysteretic curves) (3.2.51)

where the upper and lower signs in ∓ or ± correspond to the descending and ascending
curves, respectively, and γa and τa are the strain and stress values at the turning point,
respectively. The stiffness matrix is constructed with these tangent moduli at each time
step, and the dynamic equation Eq. (3.2.42) incorporating these is solved. Here, the
damping matrix such as the Rayleigh damping is not used. It is the total stress analysis
considering the effect of pore-pressure buildup only implicitly even for saturated sand
layers.

3.2.5.2 Comparison of analyses and model test

Figs. 3.2.10(a), (b) show acceleration responses at the surface of the dry sand model
calculated by the stepwise nonlinear and equivalent linear analyses, respectively, with
input accelerations given at the bottom of the layer, and compared with the test results.
Here, the maximum acceleration at the surface is around 0.2 g with the maximum
induced strain in the layer γ = 5 × 10−4, corresponding to the modulus degradation
G/G0 = 0.4–0.5. It is observed that the stepwise nonlinear analysis can reproduce
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Figure 3.2.10 Calculated acceleration responses at model surface compared with experiment results
(Kokusho 1982): (a) Stepwise nonlinear analysis, (b) Equivalent linear analysis.

smaller amplitudes involved in the same seismic wave as good as larger amplitudes.
In contrast, the equivalent linear analysis can reproduce larger amplitudes much bet-
ter than smaller amplitudes. This is because the properties are varied stepwise in the
time domain in the nonlinear analysis while they stay at constant values optimized
to have better matching for larger amplitudes in the equivalent linear analysis. A
closer look at the same figure also reveals that the calculated response contains high-
frequency small-amplitude vibrations in the former, while it is very smooth with not
much high frequency vibrations in the latter. It is because of the excessive damping
of high-frequency motions in the equivalent linear analysis as already mentioned in
Sec. 3.2.4.2 and also because no damping works literally in small amplitude vibra-
tions in the nonlinear analysis, necessitating a mechanism such as Rayleigh damping.
Also note that the difference in constitutive models has larger impact on the calculated
response in the former than the latter. For the nonlinear HH model in particular, the
response acceleration tends to be suppressed to a lower value because the HH model
has an asymptotic maximum shear strength and an extraordinarily large damping ratio
in large strains.

Figs. 3.2.11 depicts acceleration response spectra (damping ratio = 5%) at the
model surface for small and large input accelerations for the nonlinear analysis in (a)
and the equivalent linear analysis in (b), respectively. For the small input acceleration
(0.045 g) with weak soil nonlinearity in the top diagram, the stepwise nonlinear anal-
ysis overestimates the model test in the higher frequency range probably due to too
small damping ratio there, while the equivalent linear analysis gives a fair coincidence
with the test for all the frequency range. For the large input acceleration (0.414 g) in the
bottom diagram, the HH model predicts the smaller response than the RO model both
for the nonlinear and equivalent linear analyses, reflecting significantly larger damping
ratio in the HH model for large strains. Also can be seen from the figure that there
is a single spectrum peak in the large-input equivalent linear analysis because it has a
distinct resonant period determined from the converged moduli. In contrast, a single
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Figure 3.2.11 Calculated acceleration response spectra (damping ratio = 5%) at model surface com-
pared with test results for two input accelerations of 0.045 g (top) and 0.414 g (bottom)
(Kokusho 1982): (a) Stepwise nonlinear analysis, (b) Equivalent linear analysis.

dominant peak is difficult to appear in the strong-input nonlinear analysis because soil
properties are always changing drastically without any fixed resonant period. In the
nonlinear analysis, the RO model, whose parameters αRO and βRO in Eqs. (3.2.50)
and (3.2.51) are adjustable to have better matching with the actual soil properties, can
simulate the measured response spectrum much better than the HH model, though
it tends to exaggerate ups and downs of the measured spectrum in the short period
range.

Fig. 3.2.12 shows the shear strain time-histories at the 2/3 depth of the uniform
sand layer for the strong input acceleration (0.414 g) calculated in the nonlinear and
equivalent linear analyses using the two soil models. The strain amplitudes in the
nonlinear analysis are larger than those in the equivalent linear analysis for the two
models. Also note that the residual strains obtained in the nonlinear analyses due to the
irregularity of input motions using the HH and RO models are very different, indicating
that the proper choices of soil models and associated parameters are essential to have
meaningful residual deformations critical to the Performance-Based Design.

Fig. 3.2.13 illustrates stress-strain hysteretic curves at the same depth obtained by
the nonlinear analyses using the two soil models. Though the difference in the hysteresis
looks small in the earlier stage, it becomes greater later on reflecting the asymptotic
maximum stress in the HH model beyond that the shear stress cannot go.

In the Performance-Based Design, various numerical analyses (total and effec-
tive stress analyses) incorporating strong nonlinear properties of soils are already
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Figure 3.2.12 Calculated strain time-histories for different soil models (Kokusho 1982).

Figure 3.2.13 Calculated stress-strain hysteresis (Kokusho 1982): (a) HH model, (b) RO model.

available for evaluating seismically induced residual deformation. However, uncer-
tainties involved in these analyses are considerable in comparison with conventional
analyses in terms of seismic input, large-strain soil properties including dilatancy
models, and optional parameters in numerical analyses. What we need in choosing
appropriate values for input parameters and judging the reliability of analytical out-
comes is a sort of benchmark case histories with well-documented geotechnical and
seismic conditions in situ and also benchmark model test results.

3.3 SCALED MODEL TESTS AND SOIL MODELS

3.3.1 Needs for model tests

Dynamic soil behaviors during earthquakes are sometimes investigated by means of
model tests in addition to numerical analyses. Unlike soil element tests on uniform soil
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materials, the model tests aim to simulate soil behaviors in prototypes by incorporating
geometrically similar models with soils and boundary conditions as realistic as possible.
In the numerical analysis, the constitutive relationship of soil is specified in individual
elements, and the response of the global system is solved with initial and boundary
conditions for a given seismic motion. In contrast, the model test is undertaken to
simulate the dynamic response of a total physical system without specifying particular
soil constitutive relationship.

Prototype field tests or case-history records would serve as ultimate model tests, if
associated detailed geotechnical and seismic data are available. Recently great efforts
are increasingly producing good and high-density in situ records in many parts of the
world and disseminating them among researchers. However, the case histories with
high-density geotechnical and seismic data coupled are very limited in quantity and
quality. In contrast, the model tests have a great advantage in that the necessary data
can be repeatedly acquired in prescribed conditions. Hence, the aim of model tests is
not to reproduce in situ soil behaviors in general but to focus on some specified aspects
of soil behaviors to be investigated.

As the model tests in soil dynamics, shaking table tests in 1 g were carried out from
old times for earth dams (e.g. Clough and Pirtz 1956). Model tests for horizontal soil
layers were first conducted in a laminar shear box (Kokusho et al. 1979) as shown in
Fig. 3.2.7 to reproduce the ground vibration in the shear mode by the SH-wave prop-
agation. Large scale model tests of several meters in depth are sometimes conducted
today, though they are still considerably smaller in size than the prototype. It may
well be expected that a model with geometrical similarity made from the same soil
materials tends to show similar behavior to the prototype. However, the quantitative
similarity cannot be assured because soils are frctional materials, and their properties
are highly dependent on the overburden stress. More recently, shaking table tests in the
centrifugal environments are increasingly conducted wherein the overburden is raised,
so that small models can be comparable with prototypes not only qualitatively but
also quantitatively in the light of similitude.

There may be two approaches to draw the quantitative results on the prototype
behavior from the scaled model tests: i) Establish a similitude law to interpret the
model test results so that they can be directly applicable to prototype soil behaviors,
and ii) Develop a numerical procedure and validate its applicability in a scaled model
using the constitutive relationships of the model soil under very-low confining stresses,
then apply it to the prototype using the actual soil properties to have the quantitative
results. In the following, the similitudes for scaled models of soil materials in 1 g and
centrifugal accelerations are discussed, followed by the soil properties under very low
confining stresses in 1 g scaled models.

3.3.2 Similitude for scaled model tests

3.3.2.1 How to derive similitude

In soil-related problems, nonlinear stress-strain relationships and dilatancy in the soil
materials make it difficult to rigorously describe the constitutive laws included in the
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governing equations. In such cases, the following three methods may be employed to
develop the similitude.

A. Non-dimensional parameters are generated arbitrarily or in the light of
“π-theorem’’ (Buckingham 1914), combining pertinent physical variables asso-
ciated with a particular problem. The similitudes are derived by equating these
parameters in the model and the prototype.

B. Forces involved in a particular problem are picked up, and the similitudes are
derived by equating the ratios of the individual forces between the model and
prototype (Kagawa 1978).

C. Governing equations associated with a particular problem are chosen, and the
variables included in the equations are assumed to be all proportional between the
model and prototype. The similitudes are derived by determining the constants
of proportionality so that the same governing equations hold both in the model
and in the prototype (Joseph et al. 1988, Iai 1989).

3.3.2.2 Derivation of similitude by forces

Here, a similitude for a shaking table model test conceptually illustrated in Fig. 3.3.1
is derived. Let L and t be length and time, and the subscripts m and p represent the
model and prototype, respectively, then their scaling ratios are written here as:

Lm

Lp
= 1

λ
,

tm

tp
= 1

τ
(3.3.1)

In a similar manner, the scaling ratios for ρ = soil density and g = gravitational
acceleration are:

ρm

ρp
= 1

η
,

gm

gp
= 1

γ
(3.3.2)

Figure 3.3.1 Schematic illustrations of (a) shaking table model test versus (b) prototype.
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Following the method B above by Kagawa (1978), the six forces are focused as follows:
i) self-weight, ii) inertia, iii) force for deformation, iv) force for internal damping,
v) force for cohesion and vi) force for friction.

i) Force for self-weight can be expressed as ρ × g × L3, hence the ratio rd between
the model and prototype is written as:

rd = ρmgmL3
m

ρpgpL3
p

= 1
ηγλ3

(3.3.3)

ii) Force for inertia can be expressed, by using displacement u = εL, as ρ × L3 ×
ε × L × t−2, hence the ratio ri can be written as:

ri = ρmεmL4
mt−2

m

ρpεpL4
pt−2

p

= τ2

ηβλ4
(3.3.4)

iii) Force for deformation can be expressed using deformation modulus E as ε ×
E × L2, hence the ratio re can be written as:

re = εmEmL2
m

εpEpL2
p

= 1
βλ2

Em

Ep
(3.3.5)

iv) Force for internal damping D can be expressed as D × ε × E × L2, hence the
ratio rD can be written as:

rD = DmεmEmL2
m

DpεpEpL2
p

= 1
βλ2

DmEm

DpEp
(3.3.6)

v) Force for cohesion c can be expressed as c × L2, hence the ratio rc can be
written as:

rc = cmL2
m

cpL2
p

= 1
λ2

cm

cp
(3.3.7)

vi) Force for friction coefficient tan φ can be expressed as σ × L2 × tan φ, hence the
ratio rf can be written as:

rf = σmL2
m tan φm

σpL2
p tan φp

= 1
αλ2

tan φm

tan φp
(3.3.8)

By equating the above six force ratios, the similarity ratios of basic physical variables
between the model and prototype can be determined. First, the equality of self-weight
and inertia rd = ri leads to a similarity ratio in time as:

tm/tp = 1/τ =√
γ/βλ (3.3.9)
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Similarly, rd = re, rd = rc lead to the similarity ratios for the deformation coefficient
and cohesion, respectively, as:

Em

Ep
= β

ηγλ
,

cm

cp
= 1

ηγλ
(3.3.10)

Likewise, re = rD, rd = rf lead, respectively, to:

Dm

Dp
= 1.0,

tan φm

tan φp
= α

ηγλ
(3.3.11)

Next, the similarity ratios for σ = stress and ε = strain are expressed respectively as:

σm

σp
= 1

α
(3.3.12)

εm

εp
= 1

β
(3.3.13)

The similarity ratio of stress can also be written as:

σm

σp
= 1

α
= ρm

ρp

gm

gp

Lm

Lp
= 1

ηγλ
(3.3.14)

That of seismic acceleration a can be obtained, by using displacement u = εL, as:

am

ap
= εmLmt−2

m

εpLpt−2
p

= τ2

βλ
(3.3.15)

Nonlinearity in the stress-strain relationships is an important issue to deal with in
developing the similitude for soil materials (Rocha 1957). Let us consider stress-strain
relationships shown with the two solid curves in Fig. 3.3.2 for a model and a prototype,
which is expressed with an identical function f ( ) as:

σm = f (εm), σp = f (εp) (3.3.16)

In this regard, different types of similitude can be derived for a model of the length
ratio Lm/Lp = 1/λ in the following by choosing different ratios for the basic physical
variables, tm/tp = 1/τ, ρm/ρp = 1/η, gm/gp = 1/γ, σm/σp = 1/α and εm/εp = 1/β.

(a) Similitude in 1 g without scaling strain (β = 1.0)

In the shaking table model tests in 1 g, gm/gp = 1/γ = 1.0. The geometrical similarity
is sometimes essential between the model and prototype not only in the initial con-
dition but also during the failure, hence εm/εp = 1/β = 1.0 (Clough and Pirtz 1956).
Then, Eq. (3.3.9) gives 1/τ = 1/

√
λ. If the same soil material is used in the model and

prototype, ρm/ρp = 1/η = 1.0, then Eq. (3.3.14) gives 1/α = 1/λ, which is identical
to that of length Lm/Lp = 1/λ. Then, Eq. (3.3.10) gives Em/Ep = cm/cp = 1/λ for the
ratios of deformation modulus and cohesion to be satisfied in soil materials used in
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Figure 3.3.2 Schematic stress-strain curves of soil material for scaled model and prototype.

the model. This indicates that the stress-strain curve for the model should be like a
dashed curve in Fig. 3.3.2 with the stress scaled by 1/α = 1/λ and the strain scaled
by εm/εp = 1/β = 1.0, which may be very difficult to realize. Thus, the 1 g model test
using the same soil as the prototype with the time scale 1/τ = 1/

√
λ cannot satisfy the

similitude in terms of stress and deformation modulus. On the other hand, Eq. (3.3.11)
gives tan φm/tan φp = 1.0, which may be realized in the same soil if friction angle does
not significantly change with confining stress. Hence, this type of model test may be
usable in geometrically similar model tests using soils without cohesion to reproduce
prototype behaviors not in the prefailure stage but in the ultimate failure mode (Clough
and Pirtz 1956).

(b) Similitude in 1 g with scaling strain (β > 1.0)

Unlike (a) above, the similarity ratio εm/εp= 1/β wherein β > 1.0 is introduced in
shaking table model tests in 1 g, gm/gp = 1/γ = 1.0. Also, the hyperbolic stress-strain
relationship mentioned in Sec. 3.1.1 is assumed and expressed as:

σ = E0
1

1 + ε/εr
ε = E0 · f

(
ε

εr

)
· ε (3.3.17)

wherein E0 = initial deformation modulus, εr = reference strain corresponding to
secant modulus E = σ/ε being 50% of E0, and f (ε/εr) = 1/(1 + ε/εr). From
Eq. (3.3.14), the similarity ratio of stress can be written as:

σm

σp
= E0,m · fm(εm/εr,m)

E0,p · fp(εp/εr,p)
1
β

= 1
ηγλ

= 1
λ

(3.3.18)
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In the above equation, the following relationship holds as already seen in Sec. 2.4
in normal confining stress and also in very low confining stress as will be shown in
Sec. 3.3.3.

fm(εm/εr,m)
fp(εp/εr,p)

= 1.0 (3.3.19)

Then, E0,m/E0,p = β/λ is obtained from Eq. (3.3.18). As for the initial deformation
modulus E0, it is roughly proportional to the square root of the overburden stress or
soil thickness, hence E0,m/E0,p = β/λ = 1/

√
λ and the next equation holds.

1
β

= 1√
λ

(3.3.20)

Thus, a similitude considering the confining stress-dependency of the deformation
modulus of soil is derived by taking the similarity ratio of strain 1/β as in Eq. (3.3.20).
In this case, stress-strain curves in the model and prototype are conceptually drawn as
the two solid curves in Fig. 3.3.2. The similarity ratio of time is accordingly obtained
from Eq. (3.3.9) as 1/τ = 1/

√
βλ = 1/λ3/4. That of acceleration is given by Eq. (3.3.15)

as am/ap = τ2/βλ = 1.0, indicating no scaling in seismic acceleration between model
and prototype in this similitude. Substituting these into Eqs. (3.3.3)–(3.3.8), rd = ri =
rf = rc = re = rD = 1/λ3 is confirmed provided that φm = φp, cm/cp = 1/λ, Dm/Dp = 1.0
hold. These conditions may be satisfied at least for clean sands in ultra-low confining
stress as will be shown in Sec. 3.3.3. Then, the similarity of deformation holds to a
certain degree in a 1G model test using the same soil material in this similitude if the
time is scaled as 1/τ = 1/λ3/4. However, it cannot apply to ultimate failures where
the similarity of strain should be 1/β = 1.0 because the geometric similarity of the
failure mode is not satisfied here.

(c) Similitude in centrifugal acceleration

Soil properties are strongly dependent on confining stress, and not only shear modulus
but also dilatant behavior varies considerably under very low confining stresses in
model tests. The similitude (b) explained above can take account the effect of confining
stress on the shear modulus but not on the dilatant behavior which becomes dominant
as soils approach failures.

A centrifuge model test is a solution to overcome this difficulty. As schematically
illustrated in Fig. 3.3.3, an arm with a swing at the end where a small-size shaking
table is mounted. The shaking table test is conducted while the arm is rotating, under
centrifugal acceleration of around 50 g typically applied to a test model on the table
about 90 degrees inclined from the horizontal plane. Thus, the soil model under the
body force around 50 times larger than 1 g can reproduce the confining stresses of
the prototype in the scaled model. Though other types of body force may be usable
for this purpose; such as seepage force (Zelikson 1969, Kato and Kokusho 2012), the
centrifugal force is used as a more convenient measure.

In the centrifuge model tests, where the same soil material is used as in the proto-
type (1/η= ρm/ρp = 1.0) and the scaling ratios in stress and strain are unity (α= β = 1),
it is expected that the model can reproduce the prototype in terms of stress without
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Figure 3.3.3 Schematic view of centrifuge shaking table test facility.

knowing the soil properties. For α = 1 in Eq. (3.3.14), 1/α = 1/(ηγλ) = 1.0, hence
1/γ = gm/gp = λ which is realized by applying the centrifugal acceleration λg. For
β = 1, the similarity ratio of time is given from Eq. (3.3.9) as 1/τ = √

γ/βλ = 1/λ, and
that of deformation modulus is Em/Ep = β/(ηγλ) = 1.0 from Eq. (3.3.10). Similarly,
Eqs. (3.3.11)∼(3.3.13) give the similarity ratios of all unity for damping ratio, cohe-
sion and friction coefficient. Furthermore, that of seismic acceleration a is given from
Eq. (3.3.15) as am/ap = τ2/βλ = λ, which is identical to that of the gravitational acceler-
ation gm/gp = λ. Thus in the centrifuge tests, a model under the centrifugal acceleration
of λ × g is shaken by a wave motion with the seismic acceleration λ times larger in
amplitude and 1/λ times shorter in time length.

3.3.2.3 Similitude for other variables

(i) Permeability

The Darcy’s law written as follows is a key governing equation in model tests where
water is interacted with soil particles.

v = − k
ρwg

∂p
∂z

(3.3.21)

Here, v = water seepage velocity, k = permeability coefficient, ρw = water density,
p = water pressure, z = flow distance. Use of the method C listed in Sec. 3.3.2.1 for
constructing the similitude yields the following:

vm

vp
= km/ρw,mgm

kp/ρw,pgp

∂pm/∂zm

∂pp/∂zp
= km

kp

ηγλ

α
(3.3.22)

Because the ratio in seepage velocity is also written as vm/vp = (Lm/tm)/(Lp/tp) = τ/λ,
the ratio of permeability coefficient is obtained as:

km

kp
= ατ

ηγλ2
(3.3.23)
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Another important phenomenon associated with model soil tests involving water, such
as post-liquefaction pressure dissipation and associated ground settlement, is governed
by the consolidation equation where the time factor T defined as follows is a non-
dimensional key parameter controlling the consolidation time.

T = Cv

H2
t = k

mvρwg
t

H2
(3.3.24)

Here, Cv = coefficient of consolidation, H = water drainage distance, mv =
compressibility coefficient. The ratio of T can be expressed in the next equation
considering mv,m/mv,p = α.

Tm

Tp
= Cvm

Cvp

λ2

τ
= km/(mv,mρw,mgm)

kp/(mv,pρw,pgp)
λ2

τ
= km

kp

ηγ

α

λ2

τ
(3.3.25)

Following the method A in Sec. 3.3.2.1, Tm/Tp = 1.0 gives the same result as
Eq. (3.3.23), indicating that the same similitude holds for both seepage and consoli-
dation.

Hence, the similarity ratio of the permeability coefficient k is given correspond-
ing to the three kinds of similitude explained above as: (a) in the similitude in 1 g
without scaling strain (β = 1.0), α = λ, η = 1, γ = 1, τ = λ0.5 yield km/kp = 1/λ0.5, (b)
in the similitude in 1 g with scaling strain (β > 1.0) α = λ, η = 1, γ = 1, τ = λ0.75 yield
km/kp = 1/λ0.25, and (c) in the similitude in centrifugal acceleration, α = β = η = 1, γ =
1/λ, τ = λ yield km/kp = 1.

By the way, the permeability coefficient k was originally introduced in an equation
for stationary tube flow as:

k = K
ρwg
µ

(3.3.26)

Here, µ = viscosity of water and K = physical permeability of soil. In the model using
the same soil and water as in the prototype, µm/µp = 1 and Km/Kp = 1 (Joseph et al.
1988). Hence

km

kp
= Km

Kp

ρwmgm/µm

ρwpgp/µp
= 1

ηγ
(3.3.27)

Combining Eqs. (3.3.27) and (3.3.23) gives

1
τ

= α

λ2
(3.3.28)

which is obviously different from the similarity ratio of time Eq. (3.3.9).
Hence, the similarity ratios of time and permeability coefficient for consolida-

tion and seepage problems are given using Eqs. (3.3.28) and (3.3.27) differently from
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those for dynamic response problems, corresponding to the three kinds of similitude
explained before as:

(a) In 1 g without scaling strain (β = 1.0), α = λ, η = 1, γ = 1 yield 1/τ = 1/λ,
km/kp = 1.

(b) In 1 g with scaling strain (β > 1.0) α = λ, η = 1, γ = 1 yield 1/τ = 1/λ, km/kp = 1.
(c) In the centrifugal acceleration, α = η = 1.0, γ = 1/λ yield 1/τ = 1/λ2, km/kp = λ.

In the case of liquefaction tests under the centrifugal acceleration in particular,
the time scale for seepage and consolidation 1/τ = 1/λ2 has to be equalized to that
for dynamic response 1/τ = 1/λ. In order to do that, the permeability coefficient km is
lowered by 1/λ-times from km/kp = λ to km/kp = 1 in centrifuge tests by adding some
viscous fluid into water or by using essentially the same soil materials as prototype but
with smaller particles.

(ii) Axial and flexural rigidity of piles

The force equilibrium of vertical piles in horizontal direction (x-axis) considering the
flexural rigidity is expressed by the following equation.

EI
∂4u
∂x4

+ ρbhBü + Bσx = 0 (3.3.29)

Here u = horizontal displacement, EI = flexural rigidity, ρb, B, h = density, thickness,
width of piles with a rectangular cross-section, and σx = horizontal earth pressure on
the pile. Following the method C explained in Sec. 3.3.2.1 so that the above gov-
erning equation holds both in the model and the prototype, and also noting that the
displacement is strain times length dimensionally, the next relationship can be derived.

(EI)m

(EI)p

λ4

βλ
= τ2

ηλ2βλ
= 1

αλ
(3.3.30)

The equality between the two terms on the right is obvious from Eqs. (3.3.9) and
(3.3.14), and the next equation is derived from Eq. (3.3.30).

(EI)m

(EI)p
= β

αλ4
(3.3.31)

As for the axial rigidity of piles with the cross-sectional area A, the ratio is obtained
similarly as:

(EA)m

(EA)p
= β

αλ2
(3.3.32)

Hence, in 1 g with scaling strain (β > 1.0), α = λ, β = λ0.5, η = 1, γ = 1, τ = λ0.75 yield
(EI)m/(EI)p = 1/λ4.5 and (EA)m/(EA)p = 1/λ2.5. In centrifugal acceleration, α = β = 1,
η = 1, τ = λ, γ = 1/λ yield (EI)m/(EI)p = 1/λ4 and (EA)m/(EA)p = 1/λ2. These simili-
tudes can be satisfied in model tests where the model piles with the same material as
the prototype are scaled by 1/λ.
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Table 3.3.1 Three types of similitude (a)∼(c) for dynamic soil model tests.

Similitude for dynamic soil model tests (model/prototype)
� �: Similitude for seepage/consolidation

(a)Test in 1 g (b)Test in 1 g (c) Centrifuge
General (no scaling in strain) (scaling in strain) test

Length: L 1/λ 1/λ 1/λ 1/λ
Time: t 1/τ = [γ/(βλ)]0.5 1/(λ)0.5 1/(λ)0.75 1/λ

�1/τ = α/λ2� �1/λ� �1/λ� �1/(λ)2�
Soil density: ρ 1/η 1 1 1
Gravitational acceleration: g 1/γ 1 1 λ
Stress/pressure: σ 1/α = 1/(ηγλ) 1/λ 1/λ 1
Strain: ε 1/β 1 1/(λ)0.5 1
Displacement: u 1/(βλ) 1/λ 1/(λ)1.5 1/λ
Deformation modulus: E β/(ηγλ) 1/λ 1/(λ)0.5 1
Damping ratio: D 1 1 1 1
Cohesion: c 1/(ηγλ) 1/λ 1/λ 1
Friction coefficient: tan φ α/(ηγλ) 1 1 1
Seismic acceleration: a τ2/(βλ) 1 1 λ

Permeability coefficient: k ατ/(βλ2) �1/(ηγ)� 1/(λ)0.5 �1� 1/(λ)0.25 �1� 1 � λ�
Flexural rigidity of pile: EI β/(αλ4) 1/(λ)5 1/(λ)4.5 1/(λ)4

Axial rigidity of pile: EA β/(αλ2) 1/(λ)3 1/(λ)2.5 1/(λ)2

The three types of similitude discussed here are summarized in Table 3.3.1. Among
them, the second similitude under 1 g depends on the stress versus strain relationships
of soil materials in the model and prototype. In the similitude for centrifuge tests,
no scaling rule in stress-strain relationships is needed. Thus, model tests may pro-
vide quantitative results applicable to prototype behavior with the help of similitudes.
However, an unfavorable problem to be noted with scaled model tests is that not only
the model size but also the soil particles are also scaled by 1/λ. If the same soil is
used in a scaled model, it corresponds to the similar soil of λ-times larger. The same
occurs for pickups, sensors and signal wires used in the scaled model. The problem
becomes particularly significant in centrifuge tests where λ is as high as around 50.
The viscous fluids sometimes employed in liquefaction problems may also change the
soil properties being different from those of prototype soils. Hence it should be borne
in mind that model tests cannot perfectly reproduce prototype behaviors, and it may
be sound to conduct numerical analyses on the scaled models to compare with the test
results and then evaluate the actual performance by resorting to the analytical methods
calibrated by the model behaviors.

3.3.3 Soil properties for model test under
ultra-low confining stress

Model shaking table tests in 1 g are sometimes conducted together with associated
numerical analyses, where soil properties under ultra-low confining pressure are indis-
pensable. Such soil properties were investigated experimentally in shaking table tests or
torsional shear tests (Kokusho 1982, Okumura et al. 1985, Kong et al. 1986, Tatsuoka
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Figure 3.3.4 Variations of initial shear modulus G0 of dry clean sand for widely varied effective confining
stress σ ′

c (Kokusho 1982).

et al. 1986b). The lowest confining stress attained in these studies was 1–2 kPa which
corresponds to 10–20 cm depth in a model soil layer. In the following, the ultra-low
pressure properties of clean sands are addressed as a typical soil material easy to handle
and often used in model tests.

Fig. 3.3.4 shows the initial shear modulus G0 versus the isotropic confining stress
σ ′

c in the log-log diagram, measured by resonant column tests on air-dried Toyoura
and alluvial clean sands. The G0-value in the vertical axis is normalized by that for
σ ′

c = 20 kPa, G0,20. The relationships, though slightly different for different sand den-
sities, can obviously be approximated by the straight line of the following formula for
σ ′

c widely spanning from about 1 kPa to 500 kPa.

G0

G0,20
=

(
σ ′

c

20 kPa

)n

(3.3.33)

The exponent n, being slightly dependent on the sand density, takes n = 0.4–0.5 down
to σ ′

c = 1–2 kPa in most test results. This indicates that the confining stress-dependency
of shear modulus identical to the normal stress level may be applicable to the low stress
level corresponding to 10–20 cm depth from a model surface at least for clean sands.
Similar test results were obtained by other researchers (Kong et al. 1986) that even
for moist clean sands of water content 1.8%, the linear relationship holds between G0

and σ ′
c on the log-log diagram for σ ′

c = 2–30 kPa.
Fig. 3.2.9 indicates the variations of shear modulus ratio G/G0 and damping ratio

D versus the normalized shear strain γ/γr obtained from a series of resonant column and
cyclic loading tests on saturated alluvial clean sand. Here, γr stands for the reference
strain corresponding to the shear strain γ for G/G0 = 0.5. The data points plotted
with different symbols are concentrated along the unique curve both for G/G0 and D
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Figure 3.3.5 Shear strain for shear modulus ratio G/G0 = 0.2∼0.9 (a), and Damping ratio D = 0.04∼0.24
(b), versus effective confining stress σ ′

c for saturated clean sand (Kokusho 1982).

even for widely varied isotropic effective confining stresses σ ′
c = 2∼100 kPa. In order

to examine the confining stress-dependency in the same test data set, shear strains
corresponding to G/G0 = 0.2∼0.9 or D = 0.04∼0.24 are plotted versus σ ′

c on a log-log
diagram in Figs. 3.3.5(a) and (b), respectively. This indicates that not only the reference
strain corresponding to G/G0 = 0.5 but also strains corresponding other values of G/G0

and D are also roughly proportional to (σ ′
c)

0.5. Namely, it is obvious that the G/G0

and D versus log γ curves keep almost the same forms in the normal-stress level and
in the ultra-low stress level as well and tend to translate leftward on the diagrams with
decreasing σ ′

c as assumed in Eq. (3.3.19) for the similitude in 1 g with scaled strain.
Fig. 3.3.6(a) shows similar test results of G/G0 versus log γ for moist clean sand

measured by cyclic torsional shear tests under very low confining pressures (Kong et al.
1986). All the data for σ ′

c = 5∼80 kPa are plotted along the solid G/G0 versus γ/γr

curve obtained for the confining stress σ ′
c = 98 kPa. Damping ratios D plotted versus

G/G0 in Fig. 3.3.6(b) are also concentrating along the solid average curve drawn in
the diagram as formulated by the HD model in Eq. (3.1.22). Thus, it is demonstrated
that strain-dependent variations of G/G0 and D can be expressed in the same formula
in very low confining stresses at least for clean sands.

Different from the cyclic loading test results with pre-failure shear strain levels
γ < 10−2, Fig. 3.3.7(a) shows monotonic loading test results of a clean sand in much
larger strain levels (axial strain ε1 up to 10%) under widely varied confining stresses of
σ ′

c = 5∼400 kPa (Tatsuoka et al. 1986b). The test was conducted using a plane strain
triaxial test apparatus wherein the axial compression stress σ ′

1 was given in the drained
condition on a rectangular column sand specimen with the strain confined at one pair
of lateral faces and the stress σ ′

3 kept constant at the other pair of faces, wherein the
axial and lateral strains ε1 and ε3 are measured. The group of curves at the upper part of
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Figure 3.3.6 Shear modulus ratio G/G0 versus normalized shear strain γ/γr (a), and Damping ratio D
versus shear modulus ratio G/G0 (b), for moist clean sand (Ko et al. 1986).

Figure 3.3.7 Monotonic loading plane-strain tests: (a) Stress ratio or volumetric strain versus axial
strain, (b) Stress ratio or normalized volumetric strain versus normalized axial strain
(modified from Tatsuoka et al. 1986b).

the diagram in Fig. 3.3.7(a) represent σ ′
1/σ

′
3 versus ε1 relationships, which correspond

to stress–strain relationships in normal triaxial compression tests with constant lateral
stress σ ′

3. It is noted that the peak values of σ ′
1/σ

′
3 (or φd = sin−1[(σ ′

1 − σ ′
3)/(σ ′

1 + σ ′
3)]

the drained friction angle calculated from σ ′
1/σ

′
3) are not much different despite widely

varied confining stress σ ′
c = 5∼400 kPa. Also noted is that the initial gradients of the

curves are steeper for lower confining stresses with peaks appearing at smaller strains.
As shown in the volumetric strain εv (= ε1 + ε3) versus axial strain ε1 relationships
with the lower curves in Fig. 3.3.7(a), the sand is obviously more dilative and exhibits
larger volumetric strain in lower confining stresses.
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As already seen in the cyclic loading test results, the modulus ratio G/G0 can be
formulated as a unique function of the normalized strain γ/γr where γr ∝ (σ ′

c/p0)0.5.
In the similar manner, the same set of curves are redrawn in Fig. 3.3.7(b) wherein the
axial and volumetric strains are normalized respectively as ε1 → ε1/(σ ′

c/50)0.5 and εv →
εv/(σ ′

c/50)0.5 in terms of the confining stress σ ′
c relative to σ ′

c = 50 kPa. It is interesting to
observe in the upper diagram that the normalization tends to make the curves of σ ′

1/σ
′
3

closer and overlapped for small strains, though the curves for σ ′
c = 5∼10 kPa tend to

separate from those for σ ′
c = 50∼400 kPa at a certain strain before the peaks of σ ′

1/σ
′
3.

Correspondingly, the normalized curves of εv for different σ ′
c in the lower diagram

are almost overlapping up to a certain strain before the peaks of σ ′
1/σ

′
3. However, the

curves tend to separate thereafter and individually develop larger volumetric expansion
particularly in σ ′

c = 5 and 10 kPa. The separation points are read off as ε1/(σ ′
c/50)0.5 ≈

1% in Fig. 3.3.7(b), indicating that the stress-strain or dilative behavior of clean sands
corresponding to strain ε1 larger than about 1% in prototype soils of σ ′

c ≈ 50 kPa or
larger cannot be reproduced by model soils confined by σ ′

c much lower than 50 kPa.
If the strain is much less than around 1%, the soil response to cyclic loading may
be reproduced in model tests for confining stress down to σ ′

c ≈ 2 kPa by using the
similitude with scaled strain.

3.4 SUMMARY

1 Nonlinear stress-strain curves of soils under cyclic loading are idealized by simple
functions to be used in numerical analyses such as hyperbolic and Ramberg-
Osgood models. In order to construct a stress∼strain relationship under cyclic
loading, the Masing rule is incorporated to extend the skeleton curve to the
hysteretic curve corresponding to cyclic stress changes.

2 The Masing rule can construct stationary hysteresis loops to given stress ampli-
tudes corresponding to different soil models, from which equivalent linear
properties; secant shear moduli and hysteretic damping ratios are defined for var-
ious strain levels. Among the equivalent linear properties, care is needed that the
damping ratio for the hyperbolic model tends to approach to 2/π with increas-
ing strain, much larger than actually measured in soils. In order to avoid this
problem, Hardin-Drenevich model is often used in the equivalent linear analyses
wherein maximum damping ratio can be specified.

3 Dilatancy behavior in large soil strains is divided into dilative and contractive
sides by the Steady State Line (SSL) on the state diagram (e∼σ ′

c plane) under the
monotonic loading in both drained and undrained conditions. In contrast, the
cyclic loading during earthquakes makes soils always contractive on both sides
of SSL, though the contractility tends to be definitely smaller on the dilative side.

4 In the drained cyclic loading, larger volume contraction occurs in looser soils
with void ratios larger than the critical void ratio ecr than in denser soils. In
the undrained cyclic loading, pore-pressure buildup occurs more rapidly for void
ratios larger than ecr, though pressure tends to buildup up gradually to 100% even
for very dense soils. The volume contraction in the drained cyclic loading and the
pressure buildup in the undrained cyclic loading may be theoretically correlated
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using the bulk modulus for swelling of soil skeleton, except a fully-liquefied state
of loose soils wherein particle contacts are completely lost.

5 In many engineering problems, soil failures in the undrained conditions tend to
occur gradually with the increasing number of cyclic loading. In such cases, the
soil strength are defined by the stress amplitude of a harmonic motion (normally
expressed by CRR: the cyclic stress amplitude divided by the initial effective
confining stress) with an equivalent number of cycles, which induces soil strain
corresponding to various structural performance levels. However, special care
is needed to another flow-type brittle soil failures, which may potentially occur
during cyclic as well as monotonic loading on the contractive side of SSL due to
strain-softening in post-peak stress∼strain relationships.

6 In order to convert an irregular earthquake motion to a harmonic motion incur-
ring the equivalent damage, combinations of the amplitude and number of cycles
can be chosen based on the fatigue theory. The same theory can also be employed
to convert the effect of two-dimensional shearing in situ into one-dimensional
shearing in laboratory tests.

7 Numerical analyses considering the strain-dependent soil nonlinearity are classi-
fied into equivalent linear and stepwise nonlinear analyses. The former is actually
the linear analysis using strain-compatible nonlinear properties, that can be con-
veniently incorporated in numerical schemes such as complex response methods
and mode-superposition methods wherein the solutions are efficiently obtained
by the superposition of linear solutions. However, the calculated strains tend be
evaluated smaller, and strongly nonlinear problems are beyond the scope of this
analysis. Also, the amplification of high-frequency acceleration motions tends to
be evaluated smaller because the equivalent damping ratio is chosen compatible
with low-frequency major earthquake motions. This deficiency may be improved
by determining individual strain-dependent damping ratios at several different
frequency ranges according to frequency-dependent strain spectra.

8 In the stepwise nonlinear analysis, tangent moduli of soils in the stiffness matrices
of models are varied in each time increment to be able to pursue strongly nonlinear
stress-strain curves. Pore-pressure changes evaluated by dilatancy models and
also considering seepage and consolidation effects can be coupled to modify the
tangent moduli at each step to conduct effective stress analyses. The dynamic
response tends to be instable due to high frequency noises generated by near-
zero soil damping near the turning points of stress-strain curves and the Rayleigh
damping has to be incorporated in order to stabilize the analyses.

9 The hysteretic hyperbolic (HH) model used in the stepwise nonlinear total stress
analyses, wherein asymptotic shear strength is defined, tends to give inappro-
priately low amplifications during strong earthquake shakings due to very high
damping ratio compared with measured values in soil tests in large strain levels.
The Ramberg-Osgood (RO) model, though the maximum shear stress cannot
be defined, has a larger freedom of parameters to have better fitting with the
measured soil damping.

10 In the stepwise nonlinear analyses, though it can numerically determine residual
soil deformations for the PBD, uncertainties involved are considerable in compar-
ison with conventional analyses, and well-documented benchmark case histories
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and model test results are essential in judging the reliability of the analytical
outcomes.

11 In model tests in 1g with the scale ratio of length 1/λ, the similarity of deformation
holds to a certain degree using the same soil material if the induced strain is
scaled as 1/λ1/2 and the time is scaled as 1/λ3/4. Soil properties under very low
overburden can satisfy this similitude in the case of clean sands. However, it
cannot apply to the ultimate failure where the scale ratio of strain should satisfy
1.0 because of the geometrical similarity in the failure mode.

12 In the similitude for centrifuge model tests, no scaling rule in stress-strain rela-
tionships is required. The model tests may provide quantitative results applicable
to the prototype behavior with the help of similitudes. However, not only the
model size but also the soil particle size are scaled by 1/λ quite unfavorably.
Viscous fluids sometimes employed in liquefaction problems may also change
the soil properties. Thus, the model tests cannot perfectly reproduce prototype
behavior, and numerical analyses may help the test results be understood better
in evaluating the actual performance in the prototype.
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Chapter 4

Seismic site amplification
and wave energy

In the first stage of seismic design of structures, a seismic ground motion at a site has
to be evaluated. It consists of body waves (P-wave and S-wave) and surface waves
(Rayleigh wave and Love wave) as already mentioned. Among them, the SH-wave
in a horizontally-layered soil deposit is considered to have the most significant effect
on geotechnical engineering problems, although other wave types have to be con-
sidered in more heterogeneous or topographically complex site conditions. Site
amplifications in horizontally-layered soil systems are discussed in this chapter using
the multi-reflection theory of the SH-wave with a special emphasis on the effects of
soil profiles and nonlinear soil properties during strong earthquakes.

In order to measure the site amplification, two earthquake observation systems
may be available; a horizontal array system at different surface geologies, and a vertical
array system consisting of the ground surface and downhole depths of the differ-
ent geologies in the same place. Besides the earthquake observations, microtremor
measurements are often implemented as a convenient and cost-efficient way to
roughly evaluate site-specific amplification characteristics, predominant frequencies
in particular, in small strain vibrations.

For strong motion earthquake observations, a considerable numbers of vertical
arrays have been deployed particularly in Japan since the 1995 Kobe earthquake, and
numerous data have been accumulated since then. The strong motion records obtained
by the vertical array systems are examined here in comparison with the idealized one-
dimensional SH-wave multi-reflection theory for two-layer and multi-layer systems. A
special emphasis is placed on the effect of soil profiles and soil properties during strong
earthquakes.

The same one-dimensional SH-wave multi-reflection theory for a two-layer
system is applied to review the basic mechanism of soil-structure interaction and the
associated radiation damping of a shear-vibration structure resting on a semi-infinite
uniform soil.

Furthermore, the site amplification mechanism by the SH-wave is interpreted in
terms of energy flow in the vertical direction. The energy flow is first calculated in a
simplified two-layer system to understand how the energy demand to be used in design
is related with the pertinent parameters in site amplification. Then, in situ wave energy
flows are summarized from a number of vertical array records during recent strong
earthquakes, and the general trends in incurred damage in soils and superstructures
are discussed from the viewpoint of energy-based design.
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4.1 SOIL CONDITION AND SITE AMPLIFICATION

From old times, it was intuitively understood that structural damage during strong
earthquakes tend to reflect local soil conditions. Fig. 4.1.1 depicts (TCEGE 1999)
distributions of seismic intensities in Tokyo during the 1923 Kanto earthquake as one
of the typical examples (originally from Imamura 1925). Considerable differences in
the earthquake damage and associated seismic intensity, larger in the Holocene lowland
in the east area versus smaller in the Pleistocene terrace in the west area, are believed
to reflect the differences in surface geologies. Thus, soil conditions and soil properties
may make big differences in seismic site amplification.

The evaluation of seismic amplifications due to different site conditions is named
as micro-zonation. It constitutes an important task in developing seismic hazard maps
for local governments. In determining the design motions for superstructures, the site
amplifications should be evaluated on soil layers above an engineering bedrock at
which the design motion is generally prescribed, while it may sometimes be directly
given at the ground surface depending on the surface geologies. The engineering

Figure 4.1.1 Seismic intensities in Tokyo during 1923 Kanto earthquake (TCEGE 1999).
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bedrock is defined for structural design at stiff bearing strata with S-wave velocities of
around Vs = 400–700 m/s. The incident earthquake motions there are evaluated from
the fault mechanisms and attenuation characteristics along the wave paths between
faults and particular sites.

Earthquake motions measured in multiple sites at the ground surface of different
geologies including outcropping engineering bedrock are utilized as a set of the horizon-
tal array records in order to evaluate site amplifications (e.g. BSSC 2003). Additionally,
the vertical array earthquake observation systems are increasingly deployed recently
particularly in Japan, wherein site-specific amplifications can be investigated at the
same sites between the ground surface and the base layer for site conditions having
various soil profiles. As a pioneering work of this kind, Kanai et al. (1959, 1966)
made simultaneous earthquake observations at the ground surface and a subsurface
level below in a tunnel, demonstrating that seismic ground motions can be idealized
essentially by the vertical propagation of SH-wave.

Fig. 4.1.2(a) illustrates a simplified model of a soft soil layer on an underlying
base layer (engineering bedrock) at a site A and the same base layer outcropping at a
distant location B. Though it has a two/three-dimensional soil structure globally, it can
be locally assumed to be as a horizontally layered system consisting of the surface soft
soil and the stiff base layer at the site A, because the variation of soil profile is normally
moderate in the horizontal direction. If the upward seismic wave amplitude A2 prop-
agating in the base layer is assumed to be identical everywhere as in Fig. 4.1.2(a), the
amplitude A2 in the base is amplified to be As in the surface soil. Correspondingly, the
amplitudes of surface ground motions measured by the seismometers A and B deployed
on the soft soil layer and the outcropping base layer are 2As and 2A2, respectively, as
will be mentioned later. Hence, the seismic amplification between the two locations
is expressed as 2As/2A2 or As/A2 and named as the horizontal array amplification
or the incident wave amplification. On the other hand, if the observed amplitude at A
on the surface soil 2As, is compared with that measured by the downhole seismome-
ter B in the vertical array as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.2(b), the amplification becomes
2As/(A2 + B2), because not only the upward but also downward wave is superposed
in the downhole records at B. This value 2As/(A2 + B2) is called the vertical array
amplification or the composite wave amplification.

Figure 4.1.2 Two types of earthquake observation array systems for site amplification between ground
surface and base layer (Kokusho and Sato 2008).
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In the micro-zonation study, what we need is 2As/2A2 rather than 2As/(A2 + B2),
because relative surface amplifications among different sites with various soil con-
ditions are to be used for earthquake damage evaluations. It is therefore necessary
to clearly differentiate the two types of seismic arrays in discussing the seismic site
amplification by the vertical arrays increasingly available recently.

4.2 AMPLIFICATION IN TWO-LAYER SYSTEM

4.2.1 Two-layer system without internal damping

Near-surface soft soils consisting of multiple layers with different properties underlain
by the engineering bedrock are often simplified by a two-layer system of a soft surface
layer of thickness H above a stiff base layer of infinite depth. This two-layer model
can reproduce the essence in the dynamic response of actual soil layers underlain by a
stiff bearing strata, the engineering bedrock or base layer, despite the simplification.

Let us start from horizontal displacement u1 of the vertically-propagating SH wave
in the uniform ground in Fig. 4.2.1(a) of S-wave velocity Vs1 expressed as:

u1 = Asei(ωt−k1z) + Bsei(ωt+k1z) (4.2.1)

Here, z-axis is taken upward from the ground surface and As, Bs = amplitudes of
upward and downward waves, ω = angular frequency, and k1 = ω/Vs1 is the wave
number. Because the shear stress at the ground surface is always zero,

τ

∣∣∣∣z=0 = G1
∂u1

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= G1k1eiωt
(
−Ase−ik1z + Bseik1z

)∣∣∣
z=0

= iG1k1eiωt(−As + Bs) = 0

(4.2.2)

Hence, As = Bs and Eq. (4.2.1) becomes

u1 = 2Aseiωt (4.2.3)

Figure 4.2.1 SH-waves propagating in uniform surface layer (a), and Two-layer system (b).
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This indicates that the measured amplitude at the ground surface is twice as large as
that of the upward or downward wave.

Next, the two-layer system in Fig. 4.2.1(b) is considered, where ρ1, ρ2 = soil den-
sities of the surface and base layers, respectively, Vs1, Vs2 = corresponding S-wave
velocities, G1, G2 = corresponding shear moduli and the z-axis is defined upward
originated from the layer boundary. The horizontal displacements in the surface and
base layers, u1 and u2, are expressed respectively as:

u1 = A1ei(ωt−k1z) + B1ei(ωt+k1z) (4.2.4)

u2 = A2ei(ωt−k2z) + B2ei(ωt+k2z) (4.2.5)

Here, A1, B1 are the amplitudes for the upward and downward waves in the surface
layer, respectively, A2, B2 are those in the base layer, and k1 = ω/Vs1, k2 = ω/Vs2. At
the layer boundary z = 0, the displacements and stresses in the two layers are the same
so that

u1|z=0 = u2|z=0 (4.2.6)

G1
∂u1

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= G2
∂u2

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

(4.2.7)

Since the shear stress is zero at the ground surface z = H,

G1
∂u1

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=H

= −iG1k1

(
A1e−ik1H − B1eik1H

)
eiωt = 0 (4.2.8)

From Eq. (4.2.6) and Eq. (4.2.7), the following two equations are obtained,
respectively.

A1 + B1 = A2 + B2 (4.2.9)

A1 − B1 = k2G2

k1G1
(A2 − B2) (4.2.10)

From Eq. (4.2.8), the following equation is obtained.

B1

A1
= e−2ik1H (4.2.11)

The ratios between the amplitudes can be obtained from Eqs. (4.2.9), (4.2.10),
(4.2.11) as:

A1

A2
= 2

(1 + e−2ik1H) + (k1G1)/(k2G2)(1 − e−2ik1H)
= 2

(1 + α) + (1 − α)e−2ik1H
(4.2.12)

A1

B2
= 2

(1 − α) + (1 + α)e−2ik1H
(4.2.13)
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Here, α is the impedance ratio between the two layers.

α = k1G1

k2G2
= ρ1Vs1

ρ2Vs2
(4.2.14)

The absolute value of Eq. (4.2.12) represents the amplitude ratio between the upward
waves in the surface and base layers, and expressed as follows.∣∣∣∣A1

A2

∣∣∣∣ = 2
|(1 + α) + (1 − α)e−2ik1H |

= 2
{((1 + α) + (1 − α) cos 2k1H)2 + ((1 − α) sin 2k1H)2}1/2

(4.2.15)

Fig. 4.2.2 shows the calculation of Eq. (4.2.15) for three values of the impedance
ratio α, where the amplitude ratio in the vertical axis represents the amplification of
harmonic motions at the ground surface relative to the virtual base surface because
|A1/A2| = |2A1/2A2| if the base layer were outcropped without the overlying surface
layer. It takes the maximum value at 2k1H = (2n − 1)π and the corresponding wave
number and resonant frequency are written respectively as:

k1 = ω

Vs1
= 2πf

Vs1
= (2n − 1)π

2H
(4.2.16)

f = ω

2π
= (2n − 1)

Vs1

4H
(4.2.17)

with the integer numbers n = 1–∞. The frequency in the horizontal axis of Fig. 4.2.2
is normalized by the first resonant frequency f1 = Vs/(4H). Substituting Eq. (4.2.17)
to Eq. (4.2.15) gives the peak amplification as:∣∣∣∣A1

A2

∣∣∣∣= 1
α

(4.2.18)

Figure 4.2.2 Amplitude ratios between upward waves in surface and base layers in two-layer model
versus normalized frequency for three impedance ratios α.
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which is identical for all the resonance n = 1–∞, taking |A1/A2| = 10, 5, 2.5 for α = 0.1,
0.2, 0.4, respectively.

The displacement in the surface layer can be formulated by using Eqs. (4.2.4) and
(4.2.11) as:

u1 = A1ei(ωt−k1z) + B1ei(ωt+k1z) = A1ei(ωt−k1z) + A1e−2ik1Hei(ωt+k1z)

= A1eiωte−ik1H[e−ik1(z−H) + eik1(z−H)] = 2A1eiωte−ik1H cos k1(z − H)
(4.2.19)

Substituting Eq. (4.2.17) yields the displacement in the surface layer in the resonant
vibrations for n = 1–∞.

u1 = 2A1eiωte−ik1H cos k1(z − H)
∣∣∣
k1= 2n−1

2H π
= ±2iA1eiωt cos(2n − 1)

z − H
H

π

2
(4.2.20)

The shear vibration modes thus calculated from Eq. (4.2.20) are illustrated for n = 1,
2, 3 in Fig. 4.2.3. The first mode n = 1 corresponds to a 1/4 wave-length of the cosine
wave, while n = 2 or 3 does to 3/4 or 5/4 wave-length with their nodes and antinodes
at the bottom and surface of the layer.

Among the infinite numbers n, the first resonance for n = 1 is the most important
actually, where the frequency is f = Vs/4H and the period is T = 1/f = 4H/Vs. This
period corresponds to the time for the wave travelling 4 times the layer thickness H,
which is equal to the one-wave length λ, or the layer thickness H corresponds to
a quarter wave length λ/4. Hence the following is called “the quarter wave-length
formula’’ and conveniently used in engineering practice.

f = Vs

4H
or T = 4H

Vs
(4.2.21)

Actual site conditions may not be as simple as the two-layer model but consisting
of multiple surface layers of variable properties above the stiff base layer as illus-
trated in Fig. 4.2.4. The quarter wave-length formula is still applied to such conditions

Figure 4.2.3 Shear vibration modes of surface layer in first three resonances, n = 1, 2, 3.
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Figure 4.2.4 Approximation of actual soil condition by idealized two-layer system.

by modifying it as follows (JRA 2002), though it is not the exact solution but only
approximation.

f = 1
T

= 1
(4

∑
i Hi/Vsi)

(4.2.22)

Here Hi/Vsi is the travelling time for the SH-wave in the i-th layer of the thickness Hi

and wave velocity Vsi. Eq. (4.2.22) can also be expressed as f = Vs/4H using the total
thickness H and the average wave velocity in the surface layer:

Vs = H∑
i Hi/Vsi

(4.2.23)

4.2.2 Two-layer system with internal damping

In order to consider the internal damping in the amplification, the shear modulus
G is replaced by the complex shear modulus G∗, and the S-wave velocity V∗

s , wave
number k∗, impedance ratio α∗ are all redefined as complex numbers incorporating
G∗ as already formulated in Sec. 1.5.2. If the non-viscous damping is assumed, the
complex modulus in the surface layer is written as:

G∗
1 = G1 + iG′

1 (4.2.24)

and accordingly,

V∗
s1 =

√
G∗

1/ρ1 =
√

(G1 + iG′
1)/ρ1 (4.2.25)

k∗
1 = ω

V∗
s1

= ω

(
ρ

G1 + iG′
1

)1/2

= ω

Vs1

(
1

1 + 2iD1

)1/2

(4.2.26)
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α∗ = k∗
1G∗

1

k∗
2G∗

2
= ρ1V∗

s1

ρ2V∗
s2

(4.2.27)

Eqs. (4.2.12), (4.2.13) are rewritten correspondingly in the case with the internal
damping as:

A1

A2
= 2

(1 + α∗) + (1 − α∗)e−2ik∗
1H

(4.2.28)

A1

B2
= 2

(1 − α∗) + (1 + α∗)e−2ik∗
1H

(4.2.29)

The amplitude ratios in the above equations are defined between the bottom of
the surface layer and the top of the base layer. If the amplitude A1 in the upward wave
u1 at the bottom (z = 0) decays to As at the top (z = H), then, the following holds

u1 = A1ei(ωt−k∗
1z) = Asei(ωt−k∗

1(z−H)) = Aseik∗
1H · ei(ωt−k∗

1z) (4.2.30)

Then, A1 and As are correlated reflecting the internal damping as:

A1 = Aseik∗
1H (4.2.31)

Substituting this into Eq. (4.2.28) gives the amplification for the horizontal array in
the two-layer model as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.2(a).

As

A2
= 2As

2A2
= 2

(1 + α∗)eik∗
1H + (1 − α∗)e−ik∗

1H
(4.2.32)

In the vertical array of the two-layer model shown in Fig. 4.1.2(b) where the
seismometers are at the ground surface and downhole at the top of the base layer, the
amplification of motions is calculated as the ratio of 2As versus A2 + B2. Combining
Eq. (4.2.32) with the following equation obtained by the substitution of Eq. (4.2.31)
to Eq. (4.2.29),

As

B2
= 2

(1 − α∗)eik∗
1H + (1 + α∗)e−ik∗

1H
(4.2.33)

the next formula can be obtained for the amplification of the vertical array.

2As

A2 + B2
= 2

A2/As + B2/As
= 2

eik∗
1H + e−ik∗

1H
(4.2.34)

4.2.2.1 Amplification in horizontal array versus vertical array

The amplifications for the horizontal array 2As/2A2 and vertical array 2As/(A2 + B2)
formulated in Eqs. (4.2.32) and (4.2.34) are calculated for the impedance ratios
|α∗| ≈ α = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and their absolute values are shown versus normalized input
frequency of harmonic motion f /f1 where f1 = Vs/4H is the first resonance frequency.
Fig. 4.2.5(a) is for D1 = 0% and (b) is for D1 = 5% in the surface layer, while D2 = 0%
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Figure 4.2.5 Amplifications for vertical array 2As/(A2 + B2) and horizontal array 2As/2A2 versus
normalized frequency f/f1 in two-layer model with D1 = 0% (a) and D1 = 5% (b).

in the base layer in both cases though D2 does not significantly affect the results. The
resonance appears at the same frequencies as the case without soil damping, and the
associated peak amplifications for the horizontal array are obtained by substituting
Eq. (4.2.17) into Eq. (4.2.32) as:

∣∣∣∣ 2As

2A2

∣∣∣∣= 1
sinh(πδ1(2n − 1)/4) + α cosh(πδ1(2n − 1)/4)

n = 1−∞ (4.2.35)

where δ1 = tan−12D1. For the vertical array, Eq. (4.2.34) substituted by Eq. (4.2.17)
yields:

∣∣∣∣ 2As

A2 + B2

∣∣∣∣= 1
sinh(πδ1(2n − 1)/4)

n = 1−∞ (4.2.36)

If Eqs. (4.2.35) and (4.2.36) are compared, the former involves α, while the latter does
not, implying that |2As/2A2| depends on impedance ratio, while |2As/(A2 + B2)| does
not and always takes a larger value than the former. Also note that Eq. (4.2.33) or Eq.
(4.2.35) becomes Eq. (4.2.34) or Eq. (4.2.36) if α = ρ1Vs1/ρ2Vs2 = 0 or ρ2Vs2 → ∞,
indicating that the amplifications of the two types of arrays become identical when
the base layer is infinitely stiff. These observations may be confirmed in Figs. 4.2.5,
because the curves of |2As/2A2| tend to approach to those of |2As/(A2 + B2)| with
decreasing α-value.

Fig. 4.2.6 shows the amplifications in the horizontal array |2As/2A2| in (a) and the
vertical array |2As/(A2 + B2)| in (b) for parametrically varying damping ratios in the
surface layer D1 = 2.5, 5, 10% versus the normalized frequency f /f 1 where f 1 = first
resonant frequency. Obviously, the amplification in (a) is strongly affected not only
by the internal damping ratio D1 but also by the radiation damping determined by
the impedance ratio chosen here as α = ρ1Vs1/ρ2Vs2 = 0.3, while in (b) it corresponds
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Figure 4.2.6 Amplifications for horizontal array 2As/2A2 (a), andVertical array 2As/(A2 + B2) (b), versus
normalized frequency f /f1 in two-layer model with parametrically changing D1 = 2.5, 5,
10% and α = 0.3.

Figure 4.2.7 Peak amplification values versus damping ratio D1 for vertical array 2As/(A2 + B2) and
horizontal array 2As/2A2.

to α = 0 in (a) as already mentioned and hence |2As/(A2 + B2)| is much larger than
|2As/2A2|.

In Figs. 4.2.7, the peak values in the two types of amplifications |2As/2A2| and
|2As/(A2 + B2)| shown in Fig. 4.2.6 are plotted versus the damping ratio D1. The peak
values for |2As/(A2 + B2)| by the solid curves which are much larger than those for
|2As/2A2| by the dashed curves for smaller D1 tend to rapidly decrease with increas-
ing D1 and approach to |2As/2A2| not only in the first but also in the higher order
peaks. On the other hand, the decreasing trends of |2As/2A2| due to increasing D1 are
more gradual than |2As/(A2 + B2)| due to the dominant effect of the impedance ratio
α. This indicates that the difference in the two types of peak amplifications tends to be
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narrower with increasing soil damping in the surface layer. In other words, the amplifi-
cation in the vertical array |2As/(A2 + B2)| tends to be much larger in small earthquakes
than in large earthquakes due to the difference in damping ratios, while the amplifi-
cation in the horizontal array |2As/2A2| is not so sensitive to earthquake intensities.
This trend in the two types of amplifications obtained from the simplified two-layer
model can be actually observed in ground motions recorded in more complicated soil
conditions as will be discussed in Sec. 4.4.3.

4.2.2.2 Amplification by different damping models

The above results in Figs. 4.2.6 and 4.2.7 are based on the Nonviscous Kelvin damping
wherein the complex modulus G∗ is defined as Eq. (4.2.24) or Eq. (1.5.24). If G∗ in
Eqs. (1.5.12) and (1.5.20) for the Kelvin and Maxwell models, respectively, are used
here in place of Eq. (1.5.24) together with the associated complex variables V∗

s1, k∗
1 and

α∗ in Eqs. (4.2.25)–(4.2.27), the corresponding amplifications of the same two-layer
model can be readily derived. Figs. 4.2.8(a), (b) compare the three damping models for
the horizontal and vertical array amplifications, respectively, with D1 = 5%, D2 = 0%
and α = 0.1. It is noted here based on Eqs. (1.5.33)–(1.5.35) that the damping ratio is
D1 = 5% constant in the Nonviscous model, while in other models D1 is 5% only at
the first peak and varies with the angular frequency ω = 2πf as follows.

Kelvin model: D1 = tan δ

2
= ωξ1

2G1
= πVs1ξ1

4G1H
ω

ω1
= πξ1

4Hρ1Vs1

f
f1

= D0
f
f1

(4.2.37)

Maxwell model: D1 = tan δ

2
= G1

2ωξ1
= G1H

πVs1ξ1

/
ω

ω1
= Hρ1Vs1

πξ1

/
f
f1

= D0

/
f
f1

(4.2.38)

Here, ω1 = 2πf1 = (πVs1)/(2H) is the first resonant frequency in the surface layer and
ξ1 = viscosity. D0 = 5% is chosen in the above equation so that the peak values coin-
cide at the first resonance among the three damping models as shown in Fig. 4.2.8.
However, they widely diverge in the higher order peaks; staying constant in all the

Figure 4.2.8 Amplifications for horizontal array (a), and those for vertical array (b), versus normalized
frequency f /f1 in two-layer model using three damping models for D1 = 5% and α = 0.1.
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peaks in the Maxwell model, moderately reducing in the Nonviscous model and dras-
tically reducing in the Kelvin model. According to Eq. (1.6.12) in Sec. 1.6.1, the wave
attenuation coefficient by internal damping β ≈ ωD/Vs is proportional to the damping
ratio D, while D is proportional to ω1, ω0, ω−1 in the Kelvin, Nonviscous and Maxwell
models, respectively, as indicated in Eqs. (1.5.33)–(1.5.35). Hence, β is proportional
to ω2, ω1, ω0 and the peak amplifications depend on the frequency in the same order
as clearly shown in Fig. 4.2.8. The relative effect of the damping models is very similar
in the two types of amplification |2As/2A2| and |2As/(A2 + B2)|, though the abso-
lute amplification values are much larger in the vertical array than in the horizontal
array.

As already mentioned, laboratory soil tests demonstrate that internal soil damp-
ing is mostly non-viscous or frequency-independent. In contrast, if site amplifications
are investigated by means of earthquake observations, they sometimes look like the
Maxwell type with nearly identical peak values rather than the Nonviscous type with
monotonically decreasing peak values with increasing frequency. This difference in the
damping mechanism will be discussed again in Sec. 4.3.3.

4.3 SITE AMPLIFICATION BY EARTHQUAKE OBSERVATION

As already shown in Fig. 4.1.2 conceptually, there are two types of earthquake obser-
vation system to investigate seismic amplification between the ground surface and the
base layer (engineering bedrock); the horizontal array and vertical array. The vertical
arrays have been increasingly deployed all over Japan (more than 700) after the 1995
Kobe earthquake in particular, accumulating a number of strong motion records to
study the site amplifications during destructive earthquakes at various site conditions.
As one of typical examples, records at 4 vertical array sites near the epicenter during the
main shock and associated small shocks of the 1995 Kobe earthquake are addressed
in the following to examine the site amplifications observed in the vertical arrays.

4.3.1 Amplification of maximum acceleration
or maximum velocity

The site amplification between ground surface and base can be defined in various ways.
The simplest is the ratio of maximum accelerations or velocities between the two levels.
In order to consider the effect of frequency, the ratio of Fourier spectra or response
spectra can also be used. The peak value of the spectra ratios or the average value of
the ratios in frequency intervals relevant to structural designs may be chosen as the
site amplification, too.

Fig. 4.3.1 illustrates the locations of 4 vertical array sites (PI, SGK, TKS and KNK
with the arrows indicating their principal axes of maximum accelerations) near the
earthquake fault (the strike slip fault) with the epicenters of the main shock and numer-
ous aftershocks during the 1995 Kobe earthquake (MJ = 7.2: MJ is the earthquake
magnitude used in the Japanese Meteorological Agency and similar to the moment
magnitude MW ). As depicted in soil profiles in Fig. 4.3.2, the maximum depths of
the vertical arrays are around 80 to 100 m. From the deepest level to the ground sur-
face, 3 to 4 three-dimensional accelerometers (EW, NS, UD-directions) are installed.
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Figure 4.3.1 Four vertical array sites PI, SGK,TKS, KNK near fault during 1995 Kobe earthquake.

Figure 4.3.2 Soil profiles at four vertical array sites with Vp,Vs, SPT N-values and seismograph depths:
(a) PI, (b) SGK, (c) TKS and (d) KNK (Kokusho and Matsumoto 1998).
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Figure 4.3.3 Acceleration time histories of NS direction in PI vertical array during main shock of 1995
Kobe earthquake (Sato et al. 1996).

The geologies are manmade/Holocene near the surface followed by Pleistocene in
deeper soils, except for Tertiary stiff rock in the base layer in the KNK-site (Sato
et al. 1996, Kokusho et al. 2005a). Fig. 4.3.3 shows the acceleration time-histories in
the NS direction at PI, the nearest to the fault. Because of the severe liquefaction in the
manmade fill layer of about 15 m thick, the surface acceleration at GL.-0 m (Ground
Level) evidently decreased compared to the lower level at GL.-16.4 m.

Fig. 4.3.4 illustrates variations of maximum acceleration along depth during the
main shock in two horizontal and one vertical directions in the four vertical array sites.
Unlike similar diagrams presented in another literature (Kokusho and Matsumoto
1998), the maximum response values in the following diagrams are corrected recon-
sidering the directional offsets of the downhole accelerometers. The maximum
accelerations tend to increase monotonically with decreasing depth at KNK where the
earthquake fault was remote and the maximum induced soil strain was of the order of
10−4 (Kokusho et al. 2005a). In contrast, maximum horizontal accelerations evidently
decrease at the ground surface at PI the nearest site from the fault, and the accelera-
tion tends to decrease in the middle depth in SGK. The deamplification in the surface
acceleration in PI are due to extensive liquefaction in reclaimed decomposed granite
soil, as already mentioned, leading to a typical example of the base-isolation as will
be discussed in Sec. 5.11. Also note that no such liquefaction-induced deamplification
but a sharp increase is visible in the vertical acceleration in the liquefied layer at PI.

Fig. 4.3.5 depicts amplifications defined as the ratios of the maximum accelera-
tions between surface and deepest base level plotted versus the corresponding Vs-ratios
between base and surface. The close and open symbols represent the main shock
and aftershocks (for PI not the aftershocks but small shocks recorded before the
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Figure 4.3.4 Depth-dependent variations of maximum horizontal and vertical accelerations at four
vertical array sites during main shock of 1995 Kobe earthquake (Kokusho et al. 2005a),
with permission from ASCE.

Figure 4.3.5 Maximum horizontal acceleration ratio (surface/base) versus Vs-ratio (base/surface) at
four vertical array sites during 1995 Kobe earthquake (Kokusho et al. 1998).

main shock), respectively. The amplifications are obviously increasing with increasing
Vs-ratio for the main shocks and aftershocks in the four sites despite the data scatters,
indicating that the Vs-ratio is one of the key parameters governing the amplification.
Also visible is that the amplification tends to be smaller for the main shock than the
aftershocks in those sites nearer to the fault in particular.

In order to see the effect of shaking intensity, the same maximum acceleration
ratios are plotted for the main shock and aftershocks versus corresponding maximum
accelerations at the deepest levels in the log scale in Fig. 4.3.6(a). Though the accel-
eration ratios vary considerably from site to site, their global decreasing trends with
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Figure 4.3.6 Ratios of maximum accelerations (surface/base) versus max. base accelerations (a), and
Ratios of maximum velocities (surface/base) versus base velocities (b) at four vertical array
sites during 1995 Kobe earthquake (Kokusho et al. 1998).

increasing base accelerations are obviously seen as outlined by the pair of dashed lines
and also in the individual sites. Some of the plots in PI located below the horizontal
line 1.0 correspond to the main shock and aftershocks following immediately, indicat-
ing that the liquefaction-induced deamplification or base-isolation occurred during the
main shock and sustained for some time after that (Kokusho and Matsumoto 1998). In
Fig. 4.3.6(b), the ratio of maximum velocities between the surface and base are plotted
versus the maximum velocities at the base, wherein the velocities are calculated from
the acceleration records. The similar decreasing trends can be recognized also in the
velocity ratios with increasing particle velocities at the base, though they do not seem
to go lower than unity.

4.3.2 Spectrum amplification

The decreasing trends of the site amplification in terms of maximum accelerations/
velocities in Fig. 4.3.6 seem to reflect the changes of soil properties due to increasing
soil strain and pore-pressure buildup as well as the difference of frequency compo-
nents in earthquake motions during the main shock and aftershocks. In order to single
out the effect of nonlinear soil properties, it is necessary to investigate the spectrum
amplifications between surface and base of the vertical array records.

Figs. 4.3.7(a), (b) and (c) exemplify Fourier spectrum ratios calculated from the
surface and base records at GL.-83.4 m in EW, NS and UD directions, respectively,
for five small shocks occurred before the main shock of 1995 Kobe earthquake. The
dotted curves are for the individual small shocks and the solid curve is their average.
The spectrum ratios thus obtained give frequency-dependent amplification of this site
for stationary harmonic input motions. It is noted in Figs. 4.3.7(a) and (b) that the
peak frequencies are almost consistent from one shock to another, and also in two
orthogonal directions EW and NS. Also noted in Figs. 4.3.7(c) is that the amplification
in vertical motions is considerably different from those in horizontal motions, so that
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Figure 4.3.7 Fourier spectrum ratios of PI vertical array between surface and base (GL.-83.4 m) for
small shocks: (a) EW, (b) NS, (c) UD (Aoyagi 2000).

Figure 4.3.8 Fourier spectrum ratios of horizontal motions in vertical array between surface and base
compared between main shock and small shocks: (a) PI, (b) SGK (Aoyagi 2000).

the predominant frequencies tend to be higher. It is because the P-wave velocity much
faster than the S-wave velocity is largely involved in the vertical motion amplifications.

Fig. 4.3.8 shows the Fourier spectrum ratios of horizontal motions between sur-
face and base during the main shock of the Kobe earthquake at PI (a) and SGK(b)
both located near the fault with the solid curves (Kokusho et al. 2005a). In the same
diagrams, averages and standard deviations of the spectrum ratios for the small shocks
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Figure 4.3.9 Fourier spectrum ratios of vertical motions in vertical array between surface and base in
PI compared between main shock and small shocks (Aoyagi 2000).

or aftershocks are superposed. The comparison with the small shocks reveals that peak
frequencies during the main shock tend to shift to lower values. The shift looks to be
greater for higher order peaks probably because soil nonlinearity tends to be manifested
more in shallower soils associated with higher vibration modes. The peak spectrum
amplitudes are mostly smaller in the main shock than in the small shocks reflecting
strain-dependent increase in soil damping. This trend is particularly remarkable in PI
where extensive liquefaction occurred in the top 15 m, so that the higher order peaks
are very much shifted and damped. In SGK where no liquefaction was witnessed, the
first peak frequency reflecting the global dynamic response of soils above the deepest
seismometer is only marginally affected by strain-dependent property changes, while
the higher-order peaks are obviously influenced in both frequency and amplitude.

Fig. 4.3.9 depicts the Fourier spectrum ratio of vertical motions between surface
and base during the main shock compared with that during the small shocks at PI. The
peak spectrum amplification during the main shock is almost comparable with those
for small shocks, though peak frequencies are not agreeable between the main shock
and small shocks. This is probably because the vertical motions are attributable to
P-wave and its wave velocity and attenuation are insensitive to pore-pressure buildup
and induced large strains in saturated soil layers, although some other factors such
as low-saturated surface soils above the water table may have made the difference in
peak frequencies.

4.3.3 Amplification reflecting frequency-dependent damping

One of the dominant factors governing site amplification is soil damping. As explained
in Sec. 2.3.3, the damping ratio of soils is evaluated as nonviscous or frequency-
independent in laboratory soil tests because soils are essentially frictional materials.
For the nonviscous damping, the amplification for the vertical array of the two-layer
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Figure 4.3.10 Observed Fourier spectrum amplification in vertical array between surface and base
compared with theoretical transfer function at KiK-net site (Kokusho 2013a).

model tend to gradually decrease with increasing frequency as shown with the dashed
curve in Fig. 4.2.8(b). In contrast, Fourier spectrum amplifications calculated from ver-
tical array records such as those in Figs. 4.3.7(a), (b) are not decreasing with increasing
frequency and look more or less similar to the Maxwell model with the chain-dotted
curve in Fig. 4.2.8(b). This trend seems to become clearer in smaller shocks than main
shocks in the same PI site if Fig. 4.3.7 is compared with Fig. 4.3.8. It indicates that
a damping mechanism other than frequency-independent nonviscous damping may
also be involved in the field. In the following, some observations and the theoretical
background of the in situ frequency-dependent damping are addressed.

4.3.3.1 Damping in observed site amplification

Fig. 4.3.10 exemplifies a spectrum amplification between the surface and base (GL.-
100 m) calculated from vertical array records at a KiK-net site (See Sec. 4.4) for the
main shock during the 2003 Tokachi-oki earthquake in Hokkaido Japan and compares
with the theoretical transfer function. The transfer function was calculated based on the
multi-reflection theory of one-dimensional SH-wave using site-specific Vs-logging data
assuming the non-viscous soil damping of D = 2.5% constant. A fair correspondence
can be recognized in the first and second peak frequencies between observation and
theory. In terms of the peak amplification values, however, no distinctly increasing or
decreasing trend can be seen in the observed spectrum ratios whereas the theoretical
peaks tend to decrease monotonically with increasing frequency. In order to have better
matching between them, the damping ratio D in calculating the transfer function may
need to be adjusted different from the constant D = 2.5%. For example, the theoretical
peak value Q1 in Fig. 4.3.10 is compared with the observational value Q2 not only for
the first peak but also for the higher-order peaks in cases where the peak frequencies
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Figure 4.3.11 Equivalent damping ratios determined from spectrum amplification peaks versus peak
frequencies obtained from KiK-net records during three large earthquakes (Kokusho
2013a).

are similar. The D-value is adjusted peak by peak so that the corresponding two peak
values agree. Hence, damping ratios for individual peaks can be determined as:

D = Q1

Q2
× 2.5% (4.3.1)

Fig. 4.3.11 summarizes the damping ratios D of individual peaks thus determined
versus corresponding peak frequencies for spectrum amplifications obtained in a num-
ber of vertical array sites during three strong earthquakes (the 2003 Tokachi-oki EQ.,
the 2004 Chuetsu EQ. and the 2005 Fukuoka-ken Seiho-oki EQ.) recently occurred in
Japan (Kokusho 2013a). The same symbols in this diagram connected with lines are
from the same sites but of different peaks. Despite data dispersions from site to site, a
consistent trend is undeniable that the equivalent damping ratios D thus determined
in Eq. (4.3.1) are frequency-dependent so that the D-values tend to be lower as the
peak frequencies become higher. In all these cases, the maximum surface accelerations
exceeded 0.1∼0.2 g and hence soils in shallow depths may have experienced a certain
degree of strain-dependent nonlinearity though not so strongly nonlinear as to trigger
liquefaction. Thus, not only for small seismic shocks with linear soil properties but
also for relatively large shocks accompanying nonlinear soil response, the frequency-
dependency of damping thus evaluated can be detected from ground motion records.

Two mechanisms are suspected to cause the frequency-dependency observed here.
One is that already addressed in the equivalent linear analysis in Sec. 3.2.4, wherein
the equivalent linear damping value, chosen to be compatible with the representative
strain amplitude, tends to underestimate higher frequency components because they
tend to induce smaller strains than lower frequency motions. This apparent frequency-
dependency by strain-dependent effect seems to become more pronounced with
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increasing soil nonlinearity in larger strains. The other is wave scattering due to
heterogeniety of in situ soils, which tends to be more dominant with decreasing strains
as will be mentioned later.

The frequency dependency of damping ratio D by wave scattering is sometimes
formulated as:

D = D′
0

(
f
f0

)−m

(4.3.2)

Here D′
0 = D-value for f = reference frequency f 0, and m is a positive exponent con-

trolling the frequency dependency of damping, wherein m = −1, 0, 1 correspond to
the Kelvin, Nonviscous-Kelvin and Maxwell damping, respectively. A solid curve in
Fig. 4.3.11 is drawn by Eq. (4.3.2) for D′

0 = 10%, f0 = 1.0 Hz and m = 0.8, which may
be able to roughly represent the plots in view of frequency dependency of damping in
relatively large strains.

Though a rigorous interdependency between the frequency-dependent damping
observed in site amplifications by wave scattering and the strain-dependent damp-
ing observed in laboratory soil tests is not theoretically clarified, the following formula
is sometimes used to integrate them (Sato and Kawase 1992).

D = D0 + D′
0

(
f
f0

)−m

(4.3.3)

This indicates that in situ damping ratio is the addition of the strain-dependent part
D0 which is independent of frequency and the frequency-dependent part D′

0(f /f0)−m

independent of strain. The contribution of the latter part tends to lessen with increasing
D0-value as strain increases, leading to be overwhelmingly strain-dependent during
destructive earthquakes. Actually, the amplification in PI in Fig. 4.3.8(a) during the
main shock wherein strong soil nonlinearity with severe liquefaction occurred seems
to be analogous to the transfer function of the Nonviscous damping shown with the
dashed curve in Fig. 4.2.8(b). In contrast, the spectrum amplification for the small
shocks in Figs. 4.3.7(a), (b) seems to be more like the chain dotted curve in Fig. 4.2.8(b)
for the Maxwell damping.

Fig. 4.3.12 shows another research results on the frequency-dependency of soil
damping in wave propagations investigated in situ by means of wave logging and
small earthquake observations (Fukushima and Midorikawa 1994). In this diagram,
2D or the inverse of Q-values (2D = 1/Q) determined at different sites are plotted
versus frequency on the full logarithmic diagram. Here, the D-values are modified
from measured values in order to reduce site-specific differences in D-values due to
different Vs-values by using a correlation between Vs and D as typically illustrated
in Fig. 2.1.1. Also assumed is that the D-values are constant for f > 5 Hz based on
observational data. This diagram indicates m = 0.5–0.7, intermediate between the
Nonviscous (m = 0) and Maxwell model (m = 1).

In geotechnical problems, such as liquefactions or slope failures, high frequency
components in seismic motions are not a big issue because they do not result in large
strains compared to low frequency components. However, in designing machines and
equipments with high resonant frequencies, high-frequency ground motions have to
be evaluated with greater care. It is particularly important for medium to stiff soil
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Figure 4.3.12 Frequency-dependency of soil damping in wave propagations investigated in situ
(Fukushima and Midorikawa 1994).

Figure 4.3.13 Convolution and deconvolution to correlate design motions at two sites A and A′.

sites where the strain-dependency of damping is less dominant than the frequency-
dependency.

In evaluating design seismic motions, one-dimensional site response analyses are
carried out wherein the damping ratio together with its frequency dependency play a
key role as well as the S-wave velocity profiles. If a design motion is prescribed at the
ground surface, at Point A in Fig. 4.3.13 for example, the motion at Point A′ with a
different soil profile is determined in the following procedure. First deconvoluting the
motion at the engineering bedrock (Point B) by using the soil profile at A and then con-
voluting the motion at Point A′ from the deconvoluted motion at B′ (assuming the same
as B on the same bedrock) by using the soil profile at A′. In this case, the assumption of
frequency-dependency of damping will not significantly affect the calculated motion
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Figure 4.3.14 Maximum acceleration down to GL.-1600 m for m = 0, 0.5, 1.0 (Mantani 2002).

at A′, because the frequency-dependency works oppositely in the deconvolution and
convolution, cancelling the assumption employed in the procedures.

The frequency-dependency of damping tends to become explicit in calculating
seismic motions in one-way from the bedrock to the ground surface or vice versa.
Fig. 4.3.14(a) exemplifies a deep soil profile at Higashinada, Kobe, Japan, where a very
deep borehole from the ground surface down to GL.-1691 m was drilled together with
the suspension-type wave logging and soil density logging (Matsumoto et al. 1998). All
the layers there consist of Holocene and Pleistocene soils down to 1500 m deep followed
by tertiary stiff rocks. The S-wave velocity Vs changes from less than Vs = 200 m/s
near the ground surface as shown in Fig. 4.3.15(a) to Vs = 500 m/s at GL.-200 m,
Vs = 1000 m/s at GL.-800 m, and followed by Vs = 3200 m/s at GL.-1600 m.

This deep soil profile was modeled with 172 layers of cohesive and non-cohesive
soils underlain by the stiff rocks. The main shock record during the 1995 Kobe earth-
quake at the deepest level of the PI vertical array site (GL.-83.4 m) located nearby
was given to the similar depth of the model (GL.-73.7 m, between Holocene and
Pleistocene) to make an equivalent-linear analysis to the great depth (Kokusho and
Mantani 2002, Mantani 2002). The strain-dependent change of modulus and damp-
ing used here followed the modified HD model in Eqs. (3.1.26), (3.1.27) wherein the
reference strain γr was assumed proportional to the square root of the effective over-
burden stress. The analysis revealed that G/G0 was no less than 80% below the depth
GL.-200 m, indicating that the soil nonlinearity was not significant below that level.
As for the frequency-dependency of damping, the values D, D0, Dmax in Eq. (3.1.27)
are all assumed proportional to (f /f0)−m according to Eq. (4.3.2), wherein the refer-
ence frequency f 0 = 0.78 Hz was chosen as the predominant frequency of the input
PI-motion. The minimum damping ratio D0 was assumed 2% constant down to GL.-
300 m, and decreasing in proportion to the power of 0.6 of the soil depth in the light
of previous research by Yamamizu et al. (1983). The exponent m in Eq. (4.3.2) was
varied in three steps as m = 0 (Nonviscous damping), m = 0.5 and m = 1.0 (Maxwell
damping) and its effect was compared.
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Figure 4.3.15 Maximum acceleration down to GL.-100 m for m = 0, 0.5, 1.0 (Mantani 2002).

Fig. 4.3.14(b) shows the variation of maximum accelerations from the surface
down to GL.-1691 m. For m = 0 (Nonviscous damping), the maximum acceleration
tends to increase almost linearly with increasing depth down to about GL.-1550 m
where Vs jumps from 1000 m/s to 3200 m/s. In contrast to this strange trend, the
cases with m = 0.5 and 1.0 yield more plausible results where the acceleration tends
to gradually decrease with increasing depth.

Fig. 4.3.15(b) illustrates the variation of maximum accelerations along the depth
for the top 100 m soil profile obtained in the same analysis. It indicates that for larger
m the acceleration tends to be amplified more near the surface because of smaller
damping ratios prescribed for higher frequency motions. The frequency-dependent
damping in the shallow depth with relatively large induced strain may largely reflect
the strain-dependent damping which cannot be represented by a single value in the
linear/equivalent linear analysis. Thus, the m-values for different damping models
give the significant effect on the evaluation of surface acceleration, though for all the
m-values the depth-dependent acceleration variations look to be plausible in the depth
as shallow as 100 m.

In the following, the frequency-dependency of damping is discussed in stiff ground
with small seismic strains or in deep ground, wherein frictional Nonviscous damping is
not manifested even during strong earthquakes. In these conditions, the damping ratio
may not be constant but frequency-dependent. This will give a considerable effect
in evaluating acceleration response in deep/stiff soils particularly for design seismic
motions for machines and equipments with high resonant frequencies.

4.3.3.2 Outline of wave scattering theory

As a major reason why the frequency-dependency cannot be ignored in in situ damping
unlike in laboratory damping by soil tests, the heterogeneity of in situ soils is respon-
sible. As seismic wave propagates in heterogeneous soils, high-frequency scattering
waves are generated. In view of energy, the wave scattering is interpreted that a part
of the wave energy is imparted to the scattered high-frequency waves. In seismology,
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Figure 4.3.16 Concept of incident wave scattering in heterogeneous medum (modified fromWu 1982)
(a), andTheoretical relationships between Q−1 = 2D versus ka-value (Frankel and Clayton
1986) (b).

the coda wave has been investigated for a long time as the seismic waves scattered by
heterogeneities in the earth crust (Toksoz et al. 1988, Frankel and Clayton 1986). The
similar scattering effects by soil heterogeneity may have a certain effect even on the
site amplification in shallower depths.

A concept of weakly scattering theory (Wu 1982) of waves propagating in two-
dimensional inhomogeneous medium may be illustrated as in Fig. 4.3.16(a), where
a plane harmonic wave of the angular frequency ω, the wave number k and the
displacement amplitude �0 travels in x-direction as:

� = �0ei(ωt−kx) (4.3.4)

The inhomogeneous medium is assumed to randomly vary its wave velocity as
V(1 ± γv) with the average V and the coefficient of variation γv and characterized by
various correlation functions in space. If the exponential function is chosen, the corre-
lation at a point with the offset distance r and the correlation distance a is expressed as:

N(r) = e−r/a (4.3.5)

The medium is modeled here as an infinitely large slab in Fig. 4.3.16(a) and divided
into slices of an equal thickness a where the incident wave � propagates normal to
them. Let the amplitude of scattered wave at Point X be �r, when the plane wave
propagates through the unit area by the unit distance. The energy ratio of scattered
wave to the original plane wave is defined as (�r/�0)2. By integrating the energy ratio
in terms of one slab with thickness a and height l, the ratio of loss energy by scattering,
�E, to the incident wave energy, E, can be expressed as:

�E
E

= 1
l

∫ (
�r

�0

)2

dS = 1
l

∫ (
�r

�0

)2

rdθ (4.3.6)
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Here the integration is implemented along the arc length S for scattering angle; from
a minimum scattering angle (θ = θmin) to fully backward angle (θ = π). As explained in
Sec. 1.6.1, the energy of the plane wave in Eq. (4.3.4) is expressed using the attenuation
coefficient due to internal damping β as:

E = ∣∣ρVω2�2
∣∣= ∣∣�2

0ρVω2e−2βxe2iω(t−x/Vs)
∣∣= �2

0ρVω2e−2βx (4.3.7)

Its derivative in terms of the travel distance x is written as:

∂E
∂x

= −2β�2
0ρVω2e−2βx (4.3.8)

Hence the ratio of the derivative to the incident wave energy E is expressed as:

1
E

∣∣∣∣∂E
∂x

∣∣∣∣= 2β�2
0ρVω2e−2βx

�2
0ρVω2e−2βx

= 2β = 2kD = kQ−1 (4.3.9)

Here, Q−1 = 2D is twice the damping ratio D. The left term of Eq. (4.3.9) is also
written using the loss energy ratio for the slice of thickness a in Eq. (4.3.6) as:

1
E

∣∣∣∣∂E
∂x

∣∣∣∣= 1
a

�E
E

(4.3.10)

Thus, the following formula is derived from the above two equations.

Q−1 = 1
k

1
E

∣∣∣∣∂E
∂x

∣∣∣∣= 1
ak

�E
E

(4.3.11)

Substituting Eq. (4.3.6) into Eq. (4.3.11), the value Q−1 can be obtained as follows for
the medium wherein the wave velocity varies randomly with the exponential function
Eq. (4.3.5) with the correlation distance a (Frankel and Clayton 1986).

Q−1 = 2k2a2γ2
∫ π

θmin

{1 + a2[2k sin(θ/2)]2}−3/2
dθ (4.3.12)

Fig. 4.3.16(b) shows the variation of Q−1 versus a non-dimensional number ka for
the minimum scattering angle θmin = 30◦, 60◦, 90◦. It is obviously seen that the value
Q−1 or twice the damping ratio 2D takes a peak near ka = 1.0 and decreases as ka
increases or decreases. Considering ka = 2πfa/V , the damping ratio tends to increase
with increasing frequency f up to f ≈ V/2πa and decrease thereafter. Namely, the
wave scattering tends to occur most efficiently around f = V/2πa and the associated
damping ratio in the incident wave becomes maximum there in accordance with the
energy transfer from the incident wave to the scattering wave. With increasing or
decreasing frequency from there, the scattering wave energy tends to decrease.

In the frequency-dependency formulated in Eq. (4.3.2), the damping ratio D tends
to decrease with increasing frequency. This indicates that the downslope only on the
right side of the peak in Fig. 4.3.16(b) is observed in seismic records in surface layers
(Kinoshita 1983). For example, if the peak frequency is assumed as f = 1.0 Hz, then
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Figure 4.3.17 Finite difference model of earth crust with heterogeneousVs (a), and Wave propagation
simulation results for homogeneous and heterogeneous cases (arrows indicate arrival
times of generated waves from SV to P conversion) (b) (modified from Frankel and
Clayton 1986).

a/V ≈ 1/(2π) holds because ka = 2πfa/V ≈ 1.0. Hence the correlation distance repre-
senting the soil heterogeneity should be a ≈ 35 m for a soil layer with S-wave velocity
Vs = 200 m/s to exhibit frequency-dependency such as Eq. (4.3.2) in the frequency
range f > 1.0 Hz.

Different from the above-mentioned theoretical considerations, numerical calcu-
lations on wave propagations have been conducted using finite difference methods
or finite element methods (Frankel and Clayton 1986, Sato and Kawase 1992).
Fig. 4.3.17(a) exemplifies a finite difference model of earth crust of 4.2 km by 4.0 km
surrounded by wave-absorbing boundaries (Frankel and Clayton 1986). The varia-
tions of Vs for the inhomogeneous medium (Average Vs ± 10% Standard Deviation)
are expressed there with the waving lines wherein the dark patches indicate the values
higher than the average velocity. The SV-wave starting from a source (the star mark)
and received at a set of triangular points on the model with varying distances are cal-
culated both for the radial and transverse components and illustrated in Fig. 4.3.17(b)
to compare with a homogeneous medium with constant Vs where no internal damping
is considered. It is confirmed that, in the homogeneous medium, the transverse com-
ponent (SV-wave) propagates without damping and no radial component is excited
at all. The wave amplitudes here are already adjusted by considering the geometrical
damping. In the inhomogeneous medium, the transverse component tends to attenuate
apparently with distance, while the scattering waves are exited. It reflects the energy
transfer from the original SV-wave to the scattering wave of various frequencies not
only in the transverse but also radial direction. The Q−1-values calculated from this
numerical simulation are shown in Fig. 4.3.16(b) by the plots with error bars versus ka,
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showing the variation similar to the weakly scattering theory near the peak ka = 1.0.
Besides this research, Wu (1982) found a fair agreement on the downslope right of the
peak ka > 1.0 between earthquake observation results and the wave-scattering theory.

In other numerical analyses by FEM, the effect of heterogeneity in S-wave velocity
in surface soils on site amplifications were studied (Sato and Kawase 1992), wherein the
internal soil damping was also incorporated to know the effect on the wave scattering.
It was shown in the analysis that high-frequency waves generated by scattering tend to
attenuate in a short distance because of the soil damping, and hence the greater the soil
damping is during strong earthquakes the less becomes the wave-scattering effect. Also
indicated was that the damping ratio can be expressed as the sum of the two compo-
nents of being strain-dependent and frequency-dependent as formulated in Eq. (4.3.3).

4.3.4 Microtremor H /V spectrum ratio

Microtremors are ambient ground vibrations with unnoticeably small amplitudes
caused by natural phenomena such as ocean waves and winds and also by human
activities such as traffics and machines. The properties of microtremors were first inves-
tigated by Kanai and Tanaka (1954). Since then, microtremor measurements have been
increasingly implemented as a convenient tool to characterize seismic site response
without deploying earthquake observation arrays. One of the goals of microtremor
measurements is to know the site-specific predominant frequency of ground motions
during earthquakes. As mentioned in Sec. 4.2, the predominant frequency in site
amplification is theoretically determined from the multi-reflection of the SH-wave and
calculated from the thicknesses of a set of soft soil layers overlying a stiff base layer and
their S-wave velocities. Unlike the earthquake waves, however, microtremors consist
of various source-specific body and surface waves which are sometimes very localized.

If microtremors are measured at two locations on the top of the surface layer
and outcropping base layer as illustrated in Fig. 4.3.18(a) similar to the horizontal
earthquake observation array, and their spectra SHs and SHb, respectively, are com-
pared, the spectrum ratio SHs/SHb is expected to characterize site-specific earthquake
amplification. However, the spectrum ratio thus obtained may not give the amplifi-
cation directly compatible with that of the SH-wave in many cases. It is because the
microtremor wave-field is consisting not necessarily of SH waves but possibly of sur-
face waves of various origins and tends to be changeable in distance and time. Nogoshi
and Igarashi (1971) actually found that the vertical component of microtremors is
mostly composed of Rayleigh waves. The same authors also indicated by incorporat-
ing a basic theory of Rayleigh wave as mentioned in Sec. 1.4.1 that the spectrum ratio
between horizontal to vertical components of microtremor records at a single location
(H/V-spectrum ratio) may reflect the seismic site response reasonably well.

Nakamura (1989) applied the H/V-spectrum ratio of microtremor measurements
at a single location to estimate the site-specific amplification characteristics correspond-
ing to the SH-wave multi-reflection. In the simplified model shown in Fig. 4.3.18(a)
for the surface soft soil with the thickness H and impedance ρ1Vs1 underlain by the
base layer with the impedance ρ2Vs2, the horizontal and vertical spectra at the surface
of the soft layer, SHs and SVs, respectively, may be expressed (Nakamura 2000) as:

SHs = Amph × SHb + SRHs, SVs = Ampv × SVb + SRVs (4.3.13)
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Figure 4.3.18 Cross-section of surface soft layer and outcropping base layer with wave spectra at
different points (a), Frequency-dependent H/V ratio for harmonic Rayleigh wave in a
two-layer model (modified from Nakamura 2008) (b), and Its peak or trough frequency
versus impedance ratio α (modified from Ohmachi et al. 1994) (c).

where, Amph, Ampv = spectrum amplifications in horizontal and vertical motions
of vertically propagating body waves, SHb, SVb = spectra of horizontal and vertical
motions at the outcropping base layer, and SRHs, SRVs = spectra of Rayleigh waves in
the horizontal and vertical directions at the soft soil surface. Then, the next formulation
may be possible.

H/V-spectrum ratio = SHs/SVs = Amph × SHb + SRHs

Ampv × SVb + SRVs
(4.3.14)

If the contribution of the Rayleigh wave is ignored (SRHs = SRVs = 0), and also
assuming that the vertical motions in the surface layer will not amplify near the
first peak frequency of the horizontal motions (Ampv ≈ 1.0), then SHs/SVs ≈ Amph,
provided that the H/V-spectrum ratio at the outcropping base layer can be approx-
imated as SHb/SVb ≈ 1.0. Thus, the H/V-spectrum ratio at the soft soil surface
may represent site-specific amplification characteristics corresponding to the SH-wave
multi-reflection.

If the Rayleigh waves are dominant compared to the body waves, the H/V-ratio
becomes SHs/SVs ≈ SRHs/SRVs. For the simplified two-layer model in Fig. 4.3.18(a),
it is shown that H/V-ratio (SRHs/SRVs) of a harmonic Rayleigh wave varies with
normalized frequency, f /(Vs1/4H) as typically calculated in Fig. 4.3.18(b), for the
impedance ratio α = ρ1Vs1/ρ2Vs2 = 1/4.5–1/1.2, with a set of curves having peaks and
troughs (Ohmachi et al. 1994, Kudo 1995). Note that the curves are quite depen-
dent on the α-value as indicated in the diagram, although the peak frequencies of the
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H/V-ratio coincide with f = Vs1/4H in most cases. Fig. 4.3.18(c) shows the peak and
trough frequencies shown in Fig. 4.3.18(b) for the ratio SRHs/SRVs plotted versus
impedance ratio α = ρ1Vs1/ρ2Vs2 (modified from Ohmachi et al. 1994). For smaller
impedance ratios α ≤ 0.35, the peak frequency almost coincides f = Vs1/4H, indicating
that the Rayleigh wave H/V-ratio can detect the site-dependent predominant frequency
corresponding to the 1/4 SH-wave length, while it tends to be lower than that as α

becomes larger than 0.4. This suggests that the H/V-ratio may be effective even for
Rayleigh waves in detecting predominant frequency if a sharp impedance contrast
(lower α-values) exists between the surface and base layer.

Microtremors may consist of surface waves as well as body waves. In Fig. 4.3.19,
site response spectra of earthquake records (in two directions NS and EW) are com-
pared with microtremor measurements in the same locations in Mexico city (modified
from Nakamura et al. 2003). In the upper three diagrams, the H/V-spectrum ratios for
earthquake motions (thick curve) at a stiff hill surface (a) and soft soil surface (b), (c)
are compared with H/H-spectrum ratios (thin curves) at the same sites for the same
earthquake motion. The H/H-spectrum ratios were calculated by dividing the spectrum
of horizontal motion at a site by that at a common reference site on an outcropping
base layer as already defined in the horizontal array amplification in Fig. 4.1.2(a).
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Figure 4.3.19 H/V-ratios at single points compared with H/H-ratios relative to reference base point
during earthquakes (upper diagrams), and comparisons of H/V-ratios during earthquakes
and microtremors: (a) Outcropping base layer, (b), (c) Soft soil surface (modified from
Nakamura et al. 2003).
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It is shown that the H/V-ratios mostly coincide with the H/H-ratios in terms of the pre-
dominant frequency and amplification value as well, indicating that the H/V-scheme
may be able to estimate seismic site amplifications if the wave-field is essentially com-
posed of the SH-wave. In the lower diagram of Fig. 4.3.19, the same H/V-ratios for
the earthquake (thick curves) are compared with microtremor H/V-ratios (thin curves)
measured at the same sites. Though the peak frequencies show a good coincidence, the
amplitude ratios tend to be smaller in the microtremors than in the earthquake in the
soft soil sites. This is presumably because unlike the earthquake motion rich of body
waves, the microtremors tend to be governed by Rayleigh waves in deep soft soil sites
(Nakamura et al. 2003).

Many site investigations have been carried out to date using the microtremor H/V-
spectrum ratios (e.g. Ohmachi et al. 1994, Horike et al. 2001, Nakamura et al. 2003).
According to them, it is generally accepted that the predominant frequency in site
amplification can be captured by the H/V-scheme at least. The reliability of frequency
determined tends to be better as the impedance contrast between a set of surface lay-
ers and a base layer becomes sharper which tends to yield sharp H/V-spectrum peaks
as indicated in Fig. 4.3.18(b). As for the spectrum amplification values during earth-
quakes, microtremor H/V-spectrum ratios in Kushuiro city in Japan was found to yield
lower amplification than H/H-spectrum ratios evaluated from the earthquake motions
at the same sites relative to a common reference motion (Horike et al. 2001). On
the other hand, it was found to be able to roughly evaluate the amplification near
the predominant frequency unless the effect of Rayleigh wave is dominant in Mexico
city (Nakamura et al. 2003). Thus, there still remains a dispute on its applicability in
evaluating earthquake site amplification characteristics in general, though it is unani-
mously accepted that the H/V-scheme is effective and cost-efficient method to evaluate
the site-specific predominant frequency at least.

4.4 SITE AMPLIFICATION FORMULAS BY EARTHQUAKE
OBSERVATION

As already mentioned in Sec. 4.1, the seismic amplification at the ground surface rel-
ative to the outcropping base layer nearby is expressed as 2As/2Ab and named as the
horizontal array amplification or the incident wave amplification, wherein As is the
upward wave amplitude at the ground surface and Ab is that at the base (A2 in Sec.
4.1 is written here as Ab). On the other hand, if the surface motion is compared with
the motion measured in the base layer at the same site by downhole seismometers in
the vertical array, the amplification becomes 2As/(Ab + Bb) and named as the vertical
array amplification or composite wave amplification, wherein Bb is the downward
wave amplitude in the base layer. In establishing seismic hazard maps, the amplifi-
cation 2As/2Ab is needed rather than 2As/(Ab + Bb). It is therefore worthwhile to
evaluate the horizontal array amplification 2As/2Ab from the vertical array database
of 2As/(Ab + Bb) increasingly available recently. The KiK-net data in about 700 verti-
cal array sites covering all over Japan are available for international researchers only
a few hours after the occurrence of all earthquakes together with associated bore-hole
and wave logging data from the website: http://www.kik.bosai. go.jp/kik/.

http://www.kik.bosaigo.jp/kik/
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Figure 4.4.1 Seismic zonation study: (a) Horizontally layered soil models, (b) Peak amplification 2As/2Ab
versusVs-ratio between base and surface (modified from Shima 1978).

As obviously seen in Eq. (4.2.35) for a simplified two-layer system, the peak
amplification 2As/2Ab is written as a function of the impedance ratio α between the
two layers and a variable δ1 = tan−1 2D1 associated with damping ratio in the surface
layer D1. As the impedance ratio may be simplified as α = ρ1Vs1/ρ2Vs2 ≈ Vs1/Vs2 using
ρ1/ρ2 ≈ 1.0 in many cases, the Vs-ratio Vs1/Vs2 serves as an important parameter for
the amplification.

In actual site amplification evaluations too, Vs-ratios are considered as one of
the key parameters. Shima (1978) did seismic zonation studies in Tokyo and nearby
areas based on horizontally layered soil models as illustrated in Fig. 4.4.1(a) idealized
from a number of bore-hole logging data available. Transfer functions of these models
between ground surface and engineering bedrock as well as their first and higher-
order peak values were calculated by the one-dimensional multi-reflection theory of
SH-wave. In Fig. 4.4.1(b), the peak values 2As/2Ab are plotted versus Vs-ratios,
Vsb/Vs1, between base velocities Vsb and surface velocities Vs1. The plots are approx-
imated here by a linear function of the Vs-ratio Vsb/Vs1. This indicates that the
amplification between surface and base may be practically evaluated by the Vs-ratios
between base and surface layers irrespective of the intermediate layers in realistic field
soil profiles. This finding further implies that amplification at a site relative to another
site may be evaluated from the ratios of surface S-wave velocities Vs1 at the two sites
if they share the common base layer. This constitutes a basic concept of the seismic
microzonation based on the near-surface S-wave velocity.

4.4.1 Site amplification formula using near-surface Vs

Because a surface layer is sometimes too thin to represent a site, a Vs-value not neces-
sarily of the top surface layer but an average Vs-value of multiple layers to a certain
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depth is preferred in microzonation. Thus, empirical formulas were proposed using
the Vs-values near ground surface.

The empirical formula by Joyner and Fumal (1984) evaluates maximum sur-
face acceleration (PGA), maximum velocity (PGV) or 5% damping response spec-
trum using the average S-wave velocity in surface layers based on strong motion
records in US. Here, the Vs-value is averaged over the soil thickness correspond-
ing to a quarter-wave length from the ground surface (denoted here as Vs1/4)
assuming seismic motions with the predominant period of T = 1.0 s. Amplifica-
tion ratio A in the maximum velocity at the ground surface relative to outcrop-
ping bedrock (assuming Vs = 1060 m/s) is given by the following formula using
Vs1/4 (m/s in unit).

A = 23(Vs,1/4 )−0.45 (4.4.1)

Another formula was proposed incorporating records during the 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake in California and associated small shocks, wherein the spectrum amplifi-
cations averaged over the period T = 0.4–2.0 s, denoted as AHSA, were correlated
as follows with the S-wave velocity averaged over the surface layers of top 30 m,
Vs30 (m/s) (Borcherdt et al. 1991).

AHSA = 701
Vs30

: weak motions, AHSA = 598
Vs30

: strong motions (4.4.2)

A similar empirical formula was proposed based on earthquake records in Japan
(Midorikawa 1987), wherein the ratio of maximum velocity amplitudes, A in the next
equation between ground surface and base was correlated with Vs30, and compared
with the seismic intensities observed during the 1923 Great Kanto earthquake (TCEGE
1999). The formula is expressed differently as follows depending on whether Vs30 is
smaller than 1100 m/s or not.

A = 68V−0.60
s30 ; Vs30 < 1100 m/s

A = 1.0; Vs30 > 1100 m/s

}
(4.4.3)

Fig. 4.4.2 summarizes these empirical formulas on Vs-dependent amplifications.
Thus, the seismic site amplifications are practically evaluated using the S-wave veloci-
ties averaged over a certain depth in the surface soils relative to the base layer velocity.
Among them, Vs30, average over the depth of 30 m is often used in practice for devel-
oping seismic zonation maps (e.g. BSSC 2003). Though the average S-wave velocity
over a certain depth is conveniently used in combination with geomorphological maps,
it inevitably ignores the effect of site-dependent soil profiles on seismic amplifications.

4.4.2 Amplification formula using average Vs in equivalent
surface layer

In order to improve the seismic amplification evaluations by taking site-dependent soil
profiles into considerations, a concept of an equivalent surface layer was introduced
by Kokusho and Sato (2008) based on the vertical array amplification database. In
Fig. 4.4.3(a), spectrum ratios 2As/(Ab + Bb) observed at a KiK-net vertical array site
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Figure 4.4.2 Empirical formulas on site amplifications using average S-wave velocities near surface
(TCEGE 1999).

Figure 4.4.3 Typical spectrum amplification of vertical array and peak frequencies compared with 1/4-
wave length formula (Kokusho and Sato 2008).

during 2003 Tokachi-oki earthquake are exemplified for the main shock and several
aftershocks. A good reproducibility of site response during multiple aftershocks is
observed as well as a clear difference in the spectrum ratios between the main shock
and aftershocks reflecting strain-dependent soil properties in the higher-order peaks as
already mentioned. In order to identify the soil layers generating peak frequencies in the
spectrum ratio, the fundamental mode frequencies f of the layered soil system were
calculated by the following quarter-wave length formula (the same as Eq. (4.2.22))
based on Vs-logging data and tabulated in Fig. 4.4.3(b).

f = 1
4
∑n

i=1(Hi/Vsi)
(4.4.4)

Here, Hi and Vsi are the thickness and S-wave velocity of the i-th layer numbered
sequentially from the top, and Hi/Vsi is summed up layer by layer down to the base.
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Figure 4.4.4 Peak frequencies f ∗ in observed spectrum ratios compare with f calculated by 1/4 wave
length formula usingVs-profile data (Kokusho 2013a).

This frequency f corresponds to a set of layers with the thickness equal to the quar-
ter wave length. The calculated frequency was compared one by one with the peak
frequencies in the observed spectrum ratio in Fig. 4.4.3(a) to identify the equivalent
surface layer of the thickness H = ∑

Hi consisting of one or more layers generating
the fundamental mode frequency as tabulated in Fig. 4.4.3(b). Note that there can be
multiple equivalent surface layers in the same site corresponding to individual peak
frequencies.

In Fig. 4.4.4, the peak frequencies f calculated by Eq. (4.4.4) using given Vs-
profile data are taken in the horizontal axis to compare with the peak frequencies f ∗
identified in the observed spectrum ratios in the vertical array for about 100 main
shock records during eight strong earthquakes (MJ = 6.4∼8.0) occurred in Japan from
the year 2000 to 2008. There exists a satisfactory correspondence between f and f ∗ for
not only the 1st but also higher-order peaks. Then, the average S-wave velocity Vs for
each equivalent surface layer can be calculated from the fundamental mode frequency
f and the corresponding thickness H = ∑

Hi as:

Vs = 4Hf (4.4.5)

The average Vs-value thus determined for the equivalent surface layer serves as a key
parameter to evaluate site-dependent amplifications for seismic zonation.

Next, the transfer function, 2As/(Ab + Bb) was calculated for each site using the
S-wave velocity profile employed in calculating the average velocity. The damping ratio
D was tentatively assumed 2.5% in all the layers and also postulated to be frequency-
independent. Fig. 4.4.5 exemplifies a typical transfer function 2As/(Ab + Bb) (thick
dotted curve) which is compared with the observed spectrum ratios in EW and NS
directions (thin solid curves) at a site. If a peak in the transfer function could be found
at about the same frequency as that in the observational spectrum ratio as in this
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Figure 4.4.5 Typical transfer functions 2As/(Ab + Bb) and 2As/2Ab compared with observation (Kokusho
2013a).

example, it was identified as the corresponding peak and the damping ratio previously
assumed as D = 2.5% was modified by the next equation to have the same peak value

D = Q1

Q2
× 2.5(%) (4.4.6)

where Q1 is the peak value of the transfer function using the soil data and Q2 is that
of the observed spectrum ratios both in EW and NS directions. Not only the 1st peak
but also the higher order peaks were compared in this manner if possible, and the
modified D-value was determined as the average in EW and NS directions. Then, the
transfer function 2As/2Ab was calculated using the modified D-value using the same
soil-layer model and the peak amplification was read off. In some cases, it was found
that peak frequencies in the transfer functions 2As/2Ab and 2As/(Ab + Bb) significantly
disagree. This is due to inappropriate downhole seismometer depths relative to the layer
boundary of sharp impedance change, as will be discussed in Sec. 4.4.4, and these cases
were discarded in the later data analysis. In this way, the peak amplifications in the
spectrum ratio 2As/2Ab to be used for seismic zonation studies, were calculated based
on the earthquake records at a number of vertical array sites (Kokusho and Sato 2008,
Kokusho 2013a).

In the current practice of seismic zonation, the average S-wave velocity Vs30 is
often used in making simplified site amplification evaluations (e.g. Midorikawa 1987,
Borcherdt et al. 1991), where Vs30 is the averaged S-wave velocity over the top 30 m
from the ground surface. In Fig. 4.4.6, the peak values in 2As/2Ab thus calculated
from a number of vertical array data are plotted versus the velocity ratio, Vsb/Vs30, for
main shock records during the eight strong earthquakes (MJ = 6.4∼8.0) abbreviated
here as EQ. 1∼8. Here, Vsb = S-wave velocity at stiff base layers where the downhole
seismometers are installed (around 100 m deep), and Vs30 = 30/T30 where T30 is the
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Figure 4.4.6 Peak spectrum amplifications of 2As/2Ab for main shocks of 8 earthquakes versus average
S-wave velocity ratiosVsb/Vs30 usingVs30 of top 30 m surface soils (Kokusho 2013a).

S-wave travel time (s) in the top 30 m. Obviously, a positive correlation can be rec-
ognized, though data are largely scattered. Some inconsistencies are evidently seen in
the plots among different earthquakes and the 1st and higher order peaks, presumably
because only the top 30 m is taken into account without considering site-specific soil
profiles.

Fig. 4.4.7 shows the relationship of the peak amplifications in 2As/2Ab for the
eight earthquakes plotted versus the Vs-ratio defined here as the division of Vsb by the
average velocity Vs in Eq. (4.4.5). Note that a large number of plots are overlapping
in the zone of Vsb/Vs � 4.0. In a good contrast to Fig. 4.4.6, the plots in Fig. 4.4.7
using Vs show a fairly good correlation for both 1st and higher order peaks despite
differences in various influencing factors such as earthquake intensities, predominant
frequencies, shaking durations and soil profiles. This indicates the importance to define
the average S-wave velocity properly by identifying the site-specific equivalent surface
layers wherein the individual amplification peaks are excited.

A simple linear correlation may be derived in Fig. 4.4.7 for the data-points of
Vsb/Vs � 10 (the normally encountered condition), with the determination coefficient
R2 = 0.79 (Kokusho 2013a) as:

2As

2Ab
= 0.369 + 0.626

(
Vsb

Vs

)
(4.4.7)

The equation is not so different from what was proposed based on 3 earthquakes
(EQ3, EQ4 and EQ5) (Kokusho and Sato 2008): 2As/2Ab = 0.175 + 0.685(Vsb/Vs)
as superposed in the same diagram. Eq. (4.4.7) may be conveniently used because of
its applicability to a wide variety of base layers with Vsb = 400 m/s to 3000 m/s for a
number of the vertical array sites used here (Kokusho 2013a).
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Figure 4.4.7 Peak spectrum amplifications of 2As/2Ab for main shock of 8 earthquakes versus average
S-wave velocity ratiosVsb /Vs and empirical equation for approximation (Kokusho 2013a).

Relative amplifications for the same seismic motions in an area underlain by a
common base layer is evaluated as follows;

(i) Based on the microtremor measurements for example, decide the predominant
frequency f of a given site using the H/V spectrum ratios (Nakamura 1989).

(ii) Estimate the thickness of soft soil or Holocene layer H where the fundamental
frequency is exerted, which may be read off in geological maps or soil logging
data available nearby in urban areas.

(iii) Then, the average S-wave velocity can be calculated by Vs = 4Hf . If, a Vs-profile
is obtained together with bedrock depth by surface wave methods or downhole
methods, Vs is readily calculated by Eqs. (4.4.4) and (4.4.5).

(iv) Calculate the S-wave velocity ratio Vsb/Vs from Vsb of the common base layer
and Vs obtained above.

(v) Relative amplification between two different sites can be readily obtained from
the 2As/2Ab-values individually calculated in Eq. (4.4.7) from Vsb/Vs. To be
precise, the amplification thus obtained by using. (4.4.7) is slightly changeable
depending on the value of Vsb to be chosen among common base layers in the
two sites, though its effect is ignorable for design purposes.

4.4.3 Effect of soil-nonlinearity

In order to examine the effect of strain-dependent soil nonlinearity on the site amplifica-
tion, the first peak values of the spectrum ratios are compared in Fig. 4.4.8(a) between
the main shocks (PGA ≈ 0.1–2.4 g) in the vertical axis and the small aftershocks (mostly
four aftershocks for PGA ≤ 0.1 g versus one main shock) in the horizontal axis at
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Figure 4.4.8 First peak amplifications, 2As/2Ab and 2As/(Ab + Bb), for main shocks and aftershocks of 8
earthquakes: (a) Peak amplifications for main shocks versus for corresponding aftershocks,
(b) Peak amplifications versusVsb /Vs for main shocks and aftershocks (Kokusho 2013a).

individual sites for the eight earthquakes (EQ.1–EQ.8) in Japan. The two kinds of
amplifications, 2As/(Ab + Bb) and 2As/2Ab obtained from the same vertical array
records as described above are plotted with triangles and solid circles, respectively.
The peak values of 2As/(Ab + Bb) are dispersed in a wide range, and the majority is
plotted around or below the diagonal line of Main shock = Aftershock, indicating that
during strong main shocks the site amplifications in terms of 2As/(Ab + Bb) tend to
be lower than aftershocks due to the soil nonlinearity. In contrast, the peak values in
2As/2Ab, despite smaller absolute values, concentrate near the diagonal line, indicating
that the soil nonlinearity has only a marginal effect on the first peak value at least.

In Fig. 4.4.8(b), the same first peak values in the amplifications 2As/2Ab and
2As/(Ab + Bb) are plotted versus the Vs-ratio, Vsb/Vs, for not only the main shocks
but also aftershocks of the eight earthquakes. Close and open circles are the peak val-
ues of 2As/2Ab while close and open triangles are those of 2As/(Ab + Bb), for the main
shock and aftershocks, respectively. For 2As/2Ab, a clear correlation can be recognized
between the peak amplifications and the Vs-ratios, which again can be approximated
by Eq. (4.4.7) as shown in the diagram. Note that the differences in peak amplifica-
tions between the main shocks and corresponding aftershocks are almost invisible. In
contrast, the peak values for 2As/(Ab + Bb) are not well correlated with the Vs-ratios.
Furthermore, the peak values for the main shocks are evidently smaller than those for
the corresponding aftershocks in most sites. This indicates that the soil nonlinearity
effect is very pronounced in 2As/(Ab + Bb) but almost invisible in 2As/2Ab.

In order to account for this difference, a simple 2-layer system, a surface layer
underlain by an infinitely thick base layer shown in Fig. 4.4.9(a) (the same as
Fig. 4.2.1(b)) was studied (Kokusho and Sato 2008) assuming the impedance ratio
between the two layers for small strain properties as α = ρ1Vs1/ρ2Vs2 = 0.3. The
transfer functions 2As/(A2 + B2) and 2As/2A2 are already given in Eqs. (4.2.32)
and (4.2.34), respectively. In order to take account the effect of strain-dependent
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Figure 4.4.9 Two-layer system (a), and Strain-dependent properties of surface layer (b).

Figure 4.4.10 Transfer functions of two-layer system: (a) 2As/2A2, (b) 2As/(A2 + B2), for 3-step strain-
dependent nonlinearity in surface layer: (Kokusho and Sato 2008).

soil properties on the amplifications, the shear modulus ratio G/G0 and the damp-
ing ratio D1 in the surface layer are parametrically changed; G/G0 = 1.0, 0.65, 0.25
and D1 = 2.5, 5, 15%, for the effective strain levels of 5 × 10−6, 1 × 10−4, 1 × 10−3;
respectively, assuming a typical degradation curve for clean sand (Seed et al. 1986)
as indicated in Fig. 4.4.9(b), while in the base layer D2 = 0. The calculated results of
2As/2A2 and 2As/(A2 + B2) are shown in Figs. 4.4.10(a) and (b), respectively. Here,
the transfer functions between surface and base are shown versus the normalized fre-
quency, f /f 1, where f 1 = first resonant frequency of the surface layer for small strain
properties (G/G0 = 1.0). The nonlinear soil properties have a clear effect on the peak
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Figure 4.4.11 Horizontal and vertical arrays (a), and Conceptual comparison of accelerations at stiff
base site, outcropping (horizontal array) or downhole (vertical array), versus at soft soil
sites (b).

frequency, due to degraded shear modulus both in 2As/2Ab and 2As/(Ab + Bb). How-
ever, in terms of the peak amplifications, the soil nonlinearity has much smaller impact
on 2As/2Ab than on 2As/(Ab + Bb) for the 1st peak in particular. This is because
in Eq. (4.2.32) the impedance ratio α∗ affects 2As/2Ab as |2As/2Ab| ≈ |1/α∗| at the
peak. Under the paramount effect of radiation damping by the α∗-value, the influence
of strain-dependent properties becomes weaker. Furthermore, the impedance ratio
α = ρ1Vs1/ρ2Vs2, which becomes smaller with the degraded modulus or S-wave veloc-
ity in the surface layer, tends to give larger amplification, compensating the effect of
increased soil damping during strong earthquakes in 2As/2Ab. In contrast, the strain-
dependent properties give a paramount effect on 2As/(Ab + Bb) with the absence of
α∗ in (4.2.34). Thus, the strain-dependent difference in soil properties between main
shock and aftershocks tends to have smaller influence on the amplification in 2As/2Ab

than in 2As/(Ab + Bb) as demonstrated in Fig. 4.4.8 by actual site amplification data.
Summarizing the above, there are two definitions of the site amplification; the

horizontal array and vertical array as mentioned before and shown here again in
Fig. 4.4.11(a). Fig. 4.4.11(b) conceptually shows the accelerations at the stiff base,
the point B (outcropping) or B′ (downhole), taken in the horizontal axis versus those
at the soft soil surface the point A in the vertical axis. The acceleration on the soft soil
surface shows a strong nonlinear correlation with downhole base acceleration at B′ due
to the soil nonlinearity effect as schematically illustrated with the dashed shaded belt
in Fig. 4.4.11(b). In the horizontal array, the same acceleration on the soft soil surface
tends to exhibit a remarkably linear correlation with the outcropping base acceleration
at B as illustrated with the dark shaded belt in Fig. 4.4.11(b). This trend is actually
substantiated in Fig. 4.4.8.

A similar research result of the horizontal array amplification available in United
States is superposed on Fig. 4.4.11(b) with the solid line, wherein not peak spectrum
amplifications but PGAs at soft soil sites and outcropping rock sites are compared
(Idriss 1990). The curve was estimated from smaller earthquake records of similar
epicenter distances during the 1985 Mexican earthquake and the 1989 Roma Prieta
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earthquake and also from numerical analyses for strong motions. The curve is obvi-
ously nonlinear reflecting the soil nonlinearity and the amplification between soil and
rock tends to be lower than unity for PGA larger than around 0.4 g.

The above findings based on the actual records in Japan as well as the simple
model analysis in Figs. 4.4.9 and 4.4.10 may indicate that soil nonlinearity is not so
pronounced in the horizontal array unlike the vertical array. Nevertheless, it is obvious
that in a certain point, where the soil moduli substantially decrease due to liquefaction,
the amplification will be less than unity because the wave cannot arrive at the soft soil
surface (base isolation effect in Sec. 5.11). In that case, the downward waves in the
overburden soils diminish and the downhole accelerations at B′ become identical with
the outcropping acceleration at B, merging the two curved belts in the horizontal
and vertical arrays as illustrated in the diagram. Up to that point the site amplification
defined by the horizontal array may possibly be more linear than normally anticipated.

4.4.4 Effect of downhole seismometer installation depth

In the vertical arrays monitoring site amplifications in exactly the same sites, the spec-
trum ratios 2As/(Ab + Bb) are obtained, and the spectrum ratios 2As/2Ab for the
seismic zonation studies has to be calculated from them. Figs. 4.4.12 exemplifies the
transfer functions 2As/(Ab + Bb) (thick dashed curves) at 6 vertical array sites (a)–(f)
and compares with the corresponding transfer functions 2As/2Ab (thick solid curves).
They are calculated using the soil profiles tabulated together. The installation depths
of seismometers are indicated with the arrows, and the layer boundaries of major
Vs-contrast are also pointed out with the triangle marks in the tabulated profiles. At
all the sites, the peak frequencies of 2As/(Ab + Bb) are mostly compatible with those
of the observed spectrum ratios in EW and NS directions.

If the two types of transfer functions 2As/(Ab + Bb) and 2As/2Ab are compared in
each site, the coincidence in peak frequencies is perfect in (a) and good in (b) but tends to
be poorer in (c), (d) and very poor in (e), (f). The reason may be accounted for by exam-
ining the soil profiles. In (a) and (b), the Vs-value at the depth of downhole seismometer
is much larger than the upper layers, and the downhole seismometer is not so deep from
the boundary of the major Vs-contrast. In (c) and (d), the Vs-value at the base layer is
not very large compared to the upper layers though the seismometer depth is not so deep
from a boundary of major Vs-contrast. In (e) and (f), though the Vs-value at the base
layer is much larger than the upper layers, the depth of seismometer is too deep from
the upper boundary of major Vs-contrast to properly detect the response of the upper
layers. These observations suggest the significance of seimometer depth in deploying
the downhole seismometer appropriately considering site specific soil profiles.

In order to find out a basic rule how the peak frequencies in the two transfer
functions, 2As/(Ab + Bb) and 2As/2Ab, are governed by soil profiles, a simplified
three-layer model shown in Fig. 4.4.13(a) is analyzed. The model consists of a soft
surface layer (1st layer: thickness H1), an intermediate layer (2nd layer: H2) and a
stiff base layer (3rd layer) with infinite depth. The corresponding impedance ratios are
α12 = (ρVs)1/(ρVs)2 between the 1st and 2nd layer, α23 = (ρVs)2/(ρVs)3 between the
2nd and 3rd layer, and the downhole seismometer is at the top of the 3rd layer. The
two transfer functions, 2As/(Ab + Bb) and 2As/2Ab, are calculated for the model and
shown in Figs. 4.4.13(b), (c) against the normalized frequency f /f 1 where f 1 = Vs1/H1.
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Figure 4.4.12 Examples of transfer functions 2As/(Ab + Bb) compared with 2As/2Ab together with
observed spectrum ratios, and tabulated soil profiles at 6 vertical array sites (a)–(f)
(Kokusho 2013a).

In Fig. 4.4.13(b), wherein the thickness of intermediate layer H2 is parametrically
varied with respect to H1 for α12 = 0.2 and α23 = 0.8 unchanged, the transfer function
2As/2Ab (solid curve) is stable with its peak frequency f /f1 ≈ 1.0 irrespective of the
H2/H1-ratio because of the clear impedance contrast α12 = 0.2 between the surface
and intermediate layer. In contrast, the shapes and peak frequencies of the transfer
function 2As/(Ab + Bb) (dashed curve) tend to change with increasing H2/H1-ratio
for H2/H1 � 2.0 in particular. This is because, in 2As/(Ab + Bb), the depth of seis-
mometer serves as a virtual rigid boundary with no radiation of wave energy below
as already mentioned in Sec. 3.2.3 even if it is in the midst of a uniform layer. In Figs.
4.4.13(c), where the impedance ratios α12, α23 are parametrically changing (keeping
α12 × α23 = 0.16 constant) with the constant thickness ratio H2/H1 = 4.0, the two
transfer functions 2As/(Ab + Bb) and 2As/2Ab are quite different for α23 ≈ 0.64 or
larger, though they coincide to each other if α23 ≈ 0.4 or smaller. This indicates that a
sharp impedance contrast is preferred at the boundary near the downhole seismometer.
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Figure 4.4.13 3-layer model with variable downhole seismometer depth relative to major layer bound-
ary (a),Transfer functions for various layer thicknesses (b) and various impedance ratios
(c) (Kokusho 2013a).

Consequently, in installing vertical array systems, the downhole seismometers
should be in a stiff base layer not too deep from the layer boundary. A sharp impedance
contrast at the base boundary is preferable. If the depth of the downhole seismometer is
twice deeper than the surface layer thickness from the boundary with major impedance
contrast, namely H2/H1 > 2.0, peak frequencies different from those in 2As/2Ab tend
to appear in 2As/(Ab + Bb). Thus, it should be borne in mind that there are appropriate
site-specific installation depths for the downhole seismometers of vertical arrays, so
that the peak frequencies in the spectrum amplifications are in accordance with those
of horizontal arrays. The depth should never be the deeper, the better.

4.5 SSI AND RADIATION DAMPING IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL
WAVE PROPAGATION

In calculating the seismic response of superstructures, a lumped mass-spring sys-
tem with the mass elements mi (i = 1−n) resting on the foundation ground such as
in Fig. 4.5.1 is employed with horizontal acceleration given at the ground surface.
Normally, the ground surface is assumed to be rigid as in (a), and the inertial load
−mi(üi + z̈) is given to the i-th lumped mass mi, where üi = acceleration of the mass rel-
ative to the ground and z̈ = absolute ground acceleration. When the structure is heavy,
however, the ground acceleration nearby may be affected so as to be different from the
far field ground acceleration z̈ by üG, changing the inertial load to −mi(üi + z̈ − üG)
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Figure 4.5.1 Lumped mass-spring structure model resting on foundation ground: (a) Directly on rigid
ground without SSI, (b) Connected via spring with SSI.

as shown in (b). This effect named as SSI (Soil-Structure-Interaction) is often modelled
by a soil spring with a spring constant kG connecting the foundation and the far field
ground in Fig. 4.5.1(b). Not only the horizontal springs for the horizontal motions but
also the rotational springs kθ are used to allow the rotation of the structure. These SSI
springs tend to lower the resonant frequency of the system compared to that on the
rigid ground.

Not only the resonant frequencies but also damping characteristics tend to change
because of SSI. If the rigid ground is assumed as in Fig. 4.5.1(a), no vibration energy
radiates into the ground. Thus, the vibration without SSI decays only by the internal
damping in the structure. If the effect of radiation damping cannot be ignored in
this case, the internal damping has to be added on purpose by a certain amount to
compensate the rigid foundation.

The SSI effects on superstuctures are three-dimensional problems. Theoretically,
vibrations of rigid foundations of different configurations resting on an uniform elastic
half-space have been solved to yield closed form solutions on equivalent spring con-
stants and radiation damping. Numerically, quite a few tools are available in direct
analyses and indirect substructure analyses (e.g. NIST 2012). Apart from those spe-
cialized state of the art, very fundamental and simple characterizations of SSI and
radiation damping are considered in the following in the realm of one-dimensional
wave propagation.

4.5.1 Soil-structure interaction (SSI)

The degree of SSI may be quantified by comparing the ground motion beneath a super-
structure with that in the far field. Fig. 4.5.2 shows (a) an elastic half-space in the far
field, (b) a one-degree of freedom lumped mass-spring system on the elastic half-space
and (c) a shear-vibration system on the elastic half-space. Horizontal displacement
u(t, z) of the SH-wave propagating in the half space with velocity Vs and density ρ in
z-direction is expressed as:

u(t, z) = uu(t − z/Vs) + ud(t + z/Vs) (4.5.1)
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Figure 4.5.2 SSI-effect comparing free field and simplified structures on foundation ground: (a) Free
field, (b) 1D-freedom mass-spring system, (c) Shear-vibration system.

where uu(t − z/Vs) and ud(t + z/Vs) are upward and downward wave components.
The vibration of the lumped mass-spring model is formulated as:

mẍ + cẋ + kx = −mü(t, 0) (4.5.2)

Here, m = mass, k = spring constant, c = dashpot constant (damping ratio
D = c/2

√
mk: Kelvin damping), and x = horizontal displacement of the mass rela-

tive to the ground. Because the reaction to the ground is cẋ + kx, shear stress τ(t, 0)
working on the ground from the mass-spring system having the contact area a is;

τ(t, 0) = cẋ + kx
a

(4.5.3)

The shear stress is formulated also from Eq. (4.5.1) as:

τ(t, 0) = G
∂u(t, z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= −ρVs[u̇u(t, 0) − u̇d(t, 0)] (4.5.4)

Hence, the next formula is obtained from the above two equations.

c
aρVs

ẋ + k
aρVs

x = −u̇u(t, 0) + u̇d(t, 0) (4.5.5)

The following equation modified from Eq. (4.5.2) is combined with what is
obtained by differentiating Eq. (4.5.5) once in terms of time t.

ẍ + c
m

ẋ + k
m

x = −ü(t, 0) = −üu(t, 0) − üd(t, 0) (4.5.6)
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Then, the next simultaneous equation is reached (Hoshiya and Yamazaki 1979).

(
1 + c

aρVs

)
ẍ +

(
c
m

+ k
aρVs

)
ẋ + k

m
x = −2üu(t, 0)

(
1 − c

aρVs

)
ẍ +

(
c
m

− k
aρVs

)
ẋ + k

m
x = −2üd(t, 0)

(4.5.7)

If harmonic waves are assumed as:

uu(t, 0) = A2eiωt, ud(t, 0) = B2eiωt, x = Xeiωt (4.5.8)

then, Eq. (4.5.7) is written as:
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X = −2ω2B2

(4.5.9)

From this, the next formula is obtained.

A2 + B2 = −
(

1 − k
m

1
ω2

− i
c
m

1
ω

)
X (4.5.10)

Consequently, the amplitude of ground motion beneath the mass-spring system,
A2 + B2, shown in Fig. 4.5.2(b) relative to that in the free field, 2A2, in Fig. 4.5.2(a)
can be written as:
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=
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/
2
) ω0

ω

}
(4.5.11)

Here, ω2
0 = k/m, D = c/2

√
mk, and α = (ω0m/a)/(ρVs) corresponds to the impedance

ratio of mass-spring system because ω0m/a is equivalent to the seismic impedance in
terms of the dimension.

In the case of the large-width shear-vibration system in Fig. 4.5.2(c), with the
height H, the equivalent impedance ρ1Vs1 and the internal damping ratio D1, resting
on the elastic half space, dynamic response immediately below the system may be
approximated by the two-layer soil model discussed in Sec. 4.2.2 and the next equation
is derived from Eqs. (4.2.28) and (4.2.29).

B2

A2
= (1 − α∗) + (1 + α∗)e−2ik∗

1H

(1 + α∗) + (1 − α∗)e−2ik∗
1H

(4.5.12)
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Figure 4.5.3 ISSI versus f/f0 corresponding to 1D-freedom mass-spring system for four stepwise
impedance ratios: (a) D1 = 5%, (b) 20%.

The ratio of ground motion amplitude immediately below the model, A2 + B2 in
Fig. 4.5.2(c), to that in the free field, 2A2 in (a), is written as:

A2 + B2

2A2
= 1 + e−2ik∗

1H

(1 + α∗) + (1 − α∗)e−2ik∗
1H

(4.5.13)

The Index of SSI, ISSI may be reasonably defined here as:

ISSI = 1 −
∣∣∣∣A2 + B2

2A2

∣∣∣∣ (4.5.14)

so that ISSI = 0 in the free field where B2 = A2, and ISSI beneath structures increases
with increasing structural mass or rigidity up to ISSI = 1.0 with B2 = −A2.

Let us calculate ISSI of the two simple structure models with typical parameters in
Figs. 4.5.2(b) and (c) using Eqs. (4.5.11) and (4.5.13), respectively. As the key value
of SSI, the impedance ratio α is chosen differently for different structures. For a light-
weight wooden house with the smallest SSI effect, α = (ω0m/a)/(ρVs) = 0.025 assuming
typically that the house with the horizontal area a = 10 m × 10 m, the mass m = 50 t
and the resonant frequency f0 = ω0/2π = 2 Hz is resting on the foundation ground with
ρ = 1.8 t/m3 and Vs = 140 m/s. For a 5-story RC building, α = (ω0m/a)/(ρVs) = 0.11
assuming a = 20 m × 20 m, m = 2000 t and f0 = ω0/2π = 4 Hz, while ρ = 2.2 t/m3 and
Vs = 500 m/s in the foundation ground. For a massive concrete dam with the density
ρ1 = 2.3 t/m3 and S-wave velocity Vs1 = 2000 m/s resting on the ground ρ = 2.4 t/m3

and Vs = 1200 m/s, α = ρ1Vs1/ρVs = 1.6. Thus, the impedance ratio is changed in four
steps as α = 0.025, 0.1, 0.4 and 1.6.

Fig. 4.5.3 shows the variations of ISSI-value versus normalized frequency f /f0

calculated by Eqs. (4.5.11) and (4.5.14) corresponding to the mass-spring system for
the four values of α and the internal damping ratios of the structure (a) D1 = 5% and
(b) 20% for the Kelvin damping. This indicates that the SSI-effect becomes dominant
particularly in and near the resonance. Its effect tends to reach in a broader frequency
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Figure 4.5.4 ISSI versus f /(Vs/4H) corresponding to shear-vibrating system for four stepwise impedance
ratios: (a) D1 = 5%, (b) 20%.

range nearby with increasing α and increasing internal damping ratio of the structure
D1. The similar results calculated by Eqs. (4.5.13) and (4.5.14) corresponding to the
shear-vibration structure are shown in Fig. 4.5.4 for the four stepwise values of α

and the internal damping ratios of the structure D1 = 5% (a) and 20% (b) for the
Nonviscous damping. Note that there are multiple peaks corresponding to multiple
degrees of resonance in this case, wherein the first peak has almost the same peak
amplitude as in Fig. 4.5.3. Thus, in the two different models, it is evident that the SSI-
effect is highly variable with frequency relative to the resonant frequency. Also noted is
that with increasing D1-value as the structure approaches failure, the SSI-effect tends
to be less-dependent on frequency and become larger between peak frequencies, too.

In the above evaluations, the structure is assumed to vibrate horizontally only in
the shear mode, though it may vibrate not only in the shear mode but also in the
bending or rocking mode. Despite this limitation, the above-mentioned findings may
help the SSI-effect even in actual problems be understood qualitatively. In normal
engineering practice, a structure is idealized by the lumped mass-spring model as in
Fig. 4.5.1(a) and the free-field earthquake motions are directly given on a rigid ground
surface. This indicates ISSI = 0, which may be justified for a wooden house because
ISSI < 0.2 even in resonance as indicated in Fig. 4.5.3. However, for heavy structures
with larger impedance ratio, ISSI tends to increase, necessitating the SSI-effect to be
taken into account particularly near the resonance and near failures with large internal
damping.

4.5.2 Radiation damping

The damping mechanisms of seismic vibrations in superstructures resting on founda-
tion ground are attributed to internal damping and radiation damping as illustrated
in Fig. 4.5.5(a). The internal damping occurs due to the loss of earthquake energy
in structural members, while the radiation damping occurs due to the energy migra-
tion from a structure to foundation ground, though the gross energy is unchanged.
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Figure 4.5.5 Radiation damping versus internal damping (a), and Simplified evaluation for rigid
foundation on elastic half-space (b).

Though the radiation damping occurs three-dimensionally because the structure has
a limited dimension in contrast to the unlimited foundation ground expanding three-
dimensionally, it is simplified here to understand its basic mechanism in the arena of
one-dimensional SH-wave wave propagation.

4.5.2.1 Rigid foundation

Imagine that a rigid foundation resting on an elastic half-space with density ρ and
S-wave velocity Vs illustrated in Fig. 4.5.5(b) vibrates horizontally in harmonic motion
with the displacement amplitude u0 and angular frequency ω.

u = u0eiωt (4.5.15)

If the foundation width is infinitely large, the vibration energy radiates into the half-
space as one-dimensionally propagating SH-wave as:

u = u0ei(ωt+kz) (4.5.16)

Here, z-axis is directing upward and k = ω/Vs is the wave number. Shear stress τ

beneath the foundation is written using G = ρV2
s as:

τ = G
∂u
∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= iGku0eiωt = iGku = iρVsωu (4.5.17)

The foundation is actually of finite width wherein the horizontal SSI-effect is
modeled by a lateral spring with the spring constant kG. Considering the spring reac-
tion for the foundation displacement u relative to free-field kGu, which is assumed
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Figure 4.5.6 Shear-vibration structure on elastic half-space (a), 1D-freedom mass-spring system on
rigid ground (b), and Equivalent damping ratio D versus α derived by comparing them (c).

to be frequency-independent, the shearing force T is correlated with the relative
displacement using the foundation area A as (Tajimi 1965):

T = (kG + iρVsω)Au = (k2
G + ρ2V2

s ω2)1/2Aueiδ, tan δ = ρVsω/kG (4.5.18)

The radiation damping of the foundation is expressed by the phase angle δ in the above
equation based on the correlation in Eq. (1.5.32) as:

D = tan δ

2
= ρVsω

2kG
(4.5.19)

It is proportional to angular frequency ω and inversely proportional to the lateral
spring constant kG.

4.5.2.2 Shear-vibration structure

In place of the rigid foundation in Fig. 4.5.5(b), imagine the shear-vibration structure
as in Fig. 4.5.6(a), the dynamic response may be approximated by the two-layer system
as addressed in Sec. 4.2.1. The peak amplification of the system in resonance between
the displacement amplitude at the top of the structure 2As and that at the free ground
surface 2A2 is given by Eq. (4.2.35). Then, the structure in Fig. 4.5.6(a) is compared
with one-degree of freedom lumped mass-spring system on the rigid ground shown in
Fig. 4.5.6(b) vibrated by the harmonic force Feiωt as:

mü + cu̇ + ku = Feiωt (4.5.20)

Using the resonant angular frequency ω0 =√
k/m and damping ratio

D = c/(2
√

mk),

ü + 2Dω0u̇ + ω2
0u =

(
F
m

)
eiωt (4.5.21)
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The absolute amplitude is written as:

|u| = F/k
{(−(ω/ω0)2 + 1)2 + 4D2(ω/ω0)2}1/2

(4.5.22)

and the peak amplification Q at the resonance frequency ω = ω0 is obtained in the
following (if D is not too large) as the ratio of the absolute peak displacement |u|ω=ω0

to the spring displacement due to static force F/k.

Q = |u|ω=ω0

(F/k)
= 1

2D
(4.5.23)

On the other hand, if the ground displacement of the mass-spring system in
Fig. 4.5.6(b) is written as z = z0eiωt, Eq. (4.5.21) is rewritten as:

ü + 2Dω0u̇ + ω2
0u = −z̈ = ω2z0eiωt =

(
F
m

)
eiωt (4.5.24)

Since F = mω2z0, the following correlation holds:

F
k

=
(m

k

)
ω2z0 =

(
ω

ω0

)2

z0 (4.5.25)

and F/k = z0 at ω = ω0. This indicates that the amplification Q in Eq. (4.5.23) is also
interpreted as a ratio of the peak absolute displacement |u|ω=ω0 to the ground dis-
placement amplitude z0 at ω = ω0, which corresponds to the free surface displacement
amplitude of the foundation ground 2A2 in Fig. 4.5.6(a). If the peak displacement
amplitude u of the lumped mass is assumed to correspond to the first resonance ampli-
tude in Eq. (4.2.35) (n = 1) at the top of the shear-vibration structure 2As, the next
equations can be derived from Eq. (4.5.23).

Q =
∣∣∣∣ 2As

2A2

∣∣∣∣= 1
sinh(πδ1/4) + α cosh(πδ1/4)

= 1
2D

(4.5.26)

D = [sinh(πδ1/4) + α cosh(πδ1/4)]
2

(4.5.27)

where δ1 = tan−1 2D1. Fig. 4.5.6(c) shows the equivalent damping ratio D of the one-
degree of freedom mass-spring system resting on the rigid ground in Fig. 4.5.6(b)
calculated by Eq. (4.5.27) versus the impedance ratio of the shear-vibration structure
on the elastic half-space in Fig. 4.5.6(a). Here the internal damping ratio of the ground
is D2 = 0 (which does not affect the result so much) and that of the structure is varied
as D1 = 0, 5, 10%. Note that the equivalent damping ratio D reflecting the radiation
damping is linearly correlated with the impedance ratio α. The impedance ratio α has
a strong impact on D; D = 10% for α = 0.2 and D = 20% for α = 0.4 even for D1 = 0.
If the internal damping D1 increases from zero, it tends to increase the equivalent
damping ratio D by a constant increment as shown in Fig. 4.5.6(c). Though this
evaluation ignores three-dimensional energy radiation in actual conditions, it indicates
a significant role of the impedance ratio between structure and foundation ground to
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determine the radiation damping in one-dimensional wave propagation and how the
effect of internal damping is superposed on it.

4.6 ENERGY FLOW IN WAVE PROPAGATION

Seismic design in practice is based on inertial forces given by accelerations (e.g. max-
imum or equivalent accelerations) or seismic coefficients. Though the force-based
design method has long been used to date, it is recognized increasingly that accelera-
tion alone may not be an appropriate parameter for seismic damage evaluations. More
and more strong acceleration records with maximum values exceeding 1 g have been
obtain×d in recent years. Fig. 4.6.1 summarizes horizontal peak ground accelerations
(PGAs) observed during recent earthquakes. They are increasing almost monotoni-
cally as years go by, arriving at almost 3 g. This is presumably because the density
of earthquake observation networks (for example K-NET and KiK-net in Japan) are
getting denser in their deployments to be able to pick up localized higher PGAs than
before. On the other hand, cases are increasing where no significant structural damage
was reported despite the high observed PGAs; e.g. 1.8 g in Tarzana, California during
the 1994 Northridge earthquake, USA, 1.7 g in Tokamachi during the 2004 Niigata-
ken Chuetsu earthquake, Japan, and 2.8 g in Tsukidate during the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake, Japan.

Actually, the acceleration is not relevant to determine structural damage by itself,
because the seismic wave energy defined in Eq. (1.2.25), which seems to closely corre-
lated with the damage, is dependent not only on the wave amplitude, acceleration or
particle velocity, but also on the soil impedance where the ground motion is recorded. In
United States, Arias Intensity (Arias 1970) proportional to the time-integral of squared
acceleration time-histories is sometimes used in earthquake engineering to measure a
sort of seismic intensity similar to the energy, though it is not actually the wave energy
in the exact physical meaning because of non-involvement of soil impedance. The wave
amplitude, acceleration or velocity, cannot be meaningful by itself in view of damage

Figure 4.6.1 PGAs observed during recent strong earthquakes in recent years (modified from Kokusho
2009).
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potential without the associated impedance values where that value was recorded if the
wave energy governs the damage. Hence, when a design motion with a given amplitude
is discussed, it is essential to identify the soil condition or impedance where the motion
was defined or recorded.

The seismic energy was investigated by seismologists (e.g. Gutenberg and Richter
1942, 1956) in order to evaluate the total energy released from a seismic source
based on observed earthquake records. However, from the viewpoint of engineer-
ing design in particular, very few researchers tried to investigate earthquake motions
in terms of energy. Among them, Sarma (1971) calculated site-specific seismic ener-
gies from velocity records and compared with spherically radiated energy from the
source. An energy-based design method has been proposed for buildings (Akiyama,
1999), although it is still limited within the energy capacity of superstructures resting
on rigid ground, without considering the energy demand from deformable ground to
the superstructures. In the liquefaction evaluation, energy-based methods have been
proposed, where the energy capacity for liquefaction triggering is compared with the
input earthquake energy demand assuming the spherical energy radiation for body
waves (Davis and Berrill 1982), though it is not used in practice.

In most of the energy-related investigations, the energy concept is limited in the
energy capacities of soils and structures, while the energy demands in design earth-
quakes are not discussed. Kokusho and Motoyama (2002) performed a basic study on
the energy demands of seismic waves in surface layers based on the one-dimensional
multi-reflection theory of the SH-waves using vertical array records during the 1995
Kobe earthquake, which was followed by theoretical study on the same topic by
Kokusho et al. (2007). Similar studies using a number of vertical array data was fur-
ther carried out to understand general trends of the energy demand in surface layers
(Kokusho and Suzuki 2011, 2012). In the following Sections, the energy demands in
surface soil layers are discussed based on the calculations of wave energy flows in sim-
plified models and actual soil models of vertical array sites using the multi-reflection
theory of one-dimensional SH-wave propagations.

4.6.1 Energy flow at a boundary of infinite medium

In order to understand the mechanism controlling the energy flow in layered soil
deposits, let us go back to simplified models. The first is an infinite medium con-
sisting of two parts with the horizontal boundary as shown in Fig. 4.6.2(a), where
z-axis is taken upward from the boundary. The S-wave velocities are Vs1 and Vs2, and
the soil densities are ρ1 and ρ2 in the upper and lower parts, respectively. The wave
displacements u1, u2 respectively are expressed as:

u1 = A1ei(ωt−k1z) (4.6.1)

u2 = A2ei(ωt−k2z) + B2ei(ωt+k2z) (4.6.2)

where, ω = angular frequency, k1 and k2 are the respective wave numbers defined by
k1 = ω/Vs1, k2 = ω/Vs2. Here, A1 is the amplitude for upward wave in the upper part,
and A2, B2 are the amplitudes for upward and reflecting downward waves in the
lower part, respectively. This corresponds to a modification of the two-layer model in
Fig. 4.2.1(b), wherein downward wave B1 = 0. Hence, the amplitude ratios among
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Figure 4.6.2 Vertically propagating SH-wave in Infinite media consisting of two properties (a), and
Amplitude ratio A1/A2 and energy ratio Eu/Ep versus impedance ratio (b) (Kokusho et al.
2007).

A1, A2, B2 can readily be obtained from Eqs. (4.2.9) and (4.2.10) using the impedance
ratio α = ρ1Vs1/ρ2Vs2.

A1

A2
= 2

1 + α
(4.6.3)

B2

A2
= 1 − α

1 + α
(4.6.4)

Because the energy of one-directionally propagating SH-wave passing through a
unit horizontal area is proportional to the square of particle velocity amplitude times
associated impedance ratio as defined in Eq. (1.2.25), the corresponding energy ratios
are written as:

Ep

Eu
= ρ1Vs1A2

1

ρ2Vs2A2
2

= 4α

(1 + α)2
(4.6.5)

Ed

Eu
= ρ2Vs2B2

2

ρ2Vs2A2
2

= (1 − α)2

(1 + α)2
(4.6.6)

where Eu, Ep and Ed are cumulative energies for the upward wave in the lower part,
propagating wave in the upper part, and downward wave in the lower part, respec-
tively. In Fig. 4.6.2(b), the amplitude ratio and the energy ratio of the waves are taken
along the two vertical axes versus the logarithm of impedance ratio in the horizontal
axis. Note that the energy ratio Ep/Eu decreases symmetrically as the impedance ratio
α is departing from unity, whereas the amplitude ratio monotonically decreases with
increasing impedance ratio. This indicates that, if a layer boundary exists, the energy
Ep always decreases from Eu because a part of the energy Ed is inevitably transferred
to the reflecting wave due to the different impedance between the two media. If the
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internal damping is considered, α in Eqs. (4.6.5) and (4.6.6) have to be replaced with
α∗ = ρ1V∗

s1/ρ2V∗
s2 defined in Eq. (4.2.27), although this gives only a marginal difference

in the energy ratios for the damping-values normally conceivable.
Such a condition only with upward energy and no downward energy as in

Fig. 4.6.2(a) may indicate that the upper medium is infinitely large with no upper
reflecting boundary. It may also be interpreted that the upward energy Ep is com-
pletely dissipated in the upper medium and hence no downward energy comes down.
In this interpretation, Ep in Eq. (4.6.5) may be accounted for as the upper limit of
seismic wave energy to be given to a destructing structure wherein all the energy is
dissipated as a perfect energy absorber.

4.6.2 Energy flow of harmonic wave in two-layer system

Next, the energy flow is considered for harmonic waves propagating in the two-layer
model shown in Fig. 4.6.3(a) consisting of the surface layer of the height H underlain
by the infinitely thick base layer. The displacement amplitude ratios of the upward
and downward waves in the base layer, A2, B2 and those at the ground surface As

already available in Eqs. (4.2.32), (4.2.33) can be used to obtain the energy flow. For
the stationary harmonic wave propagation, cumulative wave energies in a given time
period is used here. The ratio of the upward energy at the ground surface Es to that in
the base layer Eu is written as:

Es

Eu
= |α∗|

∣∣∣∣ As

A2

∣∣∣∣
2

= 4|α∗|
|(1 + α∗)eik∗

1H + (1 − α∗)e−ik∗
1H |2 (4.6.7)

while the ratio between the downward and upward energies at the top of base layer,
Ed and Eu is written as:

Ed

Eu
=

∣∣∣∣B2

A2

∣∣∣∣
2

=
∣∣∣∣∣ (1 − α∗) + (1 + α∗)e−2ik∗

1H

(1 + α∗) + (1 − α∗)e−2ik∗
1H

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(4.6.8)

Figure 4.6.3 Two-layer system with harmonic wave propagation (a), and Upward energy ratio versus
impedance ratio for D1 = D2 = 0 (b) (Kokusho et al. 2007).
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Figure 4.6.4 Upward energy ratio versus impedance ratio (a), and Dissipated energy ratio versus
impedance ratio (b), for a two-layer system of D1 = 5%, D2 = 0 (Kokusho et al. 2007).

Furthermore, dissipated energy in the surface layer Ew is expressed as
Ew = Eu − Ed, because in the stationary vibration the difference between the upward
and downward energies at the top of the base layer has to be balanced with the energy
dissipated in the surface layer, hence,

Ew

Eu
= 1 − Ed

Eu
(4.6.9)

Fig. 4.6.3(b) depicts the upward energy ratio Es/Eu in Eq. (4.6.7) for stepwise vary-
ing normalized frequencies, f /(Vs/4H), versus the impedance ratio α in the log-scale
for zero internal damping (D1 = D2 = 0). The energy ratio varies symmetrically with
respect to the center axis α = 1.0 where Es/Eu = 1.0 quite reasonably. The maximum
energy in the surface layer occurs in the first resonance, f /(Vs/4H) = 1.0, for α < 1.0,
whereas it occurs in the second resonance, f /(Vs/4H) = 2.0, for α > 1.0, when Es is
much larger than Eu reflecting energy accumulation in the surface layer due to the res-
onance. By substituting k1H = ωH/Vs1 = π/2 into Eq. (4.6.7), Es/Eu = 1/α is obtained
as the maximum energy ratio, indicating that the softer the surface soil the larger is
the ratio of energy in resonance accumulated in the surface layer. Also note that for
off-resonance frequencies, such as f /(Vs/4H) ≤ 0.6 or f /(Vs/4H) ≤ 1.4, Es tends to be
much lower than Eu with decreasing α for α < 1.0.

In Figs. 4.6.4(a), (b), the upward energy ratio Es/Eu and Ew/Eu = 1 − Ed/Eu cal-
culated by Eq. (4.6.7) and Eq. (4.6.9), respectively, for D1 = 5% is shown versus α. The
energy Es tends to decrease evidently compared to the case of D1 = 0%, though the
near-resonance energy accumulation effect in the surface layer can still be recognized.
It is also noteworthy that a considerable energy Ew out of Eu tends to be dissipated in
and near resonance due to the multi-reflection of the wave trapped in the surface layer.

4.6.3 Energy flow of irregular wave in two-layer system

Similar energy flow for irregular seismic wave with a limited duration in the two-layer
system in Figs. 4.6.5(a) is studied here. In the surface layer with the thickness H = 30 m
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Figure 4.6.5 Energy flow for irregular wave: (a)Two-layer model, (b)Time-history, (c) Fourier spectrum
of input wave, (d) Transfer functions of two-layer model (Kokusho et al. 2007).

and density ρ1 = 2.0 t/m3, S-wave velocity and damping ratio are parametrically varied
as Vs1 = 330–30 m/s (impedance ratio α = 1.0–0.091) and D1 = 0–40%, respectively.
It is underlain by a base layer with ρ2 = 2.0 t/m3, Vs1 = 330 m/s, D2 = 0%, and the
incident wave is given at the top of the base layer. The seismic wave is the incident
acceleration motion at GL.-83.4 m in the PI vertical array (in the principal direction
where maximum acceleration occurred) during the 1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan. Its
time history and Fourier spectrum are depicted in Figs. 4.6.5(b) and (c). Fig. 4.6.5(d)
shows transfer functions between ground surface and base layer for α = 1.0–0.091
and D1 = 5%. Note that the two-layer system with α = 0.182 tends to have the peak
frequency similar to the input earthquake motion.

The wave energy E of one-directionally propagating SH-wave through a unit hor-
izontal area in a time interval t = t1–t2, and the associated energy flux dE/dt can be
written by the following formula as already explained in Eqs. (1.2.25), (1.2.26).

E = ρVs

∫ t2

t1

(u̇)2dt (4.6.10)

dE
dt

= ρVs(u̇)2 (4.6.11)

where, u̇ = particle velocity and ρVs = seismic impedance.
Fig. 4.6.6(a) depicts the time-histories of wave energy Es at the ground surface

for D1 = 0 and 5% in the upper and lower diagram, respectively. Es monotonically
increases with time to the end of the seismic motion because it is the cumulative energy
arriving at the ground surface. Obviously, the ultimate Es-value which may have some-
thing to do with earthquake damage of structures on the surface is dependent not only
on the damping ratio D1 but also on the impedance ratio α. In Fig. 4.6.6(b), the time-
histories of the difference between upward and downward energies Eu − Ed in the
base layer are depicted in the similar manner. Here, the time-dependent increase and
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Figure 4.6.6 Time-histories of irregular wave energies for D1 = 0% (top) and 5% (bottom): (a) Upward
energy at ground surface Es, (b) Energy difference Eu−Ed in base layer.

decrease are evidently seen, reflecting that the energy temporarily stored in the surface
layer eventually returns to the base layer. For D1 = 0, the values Eu − Ed return to zero
eventually, indicating that no energy dissipation occurs, while for D1 = 5% they tend
to converge to certain non-zero values reflecting the energy loss in the surface layer,
which is also dependent on the impedance ratio.

Based on the series of similar calculations for different D1-values, the ratios of
surface energy Es to upward energy Eu at the end of the earthquake motion are plotted
versus the impedance ratio in Fig. 4.6.7(a). If D1 = 0 or 2.5%, Es/Eu > 1.0 at α = 0.182
or nearby indicating that the energy is temporarily stored in the surface layer because
the two-layer system with this α-value is in/near resonance with the input motion. For
D1 > 10% however, Es/Eu tends to be smaller than unity and decrease monotonically
with decreasing α (for softer soils). Fig. 4.6.7(b) shows the ratios of dissipated energy
Ew = Eu − Ed to Eu at the end of the earthquake motion for different D1-values. Need-
less to say, Ew/Eu tends to be larger with increasing D1. It takes the maximum at
α = 0.182 where the two-layer system of this α-value is near resonance with the input
motion. Thus, the energy storage effect in the surface layer near resonance is cancelled
by the increasing dissipated energy Ew with increasing D1.

Apart from the cumulative energy calculated above, the energy flux dE/dt defined
in Eq. (1.2.26) is calculated in the surface layer as well as in the base layer, and the ratios
of the maximum values (dEs/dt)max/(dEu/dt)max are plotted versus the impedance
ratios α in Fig. 4.6.7(c). For the damping ratio D < 5%, the maximum energy flux
takes a peak at an impedance ratio slightly higher than that for Es/Eu in Fig. 4.6.7(a).
However, the ratios of energy flux tend to show similar α-dependent variations to those
of the cumulative energy in that they tend to monotonically decrease with decreasing
α for D > 10%.

Thus, Fig. 4.6.7 indicates that during strong earthquakes when a soft surface layer
manifests larger damping value, the seismic wave energy Es or the maximum energy
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Figure 4.6.7 Energy ratio in two-layer system for irregular seismic wave versus impedance ratio: (a)
Surface energy versus base energy Es/Eu, (b) Dissipated energy versus base energy Ew/Eu,
(c) Max. surface energy flux versus max. base energy flux (dEs/dt)/(dEu/dt) (Kokusho et al.
2007).

flux (dEs/dt)max arriving at the ground surface tends to decrease relative to Eu or
(dEu/dt)max in the base layer with decreasing impedance ratio α or S-wave velocity
in the surface layer despite the energy storage effect near resonance, at least for this
particular earthquake motion used here. Actually, this trend can be confirmed in a
number of vertical array earthquake records as explained in the following.

4.6.4 Energy flow calculated by vertical array records

Research on the seismic wave energy for the energy demand is still limited in number,
not only due to historical backgrounds that the energy concept was traditionally not
so popular as the force-equilibrium in engineering design but also due to difficulties to
have subsurface ground motion records. After the 1995 Kobe earthquake, however,
a great number of vertical array strong motion observation stations including the
KiK-net system were deployed all over Japan, which recorded earthquake motions at
downhole depths as well as at the ground surface in the same site for various soil
profiles. Here, the subsurface energy flows are calculated utilizing the records during
nine strong earthquakes by assuming the vertical propagation of SH waves to know
depth-dependent energy demands.
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Figure 4.6.8 Horizontal soil layers with vertical array seismometers (Kokusho and Suzuki 2011).

4.6.4.1 Energy flow calculation procedure

The wave energy E and energy flux dE/dt are formulated in Eqs. (4.6.10) and (4.6.11),
respectively, where u̇ is the particle velocity not directly of observed downhole records
but of traveling waves in either upward or downward direction. Therefore, it is essen-
tial to separate a measured subsurface motion into the upward and downward waves
in order to evaluate the energy flow. In the multiple reflection theory of SH wave, a
level ground is idealized by a set of horizontal soil layers as shown in Fig. 4.6.8. Let
Eu,m, Ed,m denote the upward and downward energies at the upper boundary of the
m-th layer and Eu,m−1, Ed,m−1 the corresponding energies at the upper boundary of
the (m − 1)-th layer, respectively. Because of the internal damping, the upward and
downward energies at the lower boundary of the (m − 1)-th layer may be different
from Eu,m−1, Ed,m−1 and denoted here as E′

u,m−1, E′
d,m−1. Then, it is easy to understand

that the principle of energy conservation holds at the boundary between m-th and
(m − 1)-th layer as:

Eu,m + E′
d,m−1 = E′

u,m−1 + Ed,m ≡ Et (4.6.12)

If the wave energies are evaluated at the end of a given earthquake motion, the energy
Et in Eq. (4.6.12) means the gross energy passing through the boundary during the
earthquake. From this, the following equation is readily derived.

Eu,m − Ed,m = E′
u,m−1 − E′

d,m−1 ≡ Ew (4.6.13)

Here, Ew stands for the energy dissipated in soil layers above the layer boundary during
the earthquake, because all the energy computed here is assumed to transmit vertically.
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It is also clear that the dissipated energy Ew can be calculated from Eu and Ed at any
intermediate depth as:

Ew = Eu − Ed (4.6.14)

Based on the multiple reflection theory, the upward and downward SH waves
and corresponding wave energies at arbitrary levels can be evaluated from a single
record at any level using the free surface boundary condition (e.g. Schnabel et al.
1972). If downhole records are available, however, they will considerably improve
the energy flow evaluation which may not fully comply with the simple theory. If
seismic records are obtained not only at the ground surface (Point A) but also at two
subsurface levels, B and C as illustrated in Fig. 4.6.8 for example, then the energy flow
between B and C can be calculated by using earthquake records at the two levels as
already mentioned in Sec. 3.2.3. For the energy evaluation between the ground surface
(Point A) and Point B on the other hand, two sets of energy flow can be calculated
using the earthquake record either at A or B together with the boundary condition at
the free ground surface. The two sets of energy are then averaged with the weight of
relative proximity to the corresponding points to have the averaged energy flow.

Nine earthquakes (Kobe EQ. and EQ1 to EQ8) used here are with magnitudes
from MJ = 6.4 to 8.0 and the focal distances from 9 to 227 km. The depths of the
vertical arrays from the ground surface to the deepest accelerometer span from 83 m
to 260 m, nearly 100 m in most sites, and the S-wave velocities at the base are widely
diverged as Vs = 380−2800 m/s due to differences in geology (Kokusho 2013a). Four
array sites for the Kobe EQ. and one site for EQ7 consist of accelerometers at three
or more different levels including the ground surface, while all others belonging to
the KiK-net consist of only two levels, surface and base. The scalar sum of the wave
energies calculated from the two orthogonal horizontal acceleration records are used
for the energy flow evaluations. Equivalent linear soil properties optimized for main
shock records were incorporated in the evaluations wherein the damping ratio was
assumed as Nonviscous (Kokusho and Suzuki 2011).

4.6.4.2 Energy flow in two vertical array sites

Typical examples of the energy flow are shown below in two sites; (i) Port Island (PI)
where multiple accelerometers were installed in soft deposits and strongly nonlinear
response during the 1995 Kobe earthquake (MJ = 7.2) was recorded near the fault, and
(ii) Taiki (TKCH08: KiK-net) in Hokkaido where a pair of accelerometers at soft soil
surface and stiff bedrock recorded strong ground motions during the 2003 Tokachi-
Oki earthquake (EQ3: MJ = 8.0). Table 4.6.1 shows soil profiles and properties in the
two vertical array sites.

(i) Port Island (PI)

In PI, all the soils are Quaternary, and Vs at the deepest level is smaller than 400 m/s
as indicated in Table 4.6.1(a) (Kokusho and Motoyama 2002, Kokusho and Suzuki
2011). Extensive liquefaction occurred in the reclaimed soil down to around 15 m
from the surface. Main shock records at 3 levels (GL.-0 m, −32.4 m and −83.4 m)
were used for the energy evaluation. In the lower two panels of Fig. 4.6.9(a), the
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Table 4.6.1 Soil profiles and properties at two vertical array sites: (a) PI, (b) KiK-net Taiki.

Small-strain Main-shock
Layer Soil properties properties Seismometer

Layer Depth thickness density depth
No. (m) (m) ρ (t/m3) Vs D (%) Vs (m/s) D (%) (m)

(a) Port Island (PI) vertical array (1995 Kobe earthquake)

1 GL-0 4 1.7 170 2 79 40 A: GL-0
2 GL-4.0 12.4 2 210 2 47 42
3 GL-16.4 1.1 2 210 2 47 42
4 GL-17.5 11.5 1.7 180 1 135 30
5 GL-29.0 3.4 2 245 1 165 6.3
6 GL-32.4 3.6 2 245 1 165 6.3 B: GL-32.4
7 GL-36.0 13 2.2 305 1 245 6.3
8 GL-49.0 11.5 2.2 350 1 282 6.3
9 GL-60.5 21.5 1.8 303 1 253 6.3
10 GL-82.0 1.4 2.2 380 1 328 6.3
11 GL-83.4 Base 2.2 380 1 329 6.3 C: GL-83.4

(b) KiK-net Taiki vertical array (2003 Tokachi-oki earthquake: EQ3)

1 GL-0 4 1.8 130 2.5 86 6.8 A: GL-0
2 GL-4.0 32 2.1 480 2.5 398 4.8
3 GL-36.0 42 2.2 590 1 559 2.2
4 GL-78.0 22 2.6 2800 1 2800 1
5 GL-100 Base 2.6 2800 1 2800 1 B: GL-100

particle velocity time histories at the surface (GL.0 m) are shown in two orthogonal
horizontal axes (the principal axis with maximum acceleration and normal to that). In
the top panel, the energy at the surface Es as a scalar sum of the two axes (calculated
from the velocity time histories and the impedance of the surface layer) is shown.
In the lower two panels of Fig. 4.6.9(b), the upward and downward velocity waves
at the deepest level (GL.-83.4 m) are shown in the two axes. In the top panel, the
time histories of the energies at the deepest level calculated from the velocities are
shown. It is noted that the upward and downward energies, Eu and Ed, show time-
dependent monotonic increase because they are cumulative energies transmitted by
one-directionally propagating waves. In contrast, the difference Eu − Ed indicates the
energy balance in the soil layers upper than the deepest level and hence shows both
increase and decrease with time.

In Fig. 4.6.10, the corresponding energy fluxes of upward waves dEs/dt or dEu/dt
calculated in Eq. (4.6.11) are depicted at three depths (GL.-0 m, -32.4 m and -83.4 m)
(Kokusho et al. 2007). Different from the cumulative upward energy Es or Eu, the
energy fluxes tend to fluctuate significantly having several peaks along the time axis.
These peaks appear at the moments for Es or Eu undergoing steep time-dependent
increases in Fig. 4.6.9(a) or (b) and are very much dependent on wave forms of the
earthquake motions. Also noted is that the peaks tend to decrease in heights and occur
later with decreasing ground depths.

Fig. 4.6.9(c) shows the distributions of the energies in PI, Eu, Ed, Ew along the
depth summed up in the two orthogonal directions. The energies between B and C
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Figure 4.6.9 Calculation of wave energies in PI: (a)Time-histories of energy and velocity at GL.0 m. (b)
The same at GL.-83.4 m, (c) Depth-dependent energies (Kokusho and Suzuki 2011).

Figure 4.6.10 Time-dependent changes of energy flux in PI at three depths (Kokusho and Motoyama
2002).

are uniquely determined from the combination of Record B and C (Kokusho and
Motoyama 2002, Kokusho and Suzuki 2011). In contrast, either Record A at the sur-
face or Record B is sufficient to calculate the distribution between A and B, because
the free surface boundary condition is available there. In PI, where strong soil non-
linearity due to the extensive liquefaction occurred in the surface layer, Record B was
exclusively used for the calculation between A and B because the soil properties there
were likely to be less influenced by the soil nonlinearity near surface than Record A.
Record A was used for computing the energy at the surface A only, which was 50 kJ/m2

in contrast to 86 kJ/m2 calculated from Record B. The energies at B obtained from the
combination of Records B and C were Eu = 236 kJ/m2 and Ed = 80 kJ/m2 whereas
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those from Record B together with the free surface condition were Eu = 212 kJ/m2 and
Ed = 82 kJ/m2. Though the differences were not large, the energies Eu and Ed at the
intermediate depths were averaged. In order to avoid discontinuity near the intermedi-
ate point B in Ew calculated by Eq. (4.6.13), the averaging operation was implemented
as follows.

Ew = Eu,m − Ed,m

2
+ E′

u,m−1 − E′
d,m−1

2
(4.6.15)

Fig. 4.6.9(c) shows an obvious decreasing trend of Eu with decreasing depth par-
ticularly in the top 36 m. The downward energy Ed is evidently smaller in the top 36 m
than in the deeper part. As a result, the energy Ew = Eu − Ed dissipated cumulatively
above a given depth tends to increase considerably with increasing depth. The increas-
ing rate is particularly large from the surface down to around 15 m deep, because of the
extensive liquefaction occurred in the reclaimed soil. The energy loss per unit volume
in the liquefied soil can be read off from the diagram as 100 kJ/m2/16.4 m = 6 kJ/m3

on average, which is comparable with the dissipated energy density for liquefaction to
be addressed in Sec. 5.6.1.

(ii) Taiki ( TKCH08: KiK-net)

Table 4.6.1(b) shows profiles and soil properties at one of the KiK-net sites, Taiki
(TKCH08). Quite different from PI, the bedrock is very stiff (Vs = 2800 m/s) at the
deepest point (GL.-100 m), while the small-strain Vs in the surface layer is as low as
Vs = 130 m, which further degraded during the main shock. Main shock records in
two horizontal directions at the surface (Record A) and the deepest level at GL.-100 m
(Record B) were used for the energy flow calculation (Kokusho and Suzuki 2011).

In the lower two panels of Fig. 4.6.11(a), the velocity time histories at the surface
(GL.0 m), calculated from Record A are shown in NS and EW directions, while in the
top panel the upward energy at the surface calculated from the velocity time histories
at A are shown as the sum in the two orthogonal directions. In Fig. 4.6.11(b), the
velocity time histories of upward and downward waves at the deepest level of GL.-
100 m calculated from Record B in the two directions and the energy time histories at
the same level are shown in the same manner. Both upward and downward energies,
Eu and Ed, show rapid time-dependent increase with a marginal difference to each
other, resulting in a small value of Eu − Ed, indicating that energy dissipation in this
site is very small, reflecting the very stiff soil condition in the deeper portion.

In Fig. 4.6.11(c), the energy flows along the depth are calculated either from
Record A at the surface or from Record B at the base combined with the free surface
condition, and plotted with different symbols. The solid thick lines with the close
symbols are the averages of the two calculations with the weight of the proximity to
the levels A and B. The two energy flows calculated are very similar to each other,
indicating that the soil model is a good reproduction of the actual ground at this
particular site. Thus, the averaging procedure tends to modify the depth-dependent
energy variations to a certain degree, though the energy values at the base and at the
surface are unaffected by this procedure.

In this site, despite almost the same upward energy as in PI, more than 300 kJ/m2

at the deepest level, less than 100 kJ/m2 passed through the boundary (GL.-78 m)
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Figure 4.6.11 Calculation of wave energies at KiK-netTaiki: (a)Time-histories of energy and velocity at
GL.-0 m, (b)The same at GL.-100 m, (c) Depth-dependent energies (Kokusho and Suzuki
2011).

of the drastic impedance change and only 15 kJ/m2 reached the ground surface. A
small difference between Eu and Ed indicates that the considerable upward energy
was reflected at the intermediate boundaries and returned to the deeper ground as the
downward energy, before arriving at the soft soil layer near the surface. This also means
that the dissipated energy Ew could not be large because the most energy transmitted
only in the deep and stiff layers with small energy loss.

4.6.4.3 General trends of energy flow observed in vertical arrays

Fig. 4.6.12 depicts the variations of upward energy Eu along the depth z calculated for
9 earthquakes at 30 vertical array sites. On account of large differences in the energies
depending on the individual earthquakes, the horizontal axis is taken in logarithm. Like
PI and Taiki explained above in detail, the upward energies show obvious decreasing
trends in most sites with decreasing depth irrespective of the differences in the absolute
upward energy. In some sites, the Eu-value decreases to less than 1/10 from the base
to the surface. The decreasing trend is more pronounced near the surface in contrast
to that below the depth of 50 m–100 m.

There has been a traditional view employed not only in seismology (Gutenberg
and Richter 1942) but also in earthquake engineering (Joyner and Fumal 1984) that
the wave energy (= square of velocity amplitude × wave impedance) is kept constant
as the seismic wave propagates underground. Hence the velocity amplitude has nor-
mally been considered inversely proportional to the square root of the impedance ρVs.
Fig. 4.6.12 indicates that this traditional view may not hold at least in the ground of
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Figure 4.6.12 Variations of upward energy Eu along depth calculated for 9 earthquakes at 30 vertical
array sites (Kokusho and Suzuki 2011).

shallow depths, though there are exceptional sites, KKNPS-SH and KNK indicated in
the chart, where the energy tends to be almost constant or decreasing mildly up to the
ground surface.

In order to examine how the decreasing trend is influenced by site conditions
including those exceptional sites, Fig. 4.6.13(a) shows the ratios of upward ener-
gies between surface and base (Es/Eu) plotted versus the inverse impedance ratios
(ρVs)base/(ρVs)surf. (Kokusho and Suzuki 2011). From the data points located in
between the two dashed curves, it may be recognized that the energy ratio tends to
decrease with the increasing inverse impedance ratio despite the data dispersions. The
data point for KKNPS-SH may be explained in this way though KNK is far from the
trend. Also noted is that, out of 30 sites, the energy ratio Es/Eu > 0.3 holds in only
4 sites, among which Es/Eu is exceptionally large (Es/Eu > 0.8) in KKNPS-SH and
KNK. In all the other sites, only less than 10% to 30% of the upward energy at the
deepest level arrived at the surface.

It may well be expected that not only the impedance ratio as mentioned above
but also the damping ratios of the individual sites may affect the energy ratio Es/Eu.
Hence, the plots are differentiated with 4 symbols in Fig. 4.6.13(a) according to 4 steps
of DMA, average damping ratios modified for the ground thickness 100 m (Kokusho
and Suzuki 2011). This differentiation however does not seem to highlight the effect
of damping as obviously as that of the impedance ratio.

In Fig. 4.6.13(b), the ratios of the dissipated energy to the upward energy Ew/Eu

calculated at the deepest levels of the vertical arrays are taken in the vertical axis
versus the modified average damping ratios DMA in the horizontal axis. It reveals that,
in most sites, the dissipated energy is less than 30% to 40% of the upward energy.
Despite the large data scatters, the plots are in between the pair of dashed curves shown
in the diagram, indicating that the energy ratio Ew/Eu tends to increase with increasing
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Figure 4.6.13 Upward energy ratio between surface and base (Es/Eu) plotted versus inverse impedance
ratios (ρVs)base/(ρVs)surface for all sites (a), and ratios of dissipated energy to upward energy
at deepest level Ew/Eu versus modified average damping ratios DMA for all sites (Kokusho
and Suzuki 2011).

damping ratio DMA. The plots are classified into 4 steps of the upward energy ratio
Es/Eu with different symbols, revealing that the plots with higher Es/Eu tend to be at
higher positions in the diagram compared to the others. This suggests that the more
the energy reaches the ground surface, the larger energy loss can occur presumably in
the shallow ground.

It is readily understood from Eq. (4.6.14) that the downward energy normalized
by the upward energy, Ed/Eu, is expressed as Ed/Eu = 1 − Ew/Eu, meaning that the
vertical axis in Fig. 4.6.13(b) can also represent Ed/Eu in the opposite direction as
shown in the right side of the diagram. Hence, it can be said that, in most sites during
strong earthquakes, more than 60 to 70% of the upward energy at the deepest level
goes back to the deeper ground without being dissipated in the upper soil layers.
This further indicates that the major mechanism to make the surface energy ratio as
low as Es/Eu < 0.1–0.3 in most sites is not the soil damping absorbing the upward
energy, because the energy ratio Ew/Eu < 0.3–0.4 is not large enough to account for
the low Es/Eu-value. Instead, the drastic energy decrease at the surface relative to the
base should be largely attributed to wave reflections that occur at intermediate layer
boundaries interrupting the energy to go up more or less.

4.6.4.4 Correlation of upward energy ratio with impedance ratio

As already shown, the upward energy tends to decrease considerably in most sites as it
goes up from the base (about 100 m deep) to the ground surface. In order to evaluate
how the upward wave energy tends to decrease as it approaches to the ground surface,
an empirical formula was developed (Kokusho and Suzuki 2012), wherein the ratios
of upward energies between layers are correlated to the corresponding impedance
ratios using the same data set of the vertical array records mentioned above. Out of
the depth-dependent upward energy variations at 30 sites, 24 sites have been used,
wherein the difference in the upward energies at the deepest level calculated from the
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Figure 4.6.14 Impedance ratios α versus corresponding upward energy ratios β compared with empir-
ical formula: (a) Between neighboring layers, (b) Between given layer and base layer
(Kokusho and Suzuki 2012).

two measured motions, one at the ground surface and the other at the deepest level,
were within about 25%. The impedance ratio α and the ratio of upward energy β

defined in the following equations between two neighboring layers, i (upper) and i + 1
(lower) were calculated for i = 1 to n − 1 from surface to base.

α = (ρVs)i

(ρVs)i+1
, β = (Eu)i

(Eu)i+1
(4.6.16)

The soil density ρ was assumed depending on the S-wave velocity as; 1.6–
2.0 t/m3 for Vs ≤ 300 m/s, 2.0–2.2 t/m3 for 300 m/s ≤ Vs ≤ 700 m/s, 2.3–2.4 t/m3 for
700 m/s ≤ Vs ≤ 1000 m/s, and 2.5–2.7 t/m3 for 1000 m/s ≤ Vs < 3000 m/s. The energy
ratios β are plotted versus the corresponding impedance ratios α in Fig. 4.6.14(a) for
all layers above the deepest levels in the 24 vertical array sites with different symbols.
For the majority of the data points α ≤ 1.0, because the impedance ratio is normally
less than unity (ρVs is getting larger in deeper layers). For 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.0, it is quite rea-
sonable to assume that β = 0 for α = 0, and β = 1 for α = 1 (a uniform ground). Hence,
a simple power function β = αn may be practical to approximate the plots (the KNK
plots evidently biased from others probably due to some site-specific problem are omit-
ted), and the power n = 0.70 is obtained from the least mean-square method with the
determination coefficient R2 = 0.81.

β = α0.70, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.0 (4.6.17)

Thus, Eq. (4.6.17), shown in Fig. 4.6.14(a) with the thick solid curve, represents the
data points fairly well up to α = 1.0.
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Next, the impedance ratio α and the upward energy ratio β are redefined, different
from Eq. (4.6.16), between an arbitrary layer i (i = 1 to n − 1) and the deepest layer
(base layer) in the vertical arrays as follows.

α = (ρVs)i

(ρVs)base
, β = (Eu)i

(Eu)base
(4.6.18)

Here, (ρVs)base and (Eu)base are the wave impedance and the upward energy in the
base layer, respectively. In Fig. 4.6.14(b), the data points for all the layers at the
24 vertical array sites are plotted on the α–β diagram, wherein the symbols are con-
nected with dashed lines for individual sites and differentiated according to 4 classes of
Vs-values at the base layers. Although the plots are more dispersed than those in
Fig. 4.6.14(a), the curve by the same Eq. (4.6.17), using α and β redefined in Eq.
(4.6.18) and superposed, seems to averagely represent the plots. This indicates that it
may be possible from a practical point of view to use Eq. (4.6.17) in order to evaluate
the upward energies in shallow soil layers from the upward energy at a base layer by
considering the impedance ratios between the two corresponding layers. Also noted
here is that, out of the 4 classes of Vs-values at the base layers, the plots corresponding
to 2400 m/s < Vs < 3000 m/s show good fitting with the empirical curve, indicating the
applicability of this equation even to base layers as stiff as the seismological bedrocks.

4.6.4.5 Upward energy at the deepest level of vertical array

The upward energies at the deepest levels (base layers) (Eu)base calculated from the
upward waves (obtained by the multi-reflection analyses using the observed downhole
records) and the impedance-values there are plotted versus hypocentral distances R
in Fig. 4.6.15 at all the vertical array sites with various close symbols corresponding
to the 9 earthquakes. Though the plots are widely dispersed, the decreasing trends
in (Eu)base with increasing R for individual earthquakes is recognizable. Among the
9 earthquakes, the plots of EQ3 with MJ = 8.0 (2003 Tokachi-Oki earthquake) are
reasonably located relatively higher on the right side of the diagram, while others with
MJ around 7 are lower on the left side.

The straight dashed lines drawn in the chart represent the following formula
between incident energies EIP versus hypocentral distances R calculated for individual
earthquake magnitudes by assuming the spherical energy radiation of the body waves
from the center of energy release (e.g. Sarma 1971, Davis and Berrill 1982).

EIP = ETotal

4πR2
(4.6.19)

where EIP is in kJ/m2, R in m, and ETotal, the total energy in kJ assumed to radiate
from the hypocenter, is calculated as:

log ETotal = 1.5M + 1.8 (4.6.20)

The earthquake magnitude M is Surface Wave Magnitude MS originally by Gutenberg
(1956), but Japanese Magnitude MJ is used here because the two magnitudes are not
so different.
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Figure 4.6.15 Upward energies at array base layer (Eu)base or seismological bedrock (Eu)sbr versus
hypocenteral distance R compared with incident energies Eu versus R lines by simple
formulas.

Figure 4.6.16 Upward energies at seismological bedrock (Eu)sbr or at array base (Eu)base versus incident
energy EIP by empirical formulas.

In Fig. 4.6.16, the energies (Eu)base at individual sites are directly plotted with solid
symbols in the vertical axis versus the incident energies per unit area EIP calculated by
Eqs. (4.6.19) and (4.6.20) for corresponding earthquake Magnitudes and hypocenteral
distances in the horizontal axis on the log-log diagram. The majority of the solid sym-
bols are located near the diagonal line of EIP = (Eu)base or lower. In contrast, the plots
for EQ2 (2001 Geiyo earthquake) are all high above the diagonal line. This may some-
how reflect the path effects by this particular intra-plate earthquake occurred 46 km
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deep, while other earthquakes except EQ3 (a plate boundary subduction earthquake)
are all crustal earthquakes.

Based on the finding that Eq. (4.6.17) may be useful to roughly evaluate the energy
ratio between two layers including stiff rocks, the same equation is further applied to
estimate the upward energies at the seismological bedrock (Eu)sbr from those at the base
layers (Eu)base of the vertical arrays. The impedance for the seismological bedrock is
determined here by assuming Vs = 3000 m/s and ρ = 2.7 t/m3. In Figs. 4.6.15, 4.6.16,
the energies (Eu)sbr thus calculated are superposed with corresponding open symbols
for the 9 earthquakes. Though the estimated energies at the seismological bedrock
(Eu)sbr are widely dispersed again, the decreasing trends of the energies with increasing
R for individual earthquakes are still recognizable in Figs. 4.6.15. It may be pointed
out in Figs. 4.6.16 that (Eu)sbr tends to have better matching than (Eu)base with EIP as
a whole though individually the matching becomes better in some sites and worse in
other sites.

It may well be expected that the simple formulas Eqs. (4.6.19) and (4.6.20) cannot
make good energy predictions because they completely neglect pertinent fault parame-
ters, such as fault type, dimension, directivity, asperity, etc. For example, the observed
energy in PI and SGK-site during the 1995 Kobe earthquake in Fig. 4.6.16 overshoot
the calculated EIP-values by 3–4 times. Forward directivity effect (Somerville 1996)
may possibly have been involved to make the energy in these sites extraordinary large
in contrast to TKS and KNK during the same earthquake. More detailed study will
be needed to incorporate fault and path mechanisms of individual earthquakes. In the
meantime, however, the simple formulas Eqs. (4.6.19) and (4.6.20) may be employed
to estimate the incident energy for engineering purposes, though very crudely.

4.6.5 Design considerations in view of energy

Energy-based design considering earthquake wave energy has rarely been employed
in engineering practice compared to force-based design using acceleration or seismic
coefficients. Nevertheless, the energy concept seems to have a great advantage over the
force-equilibrium concept in view of a great applicability of energy capacity to failures
in engineering materials such as soil liquefaction under irregular seismic loading. In
a straight forward energy-based design concept, the energy capacity of a structure
may be compared directly with the energy demand provided by a given earthquake
motion. This allows a designer to roughly capture the safety allowance of a structure
against a given earthquake motion before implementing the detailed analysis. Hence,
in developing the energy-based design, it is preferred that not only the energy capacity
but also the energy demand be discussed from a viewpoint of structural performance.
In the following, how the earthquake energy demand is correlated with structural
behavior and site-dependent earthquake damage are discussed.

4.6.5.1 Energy-based structure design

Obviously, the degree of structural damage is determined by induced strains in sup-
porting members of superstructures relative to their threshold yield or ultimate strains.
In the performance-based design framework, the structural performance and struc-
tural damage during strong earthquakes are evaluated in terms of induced strains or
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Figure 4.6.17 Shear vibration structure on foundation ground approximated by 2-layer system (a) and
Stress-strain relationships and dissipated energies for brittle and ductile structures (b).

deformation levels. Consequently, it may be meaningful to revisit to a basic relation-
ship between the induced strain and seismic wave energy supplied to it from foundation
ground by a simplified model.

If a superstructure is idealized as a shear vibration system of a large lateral dimen-
sion resting on uniform foundation ground, then the soil-structure interaction may be
approximated by a 2-layer soil system as depicted in Fig. 4.6.17 which was already
discussed in Sec. 4.2.2. Here, the notations have to be changed as H → Hst, ρ1 → ρst,
V∗

s1 → V∗
sst

, α∗ → α∗
st, k∗

1 → k∗
st, Es → Est, Eu → Es, according to the replacement of

the surface layer in Fig. 4.6.3(a) by the superstructure in Fig. 4.6.17(a), wherein
Hst = height of structure, ρst = equivalent density of structure, V∗

sst
= complex equiva-

lent S-wave velocity of structure, α∗
st = complex impedance ratio, k∗

st = complex wave
number of structure, Es = upward wave energy at ground surface, Est = upward wave
energy in superstructure. Then, the shear strain γ in the superstructure is given by
differentiating the displacement u1 in Eq. (4.2.30) in terms of z as:

γ = ∂u1

∂z
= 2k∗

stAs sin k∗
st(Hst − z)ei(ωt−k∗

stHst ) (4.6.21)

The amplitude As in this equation can be converted to A2 by using Eq. (4.2.32). On the
other hand, the energy flux at the foundation ground in Fig. 4.6.17(a), dEs/dt, is corre-
lated with the upward wave amplitude A2 at the ground surface by using Eq. (4.6.11) as:

|A2| =
∣∣∣∣∣ (dEs/dt)
ω2ρ2V∗

s2

∣∣∣∣∣
0.5

(4.6.22)

Hence, the absolute shear strain of the superstructure in Eq. (4.6.21) can be expressed
by the energy flux at the ground surface dEs/dt (Kokusho et al. 2007) as:

|γ| =
∣∣∣∣ 4 sin k∗

st(Hst − z)
(1 + α∗

st)eik∗
stHst + (1 − α∗

st)e−ik∗
stHst

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣α

∗
st(dEs/dt)
ρstV∗3

sst

∣∣∣∣∣
1/2

(4.6.23)
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The first absolute value on the right-hand side indicates the contribution of resonance
effect on the induced strain of structure. In reality, superstructures are not so simple as
uniform shear-vibration systems but more like complicated mass-spring systems with
limited lateral dimensions and vibrate in shear-bending modes. However, it may be
possible to find equivalent parameters for the idealization wherein Eq. (4.6.23) holds
basically.

Under strong earthquake motions, the structure exceeds a certain yield strain
and dissipates plastic strain energy. For brittle structures with small ductility, such
as concrete buildings with insufficient reinforcements, masonry or brick buildings,
the maximum shear strain or associated dissipated energy induced in a single loading
cycle is decisive for the collapse of the structure as schematically illustrated at the top
of Fig. 4.6.17(b). Consequently, the supplied energy flux dEs/dt in that cycle has to
be compared with the dissipated energy as indicated in Eq. (4.6.23) for the perfor-
mance based design. In contrast, for structures with higher ductility factors such as
embankments, dams and soil retaining structures, the cumulative strain or associated
dissipated strain energy by repeated loadings as schematically illustrated at the bottom
of Fig. 4.6.17(b) is crucial for structural performance wherein the cumulative dissi-
pated energy by cyclic loading is compared with the wave energy demand Es during a
given earthquake motion. Thus, the performance of brittle structures with low damp-
ing ratios is very much dependent on the wave forms of individual earthquake motions
or the energy flux, while that of ductile structures with high damping is not so much
dependent on the wave forms but on the cumulative wave energies.

Based on the above considerations, it may be said that the wave energy or energy
flux, the degree of resonance, and the impedance ratio between the structure and the
ground are the three key factors influencing the induced strain or degree of damage
in a given structure having a prescribed stiffness represented by V∗

sst
. Considering that

the seismic wave energy is relatively small at the ground surface in soft soil sites as
already demonstrated, it is unlikely that the structural damage by seismic shaking
is always higher in soft soil sites than in stiff soil sites as generally perceived from
old times. Instead, the site-dependent structural performance seems to be different
from one earthquake to another depending on the wave energy and other seismic,
structural and geotechnical factors including the degree of resonance (Kokusho et al.
2007).

4.6.5.2 Earthquake damage versus upward wave energy

As already indicated, the seismic wave energy at ground surface tends to be smaller
in soft soil sites than in stiff soil sites because, unlike the wave amplitude, it always
decreases due to wave reflections in passing through layer boundaries and also because
surface soft soils cannot store so much energy due to high energy dissipation during
resonance. This finding may not be compatible with a widely accepted perception from
old times that soft soil sites tend to undergo heavier earthquake damage than stiff
soil sites.

During the 1923 Kanto earthquake, in Japan, a great number of wooden houses
collapsed in down-town soft soil areas than Pleistocene stiff soil areas in Tokyo and trig-
gered big fires killing about 100 thousand people. The same trend seems to hold in
the 1987 Loma Prieta earthquake, when major damage of wooden houses and life
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Figure 4.6.18 Conceptual comparison of upward energy at two sitesA and B by using two-layer model.

lines was concentrated in soft soil areas along the San Francisco Bay. However, during
1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan on the contrary, buildings and civil engineering super-
structures were heavily damaged in areas of relatively competent soils. In contrast,
structural damage directly due to seismic inertial effect was not so serious in soft soil
areas along seashore where geotechnical damage was prevalent due to liquefaction,
less than a few kilometers apart from the heavily damaged areas (e.g. Matsui and Oda
1996, Tokimatsu et al. 1996).

In discussing earthquake damage, one must be careful if it is structural damage
by shaking effect such as failures of structural members or by geotechnical damage of
foundations or bearing soils which may also deteriorate superstructures. With regard to
the structural shaking damage, earthquake-induced strain in superstructures depends
as indicated in Eq. (4.6.23) on the wave energy flux at the foundation ground, the
degree of resonance, the impedance ratio between structure and ground, and of course
the structural stiffness. In this regard, the wave energy or energy flux at the ground
surface tends to be lower in softer soils as already mentioned, which seems to be
inconsistent with the general perception that the earthquake damage becomes greater
in soft soil sites.

In order to deal with this problem, let us classify the earthquake-related damage
into the structural damage due to seismic shaking and the geotechnical damage caused
by earthquake-induced soil deformations. With regard to the geotechnical damage,
let us compare two different site conditions A and B shown in Fig. 4.6.18 by using
the two-layer model (the impedance of the surface and base layers, ρ1Vs1 and ρ2Vs2,
respectively). The two sites are of almost the same condition except that Vs of the
surface layer in Site-A is a half of that in Site-B. As indicated in Eq. (1.2.19), shear
strain in the surface layer is given as γ = −u̇/Vs1 using u̇ = particle velocity, and hence
the upward wave energy in the surface layer Eu1 can be written using Eq. (1.2.25) as:

Eu1 = ρ1Vs1

∫
(u̇)2dt = ρ1V3

s1

∫
γ2dt (4.6.24)
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or it is modified as:

∫
γ2dt = Eu1

ρ1V3
s1

(4.6.25)

The term on the left in Eq. (4.6.25) can be regarded as a parameter of cumulative
squared strain in terms of time. This parameter seems to represent geotechnical damage
because, for soils behaving as ductile materials, the failure is determined not by a
single strain amplitude but by some sort of cumulative strain parameter such as in
Eq. (4.6.25).

If Site-A and B is compared in Fig. 4.6.18, assuming (Vs1)A/(Vs1)B = 1/2,
(Vs2)A/(Vs2)B = 1, (ρ1)A/(ρ1)B = 1, (ρ2)A/(ρ2)B = 1, and also the upward energy in the
base layer is identical (Eu2)A = (Eu2)B, the impedance ratios between surface and base
α = ρ1Vs1/ρ2Vs2, αA at Site-A and αB at Site-B, are correlated as αA/αB = 1/2. Using
the empirical equation β = α0.70 in Eq. (4.6.17) on the upward energy ratio β and the
corresponding impedance ratio α derived from a number of vertical array records, the
following can be obtained.

βA

βB
= (Eu1/Eu2)A

(Eu1/Eu2)B
= (Eu1)A

(Eu1)B
=

(
αA

αB

)0.70

=
(

1
2

)0.70

= 0.62 (4.6.26)

Thus, the upward energy in the surface layer in Site-A becomes smaller, 62% of Site-B,
whereas the cumulative strain parameter defined in Eq. (4.6.25) is 5 times larger in
Site-A than Site-B as follows.

(∫
γ2dt

)
A(∫

γ2dt
)

B

= [(Eu1)A/(Eu1)B]

[(ρ1V3
s1)A/(ρ1V3

s1)B]
= 0.62

(1/2)3
= 5.0 (4.6.27)

This indicates that, although the upward energy at the ground surface Eu is smaller
in soft soil sites than in stiff soil sites, the cumulative soil strain can be larger. This
seems to be compatible with the generally accepted perception at least for geotechnical
damage or geotechnically-induced structural damage that softer soil sites tend to suffer
heavier earthquake damage.

On structural damage due to seismic shaking, the effect of resonance in low-
damping structures has to be properly accounted for in order to discuss if soft soil
sites are more prone to earthquake damage than stiff soil sites. Also noted here is that
there are quite a few reports published recently denying a generally increasing trend of
structural damage in soft soil sites, wherein structural damage by seismic inertial effect
tends to decrease with increasing geotechnical damage in soft soil sites (Suetomi and
Yoshida 1998, Trifunac and Todorovska 2004, Bakir et al. 2005). More investigations
are certainly needed to understand this important topic properly, wherein the important
first step is to carefully classify case histories of earthquake-induced damage if they are
actually caused by structural shaking or geotechnical effects.
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4.7 SUMMARY

1 Various parameters govern site amplification during strong earthquakes between
ground surface and engineering bedrock. Besides the earthquake-related param-
eters, such as wave amplitudes, frequency contents and durations, which are
strongly dependent on earthquake magnitudes and fault distances, the site-related
parameters, such as S-wave velocity profiles, soil internal damping, strain-
dependent nonlinear soil properties and local geological/topographical profiles
are important. Among them, the amplification is firstly dependent on the S-wave
impedance ratio between the surface layer and the engineering bedrock.

2 In defining site amplifications during earthquakes, two earthquake observa-
tion systems are available; (i) horizontal array observation on different surface
geologies at nearby sites and (ii) vertical array observation in the same site at
ground surface as well as downhole depths of different geologies. In order to
make use of the vertical array data in microzonation studies, the downhole
records have to be modified so that they are free from downward waves from
overburden.

3 H/V-spectrum ratios (Horizontal motion divided by Vertical motion) at a sin-
gle surface point for not only earthquake observations but also microtremor
measurements may be able to substitute the horizontal array in order to predict
site-specific seismic response, predominant frequency in particular.

4 A two-layer model consisting of a surface soft soil layer underlain by a stiff base
layer can capture major dynamic response characteristics of actual soft soil sites
underlain by engineering bedrock despite the simplification, as exemplified in
the quarter wave-length formula which is applicable to realistic soil conditions
to calculate predominant frequencies.

5 Transfer functions between ground surface and base for the vertical arrays are
determined with no regard to the properties of the base layer, while those for the
horizontal arrays are strongly influenced by the properties and the impedance
ratio at the base boundary. This makes the amplification values in the former
much higher than in the latter particularly under smaller damping ratios in the
surface layers as actually confirmed in observed spectrum amplifications.

6 The Nonviscous damping model normally employed in soil dynamics calcu-
lates site amplifications between surface and base monotonically decreasing from
lower to higher order peaks, while the Maxwell damping model gives constant
amplifications for all the peaks. Observed spectrum site amplifications during
strong earthquakes in soft soil sites tend to be similar to the former, while those
during weak earthquakes in relatively stiff soil sites are similar to the latter. This
is because frequency-independent frictional soil damping becomes dominant due
to induced large strains in the former, while wave scattering in heterogeneous
deposits can play a major role under small induced soil strains in stiff soils.

7 The site amplification is considerably different in horizontal and vertical motions
because the S and P-wave velocities associated with them, respectively, are quite
different. Furthermore, the amplifications for the horizontal and vertical motions
tend to change quite differently from weak to strong earthquakes particularly in
saturated liquefiable soils, because the S-wave velocity is sensitive to induced
strains and pore-pressure buildup while the P-wave velocity is not.
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8 In order to evaluate relative site amplifications in microzonation studies, average
S-wave velocities of top 30 m of surface soils Vs30 are often used. Site amplifi-
cation database during recent strong earthquakes indicate that the Vs30-values
show a positive but poor correlation with spectrum peak amplifications between
surface and base. Average velocities Vs in equivalent surface layers generating
spectrum amplification peaks are correlated much better with the peak ampli-
fications and recommended to be employed for microzonation studies in place
of Vs30, wherein Vs may be readily estimated by microtremor measurement and
soft soil thickness.

9 Observed peak values of spectrum amplifications in horizontal arrays do not
change significantly due to soil nonlinearity between strong and weak earth-
quakes compared to those in vertical arrays, though the associated peak
frequencies become lower during strong earthquakes. This observation by a
number of site response records can readily be accounted for theoretically by
a simplified two-layer model considering strain-dependent equivalent linear soil
properties and radiation damping.

10 Spectrum amplifications in vertical arrays may sometimes differ significantly
from those in horizontal arrays in peak frequencies and spectrum shapes, because
the installation depths of downhole seismometers were not appropriately cho-
sen relative to the layer boundaries of major impedance contrast. Hence, care
is needed how to choose the appropriate depth according to site-specific soil
profiles in deploying the downhole seismometer.

11 The SSI (Soil-structure-interaction) effect evaluated for a simplified shear-
vibration structure resting on semi-infinite foundation ground is very frequency-
dependent and particularly dominant near resonance for heavy and rigid
structures with high resonant frequency but almost negligible for light-weight
wooden houses. The off-resonance SSI-effect tends to be greater with increasing
internal structural damping as the structures approach to failures. The damping
ratio of a lumped-mass model resting on rigid ground should be increased con-
sidering the SSI effect in proportion to the impedance ratio between the structure
and foundation ground in addition to the internal structural damping.

12 The seismic wave energy is dependent not only on the wave amplitude, accelera-
tion or particle velocity, but also on the soil impedance where the ground motion
is recorded. It is meaningless to define design motions, acceleration or velocity,
without referring the associated impedance value. Hence, when a design motion
with a given amplitude is discussed, it is essential to identify the soil condition
where the motion is defined.

13 The energy flow in the upward and downward waves and the energy dissipation
as their difference can be calculated assuming one-dimensional SH-wave propa-
gation in a horizontally layered ground. The wave energy, unlike wave amplitude,
always tends to decrease at layer boundaries of different soil properties depend-
ing on its wave impedance ratio because of the reflected waves generated there.
SH-wave propagation through a boundary in a two-layer model with no upper
boundary in the top layer can theoretically determine the upper limit of energy
supply to an overlying perfect energy absorber.

14 A number of vertical array strong motion records indicate that the upward energy
tends to decrease considerably near the ground surface in most cases, and the
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energy ratio between arbitrary two layers in the same soil profile is approximately
in proportion to the power of 0.7 of the corresponding impedance ratio. This
trend indicates that the upward energy at the ground surface tends to be smaller
in sites of softer soils because of the lower impedance ratios than stiffer soil
sites. In addition, high material damping values during strong earthquakes tend
to dissipate wave energy in soft soils to make the energy storage in resonance
difficult to occur.

15 This finding seems to be incompatible with a perception widely accepted that
soft soil sites tend to suffer heavier earthquake damage than stiff soil sites. How-
ever, the smaller upward energy still tends to induce larger soil strains and can
account reasonably for greater geotechnical damage in softer soils among vari-
ous earthquake damage. In this context, it is essential to differentiate earthquake
damaging mechanisms into direct inertial effects on structures and geotechnical
effects on foundations in statistically assessing earthquake damage.

16 Upward energies at the deepest levels calculated from vertical array records or
those further extrapolated to the seismological bedrock show a certain degree
of compatibility with the well-known empirical earthquake energy formula
despite considerable data scatters. Hence, the simple energy formula may be
used to determine the incident energy in energy-based design with some mod-
ifications depending on individual earthquakes reflecting specific fault rupture
mechanisms.

17 In a straight forward energy-based design, the energy capacity closely connected
with the induced strain of structural members may be compared directly with
the energy demand associated with a given upward wave motion. In a simplified
relationship, the induced strain of a given structure is governed by the incident
earthquake energy flux from the foundation ground, the equivalent impedance
ratio between the structure and the foundation ground, and the degree of reso-
nance. If the structure is ductile and of high damping such as soil structures, the
cumulative wave energy is more important than the energy flux.



Chapter 5

Liquefaction

Liquefaction is a kind of ground failure which tends to occur during strong seismic
shaking in loose, saturated non-cohesive soils. Though the liquefaction had often been
witnessed from old days and documented in archives, it was after the year 1964, when
the Niigata earthquake in Japan and the Alaskan earthquake in USA caused devasta-
tions by extensive soil liquefactions, the geotechnical research started to understand
its mechanism and how to mitigate the effect. Since then, quite a few liquefaction cases
have been observed during a number of earthquakes, and the significance of its effect
on structural damage has increasingly been recognized.

The liquefaction research started from clean sands such as those involved in the
Niigata earthquake, and the triggering mechanism and major influencing parameters
were investigated. Liquefaction cases involving low-plastic fines with particle sizes
smaller than 0.075 mm also drew attention since the 1964 Alaskan earthquake, such
as the 1999 Kocaeli earthquake in Turkey and the 2011 Tohoku earthquake Japan.
On the other hand, gravelly soils have been recognized to be liquefiable in several case
histories. At present, almost all non-cohesive loose saturated soils are categorized as
potentially liquefiable irrespective of their particle sizes.

In this chapter, the liquefaction triggering mechanism considering a variety of soils
is first discussed in terms of the influencing factors and how to evaluate the liquefaction
potential for engineering purposes, followed by post-liquefaction soil behaviors in
terms of residual strengths and deformations. Mitigation measures for liquefaction
as well as base-isolation effects of earthquake motions in liquefied deposits are also
addressed.

5.1 TYPICAL LIQUEFACTION BEHAVIOR

In order to understand the essence of liquefaction behavior, two typical test results are
shown here: a scaled model test of saturated sand deposit as a total system and an
undrained cyclic loading test on a saturated sand specimen as a soil element from the
deposit.

5.1.1 Scaled model test

A uniform sand 2 m high deposited in water in an acrylic transparent tube is hit by a
spring-powered metal hammer as illustrated in Fig. 5.1.1(a). This causes instantaneous
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Figure 5.1.1 Liquefaction model test for uniform sand deposit in acrylic tube (a), and Excess pore-
pressure along height (b) (Kojima 2000).

liquefaction throughout the sand deposit with excess pore-pressure, measured at 5
depths, increasing linearly with depth as indicated by the line at t = 0 in Fig. 5.1.1(b).
The depth-dependent pressure gradient is equal to the critical hydraulic gradient, icr =
(ρsat − ρw)/ρw, where ρsat, ρw = densities of saturated sand and water, respectively.
With elapsing time, the pore-pressure tends to decrease as the plane of re-sedimentation
(wherein liquefied sand particles suspended in water reconsolidate and recover the
effective stress) proceeds from the bottom to the top, and the excess pore-pressure
below the plane becomes identical.

Fig. 5.1.2(a) depicts the time histories of excess pore-pressures measured by the
five pore-pressure gages from the shallower to deeper depths. It is remarkable that
the pressures stay constant until certain times shown with the arrows, which tend to
appear earlier at greater depths. Then, it is followed by decreasing trends of the pore-
pressures with time almost linearly down to zero. Obviously, the arrows correspond to
the moments at which the re-sedimentation plane passes those particular depths. Cor-
respondingly, Fig. 5.1.2(b) shows time-dependent sand settlements at three depths in
the sand deposit (sand surface, dyed sand I, and dyed sand II indicated in Fig. 5.1.1(a)).
The settlements occur almost linearly with time until t1, t2, t3 also indicated in
Fig. 5.1.2(b), corresponding to the three depths. It is clear that no visible settlement
occurs after the sedimentation plane passes those particular depths.

These diagrams clearly indicate that sand particles at a depth in a uniform saturated
deposit are being liquefied as long as the re-sedimentation plane is below that depth,
and the entire liquefaction comes to the end when the plane reaches to the surface.
In parallel with the re-sedimentation and re-consolidation, the pore-water is squeezed
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Figure 5.1.2 Time-histories at different levels of sand deposit: (a) pressure variations, (b) Settlements
(Kokusho 2003).

out. It is confirmed that the settlement velocity of sand particles is equal to the seepage
velocity of pore water under the critical hydraulic gradient (Kokusho 2003).

Such a model test is quite effective for understanding the liquefaction mechanism
qualitatively in a global soil deposit with various boundary conditions, though a wide
gap exists between the model and prototype in quantitatively understanding the stress-
strain behavior of liquefied sand in situ. Hence, the soil element tests are carried out
to obtain quantitative design values from the stress-strain relationships of in situ soils
under in situ stress conditions.

5.1.2 Undrained soil element test

Fig. 5.1.3(a) shows time histories of dynamic shear stress τd, shear strain γ and excess
pore-pressure u, obtained by an undrained torsional simple shear test on saturated
clean sand of relative density Dr � 50%, consolidated with isotropic stress σ ′

c = 98 kPa
corresponding to ground depth about 10 m and cyclically loaded in 30 cycles simulating
earthquakes. When the cyclic shear stress is applied over 10 cycles and the excess pore-
pressure approaches to the maximum value, the shear strain starts to grow rapidly up to
20% with further cyclic stress applications. The strain develops almost symmetrically
in the positive and negative sides up to larger values, though the symmetry does not
hold for larger strains due to imperfect mechanical performance of the test equipment.

The top panel in Fig. 5.1.3(b) illustrates the effective stress path in the same test.
The effective stress σ ′

c tends to decrease from the initial point A to the left as the pore
pressure builds up due to negative dilatancy of the soil skeleton in undrained loading
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Figure 5.1.3 Torsional simple shear test result on clean sand (Dr � 50%): (a) Shear stress, shear strain
and pore-pressure, (b) Effective stress path and stress-strain curve (Kusaka 2012).

and eventually reaches to the origin O. There, the effective stress is completely lost
because the excess pore pressure u increases up to the initial effective stress σ ′

c, causing
sudden increase of induced shear strain amplitude γ as indicated in Fig. 5.1.3(a). The
first arrival of the stress path at the origin O is called the state of initial liquefaction
or liquefaction onset. It is normally recognized that the induced double amplitude
strain at the initial liquefaction is about γDA = 7.5% in shear strain for simple shear
tests and εDA = γDA/(1 + ν) = 5% in axial strain for triaxial tests considering Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.5 in the undrained condition.

In the stress-strain curve shown in the bottom of Fig. 5.1.3(b), the secant modulus
tends to become evidently lower, and the strain ranges with very low mobilized shear
resistance is widening with increasing loading cycles. However, the modulus can never
be so low for this sand of Dr � 50% as to behave like liquid because the shear resistance
starts to pick up at some strains in every cycle due to the positive dilatancy of soil
skeleton. This type of behavior is named “cyclic mobility’’ and should be considered
differently from liquefaction of very loose contractive soils which may undergo truly
liquid-like flow failures.

Very loose soils, such as clean sands looser than Dr � 30% or sands not so loose but
containing a lot of non-plastic fines, tend to be contractive without positive dilatancy
under high effective confining stresses in particular, developing fully or partially flow-
type failures like liquid. In very contractive soils, soil specimens in test devices tend to
be nonuniform during undrained shearing (loosening or forming the water film at the
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Figure 5.1.4 CSR for initial liquefaction (εDA = 5% or �u/σ ′
c = 1.0) versus number of cycles Nc for sands

with different relative densities Dr and fines contents Fc (Kokusho et al. 2013a).

top of the specimen) due to “void redistribution’’ (NRC 1985, Kokusho et al. 2003),
making soil element tests on uniform specimens almost meaningless.

For sands with Dr � 50% or denser, the soil element liquefaction tests are easier
to simulate in situ soil behavior during earthquakes, though complex in situ stresses
cannot be fully reproduced. Low shear resistance is restricted within a certain strain
interval (though widening with increasing load cycles), beyond that shear resistance
revives as “cyclic mobility.’’ Even in a very dense sand of Dr ≈ 100%, this type of
behavior can be observed by a larger number of loading of large stress amplitude with
nearly 100% pore-pressure buildup. Even in clayey soils with high plasticity, a similar
type of shear behavior can be seen with about 90% pressure buildup and associated
shear stiffness degradation as will be seen in Sec. 5.9.

5.1.3 How to interpret element test data

Stress-controlled element tests yield the time-histories of pore-pressure and strain as
shown in Fig. 5.1.3. There may be multiple ways in reducing these time-history data
to quantify how liquefiable the tested soils are under the cyclic loading. In the normal
practice, a chart is drawn, where the vertical axis is the cyclic stress ratio (CSR) and
the horizontal axis is the number of cycles Nc for a soil specimen to attain a certain
strain amplitude or 100% pressure buildup, �u/σ ′

c = 100%.
Fig. 5.1.4 shows typical diagrams obtained from triaxial tests on Futtsu beach sand

with Dr ≈ 30∼70% and Fc = 0∼20%. A clear trend is visible despite some data scatters
that the CSR for the pore-pressure ratio �u/σ ′

c = 100% or the double amplitude axial
strain εDA = 5% tends to decrease with increasing number of load cycles Nc. The CSR
versus Nc correlation may be approximated by a straight line in the log-log scale as
indicated in Fig. 5.1.4, though the semi-log scale is also used wherein only Nc is in
the log axis. Then, cyclic resistance ratio (CRR) is determined from the correlation as
the CSR-value corresponding to a given number of cycles Neq equivalent to a design
earthquake motion. In the current liquefaction potential evaluation method (SBM:
stress-based method), the CRR-value thus decided is compared with a CSR-value, a
stress ratio of a sinusoidal motion with the number of cycles Neq, which is equivalent
to a design seismic motion in terms of damage level as explained in Sec. 3.1.6.
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Figure 5.1.5 Excess pore-pressure ratio versus double amplitude axial strain in triaxial tests on clean
sands with varying density.

Fig. 5.1.5 depicts relationships between the axial strain εDA versus excess pore-
pressure ratio �u/σ ′

c for the same tests on clean sands (Fc = 0) of Dr = 27–70% as
shown in Fig. 5.1.4. The pressure buildup ratio �u/σ ′

c at each cycle is plotted versus
the corresponding double amplitude axial strain εDA in the vertical and horizontal
axis, respectively. Note that the plots are concentrated along a narrow band within a
pair of dotted curves despite wide differences in Dr and stepwise increments of �u/σ ′

c
or εDA in individual tests. It is also pointed out that the pore-pressure builds up to
100% at around the double axial strain amplitude of εDA = 5%. This almost unique
relationship between �u/σ ′

c and εDA was recognized in previous research also in smaller
strain levels, wherein triaxial tests on clean sands with Dr = 45–80% indicated not only
the uniqueness in the �u/σ ′

c versus εDA correlation but also the existence of threshold
strain for the initiation of pressure-buildup at around a single amplitude shear strain
γ = 1 × 10−4 (NRC 1985).

It was also demonstrated experimentally that the energy dissipated in cyclically
loaded sand serves as a decisive factor for pore-pressure buildup and liquefaction
triggering (Towhata and Ishihara 1985, Yanagisawa and Sugano 1994, Figueroa et al.
1994). Fig. 5.1.6(a) exemplifies a typical stress versus strain curve of clean sand with
Dr ≈ 50% where the dissipated energy �W per unit volume in a given cycle is calculated
from the hysteresis area ABCD, and the cumulative energy is summed up to a certain
cycle as

∑
�W . In Fig. 5.1.6(b), time-histories are depicted for the cumulative energy

in the top panel together with the axial stress, strain and excess pore-pressure. It is
obviously seen that not only the strain but also the cumulative energy show drastic
increase at the last stage of the pressure-buildup just before liquefaction is triggered.

Fig. 5.1.7 shows cyclic triaxial test results for a clean sand under the effective
confining stress σ ′

c = 98 kPa where the pore-pressure buildup ratios �u/σ ′
c are plot-

ted versus the cumulative dissipated energies
∑

�W for a clean sand having different
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Figure 5.1.6 Typical stress-strain hysteresis curve (a), and Time histories of (i) cumulative dissipated
energy, (ii) shear stress, (iii) shear strain, (iv) excess pore-pressure (b) (Kokusho 2013b).

Figure 5.1.7 Normalized excess pore-pressure versus dissipated energy per unit volume in triaxial
tests on clean sand with Dr � 30–70%.
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densities Dr = 30–70%. The �u/σ ′
c-value is markedly well correlated with

∑
�W and

tends to attain 1.0 in the narrow range of the energy. Although this relationship can
pave a way to an energy-based liquefaction potential evaluation as will be addressed
in Sec. 5.6, the liquefaction potential is currently evaluated solely by the stress-based
approach, where cyclic resistance ratios determined from the CSR versus Nc relation-
ships for particular sand such as in Fig. 5.1.4 are compared with seismically induced
stress ratios (Seed and Idriss 1971). This is mainly because the liquefaction-related
design principle shares a common historical background with other structural designs
based on force-equilibrium.

5.2 GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR LIQUEFACTION TRIGGERING

Before starting in-depth discussions on liquefaction mechanisms, general conditions
how liquefaction is triggered in situ soils are summarized in geotechnical and seismic
aspects for a beginner in liquefaction studies.

5.2.1 Geotechnical conditions

(i) Soil types

Soil types potentially liquefiable are non/low-cohesive soils including SP, SW, SM, GS,
GW, GM, ML, CL in the standard soil classification (ASTM 1985). Fig. 5.2.1 shows

Figure 5.2.1 Grain-size curves of soils considered typically liquefiable and those of other soils liquefied
in recent case histories (Modified from CDIT 1997).
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representative grain size curves of non/low-cohesive soils liquefied in previous earth-
quakes (modified from CDIT 1997). Among them, the ranges of highly liquefiable
and liquefiable sands are illustrated with two pairs of curves, in the center of which
Toyoura sand often used in Japan is found. These poorly-graded clean sands have long
been considered to be typically liquefiable. However, more recent earthquakes (e.g.
the 1999 Kocaeli earthquake Turkey, the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake Taiwan, and the
2011 Tohoku earthquake Japan) increasingly incurred severe liquefactions not only in
clean sands but also in sands containing a plenty of non/low-plastic fines. It should
be emphasized that even sandy soils containing a lot of fines (Fc = 50–80%) or even
silty soils with little sand particles liquefy if the fines are non/low-plastic. Furthermore,
well-graded gravelly soils are reported to have liquefied extensively during some recent
earthquakes such as the 1983 Borah Peak earthquake in USA, the 1993 Hokkaido
Nansei-oki earthquake and 1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan. Fig. 5.2.1 indicates that
a variety of soils not necessarily typical poorly-graded sands are also liquefiable.

In this regard, the percentage in terms of dry weight of particles finer than
0.075 mm Wf out of total soil weight Wt is defined as fines content Fc (%) such
that:

Fc = Wf

Wt
× 100 (5.2.1)

Similarly, the percentage of soil particles coarser than 2 mm WG is defined as gravel
content Gc (%) such that:

Gc = WG

Wt
× 100 (5.2.2)

Also note that gravelly soils liquefied so far are all well-graded, containing not only
coarse particles but also sands and fines. It is sometimes considered that gravelly soils,
distinctively more permeable than sandy soils, are difficult to develop pore-pressure
buildup for liquefaction triggering. However, in situ gravels are well-graded in most
cases with their permeability as low as sands, providing undrained conditions nec-
essary for pressure buildup (JGS Committee 2001). It may also be pointed out that
well-graded gravels tend to have higher absolute densities than poorly graded sands.
Nevertheless, gravelly soils with very low relative densities actually liquefied during
past earthquakes. The effect of particle gradations of fines-containing sandy and grav-
elly soils together with the effect of plasticity of fines on the liquefaction potentials will
be discussed in Sec. 5.4.

(ii) Saturation

Liquefaction occurs basically in saturated soils under water table, because pore-
pressure buildup in the undrained condition is the key mechanism in liquefaction
triggering. However, liquefaction-like behavior can occur not only in perfectly
saturated soils with saturation Sr = 100% but also in imperfectly saturated soils
Sr = 90–80%. Here, the saturation Sr is defined as a volume ratio of pore-water to
soil void in percentage. The effect of saturation on the liquefaction susceptibility will
be discussed in Sec. 5.7.
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Figure 5.2.2 Conceptual illustration on depth limitation for liquefaction occurrence.

(iii) Relative density

One of the governing parameters of liquefaction during cyclic loading is how dense
soil is, though more subtle microscopic fabric of soil particles is also influential to
liquefaction as will be addressed in Sec. 5.3. If a soil is densely packed, the excess pore-
pressure becomes slow to build up because it tends to dilate beyond a certain shear
strain limit. Because the absolute density of soil varies corresponding to its particle
size, grading and shape, the relative density Dr is often used as a common scale for all
non-cohesive soils to measure how dense soil is packed in terms of 0 to 100% such as

Dr = emax − e
emax − emin

= 1/ρmin − 1/ρ

1/ρmin − 1/ρmax
(5.2.3)

where emax, emin = maximum and minimum void ratios, and ρmin, ρmax = corresponding
minimum and maximum soil dry densities determined by test methods for the mini-
mum and maximum density. The test methods are standardized differently in different
countries, such as USA (ASTM 2001) and Japan (JGS 2008, 2009). The relative density
is often used in laboratory tests, though it cannot be determined efficiently in situ. In
normal engineering practice, instead, penetration resistance values by Standard Pene-
tration Test (SPT) or Cone Penetration Test (CPT) are used, which are considered to
reflect in situ relative densities.

(iv) Soil depth

It is easy to understand that shallower soils tend to liquefy more because the den-
sities are lower and the ages are younger than deeper soils. Besides these factors,
there exists a depth limitation for liquefaction as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.2. Namely, the
liquefaction-resistant stress shown with the dashed line tends to increase monotoni-
cally with increasing effective overburden stress with a curve slightly nonlinear. On the
other hand, the seismically-induced shear stress is obtained from the sum of seismic
inertial forces down to given depths considering their phase differences. As the result,
the seismic shear stress shown with the solid curve increases almost linearly with depth
near the ground surface where the phase difference is still small but tends to converge
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to a certain value on account of a cancelling effect of the inertial forces due to growing
phase differences with increasing depth. Hence, a depth-limit for liquefaction suscep-
tibility surely appears, below which the seismic shear stress cannot be larger than the
resistance. This limit may depend on soil conditions and seismic motions, though it is
normally taken as 20 m in engineering practice in Japan (e.g. JRA 2002, AIJ 2001).

(v) Aging effect

It is generally accepted that younger Holocene soils have higher liquefaction suscep-
tibility than older Pleistocene soils, and manmade fill soils are most susceptible to
liquefaction. Chemical bonding between soil particles or mechanical effects on parti-
cle arrangements, named as soil fabric, developing in geological time may cause such
aging effects. Recent earthquakes in Japan triggered liquefaction much more often in
reclaimed soils or manmade fills than in young natural Alluvial sands, indicating that
the aging effect is very important even among very young soils. However, this effect
is not taken into account in current liquefaction evaluations in a quantitative manner
(e.g. in terms of hundreds or thousands of years) and is still an important subject of
ongoing research. This issue will be discussed in the later Sections.

(vi) Initial stress

Soil liquefaction incurs structural damage when it occurs near or beneath structures,
where soil is under the influence of sustained initial shear stress by the overlying
structures. Major liquefaction damage such as settlements, sliding and overturning of
superstructures actually occurs under the influence of sustained initial shear stresses. In
current engineering practice, the liquefaction susceptibility has mostly been evaluated
in a level ground where structure-induced initial shear stresses do not work. It is thus
significant to consider the effect of initial shear stress not only on liquefaction-triggering
but also on post-liquefaction deformations as will be discussed in Sec. 5.8.

5.2.2 Seismic conditions

Past experiences indicate that seismically-induced liquefaction is triggered by earth-
quakes with the earthquake magnitude larger than 5 to 6. Liquefactions tend to occur
more often for earthquakes with larger magnitudes even in very long hypocentral
distances because it gives larger seismic stresses or larger seismic wave energies.

In simplified liquefaction evaluations currently employed in practice, ground sur-
face acceleration or its maximum value, Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), is used
as a key seismic parameter. However, it should be noted that liquefaction is directly
determined by seismically induced soil strain which is more closely correlated with
particle velocity as indicated in Eq. (1.2.19). Hence, the particle velocity rather than
the acceleration in seismic motion will play a significant role in triggering liquefaction,
indicating that, even for the same accelerations, the motion with longer dominant
period or larger particle velocity tends to cause liquefaction.

The duration of seismic motions is another important factor to cause soil lique-
faction. A larger number of load cycles tends to build up higher excess pore-pressure,
leading to higher liquefaction potential. Even after the onset of liquefaction, longer
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duration of motion gives greater seismic energy to the soil and makes induced strain
and post-liquefaction settlement larger.

In the following, the geotechnical conditions will be discussed in terms of the
above-mentioned pertinent parameters in each Section in detail. The seismic conditions
will be addressed mainly in Sec. 5.5.5.

5.3 GEOTECHNICAL CONDITIONS FOR
LIQUEFACTION TRIGGERING

Various soil parameters for triggering soil liquefaction (also named as initial liquefac-
tion and liquefaction onset) are discussed here based mainly on laboratory element
tests concerning the effects of effective confining stress, relative density, stress-strain
history and soil fabric.

5.3.1 Effect of confining stress

It was one of the important subjects in early days of liquefaction research how to sim-
plify in situ stress conditions properly in laboratory element tests. If a level ground is
horizontally shaken by the SH-wave, the soil element (K0-consolidated) is cyclically
sheared by seismic shear stress in the undrained condition as illustrated in Fig. 5.3.1(a).
This stress condition may be reproduced by a simple shear test in Fig. 5.3.1(b), where
the soil specimen K0-consolidated (vertical stress σ ′

v and horizontal stress σ ′
h = K0σ

′
v) is

sheared cyclically with a stress amplitude τd. As already mentioned in Sec. 2.2.3, the
simple shear device, despite its mechanical simplicity, has some deficiency in apply-
ing uniform shear stresses all around the specimen. The more sophisticated torsional
simple shear test is also available using a hollow cylindrical specimen to have better
reproducibility of in situ stresses.

Figure 5.3.1 Comparison of stress conditions in situ and laboratory: (a) In situ, (b) Simple shear test,
(c) Triaxial test, and corresponding definitions of CRR.
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The first endeavor to simulate liquefaction-triggering in cyclic loading element
tests was undertaken by Seed and Lee (1966) not in the simple shear but in the triaxial
condition as indicated in Fig. 5.3.1(c). This pioneering experiment demonstrated that
100% pore-pressure buildup due to the negative dilatancy in undrained cyclic load-
ing is the key mechanism of seismic liquefaction. The soil specimen was isotropically
consolidated with the effective stress σ ′

c, and cyclically loaded with the axial stress of
single amplitude σd with the horizontal stresses unchanged. Since then, this triaxial test
has been implemented as the standard undrained cyclic loading test for liquefaction to
date, though the stress system seems quite different from in situ.

The effect of the difference in stress conditions was discussed by Seed and Peacock
(1971) by comparing the simple shear test on K0-consolidated specimens in (b) and the
triaxial test on isotropically consolidated specimens in (c), and a relationship between
the cyclic stresses for liquefaction triggering in the field τd and the triaxial test σd was
proposed as

(τd/σ ′
v)field = cr × (σd/2σ ′

c)triax (5.3.1)

where the coefficient cr connecting the two stress ratios was determined to be 0.55–0.70
for clean sands with the relative density Dr = 40–85%.

A significant effect of the effective overburden σ ′
v or confining stress σ ′

c in
Eq. (5.3.1) on the liquefaction resistance was also found in the experiment by Seed
and Lee (1966). Considering this effect, the liquefaction resistance has normally been
expressed as a ratio of the cyclic shear stress amplitude to the effective overburden
or confining stress and named as the cyclic resistance ratio (CRR). The cyclic shear
stress amplitude above is determined so that 100% pore-pressure buildup or dou-
ble amplitude strain (in triaxial εDA = 5% axial strain or in simple shear γDA = 7.5%
shear strain) is attained as a condition of the initial liquefaction in a given number
of cycles.

In order to know the difference in the cyclic resistant ratios in the simple shear
and triaxial shear tests, Ishihara and Yasuda (1975) compared the two test results on
isotropically consolidated specimens of the same clean Fuji-river sand of Dr = 55%
as depicted in Fig. 5.3.2. The cyclic resistance ratios (CRR) for 100% pore-pressure
buildup plotted versus the number of loading cycles (Nc) show a good coincidence
between the two tests, indicating that no clear difference arises in liquefaction resistance
between the two testing methods if both specimens are isotropically consolidated.

In the field, K0-consolidated soils are cyclically sheared while the lateral strain
is constrained. In order to simplify this condition in laboratory tests by isotropically
confined specimens, it is necessary to choose appropriate confining stress to obtain
the same liquefaction resistance. Fig. 5.3.3 depicts cyclic stress ratios for 100% pore-
pressure buildup versus Nc relationships obtained by torsional simple shear tests on
K0-consolidated specimens for K0 = σ ′

h/σ
′
v = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 (Ishihara et al. 1977). If the

cyclic stress amplitudes reaching the initial liquefaction in a certain number of cycles
are normalized by the vertical effective stress as τd/σ ′

v in (a), the results are plotted
separately depending on the K0-values. In contrast, if the mean effective confining
stress σ ′

c = (1 + 2K0)σ ′
v/3 is chosen in place of σ ′

v as shown in (b), the same datasets
concentrate along the single unique line. Thus, the test results indicate that the simpli-
fied cyclic shear tests on isotropically consolidated specimens with σ ′

c = (1 + 2K0)σ ′
v/3
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Figure 5.3.2 Comparison of CSR for 100% pore-pressure buildup versus Nc relationships between
torsional simple shear and triaxial tests on isotropically consolidated specimens (Ishihara
andYasuda 1975).
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Figure 5.3.3 K0-consolidarted torsional simple shear test for K0 = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5: (a) Vertical axis nor-
malized by σ ′

v (b) Vertical axis normalized by σ ′
c = (σ ′

v + 2σ ′
h)/3 (Ishihara et al. 1977), by

permission of Oxford University Press.

can yield the liquefaction resistance of K0-consolidated specimens. This result seems to
be compatible with what Seed and Peacock (1971) indicated in Eq. (5.3.1). There are
however other test results that showed some difference, depending on different sample
preparation methods and soil densities, in the cyclic resistance ratios between isotropi-
cally consolidated triaxial tests and K0-consolidatated torsional shear tests normalized
by σ ′

c (e.g. Tatsuoka et al. 1986a, Yamashita and Toki 1992). Though the isotropically
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Figure 5.3.4 Decreasing trend of CRR with increasing effective confining stress σ ′
c: (a) CRR by triax-

ial tests on intact Pleistocene Narita sands, (b) CRR by torsional simple shear tests on
reconstitutedToyoura sand by two sample preparation methods (Kokusho et al. 1983a).

consolidated triaxial test is often employed in practice as a convenient test method
in evaluating liquefaction resistance of in situ soils recovered intact, there may still
exist some uncertainties involved in this practice in evaluating in situ liquefaction
resistance.

Cyclic resistance ratio (CRR) is defined as the cyclic shear stress normalized by the
effective confining stress, as already mentioned. It was assumed in the early stage of
liquefaction research (Lee and Seed 1967) that the normalization would make the value
independent of the confining stress. However, CRR was found to be actually depen-
dent on the confining stress (Tatsuoka et al. 1981, Kokusho et al. 1983a). Fig. 5.3.4(a)
shows CRR for εDA = 2 or 5% and Nc = 20 obtained by triaxial tests on Pleistocene
Narita sands, which were sampled intact by block from in situ, plotted versus associ-
ated effective confining stresses σ ′

c on the log-log scale. In the same diagram, a similar
decreasing trend in CRR with increasing σ ′

c can also be seen for specimens reconsti-
tuted from the same sand with significantly lower absolute CRR values despite almost
identical dry densities. The decreasing trend is pronounced in the low confining stress
range in particular. Fig. 5.3.4(b) depicts a similar diagram obtained for reconstituted
Toyoura sand by torsional simple shear tests. The specimens were prepared by two
different methods as described later on; air-pluviation (AP) and water tapping (WT)
to make dense specimens of Dr � 70–90%. CRR for γDA = 7.5% in Nc = 20 tends to
decrease with increasing σ ′

c again for the two types of sample preparation, though
the AP specimens show smaller dependency on σ ′

c than the WT specimens. Soil fabric
which seems to be introduced in dense sands by the WT method is likely to cause the
stronger σ ′

c-dependent variation of CRR than that by the AP method. Similar plots on
the same Toyoura sand of Dr � 50% obtained by triaxial tests (Tatsuoka et al. 1981)
superposed in the chart indicate stronger σ ′

c-dependency of CRR (εDA = 5%, Nc = 20)
with the gradient log(CRR)/log σ ′

c = 0.2 up to higher σ ′
c of 100–200 kPa.
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Figure 5.3.5 Correction factor for CRR, Kσ = CRR/CRRσ′
c = 98 kPa for various sands by various tests

(replotted from Idriss and Boulanger 2008) by permission of EERI.

In North-American practice, the effect of effective overburden on the CRR-value
is taken into account in engineering design by introducing an overburden correction
factor Kσ defined (Idriss and Boulanger 2008) as:

Kσ = CRR/CRRσ′
c=98 kPa (5.3.2)

The variations of Kσ obtained in different tests versus normalized stresses σ ′
v/p0 for

simple shear tests or σ ′
c/p0 for triaxial tests are summarized in Fig. 5.3.5 (Idriss and

Boulanger 2008). It indicates that the stress-dependent variations of Kσ-values are very
much different according to sands, densities and test methods. For example, in test
results on Fraser Delta sand in Canada in the diagram using the NGI-type simple shear
device (Vaid and Sivathayalan 1996), the decreasing trend of CRR for γDA = 7.5%,
Nc = 10 with increasing σ ′

c-values is not so strong for sands with lower Dr values in
particular.

The CRR-variations appear to stem from the fact that the soil dilatancy varies
depending on the effective confining stress. Fig. 5.3.6 schematically illustrates the
difference in volume changes in drained shear tests. It is well known that, in monotonic
shearing in (a), a soil of a given density tends to contract under high confining stresses
versus dilate under low confining stresses with increasing shear strain. This mechanism
has been discussed in Sec. 3.1.5, where the soil dilatancy is differentiated by the steady
state line (SSL) on the state diagram, so that the soil if sheared tends to contract or
dilate above or below the line (Casagrande 1971). The same soil, if sheared cyclically
as shown in Fig. 5.3.6(b), contracts with no regard to the confining stress. However,
the same soil under higher confining stresses tends to contract much more than that
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Figure 5.3.6 Difference in conceptual dilatancy behavior of the same density sands due to smaller and
larger confining stresses: (a) Drained monotonic loading, (b) Drained cyclic loading.

under low confining stresses for the identical void ratio. This explains why the same
soil in undrained shearing tends to give a lower CRR under higher effective confining
stresses.

In actual field conditions, sand deposits are seldom uniform along the depth and
often very variable in densities, physical properties and geological backgrounds. Hence,
care is needed if a sand deposit concerned belongs to the same sand so that the CRR-
modification by Kσ-value is reasonable. In evaluating in situ CRR by laboratory tests
on intact samples in major projects, it is recommended to conduct the liquefaction tests
on samples recovered from multiple depths by employing the corresponding confining
stresses.

5.3.2 Effect of relative density and soil fabric

5.3.2.1 Relative density versus CRR

From an early stage of the liquefaction research, the relative density Dr has been consid-
ered one of the key parameters. Fig. 5.3.7(a) shows CRR–Dr relationships for a clean
sand obtained in a kind of undrained simple shear tests utilizing a shaking table (De
Alba et al. 1976). The CRR-values is defined for pore-pressure buildup �u/σ ′

c = 100%
or single-amplitude induced strain γ = 5–25% for the number of cycles Nc = 10. For
γ = 5%, CRR is almost proportional to Dr up to Dr = 80%, while it turns to be non-
linear at higher Dr-values and drastically increasing with increasing γ. This is because
the cyclic mobility effect aforementioned tends to be more pronounced with increasing
Dr, cyclically mobilizing shear resistance and impeding strain developments. Thus, it is
of utmost importance to determine the shear strain amplitude for liquefaction-induced
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Figure 5.3.7 CRR corresponding to various strain amplitudes γ versus relative density Dr obtained from
undrained simple shear tests for clean sands: (a) Shake table test results (De Alba et al.
1976) with permission from ASCE, (b) Torsional simple shear test results (Tatsuoka et al.
1982).

structural failure. If the double amplitude strain γDA = 7.5% or εDA = 5% is consid-
ered corresponding to the initial liquefaction of 100% pore-pressure buildup, it may
be said that CRR is proportional to Dr up to Dr = 70–80%.

Fig. 5.3.7(b) shows a similar result on the CRR for Nc = 20 versus Dr relationship
obtained by another research using a torsional simple shear device for clean Toyoura
sand prepared by the air-pluviation (AP) method (Tatsuoka et al. 1982). It indicates
again that the CRR versus Dr relationships are almost linear up to Dr = 70–80% for
γDA = 3–7.5%. Reflecting the linear correlation, the following simple formula was
typically used for the liquefaction evaluation in Japan (Ishihara 1977, Tatsuoka et al.
1978).

CRR = 0.0042 × Dr(%) (5.3.3)

5.3.2.2 Influence of soil fabric on CRR

Though CRR essentially depends on the relative density, it was also found experimen-
tally to be highly dependent on microscopic fabric of soil samples prepared in different
methods in the laboratory. Fig. 5.3.8 shows CRR for εDA = 5% or �u/σ ′

c = 1.0 plotted
versus Nc obtained by cyclic triaxial tests on same clean sand of Dr � 50% (Mulilis
et al. 1977). The samples were prepared in 6 different methods a–f described in the
chart, among that Method-a (the moist sand is densified with high-frequency vibration)
and Method-f (the dry sand is pluviated in air with a constant fall height and a constant
flux named as AP) appear to make the strongest and weakest fabric, respectively, with
their difference in CRR becoming almost 60–70% for the same Dr = 50% sand.

Fig. 5.3.9(a) depicts CRR-values obtained in torsional simple shear tests for
γDA = 3 or 7.5% in Nc = 20 plotted versus relative densities Dr of specimens prepared
by two methods: water tapping (WT: sand is rained in a water-filled mold and then
densified by tapping from outside) and the air-pluviation (AP) (Kokusho et al. 1983a).
As the CRR-values tend to increase drastically for Dr ≥ 80% for both samples, the
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Figure 5.3.8 CRR versus number of cycles Nc for specimens prepared by different methods (modified
from Mulilis et al. 1977) with permission from ASCE.

Figure 5.3.9 Variations of CRR (εDA = 5%, Nc = 20) versus relative density Dr for specimens prepared
by two different methodsWT &AP (a), and Impact of a given number of small drops Ndrop
on CRR versus Dr plots (b) (Kokusho et al. 1983a).

difference between the two CRR-values is almost doubled there. This is probably
because the WT method tends to introduce the soil fabric more resistant to cyclic load-
ing in terms of particle orientations and contacts than the AP method particularly for
denser sands.

These laboratory test results indicate that liquefaction resistance cannot be deter-
mined solely by the relative density but very much influenced by how soil fabric was
formed when the soil was deposited in situ. This further suggests that liquefaction
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tests have to be done on samples recovered directly from in situ soils. However, how
to recover sand samples without changing not only in situ density (neither densifying
loose sands nor loosening dense sands) but also in situ delicate soil fabric may never
be an easy task. Sandy soil tends to readily lose its soil fabric because of mechanical
disturbance such as induced strains and vibrations during in situ sampling and labo-
ratory handling. Conventional tube sampling techniques may not be able to recover
sandy soils without significantly affecting subtle soil fabric.

Fig. 5.3.9(b) demonstrates by a simple laboratory test how significantly mechani-
cal disturbance may deteriorate soil fabric and liquefaction resistance (Kokusho et al.
1985). Triaxial test specimens (5 cm in diameter and 10 cm in height) of clean Toyoura
sand were prepared by the WT method with relative densities Dr � 70–95% to build
in strong soil fabric. Then, the specimen, after dewatered, was put on the brass-cup of
the liquid-limit test device and given a certain number of drops Ndrop of 1.25 mm rep-
resenting the disturbance effects during sampling and laboratory handling procedures.
The CRR-values for εDA = 5% in Nc = 20 tend to obviously decrease with increasing
Ndrop for Dr ≈ 95% in particular (down to 1/4 of CRR without drop Ndrop = 0) and
almost coincide with specimens prepared by the AP method. The test results vividly
demonstrate that soil fabric built in by the WT method is very easy to deteriorate by
a series of faint shocks, though Dr does not noticeably change due to the dropping as
indicated by the vertical alignment of the plots in the diagram.

Fig. 5.3.10 shows the CRR-values for εDA = 5% in Nc = 15 versus Dr for intact
samples recovered in place by an in-situ freezing technique. In this sampling, in situ soils
are first frozen by circulating a coolant through underground vertical pipes and then
drilled to recover intact to make laboratory tests in a test apparatus after trimming,
setting, consolidating with in situ stresses and thawing (Yoshimi et al. 1994). This

Figure 5.3.10 CRR versus relative density Dr by cyclic triaxial tests on soil specimens recovered by in
situ freezing sampling and conventional tube sampling (Yoshimi et al. 1994).
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sampling technique is generally believed to be effective to preserve in situ soil fabric,
though very costly. The CRR-values by open symbols for the freezing sampling in the
diagram tend to increase markedly for Dr ≥ 60%, while those of the conventional tube
sampling methods with close symbols are obviously lower with no increasing tendency
up to Dr = 80%, indicating that in situ sand samples by conventional tube sampling
may give distinctively lower CRR for Dr ≥ 60%.

Thus, CRR-values of in situ soils are basically dependent on their relative densities,
though there seems to exist no unique correlation between the two, because soil fabric
formed in soil sedimentation processes tend to have a great influence on CRR. The
best way to evaluate the in situ CRR-values would be to have undisturbed samples by
in situ freezing and subsequent drilling, or block sampling from dewatered trenches
by hand very carefully.

In normal engineering practice, where undisturbed sampling plus laboratory tests
are too costly, CRR is determined by in situ sounding such as Standard Penetration
Tests (SPT) or Cone Penetration Tests (CPT). The penetration resistance of SPT or CPT
is recognized to have a close correlation with relative density. However, the effect of
soil fabric may not be fully reflected in the penetration tests.

5.3.3 Effect of stress/strain history

From the above findings, it may well be inferred that the CRR-values of natu-
ral sand deposits are strongly influenced by how deposits were stratified and what
kind of mechanical and geochemical histories they experienced since then. Two typ-
ical long-term mechanical effects for in situ sands may be overconsolidation and
preshearing.

It is easy to understand that the overconsolidation tends to increase the K0-value
and hence the effective confining stress σ ′

c. Because CRR defined as τd/σ ′
c can be

uniquely correlated with σ ′
c = (1 + 2K0)σ ′

v as already mentioned in Sec. 5.3.1, CRR-
values defined by τd/σ ′

v become higher for overconsolidated soils under the same
relative density. Besides that, the overconsolidation will raise CRR higher even for the
same σ ′

c and Dr due to the change of soil fabric. Fig. 5.3.11 summarizes increasing rates
of CRR relative to that of OCR = 1.0 with increasing overconsolidation ratios (OCR)
obtained by different investigators (Ishihara and Takatsu 1979, Kokusho et al. 1983a,
Tatsuoka et al. 1988). Though the evaluations are largely diverted among researchers
depending on different sands and test methods, the effect may be approximated by a
simple power function as:

CRR/CRROCR=1 = (OCR)m (5.3.4)

where the exponent m varies 0.1∼0.5. Combining the K0-effect with this, CRR of
overconsolidated clean sands (τd/σ ′

v)OCR may be formulated using CRR of isotropically
and normally consolidated specimens (τd/σ ′

c)OCR=1 as:

(τd/σ ′
v)OCR = 1 + 2K0

3
(OCR)m(τd/σ ′

c)OCR=1 (5.3.5)
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Figure 5.3.11 Increasing rate of CRR with increasing OCR by different test methods on various sands
(Ishihara and Takatsu 1979, Kokusho et al. 1983a,Tatsuoka et al. 1988, Rollins and Seed
1990).

Figure 5.3.12 Effect of small-strain preshearing on AP clean sands: (a) CSR–Nc curves without/with
preshearing by shake-table tests (Seed et al. 1977) and (b) CRR–Dr plots with/without
preshearing and with over-consolidation by cyclic triaxial tests (Tokimatsu et al. 1986).

Similar test results in USA indicate another formula also shown in the diagram
assuming a linear function of OCR (Rollins and Seed 1990) as:

CRR/(CRR)OCR=1 = 1 + (OCR − 1)/6 (5.3.6)

Another suspected long-term effect in situ is low-strain pre-shearing by a number of
small seismic vibrations that soils may have experienced after deposition. Fig. 5.3.12(a)
compares CSR∼Nc curves obtained by simple shear tests using a shaking table for the
same clean sand prepared by the AP method, without or with adding a given number
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of low-strain preshearing (Seed et al. 1977). The sand with preshearing shows higher
liquefaction resistance by about 50% than that without preshearing despite almost
identical relative densities Dr = 54∼55%. The effect of preshearing was also inves-
tigated by Tokimatsu et al. (1986) in triaxial tests in which ten thousands cycles of
0.08∼0.2% axial strain were applied to dense AP sand specimens before conducting
undrained cyclic loading for liquefaction. Fig. 5.3.12(b) indicates the significant effect
of preshearing, doubling or tripling the CRR-values of AP-sands without consider-
able changes in Dr. It also indicates that the effect of preshearing employed here is
much more dominant than the overconsolidation effect of OCR = 4.0 also plotted in
the diagram.

5.4 EFFECT OF GRAVELS AND FINES

5.4.1 Particle grading

Though clean sands are the most typical liquefiable soil, sands containing non/low-
plastic silts and gravels are also liquefiable. In order to deal with soils containing
various particle size, the uniformity coefficient Cu is defined to represent the particle
grading as:

Cu = D60

D10
(5.4.1)

where D60 and D10 are the particle sizes of 60% and 10% fines by weight, respectively.
In Fig. 5.4.1(a), grain size curves of granular soils, RS1, RS2 and RS3 are illustrated

with solid lines to be addressed in the later discussions. These materials were recon-
stituted from fluvial sands and gravels of non-weathered hard particles to make the
mean grain sizes D50 = 0.14, 0.40, 1.15 mm and the uniformity coefficients Cu = 1.44,
3.79, 13.1 for RS1, RS2, RS3 respectively. Soil names DG1, DG2, DG3 written on the

Figure 5.4.1 Reconstituted sandy/gravelly soils RS1 (DG1), RS2 (DG2), RS3 (DG3): (a) Grain size
curves, (b) Maximum or minimum density ρmax or ρminx versus fines content Fc (Kokusho
2007).
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Figure 5.4.2 Binary packing model for soils consisting of two-size particles changing soil structure with
increasing fines content: (a) Fc < CFc, (b) Fc = CFc, (c) Fc > CFc where CFc = critical fines
content.

same diagram are decomposed granite soils having the same grain size curves and will
also be addressed later. For the RS1 and RS3, low-plasticity fines (Ip = 6) are mixed
with varying fines content as shown by thin dashed curves. The maximum and min-
imum densities ρmax, ρmin of these materials measured by a standardized test method
(JGS 2009) are shown in Fig. 5.4.1(b). The densities ρmax, ρmin increase from RS1 to
RS3, indicating that well-graded soils tend to have larger density than poorly-graded
soils. The same diagram also shows the variations of ρmax and ρmin with increasing
fines content Fc for the poorly-graded RS1 and well-graded RS3. The densities seem
to be increasing or almost stationary with increasing Fc up to certain Fc-values, then
followed by downturns for both RS1 and RS3 at different Fc.

The Fc-dependent variations of ρmax and ρmin may be interpreted in the light of
a simplified “binary packing’’ model illustrated in Figs. 5.4.2(a)–(c), where a soil
assumed to consist of only two particle sizes, coarse grain and fines matrix, is packed
in a container of a given volume (e.g. Skempton and Brogan 1994). If the fines content
Fc is low as in (a), the fines stay in the void of the coarse grains. In this condition, the
void ratio of coarse grains ec (neglecting the fines) is formulated using e = global void
ratio as:

ec = e + Fc

1 − Fc
(5.4.2)
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With increasing Fc, there exists a threshold named here as “critical fines content’’, CFc,
at which the fines are just enough to saturate all the void of coarse grains as shown
in (b). In this situation, the volume of fines including the internal voids is equal to the
porosity of the coarse grains nc if the total soil volume is unity, and the solid volumes
of fines and fines plus coarse grains are nc(1 − nf ) and 1 − nc + nc(1 − nf ) = 1 − ncnf ,
respectively, where nf = porosity of fines. Hence the critical fines content CFc can be
expressed, assuming the same solid density for both particles, as:

CFc = nc(1 − nf )
1 − ncnf

(5.4.3)

Beyond CFc, the fines matrix overflows the coarse grain voids and interrupts the direct
contacts between grain particles, drastically changing the soil structure from grain-
supporting to matrix-supporting. Then, the soil voids are only in fines matrix as in (c),
and the matrix void ratio ef can be correlated with the global void ratio e as:

ef = e
Fc

(5.4.4)

Correspondingly, the density increases as Fc increases from 0 to CFc because the void
is filled with fines without increasing the total soil volume and then start to decrease
thereafter because the total volume increases with the increasing fines matrix of lower
density. In Fig. 5.4.1(b), the values CFcevaluated in Eq. (5.4.3) from nc, nf correspond-
ing to the maximum and minimum density tests are shown with the ranges in between
parallel lines, indicating that CFc is evaluated smaller for the well-graded RS3 than
the poorly-graded RS1 because of the smaller nc value. In the measured Fc-dependent
density curves shown in Fig. 5.4.1(b), too, the density peaks tend to occur at lower
Fc in RS3 than RS1, though the absolute value is not agreeable due to the difference
between the simplified binary packing model and the actual continuous particle size
distributions.

Thus, the effect of particle gradation or uniformity coefficient on liquefaction
resistance of gravelly soils and silty sands may be differentiated into two different
mechanisms; the dependency of soil density on the uniformity coefficient Cu, and the
change in the soil structure with increasing fines content Fc from grain-supporting to
matrix supporting. As for the fines content, the plasticity of fines is another important
subject considering that fine soils involved in liquefaction so far are essentially non/low-
plastic. In the following, the effect of particle grading is first discussed on liquefaction
resistance of poorly-graded sands and well-graded gravelly soils. Then, the effect of
non/low-plastic fines on the liquefaction resistance of sands and gravelly soils is dealt
with after discussing the effect of the plasticity of fines in general.

5.4.2 Liquefaction resistance of gravelly soils

5.4.2.1 Gravelly soils actually liquefied

Liquefactions of gravelly soils were reported way back in the 1948 Fukui earthquake in
Japan, the 1964 Alaskan earthquake in USA and several other earthquakes including
Chinese earthquakes. Detailed investigations on liquefied gravelly soils were conducted
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Figure 5.4.3 Field investigation results on particle grading of previously liquefied gravelly soils: (a) Grain
size curves, (b) D50 versus Cu plots (Kokusho 2007).

during the 1983 Borah Peak earthquake in USA (Andrus 1994), the 1993 Hokkaido-
Nansei-Oki earthquake (Kokusho et al. 1995) and the 1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan
(e.g. Inagaki et al. 1996). Fig. 5.4.3(a) shows the grain size curves of those liquefied
gravelly soils. They are all well-graded, containing gravels up to 100 mm as well as
sands and even some fines. They may actually have contained boulders still larger, too
large for sieving tests. Fig. 5.4.3(b) plots the mean grain size D50 versus the uniformity
coefficient Cu of previously liquefied gravelly soils in the horizontal and vertical axes.
If compared with typical poorly graded clean sands also shown in the diagram, it
is clear that very well-graded gravelly soils with large Cu and D50 actually liquefied.
During the Hokkaido Nansei-Oki earthquake, rock debris exceeding a half meter were
involved in the liquefied soils (Kokusho et al. 1995), indicating that there is literally
no upper limit for the gravel size.

For such well-graded soils, one may imagine that sand particles are exclusively
responsible for liquefaction, while larger gravelly particles are only floating in sand
particles. This view may be justified in gap-graded gravelly sands where sand particles
are overwhelming so that there is little direct contact between gravels as already men-
tioned in the binary packing model shown in Fig. 5.4.2. This seems unlikely however in
the well-graded soils actually liquefied in previous earthquakes shown in Fig. 5.4.3(a),
where the grading curves are smooth and large gravel particles, too, are considered to
take part in liquefaction.

Absolute dry densities of these well-graded gravelly soils are much higher than
poorly-graded sands. However, gravelly soils are sometimes very loosely deposited
with a low relative density showing very low N-values and S-wave velocities. Fig.
5.4.4 shows SPT N-value versus S-wave velocity (Vs) plots in those gravels previ-
ously liquefied. This indicates very low values; N = 5∼16 and Vs = 60 m/s∼210 m/s as
low as poorly-graded loose sand despite the significant difference in the absolute den-
sity. For instance, the dry densities of liquefied gravelly soils actually measured were
ρd = 1.7∼2.0 t/m3 for the decomposed granite fill in Kobe and 2.0∼2.1 t/m3 for the
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Figure 5.4.4 SPT N-values versus S-wave velocities in liquefied gravelly soils (Kokusho 2007).

Hokkaido case, versus it is 1.4∼1.5 t/m3 for typically liquefiable clean sands. Despite
this distinctive difference, well-graded gravelly soils may liquefy if the relative density
is sufficiently low.

5.4.2.2 Liquefaction resistance by cyclic triaxial test

Undrained cyclic loading test results in a systematic test program for sandy and gravelly
soils are visited here to see the effect of grain size distributions on liquefaction resistance
of sandy/gravelly soils. The tested three materials are RS1, RS2 and RS3 (Cu = 1.44,
3.79, 13.1, respectively) shown with the thick lines in Fig. 5.4.1(a) with parametrically
changing relative densities (Kokusho et al. 2004). The specimen size was 200 mm in
height and 100 mm in diameter about 5 times the maximum gravel size and all the tests
were performed under the isotropic confining stress of σ ′

c = 98 kPa. The open symbols
in Fig. 5.4.5 show the cyclic stress ratios CSR = σd/2σ ′

c for the double amplitude axial
strain εDA = 5% versus the number of loading cycles Nc for RS1–RS3 having nominal
relative density Dr ≈ 50%. All the plots are corrected for the MP-effect (Sec. 2.2.3.4)
based on Tokimatsu and Nakamura (1986) and Tanaka et al. (1991). Though the
CSR-values for RS1 (open circles) seem to be slightly lower than those for RS2 and
RS3 (other open symbols), the differences may not be so clear compared to the degrees
of data dispersions.

In Fig. 5.4.6(a), the CRR-values σd/2σ ′
c for εDA = 5%, Nc = 20 are plotted versus

relative densities varying from Dr ≈ 20% to 90% for RS1–RS3. Despite some data
dispersions, it may well be judged that CRR is almost uniquely correlated with the
relative density Dr for all RS1–RS3. The same CRR-values are plotted in Fig. 5.4.6(b)
versus the uniformity coefficients Cu of the three tested materials with solid symbols
and tied to each other by solid lines for individual Dr as a parameter. It may be said
that the CRR-values are essentially unchanged with increasing Cu, though there are
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Figure 5.4.5 Cyclic stress ratios CSR = σd/2σ ′
c for εDA = 5% versus the number of loading cycles Nc for

sands and gravelly soils (Kokusho et al. 2004) with permission from ASCE.

Figure 5.4.6 CRR for RS1∼RS3 with different uniformity coefficients Cu and relative densities Dr: (a) CRR
versus Dr, (b) CRR versus uniformity coefficients Cu (Kokusho et al. 2004) with permission
from ASCE.

Cu-dependent increasing trends for Dr ≈ 50% and 90% by only 20–40% from RS1
(Cu = 1.44) to RS3 (Cu = 13.1). Other test data on gravelly soils by Tanaka et al.
(1987) are also plotted on the same diagram, showing a nonsystematic Cu-dependent
variation. On the other hand, Evans and Zhou (1995) conducted a series of undrained
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Figure 5.4.7 Deviator stress q = σ1 − σ3 and pore-pressure �u versus the axial strain ε during post-
liquefaction undrained monotonic loading tests: (a) Fluvial sand and gravels RS1∼RS3 of
fresh and hard particles, (b) DG1∼DG3 of weathered crushable particles (Kokusho 2007)
with permission from ASCE.

cyclic triaxial tests on sand-gravel specimens with varying gravel contents, showing
about 50% increase in liquefaction resistance with increasing gravel content for the
same relative density, though the material was not continuously graded but gap-graded
by sands and gravels. If the marginal Cu-dependency in Fig. 5.4.6(b) is compared with
the considerable Dr-dependent increase of more than 4 times in the CRR between
Dr = 40 to 100% shown in Fig. 5.4.6(a), it may well be said that CRR of gravelly soils
defined by εDA = 5% is almost uniquely determined by the relative density irrespective
of their particle gradations or uniformity coefficients.

5.4.2.3 Post-liquefaction behavior of gravelly soils

Post-liquefaction behavior of liquefied soils attracts a greater attention these days,
because the performance-based design increasingly employed needs such soil perfor-
mance. In order to simplify liquefaction behavior influenced by initial shear stresses,
the following two-step test procedure may be employed; (i) a stress-controlled cyclic
undrained test for isotropically consolidated specimens to attain initial liquefaction in
a level ground without initial shear stress, and (ii) a post-liquefaction strain-controlled
monotonic undrained test on the same specimen just after the preceding liquefaction
test assuming that the initial stress starts to work after the liquefaction.

Fig. 5.4.7(a) shows the variations of the deviator stress q = σ1 − σ3 and the excess
pore-pressure �u versus the axial strain ε during the post-liquefaction undrained
monotonic loading tests for RS1–RS3. Specimens of Dr ≈ 50% were cyclically loaded
under isotropic effective confining stress σ ′

c = 98 kPa up to the double amplitude strain
εDA ≈ 10%, then sheared monotonically in the undrained condition. The curves indi-
cate that the soils behave almost like a liquid up to a certain axial strain without
any mobilized stress q or pressure change �u. Then, q and �u start to pick up
due to positive dilatancy which tend to occur at smaller strain and with higher rate
for well-graded RS3 than for poorly-graded RS1. The ultimate shear resistance of
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Figure 5.4.8 Maximum deviator stress q = qmax versus uniformity coefficient Cu for RS1∼RS3 with
identical relative density Dr ≈ 50% (Kokusho et al. 2004) with permission from ASCE.

RS3 at ε = 20% becomes considerably larger than that of RS1 despite almost the
same Dr.

The test results on the post-liquefaction shear resistance observed in Fig. 5.4.7(a)
are in a sharp contrast to the liquefaction test results shown in Fig. 5.4.6(a). It should
be emphasized here that the CRR-value is defined at the double amplitude axial strain
εDA = 5% which corresponds to ε = 2.5% in the single amplitude strain in the mono-
tonic loading test. The q-curves in Fig. 5.4.7(a) are almost identical up to ε = 2.5% for
RS1, RS2, RS3 of the same relative densities, then become divergent for larger strains.
This indicates that the soil strength is uniquely determined by the relative density Dr in
the smaller strain up to a single strain amplitude ε ≈ 2.5% corresponding to the initial
liquefaction, then the effect of particle grading or uniformity coefficient starts to dom-
inate for strains larger than that. Namely, well-graded gravelly soils tend to exhibit
larger positive dilatancy and higher shear resistance than poorly-graded sands having
the same relative density if they are sheared up to higher strains, because their absolute
densities are larger, although their strength for the initial liquefaction corresponding
to the lower strain level (ε = 2.5%) is mostly determined by the relative density.

In Fig. 5.4.8, maximum deviator stresses q = qmax at the axial strain ε = 20% are
plotted (open circles) versus the uniformity coefficients Cu for RS1–RS3 with identical
relative density Dr ≈ 50% based on the test results shown in Fig. 5.4.7(a). According to
this, qmax tends to increase with increasing Cu up to around Cu = 4, and qmax of well-
graded soils is several times larger than that of poorly-graded soils. If this is compared
with the results in Fig. 5.4.6, it may be stated that the well-graded gravelly soils are
as prone to the initial liquefaction as poorly-graded sands, but less prone to large
post-liquefaction deformations.
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Figure 5.4.9 Typical liquefaction test data of DG3 (a) compared with that of RS3 (b), having the same
grain size and relative density Dr ≈ 50% (Hiraoka 2000).

5.4.2.4 Effect of particle crushability

So far, the particles of granular soils were all fresh (non-weathered), hard in quality and
difficult to crush. In nature, particles of some sort of granular soils are easy to crush.
One of such crushable soils is decomposed granite, wherein gravel particles are strongly
weathered and their angular ends are easy to break. Another typical crushable granular
soils is calcareous sands consisting of porous and roundish particles originated from
corals. There are still volcanic and other types of crushable granular soils in nature.
In the following, some test results on decomposed granite will be addressed to see
the effect of particle crushability on the liquefaction resistance in comparison with
non-crushable fluvial granular soils of fresh grains.

Three materials, DG1, DG2, DG3, were reconstituted artificially using decom-
posed granite soil originated from Kobe city in Japan to have the same grain size
curves as RS1, RS2, RS3, as shown in Fig. 5.4.1(a). CSR versus Nc plots obtained
for DG1, DG2, DG3 of Dr ≈ 50% by a series of undrained cyclic triaxial tests are
superposed in Fig. 5.4.5 with solid symbols. They are plotted lower than RS1, RS2,
RS3 of the corresponding grain sizes, respectively, particularly for the gravelly DG3.
Typical time histories for DG3, of cyclic axial stress σd, axial strain ε and excess pore-
pressure �u, are compared in Fig. 5.4.9 with those for RS3 having the same grain size.
Despite the same density Dr ≈ 50%, DG3 behaves like loose sand with small cyclic-
mobility pore-pressure changes followed by abrupt increase in axial strain just before
the initial liquefaction, while RS3 behaves like dense sand with large cyclic-mobility
pore-pressure fluctuations and gradual strain increase.
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CRR-values of the DG soils read off from liquefaction test results are also plotted
in Fig. 5.4.6(b) with the open star-symbols. If they are compared with the solid circles
for the fluvial soils of the same relative density Dr ≈ 50%, the CRR-values of the
DG soils are almost the same at Cu = 1.44, but getting smaller with increasing Cu,
indicating that coarser gravels are damaged by weathering more strongly than sands.

The DG soil specimens of Dr ≈ 50%, after undrained cyclic loading up to εDA ≈
10%, were monotonically loaded in the undrained condition in the same manner as the
fluvial soils to see their post-liquefaction behavior. Fig. 5.4.7(b) shows the variations
of deviator stress q = σ1 − σ3 and excess pore-pressure �u versus the axial strain ε for
DG1∼DG3. Note that the scale in vertical axis in Fig. 5.4.7(b) is about one tenth of
that in Fig. 5.4.7(a), indicating that the shear resistance for larger strains is very much
depressed in DG2 and DG3 in particular presumably because the coarser particles tend
to reflect the weathering more strongly. The same observation can be made in Fig. 5.4.8,
where the maximum deviator stress qmax at the axial strain ε = 20% is plotted with
the close circles versus the uniformity coefficient Cu for DG1∼DG3. Unlike the fluvial
soils, no increasing trend in qmax can be seen with increasing Cu from the poorly-graded
to well-graded DG soils.

Thus, the crushability of gravelly particles plays a significant role not only in
the liquefaction potential but also the post-liquefaction undrained shear resistance.
If gravel particles are non-weathered and hard in quality, well-graded soils exhibit
strong shear resistance against post-liquefaction larger deformations, although their
resistance against the liquefaction triggering by cyclic loading for the double-amplitude
axial strain εDA = 5% is more or less the same as poorly-graded sands of the same
relative density.

5.4.3 Liquefaction resistance of fines-containing soils

In liquefaction cases after the 1964 Niigata earthquake such as the 1999 Kocaeli earth-
quake Turkey, the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake Taiwan and the 2011 Tohoku earthquake
Japan, it was increasingly recognized that sands containing plenty of non/low-plastic
fines are as liquefiable as clean sands. In this respect, it is readily conceivable that the
plasticity or cohesion of fines has a lot to do with the liquefaction susceptibility of
these soils.

5.4.3.1 Plasticity of fines

Fig. 5.4.10(a) shows the triangular classification chart of liquefied sand before 1980
summarized by Tokimatsu and Yoshimi (1983). It indicates that, while soils with
fines content Fc as high as 60∼70% have liquefied, none of the soils with the clay
content Cc > 20% did liquefy in good agreement with a study in China (Seed and Idriss
1981). According to another study in China (Finn 1982), plasticity index Ip = 10 or
lower seems to be the condition for liquefaction. Fig. 5.4.10(b) summarizes physical
properties of sand boils erupted from reclaimed soils during 4 earthquakes (Mori et al.
1991), indicating that the erupted soils are mostly Cc < 10 despite very high fines
content up to Fc � 100%. Though the ejecta may change its Fc and Cc from original
soils during the sand boiling process, it indicates at least that there seems to be no
upper limit of Fc for liquefied sands to be erupted.
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Figure 5.4.10 Physical properties of sands containing fines liquefied in previous earthquakes: (a) Trian-
gular classification of liquefied sands (Tokimatsu & Yoshimi 1983), (b) Fc versus Cc plots
for erupted sands (Mori et al. 1991).

Figure 5.4.11 Effects of properties of fines on liquefaction resistance of fines-containing soils: (a)
CRR∼Fc, (b) CRR∼Ip, (c) CRR∼Cc (modified from Koseki et al. 1986).

Figs. 5.4.11(a)–(c) show the results from systematic undrained cyclic triaxial tests
using sand specimens containing a variety of fine soils (Fc = 10–67%, Ip = 0–51, Cc =
9–28%) to see how their properties influence the CRR-values (Koseki et al. 1986).
The figure obviously shows that the physical properties have definite effects on CRR,
among which the plasticity index Ip and the clay content Cc show clearer positive
correlations with CRR. Thus, these two variables representing the cohesion of fines
can serve as relevant indices for screening the liquefaction potential. In contrast, Fc is
not so closely correlated with CRR, probably because Fc is not directly representing
soil plasticity compared to Ip or Cc.
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Figure 5.4.12 Map of Urayasu city along the Tokyo bay and liquefied areas (a), and Depth-dependent
Cc-variations along different boreholes in the liquefied areas (b).

In this regard, the following recent case history may be worth to be addressed here
for further considerations on the effect of plasticity and also aging (Kokusho et al.
2014a). During the 2011 Tohoku earthquake in Japan (MJ = 9.0), extensive liquefac-
tion occurred along the Tokyo bay area, more than 200 km far from the nearest edge
of the earthquake fault. In Urayasu city in particular shown in Fig. 5.4.12(a), extensive
liquefaction occurred in a wide area newly reclaimed after 1968 by hydraulically filled
sea-bed soils. Huge amount of ejecta containing lots of fines, all non-plastic, covered
ground surface, and the original ground surface subsided by 0.1–0.3 m at least. In
a good contrast, another area of the same city existed before 1948 did not liquefy
despite very similar soil profiles and properties. There were a plenty of borehole logs
and SPT data available in this area as plotted in the figure, sharing similar soil profiles
all over Urayasu, consisting of surface land fill (B-layer), alluvial sand layer (As-layer)
and underlying Holocene soft clay on Pleistocene gravelly base. A big difference in the
soil profile in the reclaimed area was the existence of hydraulic fill (F-layer) between B
and As-layer, while it was missing in the non-reclaimed and non-liquefied area. Hence,
the F-layer is considered to be responsible for the liquefaction during the earthquake.

In Figs. 5.4.13(a), (b), correlations for the F-layer between Fc–Ip and Fc–Cc

are shown, respectively, with various sysmbols corresponding to stepwise vertical
strains induced by soil subsidence as a key parameter. All the physical properties
were obtained from soils sampled by the SPT split spoons after the earthquake. The
properties are widely varied; Fc = 0–100%, Ip = 0–60 and Cc = 0–50%, indicating
that soils presumably liquefied were very inhomogeneous and variable in plastic-
ity. In each chart, horizontal and vertical dashed lines are drawn corresponding
to Japanese design criteria (e.g. JRA 2002, AIJ 2001) with which soils are ini-
tially screened as potentially liquefiable by Fc ≤ 35%, Ip ≤ 15 and Cc ≤ 10%. The
earthquake-induced subsidence strains classified into four groups here were quantified
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Figure 5.4.13 Cross-correlations between physical properties of liquefied hydraulically-filled F-layer in
Urayasu with stepwise subsidence strains: (a) Fc–Ip, (b) Fc–Cc, (c) Cc–Ip.

from ground surface subsidence divided by the total thickness of the F plus B lay-
ers, because the F-layer is considered to have liquefy by itself and presumably let the
B-layer liquefy by the upward seegage flow. Despite the difficulty in interpreting the
chart (because only a single strain value is available at each soil investigation point,
while SPT-based physical properties have multiple values at individual depths of the
same point), it may be said that the plots for larger subsidence strains (heavier lique-
faction) tend to be located in zones of smaller Ip or smaller Cc except some abnormal
plots belonging to a specific site (e.g. Kairaku). In contrast, a larger number of plots
with larger strains are located for large Fc-values exceeding the threshold Fc = 35%
indicating that Fc may not be a better index than Ip and Cc for screening liquefiability
(Kokusho et al. 2014a).

Fig. 5.4.12(b) shows depth-dependent variations of clay content Cc at 11 bore-
holes in the liquefied area in Urayasu, where the soil profiles are composed of B-layer,
F-layer and As-layer from the ground surface to 16 m deep. The plots are connected
with either thick solid lines in the F-layer or thin dotted lines in the B and As-layers.
The soils are very variable along the depth, with sublayers of low Cc interbedded
with those of high Cc unlikely to liquefy. Nevertheless, widespread non-plastic ejecta
covered the reclaimed area during the earthquake, and the soil subsidence strain in liq-
uefied deposits exceeded 5% at many points as indicated in Fig. 5.4.13. A possibility
may be that intensive liquefaction occurred initially in soils with small Cc, and then
destabilized the soils with higher Cc, erupting considerable non-plastic ejecta to the
ground surface. This indicates that sand deposits containing fines of higher plasticity
than normally defined as liquefiable in design criteria may not be free from liquefaction
if they are interbedded by liquefiable sands containing non/low-plastic fines as often
observed in hydraulic filling soils as in Urayasu. This possibility was already suggested
for the same reclaimed land before the earthquake in the discussion made by Yoshimi
(1991) in conjunction with previous case histories on non-plastic ejecta in reclaimed
deposits shown in Fig. 5.4.10(b).
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5.4.3.2 Effect of non-plastic fines

Liquefaction potential of soils, initially screened by design criteria in terms of physical
properties, is then evaluated using SPT or CPT. If sands contain a measurable amount
of fines, a boundary curve between liquefaction and non-liquefaction is modified in
current engineering practice so that the liquefaction strength is raised for the same pen-
etration resistance in accordance with fines content Fc as will be explained in Sec. 5.5.2.
The modification seems to be necessary because the penetration resistance cannot
uniquely predict CRR by itself, necessitating another parameter such as fines content
Fc. This Fc-dependent modification of liquefaction strength was originated from lique-
faction case studies (Tokimatsu and Yoshimi 1983, Seed and De Alba 1984), wherein
empirical boundary curves, developed in situ separating liquefaction/non-liquefaction
on a CRR versus penetration resistance diagram, were found strongly dependent on
fines content, though the mechanical basis of the finding was not clear. The same
Fc-dependency of the boundary curves on the CRR versus penetration resistance dia-
gram was also recognized when the CRR-values were determined by laboratory cyclic
loading tests on intact samples (e.g. Suzuki et al. 1995).

In contrast to these findings, however, quite a few laboratory tests using reconsti-
tuted specimens showed that CRR clearly decreases with increasing Fc of low plasticity
fines for the same relative density. Thus, a lack of understanding of mechanism still
remains in the current practice for liquefaction potential evaluation using the pene-
tration resistance in relation with laboratory test results for sands containing fines of
no/low-plasticity.

Fig. 5.4.14 shows triaxial test results by several investigators who measured the
variations of CRR-values of sands by increasing contents of fines (Ip ≤ 5) while keep-
ing the relative densities unchanged (Huang et al. 1993, Sato et al. 1997, Polito and

Figure 5.4.14 Relative changes of CRR,CRR/CRRFc=0 with increasing fines content Fc of sands in different
previous investigations.
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Figure 5.4.15 Variations of CRR with increasing Fc for poorly-graded RS1 and well-graded RS3 (Kokusho
2007).

Martina 2001, Kokusho 2007). The CRR-values in the vertical coordinate normalized
by those for Fc = 0 tend to decrease from certain peak values with increasing
Fc despite detailed differences among the individual tests. Fig. 5.4.15 depicts the
similar effect of Fc on CRR for not only poorly-graded sands but also well-
graded gravelly soils obtained by the test series using the soil materials explained
in Fig. 5.4.1(a) (Kokusho 2007). The CRR-values for εDA = 5% and Nc = 20
were measured for RS1 and RS3 of relative density Dr ≈ 30∼70% containing
low-plasticity fines of Ip = 6 increasing step by step from Fc = 0 to 30% to
have the dashed grain size curves shown in Fig. 5.4.1(a). The liquefaction resis-
tance obviously decreases with increasing Fc particularly for larger Dr not only
for the poorly-graded RS1 but also for the well-graded RS3. Also noted in
Fig. 5.4.15 is that the decrease occurs in the narrower range of Fc for RS3 (Fc = 0–10%)
than for RS1 (Fc = 0–30%). This difference between RS1 and RS3 may be explained
by the binary packing model in Fig. 5.4.2, though qualitatively. Thus, these test results
indicate that the mixture of non/low-plastic fines tend to significantly reduce the lique-
faction resistance of granular soils of the same relative densities, presumably because
fines tends to change soils from being dilative to contractive during shearing as to be
discussed in the later Sections.

5.4.3.3 Effect of fines on post-liquefaction behavior

In order to investigate the effect of fines content on the post-liquefaction behavior of
granular soils, undrained monotonic loading tests were carried out for the same soils
without drainage immediately after the prior undrained cyclic loading. Figs. 5.4.16(a)
and (b) show the curves of deviator stress q or pore-pressure �u versus axial strain ε

for RS1 and RS3, respectively, for the relative density Dr ≈ 50% and the fines content
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Figure 5.4.16 Deviator stress/pore-pressure versus axial strain curves in post-liquefaction monotonic
loading tests with fines: (a) Poorly-graded RS1, (b) Well-graded RS3 (Kokusho 2007).

Figure 5.4.17 Maximum deviator stress qmax versus fines content Fc in post-liquefaction monotonic
loading tests: (a) Poorly-graded RS1, (b) Well-graded RS3 (Kokusho 2007).

Fc parametrically changing. In the prior cyclic loading histories, all the specimens
attained almost 100% pore pressure buildup and the axial strain εDA ≈ 10%. In the
initial stage of monotonic loading, the stress increases gradually with increasing strain
reflecting softened shear stiffness due to the preceding cyclic loading. The mobilized
stress q is much greater for RS3 than RS1 in the case of Fc = 0 due to the difference in
the particle gradation as explained before (Note again that the scale in the vertical axis
in Fig. 5.4.16(a) is about one tenth of that in Fig. 5.4.16(b)). In both RS1 and RS3,
however, increasing fines content tends to dramatically reduce the stress remobilization
after liquefaction.

In Figs. 5.4.17(a) and (b), the post-liquefaction maximum deviator stress q = qmax
defined at ε = 20% are plotted versus fines content for RS1 and RS3, respectively,
with Dr ≈ 30, 50 and 70%. Although the qmax-value decreases eventually to only less
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than a few percent of that for Fc = 0 with increasing Fc both in RS1 and RS3, it tends
to decrease more drastically in denser soils than looser soils. Also note that it tends to
occur by a smaller increase of Fc in RS3 than RS1 for the dense soil of Dr = 70% in
particular. The reason may again be explained by the difference in the critical fines
content CFc between RS1 and RS3 mentioned before. The residual strength reduction
is much more considerable than the cyclic strength reduction indicated in Fig. 5.4.15.
Thus, fines content in liquefiable granular soils has a more significant effect on the
post-liquefaction shear resistance than the liquefaction resistance.

5.5 LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL EVALUATION BY IN SITU TESTS

The relative density Dr is one of the key parameters for liquefaction potential in lab-
oratory tests. However, Dr is difficult to measure and inconvenient to use in situ.
Furthermore, the liquefaction resistance is dependent not only on Dr but also largely
on in situ stress conditions and the soil fabric induced during soil deposition, subse-
quent loading histories and aging. In engineering practice, in situ penetration tests are
widely used for the liquefaction potential evaluation, in which the cyclic resistance
ratio CRR is directly determined from penetration resistance. The penetration resis-
tance reflects not only the relative density but also the vertical and horizontal effective
stresses. It may be expected to also reflect subtle effects of soil fabric to a certain extent.

5.5.1 Penetration tests and data normalizations

Among the penetration tests, Standard Penetration Test (SPT) has been the most pop-
ular method, although Cone Penetration Test (CPT) is increasingly employed recently.
Swedish Weight Sounding (SWS) is another simple test sometimes used in Japan.
S-wave velocity measurements are also pursued by a group of researchers to develop
some correlations with in situ liquefaction potential reflecting soil fabric (e.g. Andrus
and Stokoe 2000). In the following, penetration tests for liquefaction potential eval-
uations are addressed in terms of the testing methods, and the basic concepts and
procedures for the CRR evaluations using the penetration resistance are reviewed.

5.5.1.1 Overview of penetration tests

(1) SPT

The SPT setup is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.5.1(a). A bore-hole is drilled in
advance to a certain depth and the SPT probe is driven at its bottom by a hammer
with a mass of 63.5 kg and drop height 75 cm. SPT blow-counts called as “N-value’’
are defined as the number of blows to penetrate the probe by 30 cm. The drilling and
hammer-driving are conducted in turn in every 1 or 2 m depth interval to a required
depth. In this test, the types of penetrated soil can be identified by a split spoon sampler
at the tip of the probe. The physical properties of soils; fines content Fc, plasticity index
Ip and clay content Cc, necessary for screening liquefiable soils can be checked by the
samples.

The SPT N-values are discontinuous variables at depths of 1 m interval at most,
difficult to grasp continuous soil profiles. The test procedure is not so efficient because
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Figure 5.5.1 Schematic illustration of SPT setup (a) and probes of SPT and LPT in Japan (b).

Table 5.5.1 Summary of SPT rod energy ratio ERm in different countries (Seed et al. 1985) with
permission from ASCE.

Estimated rod Correction factor for
Country Hammer type Hammer release energy ERm (%) 60% rod energy

Japan Donut Free-fall (Tonbi) 78 78/60 = 1.30
Donut Rope & Pulley with 67 67/60 = 1.12

special throw release
USA Safety Rope & Pulley 60 60/60 = 1.00

Donut Rope & Pulley 45 45/60 = 0.75
Argentina Donut Rope & Pulley 45 45/60 = 0.75
China Donut Free-fall 60 60/60 = 1.00

Rope & pulley 50 50/60 = 0.83

drilling and hammer-driving have to be repeated intermittently, when water level at the
bore-hole fluctuates potentially disturbing the bottom soil by boiling failure. Another
problem is that the test results are sensitive to technical details such as the dimen-
sions of the drilling rod, hammer, rope and pulley, and how the hammer is dropped.
These details may reduce the driving energy by the hammer actually transmitted to the
rod down to 40% to 90% of the theoretical gravity energy according to worldwide
investigations (Schmertmann and Palacios 1979, Kovacs et al. 1983).

Seed et al. (1985) summarized the rod energy ratio ERm as in Table 5.5.1 based on
international research on the SPT practice and proposed ER = 60% to be adopted
as the standard value. By using the estimated rod energy ratio ERm in the table
(where hammer release methods; free-fall or rope and pulley, are focused), SPT-values
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Figure 5.5.2 Time-history of measured impact force in rod (a), and Correlation between energy ratio
and relative density for short rod length (Suwa et al. 2000).

Nm in individual tests may be converted to the standard ER = 60% in the following
formula.

N60 = Nm ·
(

ERm

60

)
(5.5.1)

In US, the hammer energy measurement and energy correction using Eq. (5.5.1) is
implemented in engineering practice.

In Japan, the energy correction is not normally done, probably because the SPT
practice is believed more or less standardized. For example, similar investigations on
the SPT procedures were conducted there in terms of the blow-counts instead of the
energy measurement. It was found that the difference in N-value due to the hammer
release methods was negligibly small for N < 12 (Yoshimi and Tokimatsu 1983), and
in denser Pleistocene sands the free-fall (Tonbi) method gave N-values 86% of the
rope-pulley method (Oh-oka 1984).

With regard to the hammer energy measurement practice, the energy is measured
only for the first impact among multiple impacts actually occurring in a single ham-
mer fall (Kovacs et al. 1983). Fig. 5.5.2(a) exemplifies the time-history of impact force
transmitted in a short length SPT rod (4.93 m from tip to anvil out of the total length
6.43 m). It clearly shows that the hammer gives multiple impacts (the shaded time
ranges), supplying energies intermittently for the rod to penetrate into the ground.
Fig. 5.5.2(b) shows energy ratios (the rod wave energy divided by the theoretical ham-
mer gravitational energy) in percentage at each impact versus various relative densities
Dr of the penetrated soil. It indicates that the energy ratio, 60–80% in the first impact
tends to approach nearly 90–100% eventually irrespective of Dr, if the subsequent
impact energies are added. In the short rod case, upward tension wave generated from
downward compression wave at the probe tip returns to the anvil and separates the
hammer-anvil contact, temporarily cutting the energy supply earlier than the case of a
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longer rod. Thus, the short rod length tends to reduce the first impact energy signifi-
cantly but not the total energy. Thus, the correction for short rod length (Schmertmann
and Palacios 1979) sometimes employed in the SPT practice may not be necessary
(Idriss and Boulanger 2008) as used to be considered.

(2) LPT

In order to investigate coarse gravelly soils for which SPT is not powerful enough to
penetrate, there exist a penetration test similar to SPT but with the larger size and larger
driving energy named as Large Penetration Test (LPT). However, the specification for
LPT has not yet been standardized at all and is quite different internationally. The
dimensions of the probe and the major specifications of LPT employed in Japan are
available in Fig. 5.5.1(b) in comparison with SPT. In Fig. 5.5.3(a), correlations between
SPT-blow counts and LPT-blow counts are shown for poorly-graded sands and well-
graded sandy gravels, indicating that the blow-counts ratio, SPT to LPT, N/Nd both
for the 30 cm penetration, tends to increase from 1.5 to 2.0 with increasing gravel
contents (Yoshida and Kokusho 1987). In Fig. 5.5.3(b), the blow-counts ratios N/Nd

are plotted versus the mean grain sizes D50 based on a larger database, indicating
again that N/Nd increases from 1.5 to 2.5 with increasing D50 from 0.1 to 10 mm
(Tokimatsu 1988).

In Canada and USA, Becker Penetration Test (BPT) is often used as a powerful
test method for gravelly soils (Harder and Seed 1986, Sy and Campanella 1993). It
uses double action diesel pile-hammer driving double-wall casing tubes of 16.8 cm in
diameter, 3 m long per piece, continuously into the ground. Some formulas are also
proposed converting the BPT blow counts Nb for 30 cm penetration to the SPT blow
counts for liquefaction evaluations.

(3) CPT

In cone penetration tests (CPT), a cone with cross sectional area Ap = 10 cm2 shown in
Fig. 5.5.4(a) is penetrated statically by a hydraulic jack with a constant speed 1–2 cm/s
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Figure 5.5.3 LPT Nd-value versus SPT N-value for sands and gravelly soils: (a) obtained in calibration
chamber tests (Yoshida and Kokusho 1987), (b) N/Nd-ratio versus mean grain size D50
correlation (Tokimatsu 1988).
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Figure 5.5.4 Sketch of electronic CPT probe: (a) Side-sectional view, (b) cross-sectional areas consid-
ering indent for pressure transducer ( JGS Soil Investigation Editing Committee 2004).

continuously. During the penetration, cone-tip resistance qc, friction at a sleeve f s and
pore-pressure u behind the cone tip are continuously measured electronically. Unlike
SPT, CPT can obtain seamless records of these variables during the penetration, giving
detailed variations of soil profiles without disturbing soils by prior-drilling. The test
procedures are simpler and easier to standardize to avoid the differences in technical
details. CPT is applicable exclusively to soft clayey soils and loose sands, which are
easy to penetrate, but still needs a heavy counterweight (e.g. a built-in CPT vehicle) to
provide the reaction force.

When the cone penetrates into the ground below water table, the tip resistance
qc is influenced by the pore-water pressure because of a filter indent for the pressure
transducer behind the cone as shown in Fig. 5.5.4(b). Hence, the corrected tip resistance
qt is obtained as,

qt = Pm

Ap
+

(
1 − Ae

Ap

)
u = qc +

(
1 − Ae

Ap

)
u (5.5.2)

Here, Pm = tip load transducer reading, Ae = effective area excluding the indented area
from the gross area Ap (Robertson 1990).

A drawback in the CPT is a difficulty to directly see investigated soils unlike SPT.
However, the measurements of sleeve friction and pore pressure can be utilized to
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Figure 5.5.5 Empirical chart categorizing soils into nine types based on two non-dimensional values,
Q and F (modified from Robertson 1990).

overcome this difficulty. The sleeve friction f c in particular is combined with the tip
resistance to categorize soil types without soil sampling (Robertson 1990). Fig. 5.5.5
depicts an empirical chart categorizing soils into the nine soil types described there
on the full-logarithmic Q-F diagram wherein non-dimensional values, Q and F are
defined by the following equations (Robertson and Wride 1998).

Q = qc − σvc

p0

(
p0

σ ′
vc

)n

F = fs

qc − σvc
(5.5.3)

Here, σvc = total vertical stress, σ ′
vc = effective vertical stress, p0 = unit stress (98 kPa),

and the exponent n varies from 0.5 for sands to 1.0 for clays. Boundaries between the
soil types 2 to 7 in Fig. 5.5.5 are approximated by concentric circles centered at O, the
above left corner of the diagram. Hence, the radius from the point O can serve as an
index Ic representing the soil types 2–7 and Ic is formulated by Q and F as,

Ic = [(3.45 − log Q)2 + (log F + 1.22)2]0.5 (5.5.4)

This parameter Ic is further used to estimate fines content Fc, the pertinent parameter
in the current liquefaction potential evaluations practice. For example, Jeffery and
Davies (1993) proposed

Fc = 0 (Ic < 1.26), Fc = 1.75I3.25
c − 3.7 (1.26 < Ic < 3.5), Fc = 100 (3.5 < Ic)

(5.5.5)
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Figure 5.5.6 Ratio of penetration resistances CPT to SPT, qc/N, as function of mean grain size D50
based on different data sources (modified from Robertson and Campanella 1985) with
permission from ASCE.

and, Suzuki and Tokimatsu (2003) proposed

Fc = I4.2
c (5.5.6)

As CPT is getting popular in liquefaction evaluations, several empirical curves corre-
lating the CPT tip resistance directly with in situ CRR have been proposed. However,
the CPT resistance is sometimes used in SPT-based liquefaction evaluations by con-
verting to the SPT N-values. Fig. 5.5.6 shows such a chart summarizing the ratio of
CPT-resistance to SPT blow counts, qc/N, as a function of mean grain size D50 derived
from different data sources (Robertson and Campanella 1985). The approximation
curve in the chart indicates that the qc/N-value takes 1.0 to 7.0 as the soils shift from
clay to coarse sand, where 1qc is identical to 100 kPa. Suzuki and Tokimatsu (2003)
proposed empirical formula based on a great number of test data in Japan as:

N = 0.341 · I1.94
c (qt − 0.2)(1.34−0.0927·Ic) (5.5.7)

(4) SWS

Swedish Weight Sounding (SWS) is a simple and handy in situ test shown in Fig. 5.5.7,
possible to conduct only by human power down around 10 m deep. The tip is a metal
screw point, 20 cm long and 50 N in weight, with dimensions written in the figure.
At the start of the test, the tip is statically driven into the ground by a set of weights
uploaded step by step on the top of the rod up to the total weight Wsw = 1000 N. If
the penetration is shorter than 25 cm, then a rotation is given to the rod by a handle
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Figure 5.5.7 Sketch of SWS and screw point (Tsukamoto et al. 2004).

and the number of half turns Na to reach 25 cm in the total penetration is counted and
Na is converted to Nsw using the penetration Lsws (cm) such as Nsw = (100/Lsws) × Na

indicating that Nsw = 4Na if Lsws = 25 cm. The SWS penetration resistance values are
normally converted to the SPT N-value (Inada 1960) as:

N = 0.002Wsw + 0.067Nsw (5.5.8)

Another formula proposed for liquefaction evaluations for sand is (Tsukamoto et al.
2004):

N =
√

emax − emin

10
(Nsw + 40) (5.5.9)

where, emax and emin are the maximum and minimum void ratios.

5.5.1.2 Correction of penetration resistance by overburden

It is easy to understand the penetration resistance tends to increase with increasing
ground depth even in a uniform soil deposit. In order to have a depth-independent
unique value for the same relative density in different depths, a correction is made
for SPT N-values or CPT tip resistance values qt to have corrected N1-values or
qt1-values, respectively, as,

N1 = CNN, qt1 = CNqt (5.5.10)
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As the correction factor CN in the above, either of the following two formulas are
normally employed in practice, where σ ′

v = effective overburden stress, a = a constant
and n = an exponent.

CN = a + 1.0
a + σ ′

v/p0
(5.5.11)

CN =
(

p0

σ ′
v

)n

(5.5.12)

In both equations, CN = 1.0 if σ ′
v = p0 ≡ 98 kPa and tends to decrease with increas-

ing σ ′
v. These equations were drawn from calibration chamber tests of dry clean

sands (Gibbs and Holtz 1957). Actually the next formula substituting a = 0.7 into
Eq. (5.5.11) proposed by Meyerhof (1957) is often used.

N1 = 1.7
0.7 + σ ′

v/p0
N (5.5.13)

On the other hand, Kokusho et al. (1985) found better applicability of Eq. (5.5.11)
of a = 1.5 to different clean sand by a series of calibration chamber tests. As for
Eq. (5.5.12), the next equation with n = 0.5 is often used (Liao and Whitman 1986).

N1 =
(

p0

σ ′
v

)0.5

N (5.5.14)

In such equations, only the vertical stress σ ′
v is considered, while the effect of horizontal

effective stress σ ′
h = K0σ

′
v is not explicitly included. In overconsolidated soils, the earth-

pressure coefficient at rest K0 tends to be larger from around 0.5 to over 1.0, which will
inevitably affect the correction factor. The influence of K0 on N-value and its depth-
dependent correction needs special attentions in evaluating a liquefaction potential in
overconsolidated deposits.

5.5.1.3 SPT N-value versus relative density

Correlations between N-value and Dr were investigated and proposed by many inves-
tigators for a variety of soils. Among those, a correlation proposed in the same paper
by Gibbs and Holtz (1957) and almost exclusively employed in liquefaction evaluation
practice is

Dr = 21

√
N

(σ ′
v/p0) + 0.7

(5.5.15)

where Dr is in %. This equation if combined with Eq. (5.5.13) yields:

Dr = 16.1
√

N1 (5.5.16)

All these equations above were obtained actually in the calibration chamber tests on
dry clean poorly graded sands. Nevertheless, they are used for almost all granular soils
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Figure 5.5.8 Normalized SPT N-values versus void ratios e for 4 granular materials in calibration
chamber tests and tabulated physical soil properties (Kokusho 2007).

irrespective of differences in particle gradations. In the following, a series of calibra-
tion chamber tests, where not only poorly graded sands but also well-graded sandy
gravels were tested, are addressed to better understand SPT-N versus Dr correlations of
various granular soils with different particle gradations (Kokusho and Yoshida 1997,
Kokusho 2007).

Artificial soil layers were placed with various relative densities in a large calibration
chamber, 2.0 m inside diameter and 1.5 m height, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3.2(a). The soils
were saturated and vertically pressed with given overburden stresses by an overlying
rubber bag beneath the cap in the K0-stress condition without horizontal displacement
in the pressure chamber. The overburden was initially set as 50 kPa and then increased
step by step either to the maximum of 200 kPa in the first series of test (LC test) or
to the maximum of 1 MPa in the second series (HC test). The stress condition in the
soil layer was monitored vertically and horizontally by pressure cells installed at the
bottom and side wall of the container. At every step of the overburden stress, SPT was
carried out through openings of the cap and rubber bag into the soils.

Four soils with grain size curves shown in Fig. 2.3.2(b) were used in the tests;
one river sand (TS) and three gravelly soils (G25, G50 and G75 gravels) with their
uniformity coefficients Cu also shown in the diagram. The measured N-values were
normalized according to Eq. (5.5.12) using the mean stress σ ′

m = (σ ′
v + 2σ ′

h)/3 in place
of σ ′

v as:

N1 = N/{(σ ′
v + 2σ ′

h)/3p0}n = N/(σ ′
m/p0)n (5.5.17)

The N1-values thus normalized are plotted versus the void ratios in Fig. 5.5.8. On the
full logarithmic chart, the data points may be approximated by parallel lines located
differently depending on different particle gradations despite the slight data separations
recognized between the HC and LC test series. Maximum and minimum N-values;
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N1 max and N1 min defined as the intersections of these parallel lines with vertical straight
lines corresponding to e = emin and emax (tabulated in the figure for individual soils)
are marked with large solid symbols of the same kinds in Fig. 5.5.8. N1 max tends to
increase with increasing uniformity coefficient Cu, while N1 min may be judged to be
almost unchanged despite the data dispersions as approximated by the thick dashed
lines. N1 min and N1 max may be correlated with the uniformity coefficients Cu (Kokusho
2007) as:

N1 min = 5.8, N1 max = 42.6C0.46
u (5.5.18)

This implies that N-values of well-graded gravelly soils of large Cu-values can be as
small as poorly-graded loose sand if the soils are loose enough despite tremendous
differences in the void ratio, whereas the N-values can be considerably larger than
that of dense sand if they are dense.

In Fig. 5.5.9, the normalized N-values N1 are plotted versus the relative den-
sities Dr, indicating that well-graded soils can take a wider range of N-values than
poorly-graded soils and the difference between them tends to widen for Dr larger than
around 50%. A solid curve drawn in the figure corresponding to Eq. (5.5.16) for a
clean sand (Meyerhof 1957) can be expressed as (N1)σ′

m=98 kPa = 1.23(N1)σ′
v=98 kPa =

47.3 × (Dr/100)2 for n = 0.5 and σ ′
m = (1 + 2K0)σ ′

v/3 with K0 = σ ′
h/σ

′
v = 0.5, because

N1-value in Eqs. (5.5.16) and (5.5.17) are defined differently in terms of σ ′
m =

98 kPa (effective mean stress) and σ ′
v = 98 kPa (effective vertical stress), respectively.

Obviously, this equation matches the test data for the clean sand (TS) well, indicating
a good compatibility for the poorly-graded sands between the well-known Meyerhof’s
equation and the test results by Kokusho and Yoshida (1997).

Figure 5.5.9 Normalized SPT N-values versus relative density plots for 4 materials compared with
proposed empirical formula by dashed curves (Kokusho 2007).
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Based on the linearity of the normalized N-value versus void ratio relationships in
the log-log scale in Fig. 5.5.8, N-value may be formulated by the next equation,

N = N1min(N1max/N1min)D∗
r (σ ′

m/p0)n (5.5.19)

where, D∗
r is a logarithmic relative density defined here as

D∗
r = log(emax/e)

log(emax/emin)
(5.5.20)

The exponent n in Eq. (5.5.19) plotted against D∗
r in Fig. 5.5.10(a) may be approx-

imated by the following simple function irrespective of the different soils used in the
tests (Kokusho and Yoshida 1997).

n(D∗
r ) = 0.27(D∗

r )−0.4 (5.5.21)

In Fig. 5.5.10(b), n versus Dr correlations in Eq. (5.5.21) for the four soils (almost
identical by using emax and emin tabulated in Fig. 5.5.8) are compared with n = 0.5 in
Eq. (5.5.12) or n = 0.784 − 0.521Dr proposed by Idriss and Boulanger (2008). This
indicates that n is inherently Dr-dependent, although it may be approximated to be
nearly 0.5 (Liao and Whitman 1986) for Dr = 30–60% wherein the liquefaction is a
major concern.

Thus, the N-values for granular soils with various grain size curves can be
expressed by the uniformity coefficient Cu, the logarithmic relative density D∗

r , and
the confining pressure σ ′

m as

N = 5.8(7.3C0.46
u )Dr∗

(
σ ′

m

p0

)0.27(D∗
r )−0.4

(5.5.22)

Figure 5.5.10 Exponent n versus relative density (Kokusho and Yoshida 1997) (a), and Comparisons
with other proposals (b).
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This empirical equation if superposed with the dashed curves in Fig. 5.5.9 shows a fairly
good coincidence with the test results. Thus, the SPT N-value versus Dr correlation is
shown to be highly dependent on the particle gradation.

5.5.2 Liquefaction resistance versus penetration resistance

Two different approaches have been employed in establishing correlations between the
liquefaction resistance and the in situ penetration tests to be used in design practice. In
the first approach, laboratory-based liquefaction tests on intact samples recovered in
the field were implemented to correlate with corresponding in situ penetration tests.
In the second approach, a number of liquefaction case histories during previous earth-
quakes are revisited, and cyclic shear stress ratios (CSR) estimated from maximum
ground surface accelerations (PGA) during those events are directly correlated to cor-
responding in situ penetration tests. In the following, the two approaches are outlined
and compared in terms of their features and compatibility.

5.5.2.1 Evaluation using laboratory tests

In this approach employed mostly in Japan, sand samples are taken out from in situ
deposits without disturbance and tested in undrained cyclic triaxial tests to have cyclic
resistance ratios CRR under isotropic effective confining stresses σ ′

c corresponding to
in situ stresses. In parallel with this, penetration tests are implemented in the same
soil deposits and the normalized penetration resistances are correlated with the cor-
responding CRR-values. This approach can apply to soils irrespective of their depths
and densities, although some uncertainties are left if in situ liquefaction triggering
mechanism can exactly be reproduced by the cyclic triaxial tests in the isotropically
consolidated specimens as already discussed.

Another important concern in this approach is that not only the density but also
the fabric of in situ soils have to be preserved for the laboratory tests because only
faint vibration or shearing during sampling and lab handling procedures may change
in situ soil fabric and hence liquefaction resistance significantly as already mentioned.
In situ freezing sampling though very costly may be employed to have intact samples of
uncemented sandy soils. Block sampling by hands from dewatered trenches in shallow
depth may be another option if carefully implemented. Recently, a more advanced and
economical tube sampling technology is emerging called “Gel-Push Sampling’’ in which
uncemented sands or gravelly soils may possibly be recovered without disturbance by
utilizing a kind of gel in the sampling tube (Tani et al. 2007).

The in situ freezing sampling has often been employed in Japan in establishing the
CRR versus N1 correlations for major design codes. The pioneering research using this
sampling was carried out by Yoshimi (1994) and Yoshimi et al. (1994). Fig. 5.5.11
shows CRR–(N1)78 correlation for clean sands, wherein CRR in the vertical axis is
defined as σd/2σ ′

c (εDA = 5%, Nc = 15) and (N1)78 in the horizontal axis means the
SPT N1-value with the hammer energy 78% of the theoretical gravitational energy
(nearly the average SPT energy ratio in Japan). It is remarkable that the CRR-value
by the in situ freezing (solid dots) tends to increase drastically for (N1)78 larger than
20–25. In contrast, open symbols in the same figure for specimens recovered from
in situ by conventional tube sampling show no clear increasing trend with increasing
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Figure 5.5.11 CRR versus normalized SPT (N1)78 correlation based on triaxial tests on intact sands by
in situ freezing sampling (Yoshimi et al. 1994).

N1-value, resulting in significantly lower CRR-values for N1 ≈ 10 or higher, whereas
CRR-values for N1 < 10 are obtained higher presumably due to artificial densification.

Fig. 5.5.12 shows CRR–N1 plots obtained similarly from cyclic triaxial tests
on clean sands taken out by block sampling from a sand layer artificially placed in
the soil container shown in Fig. 2.3.2(a) already mentioned and combined with SPT
N1-values measured in the same container test (Kokusho et al. 1983b, Kokusho et al.
1985). Although the CRR-value here is defined differently for the number of cycles
Nc = 10, and the N1-values are normalized from N-values with a = 1.5 in place of
a = 0.7 in Eq. (5.5.11), the curve for εDA = 5% shows fairly good coincidence with
that obtained by the in situ freezing sampling, and the drastic increase of CRR for
N1 > 20–25 is also visible. This indicates a possibility that careful manual sampling of
clean sands in block from dewatered trenches may be able to substitute very expensive
in situ freezing sampling.

After the 1995 Kobe earthquake, the liquefaction resistance evaluation in road
bridge designs in Japan (JRA 2002) was revised by conducting a comprehensive
research program using in situ freezing sampling. Fig. 5.5.13(a) depicts the CRR ver-
sus N1 plots of intact specimens for Fc < 5% (clean sand) sampled from man-made
fills and Holocene/Pleistocene sands (Matsuo 1997). The solid curve approximating
the plots for clean Holocene sands are almost agreeable to those in the previous two
figures, showing a sharp increase of CRR for N1 > 20∼25 again. The dashed curve
drawn there, which corresponds to an old version of the design code used before the
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Figure 5.5.12 CRR versus normalized SPT N1 correlation based on triaxial tests on intact sands by
block sampling from pressure chamber (Kokusho et al. 1983b).

Figure 5.5.13 CRR based on triaxial tests on intact sands by in situ freezing sampling in various soils
versus SPT N1-value (a),and Fc-dependent N1-increment chart (b) (modified from Matsuo
1997).

1995 Kobe earthquake based on sand samples by conventional tube sampling, show-
ing no increasing trend of CRR with increasing N1 > 20∼25, demonstrates again how
important the sample quality is in evaluating the in situ liquefaction resistance.

On the other hand, as pointed out based on liquefaction case histories by
Tokimatsu and Yoshimi (1983), the CRR–N1 plots in Fig. 5.5.13(a) may reflect a
significant effect of fines content. In order to take this effect into account, a CRR–N1
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Figure 5.5.14 CRR versus normalized CPT qt1-value based on triaxial tests on intact sands by in situ
freezing sampling (modified from Suzuki et al. 1994).

plot of various Fc-values in the diagram is compared with a coordinate on the standard
clean sand curve (the solid curve) having the same CRR to read off the difference in
N1-value, �N1 as indicated with the dashed arrow. Fig. 5.5.13(b) shows a diagram
of �N1 thus obtained versus corresponding Fc-values. This diagram indicates despite
considerable data scatters that �N1 tends to increase with increasing Fc for different
types of soils. By using the �N1 versus Fc relationship thus obtained, CRR for sands
with given Fc-values may be determined from modified N1 (= original N1 + �N1)
using the standard clean sand curve.

In Fig. 5.5.14, a similar relationship developed by Suzuki et al. (1994, 1995) to
evaluate CRR from in situ CPT resistance by using the in situ freezing sampling is shown
for sands with varying fines content. The CRR-value in the vertical axis is for εDA =
5%, Nc = 15, and normalized CPT tip resistance qt1 is defined as qt1 = qt/(σ ′

v/p0)0.5:
p0 = 98 kPa. As indicated by the approximation curves drawn on the chart, CRR tends
to increase sharply for qt > 10–20. Also noted here again is the evident effect of fines
content on CRR versus qt1 curves, so that CRR tends to be larger for higher Fc under
the same penetration resistance.

5.5.2.2 Evaluation using case histories

In this approach, a number of liquefaction case histories during previous earthquakes
are studied, wherein the maximum ground surface accelerations (PGA) at various sites
are estimated from earthquake magnitudes and hypocentral distances using empiri-
cally derived attenuation curves. Then the CSR-values of given soil depths at a site
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Figure 5.5.15 CSR versus normalized SPT N1-value based on liquefaction case histories mainly in Japan
(Tokimatsu andYoshimi 1983).

are evaluated in a simplified method according to PGA-values and depths. How to
determine the seismic stress amplitudes along the depth and the number of equivalent
cycles in evaluating CSR is addressed in Sec. 5.5.5.

On the other hand, the associated penetration test data available, in most cases
SPT N-values, are collected, and normalized by the effective overburden stresses σ ′

v to
have the N1-values as already explained. Then, the data are plotted on the CSR–N1

diagram as shown in Fig. 5.5.15 with discriminatory symbols according to surface
manifestations of liquefaction occurrence site by site; for example, close symbols if
evidences of liquefaction such as sand boils, ground settlements, fissures are observed
versus open symbols if no evidence was there or even other symbols for intermediate
observations. Then a boundary curve most appropriately discriminating the symbols
is drawn as a condition of liquefaction triggering in terms of N1.

Fig. 5.5.15 shows such a diagram developed by Tokimatsu and Yoshimi (1983)
for sands with fines content Fc ≤ 5% based on case histories mainly in Japan. Here,
the equivalent shear stress amplitude τd is calculated from the maximum stress τmax

by τd = rnτmax, using a stress reduction coefficient rn to be explained in Sec. 5.5.5,
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Figure 5.5.16 CSR versus normalized SPT (N1)60-value based on liquefaction case histories with
parametrically changing fines content and boundary curves separating liquefaction/non-
liquefaction (Seed and De Alba 1984) with permission from ASCE.

normalized by the effective overburden stress as τd/σ ′
v, and taken as CSR under the

K0-anisotropic stress condition in the vertical axis. A boundary may be drawn without
difficulty between the close and open symbols very similar to a solid curve in the chart,
which was actually obtained by the laboratory tests on intact soils already explained in
Fig. 5.5.11. The proximity of the two curves obtained by the two different approaches
as already acknowledged by Tokimatsu and yoshimi (1983) helps to increase their
credibility.

Fig. 5.5.16 shows the similar diagram developed by Seed and De Alba (1984) based
on international case history data with the fines content as a key parameter again. It
shows that the boundary curve of Fc ≤ 5% almost coincides with the corresponding
curve in Fig. 5.5.15, and the curve tends to shift left and upward with increasing Fc.
Thus, the significant effect of fines content on the CRR versus N1 relationships is recog-
nized internationally as an important parameter in liquefaction potential evaluations.
These boundary curves proposed in 1980s have been revised by later investigations in
USA but not so significantly changed since then (Idriss and Boulanger 2008).
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Figure 5.5.17 CRR versus normalized SPT N1-value curve based on lab tests in Japanese design code
compared with liq./non-liq. plots based on corresponding case history data (Matsuo
1997).

This approach using actual field liquefaction performance are directly substanti-
ated by the case histories and hence persuasive in shallow sand deposits in particular,
though there seems to be some limitations. The evidences of liquefaction occurrence
such as sand boils or fissures tend to become difficult to appear as the liquefied layer
becomes deeper. Liquefaction in medium dense to dense sands or gravelly sands which
tend to dilate with growing shear strain may not provide surface evidences clear enough
to be detected as in loose sands. These limitations may be cleared to some extent by
combining with the evaluation method based on lab tests, if the agreement between
the two approaches can be confirmed. In general, they seem to be agreeable as already
indicated in Fig. 5.5.15. Fig. 5.5.17 shows another comparison of the lab test-based
curve (solid line) with the close/open plots for the case history studies conducted in
the same sites (Matsuo 1997). Note that CRR or CSR in the vertical axis is defined
in terms of the maximum seismic stress in place of the equivalent stress amplitude.
This indicates again that under a particular seismic condition (some particular type
seismic motion (Type II) in the Japanese design code (JRA 2002)), the lab-test curve
for Fc = 20% is mostly compatible with the liquefaction/non-liquefaction boundaries
for sands of Fc = 10–20% based on case histories in the same sites.
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5.5.3 Fc-dependency of CRR – penetration resistance curve

Previous liquefaction case histories have demonstrated that sands containing a plenty
of non/low-plasticity fines liquefied as frequently as clean sands. As already shown in
the previous figures, CRR-values corresponding to an identical penetration resistance
are evaluated higher if the associated Fc-values are higher based on both laboratory soil
tests and case histories. Consequently, the Fc-dependent increase of CRR is considered
as an important requirement in liquefaction potential evaluations in current design
codes. On the other hand, liquefaction resistance of sands tends to decrease with
increasing Fc of low/non-plastic fines under the same relative density in laboratory
tests as addressed in Sec. 5.4.3.2. Thus, the mechanical basis of the Fc-dependency in
the CRR versus penetration resistance relationship has not been clarified yet. In the
following, research results by a series of undrained cyclic triaxial tests coupled with
miniature cone tests in the same specimens having various contents of low-plastic fines
are addressed to directly compare the CRR-values with the penetration resistances.

5.5.3.1 Mini-cone triaxial tests for Fc-dependency

In a series of tests (Kokusho et al. 2005b, 2011b, 2012 a,b), mini-cone penetrations
were carried out for soil specimens 100 mm in diameter and 200 mm in height prior
to triaxial liquefaction tests. The pedestal below the soil specimen was modified as
shown in Fig. 5.5.18, so that a mini-cone built in the test device can penetrate into
the specimen from the bottom. To realize that, the pedestal consists of two parts,
a circular base to which the cone rod is fixed and a movable metal cap, through
which the cone rod penetrates into the overlying specimen. By opening a valve, water
in a reservoir inside the pedestal between the movable cap and the base is squeezed

Figure 5.5.18 Lower part of modified pedestal in mini-cone triaxial apparatus (Kokusho et al. 2012a):
(a) Cross section, (b) Photograph, with permission from ASCE.
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Figure 5.5.19 CRR∼qt plots by mini-cone triaxial tests on specimens with varying Fc and Dr (Kokusho
et al. 2012a,b) compared with plots by prototype CPT (Suzuki et al. 1995), with
permission from ASCE.

by the cell pressure, resulting in the settlement of whole specimen at the top of the
pedestal, and thereby the cone penetrates into the specimen by 25 mm (from the initial
to final projection in the specimen, 45 to 70 mm). The mini-cone is 6 mm diameter and
60 degrees tip angle, about 1/6 times smaller in size and the penetration speed is about
2 mm/s, 1/10 times slower than the prototype CPT. In the test sequence, the penetration
test was first conducted in the undrained condition, and after reconsolidating the
liquefaction test was carried out on the same specimen. It was confirmed in advance
(Kokusho et al. 2005b) that the liquefaction resistance CRR was almost unaffected by
the preceding mini-cone test and reconsolidation. Also shown by additional test series
was that identical mini-cone tests in the drained conditions increased the penetration
resistance for the same CRR by only qt = 1 MPa, marginal within the range of data
scatters (Kokusho et al. 2005b).

In the test, the relative density Dr, and fines content Fc of the specimens were
parametrically varied to investigate their effects on the CRR versus qt correlations. In
Fig. 5.5.19, the CRR-values for εDA = 5%, Nc = 20 are plotted versus the mini-cone
resistances qt. The resistance qt was determined from the average of maximum cone
resistances during penetrations in 3∼4 test specimens for one set of liquefaction tests.
All symbols are located along the thick straight line in the diagram despite the wide
varieties in Dr (30–70%) and Fc (0–30%), indicating that the liquefaction resistance
CRR is uniquely correlated to qt irrespective of the difference in Dr and Fc. The solid
star symbols in the diagram, by the way, are CRR versus qt1 plots based on in situ
CPT and associated triaxial tests on intact clean sands sampled by in situ freezing by
Suzuki et al. (1995) (see Fig. 5.5.14). The two research results, quite different in many
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ways, coincide surprisingly well at least in the linear part of the globally nonlinear
correlation, indicating the applicability of the mini-cone triaxial test results to field
conditions not only in a qualitative but also quantitative manner.

The uniqueness of the CRR versus qt1 plots occurs presumably because the dif-
ference in Dr or Fc results in the changes in CRR and qt with a certain proportion so
that the plots for different Dr or Fc are aligned almost in the same line. This finding is
quite contradictory with the current liquefaction potential evaluation practice already
mentioned, where CRR is to increase according to increasing Fc. Hence, there may be
a significant difference in the CRR versus penetration resistance correlation between
reconstituted fresh specimens in the laboratory and intact aged soils in situ with respect
to the Fc-dependency.

5.5.3.2 Cementation effect in Fc-dependency

In order to investigate the aging effect which may affect the Fc-dependency, a small
quantity of ordinary Portland cement up to CC = 1.0% was added to fines-containing
sand to simulate cementation by geological aging in short-term accelerated tests (24
hours curing time). Here, CC is the cement content, defined by the dry weight ratio
of cement to total soil. In the CRR versus qt diagrams in Fig. 5.5.20(a), the open
symbol plots are without cement (CC = 0) identical with those in the previous figure
and aligning in the line. By adding the cement, the plots tend to move up to the half-
close (CC = 0.5%) further to the full-close symbols (CC = 1.0%) as indicated by the
dashed arrows for Fc = 0%, 5%, 10%, 20% and 30% individually in the diagram.
Thus, it is clearly seen that CRR increases with a larger rate than qt so that each plot
tends to go up to a higher position than the solid line for CC = 0 by the cementation
effect. In the diagram, CRR tends to be larger with increasing Fc for the same CC = 1%
up to Fc = 20%, indicating not only the cement content but also the fines content plays
a significant role in these changes. However, CRR for Fc = 30% tends to decrease from

Figure 5.5.20 CRR∼qt plots in mini-cone triaxial tests on specimens with small amount of cement
simulating cementation by geological aging in short-term accelerated tests (Kokusho
et al. 2011b, 2012a,b) with permission from ASCE.
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Fc = 20%, presumably because the change in soil structure may occur between the two
Fc-values from grain-supporting to matrix-supporting already discussed by using the
binary packing model in Sec. 5.4.1.

Here, the ratio CC/Fc may represent the chemical activity of fine particles, which
plays an important role in long-term geochemical reactions in cementation because
of their surface area much larger than coarser grains. The specimens with higher value
of CC/Fc in this accelerated test may be considered older in the geological age because
of stronger cementation exhibited in natural soils. In Fig. 5.5.20(b) showing exactly the
same plots as (a), those with CC/Fc = 5% or 10% are encircled and connected with the
thick arrows, indicating that, for the same CC/Fc-value, CRR tends to increase with
increasing Fc from 5 to 10% or 10 to 20%. It implies that, given a certain fine soil
with a particular chemical activity (CC/Fc), the CRR–qt line tends to be higher with
increasing Fc. One may take this result for granted because in the accelerated test, the
increase in fines means the increase in the total amount of cement. However, if the
accelerated test can reproduce an essential mechanical process of geological long-term
cementation, this qualitative result does actually simulate the nature; a larger volume
of fines with the same chemical activity results in clear increase in CRR in the same
aged soil.

The similar trend was actually observed in intact sands of Holocene and Pleistocene
ages, wherein intact samples with a given Fc tend to be plotted higher on the CRR
versus qt diagram than corresponding disturbed samples (Kokusho et al. 2012b). The
difference between the intact and disturbed samples seems to be larger with increasing
soil age, though more research on in situ soils of various ages are needed. Thus, it may
be concluded that not the fines content itself but the aging effect by cementation, which
becomes more pronounced in sands with higher Fc, can facilitate the mechanical basis
why liquefaction strength should be raised depending on fines content under the same
penetration resistance in the current practice.

5.5.4 Evaluation on gravelly soils

As already shown in Fig. 5.4.3, very well-graded gravelly soils with large Cu and D50

actually liquefied in previous earthquakes, though their absolute densities are much
higher than poorly-graded sands. In order to determine the CRR versus penetration
resistance correlation for gravelly soils, two approaches are available again; cyclic
triaxial tests on intact gravelly soils from in situ and case history studies in liquefied
gravelly soils.

In Fig. 5.5.21(a), the cyclic resistant ratios (CRR) of well-graded gravelly soils in
triaxial tests are plotted versus SPT N1-values, where the close symbols are Holocene
soils actually liquefied in Japan (N1 = around 25 or lower), while open circles and
triangles are Pleistocene dense gravels and Holocene gravelly soils without liquefaction
case histories (Tanaka et al. 1992, Kokusho et al. 1995, Inagaki et al. 1996, Matsuo
and Murata 1997). All the tests were carried out using large cyclic triaxial apparatuses
on intact specimens (20–30 cm in diameter and 40–60 cm in height) recovered by in
situ freezing sampling. CRR in the vertical axis is defined here for εDA = 2–2.5% in
the dense Pleistocene gravels or εDA = 5% in other gravelly soils, and the number of
cycles Nc = 20. The dashed curve in the diagram is the CRR versus N1 correlation for
poorly-graded clean sands by Yoshimi et al. (1994) already explained in Fig. 5.5.11
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Figure 5.5.21 CSR or CRR versus SPT N1-values for gravelly soils obtained by two different approaches:
(a) Triaxial tests on intact samples, (b) Case study during 1983 Borah Peak earthquake
(Original data by Andrus andYoud 1989, modified by Ishihara et al. 1992).

where CRR is defined for εDA = 5%, Nc = 15. Though the plots of gravelly soils seem
to be compatible with the curve of sand up to N1 ≈ 20, CRR is evidently lower than
sands with the same penetration resistance for a number of plots of N1 > 20 among
the dispersed data points. Assuming that the differences in the detailed definition of
CRR among the various data are not large enough to completely change the trend, this
finding may be difficult to accept for engineers who intuitively consider the gravelly
soils are stronger and difficult to liquefy than sands. In the design code in Japan (JRA
2002), CRR of gravelly soils tends to become lower than sands actually under the same
SPT N1-value.

In order to properly understand this trend, it is necessary to revisit the SPT
N-value versus relative density correlations for sandy and gravelly soils in Fig. 5.5.9.
This figure indicates that under the same relative density, well-graded gravelly soils
yield higher N1-values mainly because of the larger absolute density than poorly-graded
sands. This trend becomes clearer for denser states Dr ≥ 50% or N1 ≈ 20 or larger. On
the other hand, Fig. 5.4.6(a) indicates that poorly-graded sands and well-graded grav-
elly soils exhibit comparable liquefaction resistance if their relative density is the same.
Combining the above two test results, it may be explained why the CRR-values of well-
graded gravels were obtained much lower than those of poorly-graded sands under the
same SPT N1-value for N1 ≈ 20 or larger in Fig. 5.5.21(a).

On the other hand, Fig. 5.5.21(b) shows CSR versus modified SPT (N1)60 plots,
obtained by Andrus and Youd (1989) in a liquefaction case study during the 1983
Borah Peak earthquake, where the occurrence of liquefaction in gravelly soils was
evidenced by sand boils, fissures and lateral spreading observed during the earthquake
(Andrus 1994). The dashed boundary curves were drawn in the diagram so that it
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could separate highly liquefiable plots from less liquefiable ones (Ishihara et al. 1992).
If it is compared with similar curves for sands (solid curves) proposed by Seed et al.
(1985), the CRR-value of gravels seems to be higher than that of sands. This trend is
completely opposite to that shown in Fig. 5.5.21(a), wherein many gravelly soils tend
to exhibit lower CRR than sandy soils in the laboratory tests on intact gravelly soils
for the N1-value larger than around 20.

As already observed in the monotonic loading test results in Fig. 5.4.7(a), it is
remarkable that despite almost the same Dr-value, mobilized shear resistance is quite
high in well-graded gravels in comparison to poorly-graded sands. If the shear resis-
tance at double amplitude strain much larger than 5% (equivalent to 2.5% single
amplitude strain) is concerned, the relative density can no more serve as a common
scale. Instead, the particle gradation or uniformity coefficient Cu makes a big difference
even for soils of the same relative density. This implies that well-graded clean gravelly
soils are less prone to post-liquefaction large deformations in the field such as cracks,
differential settlements and lateral spreading to identify the occurrence of liquefaction.
This observation, also considering that the N1 versus Dr correlation is not so much
different between gravels and sands for N1 < 20 as shown in Fig. 5.5.9, may be able
to account for why the CSR–N1 boundary curves in the gravel case histories tend to
be higher than those of sands for the same SPT N1-value in Fig. 5.5.21(b). The shear
resistance for those large-strain ground deformations can become significantly higher
for well-graded gravels than sands as demonstrated in Fig. 5.4.7(a).

5.5.5 Overview of current practice of liquefaction
potential evaluation in SBM

In an earlier stage of liquefaction research, a stress-based method (SBM), comparing
undrained cyclic strength with seismically induced shear stress, was proposed (Seed and
Idriss 1971) and standardized for liquefaction potential evaluations in design codes in
many countries. Though there seems to be some differences in SBM procedures in
different design criteria in different countries, they are basically composed of common
steps as outlined in Fig. 5.5.22. In the following, the major steps in the SBM liquefaction
evaluation are outlined.

5.5.5.1 Basic evaluation steps

The SBM consists of Step-1 to 3, described in the following.
Step-1: Soils are initially screened in terms of physical properties, such as Fc ≤ 35%,

Ip ≤ 15, Cc ≤ 10∼15% in the case of Japanese design codes (JRA 2002, AIJ 2001).
These thresholds were determined from quite a few liquefaction case histories world-
wide wherein soils containing fines with plasticity were involved. Although there can
be other criteria concerning the particle sizes such as mean grain size D50 or fines
content Fc, Ip or Cc seems more appropriate because the plasticity serves as a key
parameter for liquefaction susceptibility as already discussed. Though these thresh-
olds have mostly been compatible with previous liquefaction cases, some exceptional
cases seem to have occurred as suggested in Fig. 5.4.12 during the 2011 Tohoku earth-
quake in Japan, where soils with the plasticity higher than the threshold values seem to
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Figure 5.5.22 Flow chart on major steps in stress-based liquefaction potential evaluation procedure.

have liquefied in young-age hydraulically-filled deposits where low and high-plasticity
sublayers were interbedded.

Step-2: For potentially liquefiable soils screened above, a FL-value (Factor for
liquefiability) is calculated by dividing the cyclic resistance ratio (CRR) of the soil by
the cyclic stress ratio (CSR) for a given seismic motion.

FL = CRR
CSR

(5.5.23)

If FL is lower than 1.0, the soil is judged to liquefy.
Step-3: The FL-values are dependent on depth z in a given soil profile. In order

to judge a depth-dependent cumulative effect of liquefaction on structures on/near the
ground surface, a PL-value defined by the next equation is used.

PL =
∫ 20

0
(1 − FL(z))(10 − 0.5z)dz (5.5.24)

where FL(z) is the FL-values at depth z, and FL(z) = 1.0 if FL(z) > 1.0. The PL-value was
first proposed by Iwasaki et al. (1978b) in Japan and employed in USA by the name LSI
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Figure 5.5.23 Seismic shear stress induced in a level ground (a), and Depth-dependent stress-reduction
coefficient rd(z) in USA and in Japan (b).

(Liquefaction Severity Index). It is the integration of 1 − FL(z) from the surface z = 0
to the depth of z = 20 m with the weight of 10 − 0.5z, and gives the maximum value
PL = 100 for FL(z) = 0 (the severest liquefaction) and the minimum value PL = 0 for
FL(z) > 1.0 (no liquefaction) in all the depth. Normally, PL > 15 is considered to result
in significant liquefaction damage near ground surface according to case histories in
Japan. In the following, the evaluation procedures in Step-2, the major portion on
SBM, will be explained in detail.

5.5.5.2 How to decide CSR

Basically, the seismically induced shear stress can be evaluated by one-dimensional
SH-wave propagation in a level ground using a design seismic motion. However, in
a simpler method sometimes followed in practice, the peak ground acceleration αmax

(PGA), at the surface is first decided from given earthquake magnitude and the accel-
eration attenuation curve. Then the peak shear stress τmax at a depth z is given, by
depth-dependent total overburden stress σv(z) and the acceleration of gravity g, as
τmax = σv(z) · αmax/g for the soil column postulated as a rigid body as illustrated in
Fig. 5.5.23(a). Considering soil deformability causing a phase difference in the dynamic
response, τmax tends to vary as shown in the figure and may be formulated using the
depth-dependent stress-reduction coefficient in terms of ground depth rd(z) as:

τmax = rd(z) · σv(z) · αmax

g
(5.5.25)

Needless to say, rd(z) is quite dependent on the frequency content of seismic motions,
the S-wave velocity profiles of particular sites, and the strain-dependent changes in
soil properties as well. For the convenience in design, rd(z) may be simplified based
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Figure 5.5.24 Conversion of irregular stress time histories to equivalent harmonic motions with stress
amplitude and number of cycles.

on a number of 1-D soil response analyses. In USA, rd(z) is chosen depending on
the earthquake magnitude as shown in Fig. 5.5.23(b) (Idriss and Boulanger 2008),
because longer period motions dominant in larger magnitude earthquakes result in
milder depth-dependent decay. In Japan, a single linear function rd(z) = 1 − 0.015z is
used in design criteria (JRA 2002, AIJ 2001) independent of earthquakes. Because the
depth is limited z = 20 m maximum for liquefaction potential evaluation in Japan, the
minimum rd becomes 0.70 there.

In order to compare the seismic stress with the liquefaction resistance of soils, in
terms of shear stress amplitude in the harmonic wave to trigger liquefaction in a given
number of cycles, an irregular stress time history with the maximum stress τmax is
converted to a harmonic wave. In Fig. 5.5.24(a), two extreme stress time histories of
strong earthquake motions, the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (MJ = 9.0) with a very long
duration of major shaking of 3 minutes, and the 1995 Kobe earthquake (MJ = 7.2) of
only 20 seconds, are exemplified. In the SBM, such different motions are converted
to harmonic motions as illustrated in (b) with equivalent stress amplitudes τeq and
equivalent numbers of cycles Neq so that the harmonic motions have the equivalent
effects on the liquefaction triggering.

Though both τeq and Neq may be adjustable to have the equivalent harmonic
motions, if Neq is first fixed as Neq = 15, then τeq is modified accordingly using the
coefficient rn (Tokimatsu and Yoshimi 1983) as:

τeq = rn · τmax (5.5.26)
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Figure 5.5.25 Number of equivalent cycles Neq at 65% of peak stress versus earthquake magnitude
M (a), and Magnitude scaling factor MSF versus M compared with coefficient rn (b),
(replotted from Idriss and Boulanger 2008), by permission by EERI.

where, rn is a stress reduction coefficient in terms of seismic wave irregularity given by
the following empirical formula of earthquake magnitude M (Tokimatsu and Yoshimi
1983) and employed in the Japanese design code (AIJ 2001).

rn = τeq

τmax
= 0.1(M − 1) (5.5.27)

This formula was developed in accordance with empirical relationships proposed by
Seed et al. (1975a) between earthquake magnitudes and the number of equivalent
cycles. The rn-value tends to increase with increasing earthquake magnitude.

Using Eqs. (5.5.25) and (5.5.26), the CSR-value is defined as the ratio of τeq to the
effective overburden stress σ ′

v as:

CSR = τeq

σ ′
v

= rnτmax

σ ′
v

= αmax

g
σv(z)
σ ′

v(z)
· rn · rd(z) (5.5.28)

In North American practice, CSR in Eq. (5.5.28) with rn = 0.65 is used after Seed
and Idriss (1971). In that case, Neq can be determined as a function of the earthquake
magnitude M as illustrated in Fig. 5.5.25(a) (Idriss and Boulanger 2008) based on
studies using many different earthquake records using the concept of fatigue theory
explained in Sec. 3.1.6.1. Thus, the combination, rn = 0.65 and Neq = 15 for M 7.5
earthquakes, is used as default values. In Japan, another combination, rn = 0.65 and
Neq = 20 (corresponds to M 8.0 earthquakes according to Fig. 5.5.25(a)) is used as the
default value in the design code of road bridges ( JRA 2002).

5.5.5.3 How to decide CRR

The CRR-values are normally determined from in situ penetration tests using the CRR
versus penetration resistance correlations already prescribed. In Japan, the correlations
have been constructed by combining triaxial test results on intact soils by in situ freezing
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sampling with penetration tests in the same soils as already explained in Sec. 5.5.2.1.
In this case, the CRR-values by triaxial tests CRRtx = σd/2σ ′

c on isotropically con-
solidated specimens are converted to τeq/σ

′
v corresponding to K0-consolidated in situ

soils as,

τeq

σ ′
v

= 0.9 · 1 + 2K0

3
· CRRtx (5.5.29)

Here, the constant 0.9 reflects the multi-directional shaking effect in situ, which can-
not be considered in triaxial tests. Namely, soils are sheared in arbitrary horizontal
directions during earthquakes, which can be expressed as the combined shearing in
two orthogonal directions with a phase difference. It was shown in laboratory tests
that the shearing in two horizontal directions reduces the liquefaction resistance to
80–90% of that in one direction (Seed et al. 1978). Tokimatsu and Yoshimi (1982)
also showed that the fatigue theory can explain the CRR-value in the two-directional
loading reducing to the similar percentage based on Eq. (3.1.47).

In North America, the CRR versus penetration resistance correlations have been
constructed based on numerous case history studies during previous earthquakes as the
boundary curve segregating the plots of liquefaction and non-liquefaction on the chart,
where the earthquake magnitudes and the effective overburden stresses are modified
to the default values, M = 7.5 and σ ′

v = 98 kPa, respectively. Unlike Eq. (5.5.29), the
CRR-values τeq/σ

′
v can be directly compared with CSR given by design seismic motions

without considering the effects of K0 and multi-directional shearing because these
effects may already be included to a certain extent in the field-based CRR-values.
However, the standardized CRR-values for the M 7.5 earthquake and the overburden
σ ′

v = 98 kPa, CRRM=7.5,σ′
v=98 kPa, given in the design chart has to be modified to CRR for

particular earthquake magnitude M and particular overburden σ ′
v (Idriss and Boulanger

2008) as:

CRR = MSF · Kσ · CRRM=7.5,σ′
v=98 kPa (5.5.30)

Here, the coefficient Kσ is already defined in Eq. (5.3.2) as the overburden correction
factor of CRR by σ ′

v, and MSF is Magnitude Scaling Factor to adjust the liquefaction
resistance (under the number of equivalent cycles Neq = 15 constant) in accordance
with earthquake magnitudes M.

MSF = CRR
CRRM=7.5

(5.5.31)

The MSF-value (Seed et al. 1975a, Idriss and Boulanger 2008) are shown in
Fig. 5.5.25(b), which tends to decrease monotonically with increasing M, and takes
MSF = 1.0 at M = 7.5. MSF is correlated with the stress reduction coefficient rn in
Eq. (5.5.27) as,

MSF = 0.65
rn

= 0.65
0.1(M − 1)

(5.5.32)
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and the two coefficients are compatible to a certain extent as indicated in the same
diagram. This CRR-evaluation method was developed very empirically, employing
quite a few postulates in evaluating CRR. It is therefore critical to follow the same
postulates as far as possible in applying this evaluation to individual sites in order to
have appropriate results (Idriss and Boulanger 2008).

Thus in the SBM currently used for liquefaction evaluation in engineering prac-
tice, uncertainties are involved in converting widely varying irregular seismic motions
to uniform motions of appropriate amplitudes and number of cycles. The constants,
rn or MSF and Neq, are firstly dependent on earthquake magnitudes M but also found
to be dependent on hypocentral distances and soil depths (Green and Terri 2005).
Another uncertainty is in the calculation by the fatigue theory with which the correla-
tions Neq∼M and rn (MSF)∼M have been developed. The constants α and b defining
the fatigue curve mentioned in Sec. 3.1.6.1 tend to widely vary among researchers
(Tokimatsu and Yoshimi 1982) and may affect the SBM results considerably.

5.6 ENERGY-BASED LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL EVALUATION

There exists another liquefaction potential evaluation based on energy, first pro-
posed a few decades ago but not yet employed in practice. Unlike the stress-based
method (SBM), the energy-based method (EBM) can directly deal with irregular seis-
mic motions without converting to harmonic motions. In the following, after reviewing
previous research, its outlines are addressed in terms of pertinent experimental data on
dissipated energy or liquefaction capacity, evaluation procedures how to compare the
capacity with the demand, and some typical EBM examples to compare with SBM.

5.6.1 Review on Energy-Based Method

The energy-based liquefaction evaluation method (EBM) was first proposed by Davis
and Berrill (1982) and Berrill and Davis (1985), following a theoretical paper by
Nemat-Nasser and Shokooh (1979) that the pore-pressure buildup is directly related to
the amount of energy dissipated in the unit volume of soil (dissipated energy density).
Undrained cyclic loading tests focusing on the dissipated energy in soil specimens were
conducted using a torsional simple shear apparatus by Towhata and Ishihara (1985),
in which a unique relationship was found between shear work (the dissipated energy)
and excess pore-pressure being independent of the shear stress history. Yanagisawa and
Sugano (1994) conducted similar cyclic simple shear tests on the effect of irregularity
of cyclic stress on the dissipated energy to find a unique relationship, again. Labora-
tory soil tests were also conducted by Figueroa et al. (1994) using a strain-controlled
torsional shear device, which demonstrated that the dissipated energy per unit volume
during cyclic loading was closely connected to pore-pressure buildup under different
confining stresses. Green et al. (2000) proposed an energy-based pore-pressure gen-
eration model and showed that it can approximate test results on sands and silt-sand
mixtures of various densities.

In the first liquefaction potential evaluation by EBM proposed by Davis and Berrill
(1982), the dissipated energy in liquefiable sands (capacity) was directly correlated
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Figure 5.6.1 Energy-based method directly comparing seismic energy calculated from empirical
equations with previous liquefaction case histories (Berrill and Davis 1985).

with seismic energy (demand). The energy arriving at a site was calculated by essen-
tially the same formulas as Eqs. (4.6.19) and (4.6.20). In their method, it was not
addressed, however, at which depth the incident energy is given at a site, or how it
transmits upward to liquefiable sand layers. Instead, variables consisting of earth-
quake magnitude, source distance and other pertinent parameters were calculated in
liquefied/non-liquefied sites individually during previous earthquakes. They were then
directly plotted versus corrected SPT blow-counts in the diagram as in Fig. 5.6.1 and
compared with liquefaction case histories to empirically obtain a boundary curve dis-
criminating liquefaction/non-liquefaction (Berrill and Davis 1985) by an analogous
approach as explained in Sec. 5.5.2.2 in the stress-based method.

On the other hand, Kazama et al. (1999) proposed an energy-based scheme to
evaluate liquefaction potential, in which cumulative dissipated energy in soil layers
during a given seismic motion was evaluated in one-dimensional equivalent linear
analysis and compared with the energy capacity for the soil layers to liquefy. The
evaluation was carried out in the following steps:

(i) Elastic strain energy in each soil element is evaluated by the equivalent linear
analysis using the following formula, wherein Geq is the equivalent linear shear
modulus obtained from the analysis.

WE(t) = 1
2

Geq{γ(t)}2 (5.6.1)
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Figure 5.6.2 Energy-based method using equivalent-linear soil response analysis (Kazama et al. 1999):
(a) How to calculate peak elastic strain energies Wpk

E,i, (b) Cumulative dissipated energies
along depth at Port Island site calculated for 8 strong motion records.

(ii) The time history of WE(t) is plotted as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.6.2(a),
and from individual peak values Wpk

E,i, corresponding dissipated energies are
calculated in the next equation using equivalent damping ratios Deq, wherein
the multiplier 1/2 indicates that �Wi corresponds to the dissipated energy in
every half cycle of loading.

�Wi = 4πDeqWpk
E,i × 1/2 (5.6.2)

(iii) Then the �Wi-values are summed up in the time sequence to have time-
dependent cumulative dissipated energy to compare with a threshold energy
capacity of each layer for various liquefaction behaviors not only the initial
liquefaction.

This energy-scheme was applied to Port-Island (PI), Kobe Japan where extensive
liquefaction occurred during the 1995 Kobe earthquake. Eight different earthquake
motions were given to the soil profile and depth-dependent variations of the cumulative
dissipated energy

∑
�W at the end of the individual motions normalized by effective

overburden stresses σ ′
v were evaluated as indicated in Fig. 5.6.2(b). The maximum

value of
∑

�W/σ ′
v attained 0.02–0.03 for the motion recorded at PI (open circles)

in the filled soil where extensive liquefaction occurred during the earthquake. The
same authors proposed a procedure wherein the pore-pressure buildup ratio u/σ ′

v and
the modulus degradation G/G1 (G1 = shear modulus at first cycle of undrained test)
evaluated from the

∑
�W-values in each layer are incorporated in design.

Kokusho (2013b) proposed EBM to evaluate in situ liquefaction potential by
directly calculating upward seismic wave energy Eu (energy demand) and comparing
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Figure 5.6.3 Schematic illustration on basic idea of energy-based method by Kokusho (2013b).

it with the energy capacities in liquefiable layers as illustrated in Fig. 5.6.3. Based on
experimental studies already referred, the energy capacity is almost uniquely deter-
mined from the energy dissipated in sand until liquefaction occurs irrespective of
earthquake durations, dominant periods and wave forms. Fig. 5.6.3(a) shows tor-
sional simple shear test results of Dr = 50% clean sand for the two extreme earthquake
motions; the long duration 2011 Tohoku earthquake and the short duration Kobe
earthquake. The excess pore-pressures in Fig. 5.6.3(b) are almost uniquely correlated
with cumulative dissipated energy

∑
�W until the initial liquefaction (Kaneko 2015).

The energy capacity for liquefaction
∑

W∗H is correspondingly determined from the
cumulative dissipated energy

∑
�W where W∗ = strain energy associated with the

dissipated energy �W determined in laboratory liquefaction tests and H = layer unit
thickness as will be explained later.

On the other hand, the energy demand can be calculated as the upward seis-
mic wave energy Eu (already discussed in Sec. 4.6.4) transmitted to liquefiable layers
during particular earthquakes to compare with the unique liquefaction energy capac-
ity

∑
W∗H irrespective of the difference of the motions as schematically depicted in

Figs. 5.6.3(c) and (d). It should be noted here that the wave energy Eu has to be com-
pared not directly with

∑
W∗ but with

∑
W∗H because the dimensions of Eu and W∗

are energy/area and energy/volume, respectively. One of the advantages of this EBM
is that the energy demand of a given earthquake motion can be grasped at a glance to
compare with the energy capacity as illustrated in Fig. 5.6.3.
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Figure 5.6.4 Cyclic triaxial test results: (a) Dissipated and maximum elastic strain energies, �W andW,
in stress-strain curves, (b) Normalized cumulative dissipated energy versus excess pore-
pressure ratio or double amplitude axial strain obtained from a series of cyclic triaxial
tests (Kokusho 2013b).

5.6.2 Dissipated energy for liquefaction in lab tests

Fig. 5.6.4(a) typically shows how the dissipated energy �W in a single loading cycle
is defined as the area of the stress-strain hysteresis loop A-B-C-D in cyclic triaxial
tests. The triangular area OBB′ means the maximum elastic strain energy in the cyclic
loading and denoted as W. Accumulated dissipated energy per unit volume is obtained
by adding �W in each cycle of loading to k-th cycle as,

∑
�W =

∑
k

(∫ D

A
σddε

)
k

(5.6.3)

In Fig. 5.6.4(b), the pore-pressure normalized by the initial effective stress �u/σ ′
c

and the strain amplitude εDA in the vertical axes are plotted against the cumulative
dissipated energy

∑
�W /σ ′

c in the horizontal axis with different symbols for Dr ≈ 30,
50 and 70%. Here, the dissipated energy per unit volume �W is normalized by the
effective confining stress σ ′

c, where �W has the dimension of stress. This normalization
is meaningful also because the cumulative dissipated energy

∑
�W for pore-pressure

buildup or given induced strains was found to increase almost in proportion to the con-
fining stress. For example, Fig. 5.6.5(a) shows

∑
�W versus σ ′

c plots based on previous
test data by Figueroa et al. (1994) by strain-controlled cyclic torsional shear tests for the
pore-pressure buildup �u/σ ′

c = 100%. Obviously,
∑

�W tends to increase almost in
proportion to the confining stress in most of the data. Fig. 5.6.5(b) depicts similar test
data by stress-controlled torsional shear tests wherein

∑
�W for the induced strain

γDA = 7.5% seems to be proportional to σ ′
c despite some data scatters. Hence, it is
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Figure 5.6.5 Effect of confining stress on cumulative dissipated energy by torsional shear tests: (a)
Strain-controlled test for 100% pressure buildup (plotted from original data by Figueroa
et al. 1994), (b) Stress-controlled test for γDA = 7.5% (Kaneko 2015).

Figure 5.6.6 Normalized cumulative dissipated energy for given strains or pressure buildup versus
number of cycles: (a) Cyclic triaxial test (Kokusho 2013b), (b)Torsional shear test (Kaneko
2015).

meaningful to express the cumulative dissipated energy density in the normalized form
as

∑
�W/σ ′

c from the mechanical point of view, too. In Fig. 5.6.4(b), the pore-pressure
buildup correlates very well with the dissipated energy, and becomes �u/σ ′

c = 1.0 at
around

∑
�W /σ ′

c = 0.02. It is remarkable that the difference in the �u/σ ′
c∼

∑
�W /σ ′

c
correlations for different Dr is small, while the εDA∼∑

�W /σ ′
c correlations are very

much dependent on Dr. For the individual Dr-values, the cumulative dissipated energy∑
�W /σ ′

c can be correlated almost consistently with the strain εDA not only up to the
initial liquefaction (εDA = 5%) but also even after that and serves as an indicator for
the severity of liquefaction.

In Fig. 5.6.6(a), the cumulative dissipated energies
∑

�W /σ ′
c are plotted in the

vertical axis of log-log charts versus the number of cycles Nc in the horizontal axis
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to attain specific values of the strain amplitudes, εDA = 2, 5, 10%, or the pressure
buildup, �u/σ ′

c = 1.0 in the triaxial tests on clean sands of Dr ≈ 30–70%. There are
groups of 2 to 4 data-points with identical symbols in the charts corresponding to
the same specific strains εDA or �u/σ ′

c = 1.0 having different number of the loading
cycles Nc. The lines connecting the same symbols do not show consistently increas-
ing or decreasing trend of

∑
�W /σ ′

c-values with increasing Nc, despite those for the
dense sands showing non-systematic up-down trends particularly in higher strains.
Fig. 5.6.6(b) shows similar plots to (a) obtained by torsional simple shear tests using
the same clean sand of Dr ≈ 30∼50%. The plots are for

∑
�W /σ ′

c-values attaining
the strain amplitudes, γDA = 3, 7.5, 15%. From the two diagrams (a) and (b), the
lines connecting the same symbols may be judged to be essentially flat for easily liq-
uefiable loose sands with lower

∑
�W /σ ′

c-values. This indicates that the cumulative
dissipated energy

∑
�W /σ ′

c determines particular strain amplitudes or pore-pressure
buildup almost uniquely irrespective of Nc and CSR. This further indicates that the
CSR-Nc lines corresponding to particular strains or pore-pressure buildup as shown
in Fig. 5.1.4 for example, which is normally considered as a basis for the stress-based
approach of liquefaction potential evaluation and also interpreted as the lines of equal
damage in the fatigue theory (Annaki and Lee 1977, Green and Terri 2005), also rep-
resents the lines of equal dissipated energy. This observation paves a way to EBM using
soil test data in SBM.

From the CSR∼Nc chart in Fig. 5.1.4 obtained by cyclic loading tests, CRR for
Nc = 20 for example can be determined for εDA = 2, 5, 10%, and �u/σ ′

c = 1.0. The
CRR-values are directly correlated with corresponding dissipated energy

∑
�W /σ ′

c cal-
culated from the same test data to develop a CRR∼∑

�W /σ ′
c chart shown in Fig. 5.6.7

(Kokusho 2013b). Note that the values
∑

�W /σ ′
c in the vertical axis correspond to

Figure 5.6.7 CRR (Nc = 20) versus
∑

�W /σ ′
c plots for various Dr and Fc approximated by a parabolic

function (Kokusho et al. 2012).
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Figure 5.6.8 CRR versus N1 curves by two researchers (a), and
∑

�W/σ ′
c versus N1 curves derived by

combining with CRR versus
∑

�W/σ ′
c curve (b).

the dissipated energies to attain the axial strain εDA = 5% by arbitrary stress ampli-
tudes and numbers of cycles, while the CRR-values in the horizontal axis represent the
stress amplitudes at Nc = 20. Despite some data scatters, the CRR-value for the strain
level εDA = 5% (open circles) seems to be uniquely correlated with

∑
�W /σ ′

c for sands
with different relative densities and fines contents and approximated by the following
parabolic function for CRR ≥ 0.1 with the determination coefficient R2 = 0.86.

∑
�W/σ ′

c = 0.032 − 0.48 · CRR + 2.40 · CRR2 (5.6.4)

If this relationship between CRR and corresponding dissipated energy
∑

�W /σ ′
c in

Fig. 5.6.7 holds uniquely for sands with various densities and fines content, it may
well be assumed to be applicable to natural sands with different soil fabric such as
those formed in long geological histories, because the effect of soil fabric may possibly
affect both CRR and

∑
�W /σ ′

c in such a way that the correlation will not differ
considerably. This indicates that CRR versus N1 correlations, already established and
used in SBM, may easily be transformed into

∑
�W /σ ′

c versus N1 correlations to be
used in EBM.

For example, Fig. 5.6.8(a) shows empirical curves drawn between CRR
(εDA = 5%, Nc = 20) and N1, developed for sands with a small amount of fines from
several different sites independently by Yoshimi (1994) and Matsuo (1997), being
almost coincidental to each other. The curve by Matsuo (1997), giving CRR (εDA = 5%,
Nc = 20, isotropic consolidation) from N1, is expressed for clean sand by the following
formula (JRA 2002).

CRR =
{

0.0882
√

N1/1.7 : N1 < 14

0.0882
√

N1/1.7 + 1.6 × 10−6(N1 − 14)4.5: 14 ≤ N1

}
(5.6.5)
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Figure 5.6.9 Wave energy versus depth near free ground surface: (a) Upward and reflected downward
waves, (b) Upward wave energy postulated in 1/4-wave length depth.

Fig. 5.6.8(b) shows a direct relationship between N1 and
∑

�W/σ ′
c by combining

Eqs. (5.6.4) and (5.6.5). The curves are drawn not only for εDA = 5% (initial lique-
faction) but also for εDA = 2% and 10%. For sands with a given fines content, direct
relationships between N1 and

∑
�W/σ ′

c can be constructed in the same way by com-
bining Eq. (5.6.4) with empirical CRR∼N1 relationship for particular fines content
(e.g. JRA 2002).

5.6.3 How to compare capacity and demand

In EBM by Kokusho (2013b), the energy capacity for liquefaction is directly com-
pared with the energy demand for a given earthquake motion in liquefiable layers.
The upward SH-wave energy is considered here as the energy demand, because the
wave energy causing liquefaction is the cumulative value and the associated downward
energy also contributing the liquefaction originally constitutes a part of the upward
energy. Some considerations incorporated in comparing the energy capacity with the
upward energy are explained in the following.

There is an important issue about the energy demand for liquefaction that not
all the upward energy is available in developing liquefaction in the shallow ground.
It was already stated in Sec. 1.2 that the upward wave energy Eu is shared evenly
by kinetic energy Ek and strain energy Ee, 50% each, both of which can supply the
dissipated energy for liquefaction. However, if a stationary harmonic response of a soil
column near the free ground surface is considered as illustrated in Fig. 5.6.9(a), the
stationary vibrating displacement occurs as shown with the dashed curve with nodes
and antinodes due to the upward and reflecting downward waves. Correspondingly,
the strain energy Ee is zero at the surface or any other antinodes and 100% at the nodes,
while the kinetic energy Ek is vice versa as illustrated with the solid curves. Thus, the
two kinds of energy are distributed with a fixed rate of 0 to 100% depending on the
position and is not convertible to one another, quite different from the one-directionally
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propagating wave. This is, however, an extreme case in the standing harmonic motion
of a particular frequency and may not represent a realistic seismic response by transient
irregular short-duration motion, wherein nodes and antinodes are difficult to appear
regularly along the depth. However again, the free ground surface consistently serves
as an antinode of the displacement with zero strain energy for all frequencies and
its effect cannot be ignored even in the irregular seismic motions. Consequently, it is
postulated here that the surface boundary effect, though fading away with increasing
depth, can reach down to 1/4 of the wave length of λ = VsT for a representative period
of seismic motion T and the average wave velocity Vs, but not beyond that.

In Fig. 5.6.9(b) the upward SH-wave in the shallow depth of λ/4 from the surface
is zoomed in. Considering the effect of the free surface boundary, the depth-dependent
variation of an energy ratio for the harmonic standing wave with the representative
wave length λ = VsT may be formulated (Kokusho 2016) as:

E∗
u

Eu
= sin2

(
2πz
λ

)
(5.6.6)

wherein E∗
u stands for the upward energy which can compensate dissipated energy, and

Eu is the total upward energy at the same depth z. Namely, at the depth z = λ/4, the
upward energy Eu consists of 50% Ek and 50% Ee, both of which can compensate the
dissipated energy as in the one-directionally propagating wave energy (E∗

u/Eu = 100%),
while at the surface z = 0, Eu is fixed to be E∗

u/Eu = 0% with no compensation allowed.
For earthquake motions, however, the application of Eq. (5.6.6) is obviously unre-

alistic because of non-harmonic irregularity and nonlinear soil properties during strong
earthquakes. Hence, the energy ratio in Eq. (5.6.6) may well be simplified further and
assumed as shaded in Fig. 5.6.9(b) to take the average value 1/2 down to the depth of
λ/4 as:

E∗
u

Eu
= 1

2
(5.6.7)

Considering that dominant periods of earthquake motions T in most liquefiable site
conditions may be T > 0.5–1.0 s for average wave velocities Vs > 160 m/s in surface
soil deposits, the minimum depth of λ/4 means around 20 m from the surface. This
indicates that in normal liquefaction evaluation practice within the depth of z = 20 m,
the upward energy should be halved to compare with the liquefaction energy capacity.

The next issue to consider is how to define the energy capacity to compare with
the energy demand. It was shown in Sec. 1.6.2 that dissipated energy �E relative
to the wave energy E for SH-wave propagating in one wave length λ is written as
�E/E = 1 − e−4πD in Eq. (1.6.36) using the damping ratio D. The dissipated energy
�E for liquefaction has to be supplied by the wave energy E in the field. It may well
be assumed that the dissipated energy density for liquefaction per unit wave length
�E/λ in in situ soil is identical to the dissipated energy density �W for liquefaction
measured in laboratory cyclic loading tests on the same soil. As already mentioned in
Sec. 1.5, the maximum elastic strain energy density W defined in Eq. (1.5.4) is given
in a half loading cycle, and the energy density �W in Eq. (1.5.3) is dissipated in one
cycle of loading in an ideal viscoelastic material. As already observed in Fig. 1.6.2(a),
in situ wave energy dissipation mechanism formulated as �E/E = 1 − e−4πD may be
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approximated by �W/2W = 2πD for larger D-values associated with liquefaction
behavior.

This observation in one-cycle loading may be extended to the similar relationship
as follows for the cumulative energies

∑
�W and

∑
2W if the damping ratio D can

be assumed constant during the liquefaction process.∑
�W∑
2W

= 2πD (5.6.8)

A systematic test program actually shows that the damping ratio of sand is around
D = 0.1 to 0.2 with the average 0.15 during liquefaction tests as shown in Fig.
5.6.10(b). Because the dissipated energy density for liquefaction

∑
�W is supposed

to be identical both in situ and in the laboratory, the upward wave energy density
E/λ should be compared with twice the cumulative elastic strain energy density

∑
2W

based on Eq. (5.6.8). As stated above, the upward energy should be halved to com-
pare with the liquefaction energy capacity in the liquefiable shallow depth of 20 m.
This means that

∑
2W correlated with dissipated energy density

∑
�W for lique-

faction should be compare with the energy demand E∗
u = Eu/2 instead of Eu. If the

upward wave energy Eu is defined as the energy demand in the present EBM, the wave
energy density E/λ should be compared with four times the cumulative maximum
strain energy,

∑
4W .

Apart from the ideal viscoelastic material, Fig. 5.6.10(a) exemplifies a typical
stress-strain relationship obtained in undrained cyclic loading triaxial tests on saturated
sands. In Fig. 5.6.10(b), the energy calculation results obtained from such stress-strain
curves are shown cycle by cycle (Kokusho 2013b). In the vertical axis, the elastic maxi-
mum strain energies W (Area(ODD′)) multiplied by 4 because of the above-mentioned
reason and summed up in the loading sequence as

∑
W∗ ≡∑

4W are plotted with open
symbols versus the cumulative dissipated energies

∑
�W (Area(ABCDEA)) in the hor-

izontal axis. The same test data in Fig. 5.6.4(b) is used here again in the plots, which

Figure 5.6.10 Typical stress-strain relationship in undrained cyclic loading triaxial test (a) and Energy
calculation results obtained from a series of tests (b) (Kokusho 2016).
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may be approximated by the next equation to determine
∑

W∗ from the cumulative
dissipated energy for liquefaction

∑
�W (Kokusho 2013b).

∑
W∗

σ ′
c

= 5.4 × 101.25×log(
∑

�W/σ′
c) (5.6.9)

These
∑

�W∼∑
W∗ plots may be compared with Eq. (1.5.7) �W/W = 4πD using

some representative values of D, in order to know if the damping ratio D can be
represented by a constant value during cyclic loading liquefaction tests. The correla-
tion

∑
�W/

∑
W∗ =∑

�W/
∑

4W = πD for D = 0.1, 0.15, 0.20 is shown with a
set of dashed lines in Fig. 5.6.10(b) to compare with the open symbol plots. Obvi-
ously, nearly all the plots for different relative density Dr and fines content Fc are
in between D = 0.10 and 0.20 throughout the cyclic loading liquefaction tests and
may be approximated by D ≈ 0.15 as the average, confirming the assumption to draw∑

�W/
∑

2W = 2πD in Eq. (5.6.8) from �W/2W = 2πD.
Apart from using the elastic maximum strain energy W (Area(ODD′) in a half

cycle as in normal engineering practice, the strain energy actually needed in one
cycle denoted here as 2W− considering the partial energy recycling, corresponds to
Area(ABB′CDD′EA) minus Area (BB′C) in Fig. 5.6.10(a) and can be evaluated in the
same way as Eq. (1.6.40).

2W− = �W + Area(ABB′CDD′EA)
2

(5.6.10)

In order to compare this with the cumulative dissipated energy in the same manner
as

∑
W∗ ≡∑

4W versus
∑

�W , 2W− is doubled here and summed up to individ-
ual cycles as

∑
W∗− ≡∑

(2 × 2W−) and plotted versus
∑

�W with close symbols in
Fig. 5.6.10(b) (Kokusho 2016). The relationship

∑
W∗−∼∑

�W is not so different
from

∑
W∗∼∑

�W for
∑

�W up to 0.02∼0.04, which corresponds to initial liq-
uefaction (Kokusho 2013b). Beyond that energy,

∑
W∗ obviously gives higher energy

than
∑

W∗−, while
∑

W∗− tends to be almost proportional to
∑

�W all the way from
zero to

∑
�W = 0.12. It is approximated by the next equation with a high coefficient

of determination R2 = 0.997.

∑ W∗−
σ ′

c
= 2.06 ×

∑ �W
σ ′

c
(5.6.11)

The difference between Eqs. (5.6.9) and (5.6.11) is partially attributed to that twice
the elastic strain energy 2W given to a soil specimen in one cycle is correlated with
�W in the former while recycling of a part of the strain energy from the first to the
second half cycle loading is considered in the latter. The effect of nonlinear stress-strain
curve on the calculated strain energy, the cyclic mobility effect in particular, may be
another cause of the difference. If the notation

∑
W∗− ≡∑

(2 × 2W−) is reminded here,
Eq. (5.6.11) implies

∑
W∗−/2 =∑

2W− = 1.03 × ∑
�W ≈∑

�W . This allows a very
simple interpretation that the cumulative dissipated energy

∑
�W is almost equal to

the cumulative strain energy
∑

2W− in Eq. (5.6.10) actually supplied all through the
liquefaction process.
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5.6.4 Evaluation steps in EBM

If a design earthquake motion is given at the ground surface, the particle velocity u̇ of
the upward SH wave in any layer can be calculated by the one-dimensional equivalent
linear response analysis. The associated upward energy (the energy demand) can be
calculated from u̇ for a time interval t = 0∼t1 for the major shaking duration as already
formulated in Eq. (1.2.25) as:

Eu = ρVs

∫ t1

0
(u̇)2dt (5.6.12)

where, ρ = soil density, and Vs = S-wave velocity of the layer.
In order to determine the upward energy, there may be another simplified method

based on the well-known empirical formulas on incident seismic energy at a base layer,
Eqs. (4.6.19) and (4.6.20), using earthquake magnitudes and hypocentral distance.
From the incident energy, the upward energy Eu at a given layer in a shallow depth
may be evaluated by Eq. (4.6.17) using the seismic impedance ratio between the layer
and the base where the incident energy is defined as explained in Sec. 4.6.4.

The evaluation steps for the EBM are illustrated in Fig. 5.6.11. Hereafter, the
notation of summation

∑
in terms of loading cycles will be abbreviated for simplicity,

so that
∑

�W → �W and
∑

W∗ → W∗.

a) At a given site, a soil model consisting of different layers is divided into “layer
units’’ of a constant thickness H = 1 or 2 m in accordance with the availability of
penetration test data with sequential numbers i = 1–n. The normalized dissipated

Figure 5.6.11 Evaluation steps in present EBM where energy demand (upward wave energy) is directly
compared with energy capacity.
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energy density �W/σ ′
c for liquefaction is determined for each layer unit from

penetration test results, using Eqs. (5.6.4) and (5.6.5) for example.
b) The normalized strain energy density W∗/σ ′

c corresponding to �W/σ ′
c for

liquefaction is evaluated by Eq. (5.6.9), though Eq. (5.6.11) might also be used if
W∗− is employed as the strain energy density in place of W∗.

c) Then the strain energy W∗H for the unit with the thickness H to liquefy is cal-
culated as the energy capacity of the unit. In calculating W∗ from W∗/σ ′

c, the
effective confining stress σ ′

c is determined from the effective overburden stress σ ′
v

as σ ′
c = (1 + 2K0)σ ′

v/3.
d) The upward energy Eu is calculated in Eq. (5.6.12) using the one-dimensional

response analysis of the soil model, and the ultimate energy at the end of shaking of
a given earthquake motion Euf is determined for each unit as the energy demand.

e) The liquefaction energy capacity W∗H in each unit is directly compared with the
energy demand Euf by calculating an energy ratio W∗H/Euf . A unit with a smaller
value of the energy ratio W∗H/Euf has higher and earlier liquefaction potential
than other units in the same soil profile, although the overall liquefaction potential
will be decided in g) below.

f) The energy ratios of individual units over the soil profile are arranged and num-
bered in sequence starting from the lowest energy ratio (j=1) toward higher ones
and summed up as

∑
j (W∗H/Euf )j in terms of the sequence j, denoted here as

AER, “accumulated energy ratio’’.
g) Liquefaction is considered to occur at most in those units where AER ≡∑

j (W∗H/Euf )j < 1.0, because the upward energy can liquefy individual units in
the above-mentioned sequence j until it is all consumed by the dissipated energies
in those units.

Thus, in the present EBM, the energy demand Euf is explicitly given, and liq-
uefaction is judged to occur only in those layers where their total energy capacities∑

j (W∗H)j are within the energy demand of the upward wave.

5.6.5 Typical EBM results compared with SBM

In order to compare the above-mentioned EBM with SBM, the first soil model
addressed here is a hypothetical uniform sand deposit 10 m thick underlain by a stiff
base shown in Fig. 5.6.12 (Kokusho 2013b). The sand deposit K0-consolidated with
its normalized SPT N-value N1 = 8, the effective overburden and the S-wave veloc-
ity shown in the figure is divided into 5 layer units of H = 2 m thick each (L1 to
L5), wherein L1 is unsaturated (the density ρt = 1.8 t/m3) and L2 to L5 are saturated
(ρsat = 1.9 t/m3).

A horizontal acceleration motion (K-NET Urayasu EW) during the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake (MJ = 9.0) is given at the ground surface either in the real time scale (RT:
duration 236 s) or in a compressed half time scale (RT/2: duration 118 s). In Fig. 5.6.13,
the two time histories (a) RT and (b) RT/2 given at the ground surface are shown at the
top together with the upward energies calculated in the individual units at the bottom.
Note that the upward energy dramatically decreases down to about 1/8 if the time
scale is halved (RT/2).
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Figure 5.6.12 Uniform soil model for liquefaction evaluated by EBM and SBM (Kokusho 2013b).

Figure 5.6.13 Time histories of acceleration (top) and upward wave energy (bottom) given to the soil
model: (a) Real-time motion (RT), (b) Compressed half-time motion (RT/2) (Kokusho
2013).
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Figure 5.6.14 Liquefaction evaluation results by SBM for RT and RT/2 motions: (a) Depth-dependent
Max. acceleration and τmax, (b) Depth-dependent FL (Kokusho 2013b).

As shown in Fig. 5.6.14(a), the accelerations in the model are more or less the same,
while the stress, identical at the shallow depth, is getting slightly smaller in RT/2 than
in RT with increasing depth because of the shorter wave length in the RT/2-motion. In
the SBM evaluation, the cyclic stress ratio is obtained from the maximum seismic shear
stress τmax and the effective overburden stress σ ′

v as CSR = rnτmax/σ
′
v, where the stress

reduction coefficient rn introduced in Eq. (5.5.28) is determined as rn = 0.80 for the
M = 9.0 earthquake (Tokimatsu and Yoshimi 1983) and also rn = 0.65 for the default
value. In Fig. 5.6.14(b), the FL-value thus evaluated is illustrated along the depth for
the RT and RT/2-motions. The choice of rn = 0.65 or rn = 0.80 tends to have a greater
effect on the FL-value than the difference of input motions, RT or RT/2, despite the
considerable difference of energy in the two motions. It is also noted that the deeper
the unit, the lower its FL-value and the higher its liquefaction potential for both RT
and RT/2-motions in the uniform soil model.

In the EBM evaluation, the normalized dissipated energy per unit volume to
liquefy the sand layer of N1 = 8 can be calculated from Eqs. (5.6.4) and (5.6.5) as
�W/σ ′

c = 0.0281 (Note all the summation signs
∑

for loading cycles in terms of the
energies �W and W∗ are abbreviated). Then, the corresponding strain energy per unit
volume for liquefaction is given as W∗/σ ′

c = 0.0621 from Eq. (5.6.9). The liquefaction
energy capacities W∗ H for the units H = 2 m thick to liquefy are calculated using the
corresponding average confining stresses σ ′

c = σ ′
v(1 + 2K0)/3, with K0 = 0.5.

In Fig. 5.6.15(a), the liquefaction energy capacities W∗H (thick lines) are shown
together with the upward energies Euf along the depth. As mentioned, Euf is quite
different between the two input motions, RT (medium thin line) and RT/2 (thin line).
In Fig. 5.6.15(b), the energy ratio W∗H/Euf calculated in individual units is shown
along the depth with the thin lines plus small solid symbols. Because the energy ratio
W∗H/Euf is obviously smaller for the units in shallower depths both for RT and RT/2
motions, liquefaction tends to occur first in L2 and descend in sequence to the deeper
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Figure 5.6.15 EBM results for RT and RT/2 motions along depth: (a) Energy capacity W∗H or upward
wave energy Euf, (b) Energy ratio W∗H/Euf or accumulated energy ratio

∑
W∗H/Euf

(Kokusho 2013b).

units. The thick lines with large open symbols in the same diagram are the values
AER = ∑

j (W∗H/Euf )j calculated in the EBM step (f) explained above. For the RT-
motion shown by the thick solid lines, AER < 1.0 holds from L2 to L5, indicating
that the upward energy is enough to liquefy all the saturated units. In contrast, for the
RT/2-motion shown by the thick dashed lines, AER < 1.0 only for L2, indicating that
the upward energy is not enough to liquefy all but the unit L2. Thus, there exists a
clear difference in liquefaction potential between the two input motions, reflecting the
tremendous energy demand reduction in the RT/2-motion.

The results by EBM in Fig. 5.6.15(b) can be compared with those by SBM in
Fig. 5.6.14(b). The results by SBM and EBM appear to be essentially consistent in
that all the saturated units are to liquefy by the RT-motion. This consistency gets
better if the stress reduction coefficient in SBM is taken as rn = 0.80 considering the
M = 9.0 earthquake, while the effect of input motions is inherently included in EBM.
The effect of the half-time scale in the RT/2-motion is far more evident in EBM than in
SBM. Another qualitative difference between the two methods is that the liquefaction
potential is higher in the shallower units than in the deeper units in the uniform sand
deposit in EBM, whereas it is vice versa in SBM.

The next soil model addressed here is a filled farmland which liquefied and
fluidized during the 2003 Tokachi-oki earthquake (MJ = 8.0) in Hokkaido, Japan
(Kokusho and Mimori 2015). The site was 230 km far from the epicenter of the off-
shore plate-boundary earthquake, and the maximum acceleration recorded nearby was
only 0.055 g as indicated in the acceleration time history of the long duration of about
a minute in Fig. 5.6.16(a). The soil models with each unit thickness H = 1 m were
developed consisting of the L1–L7 units where the upward energies were calculated
as shown in (b). The SPT N-values for individual units were determined from SWS
(See Sec. 5.5.1.1) sounding data at eight investigation points as shown in Fig. 5.6.16(c)
using an empirical formula developed in Japan (Inada 1960). The thickness of the
soft sandy fill was variable (4–7 m) depending on the SWS investigation points and
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Figure 5.6.16 Acceleration time history given to sand fill liquefied during a far-field M 8.0 earthquake
with max. acc. about 0.05 g (a), Associated upward energies (b), and SWS-converted
N-values versus soil depths at investigation points in liquefied site (c) (Kokusho and
Mimori 2015).

Figure 5.6.17 AER-values by Method-A and B by EBM plotted versus soil depth: (a)At P1 and P7, (b)At
8 investigation points compared with FL-values by SBM (Kokusho 2016).

the water table was 1–2 m below the ground surface (Tsukamoto et al. 2009). The
normalized dissipated energy densities �W/σ ′

c in individual units were evaluated from
the N-values and average fines content (Fc = 33%) in the same manner as mentioned
above using Eq. (5.6.4) and a formula similar to Eq. (5.6.5) considering the fines
content in the design code in Japan (JRA 2002). The seismic shear stress τmax and
the upward energy Eu were calculated using the 1D response analysis with the input
motion, K-NET Kitami in Fig. 5.6.16(a), given at the surface.

In Fig. 5.6.17(a), liquefaction potentials evaluated by EBM (AER = ∑
j (W∗H/

Euf )j) for individual depths are plotted with the close symbols connected with solid
line at two representative soil investigation points, P1 and P7. Because AER < 1.0
is the condition for liquefaction, the shallower portion will liquefy both at P1 and
P7 according to this EBM. In obtaining this result, a significant simplification by
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Eq. (5.6.7) has been employed in the present EBM as already mentioned so that the
upward energy E∗

u to be able to compensate the dissipated energy is assumed constant
as E∗

u/Eu = 1/2 within the depth of a quarter wave length for a dominant wave period
T from the ground surface (named as Method-A here). However, there may be more
or less a certain depth-dependency in the energy ratio E∗

u/Eu, actually. Hence, a com-
parative study has been conducted to take into account the depth-dependent variation
of E∗

u, wherein E∗
u/Eu = sin2(2πz/λ) = sin2(2πt/T) in Eq. (5.6.6) is used (named as

Method-B) in place of Eq. (5.6.7) to consider the extreme depth-dependent effect.
Here, t is the travel time of the SH wave from the ground surface to a particular depth
z using strain-dependent degraded S-wave velocities in individual layers, T is the dom-
inant period of seismic motion, and otherwise the same EBM procedure is followed
here (Kokusho 2016).

In Fig. 5.6.17(a), the AER-values obtained by Method-B (open symbols connected
with dashed lines) are superposed at two representative points P1 and P7 to compare
with those by Method-A. Though the liquefied depths tend to be slightly deeper in
Method-B than in A, the difference is not so significant. The liquefaction may probably
occur in the shaded area on the diagram in between the two lines of Method-A and
B, because they seem to represent the two most extreme cases. In Fig. 5.6.17(b) the
same results for all eight points are shown for EBM and SBM. Again, all the points
except P5 are evaluated to be liquefiable also in Method-B as in Method-A. In a clear
contrast, the SBM-evaluation results superposed on the same diagram indicates no
possibility of liquefaction at all because FL-values are far beyond 1.0 despite that the
effect of the earthquake magnitude M 8 is taken into account by choosing the stress
reduction coefficient rn = 0.70 in accordance with Eq. (5.5.27). In EBM, Method-A
may well be recommended as a simplified and practical tool on a safer side in evaluating
liquefaction potential in shallow depths where the liquefaction potential can be too
low by Method B (Kokusho 2016).

Thus, the EBM can predict liquefaction behavior very simply just by comparing
upward wave energy (the energy demand) with the energy capacity correlated with the
dissipated energy for liquefaction. It may be able to readily take account of various
aspects of input seismic motions (dominant period, duration, number of wave cycles
and irregularity) only in terms of energy, and hence can be of a great help to examine the
reliability of conventional SBM liquefaction evaluations for a variety of earthquakes
motions. It is still necessary, however, to apply this EBM to more case histories to
demonstrate its reliability in much more practical conditions.

5.7 EFFECT OF INCOMPLETE SATURATION

Liquefaction occurs under ground water table, though soils there may not always be
fully saturated particularly in manmade deposits. In many slope failures, soils are
suspected to have liquefied during earthquakes even in lowly-saturated conditions.
In recent years, innovative liquefaction mitigation measures are being developed, in
which the soil saturation is deliberately lowered in situ by injecting air-bubbles or by
other measures. Thus, liquefaction behaviors of unsaturated or imperfectly saturated
soils are concerned in quite a few engineering problems.
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5.7.1 Evaluation by laboratory tests

The degree of saturation or simply named as “saturation’’ is defined as Sr = Vw/Vv,
where Vv = volume of void and Vw = volume of pore-water. Fig. 5.7.1 exemplifies
undrained cyclic triaxial test results on clean sand (Fc = 0%, Dr ≈ 50%) under the
isotropic confining stress σ ′

c = 50 kPa to see how the saturations Sr = 100, 90, 80%
influence the liquefaction behavior (Kochi 2008). Unlike fully saturated specimens, the
triaxial test here controls the lateral stress, too, in addition to the axial stress to keep
constant the effective mean stress which otherwise varies due to imperfect saturation.
Namely, the lateral stress is cyclically regulated as �σ3 = −�σ1/2 in conjunction with
the cyclic axial stress �σ1 so that the mean stress increment �σc = (�σ1 + 2�σ3)/3 is
always zero. The time-histories of the axial strain in Fig. 5.7.1 indicate the changes from
abrupt increase to gradual increase together with increasing CSR-values necessary to
liquefy as the saturation Sr decreases. The pore-pressure buildup, 100% for Sr = 100%,
tends to be difficult to occur with decreasing Sr, indicating that the typical liquefaction
failure with zero effective stress shifts to the cyclic softening failure with decreasing
shear stiffness.

In Fig. 5.7.2(a), a ratio CRR/CRRSr=100% (CRR for Sr < 100% divided by CRR
for Sr = 100%) is plotted versus Sr or B-value (the pore-pressure coefficient) based on
torsional simple shear tests (Yoshimi et al. 1989) or triaxial tests (Nakazawa et al.
2001) using Toyoura clean sand with Dr = 40–70%. Despite the differences in the
test device and the definition of CRR for liquefaction onset (γDA = 7.5% for Nc = 15
or εDA = 5% for Nc = 20, respectively), the two test results coincide fairly well. In
terms of the B-value, CRR is influenced only marginally if it changes from 1.0 to 0.8,
indicating that the B-value does not have to be more than 0.95 as normally specified in

Figure 5.7.1 Cyclic triaxial test results for clean sand with Sr = 100, 90, 80%: (a) Time-depend axial
strain, (b) Time-depend pore-pressure buildup (Kochi 2008).
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Figure 5.7.2 Ratio of CRR due to saturation plotted versus Sr or B-value by laboratory tests: (a) Recon-
stituted clean sands, (b) Reconstituted clean sands with non-plastic fines plus intact soils
from in situ.

undrained cyclic liquefaction tests. On the other hand, the decrease in Sr from 100%
to 90% almost doubles the CRR-value, though the increasing rate of CRR for further
decrease in Sr tends to be smaller.

In Fig. 5.7.2(b), triaxial test results on reconstituted river sands mixed with non-
plastic fines of Fc = 0–30% are plotted with open symbols (Kochi 2008, Hara et al.
2009). The fines-containing sand shows Sr-dependent change of CRR similar to the
clean sands, though the increasing rate becomes smaller as Sr gets smaller. In the
same figure, the results on intact soils recovered from in situ are also plotted with
close symbols. Those intact soils include samples from H-T slope (Fc ≈ 5∼25%,
Ip = 0, Cu ≈ 2∼10) failed during the 2004 Niigataken-Chuetsu earthquake, Noto
road embankment (Fc ≈ 30–40%, Ip ≈ 20, Cu ≈ 40) failed during the 2006 Noto-
earthquake (Kochi 2008) in addition to intact samples by other researchers (Miyake
et al. 2003). Those intact soils show lower increasing rates of CRR than the clean sands
with decreasing Sr, presumably because they are affected by considerable amounts of
fines or soil fabric different from reconstituted specimens.

5.7.2 Theoretical background

In order to deal with liquefaction in unsaturated soils, the effective confining stress σ ′
c

is defined from the total stress σc considering the effects of pore-air pressure ua and
pore-water pressure uw as:

σ ′
c = (σc − ua) + χ(ua − uw) = (σc − ua) + χ · s (5.7.1)

where s = ua − uw is the suction (ua ≥ uw) and χ is a material parameter for the
contribution of the suction to the effective stress (Bishop and Blight 1963).

Fig. 5.7.3 exemplifies time histories of the pore-air and pore-water pressure
together with those of the deviatoric stress and axial strain obtained in a undrained
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Figure 5.7.3 Time histories of pore-air and pore-water pressures ua, uw, deviatoric stress and axial
strain in undrained cyclic triaxial test on non-plastic silt (Okamura and Noguchi 2009).

cyclic triaxial test on non-plastic silt (Okamura and Noguchi 2009). The specimen is
isotropically consolidated by σ ′

c = 196 kPa with air and water-pressures, ua0 = 160 kPa
and uw0 = 98 kPa respectively, inducing the suction s = ua0 − uw0 = 62 kPa in the ini-
tial condition. As cyclic loading goes on, both ua and uw build up so that the suction
s = ua − uw is kept constant as 62 kPa, raising the air-pressure ua up to 100% at
Nc = 12. At this moment, the liquefaction-induced rapid strain increase does not occur
because the suction and associated effective stress formulated in Eq. (5.7.1) is still sus-
tained by the uw-value. After that, uw further goes on increasing up to 100% so that
s = ua − uw = 0 at Nc = 18, when liquefaction occurs together with complete loss of
effective stress and sudden strain increase.

In unsaturated soils, the compressibility of pore-air has a significant effect on the
pressure buildup. The air-compressibility largely depends on backpressure (hydrostatic
pressure) in the ground, hence the liquefiability of unsaturated soils is governed by the
backpressure. Because the pore-air volume in unit volume of soil with void ratio e
and saturation Sr is (1 − Sr)e/(1 + e), the volumetric strain εv due to the change in the
backpressure from p0 to �p is formulated, according to the Boyle’s law (Okamura and
Soga 2006) as:

εv = �p
p0 + �p

(1 − Sr)
e

1 + e
(5.7.2)

Here, p0 = initial back pressure (absolute pressure from vacuum) and �p = pore-
pressure buildup in the process of liquefaction. If the maximum pressure buildup due
to liquefaction �p = σ ′

c is substituted in Eq. (5.7.2), then

ε∗
v = σ ′

c

p0 + σ ′
c
(1 − Sr)

e
1 + e

(5.7.3)
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Figure 5.7.4 Ratios of CRR between unsaturated and saturated (LRR) versus the volumetric strain ε∗
v

for various soils under different backpressures (Okamura and Noguchi 2009).

The value ε∗
v in the equation corresponds to the highest potential volumetric strain

for 100% pressure buildup. In Fig. 5.7.4, the ratios of CRR between unsaturated and
saturated soils (denoted here as LRR) are plotted versus the volumetric strain ε∗

v based
on a number of triaxial liquefaction tests on clean sands carried out under different
back pressures. Despite some data scatters, the plots can be approximated by a unique
curve and the increasing rate in the CRR is expressed as a simple function of strain ε∗

v
(Okamura and Noguchi 2009) as:

LRR = log(6500ε∗
v + 10) (5.7.4)

Namely, the highest potential volumetric strain ε∗
v during liquefaction considering the

absolute initial backpressure serves as a key parameter for evaluating the liquefaction
resistance. According to Eq. (5.7.3), the strain ε∗

v in soil deposits having the same Sr and
e is proportional to 1/(p0/σ

′
c + 1), indicating that ε∗

v becomes larger with increasing σ ′
c.

In the light of Fig. 5.7.4, the larger ε∗
v results in larger increase in CRR with decreasing

saturation by the same amount.
Because p0 defined by the absolute pressure is 98 kPa (atmospheric pressure) at

the smallest, ε∗
v stays small for a small confining stress σ ′

c, resulting in a marginal CRR
increment for an imperfectly saturated soil at a shallow depth. The extreme case of this
is a 1 g scaled model shake table test for liquefaction where the effective stress is very
low and a low saturated model is not a big issue to simulate a fully saturated prototype
(Okamura and Soga 2006). The ratio of CRR for a soil of Sr = 90% with respect to
Sr = 100% is calculated using Eqs. (5.7.3) and (5.7.4), and depicted along the depth in
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Figure 5.7.5 Depth-dependent change in CRR-ratio of unsaturated sands of Sr = 90% calculated for 3
different ground water tables.

Fig. 5.7.5. If the ground water table (GWT) is at the surface, CRR is almost the same
immediately below the water table despite the saturation of Sr = 90%. However, as the
water table is lowered to GL-2 m or deeper, the effect of the poor saturation becomes
dominant to make the CRR almost doubled below the water table. This indicates that
lowering the saturation may be promising as one of the countermeasures to mitigate
liquefaction of soils except immediately at the ground surface.

The data points in Fig. 5.7.4 are all from clean sands with small matric suction.
With increasing Fc and suction, higher pore-pressure has to be built up until the suction
and the effective stress become zero. This seems to indicate that the increasing rate of
CRR for unsaturated soils tends to be larger in sands with fines than in clean sands
(Okamura and Soga 2009). On the other hand, Unno et al. (2008) after conducting a
series of triaxial tests on Toyoura clean sand found that the amount of volume change
required to reach the zero effective stress state depends on the volume compressibil-
ity of soil skeleton, the saturation and the initial confining pressure. According to
this finding, the increase of fines may increase the soil skeleton compressibility and
cause lower increasing rate of CRR of unsaturated soils even for the same degree of
saturation, as observed in test results in Fig. 5.7.2(b).

5.7.3 Effect on B-value and P-wave velocity

Soils are sometimes dealt with as porous elastic materials with fluid using the poro-
elasticity theory by Biot (1956). According to the theory, the equilibrium equations
in three-dimensional axes x, y, z using the summation convention are expressed
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(Zienkiewicz et al. 1982) as:

σij,j + ρgi = ρüi + ρf ẅi (5.7.5)

−p,i + ρf gi = ρf gk−1ẇi + ρf üi + n−1ρf ẅi (5.7.6)

Here, σij = total stress (tension positive), p = pore-pressure (compression nega-
tive), gi = gravity acceleration, g = i-direction component of gi, ui = solid phase
displacement, wi = fluid phase displacement, ρ = total density, ρf = fluid density,
k = permeability coefficient, n = porosity. Eq. (5.7.5) corresponds to the equilibrium
of the solid phase considering the inertial force of the fluid in the second term on
the right-hand side. Eq. (5.7.6) is the equilibrium of the pore fluid considering the
viscous resisting force by the Darcy flow in the first term on the right. On the other
hand, the equation of continuity can be written using Kf = bulk modulus of the fluid
(water + air) as:

ε̇ii + ẇi,i = − ṗn
Kf

(5.7.7)

If the bulk modulus of solid soil particles is Ks, then the next equation can be derived
using the volumetric strain εv = εii and the effective mean stress σ ′

m = σ ′
ii/3.

ẇi,i = −∂εv

∂t
− (1 − n)

Ks

∂p
∂t

+ 1
Ks

∂σ ′
m

∂t
− n

Kf

∂p
∂t

(5.7.8)

For the undrained condition ẇi,i = 0, and the incremental equation may be
expressed as:

−�εv − (1 − n)
Ks

�p + 1
Ks

�σ ′
m − n

Kf
�p = 0 (5.7.9)

Using the bulk modulus of the soil skeleton K and substituting �σ ′
m = K�εv into the

above equation, then:

�p
�εv

= −
(

1 − K
Ks

)/(
1 − n

Ks
+ n

Kf

)
(5.7.10)

Furthermore, by substituting �σ ′
m = �σm + �p and �εv = �σ ′

m/K into Eq. (5.7.9), the
next equation for the pore-pressure coefficient B-value is obtained.

B ≡ − �p
�σm

=
(

1
K

− 1
Ks

)/(
1
K

− n
Ks

+ n
Kf

)
(5.7.11)

If air-bubbles are mixed in the pore fluid, it tends to reduce the fluid bulk modulus Kf

drastically. In response to a change in pore pressure �p, the volume change of the fluid
is nV0�p/Kf where V0 = total soil volume. If the degree of saturation Sr is assumed
to be constant for a small �p, the fluid volume change may be obtained by adding the
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Figure 5.7.6 Plots of B-value versus saturation Sr by torsional simple shear tests on clean sand compared
with theoretical curve (Yoshimi et al. 1989).

volume change of water �Vw and that of air �Va. The former is written as �Vw =
nV0Sr�p/Kw where Kw = bulk modulus of water, and the latter can be expressed as
�Va = (�p/p)Va = nV0(1 − Sr)(�p/p) by using the Boyle’s law where Va = air volume
and p= absolute pore pressure from vacuum in positive hereafter (Lade and Hernandez
1977). Thus, the next equations are obtained.

nV0
�p
Kf

= �Vw + �Va = nV0Sr
�p
Kw

+ nV0(1 − Sr)
�p
p

(5.7.12)

Hence, Kf can be written as:

Kf = Kw

Sr + (1 − Sr)(Kw/p)
(5.7.13)

Substituting this into Eq. (5.7.11) and considering Ks � K, then the B-value is expressed
(Lade and Hernandez 1977) as;

B ≡ �p
�σm

= 1
1 + nK[Sr/Kw + (1 − Sr)/p]

(5.7.14)

In Fig. 5.7.6, B-values measured in specimens in torsional shear tests of the Toyoura
clean sand Dr = 60% and isotropically consolidated with σ ′

c = 98 kPa are plotted
against the degrees of saturation Sr (Yoshimi et al. 1989). The Sr-values were cal-
culated from water contents and dry densities of individual specimens. The solid
curve in the diagram represents the theoretical relationship in Eq. (5.7.14) where
n = 0.43, K = 6.7 × 104 kPa, Kw = 2.23 × 106 kPa, and p = absolute pressure in pore-
fluid (p = 98 kPa and 343 kPa in unsaturated and saturated specimen, respectively).
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Thus the theoretical formula can explain the test results fairly well. The curve shows
that the B-value is a very sensitive index reflecting a marginal drop of saturation.

In order to know how much in situ soils are saturated, it is convenient to use
the P-wave velocity Vp. The relationship between Vp and the B-value can be derived
theoretically as follows (Ishihara 1971). When soil is in vibration in the undrained con-
dition, Eq. (5.7.5) reduces to the next equation because ẅi = 0 and ρgi = 0, neglecting
the effect of gravity.

σij,j = ρüi (5.7.15)

Substituting σij = σ ′
ij − pδij into Eq. (5.7.15) yields

σ ′
ij,j − p,i = ρüi (5.7.16)

Using Eq. (5.7.10), p,i can be written as:

p,i = ∂p
∂εv

εv,i = −
(

1 − K
Ks

)
εv,i

/(
1 − n

Ks
+ n

Kf

)
(5.7.17)

and using the Hooke’s law in terms of the effective stresses,

σ ′
ij = Kεv + 2G(ui,j − εv/3) : i = j, σ ′

ij = G(ui,j + uj,i) : i 
= j (5.7.18)

By Substituting Eqs. (5.7.17) and (5.7.18) into Eq. (5.7.16), the next is obtained.

ρüi =
[
K + 1 − K/Ks

(1 − n)/Ks + n/Kf
+ G

3

]
εv,i + G∇2ui (5.7.19)

If this equation is compared with the normal three-dimensional wave equation in
Sec. 1.3,

ρüi = (λ + G)εv,i + G∇2ui (5.7.20)

then, the Lame’s constant λ is determined as:

λ = K + 1 − K/Ks

(1 − n)/Ks + n/Kf
− 2G

3
(5.7.21)

On the other hand, the P-wave equation in Sec. 1.3 is written as:

ρüi = (λ + 2G)∇2ui (5.7.22)

indicating that

Vp =√
(λ + 2G)/ρ =

√
1
ρ

[
K + 1 − K/Ks

(1 − n)/Ks + n/Kf
+ 4G

3

]
(5.7.23)
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Figure 5.7.7 P-wave velocity ratio Vp/Vpw versus B-value for imperfectly saturated sand calculated for
Poisson’s ratio v′ = 0.1–0.3 (Kokusho 2000a).

Vp in Eq. (5.7.23) is normalized by the P-wave velocity of pure water Vpw as:

Vp

Vpw
=

√
ρf

ρ

[
K

Kw
+ 1 − K/Ks

(1 − n)Kw/Ks + nKw/Kf
+ 4G

3Kw

]
(5.7.24)

The bulk modulus of soil skeleton is written using Poisson’s ratio ν′ in terms of the
effective stress and G = ρV2

s as:

K = 2(1 + ν′)
3(1 − 2ν′)

G = 2(1 + ν′)
3(1 − 2ν′)

ρV2
s (5.7.25)

Combining Eqs. (5.7.11), (5.7.23) and (5.7.25), and also using Ks � K, Kf , the next
equation correlating the B-value with the velocity ratio Vp/Vs can be obtained.

B = 1 − 2(1 + ν′)
3(1 − 2ν′)

1
(Vp/Vs)2 − 4/3

(5.7.26)

Fig. 5.7.7 illustrates a relationship between the B-value and Vp/Vpw (Kokusho
2000a) calculated from Eqs. (5.7.24) and (5.7.26), respectively, for clean sand of
Dr = 50% and ν′ = 0.1∼0.3 assuming Kw = 2.22 × 103 MPa (corresponding to P-wave
velocity in water Vpw = 1500 m/s), G = 5 MPa corresponding to the similar research
by Ishihara (1971). It shows a drastic drop of Vp/Vpw from 1.0 to 0.20∼0.33 (from
Vp = 1500 m/s to 300∼500 m/s) with decreasing B-value from 1.0 to 0.8. According
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Figure 5.7.8 In situ B-value evaluated from measured velocity ratio Vp/Vs and P-wave velocity ratio
Vp/Vpw based on field wave-logging data in different sites (Kokusho 2000a).

to Fig. 5.7.6, the corresponding decrease in the degree of saturation Sr is around 1%
or less, indicating that the B-value is much more sensitive than Sr. Thus the P-wave
velocity can conveniently be used to detect in situ B-values. The P-wave velocity is
actually used in scaled model tests of saturated sand layers to quantify the degree of
saturation. In these occasions, care is needed to consider a possibility that the measured
Vp may be influenced by a spatial variability of air-bubbles relative to the travelling
P-wave length and can be higher than the real value (e.g. Naesgaard et al. 2007).

In Fig. 5.7.8, B-values calculated from Eq. (5.7.26), using the wave velocity
ratio Vp/Vs measured in situ in different sites and assuming ν′ = 0.3, are plotted ver-
sus the normalized P-wave velocity, Vp/Vpw (Kokusho 2000a). It shows that except
a few abnormal plots, the B-values thus obtained are greater than 0.90∼0.95 if
Vp/Vpw = 0.8–0.9 or larger. The close symbols all located under water tables satisfy
B > 0.7, indicating that the increase in CRR due to the imperfect saturation is only
a few percent according to Fig. 5.7.2(a). Thus, it seems to be difficult that imperfect
saturation conditions under water tables in natural deposits can increase liquefaction
resistance to a measurable degree.

5.7.4 Effect on residual strength

A simple evaluation of the seismic stability of unsaturated slopes may be possible by
comparing post-liquefaction residual shear strengths of unsaturated soils with work-
ing stresses. Because slopes are not fully saturated in many cases, it is significant to
know how the imperfect saturation affects the stress-strain behavior including the
residual shear strength of unsaturated slopes after cyclic loading. For this goal, it
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Figure 5.7.9 Deviatoric stress versus axial strain in post-liquefaction undrained monotonic loading
triaxial tests of saturated and unsaturated soils: (a) Reconstituted soils with varying Fc,
(b) Intact soils from failed slopes with varying Fc (Kochi 2008).

may be possible to conduct undrained strain-controlled monotonic loading tests on
unsaturated specimens after undrained cyclic loading tests. Fig. 5.7.9(a) shows such
triaxial test results on reconstituted isotropically consolidated specimens after cycli-
cally loaded up to double amplitude axial strain of εDA = 10%. It depicts stress-strain
curves up to the axial strain ε = 15% obtained in a series of tests on sand specimens
of Sr = 100% or 80% without and with non-plastic fines. For the clean sand Fc = 0,
the post-liquefaction shear resistance picks up considerably from a post-liquefaction
near-zero initial value with increasing strain for the medium density of Dr ≈ 50% in the
fully saturated condition Sr = 100%. In a good contrast, in the unsaturated clean sand
Sr = 80%, the shear resistance, larger than the saturated sand in the post-liquefaction
initial stage, will not grow largely but converge to a depressed value. If fines are
contained as Fc ≥ 10%, the shear resistance develops very little in the fully saturated
specimens of Sr = 100%, indicating a significant effect of fines on the undrained shear
on granular soils, while the impact of fines are less significant for Sr = 80%. This is
because the increase of fines changes the soil to be contractive, and the decrease of
saturation causes smaller development of positive pore-pressure for Sr = 80% than
for Sr = 100%. Thus the above test results may indicate that the post-cyclic residual
strength is larger in fully saturated clean sands of Sr = 100% than in partially satu-
rated ones, while in less dilative sands containing fines, the residual strength tends to
be larger for partially saturated soils.

In Fig. 5.7.9(b), similar test results obtained for intact soils sampled in block from
in situ slopes actually failed during previous earthquakes in Japan (already addressed
in Fig. 5.7.2(b)) are shown for the axial strain up to ε = 15∼25% (Kochi 2008). The
triaxial tests were conducted on specimens, either unsaturated in natural water contents
or artificially fully-saturated, sampled from the H-T slope (Sr = 43∼44%, Fc = 4∼9%,
Cu ≈ 2, Ip = NP) and the Noto slope (Sr = 77%, Fc = 37–49%, Cu ≈ 40, Ip ≈ 20).
For the former soil with particle gradations similar to clean sands with low Fc, the
post-liquefaction residual shear resistance becomes evidently larger in fully saturated
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specimens than in the specimens of natural water contents. For the latter soil with high
Fc, the residual strength tends to be larger in the unsaturated specimens than in the
fully saturated ones, though the absolute value is obviously lower than the former soils
from the H-T slope with low Fc-values.

Thus, a very clear trend can be recognized in both reconstituted and intact soils that
the post-liquefaction residual shear resistance is higher in the fully saturated condition
than in the unsaturated condition in clean sands with small Fc, whereas it is vice versa
for soils with high Fc because the soil tends to be less dilative with increasing fines
content.

5.8 EFFECT OF INITIAL SHEAR STRESS

As already mentioned, the liquefaction triggering mechanism in engineering practice
is considered in a free field K0-consolidated level ground without nearby structures.
However, most liquefaction-induced damage actually occurs near structural founda-
tions, embankments or sloping grounds where initial shear stresses are working and
the K0-consolidated condition with lateral constraint does not hold. Unlike normal
structural damage caused by the seismic inertial force, the typical liquefaction damage
is characterized by uneven settlement, residual displacement, flow and sliding fail-
ure caused by sustained initial shear stresses coming from structural loads due to the
reductions of shear strength and stiffness, which may occur even after earthquake shak-
ing. Thus the mechanisms of liquefaction triggering and post-liquefaction deformation
under the working initial stresses should correctly be understood in the liquefaction
evaluation in comparison with the liquefaction in the free-field level ground.

In order to deal with the liquefaction behavior considering the initial shear stress,
the simplified two-step lab test procedure has sometimes been employed as already
mentioned. First, the normal liquefaction test on isotropically consolidated specimen is
carried out with no initial stress, then followed by the undrained monotonically loading
strain-controlled test simulating the effect of the initial shear stress. This procedure is
simple and convenient, though both effects of seismic and initial stresses should have
been taken into account at the same time throughout the process to be precise. In the
following, the exact liquefaction mechanisms during and post cyclic loading under the
influence of sustained initial stresses are considered.

5.8.1 Laboratory tests considering initial shear stress

A soil element in the level ground is in the stress condition shown in Fig. 5.8.1(a),
where shear stress is working there initially due to the anisotropic K0-consolidation
though it disappears, changing to the isotropic stress state with 100% pore-pressure
buildup. In contrast, the elements near slopes and shallow foundations shown in
(b) and (c) are under the influence of sustained initial shear stresses, before, during
and after seismic shaking. This indicates that the soil may behave quite differently in
liquefaction-triggering and post-liquefaction behavior from the K0-consolidation. It is
almost impossible to reproduce two or three-dimensional in situ initial stress conditions
exactly in laboratory tests, and some simplifications portrayed in Figs. 5.8.2(a)∼(c)
have to be introduced according to the types of laboratory tests.
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Figure 5.8.1 Stress-conditions in soil elements: (a) In free-field, (b) Nearby slopes, (c) Nearby shallow
foundations.

Figure 5.8.2 Stress-states with initial shear stresses in soil elements for cyclic loading tests: (a)Triaxial
test, (b) Simple shear test, and (c) Torsional shear test.

(a) In the cyclic triaxial test, the specimen is anisotropically consolidated with the
vertical, horizontal, and mean stresses, σ ′

vc, σ ′
hc and σ ′

c = (σ ′
vc + 2σ ′

hc)/3, respec-
tively, applying the initial shear stress τs = (σ ′

vc − σ ′
hc)/2 on the 45◦ plane from

the horizontal plane. Then, the cyclic axial stress ±σd is loaded in the undrained
condition to give a cyclic shear stress τd = σd/2 on the 45◦ plane.

(b) In the simple shear test, the specimen is initially consolidated in the K0-condition
with the lateral constraint; σ ′

vc vertically, σ ′
hc = K0σ

′
vc horizontally with the mean

stress σ ′
c = (σ ′

vc + 2σ ′
hc)/3. Next, the initial shear stress τs is imposed on the hori-

zontal plane in the drained condition, though it does not seem logical to consider
τs in the K0-stress condition. Then, the cyclic shear stress ±τd is applied on the
horizontal plane in the undrained condition.

(c) In the torsional simple shear test, the specimen is initially consolidated either
isotropically with σ ′

c or anisotropically with σ ′
vc and σ ′

hc to impose the initial
shear stress τs = (σ ′

vc − σ ′
hc)/2 on the 45◦ plane. Next, the initial shear stress τs
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Figure 5.8.3 Mohr’s circle diagram: (a) Initial stress on 45◦ plane, (b) Initial stress on horizontal plane,
(c) Initial shear stress ratio α compared with infinitely long slope.

is imposed on the horizontal plane in the drained condition. Then, the cyclic
torsional shear stress ±τd is superposed on the horizontal plane in the undrained
condition.

In (a) and (b), the initial stress τs and cyclic stress ±τd are working on the same
plane, whereas in (c) τs can be imposed either on the 45◦ or horizontal planes, or the
two planes at the same time if necessary, to have better reproducibility of in situ stress
states.

The stress-states in the above soil element tests are illustrated in the two-
dimensional Mohr’s circle diagram in Fig. 5.8.3. In those elements where the initial
shear stress τs = (σ ′

vc − σ ′
hc)/2 works on the 45◦ plane, the effective normal stress on

the same plane is σ ′
n = (σ ′

vc + σ ′
hc)/2 as shown in (a), and the initial shear stress ratio α

is defined as the ratio of the two stresses as α = τs/σ
′
n. For those where the shear stress

τs is imposed on the horizontal plane together with the normal stress σ ′
vc (if σ ′

vc = σ ′
hc

then σ ′
vc = σ ′

c) as shown in (b), α is defined α = τs/σ
′
vc. It is easy to understand in (c)

that the value of α thus defined corresponds to the ratio of shear stress to normal stress
working on a plane parallel with the slope gradient α.

In those tests where the cyclic shear stress τd is working on the same plane as the
initial shear stress τs, there can be two cases; “stress reversal’’ τd > τs and “stress non-
reversal’’ τd ≤ τs. Fig. 5.8.4 exemplifies undrained triaxial test results on Futtsu sand,
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Figure 5.8.4 Undrained triaxial test results anisotropically consolidated and cyclically loaded in stress
reversal condition: (a) Effective stress path, (b) Stress-strain curve (Kato 2011).

Figure 5.8.5 Undrained triaxial test results, anisotropically consolidated and cyclically loaded in stress
non-reversal condition: (a) Effective stress path, (b) Stress-strain curve (Kato 2011).

Dr ≈ 30%, Fc = 0%, anisotropically consolidated with σ ′
vc = 108 kPa, σ ′

hc = 93 kPa,
σ ′

c = (σ ′
vc + 2σ ′

hc)/3 = 98 kPa, τs = (σ ′
vc − σ ′

hc)/2 = 7.5 kPa, and loaded by the cyclic
shear stress τd = σd/2 = 20.8 kPa (CSR = 0.212). In the effective stress diagram (a),
wherein τ = (σ′

v − σ ′
h)/2 and σ ′

c = (σ ′
v + 2σ ′

h)/3 are taken along the vertical and hori-
zontal axes, the stress-strain curve is shown in the diagram (b). Because τd ≥ τs, it is the
stress-reversal condition and the stress path starting from the point A can arrive at the
origin O, where 100% pressure buildup and zero effective stress is attained, followed
by drastic strain increase, as obviously seen in the figure.

Fig. 5.8.5 depicts a similar example in terms of the stress path (a) and the stress-
strain curve (b) for the same sand specimen, Dr ≈ 30%, Fc = 0%, with σ ′

vc = 118.7 kPa,
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σ ′
hc = 87.7 kPa, τs = 15.5 kPa and σ ′

c = 98 kPa, sheared by the cyclic shear stress
τd = 13.4 kPa (CSR = 0.137). In this case, because of the stress non-reversal condi-
tion τd ≤ τs the stress path cannot reach the origin O, imposing the limitation in the
excess pore-pressure buildup and associated strain development. The pressure buildup
is limited at B by the line OC in Fig. 5.8.5(a), and the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope
is expressed as sin φ′ = (σ ′

v − σ ′
h)/(σ ′

v + σ ′
h) or in the following formula.

τ

σ ′
c
= 3 sin φ′

3 − sin φ′ (5.8.1)

Here, φ′ = internal friction angle in terms of the effective stress, and the point B
is the intersection of the line OC and line AB′ for τ = τs = (σ ′

vc − σ ′
hc)/2 = constant.

The residual effective stress at B is expressed from Eq. (5.8.1) as,

σ ′
c = 3 − sin φ′

6 sin φ′ (σ ′
vc − σ ′

hc) (5.8.2)

and the maximum pressure buildup �umax, defined by the difference in confining stress
at A (σ ′

c0 = (σ ′
vc + 2σ ′

hc)/3) minus at B in Fig. 5.8.5(a), and normalized by the effective
horizontal stress σ ′

hc is expressed, using a coefficient Kc = σ ′
vc/σ

′
hc, as

�umax

σ ′
hc

= σ ′
c0 − σ ′

c

σ ′
hc

= 1 − (Kc − 1)
(1 − sin φ′)

2 sin φ′ (5.8.3)

Fig. 5.8.6 compares triaxial test results in terms of �umax/σ
′
hc versus Kc with the solid

line by Eq. (5.8.3) assuming φ′ = 36.6◦ and shows a fair agreement between them
(Vaid and Chern 1983).

Figure 5.8.6 Normalized maximum pressure buildup �umax/σ
′
hc versus Kc = σ ′

vc/σ
′
hc by triaxial tests

with initial shear stress compared with theory (Vaid and Chern 1983).
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5.8.2 Effect on liquefaction failure

A significant effect of the initial shear stress on the liquefaction triggering and associ-
ated strain development depending on the stress reversal or non-reversal during cyclic
shearing was first pointed out by Yoshimi and Oh-oka (1975) using a ring torsional
shear test device. Fig. 5.8.7 shows similar test results by Vaid and Finn (1979) using
a constant-volume simple shear device, where the specimen K0-consolidated and then
loaded with initial shear stress on the horizontal plane in advance was cyclically sheared
on the same plane with no volume change. In the case of stress reversal (No. 22
and 67), the pore pressure in (a) builds up swiftly to �u/σ ′

v = 1.0 and the shear strain
in (b) grows up to γ = 10% accordingly, whereas in the non-reversal (No. 91) or inter-
mediate case (No. 16), the pressure cannot buildup 100% and the strain are slow to
increase.

In the above, in situ stress states were very much simplified in test specimens so
that the initial shear stress τs and cyclic shear stress τd were working on the same
plane. Fig. 5.8.8 shows the CSR versus Nc relationship using a torsional simple shear
apparatus for dense clean sand specimens of Dr ≈ 100% to investigate how the soil
behavior changes according to the planes of initial shear stress application (Kokusho
et al. 1981). Three options are chosen here; (a) the initial shear stress τs is applied on the
horizontal plane in isotropically consolidated specimens, (b) τs = (σ ′

v − σ ′
h)/2 is induced

on the 45◦ plane by the anisotropic consolidation by the vertical and horizontal stress
σ ′

v and σ ′
h, (c) Initial shear stresses τs are working on the horizontal and 45◦ planes at

the same time. In all the options the cyclic shear stress ±τd is working on the same
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Figure 5.8.7 Pressure buildup and strain increase versus number of cycles in simple shear tests in stress
reversal/non-reversal conditions (Vaid and Finn 1979) with permission from ASCE.
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Figure 5.8.8 CSR versus number of cycles Nc in torsional undrained cyclic shear tests on dense clean
sand with initial shear stresses working on different planes (Kokusho et al. 1981).

horizontal plane in the undrained condition. The CSR-value is defined corresponding
to the induced torsional shear strain γ = 7.5% or axial strain ε = 5% with respect to
the initial zero strain or in the cyclic double amplitude. If compared with the open
circle plots which are isotropically consolidated and free from any initial shear stress,
the plots with initial stresses τs tend to show higher CSR values no matter if τs works
on the horizontal plane or on the 45◦ plane, though the trends in the CSR∼Nc curve
seem to be different depending on the planes. Furthermore, if the two initial shear
stresses are imposed on the 45◦ and horizontal planes simultaneously, CSR tends to
increase further. This implies that in in situ soils loaded by the initial shear stresses on
arbitrary planes 3-dimensionally different from the planes of cyclic stress applications
are still influenced by them in their liquefaction behavior.

However, there exists another significant effect of the initial shear stress over-
whelming the stress reversal/non-reversal effect mentioned above. Figs. 5.8.9(a)∼(c)
depicts CRR = τd/σ ′

n corresponding to induced axial strain ε = 1, 2.5, 5% in the num-
ber of cycles Nc = 10 in the vertical axis versus the initial shear stress ratio α = τs/σn

′
in the horizontal axis obtained by triaxial tests on clean sand specimens for three step
of relative density Dr = 45, 55, 65%, respectively (Vaid and Chern 1983). The plots
above and below the diagonal line τs = τd on each diagram correspond to the conditions
of stress reversal and non-reversal, respectively. CRR tends to increase with increas-
ing τs/σ

′
n in the stress reversal zone τs< τd for all the densities. This means that the

cyclic strength of clean sand essentially tends to increase with increasing initial stress.
However for the looser densities in (a) Dr = 45% and (b) 55%, CRR = τd/σ ′

n for the
prescribed strain starts to decrease with increasing τs/σ

′
n in the stress non-reversal
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Figure 5.8.9 CRR = τd/σ ′
n for ε = 1, 2.5, 5% in Nc = 10 versus initial shear stress ratio τs/σ ′

n in triaxial
tests in stress reversal/non-reversal cases (Vaid and Chern 1983).

Figure 5.8.10 Soils prone to lateral spreading under sustained initial shear stress (a), and σ ′
c–e state

diagram and CSL or SSL (Steady State Line) dividing into contractive and dilative states.

zone τs ≥ τd. This indicates that the loose soil tends to fail mainly due to the increasing
initial shear stress and the cyclic loading serves only as a trigger in the condition of
pore-pressure buildup less than 100%.

5.8.3 Effect on failure mode

In order to discuss on the effect of initial shear stress on CRR either increasing or
decreasing depending on the stress states, it is necessary to go back to a fundamental
shear mechanism associated with the state-diagram addressed in Fig. 3.1.7. Though,
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soil liquefaction in level ground has been the basis in evaluating liquefaction trig-
gering (Seed and Lee 1966), the sustained initial shear stress absent there is actually
responsible for typical liquefaction-induced failures such as tilting, lateral spreading
and sliding. In this respect, Casagrande (1971) provided a completely different view
on the liquefaction mechanism focusing on the role of the sustained initial shear stress
in near slopes and superstructures as illustrated in Fig. 5.8.10(a). He proposed use
of the term “liquefaction’’ for a phenomenon in which the contractive sand loses its
shear strength, not necessarily by cyclic loading but by monotonic loading as well.
Actually, saturated slopes of contractive soils have sometimes undergone static flow-
type failures without seismic effects when the undrained peak strength is lower than
the static shear stress, called as “spontaneous liquefaction’’. For cyclic loading, the
term “cyclic mobility’’ was proposed for the temporary zero effective stress condition
in the dilative sand, accordingly. The same author, followed by Castro (1975) and
several other researchers, utilized the concept of the Steady State Line (SSL) or Crit-
ical State Line (CSL) already addressed in Sec. 3.1.5 to interpret the mechanism as
shown in Fig. 5.8.10(b). In the state diagram, liquefaction is interpreted as the result
of undrained failure of saturated loose contractive sand. For example, a soil element
starting at point A on the contractive side of SSL and eventually ending up with steady-
state flow at constant volume at X on SSL. If a sand is monotonically loaded starting at
B on the dilative side of SSL in the undrained condition, the point moves right toward
Y on SSL with increasing effective confining stress σ ′

c. If the same sand is loaded cycli-
cally, the point moves from B to the left due to the negative dilatancy during cyclic
loading (different from the positive dilatancy during monotonic loading as discussed
in Sec. 3.1.5). It eventually reaches zero-effective stress at Y′ under the zero-initial
shear stress condition (in a level ground), which was demonstrated in the first triaxial
liquefaction test by Seed and Lee (1966). However, subsequent undrained monotonic
loading translates the point to the right to Y′′ and the resistance of the specimen
revives again.

In order to merge the two different views of Seed and Casagrande, Vaid and
Chern (1985) systematically performed triaxial tests to illustrate a unified picture of

Figure 5.8.11 Three-dimensional effective stress diagram (e∼(σ ′
1 + σ ′

3)/2∼(σ ′
1 − σ ′

3)/2) (a), and a typical
section ((σ ′

1 + σ ′
3)/2∼(σ ′

1 − σ ′
3)/2) at constant void ratio e (b) (Redrawn from Vaid and

Chern 1985) with permission from ASCE.
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the undrained monotonic and cyclic loading response of saturated sands including
the effect of initial shear stress in cyclic loading tests. Fig. 5.8.11(a) shows a three
dimensional effective stress diagram in e ∼ (σ ′

1 + σ ′
3)/2 ∼ (σ ′

1 − σ ′
3)/2 space, which is

an extension of the state diagram shown in Fig. 5.8.10(b). Fig. 5.8.11(b) shows a typ-
ical vertical section of (a) at a constant void ratio e, where stress paths for monotonic
as well as cyclic loading shown with solid and dashed curves, respectively, are drawn
starting from the points A1, A2, A3 with different initial shear stresses (σ ′

1 − σ ′
3)/2,

with σ ′
3 = constant. For the monotonic loading, a contractive flow-type failure (liq-

uefaction or limited liquefaction in the Casagrande’s definition) is triggered at Points
C1, C2, C3 on the straight line (called the CSR-line) shown in the diagram, only if
the starting points A1, A2, A3 are on the contractive side of the 3-dimensional state
diagram. The CSR-line is uniquely defined for stress paths of a given sand to have peak
values and initiate strain softening thereafter. The similar concept was also proposed
by Sladen et al. (1985) by the name of the collapse line. During the strain softening,
the sand undergoes flow deformation, and if the flow is a limited type it is followed
by subsequent strain hardening at Point S toward S′. The point S is on the PT (phase
transformation)-line defined by Ishihara et al. (1975) shown in the diagram. Another
condition for the contractive sand to undergo flow type failure is that the shear stress
(σ ′

1 − σ ′
3)/2 on the CSR-line (at Point C3 for example) should be larger than the shear

stress at S (SPT ) so that the stress path can undergo strain softening after reaching the
peak (Vaid and Chern 1985).

In the case of the cyclic loading under sustained initial stress, Vaid and Chern
(1985) demonstrated that the condition for the occurrence of flow-type failure is essen-
tially the same as for the monotonic loading. Namely, the cyclic loading stress-path
starting from the points A3 for example comes across the CSR-line at a point (A3′)
with the shear stress higher than the stress SPT of Point S, so that the sand undergoes
the flow-type or limited flow-type failure. One significant difference from the mono-
tonic loading is that the cyclic loading builds up the pore-pressure, which translates
the effective stress to the left (from A3 to A3′) on the CSR line and enables the flow-
type failure to occur with the shear stress (initial shear stress + cyclic stress amplitude)
smaller than C3 in the monotonic loading starting from A3. If any of the conditions
necessary for triggering the flow-type or limited flow-type failure mentioned above is
not met, then sand exhibits cyclic mobility in which strains tend to develop gradually in
a ductile failure mode (Vaid and Chern 1985). In contrast, the flow-type failures may
develop infinite or very large but limited strain quite abruptly leading to a dangerous
brittle failure mode in liquefied ground due to sustained initial stresses.

Although other researches on the mechanical models merging monotonic and cyclic
behavior of sands have been performed and obtained similar findings (e.g. Sladen
et al. 1985, Alarcon-Guzman et al. 1988), issues associated with how to evaluate
residual deformation depending on the failure types are still left to be agreed upon
before establishing a unified liquefaction design practice considering the effect of initial
shear stress. In many previous undrained shear tests on clean sands, typical flow type
failures with peak strengths followed by infinitely large strain were not observed so
often. Instead, limited flow-type failures are more prevalent, which are characterized
by temporary quasi-steady state strengths followed by regained shear resistance for
further straining.
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Figure 5.8.12 Undrained monotonic loading test results of Dr = 38% Toyoura sand under different
initial confining stress: (a) Effective stress paths, (b) Stress versus strain curves (Ishihara
1993) by permission of ICE Publishing.

For example, Ishihara (1993) made a comprehensive dataset of sand behavior in
undrained monotonic loading from laboratory tests. Figs. 5.8.12(a) and (b) depict
the undrained behavior of clean Toyoura sand with Dr = 38% under various effective
confining stresses. The relatively loose sand is obviously dilative for the confining
stress σ ′

c = 0.1 MPa and starts to be slightly contractive for σ ′
c = 2.0 MPa or higher

in showing a temporary reduction after a peak in the deviator stress q = σ ′
1 − σ ′

3 and
an increase again as the limited flow-type failure. In contrast to a steady state flow
with infinitely large strain, this response was called limited liquefaction by Casagrande
(1971) and the temporary minimum value was termed as the quasi-steady state strength
(Alarcon-Guzman 1988, Ishihara 1993). In normal liquefaction problems for shallow
depths less than 10 m, the effective confining stress is σ ′

c = 0.1 MPa or lower and the
relative density of loose sand deposits would be around Dr = 30∼40% in the loosest
case in nature. Actually, the in situ soil density of clean sand in Niigata city, where
extensive liquefaction occurred during the 1964 earthquake, was Dr ≈ 40% as depicted
in Fig. 5.10.16, although it may have been densified by several percent on average due
to the liquefaction. This indicates that clean sands are normally on the dilative side
and the flow-type failure (even the limited flow-type) seems to be difficult to occur
according to laboratory tests. However, the presence of low/non-plastic fines mixed
with clean sands may change the behavior significantly.

The significant role of fines in reducing the shear-induced dilatancy of clean sands
was pointed out by several researchers (e.g. Ishihara 1993). Figs. 5.8.13(a) and (b)
show typical effective stress paths and stress-strain curves, respectively, of undrained
monotonic loading torsional shear tests on loose sand specimens with parametrically
increasing non-plastic fines under the isotropic effective confining pressure σ ′

c = 98 kPa.
For the same low relative density Dr ≈ 30%, the clean sand of Fc = 0 is clearly dilative,
while it becomes contractive with limited flow for Fc = 10% and undergoes perfect
flow with almost zero residual strength for Fc = 20%. This is presumably because
the steady state line is significantly influenced by Fc, and accordingly the contractive
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Figure 5.8.13 Increasing contractive behavior of Futtu sand with increasing non-plastic fines,
Fc = 0∼20% by torsional shear tests: (a) τ∼σ ′

c, (b) τ∼γ (Kusaka et al. 2013).

Figure 5.8.14 Torsional cyclic loading test results of Dr ≈ 30% under initial shear stress: (a) Fc = 5%
with gradual failure, (b) Fc = 5% with limited flow failure, and (c) Fc = 10% with unlimited
flow failure (Arai et al. 2015).

and dilative zones on the state diagram change drastically (e.g. Papadopoulou and
Tika 2008).

In accordance with the monotonic loading tests, Fig. 5.8.14(a)∼(c) compare test
results of the undrained cyclic torsional shear tests on the same sand as in Fig. 5.8.13
with varying Fc under the initial shear stress ratio α = τs/σ

′
c = 0.125 or 0.25 and
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σ ′
c = 98 kPa. For the clean sand with α = 0.25 (a), the pore-pressure and associated

strain tends to increase only gradually up to limited values due to the non-stress rever-
sal condition making the failure-mode very ductile, because the clean sand is dilative as
indicated by monotonic loading in Fig. 5.8.13. For the case of Fc = 5% with α = 0.125
(b), a gradual increase of strain in the initial stage is followed by the limited flow failure
and then the convergence to an ultimate value. For the case of Fc = 10% with α = 0.125
(c), large strain occurs in the flow-type failure making the failure very brittle, because
the sand with this Fc-value responds very contractively as observed in the monotonic
loading. Though the effect of Fc appears to be slightly different quantitatively, its
enormous influence is observed in both monotonic and cyclic loading.

In current engineering practice, the effect of initial shear stress is represented
by one of the influencing factors on the resistance to liquefaction triggering. For
example in North American practice, a correction factor for initial shear stress
Kα = CRRα/CRRα=0 is used (Idriss and Boulanger 2008), where CRRα is the cyclic
resistance ratio under the initial shear stress ratio α = τs/σ

′
v (τs = initial shear stress,

σ ′
v = effective normal stress). However, this effect should be focused not only on the

CRR-values for liquefaction triggering but also more on how large the post-liquefaction
strain develops and how suddenly it occurs.

Figs. 5.8.15(a), (b), and (c) summarize torsional shear test results on sands of
Dr ≈ 30% and 50% without/with non-plastic fines Fc = 0∼30%. The specimens were
isotropically consolidated under σ ′

c = 98 kPa and sheared in the drained condition by
parametrically varied sustained initial shear stresses τs on the horizontal plane (θ0 = 0◦)
in (a), (b), whereas in (c) the specimens were anisotropically consolidated introducing

Figure 5.8.15 Variations of CRR with increasing initial shear stress ratio α for sands of various fines
content Fc = 0–30%: (a) Dr ≈ 30%, (b) Dr ≈ 50% (Kusaka et al. 2013,Arai et al. 2015).
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the initial stress τs = (σ ′
vc − σ ′

hc)/2 on the θ0 = 45◦ plane. The CRR-values defined for
shear strains γ = 3, 7.5, 15% in (a), (b) and for axial strains ε = 2, 5, 10% in (c),
respectively, in the number of cycles Nc = 10 are plotted versus the initial shear stress
ratios α = τs/σ

′
c with different symbols and connected with lines to each other. For

the case θ0 = 0◦ in Figs. 5.8.15(a), (b), the enormous effect of Fc on the α-dependent
CRR variations is observed for Dr ≈ 30% and 50% as well, because the fines tend to
change the soil from dilative to contractive as already seen. The diagonal dashed line
corresponding to τs = τd in the chart also influences liquefaction behavior; above the
lines (τd > τs) the stress reversal tends to make pore-pressure build up easier than below
the line. For contractive sands with Fc ≥ 5∼10%, the CRR-values tend to decrease with
increasing α up to α = 0.25 despite the non-stress reversal conditions, showing the same
trend as what was shown in Fig. 5.8.9 by Vaid and Chern (1983). For the case θ0 = 45◦
in Figs. 5.8.15(c), the trend is similar, though the same soil seems to behave slightly
dilative than the case θ0 = 0◦, presumably because the plane of the initial shear stress
is different by 45◦ from the plane of cyclic shearing.

All the plots are overlapped for the strains γ = 3, 7.5, 15% or ε = 2, 5, 10% in
the case Dr ≈ 30%, Fc ≥ 10%, and Dr ≈ 50%, Fc ≥ 30% both in θ0 = 0◦ and 45◦ in
Fig. 5.8.15. They represent brittle mode flow-type failures causing large strains as soon
as γ exceeds 3% or ε exceeds 2%. If α = 0 in these cases for a level ground, although
the plots are also overlapped, the failures are not the brittle flow-type because of the
absence of the initial shear stress, and only large cyclic strains tend to grow during
shaking.

For the dilative clean sand Fc = 0%, the CRR-value tends to increase with increas-
ing α. In the case of Dr ≈ 50% in Fig. 5.8.15(b), all the plots for Fc = 0% are in the stress
reversal condition, wherein the cyclic strain and the unilateral strain due to the initial
shear stress develop together after the initial liquefaction. In the case of Dr ≈ 30% in
Fig. 5.8.15(a), the plots for Fc = 0% are crossing the line τs = τd and separating to each
other depending on the strain values γ, indicating that the ductile failure undergoes
quite gradually.

How to evaluate the lateral deformation under the influence of initial shear stress to
compare it with design thresholds is an essential part in the performance-based design
(PBD). In the non-flow cyclic ductile failure, a designer’s concern is how to evaluate
the cyclic strain accumulation and compare it with a design value. In contrast, the
flow-type brittle failures accompanying a sudden increase of limited or unlimited large
strains are far serious and need greater care than non-flow type ductile failures. In the
limited flow-type failures, it may still be possible to evaluate the deformation. However,
it will change from the deformation evaluation to the critical stability evaluation in
the unlimited flow-type failures wherein the induced strain is difficult to predict (Vaid
and Chern 1985).

5.9 CYCLIC SOFTENING OF CLAYEY SOILS

As already mentioned, fine soils are as prone as sands to liquefaction if they are
non/lowly-plastic. If their plasticity is high, they are exempt from liquefiable soils
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Figure 5.9.1 Undrained cyclic triaxial test results of kaolin clay (e = 0.987, Ip = 23, OCR = 3) in time
histories: (a) Axial stress, (b) Axial strain, (c) Excess pore-pressure (Yoshio 2002).

in liquefaction potential evaluation criteria. It is known however that cyclic loading
will have a certain impact on post-seismic strength and stiffness in highly plastic fine
soils, too, though they do not reduce shear resistance as drastically as liquefaction in
non/low-plastic soils. One of the serious case histories known to date is the collapse
of buildings due to shearing failure of highly plastic foundation clays during the 1985
Mexican earthquake (Mendoza 1987). This type of phenomenon may be categorized
differently from liquefaction of non-cohesive soils and sometimes named as “cyclic
softening’’ of clays. Though not so typical as liquefaction damage, one should be
aware of its impact in engineering design and the associated mechanism in comparison
with liquefaction.

5.9.1 Typical cyclic softening behavior

Fig. 5.9.1 depicts the time histories of (a) axial stress, (b) axial strain and (c) excess
pore-pressure in an undrained cyclic triaxial test of kaolin clay (e = 0.987, Ip = 23,
OCR = 3) K0-consolidated with the vertical stress 294 kPa in a mold. Then, the speci-
men (5 cm in diameter, 10 cm in height) is isotropically consolidated with σ ′

c = 98 kPa,
and cyclically sheared by a harmonic motion (f = 0.1 Hz) with the cyclic stress ratio
CSR = σd/2σ ′

c = 0.33. Similar to sands in the process to liquefaction, the pore-pressure
builds up to around 90% of the initial effective confining stress associated with step-
wise development in strain. Note here that, in cyclic loading tests on clayey soils with
the low water conductivities, the loading frequency is normally taken around 0.1 Hz
or even lower to overcome a time-delay in the pore pressure response, though the pres-
sure seldom comes up to 100%. The strain developments associated with the pressure
buildup are not as drastic as in liquefaction despite larger void ratios than sands.

Fig. 5.9.2(a) exemplifies an effective stress path on the p′–q diagram and the stress
versus strain relationship on the q–ε diagram based on the same test result on the kaolin
clay. Here p′ = σ ′

1 + 2σ ′
3 and q = σ ′

1 − σ ′
3. It exhibits a clear cyclic mobility response

more like dense sands than loose liquefiable sands. The pressure increase is the largest
in the first cycle followed by gradual stepwise increments, and the secant shear modulus
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Figure 5.9.2 Effective stress path (left) and stress-strain curve (right) in undrained cyclic triaxial tests:
(a) Reconstituted kaolin clay (Yoshio 2002), (b) Intact volcanic ash (Ohkawa 2003).

connecting upper/lower tips of individual q–ε hysteresis loops tends to degrade with
the number of cycles reflecting the cyclic softening behavior.

In order to compare the cyclic loading response with that of natural intact clays, the
same test was carried out on volcanic ash (Ip = 14∼19, e = 1.58∼1.92) several tens
of thousands years old isotropically consolidated with the in situ confining stresses
σ ′

c = 66∼98 kPa. The p′∼q and q∼ε relationships are exemplified in Figs. 5.9.2(b).
Although this clay is highly sensitive (the sensitivity ratio = 82∼161), cycle-wise mod-
ulus degradations corresponding to a large cyclic stress ratio (CSR = 0.502) is not
considerable, not so different from the non-sensitive kaolin clay.

In Fig. 5.9.3, pore-pressure buildup ratios �u/σ ′
c at the 11th loading cycle

(Nc = 11) are plotted versus cyclic stress ratios CSR = σd/2σ ′
c for the kaolin clay of

Ip = 23 and the intact highly sensitive volcanic ash of Ip = 14∼19. It indicates that
CSR to attain about 90% pressure buildup is 0.33 for the former and 0.71 for the lat-
ter, which seems much higher than typically liquefiable loose sand despite void ratios
of e ≈ 1.0 or greater because of the plasticity. Despite the very high sensitivity, the
intact volcanic ash exhibits larger CSR to attain the 90% pressure buildup than the
reconstituted kaolin clay. This seems to indicate that cyclic loading, despite the high
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Figure 5.9.3 Pore-pressure buildup ratio versus CSR (Nc = 11) for kaolin clay and highly sensitive
volcanic ash (Ohkawa 2003).

Figure 5.9.4 CSR by triaxial tests (εDA = 10%) versus number of cycles Nc for intact clays compared
with clean sand (Hyodo and Uchida 1998).

CSR, is not as damaging to the soil skeleton of this particular sensitive clay as the
sensitivity test wherein soil particles are completely remolded by hand.

Thus, CSR to attain a certain pore-pressure buildup is likely to be greater in
cohesive soils than in liquefiable sands. Fig. 5.9.4 shows CSR-values for the double
amplitude axial strain εDA = 10% versus the number of cycles Nc obtained in triax-
ial tests on three natural intact Holocene clays with the plasticity indexes Ip = 34∼73
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Figure 5.9.5 CRR by triaxial tests (εDA = 10%, Nc = 20) versus plasticity index Ip for normally
consolidated clays (Hyodo et al. 1999).

compared with those for the Toyoura sand (Hyodo and Uchida 1998). According to
this result, CSR for εDA = 10% for the clays of Ip ≈ 30–70 are much higher than that
of the Toyoura clean sand (T-sand) of Dr = 90%, implying the significant effect of the
plasticity or cohesion on the resistance to cyclic loading.

In Fig. 5.9.5, the CRR-values, τd/σ ′
c (εDA = 10%, Nc = 20) of normally consol-

idated Holocene clays are plotted versus the plasticity indexes, Ip = NP to over 70
obtained in cyclic triaxial tests (Hyodo et al. 1999). The soils here were sampled from
various sites by tube-sampling and tested in undisturbed and remolded conditions.
It can be seen that the effect of Ip on CRR is not so significant in contrast to the effect
of relative density Dr on the liquefaction resistance of sands. According to the data,
the CRR-values of both intact and remolded soils are almost uniquely correlated with
Ip as CRR = 0.0007Ip + 0.25.

All the above tests were conducted to obtain the resistance to cyclic softening of
clays in level ground without sustained initial shear stresses. In the same context as the
liquefaction problem considering the influence of initial shear stress, the effect of cyclic
softening on soil stabilities near slopes and shallow foundations during cyclic loading
in clayey soils needs special attention. Fig. 5.9.6 shows triaxial test results of specimens
of two Holocene clays and Toyoura sand as well, anisotropically consolidated with
σ ′

v = σ ′
c + σ ′

s vertically and σ ′
h = σ ′

c horizontally, introducing the initial shear stress τs =
σ ′

s/2 on the 45◦ plane, and cyclically loaded in the undrained condition (Hyodo and
Uchida 1998). The CRR-values (σd/2σ ′

c for εDA = 10% in Nc = 20) are plotted in the
vertical axis versus the initial shear stress ratio defined here as σ ′

s/2σ ′
c in the horizontal

axis. As already observed for clean sands, the CRR of clean sands here (Dr = 50 and
70%) tends to increase with increasing initial shear stress ratio σ ′

s/2σ ′
c essentially in the
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Figure 5.9.6 CRR (εDA = 10%, Nc = 20) versus initial shear stress ratio σ ′
s/2σ ′

c for Holocene clays
compared with clean sand by triaxial tests (Hyodo and Uchida 1998).

stress reversal zone above the solid diagonal line in Fig. 5.9.6. In a good contrast, the
CRR-values of clays tend to decrease gradually with increasing σ ′

s/2σ ′
c crossing the

diagonal line (σ ′
d = σ ′

s) into the stress non-reversal zone. This trend is analogous to
what can be observed in sands containing non-plastic fines in Fig. 5.8.15, indicating
that cohesive soils with much higher void ratio than sands are inherently contractive
and tend to decrease dynamic shear strength in the non-reversal stress condition with
increasing initial shear stress.

Thus, it may be said in general that cohesive soils are more resistant to cyclic
loading, and failures like sand liquefaction are hard to occur in a level ground. How-
ever, large deformations may occur near slopes and foundations due to cyclic loading,
because the absolute value of CRR tends to decrease with increasing initial shear
stress.

5.9.2 Post-cyclic loading strength and deformation

In order to grasp the cyclic loading effect on the post cyclic shear strength and shear
stiffness in cohesive soils, the simplified two-step laboratory test procedure can be
employed as already mentioned; a normal undrained cyclic loading test on an isotrop-
ically consolidated specimen followed by a post-cyclic undrained monotonic loading
test. In interpreting these test results, pore-pressure buildup ratios at the end of the
cyclic loading with a certain stress amplitude and a given number of cycles are focused.
Then, the pressure ratios are correlated with residual shear strength or deformation
modulus in the stress-strain curve obtained in the strain-controlled monotonic loading
tests conducted after the stress-controlled cyclic loading tests. Fig 5.9.7 summarizes
such test results for cohesive soils with Ip = 16–53 on the diagram where residual shear
strength ratios τf /τf 0 in the vertical axis are plotted versus the residual pore-pressure
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Figure 5.9.7 Post-cyclic reduction in undrained strength ratio versus pore-pressure ratio in cohesive
soils with various plasticity indexes Ip.

ratios �u/σ ′
c in the horizontal axis. Here, τf and τf 0 are the residual shear strength

with and without preceding cyclic loading, respectively. The kaolin clay (Ip = 23,
OCR = 3) shown with the solid circles exhibit large drops of the strength ratio down
to τf /τf 0 ≈ 0.3 presumably because it was reconstituted in the laboratory without any
aging effect. The highly sensitive volcanic ash (Ip = 14∼19, e = 1.58∼1.92) mentioned
before shown with solid squares does not decrease but rather increase with increasing
pore-pressure ratio presumably due to inhomogeneity of intact samples. It may well be
judged though quite unexpectedly that the highly sensitive clay is not so much sensitive
to seismic cyclic loading, indicating that the cyclic loading process may not be destruc-
tive enough to manually disturb the soil skeleton. For other intact clays, data points
measured by either triaxial tests or simple shear tests on normally or overconsolidated
clays are located between a pair of dashed lines (Yasuhara 1994), indicating the mild
reduction of τf /τf 0 down to 0.6–0.9 at �u/σ ′

c = 0.9. The strength reduction ratio does
not seem to be clearly dependent on the plasticity index Ip, too. Thus, it may be said
that unlike very contractive non-cohesive sandy soils where the residual strength may
drastically decrease to develop flow-type failures, more than 60% of the shear strength
is still left in cohesive soils after cyclic softening.

Fig. 5.9.8 shows the variations of deformation modulus (E50)/(E50)0 in the ver-
tical axis versus the pore-pressure ratio �u/σ ′

c measured in the same cyclic triaxial
tests. Here (E50) and (E50)0 are the secant deformation moduli (axial stress divided by
axial strain in a test specimen) at the stress level 50% of the peak stress obtained from
the monotonic loading stress-strain curves with and without preceding cyclic load-
ing. The modulus tends to reduce considerably in contrast to the moderate reductions
in the residual strength in Fig. 5.9.7 for all the soils and decrease down to less than
(E50)/(E50)0 = 0.1 at �u/σ ′

c = 0.9 for intact clays (Yasuhara and Hyde 1997) located in
between the dashed lines. One of the symbols in the diagram represent ultra-soft clay
from Mexico city with Ip = 240, that inflicted considerable building damage during
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Figure 5.9.8 Post-cyclic reduction in secant modulus ratio versus pore-pressure ratio in cohesive soils
with various plasticity indexes Ip.

the 1985 Mexican earthquake. This data indicate that the big difference in Ip does not
seem to greatly differ the reducing trend of (E50)/(E50)0 with increasing pore-pressure
ratio.

5.10 LIQUEFACTION-INDUCED FAILURES
AND ASSOCIATED MECHANISMS

5.10.1 Failure modes

Though liquefaction has occurred time and again historically, liquefaction-induced
damage is getting large in scale and number, and diversifying in terms of the fail-
ure modes due to recent worldwide urbanization in poor geotechnical conditions.
Fig. 5.10.1 illustrates schematically typical liquefaction-induced failure modes of struc-
tures so far experienced in categories (a) to (h); (a) Failures of pile foundations during
shaking due to kinematic effects of degraded shear stiffness of liquefied soils and inertial
effects of superstructures, (b) Free-field vertical ground settlements causing gaps rela-
tive to structures supported by piles, (c) Differential settlements and tilting of structures
on shallow foundations and associated foundation failures, (d) Failures of retaining
structures and deformation in backfills, (e) Sliding and lateral spreading of embank-
ments, river levees and earth dams due to liquefaction in foundation soils or their own
soils, (f) Uplifting and associated failures of buried structures, (g) Lifeline failures due
to lateral flow or lateral spreading of liquefied ground, (h) Failures of pile foundations
due to lateral flow of liquefied ground and their effects on superstructures.

Unlike normal structural damage during earthquakes, seismic inertial force has no
direct impact on the most failures except (a). In liquefied sites, the inertial force acting
on a superstructure tends to decrease due to a base-isolation effect to be discussed
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Figure 5.10.1 Schematic illustrations of liquefaction-induced failure modes of structures experienced
during previous earthquakes.

in Sec. 5.11. Most of the liquefaction-induced damage is characterized by the loss
of bearing capacity, shear stiffness and associated residual deformations in founda-
tion soils caused by dead loads of structures or slopes. Therefore, the damage may
occur with time-delays not necessarily during earthquake shaking but after that, too.
In the mode (b), the soil settles one-dimensionally by its own weight not by the effect
of sustained initial shear stress. In the other modes (c)–(h), soils are always influ-
enced by initial shear stresses loaded by structures, slopes, embankments and uneven
ground surfaces. Almost all liquefaction soil failures occur in the undrained condition
except the settlement failure (b), but in some cases the effect of void redistribution
slightly different from the undrained condition plays an important role as will be
discussed later.
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Figure 5.10.2 Survey results along a national road passing through liquefied area before and after 1964
Niigata earthquake (Kokusho and Fujita 2002) with permission from ASCE.

In this Section, two major residual soil deformations induced by liquefaction; soil
settlement in a level ground and lateral flow or lateral spreading in a gently sloping
ground, will be focused to discuss their mechanisms. Then, the effects of residual soil
deformations on structural foundations and soil-foundation interactions in liquefied
deposits will be addressed, followed by countermeasures to mitigate the liquefaction
damage.

5.10.2 Post-liquefaction settlement

5.10.2.1 Case histories

One of the methods to measure liquefaction induced soil settlements is to compare
survey data before and after earthquakes after subtracting tectonic effects. Fig. 5.10.2
shows an example data along a national road (from distance 0 to 2.3 km) passing
through an area in Niigata city extensively liquefied during the 1964 Niigata earth-
quake (Kokusho and Fujita 2002). The difference in elevations before and after the
earthquake were very variable from less than zero to more than 1 m, partly because
the soil in this area not only subsided but also flowed laterally as will be explained
later. The average settlement calculated from the changes of elevations for all the survey
points in the right bank of Shinano river for the distance 560 to 2300 m was 15 cm and
that for the distance 560 to 1000 m was 40 cm. The soil thickness liquefied during the
earthquake estimated by the Japanese design code (JRA 2002) based on soil profiles
and SPT N-values varied from 5 to 15 m in the same distance (Fujita 2001).

On the other hand, soil subsidence relative to foundations supported by tip-bearing
piles can serve as a simple scale to evaluate liquefaction-induced vertical settlements
by assuming the vertical rigidity of pile foundations. Fig. 5.10.3 exemplifies settlement
histograms measured relative to a number of piles in two manmade islands filled by
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Figure 5.10.3 Histograms of soil settlements relative to nearby pile foundations in liquefied manmade
islands during 1995 Kobe earthquake (Ishihara et al. 1996)

Figure 5.10.4 Soil settlements relative to nearby pile foundations in Urayasu reclaimed areas during
2011 Tohoku earthquake (a), and Plots of settlement versus estimated liquefied layer
thickness (b) (Urayasu city office 2012).

decomposed granite soils liquefied during the 1995 Kobe earthquake. The average set-
tlement is 40–50 cm, though the data largely disperse to the maximum 90 cm (Ishihara
et al. 1996). In Fig. 5.10.4(a), soil settlements relative to bearing pile foundations are
summarized during the 2011 Tohoku earthquake on the map of Urayasu city along the
Tokyo bay where extensive liquefaction occurred in hydraulically filled areas (Urayasu
city office 2012). It clearly indicates that the relative settlements occurred exclusively
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Table 5.10.1 Typical liquefaction-induced soil settlements and vertical strains.

Estimated Vertical
Earthquake & Site Soil conditions liq. thickness Settlement strain Reference

1944 Tonankai EQ. Loose 5 m 40 cm 8% Kishida 1969
Nagoya city Holocene sand
1948 Fukui EQ. Loose Holoc. 4 m 30 cm 7% Kishida 1969
Maruoka fine sand
1964 Niigata EQ. Loose Holoc. 5–15 m 15–40 cm 1–8% Kokusho and
Right bank Shinano river sand Aver.: 3% Fujita 2002
1968 Tokachi-oki EQ. Very loose 5 m 50 cm 10% Yoshimi
Aomori school yard backfill sand 1970
1995 Kobe EQ. Decomposed 15 m 0–90 cm 0–6% Ishihara et al.
Port Island granite Aver.: 50 cm Aver.: 3% 1996
2011 Tohoku EQ. Loose hydr. fill 5–8 m 0–90 cm 0–>10% Urayasu city
Urayasu reclaimed areas with fines Aver.: 30 cm Aver.: 5% Office 2012

in the areas newly reclaimed after 1968 with the maximum settlement far exceed-
ing 46 cm. In this area, the spatial distribution of ground surface settlements was also
analyzed from air-photographs taken before and after the earthquake, which also indi-
cated that the maximum settlement exceeded 50 cm in the reclaimed areas (Urayasu
city office 2012). By assuming that the hydraulically-filled layer was responsible for
the liquefaction, the settlements were correlated in Fig. 5.10.4(b) with liquefiable layer
thicknesses estimated from numerous bore-hole data available in those areas. There
seems to be a trend shown with the steps of solid line that the maximum settlements
increase with increasing layer thickness (Urayasu city office 2012). The dashed lines
in the diagram indicate proportional relationships between relative settlement and liq-
uefiable layer thickness for the vertical soil strain εv = 2.5, 5, 10%. It is found that a
lot of plots exceed εv = 5% and even εv = 10%. This large settlement may be partially
attributable that considerable volume of ejecta erupted and covered wide areas due to
intensive liquefaction during this earthquake.

Table 5.10.1 summarizes typical values of liquefaction-induced soil settlements
during previous earthquakes. Here, the vertical strain in liquefied layer was calculated
by dividing the ground surface settlement by the corresponding thickness of liquefiable
layer (Kishida 1969, Yoshimi 1970, Kokusho and Fujita 2002, Ishihara et al. 1996,
Urayasu city office 2012). From the table and other data above, it may be said that
the liquefaction induced settlement strains, though very variable presumably due to
spatial variations of soils and associated lateral displacements, tend to be more than a
few percent on average and exceed well over 5% up to 10% at the maximum.

5.10.2.2 Post-liquefaction settlement by element tests

Post-liquefaction soil settlements in a level ground may be reproduced in simple shear
tests in the laboratory. K0-consolidated soil specimens are liquefied by cyclic loading
in the undrained condition and then reconsolidated to measure vertical settlement
strains. A series of such stress-controlled cyclic simple shear tests were conducted
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Figure 5.10.5 Torsional cyclic shear test results on K0-consolidated clean sand specimens: (a)Vertical strain
εv versus maximum shear strain γDAmax, (b) Settlement index εvDr versus γDAmax (Sasaki
et al. 1982).

(Sasaki et al. 1982, Tatsuoka et al. 1984) using the torsional simple shear device on
clean sand specimens (Sengen-yama sand) consolidated vertically by σ ′

v = 49∼294 kPa
with lateral constraint by laminar metal rings. Fig. 5.10.5(a) shows that the vertical
strains εv plotted in the vertical axis have positive correlation with maximum double
amplitude shear strains γDAmax exerted during undrained cyclic loading (the last loading
cycle) taken in the logarithmic horizontal axis depending on stepwise relative densities
Dr ≈ 55, 70, 85%. In Fig. 5.10.5(b), a settlement index εvDr introduced from the
same dataset is plotted in the vertical axis versus γDAmax almost uniquely for different
Dr-values. This indicates that the vertical strain εv tends to be inversely proportional
to Dr. It also shows that the uniqueness of the relationship roughly holds for the wide
range of overburden stress σ ′

v = 49∼294 kPa.
Similar simple shear tests were conducted on clean sand cyclically sheared one/two-

directionally using several irregular seismic waves to simulate in situ seismic loading
conditions more realistically (Nagase and Ishihara 1988). The sand specimen was
isotropically-consolidated initially with σ ′

c = 196 kPa while its lateral displacement was
constrained by stacked annular plates. It was found that the vertical settlement strain is
within 1% at the initial liquefaction (100% pressure buildup) and almost proportional
to the excess pore-pressure until that moment as previously pointed out by Lee and
Albeisa (1974). Also found was that the post-liquefaction settlement strain εv after
the 100% pressure buildup tends to increase almost uniquely with increasing maxi-
mum shear strain γmax induced by irregular loading irrespective of wave forms and
one/two-directional loadings. Fig. 5.10.6 shows the results from the above-mentioned
tests, wherein εv tends to increase almost in proportion with single-amplitude maxi-
mum shear strain up to γmax = 8∼10% and then converge to a certain value depending
on the relative density Dr. Based on the test results together with empirical corre-
lations between Dr and SPT N1-values or CPT qc-values, a design chart shown in
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Figure 5.10.6 Volumetric strains εv versus max. shear strains γmax in one/two-directional cyclic simple
shear tests on clean sand using irregular seismic waves: (a) Dr = 47%, (b) Dr = 73%,
(c) Dr = 93% (Ishihara andYoshimine 1992).

Fig. 5.10.7 was proposed by Ishihara and Yoshimine (1992) to evaluate the settlement
strain εv from N1 or qc1 and FL = CRR/CSR by assuming that FL × (γmax/3.5%) = 1.0,
where γmax is in %, and 3.5% corresponds to nearly a half of the double ampli-
tude shear strain γDAmax = 7.5%. Herein, FL = 2.0 was considered to correspond to
the zero pore-pressure or εv = 0 condition. The design chart, though being based
on laboratory tests on reconstituted clean sands, was applied to actual case histo-
ries of liquefaction-induced soil settlements during the 1964 Niigata earthquake and
found to give reasonable evaluations within the range of observed values (Ishihara
and Yoshimine 1992).

A similar research on the volumetric strain was conducted by triaxial tests in which
sand specimens with Dr = 70∼100% isotropically consolidated with σ ′

c = 49–196 kPa
were cyclically loaded in the undrained condition to certain axial strains followed
by the drainage of pore-water to measure the volumetric strains εv (Kokusho et al.
1983a). In Fig. 5.10.8, the volumetric strains εv are plotted in the vertical axis ver-
sus the double amplitude maximum shear strains γDAmax determined from the double
amplitude maximum axial strain εDAmax as γDAmax = 1.5εDAmax and normalized by Dr

in the horizontal axis. The graph (a) is based on the same test data as already explained
in Fig. 5.3.9(b) on reconstituted specimens of Toyoura clean sand prepared by WT and
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Figure 5.10.7 Chart for determination of post-liquefaction volumetric strain as a function of factor of
liquefiability FL by SPT N1-value (Ishihara andYoshimine 1992).

AP methods and given with various types of stress/strain histories. The plots may be
approximated by the straight line through the origin, εv(%) = 8.5(γmax/Dr), despite
data scatters, indicating that εv is roughly proportional to maximum shear strain γmax

and inversely proportional to Dr for the same γmax as indicated by Tatsuoka et al.
(1984).

It is noteworthy that all the plots are almost uniquely correlated with γmax/Dr

without systematic trends of deviations, implying that soil fabric depending on sample
preparation methods, mechanical disturbances and overconsolidation have little to do
with the post-cyclic loading volumetric strains. Also noted is that the plots from the
triaxial test seem to be compatible with those from the torsional simple shear test for
K0-consolidated specimens using another poorly-graded clean sand (the cross symbol)
by Tatsuoka et al. (1984) already addressed in Fig. 5.10.5, suggesting that the two test
methods tend to yield similar results despite quite different test conditions.

On the other hand, Fig. 5.10.8(b) shows similar triaxial test results on intact
sands (Fc = 10%, Cu = 4.8) taken from Narita Pleistocene layer near Tokyo by block
sampling. The intact sands, weakly cemented, were first tested and then the same
specimens, remolded and reconstituted to be the same density, were tested again,
under three confining stresses, σ ′

c = 49, 98, 196 kPa. Again, the plots may be approx-
imated by a straight line through the origin but with a quite different gradient,
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Figure 5.10.8 Volumetric strain εv versus max. shear strain γDAmax divided by Dr: (a) Reconstituted
Toyoura clean sand with various soil fabric, (b) Intact Pleistocene sand under different
confining stresses (Kokusho et al. 1983a).

εv(%) = 20(γmax/Dr), indicating that the relationship is not unique but quite soil-
specific. Presumably, larger Fc and Cu in Narita sand in Fig. 5.10.8(b) than Toyoura
clean sand in Fig. 5.10.8(a) may be responsible for the larger gradient. Hence it is rec-
ommended in evaluating liquefaction-induced settlements to test site-specific soils or
refer appropriate test data using soils with similar physical properties. Another impor-
tant finding is that in situ soil fabric seems to have little impact on the relationship,
presumably because the soil behavior becomes almost independent of subtle soil fabric
once large strain develops after initial liquefaction. It is also interesting to see that
the different confining stresses result in little notable differences in the approxima-
tion line, implying that the liquefaction-induced vertical strain may be calculated from
seismically-induced maximum shear strain and relative density regardless of soil depths
and the degree of soil disturbance once the soil-specific εv versus γmax/Dr correlation
becomes available.

Thus, the negative dilatancy due to cyclic loading is the major mechanism for the
liquefaction-induced settlement. However, some of recent earthquakes have demon-
strated that sand boiling during extensive liquefaction may increase soil settlement to
a measurable degree. During the 2011 Tohoku earthquake near Tokyo and the series
of 2011–2012 seismic events near Christchurch, a huge amount of ejecta was erupted
widespread and covered the ground surface 10–20 cm thick. In the former case, the
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long duration of motion due to the MJ = 9.0 earthquake is suspected to have a certain
impact on that, while in the latter the artesian pressure seems to have been involved.
The additional settlement due to the sand boiling, which has not been taken account
so far, has to be considered in design if necessary.

5.10.3 Liquefaction-induced lateral flow

The terminologies, lateral spreading and lateral flow, tend to be used without clear
distinctions in their definition, though the former seems to include both non-flow and
flow type failure. The lateral flow displacement in liquefied ground is immensely larger
than the free surface settlement and may exceed several meters.

As typical flow failures that occurred in gently inclined slopes, large lateral defor-
mations were observed along the Shinano river bank in Niigata city during the 1964
Niigata earthquake in Japan (Kawakami and Asada 1966), and along the beach
and riverside near Anchorage during the 1964 Alaskan earthquake in USA (Seed
1968, McCulloch and Bonilla 1970). During the 1964 earthquakes and the 1983
Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake, large lateral flows of very gentle slopes occurred, which
were analyzed by air-photographs (Hamada 1992). Liquefaction-induced flow fail-
ures occurred in the Lower San Fernando Dam with delayed time during the 1973
San Fernando earthquake (Seed et al. 1975b, Seed 1979) highlighted the peculiarity
of this failure type. It may occur not only during but also after earthquake shaking.
For example, the girders of Showa-Ohashi Bridge crossing the Shinano river fell down
due to the flow failures of liquefied river bed during the 1964 Niigata earthquake. A
taxi driver incidentally crossing the bridge during shaking witnessed that the failure
occurred a few minutes after the end of the shaking. During the 1987 Edgecumbe
earthquake in New Zealand, a bridge became out of service on account of lateral
flow of the foundation ground about one hour after the cease of the earthquake shak-
ing (Berrill et al. 1997). Hence, the lateral flow is considered to have actually been
driven by the gravity force although it was initially triggered by the seismic effect.
More recently, lateral spreading deformations occurred during 2010 and 2011 earth-
quakes near Christchurch New Zealand along river channels. They were surveyed by
means of modern surveying techniques to yield a large database on permanent ground
displacements (Robinson et al. 2014).

As another type of flow failures in flat lands behind retaining structures, lique-
fied manmade deposits behind quay walls or retaining walls underwent large lateral
deformations triggered by seismically-induced wall movements toward the sea during
the 1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan (Inagaki et al. 1996, Ishihara et al. 1996). It
translated bridge piers or building foundations that were located near the retaining
structures causing the falls of bridge girders, the deformations in superstructures or
the ruptures of pile foundations. Similar damage occurred in the Akita Harbor dur-
ing the 1983 Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake, in the Kushiro Harbor during the 1993
Kushiro-oki earthquake in Japan, and also in the Taichung Harbor during the 1999
Chi-Chi earthquake in Taiwan (Lee et al. 2000).

In the following, the two types of flow-failure are overviewed in typical case his-
tories. Then the void-redistribution mechanism involved in many liquefaction-induced
flow failures in gentle slopes will be discussed in more details.
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Figure 5.10.9 Cross-sectional view of Lower San Fernando dam before and after 1973 San Fernando
earthquake (Seed et al. 1975b) with permission from ASCE (a), and Two-dimensional
seismometer records installed at dam crest (Seed 1979) by permission of ICE
Publishing (b).

5.10.3.1 Case histories of lateral flow in gentle slopes

Fig. 5.10.9(a) shows a cross-sectional view of the failure in the Lower San Fernando
dam occurred during the 1973 San Fernando earthquake. The flow failure occurred in
the upstream slope constructed by hydraulic filling. It was recorded by a seismoscope (a
two-dimensional seismometer pen-recording ground motions on the horizontal plane)
installed at the dam crest as shown in Fig. 5.10.9(b). This evidenced that the flow
failure started 30 seconds after the end of shaking at Point A and continued to incline
from 0 to 26◦ at Point B (Seed 1979) in the period of 50 seconds. The upstream slope
of the dam was actually not so gentle (about 24◦), but sublayers in the lower dam body
formed by the hydraulic filling seem to have been gently inclined as suggested in the
sketch of liquefied zones in (a).

The flow failure in liquefied soil deposits seems to have been involved also in
submarine slides on-shore or off-shore triggered seismically. For example, Valdez and
Seward, port cities in Alaska, USA, suffered great loss of human lives and properties
by large scale submarine slides involving coastal areas (Coulter et al. 1966, Lemke
et al. 1967). The inclination of the sea bed was 5◦ or less on average in the long slip
surface of more than 2 km offshore from the beach, which is considerably less than
the internal friction angle of the soil. The analogous on-shore failure occurred during
the 1999 Kocaeli earthquake along the southern coast of the Izmit bay in Turkey (JGS
2000). The slope of the sea-bed originally about 5◦ consisting of coarse sand and gravel
slid together with buildings near the beach. In another submarine slide which occurred
60 km off California coast during a 1980 medium magnitude earthquake (Field et al.
1982), a sea floor 2 by 20 km consisting of interbedded sand and mud with the seabed
inclination only 0.25 degrees slid and became further flat with evidences of liquefaction
such as sand boils on the sea floor.

During the 1964 Niigata earthquake, large lateral flows occurred in liquefied areas
despite the apparent flat ground surface. Figs. 5.10.10(a) and (b) show the maps of
Area-1 and 2, respectively, where the maximum displacement exceeded 4 m despite
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Figure 5.10.10 Maps of Area-1 (a) and Area-2 (b) in Niigata city with elevation contours of 0.1 m
(Kokusho & Fujita 2002) with displacement vectors of the ground surface (Hamada
1992) with permission from ASCE.

the very gentle slope of 1% or less (Kokusho and Fujita 2002). The elevation contours
of 0.1 m pitch are superimposed on the maps together with liquefaction-induced dis-
placement vectors of the ground surface calculated from air-photographs before and
after the earthquake (Hamada 1992). It is remarkable that the displacement vectors,
except nearby the Shinano river bank, are directing down-slope almost normal to the
contours despite the very gentle slope of 1◦ or lower.

Borehole logging data in these areas were compiled as two-dimensional soil profiles
shown in Figs. 5.10.11(a)∼(c); along the lines L1, L2 in Area-1, and L3 in Area-2 drawn
in Fig. 5.10.10. The soils essentially consisted of loose sands down to a depth of about
10 m with N-values less than 10 and the water table was located mostly around GL.-
2 m from the ground surface. Soils in the liquefied areas were clean sands with fines
content less than 5% as actually measured and plotted in Fig. 5.10.16(b). However,
one or more sublayers with fine soils of either silt or clay were interbedded in the
most soil profiles. The sublayer thicknesses were very variable, and in a few boreholes
no distinctive fine soil sublayers were identified possibly because there exists a spatial
discontinuity or they were too thin to be detected by normal borehole logging. The
liquefaction susceptibility of the sandy soil was evaluated using the Japanese design
code (JRA 2002) along the lines L1, L2 and L3 based on peak ground acceleration
(PGA) 0.17 g recorded during the earthquake. The layers thus judged to be liquefiable
were shaded in Fig. 5.10.11.

The down-slope flow displacements Dfn normal to the contours were calculated
from the displacement vectors in Fig. 5.10.10 and plotted versus the maximum surface
inclinations βmax in Fig. 5.10.12(a). Here, the open and close symbols correspond
Area-1 and Area-2 (2b, 2c), respectively. Obviously, the plots in the enclosed zones
seem to indicate linear correlations despite large data scatters. Consequently, even
slight surface gradients of less than 1% seem to have had a great influence on the
lateral displacements in these areas, though the two linear correlations are distinctively
different. This difference may be attributable to the fact that the average N1-value in
Area-1 was smaller than Area-2b,2c as shown in the N1-histogram of Fig. 5.10.12(b),
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Figure 5.10.11 Borehole logging data and two-dimensional soil profiles inAreas-1 and 2: (a)Area-1,Line
L1, (b) Area-1, Line L2, (c) Area-2, Line L3 (Kokusho and Fujita 2002) with permission
from ASCE.

Figure 5.10.12 Flow displacement versus surface inclination (a), and Histogram of SPT N1-values (b),
in Area-1 and Area-2 (Kokusho and Fujita 2002), with permission from ASCE.
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Figure 5.10.13 Ground deformations in Port Island along a line normal to P-6 (Ishihara et al. 1996).

indicating that Area-1 was more prone to severe liquefaction than in Area-2 (Kokusho
and Fujita 2002).

5.10.3.2 Case histories of lateral flow behind retaining walls

Unlike the Niigata city case mentioned above, manmade lands behind retaining walls
are normally flat and free from sustained initial shear stress before liquefaction. If
the retaining wall is translated or tilted forward during an earthquake, liquefied soils
behind it tend to flow toward the displaced walls due to newly-induced shear stress
by gravity. Thus, the mechanism for lateral flow in this case is different from that in
gently inclined slope without retaining structures. As a typical example of this case,
Fig. 5.10.13 shows the cross-section along a line normal to one of the displaced quay
walls and the manmade ground behind in Kobe Port Island before and after the 1995
Kobe earthquake (Ishihara et al. 1996). The Port Island was constructed directly on a
soft marine clay seabed of 10–15 m water depth by dumping decomposed granite (DG)
soils transported from quarries in nearby mountains to make the total soil thickness
about 15–17 m. All the margins around the island were retained by a number of heavy
concrete caissons resting on the DG soils backfilled in seabed trenches to replace the
soft marine clay. During the earthquake, a caisson quay wall P-6, shown in the figure
for example, was displaced by about 3 m horizontally and 2 m vertically due to the
seismic inertia and the liquefaction of the DG soils placed beneath and behind the wall.
This inflicted horizontal displacements as well as vertical settlements in the manmade
ground behind the wall together with a set of cracks parallel to the sea-line not only
near the wall but far behind as sketched in the figure (Ishihara et al. 1996).
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Figure 5.10.14 Ground deformations versus distance from waterfront normal to quay walls: (a) Lateral
displacement, (b) Settlement (Ishihara et al. 1996).

Fig. 5.10.14 shows the horizontal displacements and vertical settlements versus
the horizontal distance from the sea-line along six survey lines (P-1 to P-6) normal to
the quay walls around the Port Island. The displacements are highly concentrated just
behind the walls and tend to decay rapidly with the distance from the walls, though
minor influences tend to reach as far as 50 to 150 m. It is also observed that if the
horizontal displacements are larger in a certain survey line, then the corresponding
vertical displacements are also larger than in other lines, implying a certain correlation
may exist between them.

Thus, the displacements concentrated behind displaced retaining structures seem
to be quite different from the more or less widespread displacements observed in gently
inclined liquefied ground in Niigata city. It may be explained by the different distribu-
tions of induced shear stress; namely in Niigata city, initial shear stress works all along
the gentle slopes, while in Kobe PI, the shear stress is stronger near the displaced wall
and tends to decay with distance. However, it may be pointed out that the displace-
ment decays in Fig. 5.10.14 may have been different if the PI manmade ground was
constructed by the hydraulic filling rather than the dumping method. In the hydraulic
filling method, soils tend to be much more stratified and likely to develop water films
due to the void redistribution to be discussed next. If this had happened, the horizontal
displacements would have reached in a longer distance from the sea-line.

5.10.3.3 Void redistribution mechanism

The mechanism that leads to large liquefaction-induced lateral flow displacements in
gentle slopes is still only poorly understood. While lateral displacements employed in
current design methods may be assigned based on experiences in previous earthquakes,
it lacks a theoretical basis from the mechanical point of view. As already discussed in
Sec. 5.8 on the undrained shear mechanism in saturated sands, clean sands in shallow
depths such as in Niigata city are rarely on the contractive side of SSL even for loose
conditions with Dr around 30%, and a mixture of non/low-plasticity fines is necessary
for sands to be contractive and to occur flow-type failures under very low driving
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Figure 5.10.15 Concept of void redistribution (a), and Sieving test results at two sites; hydraulic fill
deposits (b) and natural sand deposits (c). (Kokusho and Kojima 2002) with permission
from ASCE.

stresses. For example, centrifuge model tests on gently inclined saturated clean sand
deposits under the application of sinusoidal motions in the sloping direction (e.g. Dobry
et al. 1995) exhibit the dilative cyclic mobility response. Thus, liquefied clean sands
under the influence of initial shear stress will not undergo flow-type displacements
unless the dilative response is diminished. In this respect, it was shown that the dilative
response of clean sand may reduce due to superimposed complementary cyclic shear
stresses representing small aftershocks persisting after strong main shocks (Meneses
et al. 1998). However, it is unlikely that this effect can be a major mechanism for large
flow displacements in general.

In this regard, a concept of void redistribution as illustrated in Fig. 5.10.15(a) was
addressed in a committee report in US (NRC 1985) and also discussed by Seed (1987)
by using a special term, “water interlayer’’. Namely, silt seams sandwiched in sand
deposits or silty sublayers capping sand deposits may cause the void redistribution
wherein the liquefied sands beneath the silts tend to settle in exchange for upcoming
pore-water and generate the water interlayers or “water film’’ eventually. This will
considerably lessen the soil stability even in very gently-inclined slopes and may trigger
a flow-type failure along the water films.

A sand layer, though represented by a single uniform layer, may comprise multi-
ple sublayers with different grain sizes and silt seams which are too thin to detect in
normal soil investigations. Figs. 5.10.15(b), (c) show soil stratifications investigated
in situ by sieving tests in two sand deposits (Kokusho and Kojima, 2002): a hydrauli-
cally filled deposit along Tokyo Bay in (b), and a natural sand deposit in Niigata city
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Figure 5.10.16 Variation of relative density Dr and fines content Fc along elevation: (a) Hydraulic fill
deposits, (b) Natural sand deposits (Kamikawa 2004).

where extensive liquefaction occurred during the 1964 Niigata earthquake in (c). The
percentage finer by weight at each mesh size is plotted for the soil slice of 2 cm thick
each versus its elevation. In the hydraulic fill deposit, the soil is highly variable and the
fines content Fc corresponding to the mesh size of 0.075 mm (#200 sieve) is fluctuating
almost periodically by an interval shorter than 2 m together with other particle sizes
changing accordingly. Normal borehole logging is likely to overlook such alternating
thin fine layers and misinterpret the soil as uniform silty sand. In Niigata city, the soil is
rather uniform, consisting of clean sand down to elevation GL.-5.6 m, and below that
a silty or clayey layer about 0.6 m thick and a humus layer 15 cm thick appear. These
low-permeability layers were confirmed to be continuous in the horizontal direction
to at least 20 m. Figs. 5.10.16(a), (b) show relative densities Dr and fines contents Fc

along the elevation in the same hydraulic fill and natural sand, respectively. In the fill,
Dr is around 30% on average though very fluctuating because of the large content
of fragmented seashells, and sand sublayers with Fc ≈ 5% sandwich many silty seams
with Fc up to 40%. In Niigata, Dr is 40% on average except near the surface for the
very clean sands with Fc less than a few percent sandwiching a silt/clay layer of 1 m
thickness with Fc up to 80%.

It may be expected that the interbedded silty sublayers or seams result in differ-
ences in permeability in liquefied deposits, causing void redistribution in the form
of water interlayers or water films. The formation of water films during liquefaction
beneath low-permeability seams was observed in a number of model tests (e.g. Scott
and Zuckerman 1972, Elgamal et al. 1989, Dobry et al. 1995, Kokusho 1999). The
test results clearly indicated that the water films are readily formed after the onset of
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Figure 5.10.17 One-dimensional liquefaction test of saturated sand layer sandwiching a silt seam:
(a) Test equipment of lucite tube, (b) Photograph of water film beneath silt seam,
(c) Time history of sand settlement and water film thickness. (Kokusho 2000b), with
permission from ASCE.

liquefaction in loose sands beneath sandwiched seams of lower permeability because
of pore-water migration or void redistribution and stay there much longer than the
re-sedimentation of liquefied sand particles. As an example of such tests, Fig. 5.10.17
shows typical post-liquefaction behavior in saturated sand in one-dimensional lique-
faction tests (Kokusho 1999, Kokusho and Kojima 2002). A saturated loose sand layer
200 cm high was prepared in a lucite tube in the same method already explained in
Fig. 5.1.1. A non-plastic silt seam of 4 mm thick was sandwiched in the middle of the
sand (at z = 96 cm of the soil column) as illustrated in Fig. 5.10.17(a). The relative
densities of the upper and lower sand layers Dr = 14% and 39%, respectively, was
instantaneously liquefied by a hammer impact. Fig. 5.10.17(b) shows the photograph
of the water film formed beneath the seam (Kokusho 2000b, Kokusho and Kojima
2002). In Fig. 5.10.17(c), the variation of water film thickness beneath the silt seam
as well as the settlement at the top of the upper and lower layers (at z = 200 cm and
z = 96 cm respectively) are plotted against the elapsed time from the impact. The water
film starts to show up just after the complete liquefaction triggered by the shock and
stays there for sometime.

Time-histories of excess pore-pressures measured at points a∼e in Fig. 5.10.17(a)
in the same test are depicted in Fig. 5.10.18(a). The same excess pore-pressure data are
plotted again along the depth at multiple time steps in Fig. 5.10.18(b). As soon as the
excess pressure builds up 100%, it starts to decrease from the bottom in the upper and
lower layers concurrently. Liquefaction in the lower sand layer ends at b2, followed
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Figure 5.10.18 Liquefaction test of sand layer sandwiching silt seam: (a)Time-histories of excess pore-
pressure at 5 points, (b) Pore-pressure at time steps, (c) Schematic pressure distribution
for water film generation. (Kokusho 2000b,Kokusho and Kojima 2002),with permission
from ASCE.

by constant excess pore-pressure distribution throughout the lower layer. By extrapo-
lating the pressure gradient from the upper and lower layers, there exists a distinctive
discontinuity in pressure at the silt seam, introducing high hydraulic gradient in it.
The water film continues to exist from b1 to b4 when all the water disappears there.
Thus, a simple mechanism as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.10.18(c) is working
in generating a stable water film. The hydraulic gradient introduced in the middle silt
seam, im, is expressed by the equation;

im = (γ ′
uHu + γ ′

mHm) − (γ ′
uHu − σ ′

v)
γwHm

= icr + σ ′
v

γwHm
(5.10.1)

where icr = γ ′
m/γw is the critical hydraulic gradient, σ ′

v = effective vertical stress at the
bottom of the upper layer, im, iu = hydraulic gradients, Hm, Hu = thickness of those
layers, γ ′

m, γ ′
u = buoyant unit weights in the middle and upper layer, respectively, and

γw = unit weight of water.
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Figure 5.10.19 Shake table test of 2-dimensional submerged sand slope without/with silt arc: (a) Model
slope on shake table, (b) Target points of model, (c) Back-calculated friction angles, (d)
Displacement time histories without silt arc (e) Displacement time histories with silt
arc (Kokusho 2003).

Thus, a water film is readily formed just after the onset of liquefaction beneath
a sandwiched sublayer with smaller permeability and stays there much longer than
the re-sedimentation of liquefied sand particles. This indicates that the liquefied sand
is actually in the drained condition locally, allowing the void redistribution to occur.
Soil sublayers providing this mechanism seem to be abundant in the field, introducing
multiple water films at different depths with different scales and durations. Kokusho
and Kojima (2002) conducted the model tests on layered sands composed of different
profiles, where stable water films almost always appeared beneath sublayers of lower
permeability. Even if stable films did not appear, transient turbulence occurred near the
boundary of sublayers leading to temporary instability. Thus, the void redistribution
effect, stable water films or transient turbulence, will no doubt serve as slip planes if the
soil has a sliding potential. In this regard, Naesgaard and Byrne (2005) suspected that
another mechanism, called “soil mixing’’, may also be involved, leading to significant
strength reduction due to volume contraction along a silt seam if the grain-size ratio
between sand and silt satisfies a certain condition of mixing.

Fig. 5.10.19(a) demonstrates the effect of water film on slope instability in a
2-dimensional shaking table tests (Kokusho 2000b, Kokusho and Kojima 2002,
Kokusho 2003, Kokusho 2006). Clean fine sand was rained in water to make a sub-
merged loose sand slope in a rectangular lucite soil box. The sand slope was either
entirely uniform, or sandwiching an arc-shaped silt seam near the surface. The model
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was subjected to 3 cycles of sinusoidal shaking perpendicular to the sloping direction
and the displacement was monitored through the transparent side wall.

Figs. 5.10.19(d), (e) depict time-dependent displacements of the sand slopes
without and with the silt arc, respectively, at representative target points shown in
Fig. 5.10.19(b) with various symbols. The displacement in the homogeneous slope
without the silt arc is limited and occurs mostly during shaking of the acceleration
amplitude of 0.34 g. In the slope with the silt arc, the large flow displacement occurs
after the end of shaking despite the smaller input acceleration of 0.18 g. The post-
shaking delayed flow displacement occurs quite discontinuously along the silt arc with
no displacement below that.

A basic question is why the clean sand on the dilative side of the Steady State
Line under the low confining stress will not absorb ambient excess pore-water, block-
ing the flow displacement. The comparative observation of Figs. 5.10.19 (d) and (e)
indicates that a water film, if formed beneath the seam, serves as a shear stress iso-
lator which shields the deeper soil from the initial shear stress of the sloping ground,
impeding the development of shear strain and positive dilatancy there (Kokusho,
2000b).

If the sliding occurs along the arc all through continuous water film, the residual
strength would be zero. The residual friction angle actually back-calculated during the
flow in the model test was 6◦ on average as plotted in Fig. 5.10.19(c) and almost inde-
pendent of the sand density, plasticity of the silt seam and other parameters (Kokusho
2006). This is probably because the sliding can start as soon as the resistance becomes
lower than the initial shear stress before the water film is fully developed, keeping the
sand beneath the water film slightly dilative because of imperfect shielding from the
shear stress due to imperfect development of the water film.

Fig. 5.10.20(a) shows an innovative undrained cyclic loading soil element test to
simulate the void redistribution in a liquefied sand specimen using a hollow cylin-
drical torsional simple shear apparatus (Kokusho et al. 2003). The hollow specimen
(100 mm/60 mm in the outer/inner diameters, and 200 mm in height) is supposed to
represent a soil element extracted from a horizontal or gently-inclined sand layer
beneath a low permeable seam as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.10.20(b). The
movement of the top loading plate above the specimen, representing the silt seam cap-
ping the liquefiable sand, was vertically restricted to reproduce the low permeability
of the overlying seam. A light emitting diode (LED) was installed inside the hollow
specimen so that the appearance of the water film can easily be identified through an
opaque rubber membrane. Clean sand specimens with parametrically varying relative
density Dr were first isotropically consolidated with σ ′

c = 98 kPa and then loaded by
initial shear stress τs on the horizontal plane in the drained condition. Then, undrained
cyclic loading tests were performed with τd/σ ′

c ≈ 0.2.
As a typical example, Fig. 5.10.20(c) shows the time-histories of applied stress,

measured strain, excess pore pressure, and water film thickness for the case Dr = 28%,
the initial stress ratio τs/σ

′
c = 0.19. Pore pressure builds up to 100% in the middle of the

3rd cycle, and the water film becomes visible 1.3 cycles later, increasing its thickness
rapidly up to 5 mm eventually. It can also be pointed out that about 0.3 cycle earlier
than water film being visible, the dilative cyclic response disappears in the pore-pressure
measurement, which seems to serve as a better indicator for the full generation of water
film than the LED observation (Kokusho et al. 2003).
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Figure 5.10.20 Torsional shear test on water film generation: (a) Test equipment including LED, (b)
Schematic view of test specimen simulating in situ layered soil, (c) Typical test results
with initial stress showing cyclic shear stress, shear strain and water film thickness
(Kokusho 2003).

Figure 5.10.21 Number of cycles for 100% pore-pressure buildup NL or non-dilative response NW
versus relative density Dr: (a) NL or NW for tests without initial shear stress, (b) (NW−NL)
for tests without/with initial stress (Kokusho 2003).

In Fig. 5.10.21(a), the number of loading cycles for the 100% pore-pressure
buildup (initial liquefaction) NL and that for the non-dilative response Nw are plotted
versus the relative densities Dr of specimens from the series of tests without the initial
shear stress. Obviously, loose sands with Dr of about 40% or looser tend to show the
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non-dilative response due to the water film generation in less than a few cycles after the
100% pore-pressure buildup. For larger relative densities, Nw tends to increase much
more than NL. In Fig. 5.10.21(b), the numbers of additional loading cycles (Nw−NL)
from the onset of liquefaction to the non-dilative response are plotted versus the rela-
tive densities for the two test series without and with the initial shear stress. It indicates
that the additional loading of one or two cycles is sufficient for water film generation
and hence high flow potential in loose sands of Dr around 40% or smaller. Also note
that no large difference seems to exist between the cases without and with the initial
shear stress, if the initial stress is smaller than the cyclic stress in the stress reversal
condition, that is the case in gentle slopes. Thus, it may be said that the void redistri-
bution or water film in layered sand deposits can serve as a significant mechanism for
flow-type failures to occur in gentle slopes even if the sands sandwiching silt seams are
clean and on the dilative side of SSL (Kokusho 2003).

The post-liquefaction void-redistribution mechanism in a sloping sand layer was
investigated in volumetric-strain-controlled triaxial tests with constant shear stress
(Boulanger and Truman 1996). A submerged infinite slope of liquefied sand overlain
by a low-permeability cap layer is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.10.22(a), wherein
liquefaction-induced excess pore water comes up to dilate the sand at the top with
the thickness hd and raise the pore pressure to a maximum value. The soil with the
thickness hc below this zone contracts as there is a net outflow of water upward
towards the dilating zone. As indicated on the p′−q chart in Fig. 5.10.22(b), the cor-
responding friction angle initially φ′

mob for undrained condition (Point A) increases
up to the peak friction angle φ′

p for the drained condition (Point B). This allows the

Figure 5.10.22 Void redistribution mechanism simulated in triaxial tests: (a) Infinite sand slope capped
with low permeability layer, (b) Effective stress path in volumetric strain-controlled
constant shear stress test (modified from Boulanger and Truman 1996).
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dilating zone to absorb the incoming water to a certain extent additionally. Further
continued inflow of water would then reduce the pore-pressure toward the value cor-
responding to the steady state (Point C). When the element in the dilating zone has
reached the steady state, its strength, if loaded undrained, would be equal to the driv-
ing shear stress acting parallel to the ground surface. Any further inflow of water to
the dilating zone would cause instability of the slope, because with no further dila-
tion being possible the water film will show up leading to instability of the slope as
discussed above. Based on the analysis, Boulanger and Truman (1996) also indicated
a procedure to evaluate the thickness of dilating zone hd and the threshold thick-
ness of the contracting zone hc for triggering instability by comparing the maximum
volume increase in the dilative zone, Vdil, with the volume decrease due to consolida-
tion in the contractive zone, Vcon. If the thickness of the contractive zone hc is larger
than the threshold, then Vdil < Vcon, and the instability is likely to occur in such a
way that excess pore water concentrates at the top of the dilating zone and forms the
water film.

The void redistribution effect has drawn increasing attention in recent years,
though it may not be easy to integrate it into actual design methodologies due to in
situ complex soil stratifications. More quantitative research on detailed case histories,
sophisticated model tests and analytical efforts are needed to evaluate flow deforma-
tion for a variety of soil conditions and to predict the flow displacement, though some
analytical research has already been conducted (Naesgaard 2011).

In this respect, Seed (1987) summarized case history data of lateral flows and pro-
posed an empirical relationship between residual shear strengths back-analyzed from
case histories and corresponding in situ penetration resistances. Comparing with sim-
ilar relationships based on undrained laboratory tests, it was found that the residual
strengths estimated from the case studies gave significantly lower strengths presum-
ably due to the void redistribution and other in situ effects. Similar back-calculations
from actual case histories of lateral flow failures have been implemented by quite a few
investigators since then in North America. Fig. 5.10.23(a) shows one of them (Olson
and Stark 2002), wherein post-liquefaction residual shear strengths τres normalized by
pre-failure vertical effective stresses σ ′

v are correlated with normalized SPT blow counts
(N1)60 for totally 33 case studies with different data reliabilities. Considerable scatters
in the data points are visible, reflecting the complexity involved in in situ flow failure
mechanisms including the void redistribution. It may be pointed out that (N1)60 values
in the majority of the previous flow failure cases are lower than 10–15 (Seed 1987,
Olson and Stark 2002), indicating that this type of failure seldom occurred in soils
denser than that. In Fig. 5.10.23(b), equivalent residual friction angles φres, calculated
by φres ≈ tan−1(τres/σ

′
v) from τres/σ

′
v-values in (a) are plotted versus (N1)60 with open cir-

cles. On the same diagram, the residual equivalent friction angles φres back-calculated
from the model tests (Kokusho 2003) and plotted in Fig. 5.10.19(c) are superposed
with close symbols against N1, wherein N1-values are converted from relative densi-
ties Dr using the empirical formula Eq. (5.5.16). Though the residual friction angles
φres evaluated from the case studies and model tests are not agreeable so well, they
share distinctively low values of less than 10◦ with their majority overlapped between
φres = 4∼7◦.
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Figure 5.10.23 Post-liquefaction residual shear strength divided by prefailure vertical effective stress,
τres/σ ′

v, versus normalized SPT N-value (N1)60 back-calculated from case histories
(replotted from Olsen and Stark 2002) (a), and Residual friction angle φres versus nor-
malized SPT N-value (N1)60 from case studies (Olsen and Stark 2002) and model tests
(Kokusho 2003) (b).

5.10.4 Liquefaction-induced effects on foundations

Settlements and lateral displacements in liquefied ground have significant effects on
foundations of superstructures, buried structures and lifelines there. Hereafter, three
representative cases are addressed; shallow foundations, buried structures and pile
foundations.

5.10.4.1 Shallow foundations

(1) Relative settlement and tilting in case histories

Free surface of liquefied ground settles according to the severity of liquefaction as
discussed in Sec. 5.10.2. Shallow foundations resting on the liquefied ground tend
to settle relative to the surrounding ground surface depending on the dead weight of
superstructures. They often settle unevenly and tilt due to non-homogeneity of soils and
non-symmetry of structures. Fig. 5.10.24 depicts relative settlements of building foun-
dations versus tilting angles or gradients during previous earthquakes (Kokusho 2006).
In the 1964 Niigata earthquakes, both settlements and tilting angles were consider-
able because the heavy 2∼5 story RC buildings were directly on shallow foundations
without/with friction piles resting on loose liquefiable clean sands. The maximum
values of settlements and titling angles were 2.5 m and 8◦, respectively (except the
famous Kawagishi-cho apartment building which laid down nearly horizontally). RC
buildings constructed on loose sandy soils after the Niigata earthquake are supported
by bearing pile foundations in Japan. In the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, more than
twenty thousand private houses on shallow foundations (sprit or slab foundations)
were damaged mostly in hydraulically-filled reclaimed ground. The settlements and tilt-
ing were smaller than those during the 1964 Niigata earthquake mainly because most
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Figure 5.10.24 Relative settlements of building foundations versus tilting angles or gradients during
previous earthquakes.

of them in the recent earthquake were 2-story wooden light houses. During the 1999
Turkish Kocaeli earthquake, 6-story RC+brick buildings on shallow foundations rest-
ing on liquefied non-plastic silts settled and tilted considerably in Adapazari city.
During the 1995 Kobe earthquake, buildings of shallow foundations settled and tilted
only slightly (relative settlement around 10 cm and tilting angle 0.2◦) despite that the
underlying manmade fill (15 m thick) liquefied extensively and settled 50 cm maxi-
mum. The small relative settlements may presumably have something to do with the
fill material of well-graded decomposed granite soils containing a lot of gravels.

For residential buildings, the tilting gradients have to be lower than some threshold
for dwellers to live without health problems. It is said that normal people start to
feel something strange in the gradient larger than 1/200, the value difficult to satisfy
as the maximum limit once liquefaction occurs beneath the foundation. After the
2011 Tohoku earthquake, thresholds of tilting gradients for the liquefaction damage
assessment were introduced by the Japanese government as follows; >1/20: severe,
1/20–1/60: medium, and 1/60–1/100: light.

(2) Effect of unliquefied surface layer

Normally, there exist a layer at the top of soil profiles where liquefaction is difficult
to occur because water table is lower than the ground surface and the surface soils
tend to be densified by human and natural effects. If shallow foundations are resting
on a unliquefiable layer overlying a liquefiable layer, it may well be postulated that
the damage of superstructures resting on shallow foundations depends not only on the
thickness of liquefiable layer but also on that of overlying unliquefiable layer. Ishihara
(1985) investigated the manifestation of liquefaction at the ground surface during the
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Figure 5.10.25 Thickness of unliquefiable surface layer H1 versus that of liquefiable layer H2: (a) Bound-
ary curves segregating plots of ground damage and no damage during earthquake with
max. acc. 0.2 g, (b) Boundary curves with stepwise max. acc. (Ishihara 1985).

1983 Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake (MJ = 7.7). The thickness of surface unliquefiable
layer H1 and that of underlying liquefied layer H2 were judged from many boring
logs, and plotted in the horizontal and vertical axes in Fig. 5.10.25(a), respectively,
with close/open circles if the liquefaction manifestations were visible/invisible at indi-
vidual sites. Then, a boundary curve was drawn as indicated in the diagram segregating
the close and open symbols for that particular earthquake of maximum surface accel-
eration (PGA) 0.2 g. It suggests that the liquefaction damage at the ground surface
may be avoided on the right side of the curve, particularly if H1 > 3 m regardless
of H2. By extending the database further to include case histories during the 1976
Tangshan earthquake, China, with PGA 0.4–0.5 g, the same author also proposed a
diagram shown in Fig. 5.10.25(b) for parametrically changing maximum accelerations.
Its applicability was also examined in case studies on ground settlements in City of
Dagupan during the 1990 Philippine Luzon earthquake (Ishihara et al. 1993).

A similar diagram was also developed by Kokusho and Tsutsumi (2002) utilizing
settlement data of RC buildings in Niigata city during the 1964 Niigata earthquake
(BRI 1965) as illustrated in Fig. 5.10.26. The maximum acceleration in this case was
0.17 g according to the record in the Kawagishi-cho apartment. The boundary curve in
this case seems to shift rightward so that no relative settlement occurred for H1 > 4 m,
1 m thicker than that in Fig. 5.10.25(a) probably due to heavy RC buildings. Though
some engineering judgement is involved in drawing the boundary curves depending on
soil conditions and superstructures, the above diagrams may well suggest a mechanism
that the surface unliquefiable layer serves as a sort of stiff slab to ease the relative
settlements and tilting due to liquefaction in the underlying layer.
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Figure 5.10.26 Thickness of unliquefied surface layer H1 versus liquefied layer H2 during 1964 Niigata
earthquake of max. acc. 0.17 g for relative settlement of RC building (Kokusho and
Tsutsumi 2002).

Figure 5.10.27 Simplified model of shallow foundation resting on liquefied ground for foundation
performance.

(3) Shallow foundation on liquefied soil

Shallow foundations and associated working stresses will affect the performance of
liquefiable soils near or below it in comparison to the free field and hence the foun-
dation performance. In order to simplify the problem, let us consider the shallow
foundation supporting a structure (the total mass M and horizontal area A) resting on
a unliquefiable surface layer underlain by a liquefiable layer illustrated in Fig. 5.10.27.
Here, the simplified liquefaction potential evaluation practice explained in Sec. 5.5.5
is employed to examine the effect of the foundation. The cyclic stress ratio in the free
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ground CSRfree is expressed in Eq. (5.5.28) using the total and effective overburden
stresses, σv, σ ′

v and the PGA αmax as:

CSRfree = αmax

g
σv

σ ′
v
rdrn (5.10.2)

where, rd and rn are the stress reduction coefficients in terms of ground depth
and seismic motion irregularity. In contrast, the CSR below the foundation may be
approximated as

CSRbelow = αmax

g
σv + Mg/A
σ ′

v + Mg/A
rdrn (5.10.3)

because the overburden stresses are added by the structural dead load Mg/A. Here, the
maximum acceleration of the foundation is assumed to be the same, αmax. Eq. (5.10.2)
compared with Eq. (5.10.3) yields the following, if σv/σ

′
v > 1.0 and the coefficients rd

and rn are postulated to be identical in the two locations.

CSRfree

CSRbelow
= 1 + (Mg/A)/σ ′

v

1 + (Mg/A)/σv
> 1.0 (5.10.4)

Thus, the soil in the free ground are essentially more liquefiable than those directly
below shallow foundations for the same soils having the same CRR. This trend becomes
more dominant as σv/σ

′
v and Mg/A are larger according to Eq. (5.10.4). Although the

actual conditions are more complex because the depth-dependent coefficients rd may
vary due to the structure and CRR may decrease below the foundation due to the larger
overburden, model shaking table tests actually demonstrated that excess pore-pressure
is easier to build up in free fields than immediately below foundations (e.g. Yoshimi
and Tokimatsu 1977).

In the near-foundation ground shown in Fig. 5.10.27, large initial shear stress is
working due to the foundation stress. Cyclic shear stresses are added there due to the
rocking vibration of the structure. If the sand is on the dilative side of SSL, it tends to
be more resistant to liquefaction than in the free ground, though it is still liquefiable
particularly in the stress-reversal condition as discussed in Sec. 5.8. If the sand is on
the contractive side, the brittle failure with flow deformation may tilt the structure.

It may be summarized in general that liquefaction occurs first in the free ground
more easily and earlier, and tends to expand to zones near and directly below the
foundations. If liquefaction occurs directly below the foundations, the foundation
settles relative to the surrounding ground surface due to larger overburden by the
structures than in the free field. The settlement occurs almost in one-dimensionally in
the foundation center and 2 or 3-dimensionally in the margin involving local shear
failure. This liquefaction mechanism seems to have a certain impact on liquefaction-
induced foundation performance. Because larger settlement occurs in the foundation
margin and heavier structural loads are normally carried there than in the center, the
foundation slab tends to deflect in a convex shape sometimes inflicting tension-failures
in the upper face near the center of the slab after liquefaction.

Fig. 5.10.28(a) shows a diagram of maximum liquefaction depths Hmax from
ground surface versus average foundation settlements Sav of RC-buildings supported
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Figure 5.10.28 RC-building settlements Sav supported by shallow foundations (a), and Settlements
multiplied by equivalent foundation size (b), versus max. liquefaction depths Hmax based
on case histories during 1964 Niigata earthquake (replotted from data byYoshimi and
Tokimatsu 1977).

by shallow foundations (individual/continuous footings, mat foundations, without or
with friction piles, and without or with basements) based on case history data dur-
ing the 1964 Niigata earthquake on liquefaction-induced settlements (Yoshimi and
Tokimatsu 1977, BRI 1965). Despite the large data scatters, it may be said that the
settlement tends to increase with increasing maximum liquefaction depth Hmax and no
settlement occurs for Hmax < 4 m. In Fig. 5.10.28(b), the foundation settlement multi-
plied by an equivalent foundation size is plotted versus Hmax again. Here, the equivalent
size is defined as the size of a square foundation having the same area. The plots are
less scattered in (b) than in (a), suggesting that the settlements tend to be inversely pro-
portional to the foundation size as pointed out by Yoshimi and Tokimatsu (1977). This
seems to reflect that soils beneath larger foundations are less prone to severe liquefac-
tion and large settlements. What was unexpected for the plots of Niigata earthquake
shown in Fig. 5.10.28 is that different story buildings and the existence of basement or
friction piles seem to have only negligible effect on the settlements. Unlike the Niigata
case, building settlements during the 1999 Kocaeli earthquake (Yoshida et al. 2001)
and the 1990 Luson earthquake (Acacio et al. 2001) are reported to have reflected the
number of stories of buildings.

5.10.4.2 Uplift of buried structures

Because the bulk densities of buried structures or pipes (normally around 1.0 t/m3) are
lower than the saturated sand density (around 1.8 t/m3), they tend to lift up relative
to surrounding soils due to the buoyant force working in liquefied soils. However,
the liquefied soils are not perfect liquid in reality but preserve granular properties with
dilatant behavior reviving in large shear deformations except for very loose contractive
soils. Furthermore, the overlying unliquefied layer tends to block the uplifting. Thus,
buried structures seldom uplift to such an extreme as their dead weights balance the
buoyant forces.
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Uplift of manhole(a) (b)

Settlement of backfill soil

Uplift of manhole

Settlement of backfill soil
and original subsoil

Lateral movement of extensively
liquefied backfill soil

Squeezing of liquefied original subsoil

Lattice shaped foundation

Lateral movement of extensively
liquefied backfill soil

Lattice shaped foundation

Original subsoil

Figure 5.10.29 Conceptual mechanism of manhole uplifted during 1993 Kushiro-oki earthquake:
(a) Lateral movement of backfill soil, (b) Lateral movement of backfill and original
soils (Koseki 1997).

As early cases of liquefaction-induced damage in buried structures, underground
RC sewage tanks and gasoline tanks uplifted by maximum 2 m during the 1964 Niigata
earthquake (BRI 1965). During the 1993 Kushiro-oki earthquake in Japan, a number
of sewage manholes lifted up by more than 1 m (Koseki 1997). Similar manhole uplifts
have been witnessed by several other earthquakes in Japan since then. It should be
noted that in many of these cases what liquefied actually was not natural sandy soils
but artificial sands backfilling the sewage facilities. Fig. 5.10.29 shows the mechanism
of manhole uplifting illustrated schematically by Koseki (1997) based on excavation
studies of damaged manholes after the earthquake. It was found that the uplift was
caused by extensive liquefaction of backfill sands which moved laterally to fill the cavity
beneath the ejected manhole as shown in (a). Also suspected was that sandy sublay-
ers in the original ground liquefied and squeezed the backfill soil as shown in (b). A
similar field investigation by Yasuda and Kiku (2006) on about 1600 manholes during
the 2004 Niigataken Chuetsu earthquake in Japan revealed that the uplift displace-
ments became larger for shallower water tables. Also suggested by the same authors
was that the uplift of manholes buried by backfill sand tends to be larger in clayey
ground than those in sandy ground, probably because the hydraulic conductivity of
the ambient original ground has a strong impact on the intensity of liquefaction in the
backfill.

There are several countermeasures to mitigate the uplift of buried structures, in
addition to liquefaction mitigation measures of backfill sand, that are sometimes dif-
ficult to employ in existing structures. One of the effective ways is to install vertical
walls around the periphery of a buried structure to the depth of an unliquefiable layer,
preventing the lateral movement of liquefied sand toward the bottom of the structures
(Yoshimi 1998). Other measures are also proposed and implemented such as to add
counterweights inside the buried structures so that their bulk density becomes almost
identical to liquefied soil density or to install vertical drains along the structures.

5.10.4.3 Pile foundations in liquefied soils

If the lateral flow occurs, pile foundations are greatly displaced, leading to severe struc-
tural damage such as the collapse of bridge decks or the deformation of superstructures.
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Figure 5.10.30 Showa Oh-hashi bridge failed during 1964 Niigata earthquake: (a) Overview, (b) Left
half of bridge, (c) Pile P4 pulled out after failure (modified from Fukuoka 1966).

The piles themselves are structurally damaged as demonstrated in the foundations of
bridges and buildings during the 1964 Niigata earthquakes and the 1995 Kobe earth-
quake. In Figs. 5.10.30(a) and (b), the overview and the left half, respectively, of
Showa Oh-hashi bridge which failed during the earthquake are illustrated (Fukuoka
1966). The bridge was composed of 12-span simple girders (G1–G12) supported by
11 piers (P1–P11) and two abutment piers (A1, A2) having the total length 306 m with
the end spans 15 m and intermediate spans 28 m each. During the earthquake, there
were several witnesses on the bridge who experienced the bridge failure; a taxi driver,
a truck driver, two bicycle riders, a repair worker and a few pedestrians. All of them
told that the bridge girders started to fall down a few minutes after they were shaken
on the bridge by the major shaking, and it was just when most of them could evacuate
safely to river banks (JSCE committee 1966). According to them, the girders G6, G7
shown in (a) fell down first and then G5, G4 and G3 in sequence. One of the steel pipes
comprising P4 serving as the piers/piles (pile-in-group) welded in one piece supporting
the girders (diameter 60 cm and total length 25 m) was pulled out to investigate after
the earthquake. It was found to have been deformed largely in the ground at the 10 m
depth from the ground surface and locally buckled in the embedded portion as shown
in Fig. 5.10.30(c). The SPT N-values shown in the same diagram indicate that loose
sand with N = 10 or smaller was down to 10 m from the surface presumably sandwich-
ing a silty soil sublayer with the N-value = 2 at 6 m deep. These observations suggest
that the sand layer of about 10 m deep liquefied and flowed laterally possibly after
water films were generated due to the elevation difference in the river cross-section.
The flow failure may have propagated with a time-delay from the river center toward
the left bank and displaced the bridge piles, moved the pier heads and dropped the
girders in that sequence. Another witness account also reported that the middle part of
the river flow was temporarily heaved, making a sandbar above the water level during
that event.
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Figure 5.10.31 Bridge foundation affected by lateral flow of crustal soils in New Zealand (Modified
from Berrill et al. 1997).

During the 1987 Edgecumbe earthquake in New Zealand, a bridge became unser-
viceable due to lateral flow of foundation ground about one hour after the earthquake
shaking ended (Berrill et al. 1997). It was observed that the foundations on piles pass-
ing through the liquefied soil to firm ground attracted large thrust caused by the lateral
movement. Soil failure was observed at the ground surface behind the supporting piles.
In a trench excavated there, a passive failure profile was found in an unliquefied crust
overlying the liquefied soil at the bridge piers as sketched in Fig. 5.10.31 evidenc-
ing that the passive earth pressure was exerted in the crustal soil. This case history
demonstrated the significant effect of drag force exerted on the piles by the overlying
unliquefied soil in contrast to a smaller effect from the underlying liquefied layer. A
possible remedy for existing bridges was also proposed to put in a crushing zone of
weak material behind piers likely to be affected by the lateral flow.

After the 1995 Kobe earthquake, the damage of group piles which supported
viaducts of an elevated highway system was investigated systematically by means of
several in situ tests, such as drilling at pile heads, inspections of pile cracks by bore-
hole cameras and non-destructive sonic tests using impulse elastic waves (Hamada
et al. 2009). The piles were mostly of bored cast-in-place concrete types of 1–1.5 m
in diameter and 27–40 m in length. It was found that earthquake-induced residual
displacements both at the ground surface and pile heads tend to clearly increase in
waterfront areas (within 100 m from quay walls) compared to inland areas (beyond
100 m from quay walls). Fig. 5.10.32 shows crack densities (the number of cracks per
one meter pile length) for a number of pile foundations investigated along the route of
the highway versus the soil depth. The data are shown in the two separate diagrams;
(a) the piles near the waterfront (totally 14 investigated piles) and (b) the inland piles
(totally 105 investigated piles), for the cracks 0.5 mm wide or larger (thick curves)
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Figure 5.10.32 Average crack densities of piles investigated versus soil depth for cracks wider than
0.5 mm and for all cracks: (a) Piles near waterfront, (b) Inland piles (Hamada et al.
2009).

and for all the cracks detectable (thin curves). The soil profiles in all this area were
relatively similar as indicated in the same figure, comprising loose decomposed gran-
ite fills (B) at the top (around 10 m thick and the water table at GL.-2∼-4 m, where
liquefaction occurred), underlain by soft Holocene marine clay (Ac) and further by
stiff Pleistocene sandy gravels (Dsg) and gravels (Dg). All the piles were supported by
the stiff Dsg or Dg layer. Near the waterfront in (a), the density of cracks, no matter
whether being wider than 0.5 mm or not, were the highest near the pile heads and
still high in the upper half of the B-layer, and near the boundary between the B and
Ac layers, whereas it became lower in the layers Dsg and Dg. In the inlands shown in
(b), the crack densities were almost identically high near the pile head but definitely
lower in larger depths, presumably reflecting the difference in the flow displacements.
Namely, the dynamic effects of superstructures were dominant in bending moments
in the pile heads both inland and water front, creating cracks of the highest density
near the top. In addition, the residual soil displacements behind displaced quay walls
gave large kinematic effects on the bending moments and the associated cracks in piles
near the waterfront at the upper part of the liquefied B-layer presumably due to the
effect of the unliquefied crust. The crack density tends to increase also near the lower
boundary of the liquefied layer because of the higher bending moment exerted there
due to the kinematic effect caused by the lateral flow. In contrast, the inland piles
suffered much less cracks in the deeper portions, wherein the cracks were presumably
inflicted by the dynamic effects of superstructures and the dynamic response of level
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Figure 5.10.33 Two different pile design methods considering lateral flow displacement in liquefied
ground: (a) Applying lateral pressure directly on piles, (b) Applying kinematic soil
displacement via soil springs.

ground. Field performance of various piles for building foundations in areas liquefied
and flowed due to the displaced quay walls during the same earthquake were investi-
gated also by Tokimatsu and Asada (1998). It was confirmed that the failures of piles
concentrated at the interface between liquefied and unliquefied layers as well as near
pile heads, indicating the significant effects of lateral ground displacements on pile
damage particularly near waterfront.

As for designing pile foundations considering the lateral flow displacement in liq-
uefied ground, two different methods may be available as illustrated in Fig. 5.10.33(a)
applying lateral pressures directly on piles or (b) applying kinematic soil displacements
via soil springs. The former method, though simpler than the latter, has a drawback
that the pile reaction force highly dependent on the stiffness of the pile relative to that of
the surrounding soil may not be properly taken into account. Hence, the latter method
is recommended in most cases, wherein the soil-pile interaction is considered pseudo-
statically. A basic equation for a pile connected with soil springs having Winkler’s
subgrade coefficients is employed here as follows (Chang 1937).

EI(d4y/dz4) = −kBy (5.10.5)

where, y = horizontal pile displacement, E = Young’s modulus, I = moment of inertia
of piles, z = soil depth, B = pile diameter and k = coefficient of nonlinear subgrade
reaction or soil spring constant.

Fig. 5.10.34 shows how to idealize the soil-pile-superstructure interaction in the
pseudo-static analyses for various soil displacements. As for the nonlinear subgrade
reaction of the soil springs, the soil pressure p on the pile is correlated with the hori-
zontal pile displacement y as illustrated in (a) using a nonlinear p–y curve. The curve
is defined by the initial soil spring constant k0, the secant spring constant k and the
upper bound pmax associated with passive failure of the soil. In the case shown in
Fig. 5.10.34(b), the soil in the free-field is assumed unaffected by earthquakes and the
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Figure 5.10.34 Idealization for soil-pile-superstructure interaction: (a) p–y subgrade reaction curve,
(b) Pile in non-deformed soil, (c) Pile in cyclically deformed soil, (d) Pile in laterally
spreading soil (Modified from Tokimatsu and Suzuki 2009).

pile tends to deform by itself due to the inertial force F from the superstructure. If the
soil displacement becomes larger due to the dynamic response of liquefied ground as
illustrated in (c), Eq. (5.10.5) is modified as:

EI(d4y/dz4) = kB[f (z) − y] (5.10.6)

Here, the free-field ground displacement f (z) is taken into account as the kinematic
effect together with the inertial effects of piles and superstructures. If liquefaction-
induced large lateral flow displacement occurs as shown in (d), f (z) in Eq. (5.10.6)
represents the residual soil displacement in the free-field, when the dynamic soil
response is already ceased.

There are important issues to consider as follows in designing piles in laterally
displaced soils in Fig. 5.10.34(d) by applying the kinematic soil displacement via soil
springs:

(i) Free-field ground displacement: It is by no means easy to estimate the flow-
induced lateral displacement of free-field, which is highly dependent on site,
soil and seismic conditions. As already discussed, there are two types of lat-
eral flows; i) in gentle slopes such as that occurred in Niigata city during the
1964 earthquake, and ii) behind displaced retaining structures such as that
occurred in manmade lands during the 1995 Kobe earthquake. The basic mech-
anisms and how to estimate the magnitudes and spatial variations of the residual
displacements may differ between the two. In the latter type, the experience
during the Kobe earthquake (Ishihara et al. 1996) is largely referred in Japan
as an important case history. For the former type, the case history data in
the 1964 Niigata earthquake and many other earthquakes inflicting similar
flow failures (e.g. Robinson et al. 2014) may serve as a data base. In addition,
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post-liquefaction ground displacements due to lateral spreading of embank-
ments and slopes affect pile foundations nearby. Numerical analyses may be
largely relied on to estimate the ground displacements in such cases.

(ii) Soil spring p–y curve in liquefied layer: The influence of liquefaction on the
subgrade reaction coefficient k is normally accounted for by a scaling factor
or p-multipliers (mp) to modify the p-value of the p–y curve in unliquefied
soils. Normally, mp is taken as around 0.1 (e.g. Tokimatsu and Asada 1998),
although it may depend on many factors such as relative density, physical soil
properties, permeability of liquefied soil, severity of liquefaction, pile diameter
and pile rigidity. Despite the considerable uncertainties involved in choosing
the subgrade reaction, it is known that pile performance is rather insensitive
to the p-multiplier in liquefied layer because the effect of unliquefied crust is
overwhelming in many cases (Ashford et al. 2011).

(iii) Effect of unliquefiable crust: It should be noted again that the unliquefiable
surface layer which normally caps liquefied soils has enormous effects on the pile
behavior in terms of lateral displacements, bending moments, etc. as actually
observed in previous case histories. Because large relative displacements tend
to occur between the unliquefied crustal soil and piles, if the piles are rigid
in particular, it is critical in design how to properly evaluate not only the p–y
curve but also the ultimate lateral loads represented by the passive earthpressure
imposed by the unliquefied crust against the pile foundation. The conventional
Rankine earth pressure theory may be employed in estimating the passive earth-
pressure, though the pressure may reduce to a certain extent because the upward
seepage flow from the underlying liquefied sand tends to degrade the crustal soil.

In order to rationalize this very complicated problem on the pile design against
lateral flow considering the effect of the unliquefied crustal soil layer, quite a few
model tests have been conducted either in situ by using actual piles (e.g. Ashford and
Juirnarongrit 2002), or in the laboratory using 1G and centrifuge shake tables (e.g.
Tokimatsu, and Suzuki 2009). Fig. 5.10.35 depicts one of the examples of 1G model
tests (Suda et al. 2007a), wherein a uniform clean saturated sand layer with an unsat-
urated (unliquefiable) portion at the top in a large-scale laminar shear box was first
liquefied by shaking and then forcefully sheared monotonically from right to left with
piles in it. During the monotonic shearing, a small vibration continued to preserve low
shear resistance in the liquefied layer. Two 4.8 m long pile models with different flexural
rigidities, a high-rigidity steel pile of diameter 32 cm and a low-rigidity PHC (pre-
stressed concrete) pile of diameter 30 cm, were rigidly fixed at the base of the shear box.

In Fig. 5.10.36, the test results with liquefiable and unliquefiable layers, 2.4 m
thick each, are shown in terms of (a) pile displacements and (b) bending moments of
the high and low rigidity piles for the soil surface displacement 10 cm. The low-rigidity
pile tends to deform largely almost in concert with the soil, while the high-rigidity pile
deforms only a little, incurring the passive failure in the unliquefied crust in the right
side of the pile due to the large difference in relative displacement. The failure mode
in the crustal soil behind the rigid pile can be partitioned into typical passive failure
near the surface and local shear failure below that. For the low-rigidity pile in contrast,
the passive failure zone appears on the left side, because the pile head tends to move
forward farther than the soil and push the surface portion of the crust. The bending
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Figure 5.10.35 1G model tests of piles of different rigidities embedded in sand in a large-scale laminar
shear box, liquefied by shaking and monotonic shearing.

Figure 5.10.36 Results of 1G model test on high and low rigidity piles in laterally spreading soil for soil
surface displacement 10 cm: (a) Pile displacements, (b) Bending moments.

moment of the high-rigidity pile increases almost monotonically with depth, whereas
that of the low-rigidity pile tends to show a negative peak near the bottom of the
unliquefiable layer and then tends to increase with depth in positive values. Based
on these test results, a design procedure was proposed incorporating the significant
resistance in the crustal soil by using the subgrade reaction coefficient 10 times larger
than in liquefied soil (Suda et al. 2007b).

5.10.5 Mitigation measures

As illustrated in Fig. 5.10.1, uneven settlements, tilting settlements, lateral flow and
uplifting tend to occur as the consequence of liquefaction. The mitigation measures
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to take in advance may be classified as (i) to opt structural designs well-prepared
for potential ground deformations, and (ii) to improve the ground more resistant to
liquefaction against potential earthquakes. The details are available in other literatures
including practical designs (e.g. Editing Committee of JGS 1998), and only the outline
of the mitigation measures is briefly addressed in the following.

5.10.5.1 Counter measures for shallow foundations and superstructures

Shallow foundations are directly affected by uneven ground settlements and other resid-
ual displacements caused by liquefaction. If the foundation is of high flexural rigidity,
it can easily be remediated by leveling it by jacking up after suffering uneven settle-
ment. Not only the foundation but also the superstructure is preferred to have a higher
rigidity for better performance against the uneven ground settlements. If a widespread
shallow foundation covers various soil conditions where different liquefaction-induced
deformations are anticipated, joints prepared for the relative displacement may be
introduced in advance at appropriate boundaries.

Foundations supported by tip-bearing piles are almost immune to the liquefaction-
induced settlements, though the settlement gaps occur between the surrounding
liquefied soils. This may affect the connections of buried lifelines and human access
as well. The settlement gaps can be avoided if the surrounding soils are improved
against liquefaction, as actually demonstrated for many condominium RC buildings
during the 2011 Tohoku earthquake near Tokyo. Another significant problem of the
bearing pile foundations is the mitigation against lateral spreading/flow. In addition
to the design of piles themselves considering the effects of liquefied layers and unliq-
uefied cap layers using the p–y curves as mentioned earlier, the design consideration
on superstructures against the lateral residual displacement of liquefiable ground is
of extreme importance for bridges and towers. For example, girders of simple-beam
bridges should be tied by strong wires to supporting piers as actually implemented after
the Kobe earthquake in Japan. In the case of power transmission towers, independent
pile caps of the four feet are sometimes tied with rigid RC-beams to make them deform
together.

Another possible choice of the foundation on liquefiable deposits for better econ-
omy is a raft foundation with friction piles stopping in the middle of liquefiable deposits
as an intermediate foundation-type between the two. In this type, the superstructure
is supposed to settle together with the surrounding soil without intolerable tilting.
A shallow foundation combined with lattice-type embedded walls underneath may be
considered as a modification of the above foundation-type. In this foundation, the
sand surrounded by lattice-walls is expected to be less liquefiable due to the confine-
ment by the rigid walls, leading better foundation performance as demonstrated in a
high RC building of the Kobe Harbor facilities during the 1995 Kobe earthquake. The
combination with basements may be another modification of this type.

5.10.5.2 Soil improvements

Soil improvement methods to increase the liquefaction resistance may be classified
into the following four types; (i) densification, (ii) solidification, (iii) pore-pressure
dissipation, and (iv) dewatering/desaturation. The soil improvement technologies are
advancing very fast recently due to burning needs after severe liquefaction damage in
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many buildings and private houses during recent strong earthquakes such as the 1995
Kobe and 2011 Tohoku earthquakes in Japan and the 2010 Darfield earthquake and
other 2011 earthquakes in New Zealand. One has to be aware of the most recent
developments in the soil improvement technologies outlined below.

(i) Densification: This is very effective means of improving non/low-plasticity soils.
In soils with high fines content, however, its effect tends to be small and slow to
manifest. There are many different densification methods available with their
own merits; (a) Vibratory tamper/rollers, (b) Vibro-rod/floatation, (c) Sand
compaction pile, and (d) Heavy tamping.

(a) The vibratory tamper/roller is used for improving bearing capacity in
shallow ground and sometimes combined with replacements and solidi-
fications by first removing surface soils by excavation and then refilling
with other soils of better quality or further solidifying with some cement
or lime before densifying. A big advantage of the shallow densification is
visibility and hence better quality assurance of the improved soil.

(b) In the vibro-rod method, a tube/H-shaped steel rod is penetrated into
sandy soils by pushing and vibrating. In the vibro-floatation method, a
cylindrical vibrator is penetrated together with water jet and vibration.
In both methods, the rod and vibrator move up and down while addi-
tional sands, gravels, iron slags, etc. are fed along the peripheries of the
penetrating rod to have greater compaction.

(c) In the sand compaction pile (SCP) method, a steel tubular casing with
a lid at the rod tip first penetrates down to some depths by vibration
and then clean sand is fed to the casing. Then the casing moves up to
discharge the sand below and move down to compact it by vibration with
the closing lid. This movement generates compacted sand columns in the
ground with the diameter much larger than the casing. Thus, this method
compacts the soil by means of lateral compression as well as vibratory
compaction. There are design charts available to evaluate improved SPT
N-values as a function of the replacement area ratio (Editing Committee
of JGS 1998). Such charts clearly indicate that high fines content tends to
considerably reduce the compaction effect. In the gravel compaction pile
method similar to the SCP-method, gravels with controlled grading are
used in place of clean sands as the feeding material.

(d) The heavy tamping method utilizes the potential energy of a heavy ham-
mer of tens of tons falling from the height of tens of meters. The tamping
can effectively compact non/low-plasticity soils such as sands, gravels
and even waste materials such as fly ash (e.g. Kokusho et al. 2012c). The
compaction effect normally reaches down around 10 m from the ground
surface. In order to have proper compaction effects, non-cohesive gran-
ular soils are placed about one-meter thick before tamping so that the
water table is about 1.5 m lower from the compaction surface. The effec-
tiveness of this method largely depends on how frequently the hammer
can fall for better work efficiency. The shocks and vibrations in falling
the hammer may restrict its use only in sites far from houses and already
existing facilities.
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(ii) Solidification: It is divided into (a) Shallow soil stabilization, (b) Grouting, (c)
Admixture in deeper ground. Because chemical agents are added to in situ soils
in this method, their side-effects on natural environments through contamina-
tion of ground water, e.g. the change in PH, should be examined carefully in
advance particularly in densely populated urban areas.

(a) The shallow soil stabilization, originally developed for cohesive soils to
improve the trafficability, slope stability and resistivity against erosion,
can be applied in shallow depth to have better performance of shallow
foundations against liquefaction by making the unliquefiable and stable
cap layer. The stabilization is normally implemented by mixing cement or
quick/slaked lime powder with the original soil and compacting it.

(b) The grouting technology has been recently applied to soil improve-
ments by grouting the mixtures of water, cement and fine soils to
mitigate liquefaction nearby or below existing facilities in particular. It
is categorized into compaction grouting, permeation grouting, and jet
grouting. The compaction grouting is used for improving soils by forming
column/sphere-shaped blocks under structures already in service, wherein
the soil blocks compress and densify surrounding soils. The permeation
grouting injects grout fluid of lower viscosity than the compaction grout-
ing so that the fluid can penetrate in between sand particles to stabilize
them. The jet grouting uses high-pressure fluid jetting out from nozzles
of a rotating drilling rod moving vertically to cut in situ soils and form
cement-mixing soil columns.

(c) The admixture solidifies liquefiable soils by mechanically mixing with
cement in slurry or dry powder by rotating a large auger with mixing
bars to form large-diameter (up to 3 m) soil-cement columns in the form
of walls, grids, blocks, etc. It is sometimes used not only liquefaction
mitigation but also for larger bearing capacity of foundations. For these
purposes, it is sometimes required to make laboratory tests for evaluating
properties of improved soils in advance. The design strength is normally
taken as 1/3 to 1/5 of the laboratory strength, because in situ strength is
so variable due to the spatial non-uniformity of admixture.

(iii) Pore-pressure dissipation: In this method normally named as “Gravel drains’’,
the excess pore-pressure is dissipated through highly-permeable gravel drains
installed in liquefiable sand deposits so that they drain excess pore-water during
seismic loading to the ground surface before the pore-pressure builds up to
100%. The columns are installed by first penetrating a casing tube into the
ground, filling it with gravels of regulated grain-size distributions and pulling
up the tube while constructing the gravel column without compacting it. They
are placed in grids of equal prescribed spacing or aligned along foundation
margins. In order to determine the grid spacing properly, the consolidation
theory developed for the vertical drains for consolidation of clay deposits can be
utilized considering the time-dependent excess-pressure generation (Yoshikuni
and Nakanodo 1974, Seed and Booker 1977). There is another method popular
in US similar to the gravel drain named as “Stone column’’, wherein compacted
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Figure 5.10.37 Various mitigation measures for liquefaction.

gravel columns not only drain pore-water but also densify the surrounding soils
(e.g. Adalier et al. 2003).

(iv) Dewatering/desaturation: Dewatering is sometimes employed as an effective
and economic measure for liquefaction mitigation. It works because, by lower-
ing the water table, the unliquefiable cap layer becomes thicker and the effect
of underlying liquefied layer on structures at the ground surface is suppressed.
It also upgrades the liquefaction resistance because CSR of a given earthquake
CSR = (αmax/g)(σv/σ

′
v)rdrn in the free field in Eq. (5.10.2) tends to decrease

because the effective overburden σ ′
v increases while the total overburden σv does

not change so much. However, the ground settlement associated with dewater-
ing may become a problem in site conditions where highly compressible soil
layers are underlying. As for the desaturation, liquefaction resistance CRR tends
to rise considerably (maximum about twice) by lowering the saturation from
Sr = 100% to 90% as mentioned in Sec. 5.7.1. Hence, economical liquefaction
mitigation measures by injecting air bubbles into liquefiable soil layers have
recently been developed and laboratory/in situ demonstration tests have been
carried out (Okamura et al. 2009). The sustainability of the low saturation by
air-bubbles for several tens of years as well as technical details on non-localized
air-bubble injection are to be demonstrated in situ for its actual use.

5.11 BASE-ISOLATION DURING LIQUEFACTION

5.11.1 Base-isolation case histories

During past earthquakes having triggered liquefaction, seismic base-isolation effects
were sometimes observed on structures resting on liquefied ground. One of the first
known cases is apartment buildings in Kawagishi-cho, Niigata city, during the 1964
Niigata earthquake. The four-story RC buildings of shallow foundations resting on
very loose liquefiable sand settled and tilted considerably. There were seismometers
at the base and roof on one of the buildings recording the earthquake motions in
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Figure 5.11.1 Acceleration records reflecting liquefaction-induced base-isolation at Kawagishi-cho
apartment in Niigata city during 1964 Niigata earthquake, Japan (Kanai 1966).

Figure 5.11.2 Acceleration and pore-pressure records reflecting liquefaction-induced based isolation
at Wildlife site during 1987 ImperialValley earthquake, in USA (Adalier et al. 1997).

Fig. 5.11.1, that demonstrated the clear base-isolation wherein only a low-amplitude
long-period motion sustained after some seconds of S-wave shaking (Kanai 1966).

Such seismic records reflecting the liquefaction-induced base-isolation have
increased in number since then. Wildlife site records shown in Fig. 5.11.2 during
the 1987 Imperial Valley earthquake in California, USA, consist of not only ground
motions but also in situ excess pore-water pressure 10 m deep from the ground sur-
face (Adalier et al. 1997). The horizontal acceleration time histories at the surface are
peculiar reflecting the cyclic mobility of liquefying sand. Another cyclic-mobility type
acceleration record was observed in the vertical array in Kushiro harbor, in Hokkaido,
Japan during the 1993 Kushiro-Oki earthquake (Iai et al. 1995).
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Figure 5.11.3 Acceleration records reflecting liquefaction-induced based isolation at K-NET
Kashiwazaki during 2007 Niigata-ken Chuetsu-oki earthquake, in Japan (plotted from
K-NET data).

During the 1995 Kobe earthquake, downhole array strong motion records were
obtained as shown in Fig. 4.3.3 in Kobe Port-Island, where the surface reclaimed layer
of decomposed granite soils of about 16 m thick liquefied extensively. The records
at 4 different levels in the vertical array clearly demonstrated the deamplification in
horizontal accelerations on the surface of liquefied layer (Sato et al. 1996). The wave
energy flow was calculated based on the records, indicating that considerable energy
dissipation occurred in the liquefied layer (Kokusho and Motoyama 2002). The cyclic-
mobility type acceleration motion in Fig. 5.11.3 was recorded also at Kashiwazaki city
during the 2007 Niigataken Chuetsu-oki earthquake (JGS Reconnaissance Committee
2009). During the 2011 Tohoku earthquake in Japan, cyclic-mobility type acceleration
response of young-aged man-made soils in Inage near Tokyo was obtained as shown
in Fig. 5.11.4 (Tokimatsu et al. 2012). Thus, there is no doubt that liquefaction makes
a significant difference in the seismic response of liquefied ground.

The effect of base isolation was also demonstrated by clear reductions in structural
damage of buildings resting on liquefied ground. During the 1964 Niigata earthquake,
the 4-story RC apartment buildings in Kawagishi-cho, previously mentioned, stayed
perfectly intact despite considerable settlement and tilting, suffering no structural dam-
age such as wall cracks or window-glass breakage. During the 1995 Kobe earthquake,
a viaduct highway route running through coastal liquefied man-made lands experi-
enced little damage in the superstructures directly by shaking, while another similar
highway route passing through inland unliquefied areas only a kilometer apart, suf-
fered severe damage in RC columns by strong shaking (Matsui and Oda 1996). During
the 1999 Kocaeli earthquake in Turkey, apartment buildings in Adapazari city were
damaged either by inertial effects or by liquefaction and the two types of damage did
not overlap in the same area (Yoshida et al. 2001). It was also pointed out during
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Figure 5.11.4 Acceleration records reflecting liquefaction-induced based isolation at K-NET Urayasu
during 2011 Tohoku earthquake, in Japan (plotted from K-NET data).

the 2004 Niigataken Chuetsu earthquake in Japan that heavy roof tiles of traditional
Japanese wooden houses serve as an indicator if their foundation ground liquefied or
not; no roof tile damage if liquefied. More recently, almost no structural damage of
tens of thousands wooden houses including roof tiles by seismic inertial force in super-
structures has been observed during the 2011 Tohoku earthquake in heavily-liquefied
areas near Tokyo in Japan.

5.11.2 Base-isolation in terms of energy

Thus, the liquefaction-induced base-isolation is widely recognized not only in observed
seismic records but also in actual performance of structures. However, the degree of
base isolation seems to differ depending on the intensity of liquefaction and other con-
ditions. In order to quantitatively understand the liquefaction-induced base-isolation
mechanism in a simplified setting, let us consider a uniform fully-saturated sand layer
illustrated in Fig. 5.11.5, wherein ρ = soil density, G1 = equivalent shear modulus,
Vs1 =√

G1/ρ = associated S-wave velocity, and D1 = internal damping ratio, all cor-
responding to the initial strain level of seismic loading. It is assumed that, during a
given harmonic motion representing the seismic loading, liquefaction occurs in the
upper portion with the thickness H but not in the lower part due to some reasons
such as aging effect, transforming the initially uniform layer into a two-layer system
of liquefied and unliquefied layers. In the liquefied portion, G1, D1 and Vs1 change to
G, D and Vs =√

G/ρ cycle by cycle with increasing induced shear strain amplitude,
whereas the properties in the unliquefied part are assumed unchanged for simplicity
(Kokusho 2014).

The displacement amplitude and associated wave energy of upward harmonic SH
wave in the unliquefied layer and liquefied layer at the layer boundary are A2, Eu2

and A1, Eu1, respectively, and those at the ground surface are As, Es. Those of the
downward wave are B2, Ed2 and B1, Ed1, correspondingly. Utilizing the equations
on the wave amplitude ratios already discussed in Sec. 4.6.2, the ratios of the wave
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Figure 5.11.5 A simplified model on liquefaction-induced base isolation in terms of energy (Kokusho
2014).

energies can be written in the following forms, where the complex wave number and
the complex impedance ratio can be expressed as k∗ = ω/V∗

s = ω/[Vs(1 + 2iD)] and
α∗ = ρV∗

s /ρ1V∗
s1 = α[(1 + 2iD)/(1 + 2iD1)]1/2, respectively.
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The upward energy at the bottom of the liquefied layer Eu1 decreases to Es at the ground
surface. The ratio Es/Eu1 is expressed by Eq. (5.11.2), which is further approximated
for the condition D � 1.0 by using k∗ = ω/V∗

s = k/(1 + 2iD)0.5 ≈ k(1 − 2iD)0.5 as:

Es

Eu1
=

∣∣∣e−2ik∗H
∣∣∣≈ e−2 ωD

Vs
H = e−2βH (5.11.4)

Here, β = ωD/Vs, the wave attenuation coefficient by internal damping, is a key
parameter to determine the energy dissipation during the wave propagation as already
discussed in Sec. 1.6.2.

Thus, the base-isolation in liquefied layer splits into the two mechanisms, so
that the energy transmission ratio at the ground surface compared to the underlying
unliquefied layer Es/Eu2 is expressed as the product of the two energy ratios.

Es

Eu2
= Eu1

Eu2
× Es

Eu1
(5.11.5)
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Here, Eu1/Eu2 corresponds to the reduction of energy transmission at the boundary
as indicated in Eq. (5.11.1) due to the drastic drop of Vs in the liquefied layer. In
contrast, Es/Eu1 corresponds to the reduction of energy transmission from the bottom
to the surface in the liquefied layer by the wave attenuation in hysteretic soil damping
as indicated in Eq. (5.11.2) or Eq. (5.11.4) due to the liquefaction-induced drastic
change in Vs and D in the liquefied layer.

5.11.3 Soil properties by triaxial liquefaction tests

A set of results by stress-controlled undrained triaxial tests may be used to quantify sand
properties varying with increasing induced strain for relative density Dr = 30∼50%
and fines content Fc = 0∼20% (Kokusho et al. 2012a,b). In Fig. 5.11.6(a), a typical
stress-strain relationship, shear stress τ = 0.5σd versus shear strain γ = 1.5ε, is exem-
plified, wherein σd and ε are the axial stress and the axial strain. The secant modulus
calculated from a straight line connecting the plus and minus peaks of the τ∼γ curve is
denoted as G1 in the first cycle of loading and G in a given cycle. The damping ratio is
calculated as D = �W/(4πW) from the dissipated energy per one cycle �W (the area
ABB′CD) and corresponding maximum elastic strain energy W (the area OBB′).

In Fig. 5.11.6(b), the values of G/G1 and D obtained from the tests are plotted
cycle by cycle versus double amplitude strain γDA in the semi-log graph for sands of
different Dr and Fc. The strain γDA spans from about 0.1% in the first load cycle to
the maximum 20∼50% in the last cycle. The modulus ratios monotonically decrease
from G/G1 = 1.0 to nearly zero with increasing strain amplitude. Damping ratios start
from D1 ≈ 10% in the first cycle and tend to increase to a maximum D ≈ 25∼30% at
around γDA = 1%, eventually converging to D ≈ 10∼20%. For specimens Dr = 50%
and Fc = 0, the decreasing trends in damping ratio D after taking the maximum value is
more conspicuous than other soils, reflecting the cyclic mobility appearing in the latter
part of cyclic loading (γDA ≈5% or larger), due to the dilative behavior of medium
dense clean sands.

Figure 5.11.6 Undrained triaxial test results to calculate base isolation effect: (a) Typical stress-strain
curve of sands, (b) Modulus/Damping ratios versus double-amplitude shear strain for
sands of various Dr and Fc (Kokusho 2014).
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5.11.4 Energy calculation for base-isolation

Based on the triaxial test results, let us calculate the base-isolation effect in terms of
energy for the simplified soil model with a liquefied layer thickness H = 10 m shown
in Fig. 5.11.5 shaken by a harmonic wave of frequency f = 1.0 Hz. It is assumed that
the soil properties by the cyclic triaxial test results can be applicable, starting from
the initial values G1, D1, Vs1, and changing to G, D, Vs =√

G/ρ with increasing
strain shown in Fig. 5.11.6(b). The shear modulus at the first cycle G1 is determined
using the equivalent linear modulus degradation (Hardin-Drnevich 1972b) considering
the initial effective overburden stress in the soil model (Kokusho 2014). As for the
damping ratio, the measured value in the triaxial test is directly used in the calculation
assuming the hysteretic or nonviscous damping. The soil properties thus determined at
the mid-depth of the liquefied layer and at the top of the unliquefied layer are used as
representative values to compute the energy transmission ratios Eu1/Eu2 in Eq. (5.11.1)
and Es/Eu1 in Eq. (5.11.2).

In Fig. 5.11.7(a), the two energy ratio, Eu1/Eu2 and Es/Eu1, thus calculated are
plotted versus double amplitude shear strain γDA in a semi-log diagram. Here, the
stress-controlled cyclic triaxial test results in terms of G and D are directly applied
cycle by cycle to evaluate the variations in the energy transmission ratio in the liq-
uefied layer with increasing double amplitude shear strain, while the properties, G1
and D1, in the unliquefied layer are assumed unchanged. The plots with identical
symbols are connected with thin dotted lines to show the sequential variation of the
two energy ratios, Eu1/Eu2 and Es/Eu1, with increasing γDA. Almost unique strain-
dependent energy ratios hold both for Eu1/Eu2 and Es/Eu1 despite the differences in
Dr and Fc. For Es/Eu1, the plots for Fc = 0% tend to diverge from the thick approxi-
mation curve for larger γDA-values, reflecting the cyclic-mobility response due to the
positive dilatancy of clean sand. Except for this diverging trend, Es/Eu1 is smaller
(the base-isolation effect is greater) than Eu1/Eu2 for all values of γDA, indicating
that the base-isolation mechanism due to the wave attenuation in the liquefied layer
is more dominant than the mechanism due to the impedance ratio at the boundary

Figure 5.11.7 Energy ratio calculated from soil properties by triaxial tests: (a) Eu1/Eu2 or Es/Eu1 versus
γDA, (b) Es/Eu2 versus γDA (Kokusho 2014).
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for the condition of H = 10 m and f = 1.0 Hz. The damping ratio D does not change
so much with increasing γDA as shown in Fig. 5.11.6(b). Hence, this base-isolation
mechanism may be mostly attributed to the increase of wave attenuation coefficient
β = ωD/Vs = 2πD/λ mainly because the wave length λ = Vs/f is very much shortened
with decreasing Vs as liquefaction develops.

In Fig. 5.11.7(b), the global base isolation effect Es/Eu2 calculated in Eq. (5.11.5)
is plotted versus γDA. Again, the trend does not differ so much irrespective of Dr and
Fc and may be approximated by the thick solid curve in the diagram. It starts from
Es/Eu2 = 0.8∼0.9 due to the wave attenuation in the pre-liquefaction sand layer, and
drastically reduce with increasing γDA to almost zero in contractive soils containing
fines. For dilative clean sands, the curve tends to converge to a slightly higher value
(Es/Eu2 =0.05∼0.1). Thus, perfect base-isolation may be difficult to occur in dilative
clean sands compared to contractive sands containing low-plasticity fines, and some
minor energy tends to arrive at the ground surface even during very severe liquefaction
as observed in some of the actual recorded motions.

In the above, the thickness of liquefied layer was assumed as H = 10 m. The energy
ratio Es/Eu1 tends to increase (the base isolation effect tends to decrease) with decreas-
ing thickness H, and become comparable with Eu1/Eu2 for around H = 2.5 m, though
for a liquefied layer thicker than H = 5 m, the former tends to dominate the latter
(Kokusho 2014). The base-isolation due to the impedance ratio acts at the boundary
only, while that by the wave attenuation works all through wave propagation distance
in the liquefied layer. Hence the latter mechanism tends to be more dominant than the
former as the liquefied layer becomes thicker. As for the input frequency representing
irregular seismic motions, if it is assumed higher than the present value f = 1 Hz, the
effect of Es/Eu1 tends be more dominant with shortening wave length in the liquefied
layer, while the effect of Eu1/Eu2 at the boundary is unchanged. Thus, in major lique-
faction cases, the wave attenuation effect within the liquefied layer seems to be more
dominant than the impedance effect at the layer boundary.

However, the exception of this trend may potentially occur when very loose lay-
ered sand liquefies and continuous horizontal water films are formed in an earlier
stage of shaking beneath low-permeable layers by the void-redistribution mechanism
already discussed in Sec. 5.10.3 (Kokusho and Kojima 2002). If this actually happens,
the energy transmission of the SH-wave becomes almost impossible at horizontally
continuous water films, realizing near-perfect base-isolation of the SH-wave by that
mechanism as presumably observed in the Kawagishi-cho seismic records during the
1964 Niigata earthquake as shown in Fig. 5.11.1.

5.12 SUMMARY

1 Cyclic triaxial tests of isotropically consolidated soil specimens are often imple-
mented to evaluate liquefaction resistance of K0-consolidated in situ soils. The
cyclic resistance ratio (CRR) thus obtained in the laboratory test may be essen-
tially applicable to in situ CRR if the isotropic confining stress is equalized to the
in situ effective mean stress. The CRR-value is not the same for the same sand,
however, but subject to changing effective confining stress or soil depth.
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2 The in situ CRR is strongly dependent not only on the relative density but also on
soil fabric which reflects how to deposit, stress/strain histories and aging effects.
The aging effect is particularly important which is not fully comprehended in the
present liquefaction evaluation criteria. In situ soil fabric is difficult to preserve
in normal soil sampling and handling for laboratory soil liquefaction tests. Labo-
ratory tests for in situ CRR should be carried out on samples as intact as possible
under in situ confining stress.

3 Previous case histories indicate that, in addition to typical clean sands, a variety
of non/low-plastic soils are liquefiable, from fine soils to gravelly soils. Plasticity
index Ip or clay content Cc is more appropriate for initial screening of soil lique-
fiability than grain size parameters such as the mean grain size D50 or the fines
content Fc often used in practice.

4 There are two different views on liquefaction; “cyclic mobility’’ and “flow-type’’
which are not yet unified in present liquefaction evaluation practice, though their
mechanisms can be clearly differentiated by the Steady State Line (SSL) on the
State Diagram. The difference stems from that granular soils, if sheared in the
undrained condition, always build up positive excess pore-pressure in cyclic load-
ing in level ground without initial shear stress, while they develop either positive or
negative pressure depending on the contractive or dilative side of SSL, respectively,
by initial shear stresses near structural loads or sloping grounds.

5 Liquefaction potential is evaluated in present practice in a horizontal free field
without sustained initial shear stress τs. However, typical liquefaction damage
occurs nearby structures or slopes wherein τs is working. If sand is on the dilative
side of SSL, it gradually deforms with increasing loading cycles and CRR tends to
increase with increasing τs, leading the liquefaction evaluation without τs to the
safer side. The condition of stress reversal (τd > τs) or non-reversal (τd < τs) with
respect to cyclic stress amplitude τd is another factor influencing the liquefaction
potential of dilative sand by cyclic loading.

6 The increasing content of low/non-plastic fines drastically changes the shear-
induced volumetric response from dilative to contractive for granular soils
of the same relative density. Not only the CRR-values but also this effect of fines
content should be borne in mind in evaluating liquefaction. If the soils are on the
contractive side of SSL under the influence of initial shear stresses, brittle flow-
type failures tend to occur and the CRR-values become smaller with increasing τs.
Thus, the significant difference in the failure modes in the dilative and contractive
sides of SSL under the initial shear stress needs to be focused in design.

7 Imperfectly saturated sands are also liquefiable, though the CRR-values may
become doubled at most if the saturation Sr decreases from 100% to 90%. With
regard to liquefaction-triggered slope failures, post-liquefaction undrained resid-
ual strength tends to be smaller with decreasing Sr for dilative clean sands, though
it is vice versa for contractive fines-containing sands.

8 In situ CRR-values for liquefaction evaluations are normally determined from
penetration tests. In developing the penetration resistance versus CRR corre-
lations used there, the CRR-values have been back-calculated from previous
liquefaction case studies or measured in laboratory undrained cyclic loading
tests on intact soil samples and correlated with corresponding penetration test
results in the same soil deposits. The above correlations developed by the
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two different methods are confirmed to be almost consistent in some previous
researches.

9 In the CRR versus penetration resistance correlations, the fines content Fc is
recognized to be an important parameter as substantiated in the case history
studies and the laboratory tests as well. Hence the CRR-values are modified to
be higher for higher Fc under the same penetration resistance in liquefaction
evaluation criteria used in current engineering practice worldwide, though its
mechanical basis is not yet clarified. A series of mini-cone triaxial tests indicate
that this Fc-dependency of the correlation may be attributable not to the fines
content itself but to the aging effect by cementation. Sands with higher Fc tend
to develop stronger cementation and higher CRR in the same geological age,
because finer soil particles with larger surface areas are more active in geochemical
reactions.

10 Gravelly soils liquefied so far are well-graded and of much higher dry density
than poorly-graded sands, though their relative densities Dr and permeability con-
stants are not much different from liquefiable sands. In characterizing liquefaction
behaviors of well-graded granular soils containing fines, a concept of critical
fines content by “Binary Packing Model’’ may be conveniently incorporated
though qualitatively, wherein the soil structure changes from grain-supporting
to matrix-supporting with increasing fines content.

11 For well-graded gravelly soils, CRR-values corresponding to the initial liquefac-
tion, for double amplitude axial strain εDA = 5%, are not much different from
poorly-graded sands of the same Dr. However, their post-liquefaction residual
undrained strengths for larger strains are far greater, about 10 times larger than
sands at εDA = 20% for example. Because gravelly soils give much higher SPT
N1-values than sands for the same Dr particularly for Dr > 50%, CRR of grav-
elly soils tends to be lower than sands for the same N1-values, as far as the initial
liquefaction corresponding to εDA = 5% is concerned. However, gravelly soils are
much more resistant to post-liquefaction large-strain failures, if gravel particles
are non-crushable and contain little fines.

12 In liquefaction potential evaluations, the stress-based method (SBM) is exclusively
used in current engineering practice. In SBM, CRR is compared with CSR dur-
ing design earthquakes, wherein the key issue is how irregular seismic motions
are represented by harmonic motions with the equivalent amplitude and num-
ber of cycles. The energy-based method (EBM) is based on experimental facts
that liquefaction behavior is uniquely dependent on the energy dissipated in
sands almost irrespective of earthquake wave parameters. Hence, the liquefaction
energy capacity can simply be compared with the wave energy demand of earth-
quake motions irrespective of earthquake wave motions. Comparative studies
demonstrate that EBM and SBM predict almost comparable liquefaction behav-
ior for some typical earthquake motions, while they tend to diverge for peculiar
motions with too large/small accelerations in contrast to too small/large wave
energies. It is hence recommended to employ EBM in supplementing SBM for
various types of earthquake motions.

13 Soft cohesive soils tend to increase excess pore-pressure by cyclic loading,
although they do not liquefy because of the plasticity or cohesion but do soften
with degraded shear stiffness. Residual shear strength after cyclic loading tends to
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go down to around 60∼70% of the strength without cyclic loading. Near slopes
and structural loads, the CRR-values tend to decrease with increasing initial shear
stress, and hence the seismic instability under the initial shear stress may become
a critical issue in very soft cohesive soils.

14 One-dimensional soil settlement due to liquefaction is correlated well with
induced maximum shear strain during a given seismic motion. This correlation
seems to be different for soils with different physical properties but insensitive to
confining stresses, mechanical disturbance and soil fabric unlike the liquefaction
resistance CRR. Recent case histories indicate that sand boiling may become large
enough during heavy liquefactions to give additional settlement to be considered
in design.

15 Previous case history studies indicate that liquefaction manifestations at the
ground surface such as uneven settlements of shallow foundations tend to be
eased if there is an unliquefied cap layer of a certain thickness overlying the liq-
uefied layer. Also indicated is that liquefaction occurs first in the free ground
and tends to expand to zones near and below shallow foundations, and hence
soils beneath shallow foundations of wide dimensions are less prone to severer
liquefaction and larger settlements.

16 Lateral flow or lateral spreading of liquefied ground nearby structural loads or
slopes may occur in either of the following two mechanisms; undrained shear
failure of fines-containing sands on the contractive side of SSL or void redistri-
bution of layered sands on the contractive and even dilative side of SSL. Gently
sloping ground in particular may flow in delayed failures due to the void redis-
tribution mechanism if the sand is loose; (N1)60 lower than around 10–15, and
sandwiches sublayers or seams with low permeability. Numerical modeling of
detailed soil profiles for this mechanism is by no means easy, and the associated
residual shear strengths for design are back-calculated from case histories. Besides
that, lateral flows of liquefied level ground have occurred several times during
recent earthquakes behind retaining walls displaced by earthquake effects.

17 Lateral flows in liquefied soils have significant effects on pile foundations to be
considered in design. The effect of unliquefied cap layers is dominant in particular
in determining the bending moments, displacements and failures of the piles, in
contrast to the underlying liquefied layer. In order to consider the performance
of piles with various flexural rigidities relative to lateral soil displacements, the
design scheme wherein kinematic soil displacement by the lateral flow is given to
the piles via soil springs is recommended rather than the scheme wherein lateral
soil pressures are applied directly on the piles. How to evaluate p∼y curves of soil
springs and earth-pressures particularly for the unliquefied cap layer is critical in
appropriate design.

18 There are enough evidence that the base-isolation effect works in liquefied sites
to considerably reduce the superstructural damage caused by inertial effects. This
effect is caused by the two different mechanisms; a drastic impedance change
between liquefied and non-liquefied layer and increasing energy dissipation dur-
ing wave propagation in the liquefied layer. The latter mechanism tends to be
greater than the former with increasing liquefied layer thickness and increasing
predominant frequency.
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19 Liquefaction mitigation measures may be opted from countermeasures in
superstructure-design and soil improvements. Soil improvements are categorized
into densifications, solidifications, pore-pressure dissipations and dewatering/
desaturation, all of that have further detailed options. One has to be aware of fast
technological advances in soil improvements associated with remediation works
after recent earthquakes in Japan (the 1995 Kobe and 2011 Tohoku earthquakes)
and in New Zealand (the 2010 Darfield and other earthquakes).
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Chapter 6

Earthquake-induced slope failures

Slope failures induced by earthquakes occurred many times in the world and inflicted
a large number of casualties in history. Some of major failures occurred before 1980
were summarized by Keefer (1984). One of the most devastating slope failure in recent
history was 1920 Haiyuan earthquake (M = 8.5) in Ningxua Province, China. A num-
ber of slides were triggered during the earthquake in the hilly loess plateau area, and
the debris, though essentially dry, flowed long distance and covered villages along
valleys, killing about two-hundred thousands people (Close and McCormick 1922).
Similar slope failures of wet loess slopes occurred in Tajik in Central Asia during 1989
small earthquake (M = 5.5), wherein landslides turned to be mud flows due to lique-
faction and buried more than 100 houses under 5-meter thick mud with 220 villagers
(Ishihara et al. 1990). During 1964 Alaskan earthquake (M = 9.2), a number of land-
slides occurred in the anchorage area, Alaska, USA, such as at L-Street and Fourth
Avenue in downtown Anchorage. The largest slide occurred at Turnagain Heights in
the suburb with the area of 3 km by 360 m maximum along sea bluffs and the soil
volume 9.5 million m3, destroying 75 homes. The soils sliding toward the bluff lines
consisted mainly of slightly overconsolidated clays interbedding sandy silts or silty
sands, implying possibly a partial involvement of seismic liquefaction of sandy soils
(Committee on the Alaskan Earthquake 1971, Seed 1968).

Another devastating slope disaster occurred during 1970 Peruvian earthquake,
where debris avalanche originated from a very high mountain top destabilized by a
subduction earthquake (M = 7.7) attacked villages along valleys, killing at least 18
thousand people. The debris volume was 50∼100 million m3 of rock, ice, snow
and soil that traveled 14.5 km from the source to the villages at an average velocity
280∼335 km/hour (Plafker et al. 1971). During the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake
(M = 7.3) in Taiwan, a number of slope failures occurred in the mountainous cen-
tral Taiwan. Among them, Chiufenerhshan landslide was one of the most devastating,
which occurred very near (12–14 km) from the earthquake fault. The soil/rock mass
of 1100 m wide and 2000 m long with the initial slope angle 21◦ slid along a dip plane
of 5 m deep and buried 19 houses, killing 41 people (Lin et al. 2009a). Another devas-
tating and larger slope failure occurred during the same earthquake was Tsaoling dip-
slope slide, 3800 m wide by 2800 m long and the total volume of about 120 million m3.
Residents and their houses sitting on the sliding mass near the crest flew together
and landed through a distance 3100 m away and 800 m downward, killing 32 people
and 6 survived (Lin et al. 2009b). In El Salvador, a devastating landslide occurred in
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Las Colinas during 2001 subduction earthquake (M = 7.7), where sliding pyroclastic
soils of 200 thousand m3 starting from the top of a slope 175 m high travelled as far as
700 m horizontally and covered houses killing 500 people (Konagai et al. 2009). Dur-
ing 2008 Wenchuan earthquake in China (MW = 7.7), more than 150,000∼180,000
landslides were triggered killing 20,000∼30,000 people, among which 112 large land-
slides were with the areas greater than 50,000 m2. These large landslides were markedly
located close to the fault rupture in the narrow belt and mainly on the hanging wall
side. More than a half of large landslides occurred in rock slopes (Chen et al. 2012,
Guo et al. 2015).

In the earthquake country Japan, co-seismic slope failures have occurred very
often; even after 1847 Zenkoji earthquake for example they occurred about once in
every 15 years on average. One of the most devastating failure among them occurred
at a volcanic mountain Unzen-Mayuyama in the Kyushu island triggered by volcanic
shallow earthquake (MJ = 6.4) in 1792. Totally 440 million m3 pyroclastic debris
travelled 4.4 km and triggered tsunami in an inland sea, killing about 15 thousand
people. During 1847 Zenko-ji earthquake (MJ = 7.4), more than 40 thousand slope
failures occurred in central part of the main island of Japan. Among the failures,
the sliding mass from Iwakura-yama, 30 million m3 in volume, stopped a river and
the breach of the natural dam caused considerable damage. More recently after the
1995 Kobe earthquake, there occurred several earthquakes which triggered significant
number of slope failures in many parts of Japan. These damaged slopes in recent his-
tory include not only natural but also manmade slopes too. The most recent 2016
Kumamoto earthquake (MJ = 7.3) triggered about one thousand slope failures in vol-
canic slopes in Kyushu island. Before that, 2004 Niigata-ken Chuetsu earthquake
(MJ = 6.8) in the central Japan and 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Inland earthquake (MJ = 7.2)
in the northern Japan inflicted thousands of slope failures each, that will be dis-
cussed in detail in Sec. 6.5. These case histories indicate that slope failures caused
by strong earthquakes can be very large in terms of number, volume as well as
travel distance and hence very hazardous. It is also known that the significance of
earthquake-induced slope failures is closely correlated with rainfalls before or after the
earthquake.

Mechanical impacts of earthquakes on slope failures may be classified into (a)
an inertial effect to drive the soil mass, and (b) a cyclic loading effect to weaken the
shear resistance of the slope materials by pore-pressure buildup and disturbance of soil
structures. After the initiation of sliding, the shear resistance of the soil mass may be
further weakened during sliding.

In order to evaluate the potential of slope failures, slip-surface analyses are usually
carried out in engineering practice taking account of the earthquake effect by the
seismic coefficient. In this method, the possibility of slope failure is evaluated in terms
of a safety factor Fs wherein how large the post-failure deformation is out of the
scope. For evaluating the post-failure slope displacements, a Newmark-method or
its modified version is used assuming a rigid-block slide on a slip plane, though its
practical application may be limited within a small displacement of around 1 m. On
the other hand, another approximate evaluation method on slope deformations has
been used by numerically calculating slope deformations due to self-soil weight using
a two-dimensional FEM model considering the change of secant shear moduli before
and after an earthquake, though large displacements are out of the scope, again.
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In the following Sections, basic theories and methodologies employed in the cur-
rent practice for slope failure evaluations during earthquakes will be addressed. After
that, an energy principle governing the slope failures will be discussed based on a simple
energy-based theory and shaking table model tests to evaluate post-failure runout dis-
tance. On the other hand, a number of case history data on slope failures during recent
earthquakes in Japan are statistically analyzed to understand the actual behavior of
failed slopes including failed volumes and runout-distances. The energy-based evalua-
tion method is applied to the case histories to have an insight of the seismically-induced
slope failures and to back-calculate mobilized friction coefficients for the evaluation
of runout-distances.

6.1 SLIP-SURFACE ANALYSIS BY SEISMIC COEFFICIENT

In practice, a potential of seismically induced slope failure is calculated by a slip-surface
analysis as illustrated in Fig. 6.1.1 essentially the same as the analysis for non-seismic
slope failure. Namely, the driving force is compared with the resistant force along a
potential slip surface under the influences of the horizontal seismic inertial force as
well as the gravitational force. Here, the seismic inertial force is given as; F = mgk,
using the mass of sliding soil m and the horizontal seismic coefficient;

k = horizontal acceleration
gravitational acceleration

(6.1.1)

The comparison is made in the force balance along the slip surface or the moment
balance around the center of the circular slip surface considering the arm length in
terms of the safety factor Fs as:

Fs = resistant force
driving force

or Fs = resistant moment
driving moment

(6.1.2)

Figure 6.1.1 Concept of slip surface analysis by seismic inertia F = mgk.
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If Fs < 1.0, then the slope is judged to fail. However, the safety factor larger than unity
is sometimes assigned (Fs > 1.0–1.2 for example) considering a safety allowance during
earthquakes in design practice. A circular slip surface is most commonly employed,
though linear and other curves can be partially used. Several computational schemes
are available for the slip surface analyses such as the Swedish method and Bishop
method as explained in introductory text books in geotechnical engineering.

In the following, being different from such practical methods using the finite slip
surface, a linear slip surface for an infinitely-long linear slope is considered in order to
basically understand the force balance in seismically-induced slope failures.

6.1.1 Unsaturated slip plane

If the infinitely-long slope with its density ρ and gradient β = tan θ shown in
Fig. 6.1.2(a) is loaded with seismic coefficient k, and the sliding occurs along a linear
slip plane at the depth D, the forces N and T of a slope section (horizontal length L
and mass M = ρDL) working normally and tangentially to the slip plane, respectively,
are written as

N = Mg(cos θ − k sin θ), T = Mg(sin θ + k cos θ) (6.1.3)

Then, the safety factor Fs for the slope to be stable is written using the friction
coefficient µ = tan φ and the cohesion c as:

Fs = N tan φ + cL/cos θ

T
(6.1.4)

Fs ≥ 1.0 for the slope stability gives the following equation using Eq. (6.1.3).

ρD(cos θ − k sin θ) tan φ + c/ cos θ ≥ ρD(sinθ + k cos θ) (6.1.5)

and, the critical seismic coefficient for the slope to slide at Fs = 1.0 is obtained as:

kcr = (tan φ − tan θ) + c/(ρD cos2 θ)
(1 + tan φ tan θ)

(6.1.6)

Figure 6.1.2 Force equilibrium in infinite slope: (a) Unsaturated slip surface, (b) Saturated slip surface.
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If the cohesion c = 0, then:

kcr = (tan φ − tan θ)
(1 + tan φ tan θ)

= tan(φ − θ) = µ − β

1 + µβ
(6.1.7)

indicating that without the seismic effect kcr = 0, the slope is stable for φ ≥ θ quite
reasonably. If the seismic coefficient k is prescribed, the critical friction coefficient µcr

is written as:

µcr = tan φcr = (tan θ + k) − c/ρgD cos2θ

(1 − k tan θ)
(6.1.8)

6.1.2 Saturated slip plane

Assume here that the slip surface is saturated and undrained during seismic loading
below the groundwater table as indicated in Fig. 6.1.2(b) and consists of not stiff rocks
but softer geo-materials wherein the principle of effective stress holds (the material
properties are controlled by the effective stress). Then the seismic force normal to
the slip plane is temporarily carried by the pore-pressure changes so that the effective
stress stays unaffected. Hence, the normal force N in Eq. (6.1.3) is replaced by N′
independent of seismic coefficient k while T is the same as in Eq. (6.1.3) as:

N′ = σ ′
n0L

cos θ
, T = σn0L(sin θ + k cos θ)

cos2 θ
(6.1.9)

Here, σn0 and σ ′
n0 are the total and effective normal stresses, respectively, working on

the slip plane before an earthquake and expressed using the initial pore-water pressure
u0 as:

σn0 = ρgD cos2 θ, σ ′
n0 = σn0 − u0 (6.1.10)

The force-equilibrium equation is written as:

T = N′ tan φ + cL
cos θ

(6.1.11)

Then, substituting N′ and T in Eq. (6.1.9) to (6.1.11) makes the next equation for the
saturated slip plane.

kcr = σ ′
n0

σn0
tan φ − tan θ + c

σn0
(6.1.12)

If c = 0, and modified friction coefficient µ∗ and friction angle φ∗ for the saturated slip
plane are defined as:

µ∗ = tan φ∗ =
(

σ ′
n0

σn0

)
tan φ (6.1.13)
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then Eq. (6.1.12) for c = 0 is simplified as:

kcr = tan φ∗ − tan θ (6.1.14)

Here, a special care is needed how to determine the strength parameters µ = tan φ

and c. Generally, seismically-triggered shear failure tends to occur in the undrained
condition in saturated materials because the strain rate during the failure is high enough
to prohibit the water migration. Hence, the constants φcu and ccu for the consolidated
undrained conditions are normally chosen in design as φ and c in Eqs. (6.1.12)–(6.1.14).

6.2 NEWMARK-METHOD

The Newmark model was originally started from a rigid block sliding on a horizontal
plane (Newmark 1965) and extended to a block sliding on an inclined plane (Sarma
1975) and further to a soil mass sliding on a curved surface combined with dynamic
FEM response analysis of the sloping body (Makdisi and Seed 1978). In the following,
the theoretical backgrounds for calculating the slope displacement using these models
are discussed.

6.2.1 Newmark-method for a rigid block on a straight slip plane

A force equilibrium of a block sliding along a straight slope shown in Fig. 6.2.1 can
be formulated as follows (Sarma 1975). Let z̈ be the absolute horizontal ground accel-
eration, s and u = s cos θ the relative displacement of the block along the slope and
its horizontal component, respectively. When the acceleration z̈ works in the upslope
direction, the inertial force of the block parallel with the slope in the downslope direc-
tion is Mz̈ cos θ and the normal component is Mz̈ sin θ. If the block slides downslope
and also using µ = tan φ and c = 0, the force equilibrium can be written as:

z̈ cos θ − ü/cos θ + g sin θ = µ(−z̈ sin θ + g cos θ) (6.2.1)

Then, the relative horizontal acceleration can be expressed as:

ü = [z̈(cos θ + µ sin θ) − g(µ cos θ − sin θ)] cos θ

=
(

z̈ − g
µ cos θ − sin θ

cos θ + µ sin θ

)
(cos θ + µ sin θ) cos θ

= [z̈ − g tan(φ − θ)] cos(φ − θ)
cos θ

cos φ
(6.2.2)

The relative acceleration is zero (ü = 0) if k ≤ tan (φ − θ), and takes a non-zero value
only when

z̈ − g tan(φ − θ) = g[k − tan(φ − θ)] > 0 (6.2.3)

because the block will slip only if the seismic coefficient satisfies k > kcr = tan(φ − θ)
as already indicated in Eq. (6.1.7). Including the other case where the inertial force
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Figure 6.2.1 Force equilibrium of a block sliding along a straight slope in Newmark model.

works in the upslope direction and the block slides upslope, Eq. (6.2.2) turns out
to be

ü = [z̈ ∓ g tan(φ ∓ θ)] cos(φ ∓ θ)
cos θ

cos φ
(6.2.4)

with the threshold seismic coefficient as:

k±
cr = z̈

g
= tan(φ ∓ θ) (6.2.5)

Here, the upper and lower signs correspond to downslope and upslope slide,
respectively, and quite reasonably k+

cr ≤ k−
cr because φ ≥ θ.

In the saturated condition, Eqs. (6.2.4) and (6.2.5), using Eq. (6.1.13), turns to be:

ü = [z̈ ∓ g(tan φ∗ ∓ tan θ)] cos2 θ (6.2.6)

k±
cr = z̈

g
= tan φ∗ ∓ tan θ (6.2.7)

Here, let us consider a very basic example where a block at a standstill initially at
time t = 0 is given a rectangle-shaped acceleration time-history z̈ = kg only for a time
t = 0∼t0 and slides downslope along the unsaturated slip plane. Eq. (6.2.4) is integrated
for the downslope slide to have the relative velocity u̇0 and relative displacement u0 at
t = t0 as:

u̇0 = t0[z̈0 − g tan(φ − θ)] cos(φ − θ)
cos θ

cos φ
(6.2.8)

u0 = t2
0

2
[z̈0 − g tan(φ − θ)] cos(φ − θ)

cos θ

cos φ
(6.2.9)

After t = t0 when z̈ = 0, Eq. (6.2.4) for the downslope slide becomes

ü = −g tan(φ − θ) cos(φ − θ)
cos θ

cos φ
(6.2.10)
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By integrating this using the velocity u̇0 and displacement u0 at t = t0 in Eqs. (6.2.8)
and (6.2.9), the velocity and displacement after t = t0 is written as:

u̇ = [z̈0t0 − gt tan(φ − θ)] cos(φ − θ)
cos θ

cos φ
(6.2.11)

u =
[
−1

2
z̈0t2

0 + z̈0t0t − 1
2

gt2 tan(φ − θ)
]

cos(φ − θ)
cos θ

cos φ
(6.2.12)

Hence, the time t1 for the block to stop is obtained by making u̇ = 0 in Eq. (6.2.11)
and using the threshold seismic coefficient kcr = tan(φ − θ) as

t1 = z̈0

g tan (φ − θ)
t0 = k

kcr
t0 (6.2.13)

If t1 is substituted in Eq. (6.2.12), the final horizontal displacement is obtained.

u1 = z̈0

g tan(φ − θ)
t2
0

2
[z̈0 − g tan(φ − θ)] × cos(φ − θ)

cos θ

cos φ
= k

tan(φ − θ)
u0 = k

kcr
u0

(6.2.14)

If the slip plane is saturated, the displacements u0 and u1 in Eqs. (6.2.9) and (6.2.14)
respectively are replaced as follows.

u0 = t2
0

2
[z̈0 − g(tan φ∗ − tan θ)] cos2 θ (6.2.15)

u1 = k
(tan φ∗ − tan θ)

u0 = k
kcr

u0 (6.2.16)

Fig. 6.2.2(a) shows an example calculation in the unsaturated case for z̈0 =
g = 9.8 m/s2, t = 2 s and β = tan θ = 0.5 (θ = 26.6◦), µ = tan φ = 0.8 (φ = 38.7◦). The
relative acceleration, which is non-zero because z̈0 = 9.8 m/s2 exceeds g tan(φ − θ) =
2.1 m/s2 only for t = 0–2 s as indicated in the top chart, is integrated to have the time
histories of velocity in the middle and displacement in the bottom, respectively. The
velocity and displacement at t = 2 s are u̇0 = 17.6 m/s, u0 = 17.6 m and the time for
the block to stop is t1 = 9.36 s with the final displacement u1 = 82.4 m.

If an arbitrary input acceleration motion is given, it is sliced in time increments
into a series of rectangle-shaped motions, where the acceleration in each slice is
assumed constant. Then velocities or displacements following individual rectangular
slices already obtained in Eqs. (6.2.8)∼(6.2.14) are superposed with the time-delays to
have the global sliding behavior. As an example Fig. 6.2.2(b) shows a harmonic motion
of five cycles with maximum acceleration 1.0 g, frequency 0.5 Hz given to a unsaturated
slope of β = tan θ = 0.1 (θ = 5.7◦), µ = tan φ = 0.15 (φ = 8.5◦). The threshold accelera-
tions are g tan(φ − θ) = 0.049 g downslope and g tan(φ + θ) = 0.254 g upslope. In the
calculation, the block starts to slide downslope as soon as z̈ exceeds 0.049 g and keeps
sliding in the same direction even when z̈ changes directions and exceeds 0.245 g until
the downslope velocity turns negative. This indicates that the upslope slide, which is
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Figure 6.2.2 Example calculations by Newmark model: (a) Rectangle-shaped acceleration given with
β = 0.5 (θ = 26.6◦), µ = 0.8 (φ = 38.7◦), (b) Harmonic acceleration given with β = 0.10
(θ = 5.7◦), µ = 0.15 (φ = 8.56◦).

realized by a combination of the particular values µ, β and z̈ in this example, may not
be easy to occur, because the downslope sliding velocity is overwhelming the upslope
value normally.

6.2.2 Newmark method along a circular slip plane

A similar idea of Newmark model for the sliding block on the straight slope is applicable
to curved slopes such as a circular slip surface. The same model as in the normal
circular slip surface analysis, wherein the soil mass above a potential slip circle is
divided into slices to calculate the force equilibrium of sliding mass as in Fig. 6.2.3,
can be used to calculate the slope displacement. When the earthquake inertial force
works in the downslope direction, the driving moment MD around the circle center O
can be expressed as:

MD =
∑

Wixi +
∑

kWiyi (6.2.17)

The corresponding resisting moment if the slip surface is unsaturated is expressed as:

MR = R
[∑

Wi
(
cos αi − k sin αi

)
tan φi +

∑
cili

]
(6.2.18)
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Figure 6.2.3 Circular slip surface analysis using Newmark method.

Here, Wi = weight, ri = radius, xi, yi = x, y coordinates at the slice center, li = slice
width, αi = angle of slip plane with respect to the horizontal plane, φi = friction angle,
ci = cohesion of the i-th slice, and R = radius of the circular slip plane as indicated in
Fig. 6.2.3. The sliding is to occur when Fs = MR/MD = 1.0, hence;

Fs = MR

MD
= R

[∑
Wi

(
cos αi − k sin αi

)
tan φi + ∑

cili
]

∑
Wixi + ∑

kWiyi
= 1.0 (6.2.19)

Hence, the threshold seismic coefficient downslope k+
cr is obtained as:

k+
cr = R

∑
Wi cos αi tan φi + R

∑
cili − ∑

Wixi

R
∑

Wi sin αi tan φi + ∑
Wiyi

(6.2.20)

Then, the equilibrium of turning moments around Point O gives the following
equation.

θ̈ = (MD − MR)
J

=
{∑

Wixi + k
∑

Wiyi − R
∑

Wi cos αi tan φi + Rk
∑

Wi sin αi tan φi − R
∑

cili
}

J

=
{
k
(
R

∑
Wi sin αi tan φi + ∑

Wiyi
) − (

R
∑

Wi cos αi tan φi + R
∑

cili − ∑
Wixi

)}
J

= (z̈/g − k+
cr)

(
R

∑
Wi sin αi tan φi + ∑

Wiyi
)

J
(6.2.21)

Here, θ̈ = rotational acceleration around O, J = rotational moment of the sliding block
around O, z̈ = kg = horizontal ground acceleration. If the inertial force in the upslope
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direction is also considered, the equilibrium equation and threshold seismic coefficient
are written as:

θ̈ =
(

z̈
g

∓ k±
cr

) (±R
∑

Wi sin αi tan φi + ∑
Wiyi

)
J

(6.2.22)

k±
cr = R

∑
Wi cos αi tan φi + R

∑
cili ∓ ∑

Wixi

±R
∑

Wi sin αi tan φi + ∑
Wiyi

(6.2.23)

The upper and lower sign correspond to the downslope and upslope slide, respec-
tively. Eqs. (6.2.22) and (6.2.23) have the similar forms as Eqs. (6.2.4) and (6.2.5),
indicating that the Newmark method for slip circle failure is equivalent to the slid-
ing block on the straight plane. The moment of inertia J of the sliding mass in the
above equation for Fig. 6.2.3 is expressed as the sum of those of individual slices
Ji as:

J =
∑

i

Ji = ρg�L
∑

i

∫ yit

yib

(y2 + x2
i )dy = ρg�L

∑
i

∣∣∣∣13y3 + x2
i y

∣∣∣∣
yit

yib

= ρg
�L
3

∑
i

(yit − yib)(y2
it + yityib + y2

ib + 3x2
i ) (6.2.24)

using �L = slice width, yit, yib = y-coordinates at the top and bottom of each slice
at x = xi. Using Eqs. (6.2.22) and (6.2.23), the time history of sliding angle θ can be
calculated under a given ground acceleration, and the relative circular displacement
along the slip plane can be obtained as s = Rθ in the same manner as in the linear
slip plane. Unlike the linear sliding, however, coordinates xi, yi and αi have to be
revised with increasing circular displacement in order to apply these equations to large
displacement problems.

6.2.3 Newmark-method combined with dynamic
response analysis

So far, the slope and sliding block on it are assumed to be a rigid body and the
uniform acceleration works throughout the slope including the sliding block before
sliding. In order to take the effect of seismic amplification which may occur in actual
slopes, dynamic response analyses may be conducted before the Newmark-type anal-
yses to obtain slope acceleration reflecting the dynamic amplification (Makdisi and
Seed 1978, Watanabe et al. 1984). The procedures are as follows; (i) a FEM analysis is
implemented on the two dimensional discrete model of a slope using a design seismic
motion, (ii) a slip plane (a circular plane normally) with the lowest safety factor is
determined by comparing the resistance and driving force along potential slip planes
based on the stress distribution by the FEM analysis, (iii) the global acceleration of
soil mass above the slip plane is calculated at each time increment from accelerations
at individual elements as their weighted average to represent the ground acceleration
in Eq. (6.2.22), (iv) The Newmark-type analysis is implemented using Eq. (6.2.22) to
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Figure 6.2.4 Newmark-method combined with dynamic response analyses: (a) FEM model of embank-
ment dam, (b) Equivalent acceleration compared with yield acceleration, (c) Relative
velocity, (d) Relative displacement of sliding soil mass (Watanabe et al. 1984).

have the time history of slope displacement, considering the time-dependent change in
the threshold seismic coefficient k±

cr.
Figs. 6.2.4(a)∼(d) exemplifies one of such studies carried out for an embankment

dam (Watanabe et al. 1984). Out of several potential slip circles, the calculated results
on the No.1 slip circle in (a) with the thick line are focused here. In (b), the global
acceleration z̈ of the soil mass above the slip surface is compared with the threshold
values k+

crg (downslope yield acceleration), which is also changing in time due to the
effect of vertical acceleration considered in this calculation, and only if the former
exceeds the latter, the relative velocity is calculated as in (c) and the residual displace-
ment is integrated from the velocity as in (d). More elaborations may be able to be
incorporated in this type of analysis in terms of sliding conditions of the soil mass.

It is noteworthy however that the equivalent ground acceleration obtained as
explained above is calculated from the dynamic response of a continuous slope model
by the FEM analysis without considering the discontinuity of motions along the slip
plane, and considerabe changes in the dynamic soil response that may occur by slid-
ing is not incorporated. This indicates that a significant approximation is involved in
determining the global acceleration after the sliding starts to develop large displace-
ment. Thus, one should be aware that the application of this type of analysis is limited
to a relatively small displacement, normally considered to be around 1 m.

6.3 SELF-WEIGHT DEFORMATION ANALYSIS USING
DEGRADED MODULI

A simplified slope deformation analysis using FEM slope models was devised and
implemented by comparing self-weight deformations of slopes before and after earth-
quakes (Lee 1974, Lee and Roth 1977). Unlike the slip surface analysis, the residual
displacement of slope is assumed continuous in this analysis without a discontinuous
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Figure 6.3.1 Outline of self-weight deformation analysis of slope by degraded shear moduli: (a) Steps
of analysis using FEM slope model, (b) Schematic stress history in soil tests for individual
elements.

slip plane. Instead, the degradation of shear stiffness due to seismic effects is incor-
porated in the numerical analysis to calculate the post-earthquake slope deformation
by the self-weight (the gravity-turn-on analysis) to compare with the pre-earthquake
deformation. Namely, the seismic effect is taken into account not directly by inertial
force but indirectly by degrading soil stiffness as the result of earthquake shaking.

6.3.1 Outline of analysis

The outline of the analysis is explained using a schematic chart in Fig. 6.3.1(a);

(i) The two-dimensional self-weight static analysis of a slope or embankment is
first carried out using initial shear moduli to calculate initial stresses and defor-
mations at various parts in the model. This will yield initial effective mean stress
σ ′

m, initial shear stress τs and initial deformation of slopes before an earthquake.
(ii) Then, the dynamic response analysis of the same model is conducted using the

strain-dependent equivalent linear soil properties.
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(iii) Consulting with the stress states obtained from the static and dynamic analyses
above in representative elements, soil element tests are conducted as shown in
Fig. 6.3.1(b) using the soil materials as follows;
a) The soil specimens are initially consolidated with effective mean stresses

σ ′
m and the initial shear stresses τs corresponding to different elements.

b) A set of cyclic loading tests are conducted by the shear stress amplitudes
τd and the number of cycles Neq equivalent to the seismic shear stresses
calculated in those elements.

c) Accumulated shear strains after the cyclic loading in the soil tests are mea-
sured, from which degraded secant shear moduli are determined for soil
elements at different portions.

(iv) Then, post-earthquake deformations are calculated by the self-weight analysis
on the same model using the degraded secant moduli determined element by
element from the cyclic loading tests.

(v) Finally, the earthquake-induced residual deformation can be obtained as the
difference of the post-earthquake and initial deformations.

Thus, this method tries to capture the essential mechanism of seismically-induced
slope deformation exclusively as the result of the soil modulus degradations by ignoring
the seismic inertial effect. It is simple and easy to understand intuitively, though its
applicability is limited to relatively small deformation without flow failure because the
deformation is calculated by the continuum model without discontinuous slip planes.
The reliability of calculated deformation largely hinges on how to properly determine
the degraded equivalent moduli of various parts of the slope depending on the initial
and earthquake stress conditions.

6.3.2 Equivalent moduli for residual deformation

Let us consider a soil element in a slope of the angle θ shown in Fig. 6.3.2(a), wherein
the maximum and minimum principal stresses σ ′

1, σ ′
3 are acting on the principal planes

which are inclined by the angle θ from the horizontal plane. The associated stress
condition is expressed with the dashed circle ABC in the Mohr’s stress diagram in
Fig. 6.3.2 (c) before earthquake. If the seismic stress is superposed on it, the shear
stress as well as the normal stress works cyclically on the former principal planes. The
associated stress variations correspond to the arrows starting from Point A to A′ and
A′′, which is too complicated to reproduce in laboratory soil tests. Instead, for a soil
element rotating by the angle θ anticlockwise as shown in Fig. 6.3.2(b), the initial
stress state on the plane is represented by Point B with the normal and shear stresses
σ ′

v and τs as indicated in Fig. 6.3.2(c). If the earthquake effect is approximated by
vertically propagating SH wave even in the slope, the stress changes along the arrows
from B to B′ and B′′. This stress condition can be reproduced in torsional simple shear
tests and even in triaxial tests though approximately using anisotropically consolidated
specimens as already discussed in Sec. 5.8.1.

Fig. 6.3.3 shows schematic stress versus strain curves in the soil element tests.
In case (a) without initial shear stress, the secant moduli of hysteresis loops, almost
symmetric with the origin, tend to decease with the number of cycles Nc. If the max-
imum strain attained by cyclic loading with an equivalent stress amplitude τd and an
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Figure 6.3.2 Soil elements and associated Mohr’s stress circle: (a) Soil element with inclined principal
planes, (b) Soil element with horizontal/vertical non-principal planes, (c) Mohr’s circle for
(a) and (b).

Figure 6.3.3 Schematic illustration of stress-strain curves in cyclic loading test: (a)Without initial shear
stress, (b) With initial shear stress.

equivalent number of cycle Neq is γdmax, the line connecting the origin O and the peak
point A in the last cycle gives the secant modulus Gs as:

Gs = τd

γdmax
(6.3.1)
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This modulus may be used if the soil is assumed to deform initially only under the
seismic loading and eventually by the static self-weight as the post-cyclic additional
monotonic loading along the degraded stress-strain curve. This assumption is some-
times employed in laboratory tests to obtain the post-liquefaction stress-strain response
as mentioned in Chapter 5 by first conducting cyclic loading tests on specimens without
initial shear stress followed by undrained monotonic loading. In this way, the secant
moduli by the same stress-strain curve in the last cycle can be obtained corresponding
to the self-weight static loading. In reality, the sustained initial shear stresses by the
dead load will change the soil response under cyclic loading inevitably. If the soil is in
the dilative zone as already discussed in Sec. 5.8, the shear moduli thus obtained in the
absence of the initial shear stress tend to be smaller and lead to the conservative side
in evaluating residual slope displacements.

In the case of Fig. 6.3.3(b), the initial shear stress τs by the self-weight of slope
applied in the drained condition to the soil element gives the initial strain γ0. The
corresponding modulus G0 may be defined as:

G0 = τs

γ0
(6.3.2)

After that, the earthquake-induced residual strain develops by γRd from Point B during
the undrained cyclic loading with the stress amplitude ±τd eventually to Point C.
If the total residual strain from the origin γR = γ0 + γRd is induced only by the static
stress τs with the implicit contribution of cyclic loading as actually assumed in the self-
weight static analysis, the equivalent modulus Geq from Point O to C may be defined as:

Geq ≡ τs

γR
= G1 (6.3.3)

If the contribution of the cyclic loading is taken account explicitly by employing cyclic
stress amplitude τd in evaluating the modulus, the equivalent modulus Geq from Point
O to D may be written as:

Geq ≡ (τs + τd)
γR

= G2 (6.3.4)

In the pioneering application of this type of analysis to an earth dam (Lee 1974),
the modulus corresponding only to cyclic loading from Point B to D was chosen as:

G3 = τd

γRd
(6.3.5)

and the equivalent modulus Geq from Point O to D was calculated as:

Geq = 1
1/G0 + 1/G3

(6.3.6)

as the composite modulus of G0 and G3 connected in series.
In any case, the earthquake-induced slope deformation δp is obtained as:

δp = δip − δi (6.3.7)
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Here, deformations δip and δi are calculated from the gravity-turn-on analysis by self-
weight using the post-earthquake equivalent modulus Geq and pre-earthquake modulus
G0 in Eq. (6.3.2), respectively. The problem herein is which equivalent modulus Geq

among Eqs. (6.3.3), (6.3.4), (6.3.6) is proper to be employed in the analysis. The
deformation analysis is conducted by applying the self-weight static load only, though
the residual strain γR obtained in the soil tests fully reflect the effects of cyclic loading
under the self-weight loading. Considering that slope deformation or strain is calcu-
lated not directly by dynamic stress τd but by static shear stress τs due to self-weight
using the seismically-degraded soil moduli, the definition of Geq = G1 in Eq. (6.3.3)
seems reasonable.

This method, as a kind of hybrid methods, essentially depends on the FEM anal-
ysis while the moduli incorporated for different portions of the slope are determined
from laboratory element tests. A large amount of engineering judgment has to be
incorporated to properly determine the equivalent shear moduli considering the stress
conditions in individual model elements, where a lot of ambiguities are included.

6.4 ENERGY-BASED SLOPE FAILURE EVALUATION

As already mentioned, slope failures induced by earthquakes occurred many times in
the world and inflicted a huge number of casualties in history. As shown by Keefer
(1984) in statistical analyses of seismically-induced slope failures worldwide, the num-
bers and affected areas of failed slopes are closely correlated to earthquake magnitudes
and fault distances. This indicates that the earthquake energy which is directly related
to the magnitude and distance may be a key parameter governing the seismic slope per-
formance. On the other hand, it will be shown later that the earthquake inertial effect is
only a trigger and the gravity is a major player in devastating slides wherein the failed
debris travel long distance. The Newmark-type analyses using an earthquake accel-
eration time-history may be applicable to residual displacements of around a meter
but irrelevant in evaluating longer travel distance. Instead, an innovative energy-based
evaluation in which the gravitational potential energy is focused based on a simple
energy principle may be applicable to evaluate long runout-distance slope failures.

A basic energy balance involved in earthquake-induced slope failures is first dis-
cussed in this Section, followed by shaking table tests to demonstrate the uniqueness of
energy in determining the travel distance of failed soil mass. An energy-based evalua-
tion for the travel distance of failed slopes is then explained using a simplified graphical
method. How to determine the earthquake energy in situ for the evaluation is also
discussed.

6.4.1 Energy balance in earthquake-induced slope failure

A basic equation on the energy balance in earthquake-induced slope failures is written
as follows (Kokusho and Kabasawa 2004).

−δEp + EEQ = EDP + Ek (6.4.1)

where −δEp = potential energy, EEQ = earthquake energy to be used for slope failure,
EDP = dissipated energy, Ek = kinetic energy of sliding soil debris. The minus sign in the
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Figure 6.4.1 A simple model of a rigid block on a straight slip plane for energy-based evaluation.

potential energy is necessary because δEp is normally decreasing during slope sliding.
In the incremental form it is written as:

−�δEp + �EEQ = �EDP + �Ek (6.4.2)

Once failure starts, the amount of dissipated energy is critical to determine if it
develops as a flow-type failure of long runout distance or not and how far it flows.
In the time increment when the earthquake shaking has already ceased �EEQ = 0, the
next equation holds;

�Ek = (−�δEp) − �EDP (6.4.3)

If �EDP is smaller than −�δEp, then �Ek is positive and the sliding soil accelerates. It
can also be inferred that the shift from slow slide to fast flow may occur not only due
to the increase in −�δEp but also due to the decrease of �EDP associated with shear
resistance reduction in liquefiable non-plastic soils or high-sensitivity clays. In the fast
flow failures, the debris will keep flowing until the kinetic energy plus the subsequent
potential energy is all gone. Namely, if −�δEp is smaller than �EDP, then �Ek is
negative, hence the debris decreases its speed and comes to a halt when the reserved
energy is all consumed. Thus, provided that the earthquake energy and the energy
dissipation in sliding soil are known, it is possible to evaluate the runout-distance in
the flow-type slides by the energy approach.

At the end of sliding Ek = 0, Eq. (6.4.1) becomes;

−δEp + EEQ = EDP (6.4.4)

This equation is applied to a simple model of a rigid block shown in Fig. 6.4.1 with
density ρ, horizontal area A, thickness D, and mass M = ρAD sliding on a straight
slip plane of the slope angle θ and the friction coefficient µ = tan φ (cohesion c = 0)
(Kokusho and Ishizawa 2007). The associated energies are calculated for the same
sliding block as already addressed in the Newmark method for the ground acceleration
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z̈ = kg and the residual displacement δr as shown in Fig. 6.2.2(a). It is clear that the
potential energy is:

−δEP = Mgδr tan θ (6.4.5)

The dissipated energy during sliding between the block and the slip plane consists of
two parts; µM(−kg sin θ + g cos θ) × u0/cos θ for the former part when the friction
under the constant ground acceleration of z̈ = kg causes the displacement u0, and
µMg cos θ × (u1 − u0)/cos θ for the latter part after the acceleration returns to zero
z̈ = 0 and the displacement increases from u0 to u1 ≡ δr eventually. Adding these two
parts and using u1 ≡ δr = ku0/tan(φ − θ) from Eq. (6.2.14), the total dissipated energy
can be formulated as follows.

EDP = Mgδr
tan φ(1 + tan2 θ)
(1 + tan θ tan φ)

(6.4.6)

Hence using Eq. (6.4.4), the earthquake energy for slope failure is expressed as:

EEQ = −(−δEP) + EDP = Mgδr tan(φ − θ) (6.4.7)

The above equation is also written as follows using δr = ku0/tan(φ − θ), again.

EEQ = Mgk × u0 (6.4.8)

This confirms the energy principle that the earthquake energy EEQ to be used in the
slope failure is equal to the earthquake inertial force Mgk times the displacement u0

undergoing during the force application. If EEQ is normalized by Mg in Eq. (6.4.7),

EEQ

Mg
= δr tan(φ − θ) (6.4.9)

When the slip plane is saturated, Eqs. (6.4.6), (6.4.7), (6.4.9) are modified as
follows based on the principle of effective stress as mentioned in Sec. 6.1.2.

EDP = σ ′
n0Aδr

tan φ

cos2 θ
= Mgδr

σ ′
n0

σn0
tan φ = Mgδr tan φ∗ (6.4.10)

EEQ = −(−δEP) + EDP = Mgδr(tan φ∗ − tan θ) (6.4.11)

EEQ

Mg
= δr(tan φ∗ − tan θ) (6.4.12)

Here, σn0 and σ ′
n0 are the total and effective stresses, respectively, normal to the

slip plane defined in Eq. (6.1.10), and φ∗ is the modified friction angle defined in
Eq. (6.1.13).

In the case of ground acceleration z̈(t) changing with time t, z̈(t) is divided into
slices with the same time increment �t and approximated by a multi-step function with
constant z̈(t) in each time increment. Then, it is clear that the energy equations derived
above are also valid to slope failures by any arbitrary ground motions, because they
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are expressed as the superposition of individual energy equations for the rectangular-
shaped acceleration shown in Fig. 6.2.2(a).

The ratio between the potential energy −δEP and the earthquake energy EEQ is
written for the unsaturated and saturated slip planes, respectively, as:

−δEP

EEQ
= tan θ

tan(φ − θ)
(6.4.13)

−δEP

EEQ
= tan θ

(tan φ∗ − tan θ)
(6.4.14)

Thus, the energy ratio derived in the simple model as a function of the friction angle
φ or φ∗ and slope angle θ indicates that the contribution of the potential energy −δEP

becomes greater in comparison with the earthquake energy EEQ with increasing θ.

6.4.2 Model shaking table test

In order to know the applicability of the above-energy principle in slope failures,
a series of tests on a model slope made from dry sand conducted by Kokusho and
Ishizawa (2007) using a spring-supported shaking table shown in Fig. 6.4.2(a) are
addressed here. In the tests, the slope angle was parametrically changed as 29, 20, 15
and 10◦, considering the angle of repose of the model slope (35.4◦) determined from
a statically inclining test. The table was initially pulled to several different horizontal
displacements and then released to generate decayed free vibrations with parametrically
varying frequencies of 2.7, 2.5, 2.2 and 2.0 Hz. In order to single out the energy used
for the slope failure, not only the sand slope (Model-A) but a pile of rigid concrete
columns of exactly the same weight (Model-B), were tested in the same way as shown
in Fig. 6.4.2(b). The decayed vibrations were measured in both Model-A and B, from
that the earthquake energy increment used in the model slope�EEQ in Eq. (6.4.2) was
evaluated from the loss energies per cycle in Model-A and B, �WA, �WB, respectively
as �EEQ = �WA − �WB. This is because the energy in the two models can be assumed
identical except that used for the slope deformation. The total energy EEQ calculated
as the sum of �EEQ in all cycles to the end of the slope failure represents the amount of
vibration energy contributed to the residual displacement in the model slope (Kokusho
and Ishizawa 2007).

In order to correlate the energy EEQ with the slope displacement, residual horizon-
tal slope displacement δr were quantified by means of video images and laser scanning
as the average over the slope surface. In Fig. 6.4.3, the residual displacements δr mea-
sured in individual tests are plotted versus the vibration energies EEQ contributed to
slope failures based on a great number of tests for 4 different slope angles of 29, 20, 15
and 10◦ under 4 different input frequencies. For each slope angle, all the plots may be
represented by a single curve even under different shaking frequencies, indicating that
the earthquake energy can serve as a unique determinant for the slope displacement.
Fig. 6.4.3 also indicates that the gentler the slope, the greater the energy EEQ is to attain
the same residual displacement δr. It is further noted that there seems to be a threshold
energy, corresponding to each slope angle pointed by the dashed arrow, below which
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Figure 6.4.2 Shaking table test studying energy balance in seismic slope failures (Kokusho & Ishizawa
2007) with permission from ASCE.

no residual displacement occurs, indicating that the energy uniquely determines not
only the post-failure residual displacements but also the initiation of slope failures.

In Fig. 6.4.4, the residual displacements δr for the slope angle θ = 29◦, the same as
those in Fig. 6.4.3, are plotted versus maximum accelerations in the first cycle of the
free-decay vibrations measured from the same tests. Obviously, the same acceleration
causes different residual displacements under different input frequencies for the same
slope angle. Furthermore, threshold accelerations for the initiation of slope failure are
obtained differently due to different input frequencies, indicating that the acceleration
unlike the energy cannot serve as a unique determinant not only for the residual slope
displacement but also for the failure initiation. This indicates that, unlike the current
design practice, slope failures may be actually governed by the energy principle instead
of the acceleration or inertial force (Kokusho and Ishizawa 2007). As for the energy-
dependency of slope failure initiation, another basic study suggests that the strain
energy up to the peak resistance of sliding mass governs the start of slope failures
(Kokusho et al. 2014c). Thus, the basic model tests suggest that the energy-based
slope failure evaluation may have a stronger physical basis than the acceleration-based
evaluation currently employed.

The model test data may be utilized to develop a simplified energy-based evalua-
tion method for slope deformations by comparing with the energy balance of the rigid
block sliding on the straight slip plane already discussed in Sec. 6.4.1. In Fig. 6.4.5,
the measured residual displacements δr already used in Fig. 6.4.3 are replotted in
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Figure 6.4.3 Test results on slope displacement δr versus earthquake energy EEQ for 4 slope angles with
4 input frequencies (Kokusho et al. 2011a).

Figure 6.4.4 Test results on slope displacement δr versus maximum acceleration αmax for slope angle
θ = 29◦ with 4 input frequencies (Kokusho & Ishizawa 2007) with permission from ASCE.

the horizontal axis versus the normalized earthquake energies EEQ/Mg, which has
the dimension of length, in the vertical axis for the different slope angles and input
frequencies. Here, the weight of the displaced soil mass Mg was calculated from
Eq. (6.4.5) using the measured potential energy −δEP and the measured displacement
δr to comply with the rigid block theory in each test.
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Figure 6.4.5 Normalized earthquake energy EEQ/Mg versus slope displacement δr for 4 slope angle and
4 input frequencies compared with rigid block model (Kokusho et al. 2011a).

On the other hand, the normalized earthquake energy EEQ/Mg can be theoretically
correlated with the block displacement in Eq. (6.4.9), if it is assumed to be identical
to the measured residual displacement δr in the model test. If the unknown variable
in Eq. (6.4.9), the friction angle φ, is determined here as φ = 40.7◦ (µ = tan φ = 0.86),
almost perfect matching can be obtained between the shaking table test and the theory
for the 4 slope angles as depicted with a set of solid straight lines in Fig. 6.4.5. This
indicates that if an appropriate friction coefficient is known in advance, the rigid block
model with a single slip plane can successfully predict more realistic failure modes with
complicated shear mechanisms in the sand slope.

6.4.3 Energy-based travel distance evaluation

Based on the model test results and their interpretation by the rigid block theory,
the travel distance of earthquake-induced slope failure may be readily evaluated by
Eq. (6.4.9) or (6.4.12). Furthermore, the following formula can be derived by com-
bining the potential energy −δEP in Eq. (6.4.5) and the earthquake energy EEQ in Eq.
(6.4.7) or (6.4.11).

−δEp/Mg + EEQ/Mg
δr

= tan θ + tan(φ − θ) (6.4.15)

−δEp/Mg + EEQ/Mg
δr

= tan φ∗ (6.4.16)

It is clear in Fig. 6.4.6 that Eqs. (6.4.15) and (6.4.16) for unsaturated and saturated
slip planes, respectively, are conveniently used to devise a graphical evaluation of the
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Figure 6.4.6 Energy-based graphical evaluation on travel distance of failed slope soil mass (Kokusho
et al. 2011a).

travel distance of soil mass for arbitrarily-shaped slopes. Namely, the travel distance
of a soil mass in a failed slope can be evaluated by first determining the dimension and
weight of a potential sliding soil mass and its centroid, Point P. Then, locate Point P′,
which is higher than P by the length EEQ/Mg, and draw a line from there having an
inclination of tan θ + tan(φ − θ) or tan φ∗ for the unsaturated or saturated condition,
respectively, until it crosses the downslope surface at Point Q. Thus, the horizontal
residual displacement δr can readily be obtained from the slope geometry based on
Eq. (6.4.15) or Eq. (6.4.16).

For slopes that are curved as in Fig. 6.4.6, the previous energy equations developed
for a straight slip surface can still be used, if β = tan θ is taken as the global inclination
of the straight line PQ (directly connecting the centroids of soil mass before and after
failure), different from the initial slope gradient β0, and the mobilized friction coeffi-
cient µ is looked upon as the average over the entire travel distance δr. The soil weight
Mg may be determined by a conventional slip surface analysis, where a potential slip
surface having the lowest factor of safety is found. Instead, in quite a few natural
slopes, the potential slip surface may be more reasonably assumed to coincide with a
bedding plane or a weak seam found in field geological/soil investigations.

This very simple procedure may be conveniently used to evaluate the runout-
distance for seismically induced slope failures provided that the earthquake energy
EEQ and the mobilized friction coefficient µ = tan φ or µ∗ = tan φ∗ of a particular slope
is known. Although the proper friction coefficient may not be easily determined by
laboratory soil tests in many actual slope failures, it may be possible as a more robust
way to back-calculate a number of case histories by means of the present energy-based
approach and prepare a large database wherein the obtained friction coefficients are
correlated with pertinent slope parameters as will be discussed later.

It is also necessary to properly evaluate the site-dependent earthquake energy EEQ.
As explained in Sec. 4.6, the input energy per unit area EIP at a base layer underlying a
slope may be roughly determined by the empirical formulas Eqs. (4.6.19) and (4.6.20)
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Figure 6.4.7 Incident wave energy EIP plotted versus hypocentral distance R for two earthquakes (EQ5
and EQ9) (Kokusho et al. 2011a).

from the earthquake magnitude M and focal distance R. In order to have a better
estimate of the incident energy by such a simple empirical formula, the earthquake
magnitudes M to be used may not be officially announced values but modified ones
based on energies evaluated from multiple downhole strong motion records nearby
(Kokusho et al. 2011a). In Fig. 6.4.7, incident energies per unit area EIP for the two
earthquakes (EQ5 and EQ9 already addressed in Sec. 4.6) are plotted versus hypocenral
distances R. The plots may be approximated better by the empirical formulas assuming
M = 6.7 and 6.9 (the solid lines) instead of the official values MJ = 6.8 and 7.2 (the
dashed lines), respectively.

Then the earthquake energy in the sloping layer near the ground surface may be
determined by β = α0.70 in Eq. (4.6.17) where α = ρ1Vs1/ρ2Vs2 is the impedance ratio
between the sloping layer and the underlying base layer, and β = Eu/(Eu)base is the ratio
of upward energies between the corresponding layers. Eu/(Eu)base = 0.71 is tentatively
used in the following analyses assuming the impedance ratio as α = 0.61. Thus the
earthquake energy arriving at the slope is calculated as EEQ = EuA, where A is the
horizontal area of slope indicated in Fig. 6.4.6 through that the upward energy is
coming up.

On the other hand, another series of shaking table tests (Kokusho et al. 2014b)
indicates that, out of the arriving earthquake energy EEQ, only the energy denoted
here as E∗

EQ associated with time sections when the seismic inertia is directing downs-
lope contributes to the slope failure. The energy ratio βE = E∗

EQ/EEQ was actually
calculated for many slope failures during the 2004 Niigataken Chuetsu earthquake
(EQ5) and 2008 Iwate-Miyagi earthquake (EQ9) using nearby earthquake records.
Fig. 6.4.8(a) and (b) show the variations of βE depending on the azimuth of individual
slope failures from the north (anticlockwise) when the two acceleration time histories
recorded nearby were used for the two earthquakes. The figure indicates that βE varies
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Figure 6.4.8 Earthquake energy ratio βE calculated for a number of slope failures using two earthquake
records (Kokusho et al. 2014b): (a) 2004 Niigataken Chuetsu EQ., (b) 2008 Iwate-Miyagi
Inland EQ.

almost periodically with sloping directions from the minimum 0.15 to the maximum
0.35 approximately, and the average βE-value takes about 0.25 in the both earthquakes
(Kokusho et al. 2014b). This indicates that a quarter of the earthquake energy on aver-
age is evenly divided into four directions (up/downslope slope and right/left normal to
that). Hence, EEQ in Eqs. (6.4.9), (6.4.11), (6.4.15), (6.4.16) and in Fig. 6.4.6 should be
substituted by E∗

EQ = EEQ/4, and in the following data analyses E∗
EQ is used accordingly.

6.5 CASE HISTORIES AND BACK-CALCULATIONS BY
ENERGY-BASED METHOD

Earthquake-induced slope failures are strongly dependent on site-specific topogra-
phy, geology, soil conditions as well as earthquake motions. In order to prepare for
earthquake-induced slope failures, it is essential not only to depend on the theoreti-
cal evaluation methods already mentioned but also to study actual behavior of slopes
during previous earthquakes together with their site-specific pertinent parameters. For
that goal, case histories on a great number of slope failures during recent earthquakes
when digital mapping technologies have become available need to be addressed to
statistically analyze them by utilizing reliable air-survey data before and after the earth-
quakes. Furthermore, those case histories are back-calculated to form the database for
the energy approach and discuss on the key mechanism of actual slope failures in the
energy perspective.

6.5.1 Slope failures during recent earthquakes

Let us take a look at slope failures during two recent large earthquakes occurred in
Japan; the 2004 Niigata-ken Chuetsu earthquake and the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Inland
earthquake (EQ5 and EQ9 already addressed in Sec. 4.6), wherein reliable DEM
(Digital Elevation Map) data became available before and after the earthquakes.
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Figure 6.5.1 Types of slope failures during 2004 Niigataken-Chuetsu earthquake.

6.5.1.1 2004 Niigataken Chuetsu earthquake

During the 2004 Niigata-ken Chuetsu earthquake (MJ = 6.8, thrust fault, focal depth
13 km), more than 4000 slope failures occurred 200 km north of Tokyo in the main
island of Japan. The damaged area belongs geologically to “Green Tuff region’’ and
is known as landslide-prone with geological structures of active folding (JSCE 2007).
Slopes were composed of weak sedimented rock of Neogene, consisting of interbedded
layers of strongly weathered sandstones and mudstones, and the bedding planes had a
considerable effect on the slope failures. The failures were classified into three types,
as in Fig. 6.5.1 (Kokusho et al. 2009a).

Type-A: Deep slips parallel to bedding planes (dip planes), in gentle slopes of
around 20 degrees. They glided as rigid bodies along slip planes at the bottom of the
weathered sandstones. The displaced soil thickness and volume were very large and
the soil blocks showed little surface disturbance after sliding.

Type-B: Shallow slips of 1–2 m deep not parallel to bedding planes in slopes of
around 30 degrees or steeper. The moving mass was highly disrupted internally, and
sometimes left trees with deep roots in their original locations. These failures far
outnumbered the Type-A failures, but the individual soil volumes were not very large.

Type-C: Slope failures in highly weathered colluvial soils underlain by dip mud-
stones in places where Koi-ponds (numerous ponds were there for Koi-fish cultivations
as the major local industry) and terraced paddy rice fields were located. The failures
were obviously associated with the ponds in causing delayed flow-type failures due
to internal erosions, involving colluvial soils of high water-content with long travel
distance.

In the most of slope failures, the sandstones were largely responsible mainly
because of their weakness due to strong weathering. Unconfined compression test
results on intact samples taken out from failed slope scarps are shown in Fig. 6.5.2
with the open circles on the qu (unconfined compression strength) versus Fc (fines
content) diagram. The strengths of sandstones (Fc ≈ 0∼30%) are qu = 0.1 MPa or
smaller, considerably weaker than those of interbedded mudstones (Fc ≈ 100%) with
qu ≈ 0.8 MPa. Also noted is that the sandstones consisting of poorly graded fine par-
ticles have higher permeability (of the order of 10−3 cm/s) than that of mudstones (of
the order of 10−4∼10−6 cm/s) and hence may have served as aquifers (Kokusho et al.
2009b).

6.5.1.2 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Inland Earthquake

The 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Inland earthquake (MJ = 7.2, thrust fault, focal depth 8 km)
occurred 400 km north of Tokyo in the main island of Japan. During the earthquake,
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Figure 6.5.2 Unconfined compression strength qu versus fines content Fc for failed slopes during 2004
Niigataken-Chuetsu EQ. and 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Inland EQ (Kokusho et al. 2011a).

very strong ground motions were measured in the near fault zone; PGA of 2.4 g and
PGV of more than 50 cm/s. About 1800 slope failures occurred mostly in the hanging
wall of the fault and along several river valleys. The geology was of volcanic rocks
of Miocene and Pleiocene ages; consisting predominantly of welded/non-welded tuff,
sandstone, and siltstone. The unconfined compression strengths of intact samples from
failed slopes are shown in Fig. 6.5.2 with the close squares. The strengths are very
variable (qu = 0.2∼1.2 MPa) and seems to increase with increasing fines content. It
may be judged that the rocks in this area are stronger than those of the 2004 Chuetsu
earthquake and that sandy soils with lower Fc and lower strengths served as slip planes
during this earthquake, too.

Slope failures during the 2008 earthquake were also classified into 3 types as
follows, although the classification may not be so clear as the 2004 earthquake, because
the rocks of volcanic origin without clear bedding plane are prevalent in this area.

Type-a: Large scale slides moving almost as a rigid body along a deep slip plane.
Type-b: Medium size slides with characteristics in between Type-a and Type-c.
Type-c: Small size shallow slides with disintegrated debris.

In the largest landslide in Aratozawa classified as Type-a, a 1.2 km long by 0.8 km
wide mountain body slid in a horizontal distance of almost 350 m along a deep-seated
slip plane with a dip angle of around 5 degrees toward a man-made reservoir. The total
volume was about 35 million m3 according to DEM data (Kokusho et al. 2011a).

6.5.1.3 Statistics of failed slopes in two earthquakes

All slope failures during the two earthquakes (4321 and 1821 slopes, each) were
statistically analyzed based on air-photographs taken just after the earthquakes.
Figs. 6.5.3(a) and (b) show variations of the numbers of failed slopes and affected
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Figure 6.5.3 Number or affected areas of failed slopes versus epicentral distance: (a) 2004 Niigataken
Chuetsu EQ (MJ = 6.8). (b) 2008 Iwate-Miyagi EQ (MJ = 7.2).

Figure 6.5.4 Percentage in number of failed slopes: (a) Plotted versus slope angles, (b) Plotted versus
affected areas (Kokusho et al. 2011a).

areas per 1 km2 in the concentric circles of stepwise epicentral distances for the 2004
and 2008 earthquakes, respectively. Despite somewhat different trends near the epicen-
ters, the density of failed slopes for the two earthquakes is highest near the epicenters,
8∼11 per 1 km2 in number and 7∼8% in the affected area, and reduces to almost zero
at about 16–18 km far.

Fig. 6.5.4(a) shows the number of failed slopes in percentage out of the total num-
ber of failed slopes versus the initial slope angles, θ0 = 0 to 50◦ stepwise, during the two
earthquakes. In addition, similar data available for the slope failures occurred during
the 1923 Kanto earthquake (MJ = 7.9) in mountainous areas of volcanic rocks 40 km
west of Tokyo are added here (JSCE 2007). It is interesting to see a common trend that
slopes with θ0 = 30 to 35◦ seem to have the highest number of failed slopes despite
the differences in topography, geology and seismic intensity for the three earthquakes.
In Fig. 6.5.4(b), the same data as in (a) are plotted versus the affected areas, 102 to
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Figure 6.5.5 Histograms of failed slopes in terms of numbers of landslides and affected areas for
different slope angle groups: (a) 2004 Niigataken Chuetsu earthquake, (b) 2008 Iwate-
Miyagi Inland earthquake (Kokusho et al. 2011a).

106 m2 stepwise. The affected area defined here covers the entire area encompassing
slope sliding; scar, path and deposit. Despite the different conditions, the two earth-
quakes are similar in percentage of the number of failed slopes, too. There exists a
clear peak at the area of 1000 to 3200 m2, below which the number of failed slopes
decreases suddenly. This may somehow reflect technical limitations that slope failures
smaller than a certain threshold (around 1000 m2) may not be easy to identify in the
air-surveys.

Figs. 6.5.5(a) and (b) depict the number of landslides in percentage by plots and
connected lines, and the affected areas of failed slopes by histograms versus stepwise
slope angles for the two earthquakes. The average angles are 27.8◦ and 31.5◦ in terms
of the number and 22.1◦ and 26.7◦ in terms of the affected area for the 2004 and
2008 earthquake, respectively. The differences between the two earthquakes seem to
reflect the different soil strength in the two areas as already shown by the unconfined
compression strengths in Fig. 6.5.2. Also noted for the two earthquakes commonly is
that the average slope angle for the affected areas is lower than that for the number of
slopes. This indicates very interestingly that failures with larger scale tend to occur in
gentler slopes.

For a number of slope failures in the damaged areas, ground surface elevations
before and after the earthquakes were compared (Kokusho et al. 2009b) to quantify
3-dimensional topographical changes by using post-earthquake DEM data and prior
air-photographs. Cross-sectional changes in failed slopes were developed from them.
The slip surface in a failed slope, difficult to detect from DEM, was determined from
the exposed scarp or slip plane in the upslope side, the original valley profile in the
downslope side, and the global change of slope configuration. In slope failures chosen
for case studies where reliable DEM data were available, the sliding soil mass was
idealized by a pair of rectangular blocks before and after sliding. Fig. 6.5.6 exmplifies
representative slides during the 2004 earthquake. Thus, the horizontal dimensions of
the soil block and its thickness before and after the failure, the initial slope inclination
β0 = tan θ0, the horizontal displacements of the centroid δrn, and the global inclination
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Figure 6.5.6 Idealization of slope failures by rectangle blocks before and after sliding during 2004
Niigataken Chetsu EQ: (a) Type-A, (b) Type-B, (c) Type-C (Kokusho et al. 2011a).

Figure 6.5.7 Comparison of travel distance at a tip and centroid of failed soil mass for 2004 Niigataken-
Chuetsu earthquake and 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Inland earthquake (Kokusho et al. 2011a).

β = tan θ of the line connecting the centroids of the block before and after the failure
were specified.

From the viewpoint of disaster mitigation, the runout-distance at the tip of debris
δrt is more important than that at the centroid, δrn. Hence, the two values were deter-
mined from the 3-dimensional changes of failed slopes and plotted in the horizontal
and vertical axes respectively on the log-log chart in Fig. 6.5.7. The data points for the
2004 earthquake and the 2008 earthquake are classified into Type-A, B, C and Type-a,
b, c, respectively, in accordance to the characteristics previously mentioned. No
big systematic difference between them can be observed because the plots including
Aratozawa spread out almost randomly around the diagonal line, δrt = δrn (mostly
within the two lines of δrt = 0.5δrn and δrt = 2δrn), indicating that the distance of
centroid δrn may be used as a representative travel distance.
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Figure 6.5.8 Initial slope gradient β0 versus travel distance (a), and Slope gradient ratio βaf/β0 versus
travel distance (b), for 2004 Niigataken-Chuetsu earthquake and 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Inland
earthquake (Kokusho et al. 2011a).

In Fig. 6.5.8(a), the initial slope gradient β0 is correlated with the travel distance
at the centroid δrn on the semi-logarithmic chart. The data points for the 2004 earth-
quake, despite the significant dispersions, indicate an unexpected trend in that δrn

increases with decreasing β0 not only for Types-A, B and C individually, but also glob-
ally. The plots for the 2008 earthquake including Aratozawa seem to indicate the same
unexpected trend, though they are more randomly dispersed. In order to examine that
this trend may have some correlations with downslope topographies, the ratio of slope
gradients for the sliding blocks before and after sliding βaf /βbe is plotted versus travel
distance δrn in Fig. 6.5.8(b). Here, βaf /βbe = 1.0 means that the local slope gradient
was the same before and after sliding. The plots, though very much scattered, show no
evidence of systematically increasing trends of δrn with increasing βaf /βbe, suggesting
that this unexpected results are related not with local cross-sectional slope profiles but
possibly with a more basic slope failure mechanism.

In Fig. 6.5.9, the travel distance of centroid δrn is correlated with the failed debris
volume Vf on the log-log diagram. Obviously, the distance δrn increases with Vf as a
whole as guided by the dashed lines despite large data scatters, and the trend is con-
sistent between the two earthquakes and also for all the failure types. The Aratozawa
plot, though apart from the others, does not seem to be different in the global trend.
Thus, it may be summarized from the above findings that larger slope failures tend
to occur in gentler slopes and travel longer distance, becoming much more hazardous
than smaller ones.

Energy ratios −δEp/E∗
EQ, the potential energies −δEp divided by the earthquake

energies in the downslope direction E∗
EQ as mentioned previously are plotted versus the

volumes of failed slopes Vf in Figs. 6.5.10(a) on the log-log diagram for slopes failed
during the two earthquakes. The same energy ratios −δEp/E∗

EQ for the two earthquakes
are plotted again versus the runout-distances δrn this time in Figs. 6.5.10(b). In addition
to the natural slopes, plots for man-made fills failed during the 2004 earthquake and
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Figure 6.5.9 Failed soil volume Vf versus travel distance δrn for 2004 Niigataken-Chuetsu earthquake
and 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Inland earthquake (Kokusho et al. 2011a).

Figure 6.5.10 Ratios of potential energy to earthquake energy −δEp/E∗
EQ: (a) Plotted versus failed slope

volumesVf, (b) Plotted versus runout distances δrn (Kokusho et al. 2014b).

the 2005 Noto-Peninsula earthquake (MJ = 6.8) in Japan are also superposed in (a)
and (b). In all these plots, the earthquake energy E∗

EQ for the 2004 and 2008 earth-
quakes were calculated from EEQ in each slope considering the site-specific downslope
sliding direction, while the average energy ratio βE = E∗

EQ/EEQ = 0.25 was used for
the 2005 earthquake as explained in Fig. 6.4.8. A clear increasing trend of −δEp/E∗

EQ

is obvious with increasing failed soil volume or runout-distance irrespective of the
types of slope failures despite data dispersions. It is remarkable that, even for a small
slope failure with the volume of a few hundred cubic-meters or the runout-distance of
several meters, the energy ratio is −δEp/E∗

EQ > 1.0, while it is −δEp/E∗
EQ > 10 in the

medium-size slides and −δEp/E∗
EQ > 100 for the large slides. This indicates that the
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earthquake energy serves just as a trigger and the most of the driving energy comes
from the gravitational potential energy for slope failures of larger volume and longer
runout-distance.

6.5.2 Back-calculated mobilized friction coefficients

In predicting travel distance of failed slopes in the present energy approach, it is essen-
tial that the mobilized friction coefficient µ be properly determined in advance. It may
be possible in some cases to test it directly in situ or in the laboratory for man-made
slopes in particular. However, due to the complexity of actual slope failures in the field,
a more robust method may be to collect as many case histories as possible and back-
calculate the friction coefficients to correlate them with pertinent slope parameters.
Thus, the back-calculations were carried out for a number of slope failures during the
two earthquakes (Kokusho et al. 2011a, Kokusho et al. 2014b) using the simplified
rectangular block models before and after the earthquakes constructed from DEM
data such as in Fig. 6.5.6 as well as the earthquake energies E∗

EQ. Saturated slip planes
and hence σ ′

n0 ≈ σn0 were assumed for all the slope failures based on site investigations,
and the mobilized friction coefficients µ = tan φ = tan φ∗ were back-calculated.

In general, the shear resistance in slip planes depends not only on tan φ∗ but
also on cohesion c. If this effect is considered, the friction coefficient changes
from Eq. (6.1.13), µ = tan φ∗ = (σ ′

n0/σn0) tan φ, to µ = (σ ′
n0/σn0) tan φ + (c/σn0) as indi-

cated in Eq. (6.1.12). In the following back-calculations of µ = tan φ∗ incorporating
Eq. (6.4.12), however, the effect of cohesion c is neglected for simplicity in back-
calculation. Actually, the key soil material of the slope failures during the two
earthquakes was mostly weak sandy soils with small fines content as actually substan-
tiated in Fig. 6.5.2. Hence, the back-calculated µ-values essentially seem to represent
the friction coefficients without significant contributions of cohesion. This simplicity
will however may result in higher friction coefficients to a certain extent for shallow
slip planes under low confining pressures in particular than the case where the cohesion
is explicitly considered.

Fig. 6.5.11 shows the plots of friction coefficients µ = tan φ∗ back-calculated from
Eq. (6.4.12) versus the runout-distance of centroid δrn on the semi-log chart for a
number of slopes failed during the 2004 and 2008 earthquakes, wherein the earth-
quake energies only in down-slope directions E∗

EQ are used (Kokusho et al. 2014b).
The µ-value tends to increase with decreasing runout-distance for all the failure types
of the two earthquakes. Though the Aratozawa plot is located far to the right of the
others with the largest runout-distance and the lowest friction coefficient, it appears to
be consistent with the overall trend. It is also noted that the µ-values in man-made fill
slopes are mostly smaller and located at the bottom of other plots and less dependent
on the runout-distance δrn than in the natural slopes.

In Fig. 6.5.12, the same back-calculated friction coefficients µ = tan φ∗ are plotted
versus the initial slope gradients β0 = tan θ0. The plots seem to be highly dependent
on the initial slope gradients. This may indicate that the friction coefficients of nat-
ural slopes strongly reflect their long-term exposures to previous natural disasters;
namely, steeper slopes survived previous seismic or rainfall events because of their
higher mobilized friction coefficients. In contrast, the plots for manmade fill slopes
have smaller µ-values and appear to be less dependent on initial slope gradient β0. Also
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Figure 6.5.11 Back-calculated friction coefficients µ = tan φ∗ versus runout distances δrn in case studies
during recent earthquakes (Kokusho et al. 2014b).

Figure 6.5.12 Back-calculated friction coefficients µ = tan φ∗ versus initial slope gradient β0 = tan θ0
in case studies during recent earthquakes (Kokusho et al. 2014b).

note that, for smaller values of β0 corresponding to Type-A, C of the 2004 earthquake
and Type-a of the 2008 earthquake, all of the back-calculated µ-values are below or
near the diagonal line of µ = β0. This indicates that the back-calculated friction coef-
ficients µ originally larger than β0 because the slope was stable before the earthquake,
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Figure 6.5.13 Back-calculated friction coefficients µ = tan φ∗ versus average depths of slip plane Dav
in case studies during recent earthquakes (Kokusho et al. 2014b).

decreased during earthquake shaking and subsequent sliding. As already discussed
using Eq. (6.4.3), µ-values smaller than β0 imply that �Ek = (−�δEp) − �EDP > 0
and failed debris accelerates first and then decelerates due to gentler or reverse slope
angles in down-slope sections. In contrast, the data points with higher values of β0

(typically belonging to Type-B and Type-c) are plotted on both sides of the diagonal
line µ = β0. They tend to be above the line with increasing β0 despite large data scatters.

The exact mechanism associated with the friction coefficients lower than the initial
slope gradients is yet to be clarified. In Type-A of the 2004 earthquake in particular,
seismically induced pore-pressure buildup or liquefaction in highly weathered sand-
stone near the slip planes seems to have occurred (Kokusho 2011a). In Aratozawa
during the 2008 earthquake, however, the slip plane was very deep (several tens to
more than 100 m), and it is normally considered difficult for seismically induced lique-
faction to occur at such a great depth. The cause for the low back-calculated friction
coefficient there may have something to do with the earthquake fault system, a portion
of that is believed to have crossed the site. Presumably it may have caused the pres-
sure increase on the slip plane. In Type-C failures, the high water content may have
transitioned soil debris into high-speed mudflows due to pore-pressure buildup.

In Fig. 6.5.13, the back-calculated friction coefficients µ = tan φ∗ are correlated
with the average depths of slip planes Dav. Though there exists some differences
between the two earthquakes, it clearly shows similar Dav-dependent changes in the
friction coefficients. The µ-values tend to be lower than 0.5 for the depth larger than
Dav = 5∼7 m for the rigid block type failures such as A and a-type in particular, while
it can be much larger than that with decreasing Dav. For the fill slopes wherein Dav

is limited as smaller than 5 m, the back-calculated µ-values do not seem to show a
clear increasing trend with decreasing Dav, possibly reflecting shear strength proper-
ties different from natural slopes. In many field conditions, the depths of slope failures
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Figure 6.5.14 Back-calculated friction coefficients µ = tan φ∗ versus volumes of failed slope Vf in case
studies during recent earthquakes compared with previous studies (Kokusho et al
2014b).

seem to be easier to predict in soil investigations than other variables, hence Dav may
serve as a convenient parameter in evaluating the mobilized friction coefficient. As
mentioned earlier, the shear resistance of slope materials is represented solely by the
friction coefficient µ = tan φ∗ implicitly including the effect of cohesion. Hence, the
cohesion effect tends to be larger relative to the friction effect as the overburden stress
or Dav decreases with decreasing slip plane depth, even in sandy materials in which
the cohesion is not large compared to the friction under normal overburden stresses.
However, it is not necessary to take this effect into account in back-calculating friction
coefficients if the same energy-based method is used to evaluate the travel distance.

The back-calculated µ-values µ = tan φ∗ are plotted again versus the volumes of
failed slopes Vf on the semi-logarithmic diagram in Fig. 6.5.14. Despite large scat-
ters in the data, a clear decreasing trend of µ can be seen as Vf increases from 103

to 107 m3 irrespective of the failure types in natural slopes. The Vf -dependency of
µ-value is particularly clear for smaller-volume failures, Type-B for the 2004 earth-
quake and Type-c for the 2008 earthquake. For the fill slopes, however, the µ-values,
being smaller than other types, seem to be less dependent on Vf , possibly reflecting
some different shear strength properties.

A similar relationship based on case histories of huge landslides not necessarily
associated with earthquakes (Hsu 1975) is superposed on the same diagram with the
cross symbols. The two studies show a remarkable consistency in the upper bounds of
the data points in the wide range of the failed soil volume 103∼1011 m3. In addition,
two other µ-values back-calculated from huge landslides during 1999 Chi-Chi earth-
quake, JFES and HTP (Dong et al. 2007, Ishizawa et al. 2008), are also plotted on the
chart, which seem to be compatible with Hsu’s data and also with the data from the
two recent earthquakes.
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Thus, the back-calculated friction coefficients are found to have clear dependency
on the runout-distances, the initial slope gradients, the failed soil volumes and the
depths of slip planes. These correlations, though more or less affected by specific site
conditions, may possibly be applicable to slope failures in general and serve as a data
base on the mobilized friction coefficients in predicting runout-distances using the
energy-based method.

6.6 SUMMARY

1 Slip surface analyses considering seismic coefficients are normally used in evalu-
ating safety factors for slope failures, and post-failure displacement is out of the
scope. While the shear resistance along the slip plane varies due to the seismic
coefficient if the slip plane is unsaturated, it stays the same as the initial value
(the consolidated undrained strength) if the slip plane is saturated as far as the
principle of effective stress is valid.

2 The Newmark method can evaluate the residual displacement of a sliding soil
mass during a given ground motion along a prescribed linear or circular slip
plane. It is combined with a dynamic response analysis of a slope to consider
the effect of seismic amplification on the slope displacement. Care is needed
however that the dynamic response in calculating the residual displacement
depends on a continuum model without considering the discontinuity along the
slip plane, and may change considerably once the sliding failure occurs. Thus, one
should be aware that the applicability is limited to a relative small displacement
around 1 m.

3 In the self-weight slope deformation analysis, the seismic effect is taken account
not directly by inertial force but indirectly by the degraded equivalent soil mod-
uli caused by earthquake shaking. Considerable engineering judgments have to
be incorporated in the hybrid method combining static and dynamic analyses
of slope models with corresponding laboratory soil tests under various stress
conditions to prescribe the equivalent soil moduli.

4 Statistical studies on a great number of slope failures during recent earthquakes
indicate that larger slope failures tend to occur in gentler slopes and travel
longer distance, becoming more devastating than smaller and steeper slopes.
These observational tendencies from case histories are essential in considering
seismically-induced slope hazard mitigations.

5 The slope failure mechanism can be formulated as a balance of four energies;
potential energy, kinetic energy, dissipated energy and earthquake energy. In the
statistical study of actual slope failures, the potential energy is becoming much
larger than the earthquake energy in slope failures with larger volumes and longer
runout-distances. This indicate that, for large slope failures in particular, the
earthquake energy works just as a trigger and the potential energy is the major
player to drive the failed soil debris in long runout-distance.

6 Shaking table tests demonstrate that the runout-distance can be uniquely
determined from the energy balance of a simple rigid block model if a mobi-
lized friction coefficient µ can be given. This energy-based evaluation of
runout-distance can be applicable to arbitrary slope cross-sectional profiles in
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a graphical evaluation method, if the earthquake energy E∗
EQ and the µ-value is

appropriately given.
7 In order to determine appropriate µ-values in the energy method, the back-

calculations of previous case histories are essential to form robust database. The
earthquake energy E∗

EQ is averagely a quarter of the total earthquake energy EEQ

coming up to the slope, and EEQ may be evaluated from the incident energy at
the base layer using available empirical equations.

8 The back-calculations of actual slope failures during recent earthquakes using
this energy-based method indicate that the mobilized friction coefficients µ in
natural slopes are obviously increasing with their slope gradients. This suggests
that the gradients have been determined according to their long-term exposures
to natural disasters such as heavy rains and earthquakes; steeper slopes survived
previous events because of their higher friction coefficients, unlike manmade fill
slopes constructed with nearly constant strengths.

9 Some of the back-calculated friction coefficients µ are lower than the initial slope
gradients, indicating that some mechanisms are involved to reduce them such
as pore-pressure buildup during seismic loding and monotonic shearing during
sliding. Despite much smaller contributions of earthquake energy than poten-
tial energy in long runout-distance, the earthquake energy greatly contributes in
reducing the soil strength by pore-pressure buildup or other mechanisms so that
the potential energy can make the work.

10 The back-calculated friction coefficients µ are correlated well with the average
depths of failed slopes, the parameter relatively easy to determine by field inves-
tigations. The µ-values are also decreasing with increasing failed soil volumes,
which seems compatible with the previous research on huge slides. The back-
calculated µ-value may be applicable in the energy-based method to predict
the runout-distance for earthquake-induced slope failures that are difficult to
evaluate by other simplified methods.
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